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PREFACE

MUCH has been written during the last thirty
years upon the origins and early history of

the Greek Drama. The conclusions reached by
some of the writers appeared to me to be so specula

tive and even incredible, that I began the Studies, of

which the results are summed up in this volume,

with the object of examining the evidence, and

ascertaining what conclusions it would really justify.

The result has too often been to show that no conclu

sions are possible, least of all some of those which

have been put forward ; and although I hope that

these Studies will be found to yield some positive

results, itmust be admitted that they are in a measure

critical ; an unkind reader might describe them as

Proving false all written hitherto,
And putting us to ignorance again.

This, however, if faithfully done, may itself be a

modest service to scholarship. For the ingenuity and

the imaginative power which the writers, to whom

I refer, possess in a far higher degree than myself,

I have the most sincere respect and gratitude. I have

learned from theni more than I can estimate. But

I think it is one of the most important tasks of

scholarship at the present moment
—at least in regard

to these subjects—to ascertain what can really

be said to be proved or probable, and to draw the

line sharply between history on the one hand, and
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attractive and interesting speculation, not founded
upon

evidence, on the other. It is with this end in view

that these chapters have been written. They do not

profess to be literary essays, but simply a
dispassionate

attempt to ascertain historical truth or probability by

methods as logical as the subject permits.

It is more than twenty-five years since I began

working on these lines. The duties of a very busy

life have often caused the work to- be suspended for

long periods, and the War and its effects have made

it impossible to prepare the results for publication

until now. In consequence of this, some of the

conclusions reached in these pages have been antici

pated by writers who have been able to publish them

before me, and I have tried duly to acknowledge

their priority ; but I may sometimes have omitted to

do so, where my view was already determined and

expressed in lectures, before I saw their work ; any

such omission is not intentional, and will, I trust,
be forgiven. In any case, no opinion is the worse for

having been independently formed by two or more

students.

It is unfortunate that the authorities for the early

history of the Greek Drama and Choral Lyric are

for the most part late, and the information which

they give very fragmentary. Aristotle, acute as he

is in the discovery of principles and the logical

classification of types, shows little interest in history,
apart from his services in connexion with the inscrip-

tional record. The work of his successors in the

Peripatetic School, and of the Alexandrian and Per-
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gamene scholars, survives almost entirely in the form

of passing remarks, scholia and lexicographical notices

in writers of much later date, inwhich much nonsense

is mixed with much that seems to be sound. Never

theless, the tradition which filtered into such notices

was, at least in part, the work of scholars of great

industry, ability, and discernment, and it is dangerous

to disregard definite statements made by scholiasts,

lexicographers, and writers on literary and social

history (such as Athenaeus), unless the supposed error

can itself be accounted for and good reason found for

setting the disputed statement aside. I have, so far

as I was able, tried to test the strength of each

particular piece of evidence, as it came under discus

sion ; and I have generally acted on the principle

that statements which combine to suggest a coherent

and intrinsically probable hypothesis, consistent with

whatever certainties there may be, or representing

a fairly steady tradition, may be provisionally accepted ;

and that a hypothesis so formed, though it may not

be proved, is likely to be nearer the truth than one

based on a priori assumptions and indifferent to the

literary evidence. But I recognize that one of the

greatest needs of scholarship at the present time is

a fresh, detailed and critical account of the tradition

of literary history from the fourth century b. c. to the

twelfth century a. d., tracing, as well as can be done,

the filiation of the different authorities. Some in

valuable work has already been done, such as that of

Wilamowitz on the Lyric poets ; of Kaibel on the

Prolegomena nepl KanwSias ; of Homer on the Scholia
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to Aristophanes ; of Rohde, Bapp,Wagner, and others

on the sources of Pollux, Suidas, and Athenaeus ; of

Plickinger on Plutarch ; and Korte's sketch
(in Pauly-

Wissowa) of the authorities for the history of Greek

Comedy. But these and other detached discussions

cover only a fraction of the ground, and
on many points

the several scholars reach conflicting conclusions. A

more complete account would be a fine task for a small

group of younger scholars : but it would need many

years of hard work.

I hope I shall not be taken to task for daring to

suggest, more than once, that the painters of vases

may have been exercising their imagination, and that

the greatest caution is needed in accepting the evidence

of vase-paintings as proof of the existence or the

characteristics of particular rituals or performances.

I have also felt bound to insist that accounts given of

the religious or dramatic ritual and ideas of peoples far

removed from the Greek can prove nothing as to the

performances and ritual of the Greeks themselves,
and that the evidence for the nature of the latter

must be drawn from Greece and Greece only,
whatever interesting analogies may afterwards be

discerned.

Two remarks of a personal character must be made :

(1) The whole of Chapters I and II were in print

when news came of Sir William Eidgeway's death.
A considerable part of those chapters is occupied with

criticism of his views, and I had not expected that

my treatment of them would pass without some re

joinder from so vigorous a controversialist. I greatly
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dislike a controversy in which reply is impossible ;

but my present criticism follows closely the lines of

my discussion of his book in the Classical Revieic,

shortly after its appearance, and to that he did from

time to time make some brief answers, to which

I have been careful to refer ; and, on the whole, it

seemed not unfair to let the chapters go forward as

they stood. But I cannot help expressing my great

admiration for the learning and the indomitable spirit

of my antagonist, and my sense of the great loss winch

his death brings to scholarship.

(2) I owe so much to the writings and the example

of Professor Gilbert Murray, that I have hesitated

long before publishing a rather lengthy criticism

(pp. 185 ff.) of a theory to which, as I know, he attaches

some importance. But I know also that no one is

more ready than he to welcome discussion, or more

generous to those who differ from him. I have

therefore given my view for what it is worth, and

I hope that any unintentional misrepresentation of

his position may be forgiven and corrected.

It may be that the readers of these Studies (if there

are any) will think that the labour expended on them

might have been more profitably laid out. I have

no quarrel with this view. The highest function of

Greek scholarship is to renew perpetually the love

and tho intelligent appreciation of the greatest writers

of Greece, and towards this the present book makes

little positive contribution. But it may be pleaded

that these Studies were partly prompted by the belief

that the great dramatic poets were being set in a
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wrong light by some of the theories which are here

discussed, since these professed to be not merely an

account of origins, but also, in some measure, an

interpretation of the poems ; and from this point of

view these discussions may prove to be not entirely

irrelevant to the right appreciation of the poems them

selves; while the fact that some of the theories

criticized are being actively taught in schools and

colleges (as is proved by the answers offered in

examinations year after year) shows that the time

for the discussion of them has not gone by.

The greater part of this volume has to do with the

earliest stages in the history of Greek Tragedy, Satyric

Drama, and Comedy. But the discussion in regard

to Tragedy necessarily involves the history of the

Dithyramb, and the first chapter is an attempt to

collect and discuss such information as is available

upon this obscure subject. I hope that at least this

may save some trouble to future students.

I had intended to offer, with these chapters, a further

series of studies, partly upon matters connected with

the Greek Theatre and its history, partly upon the

history of Attic Comedy ; but it is so uncertain when

these will be completed, and indeed whether they will

be completed at all, that it seems better to publish

the present volume by itself.

My special thanks are due to the Trustees of the

Jowett Memorial Fund, without whose help these

Studies could not have been completed. I wish the

work were more worthy of the
Trustees'

generosity.

A. W. P.-C.
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The Dithyramb

The historical treatment of the dithyramb is rendered

difficult by the defectiveness of our information in regard to

its character before the fifth century b. o., and by the doubt

which exists, whether many of the statements made by
Plutarch and Athenaeus, as well as by scholiasts and gram-

tnatici generally, are true of the dithyramb of the first

two-thirds of that century, or only of the greatly altered

dithyramb which succeeded it. It is also disputed whether

the most considerable of the poems which have come down

to us under the name, the Dithyrambs of Bacchylides, would

have been called by the name at all in his own time.

We have therefore to take the evidence piece by piece and

discuss its value.

The Dithyramb and Dionysus.

§ 1. The earliest mention of dithyramb is found in a

fragment of Archilochus of Paros, who probably flourished in

the first half of the seventh century B. c. :

coy Aioivvaoi avctKros koXov k^dp^at /ieAoy

olSa Stdvpafifiov, otva> £vyKepavi>a>8eh (ppevas.

Here the dithyramb is distinctly called
'
the fair strain of

Dionysus '. Its special connexion with Dionysus throughout

its history is sufficiently attested, and would not require

discussion but for the attempt made by Sir William Ridgeway

to disprove it. The importance of the passage of Archilochus

lies in the fact that, whereas it might be possible (though

hardly plausible) to argue that later references to the con

nexion of the dithyramb with Dionysus were due to the
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well-known performances at the Dionysiac festivals at

Athens, and that at these festivals the dithyramb was really

an alien accretion, no such suggestion can be made in regard

to the words of Archilochus ; andwhen
SirWilliam Ridgeway

1

claims to explain
'

why it is that the
earliest dithyrambs of

which we hear were grave and solemn hymns rather than rude,

licentious vintage-songs', he is trying to explain something

which is not a fact at all; for the earliest dithyramb of

which we hear was a Dionysiac song which required plenty

of wine to make it
'

go '.

SirWilliam Ridgeway remarks
2 that Archilochus

'
does not

say that when sober he would not have sung a dithyramb in

honour of some other god or hero '. No doubt the possibility

is not logically excluded ; but there is nothing in the passage

to suggest it; and his translation of the passage, 'how to

lead a fair strain in honour of Dionysus, a dithyramb
'

seems

much less natural (if not actually less correct) than
'

how to

lead the dithyramb, the fair strain of Dionysus '.

Two other passages are worth quoting. Pindar (Olymp.

xiii. 18) asks

rat Akovvctov iroOev k££(j>av€v

crtiv fiorjXdTa y(dpiTes Sidvpa/ifia) ;

Again Sir William Ridgeway is doubtless right in saying

that the passage does not necessarily confine the dithyramb

to Dionysus ; but it is surely a very forced interpretation which

makes the (SorjXdTrjs 8i6vpa.fi.f3os a peculiar (Dionysiac) species
of an intrinsically non-Dionysiac dithyramb. It seems more

natural to take (SorjXaTrjs here as a^ general epithet of

dithyramb, and the whole [expression as referring to the

well-known association of the dithyramb with Dionysus.

The passage certainly gives no support to Sir William

Ridgeway's theory of the original connexion of dithyramb

with hero-worship.

As regards the exact meaning of f3or)\aTT]s there is room

for some difference of opinion. The scholiast on Plato, Rep.

1
Origin of Tragedy, p. 38.

2
Dramas and Dramatic Dances, p. 45.
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394 c, states that the winner of the first prize for dithyramb

received a bull ; and as the statement follows the words

evpeOfjvai p.\v rbv 8i6vpafi(3ov kv Kopiudco v-rro 'Apiovos

tpacriv, he may, like Pindar, be referring to the Corinthian

custom. Or again, both the scholiast and Pindar may have

in mind the Athenian contest, which was well known through

out the Greek world by 464 B.C., the date of the ode, and

before which a bull was offered. Sir William Ridgeway's

explanation of the word by reference to the incidents of

a sacrifice to Dionysus by the Kynaethaeis in Arcadia1 seems

more far-fetched ; and the suggestion of Reitzenstein 2
that

Pindar's fSo-rjXdrris is the equivalent of (3ovkoXo?, and means

an attendant upon, or worshipper of, Dionysus, the bull -god,

hardly seems to take into account the force of kXavvco, with

which fSorjXdTrjs is connected by derivation. The word fiorjXd-

ttjs seems much more appropriately used of the driving of the

bull to the altar, or the driving of it off as a prize. It has

hardly the gentle force of (BovkoXos, 'tending the bull'.

The second passage is fragm. 355 of Aeschylus, which is

quoted by Plutarch
3 to illustrate the peculiar appropriateness

of dithyrambs to the worship of Dionysus, as of paeans to that

of Apollo :

fii£o(36a.i> Trpknei

SiBvpafi^ov dfiapTiTv

(TvyKOifiov Atovvacp.

Here the special association of the dithyramb with Dionysus

is clearly implied.

A passage in Plato's Laws, iii, p. 700 b, may also be quoted :

Kal tovtco 8r) to kvavTtov rjv a>8fjs erepov eiSos
—Oprjvovs Sk ny

av avrovs p.dXio-ra kKaXeo-ev—Kal Tratwvts erepov, Kal dXXo,

Atovvaov ylyecny, oT/xai, 8i6vpan/3o$ Xeyo/xeros. The word olpai

probably shows that the phrase is a playful (perhaps sceptical)

allusion to the suggested derivation of the name StOvpa/jifSos

from the double birth of Dionysus ;
4
and the passage does

not, as is often supposed, give any certain ground for think-

1 Paus. vin. xix.
' Epigramm und Skolion, p. 207.

3 De Ei apud Delphos, p. 388 e.
* See below, p. 14.
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ing that the only
proper subject of dithyramb was the

narrative of the
birth,1 though this was doubtless one of its

common themes ;
2 but it is good evidence for the connexion of

the dithyramb with the god.

Two passages included among the remains of Simonides

have sometimes been adduced in support of the Dionysiac

character of the dithyramb, but cannot be quite safely used

for this purpose. The interpretation of a phrase which occurs

in one of them, fragm. 172 (Bergk, ed. iv), Aicovvaoi avaKTos

(3ov<p6i/oi> . . . QtpdnovTa, as = Sidvpafifiov is too uncertain, as

the passage in which it is quoted (Athen. x, p. 456 c) shows,

though the interpretation would hardly have been offered but

for the special connexion of the dithyrambwith Dionysus. In

the other, fragm. 148, a very beautiful and instructive poem,

probably not by Simonides himself, but dating from about

485 B.C., the reference is plainly to the Dionysiac festival at

Athens in particular, and does not attest any general con

nexion. But the evidence of these passages is not required.

The specially Dionysiac character of dithyramb (despite its

performance, of which more will be said later, at the festivals

of certain other gods) is assumed by grammarians, scholiasts,

and lexicographers ;
3 but in view of the existence of better

evidence, such as has been given above, there is no need to

quote them at length.

§ 2. The fact, just alluded to, that the dithyramb was per

formed not only at the festivals of Dionysus, in Athens and

elsewhere, but also on certain other occasions, is scarcely
a valid obstacle to the belief in its primarily Dionysiac

character.

In classical times the most important non-Dionysiac festivals

of which it certainly formed a regular part were those of

1

Similarly when Euripides, Bacch. 523 ff., in telling the story of the

birth from the thigh of Zeus, makes Zeus address Dionysus as AiSvpa^,
he is doubtless alluding to the popular derivation of the word rather

than to the special subject of the song.
2
See below, p. 33, on Pindar, fr. 75.

3
e. g. Pollux, i. 38 ; Proclus, Chrest. 344-5 ; Cramer, Anecd. Ox. iv.

314 ; Zenob. v. 40 ; Suidas, s. v. SMpa/i^os, &c.
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Apollo. At Delphi, indeed, the regular performance of

dithyrambs in winter is connected with the fact that three

months of winter were there sacred to Dionysus, <£ tS>v AeX<f>S>v

ovSev rffrov fj tS> 'AttoXXohvl fikrecmy.1 But at Delos also kvkXioi

X°P0L were performed. These may have been associated,

though the evidence is not very
clear,2

with the regular annual

Oecopiai, or sacred missions, from Athens. A series of in

scriptions,3

which runs from about 286 to 172 B.C., shows that

during that period there were competitions between choruses

of boys (i. e. probably dithyrambic choruses) at the Dionysia

and Apollonia in Delos.

But the chief regular performances of dithyramb, apart

from Dionysiac festivals,were those at the Thargelia at Athens.

(These were given under regulations somewhat different

from those in force at the Dionysia, as will be explained

later.4) To these performances there are many references in

literature and inscriptions.5 The tripods won by the victorious

poets at the Thargelia were set up in the temple of the

1
Plut. de Ei ap. Delph., p. 388 e, f. The view of Dr. A. B. Cook

(Zeus, vol. ii, pp. 233-267) that Dionysus was actually anterior to, and

partially displaced by, Apollo atDelphi, seems hardly to be justified by the

evidence. Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the presence of Dionysus at Delphi.

2 Paus. IV. iv, § 1, says, 'En-l &e <i>LvTa roO 2u/3o'ra [i. e. in the eighth

century B.C.] rrparov Nleo-o-r)vioi Tore ru 'AirdXXaii'i (Is ArjXov dvo-iav Kni avdpuiv

xopbv anoo-T(\knvo-i, but he calls the song which Eumelus wrote for this

chorus an ao-pa npoo-oSmv, so that it may not have been strictly a dithy
ramb. Thucyd. iii. 104, records the re-institution in 426/5 b. c. of the

traditional practice of sending choruses from Athens and the islands to

compete at Delos, but does not mention dithyrambs by name. Strabo,

xv, p. 728, refers to the Delian dithyrambs of Simonides (see below,

p. 27) but does not mention such deoplai expressly. Callimachus,

Hymnto Delos, 300 ff., connects the kvkKioi xopoi'at Deloswith the Athenian

deapiai. (He associates them with the music of the cithara, instead of

the flute, by which dithyrambs were normally accompanied ; but the

cithara had come into occasional use for this purpose by the third cen

tury b. c, and the Delian performances of this date may have differed in

some ways from those of the classical period.)
3 Collected by Brinck, Diss. Philol. Halenses, vii, pp. 187 ff.

4 See below, pp. 52, 53.
6
e. g. Antiphon, rrcpX tov xopeuroO § 11 ; Lysias, xxi, §§1,2; Aristot.

Ath. Pol. 56, § 3 ; Suidas, s. v. nW.ov ; C. I. A. ii. 553, 1236, 1251, &c.
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Pythian Apollo, erected by Peisistratus, to
whom the develop

ment of the Thargelia as a popular festival may possibly
have

been due.

The performance of dithyrambs at Apolline festivals may

perhaps be accounted for by the close association of Dionysus

with Apollo at Delphi, and the interest shown by the Delphian

oracle in propagating the cult of Dionysus in Greece ; once

established at Delphi, the dithyramb would naturally be

adopted in the worship of Apollo elsewhere. But it may

partly have been a natural result of the desire to enhance the

attractiveness of popular festivals, by adding performances

which appealed to the people, even if they were originally

appropriated to other celebrations. This may account also for

the isolatedmentions of dithyrambs at the Lesser
Panathenaea,1

and at the Prometheia and
Hephaesteia,2

evidently as a

regular part of the festival and provided by ypprjyoi.

Plutarch (or a pseudo-Plutarch)
3
records the institution by

Lycurgus, late in the fourth century B.C., of a festival in

honour of Poseidon at the Peiraeus, including an dyoav kvkXiwv

\opS>v ovk 'iXarTov rpicov. An inscription,4 dated A.D. 52/3,

may possibly indicate the performance of a dithyramb to

Asclepius at Athens in that year, though this interpretation

is not
certain.5 But the essentially Dionysiac character of

the dithyramb, down to a late date, is confirmed by the strong
contrasts which are drawn between it and the Apolline paean,
—the

'

enthusiastic
'

nature of the words, rhythms, and music

of the one, and the sobriety of the other.6

§ 3. When we examine the uses of the word Aidvpa/i(3os as

a proper name, we obtain strong confirmation of the primarily
Dionysiac character of the dithyramb. The name is used of
Dionysus7

alone of the gods—with one exception. For

1

Lysias, 1. c. » C. /. A. 553, later than 403/2 B. C.
3
Vit. X. Orat, p. 842 a. -

C. I. A. iii. 68 b.
5 See below, p. 79. The attempt of Brinck (Diss. Hal. vii, pp. 85,

177) to refer the words of the inscription to gymnastic contests is very
unconvincing.

6
Plut. de Ei, I.e.; Proclus, I.e.; Suidas, s.v. Mipapfios; Athen.

xiv, p. 628 a, b, &c.
7
e. g. Eur. Bacchae, 527 ; the Delphic Paean to Dionysus ;

Hephae-
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Athenaeus1 tells us that at Lampsacus the names &ptap.(3os

and Aidvpafj.j3os were given to Priapus. But why1? Because

Priapus was there identified with Dionysus (TijiaTai 8e -rrapa.

Aafiy^raKrjuois 6 IIpiTjnos, 6 auroy a>v T<2 Aiovvo-w, k£ knidkrov

KaXovfievos ovtos, coy ©piap./3os Kal Ai6vpap.fios).

The name (in the form AI8YRAM<t>0£) occurs as that of

a Silenus, who is playing the lyre, on an Attic vase of good

red-figured style ; but the Silenus is leading a Dionysiac k<o/io?,

and doubtless takes his name from the Dionysiac revel-song,

Fig. 3. Silenus named AiQvpapfios.

as (on other vases) female attendants on the god are called

TpayoiSla or Kco/xcocu'a. The fact that (according to Herodotus)
3

the most famous of the men of Thespiae who fell at Thermo

pylae was Aidvpa/x(3os 'Ap/iariSea) is curious, but does not bear

on our present point.

stion, Trfpi n-oiijfx. vii, p. 70 (Consbr.) ; Etym. Magn. 274. 44. ePiap3os

is used of Dionysus in Fragm. Lyr. Adesp. 109 (Bergk) "laxx* Opiapfie,

o-ii rovrav x°Pay*- Compare also Pratinas, fragm. 1, Qplapfie Ai8ipapfie

Ktcro-uxaiT ai/a£ ; Arrian, Anab. vi. 28 ; Plut. Vit. Marcell. 22 ; Athen.

xi, p. 465 a (quoting Phanodemus of the fourth century b. c).

1
i, p. 30 b.

2 Fig. 3. See Heydemann, Satyr- u. Bakchen-namen, pp. 21, 36 ; Frankel,

Satyr- u. Bakchen-namen, pp. 69, 94. See below, pp. 50, 150.

3
vii. 227.
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§ 4. Thus, on a general review of the evidence, it appears

that the balance of probability is
against Sir William Ridge-

way's theory that
'

at no time was the dithyramb any more

the exclusive property of Dionysus
than the paean was that

of Apollo
'

;
1 in fact the dithyramb, though freely transferred

to festivals of other gods, and especially to those of Apollo, was

primarily and continuously regarded as Dionysiac.

The fact, of which Sir William Ridgeway makes a good

deal, that many dithyrambs about which we have information

dealt with hero-stories, does not in any way disprove this. If

his belief 2 that these dithyrambs (or any of them) were

addressed to heroes had any foundation, it might help him ;

but it has none. There is no evidence whatever that dithy
rambs were ever performed as part of the worship of

heroes,3

though they often dealt with their stories, when performed in

the festivals of Dionysus and (secondarily) of other gods such

as Apollo. There is nothing in this to disprove their Dionysiac

character : the themes of the dithyramb, as of other literary
forms, were doubtless extended in range as time went on ; but

it began in Greece, so far as our evidence goes, as a revel song
atterjwine, not as funereal or commemorative of the dead. If

at any time it had funereal associations, it was in a pre-Hellenic

stage of its development 4 ; there is absolutely no trace of such

associations in Greece.

But, Sir William Ridgeway
argues,6 '

even if it were true

that tragedy proper arose out of the worship of Dionysus, it
would no less have originated in the worship of the dead, since

Dionysus was regarded by the Greeks as a hero (i.e. a man

turned into a saint) as well as a god
'

; and he appears to imply
6

1 Sir William Ridgeway thinks that the paean was not specially
associated with Apollo ; with regard to this also, the facte seem to be
against him : but this is not the place to argue the point.
! Dramas and Dram, dances, p. 216.
3 Asclepius (see pp. 10, 79) was frequently regarded as a god.
4 Thiswould be the case if Professor Calder's theory (see below, p. 16)

were true.
5

Dramas, &c, pp. 5, 6. The argument mentions Tragedy, but is
obviously intended to apply also to the Dithyramb, out of which Tragedy
was supposed to have sprung. 6 n,^

_
p_ 47
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that if dithyramb included Dionysus among its themes it was

because he was a hero. The arguments which he uses to

support this view consist of (1) the fact that Dionysus had an
oracle among the Bessi on Mt. Pangaeum 1 '

as had the old

heroes Trophonius and Amphiaraus at Lebadea and Oropus

respectively '. But gods also had oracles. (2) Two passages

of Plutarch. The first of these (Quaest. Graec. ch. 36) contains
the invocation of the women of Elis, which, as given in the

MSS., reads :

kXOeiv fjpm Atovvcr

'AXticov ks vaov

ayvbv cn)i>
yapiTtcro-iv,

ks vabv rep (3oita> ttoSI Ovojv,
d£te ravpe, &£ie ravpe.

But most scholars agree that there is no vocative form tfpco,
and though Dr. A. B. Cook's emendation m (i.e. f,pi with

the -1 elided) is not easy to accept, the passage is probably
corrupt and is certainly not one to build

upon.2

In the other passage (De Iside et Osiride, ch. 35) Plutarch is

trying to prove the identity of Osiris and
Dionysus,3

andwrites :

dfioXoyet 8e Kal ret TiraviKa. Kal NvKreXia rots Xeyofikvois

'Oo-tpt8os Siacnrao-fJ-oTs Kal rats dva/3id>o-eo-i Kal ■raXiyyeveo-iats'

ofioicos Se Kal nepl ray ra<pds. Aiyv-rrioi re yap 'OaipiSos

TToXXaxov dijKas, &o-irep eipyrai, SeiKvvovcrt., Kal AeXipol ret tov

Atovvo-ov Xefyava avrois Trapa. to XprjcrTrjpiop diroKeio-dat

vop.i£ovo~C Kal Ovovaiv 01 "Ocrtoi Ovaiav dnopprjTOV kv too kpm

tov 'AiroXXmvos mav ai ©vidSes kyetpwcri tov Aikviti~v. But

this gives no ground for thinking that Dionysus, though treated

in certain cults as a chthonic power or a vegetation-god who

1 See below, p. 184.
* Even if we read rjpa (or rjpas, which is a possible emendation), the

word need not mean a
'

hero
'

in Sir W. Ridgeway's sense. It might be

simply an honorific title, as in Homer : and in fact we know from Paus.

VI. xxvi, § 1 that the people of Elis worshipped Dionysus as a God—deSip

Sc iv tois paKio-ra Ai6wo-ov aifiovaiv 'HXeioi. The view of S. Wide (Archiv.

Rel. 1907, pp. 262 ff.), that ijpa>s means a chthonic power generally is

hardly tenable. (See Farnell, Greek Hero-cults, pp. 15, 16.) I see that

in Zeus, vol. ii, p. 823, Dr. Cook abandons his proposal.
3 On the identification of Osiris and Dionysus, see below, p. 207.
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died and lived again, was ever
regarded as a

' hero ', in the sense

of aman turned into a saint. Orusius 1
and Rohde

2
notice that

a feast in which the Dionysiac 0vid8es took part was named

■r)pms, and
that Hesychius has the two glosses :

'Hpoxta'
to.

GeoSatcria, and
©eoSatcrios- 6 Atovvcros. But these facts do

notprove thatDionysus was ever thought of as a 'hero', though

they illustrate his connexion, in certain cults, with the world

of the dead. The fjpcoi? was probably in some respects (as

Rohde's note suggests) parallel to the Anthesteria, in which

Dionysus was connected with a chthonic cult ; but its
'
special

subject', as we learn from Plutarch,3
was HefiiXrjs duaycoyrj,

and the
' heroine

'

was
Semele.4

II

The name AiOvpafifSos. The Dithyramb and Phrygia.

§ 1. The attempts to throw light upon the original

character of the dithyramb by reference to the derivation of

the name have so far led to no satisfactory results. It is

generally recognized that the derivation which was evidently

the popular one in
antiquity,5

and which made Sidvpafiflos the

song of the god who, having been born a second time, came
'
through two doors ', is philologically impossible, though it is

evidence of the association of both name and songwithDiony
sus. The same difficulty attaches to the other derivations

which interpret 8l- as
'

double ', e. g. those which refer to the

double flute, or that given in the Etymologicum Magnum, oti

kv SiOvpcp avTpco Tf)s Nvo-rjs kTpd(f>rj.

§ 2. If we pass over various fantastic suggestions made in

antiquity, we find that most scholars agree in connecting

8i6vpafi/3os, 6piafi(3os, and triump(h)us. (The meaning of

Sidvpafifios and SpiafifSos, whether in application to the song

1
Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Em. v. 1212. 2

Psyche, ii, p. 45.
3
Quaest. Graec, ch. 12 (p. 293c) : see Nilsson, Gr. Fest., pp. 286 ff.

4 A more recent attempt of SirWilliam Ridgeway to make Dionysus
out a hero is discussed later (ch. ii, pp. 182 ff.).

6 It is implied in Eur. Bacch. 523 ff., and is given by many grammatici,
&c.
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or the god, is identical.)
-

Probably the syllable -a/z/3- in

these words should be considered along with the same syllable

in idvfxfSos, ta/ifSos, and perhaps Kao-a/*/3oy (Herod, vi. 73),
AvKa/xfSrjs (Archilochus, &c), Sdpafiflos (Plat. Gorg. 518 b),

Srjpa/iPos (Paus. VI. x, § 9), 'OiTio-dii(3a> (Soph. fr. 406,
Pearson).2 In these the syllable may well mean

'

step
'

or

'
movement ', and if 6piafi(Sos, as is possible, means the

' three-

step'

dance (cf. tripvdiwn), 8i-6vpaiifios maybe a modified

form of Si-dpiafjtfto?, the 81- denoting connexion with a god.

Similarly idv/ifSos will be the
'

forward-step
'

; AvKd/ifSrjs the

man with the wolf's gait : ia/j.fSos possibly the
'

two-step
'.3

The association of a '

three-step
'

movement with dithyramb

is only a matter of conjecture ; but this conjecture seems to be

easier than that of Dr. A. B. Cook 4 that the word is con

nected with the root 8op-,
'

leap
'

and so
'

beget ', and that the
' dithyramb was properly the song commemorating the union

of Zeus with Semele, and the begetting of their child Dionysus '.

The ancients seem to have regarded the dithyramb as com

memorating the birth, rather than the begetting, of the god,

and it is not really certain whether even this was at first its

special or only theme. Miss Harrison's interpretation of

AiOvpapPos as
'

the song that makes Zeus leap or
beget'

has

even less probability, philological or historical. There is

1 For the god, see above, p. 10. For the song, cf. Cratinus fr. 36 (ap.

Suid. 6. V. avapvTtiv) ore ctu roits koXovs Opidpfiovs drri}X^avov :

where the reference is probably to
Cratinus'

introduction of a dithyramb

at the beginning of his Bow«5Xoi, and the words were probably addressed

to the poet's Muse. (I cannot agree with Miss Harrison, Proleg. p. 444,
that there is a special significance in the utterance of the Bpiapfioi by
a female figure.)

2 Cf. also aa\apfir], xipdnfti, &c. But all these words require further

investigation.

3 I owe this suggestion to Professor J. A. Smith, who thinks that the

i of "apPos may be a form of fi = bis. "lappas appears, not only in its

well-known sense, but also in a fragment of
Arctinus'

'IAiou nipo-is as the

proper name of a warrior, and Hesychius cites it as ovopa 7ro\€ur n-epl

Tpoiav. The Schol. on Nicand. Ther. 484 (Keil's ed. p. 39) gives "Ap^as

as the name of a son of Metaneira. In view of the connexion of 'idpfiq
with Metaneira, it is tempting to emend to 'id^Saj.

'
Zeus, vol. i, pp. 681-2 ; cf. J. E. Harrison, Themis, p. 204.
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no suggestion of any such purpose or magical significance

about any
dithyramb of which any record is preserved.1

MissHarrisonwrites, indeed,much about the ritual of
thedithy-

ramb ; but it can hardly have escaped the notice of attentive

readers that there is absolutely no record of any such ritual as

she imagines, and that the only dithyrambic ritual known in

actual records is the cyclic dance of fifty performers at Athens

and elsewhere. (Her idea that there was a ritual of group-ini

tiation lying behind the story of the double-birth of Dionysus

which is supposed to be the special subject of dithyramb, seems

also to be entirely unsupported by actual
evidence,2

and Sir

William Ridgeway's reply
3 to her on this point appears to be

quite satisfactory.)

It may be added that the derivation from the root flop-

throws no light on 6pia[i(3os.

§ 3. An entirely new theory of the derivation of the name

has been given by Professor W. M. Calder.4 He has found

a Phrygian word Sidpepa or Sidpe-p-a, which is interpreted to

mean a tomb with double-doors ; and he suggests that this,

combined with the termination -a/z/Soy (possibly, like -vvOos

and others, an Anatolian termination), passed into Greek as

8i6vpafi(Sos, and meant a dirge or grave-song. (He takes

-ambos to mean primarily
'

god ', but it would make little

difference to the theory if it meant
'

step
'

or
' dance '.) His

view is that the cult of Dionysus, originally an Anatolian

deity associated with graves, passed into Greece by various

1 The only passage which could suggest that dithyramb had amagical

value is very late
—Proclus, Chrest. xiv, where it is described as eh napai-

tijo-iv KaK&v yeypappevos. But, after aU, prayer is not magic ; nor is the

revel-song after drinking, and Proclus himself says that the dithyramb

arose anb rfjr Kara robs dypobs iraiSias Kal ttjs iv rots 7rdYoir ev(ppoo-vvi)S.

Further, the text is very uncertain, and some scholars take the words

els napatTr/o-iv KaKmv yeypappevos as referring to the Paean, of which they
are strictly true. (See Crusius, in Pauly-W. Real-Enc. v, 1207.)
' The same must be said of the similar theory of Dr. E. Rostrup (Attic

Drama in the light of Theatrical History).
3

Dramas, &c, pp. 43-4.
1
Class. Rev. xxxvi (1922), pp. 11 ff. He has been kind enough to am

plify his theory in a letter to me.
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routes—into Crete, where it gave rise to the cult of Zagreus ;

across the Aegean by the islands (Lesbos, Paros, Naxos) ; and

into Thrace, where the chthonic elements in the cult re

mained important; and that it was thus (probably by the

island-route) that the dithyramb came to Greece.

The theory is in accordance with the fact that the musical

mode specially employed in dithyramb was the Phrygian.

There was a tradition that tho Phrygian and Lydian app.ovtai

came to Greece with Pelops from Asia Minor ;
Athenaeus,1

who records the tradition, quotes a fragment of Telestes of

Selinus (circ. 400 B. C.) as follows :

npcoTOi napd Kparrjpas 'EXXdvoav kv avXols

avvonaSol UkXonos /zarpoy opeias

Qpvytov aetaav vofiov

Tol
8'

6£v(pd>i>ois nrjKTiScov ■uVaAynoTy KptKOV

AvStov vpwov.

But no further details are traceable, and the historical basis

of the legend of Pelops 2 is not sufficiently certain to admit

any safe conjectures as to the value of the tradition. All that

can be said is that if this type of hymn and music was

originally Phrygian, it is easy to understand its finding its

way to Paros and Naxos, and that as Dionysus, in whose

worship it was performed, was certainly a god of the

Thraco-Phrygian tribes, the tradition is quite likely to bave

a basis of truth.

But though Professor Calder's theory thus gains somewhat
-

in probability, the difficulties in the way of it are still con

siderable, for

(1) The evidence for the meaning assigned to the Phrygian

1
xiv, p. 626 a.

2 Pelops is sometimes in legend a Phrygian, sometimes a Lydian, but

more often the former than the latter. He is Phrygian in Herod, vii.

viii, Bacchyl. vii. 53, and Soph. Ai. 1292 ; Lydian in Pindar, Olymp. i. 24 ;

ix. 9 : cf. a very interesting note by Professor GilbertMurray, The Rise of

the Greek Epic3, p. 48. Gruppe (Gr. Myth. i. 653) thinks that the legend

of Tantalus and Pelops was originally Greek, and was transported to

AsiaMinorwith the Ionianmigration : but this seems to be very uncertain,

and hardly affects the point in regard to the origin of the dithyramb

and the Phrygian appovia.

S183 C
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word is not very
complete. The word is only proved to mean

a
'
monument or some sepulchral attribute or characteristic

'

;

the interpretation as
'

a tomb with two doors
'

rests on the

analogy of some
other forms in which Phrygian inserted a p.

(2) There is no independent evidence
of any connexion of the

dithyramb with tombs ; and though cults do change remarkably

when transplanted, it is hard to see how such a dirge can have

been transformed into the riotous song of Archilochus.

Herodotus 1 does indeed mention a Thracian tribe which cele

brated the death of any of its members with rejoicings ; but

this is too remote from
Archilochus'

drinking-bouts to help
us much. At present, therefore, it only seems possible to

suspend judgement and hope for further evidence.

§4. The double use of the name, for a song and for the god him

self, has given rise (as has the double use of the name
'
Paean ')

to the question which use has the priority. Thosewho derived

the name from the supposed circumstances of the birth of the

god, evidently regarded it as primarily the name of the god,

afterwards transferred to the song in his honour. (They
would doubtless have held the same view in regard to the

Linos-song.) If, on the other hand, the word includes a root

meaning
'

step
'

or
'

movement ', it must first have been the

name of the song. It would, however, take us too far to

discuss the view of those scholars who think that the idea of

the god grew out of the emotional experience of the Bacchic

revellers at the time when dithyramb was a revel-song and

dance, and that they so named the power which they felt to
be in and among them. There are grave difficulties in this

view, and at best it can be no more than a conjecture.

IH

From Archilochus to Pindar.

§ 1. We may now return to the fragment of Archilochus.
The lines appear to imply a revel-song led off by one of a band
of revellers, and they tell us no more. They do not suggest

1
V. iv. The tribe was that of Te'roi oi adavarl&vTes.
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a literary composition, but rather the singing or shouting of

some well-known traditionalwords, or perhaps some improvisa

tion by the k^dp\oiv, with a traditional refrain in which the

band of revellers joins, as the mourners join in the 8pfji>o? in
the last book of the Iliad :

l

irapa
8'

eicrav dotSoiis

6pt)va>v k£dp%ovs, 01 re aTovokcro-av
doiSfji-

oi flt\v
dp'

kOp-qveov, knl 8e aTtvdyovTO ywaiKes.

Athenaeus quotes the lines of Archilochus in proof of the

connexion of the dithyramb with ohos and
p.k&-q,2

and adds

a line from the Philodetes of Epicharmus (fr. 132).

ovk eo-Ti 8i6vpafj./3os ok\ vScop my?,

which at any rate shows that the drunken dithyramb persisted

for a century and half or so after Archilochus.3 It may have

been some such dithyramb that Cratinus introduced at the

beginning of his BoukoXoi (a play on a Dionysiac subject).4

§ 2. But the dithyramb as a literary composition was, so

far as our evidence goes, the creation of Arion, who lived at

Corinth during the reign of Periander (about 625-585 b. a).

For we need hardly consider seriously the question mentioned

by Pseudo-Plut. de Mus., ch. x, p. 1143 e whether the Paeans of

Xenocritus (or Xenocrates) of Locri Epizephyrii, a poet older
than Stesichorus, may not really have been dithyrambs,
because they dealt with heroic themes. The question appears

to imply a later conception of dithyramb than can be ascribed

1
i.e. xxiv. 720. See also below, pp. 123 ff.

2 Athen. xiv, p. 628 a. He has just cited a statement of Philochorus

o)9 o\ rraXaiol ovk del 8iSvpapf3ovo~iv, dW orav o-wevBcoo'i, tov pev Aivvvaov iv

olvco Kal pedrj, tov fie 'ATroWavn peff 170-UY/ay Kal rd^eas peXnovres.

3 There seems to be no justification for the statement of Wilamowitz

(Einl. in die Trag., p. 63) that the dithyramb of Archilochus and

Epicharmus was a solo. 'E£<ip£ai implies a chorus or band of revellers

who at least join in the singing.

4
Hesych. 8. v. trvp

irapeyxet'

Kpar'ivos dirb 8tdvpdpf$ov iv BoukoXoi? dpyo-

pevos : cf.Cratin. fr. 36 (K.), ore o-b robs KaXobs Bpidpfiovs
dvapirovo-'

dmjxddvov.

The fact that Ecphantides used the address Euie Kio-o-6xan ava%, xalPe ig

not enough (as some have supposed) to show that he also introduced

a dithyramb into Comedy.

C2
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to the seventh
century.1 Nor does any ancient

writer ascribe

dithyrambs to Stesichorus, who lived (approximately) between

640 and 560 b. c, though he wrote largely on heroic themes.2

In fact his poems seem to have been accompanied by the

cithara, not, like the early dithyrambs, by the
flute.3 To infer

from the fragment of the
Oresteia,4

rdSe xpi) XaptTdov 8aii.obij.OTa KaXXixppcov viivulv

$pvyiov /xkXos kgevpovras afipcos r)pos kirepxoiievoio,

that the poems of Stesichorus generally were performed in

spring and to Phrygian music (like the dithyramb) would be

to generalize far too boldly from an isolated quotation.

With regard to Arion there are great difficulties which will

best be discussed in connexionwith
Tragedy.5 But thewords in

our authorities which refer beyond question to dithyramb are

capable of a fairly certain interpretation. Herodotus,6
who

is, no doubt, the source from which Suidas and others drew,

speaks of Arion as 8i6vpafifSov Trp5>Tov dvOpcbncov tS>v fjfieis

i'8/j.ei' TroirjcravTd re Kal ovotidcravTa Kal SiSagavra kv KopivOm—

a statement which Suidas reproduces in the words Kal irpcoTos

yopbv o-Tr]aai (sc. Xiyerai) Kal SiBvpaixfiSov do-at Kal ovofidaat

to aSofievov vtto tov yopov. Arion, that is, first produced

a chorus which kept to a definite spot (e.g. a circle round

an altar) instead of wandering like revellers at random ;

and he made their song a regular poem, with a definite

subject from which it took its name. The words need

1 The writer of the de Mus. does not say who raised the question.

After quoting the account given of Thaletas by Glaucus of Rhegium,
who wrote n-epi tS>v dpxaiav ttoit]tS>v about the end of the fifth, or begin-

ing of the fourth, century b. C, he continues : Kal nepl SevoKpirov de, 8s r)v
to yivos eV AoKpav to>v iv 'IraXi'a, dpCpio-^qre'iTai el iraiavav noiqrqs yiyovev.

qpioiKmv yap virodeo-eav inpdypara ixovoSiv Troir)Tr)v yeyoveval (paalv avrov.

Si6 Kai nvas &i8vpdpfiovs KaXe'iv avrov ras noiqo-eis. npeo-fivTepov 8e rij ljXiKi'a

(pno-lv 6 TXavKos OaXqrav SevoKpirov yevioSai. The remarks about Xenocritus
are plainly a parenthesis, derived from an unspecified source, and

inserted by the writer in his summary of
Glaucus'

account of Thaletas.
2 See Vurtheim, Stesichoros Fragmente u. Biographie, pp. 103-5.
Suid. (s.V.) eVXjjfli; 8e Srijo-i'xopoy on rrparos KiBapcfiiq. x°P°v e<rrr)<rev,

and Quintil. x. 1, § 62 'epici carminis onera lyra sustin'entem '.
4 Fr. 37 (Bergk4), 14 (Diehl). ■ See below, pp. 131 ff. « i. 23.
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not mean, as Sir William Ridgeway assumes, that he first

gave the name
'

dithyramb
'

to a performance : that would

be obviously false, since Archilochus did this long before, and

Herodotus is likely to have known this; Archilochuswas a well-

known author at least to the Athenians of the fifth century.

They mean that he first gave his dithyrambs names, as

dealing with definite subjects. We shall shortly find the

great dithyrambic writers similarly naming their poems—

'Memnon', ©pacrvs 'HpaKXfjs, 'HtOeoi 77 ©rjaevs, &c,—and

Arion, we must suppose, was the first to do this.

Pindar's allusion,1

already quoted, to the creation of the

literary dithyramb at Corinth shows that it was still per

formed as part of the worship of Dionysus.

The words in
Suidas'

notice which precede those quoted

above, viz. Aeyerat Kal rpaytKov Tponov evpeTrjs yevko-dat,

probably do not refer to dithyramb at all, but to the inven

tion by Arion of the musical rpoVoy which was afterwards

appropriated by tragedy. Aristides Quintilianus 2

expressly

distinguishes the StOvpafifitKos Tponos from the rpaytKos and

the voijikos, and it is doubtful whether the Phrygian appovta

was regularly employed for the TpayiKos Tponos. (Cf. Pseudo-

Plut. de Mus. xvii, dXXd p^v [sc. ovk ~)yv6et TlXdrcov] Kal oti

npoaoSta Kal nataves, Kal pivTOt oti Kal TpayiKol oiktoi 7rore

km tov Aooptov Tponov kp.eXa>8fj6r]crai' Kat Tiva kpwTiKd.) The

words which follow the statement about the dithyramb in
Suidas'

notice, viz. Kal Sarvpovs elo-eveyKuy eppeTpa Aeyor'-

ray, will also be shown, in a later chapter, to have, in all

probability, no reference to dithyramb.

The scholiast on Pindar, Olymp. xiii. 19 explains Pindar's

words as referring to Arion ;
3 but he, or another, writing on

1. 25 of the same ode, is not unnaturally perturbed by the fact

1
Olymp. xiii. 18 : see above, p. 6.

2
p. 29 : 6 pev ovv voptKuS Tpuiros ear! vqroeihqs, 6 8e didvpapftos peo~oei8qs,

6 be TpayiKos invaToeidqs.

3

q ovras
aKOVO-Teov'

at t5>v Aiovvaov StSvpdp^av iv KopivOoi i<f>dvqo-av

Xapires, TOvreari to o~nov8at6raTov riav Aiovvo~ov 8i0vpdpfBa>v iv KopivStp Trpwrov

i<pdvq'
i<el yap a>pd8q 6 x°pbs

opx^vpevos'

earqo-e de ai/rbv npoiTos Apiatv o

Mqdvpvalos, elra Aaaos 6 'Eppwveis. (Of course this scholium has no inde

pendent value.)
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that in other places Pindar spoke of
Naxos or of Thebes as the

scene of the invention of dithyramb. Pindar had doubtless

many
patrons to please, and these places may well have been

early homes of the dithyramb, perhaps in its pre-literary

forms. But the tradition recorded by Herodotus, even though

he writes 150 years after the event, strongly supports the claim

of Corinth and of Arion to have converted the dithyramb into

a form of poetry. It is of some importance also that Proclus

found the same tradition in Aristotle ;
1
and on the whole it

may be accepted with very fair confidence.

§ 3. Although Arion himself came fromMethymna in Lesbos,
his choruses must have been composed of the inhabitants of

Dorian Corinth.2 At a rather later date (in the time of

Polycrates, i. e. shortly after the middle of the sixth century)
we are told by Herodotus

3 that the people of Argos, which

was also Dorian, tjkovou fiovo-iKr/p elvai 'EWrjvcov irp&Toi.

Whether Lasos of Hermione in Argolis was or was not of

Dorian stock is unknown. The people of Hermione,

Herodotus 4 informs us, were not Dorians by origin, but

Dryopes ; how far they kept themselves apart from their

Dorian neighbours we cannot tell. In any case it is to Lasos

that the next important step in the history of the dithyramb

appears to have been due, though the notices in regard to

him are very unsatisfactory.

He was born, according to Suidas, in the fifty-eighth

Olympiad (548-5 B.C.). His wit and wisdom do not here

concern us ;
5 but there are two things which seem to have been

1 Cf. Proclus, Chrest. xii evpedqvai 8i tov SiBbpapfiov MvSapos iv Kopivda

Xeyer tov 8e dpgdpevov rqs w8qs
'

ApiaTOTeXqs 'Apiova
Xiyei'

or nparos tov

"vkKiov ijyaye x°p6v. The proposalbyVal. Rose (Aristotelespseudepigraphus,
pp. 615 ff.) to substitute 'ApioroKXqs (latter half of second century B. c.) for
' '

Apio-ToriXqs in this and other passages is sufficiently answered by Bapp,
Leipz. Stadien, viii (1885), pp. 95-6, who shows that the substitution is

only justified in certain special cases.
2

Wilamowitz, Einl. in die gr. Trag., p. 63, notes that the population

ofMethymna itself, as is shown by inscriptions, was not wholly Aeolic.
3
"*• 131- 4

viii. 43.
6 See Diog. L. I. i. 14; Stob. Flor. 29, 70 (Gaisf.); Hesych. s.v. Xaai-

o-uara, &c.
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definitely associated with his name—the institution of dithy
rambic contests at

Athens,'

and some elaboration of the rhythms

and the range of notes employed in the music of the

dithyramb.

As to the former, Lasos was at Athens in the time of

Hipparchus, son of Peisistratus, and detected the attempt of

Onomacritus to insert forged verses among the oracles of

Musaeus.1
Suidas, aswe read the notice in the MSS.,says ofhim

that 8i6vpap/3ov els dycova elarjyaye, though it is difficult not

to be attracted by Professor Garrod's brilliant emendation
2 (in

view of a passage of Pseudo-Plutarch, quoted below)
SiOvpap-

fid>8eis dycoyds elcrrjyayev. There is, however, a further hint of
Lasos'

connexion with dithyrambic competitions in Aristo

phanes (Wasps, 1409-11), where a reminiscence may be pre

served of an actual contest between Lasos and Simonides :

pa AC,
dXX'

aKovaov rjv ti croi 86£co Xkye.iv.

Aaaos noT dvTe8i8aaKe, Kal
SipcovtSrjs'

6 Adcros elnev,
"
oXiyov pot

Lasos may therefore have helped to introduce dithyrambic

contests under the tyrants, and this may have led some writers

wrongly to ascribe the invention of kvkXiol to him

(e.g. Schol. on Aristoph. Birds, 1403, 'AvTinarpos 8e Kal

Eixppovios kv Tots vnop.vi)pao-i <pacn tovs kvkXlovs \opovs o-Trjo-ai

npa>Toi> Adcrov tov 'Eppiovka, ol 81 dpxaioTtpoi, 'EXXdvtKOS Kai

AtKaiapxos, 'Apiova tov MrjOvpvaiov,AiKatapxos pev kv tS> nepl

AiovvariaKGov dycovcov, 'EXXdvtKOS 8e kv tois KapveoviKais 3).

With regard to the musical innovations made by Lasos, the

Pseudo-Plutarch 4
writes as follows : Adaos

8'

6 'Eppiovevs els

ttjv StOvpap^iK^v dycoytiv peTaaTrjcras rovs pvOpovs Kal T?j tS>v

avXSav noXvcpwvta KaTaKoXovQrjaas nXeiocri re (pdoyyois Kal

Sieppippevois els perdOeaiv ttjv npo'vndpyovo-av r\yaye

1 Herod, vii. 6.
2 Class. Rev. xxxiv, p. 136.

3 This emendation for KpavaUolsmay be regarded as
certain. Hellamcus

seems to have written in the latter part of the fifth century ; Dicaearchus

lived circ. 347-287 b. c, Euphronios in the
third century B.C. ; Antipatros

is unknown.

4 De Mus. xxix, p. 1141 b, c.
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iiovcriK^v. There is no reason to think that 8i6vpapPiKi)

dycoyy means the non-antistrophic structure,
which came in at

a later date. The reference is more probably to the tempo or

pace at which the words were
sung.1 Perhaps Lasos in

creased the rapidity of the delivery, and his example was

followed by later composers ; and if, in addition, he increased

the range and variety of the notes employed, taking full

advantage of the possibilities of the flute, he may have in

augurated that predominance of the music over the words

against which, as we shall see, Pratinas shortly afterwards

protested.

Statements in scholia, &c, that Lasos was the teacher of

Pindar, or of Simonides,maymerely be due to a desire to set the

various poets in some relation to one another—the mistaken

attempt thus to humanize chronology being one of the causes

of the frequent unreliability of such notices. Suidas adds,

without giving any authority, that Lasos was the first to write

a prosework nepl
p.ovcriKr}s.2 He was also famous in antiquity

for having indulged his dislike for sibilants by composing wSal

ao-typoi, one of which was a hymn to Demeter ofHermione, and

another was called
Kevravpoi.3 The opening lines of Pindar's

dithyramb Qpaaiis 'HpaKXfjs make it almost certain that one

at least of these was a dithyramb, and as the Demeter was

composed in the Aeolian or Hypodorian mode, the dithyramb

must have been the Kevravpoi : but the only certain fact about

the contents of his dithyrambs is the wholly unimportant one

recorded by
Aelian,4

that he called a young lynx by the name
of 0-KVp.VOS.

Cl.Aristld. Quint., p. 42, dyayq 8i io~ri pvBpiKr) xpdva>v Ta%os q f3pa8vrqs.

oiov orav t£>v Xoyav crafapevcov, oif ai Bicreis Troiovvrai. irpos ras aprreis,

8ia<f>6pcos eKaarov xpdvov to. peyeSq irpocpepapeda : i. e. if the relative lengths

of deo-is and apo-ts are preserved, but both are taken faster or slower, then

there is a difference of dyayq.
2

Wilamowitz, Pindaros, p. 112, does not accept this; but thinks that
precepts of his survived into later days ; and this may well be the truth.

3
Athen. x, p. 455 c ; xiv, p. 624 e.

Athenaeus'

authorities were

Clearchus (a pupil of Aristotle) and Heracleides Ponticus (circ. 340 B.C.).

Many other references may be found in Oxyrh. Pap. xiii, p. 41.
4 N. H. vii. 47.
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In view of the attribution of dithyrambic contests to the ini

tiative of Lasos, it is somewhat puzzling to find that the Parian

Marble l definitely ascribes the first x°P0L dvSpcov—dithyrambs

sung by a chorus of men—to a year which may be 510/9 or

509/8 B.C., and states that the first victory was won by
Hypodicds of Chalcis. It is, however, at least possible that

this refers to the first victory at the Dionysia as organized

under the democracy, and as distinct from such contests as

may have been arranged by the tyrants with the assistance

of Lasos. There is no evidence of musical and poetic contests

at Athens before the time of Peisistratus.2

Navarre 3
states that in the sixth century dithyramb was

performed by a choir and a narrator who recounted incidents

in the passion of Dionysus in answer to questions. It would

be interesting to know how this is proved.

No date can be assigned to Bacchiadas of Sicyon, whose

victories with a chorus of men on Mt. Helicon (i. e. probably

at Thespiae) are recorded by Athenaeus ;
4 but the record

refers to an early period.

§ 4. Simonides was probably the most famous and success

ful of all the ancient writers of dithyrambs. In an extant

epigram he claims to have won fifty-six dithyrambic

victories :

e£ knl nevTrJKovra, 2tpouvt8r], fjpao ravpovs

Kal rpinoSas, nplv dvdkpevai
nivaKa-

ToaaaKi
8'

Ipepoevra SiSagdpevos xoP°v dvSpcov

ei>86£ov NiKas dyXaov
dpp' knktSijs-5

1 Epoch 46. The Marble gives the name of the archon as Lysagoras.

Scholars are divided as to whether this is a mason's error for Isagoras,

or whether Lysagoras may be taken to be the name of the archon of

509/8, who is otherwise unknown. See Wilamowitz, Arist. u. Athen. i,

p. 6, and Hermes, xx, p. 66 ; Munro, Class. Rev. xv, p. 357. Reisch

(Pauly-W., Real-Enc. iii, col. 2431) gives the date as 508/7, but I do not

know why.

2 See Reisch, de Musicis Graecorum ceitaminibus, ch. ii.

5 Rev. Etud. Anc. 1911, p. 246.
'

xiv, p. 629 a. Perhaps the text is wrong, and rra'iSas should be read

for av8pas : see Reisch, de Mus. Graec. cert., p. 57.

6 Frag. 145 (Bergk4) = Anth. Pal. vi. 213.
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It is not stated that all these victories
were won in Athens

and it is doubtful whether this can have been the case, even

when all possible occasions of dithyrambic performances are

taken into the reckoning. The date of the epigram may have

been the same as that of Epig. 147, which was written in

477/6 B.C. to be inscribed beneath the tripod won by the

victorious tribe, when the poet was eighty years old :

rjpXev 'ASeljiavTos fiev 'Adrjvaiois,
St'

kviKa

'Avrioxls <f>vXrj SaiSdXeov
rpinoSa'

Ueivo<p(Xov Se
t66'

vlbs 'Apio-reiSrjs exoprjyei

nevTTjKovT dvSpcov KaXa. /laOovri X°P?>-

djj,qbl 8i8ao~KaXir) Se ~2,ipa>vi8r) eanero kvSos

oyScoKOVTairei naiSl Aeconpeneos.

It is remarkable that in the first of these two epigrams of

Simonides fifty-six victories are all stated to have been won

with x°P°l dvSpcov: and this suggests (though it does not

answer) the question whether the choruses of boys may not

have been a later institution than the choruses of men.

It is generally agreed that Epig. 148, attributed to
'

Bacchylides or Simonides
' x is at any rate not by the latter,

but there is no doubt of its early date, circ. 485 B.
c,2

and it is

important for the light which it throws on the customs con

nected with dithyrambic performances.3 It commemorates

the victory of an otherwise unknown poet, Antigenes, repre

senting the Acamantid
tribe.4

noXXaKi 8r/ (pvXrjs 'AKaiiavrtSos kv xoP°i°~11' v{lpai

dvooXoXv^av Kicrcrocpopois enl Sidvpdpftois

ai AiovvcridSes, piTpaicri. Se Kal p68cov dcbrois

cro<p£>v doiScov ko-Kiacrav Xmapdv eOeipav,

1 Bergk iii *, pp. 496-7 : Wilamowitz, Sappho u. Simonides, pp. 218 ff.
2

Wilamowitz, 1. c, p. 222. Reisch (Pauly-W., Real-Enc. iii, col. 2384)
says

'
Ende des 5 Jhdts. ? ', but gives no reasons.

3 See below, p. 50.
4 I cannot agree with Wilamowitz in thinking that the victory was

the first victory of the tribe ; the epigram seems far more likely to mean
that itwas the latest of them. No convincing emendation of the corrupt

1. 6 has been suggested.
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ot TOvSe TpinoSa crqbiai pdpTvpa BaKX^f «e^AQ»/

\e6rjKav'

Keivovsf
8'

'AvTiyevqs k8i8a£ev dvSpas.

ev
8'

kTi6r}ve"iTo yXvKepdv ona Acoptois 'Apto-Toov

'Apyelos t\8v nvevpa x*®1' KadapoTs kv
dvXols'

Ta>v kxoprjyqo-ev kvkXov peXtyrjpvv 'InnoviKos,
^Tpovdcovos vlos, appao~iv kv Xaplrcov (poprjdeis,

a'i ol dvOpabnovs ovopa kXvtov dyXadv re vtKav

6rJKav, locTTecpdvoov 6eS>v eKart Motcrav.

Unfortunately no fragment of Simonides that is certainly

dithyrambic
survives.1 Strabo mentions a dithyramb of

Simonides called Memnon in a passage
2
which has given rise

to some controversy :—racpfjvat Se Xkyerai Mepvcov nepl

TldXTOv rfjs %vpias napa BaSav norapov, a>s etp-qKe ^ipcoviS-qs

kv Mepvovi 8i6vpdp/3cp tS>v A-qXiaKcov. The natural meaning

of this would be that Strabo found this statement about the

burial of Memnon in a dithyramb of Simonides—either, simply,

one of those written for performance at Delos or perhaps one

of a collection, such as Wilamowitz 3
supposes to have existed,

of those composed for Delos. There are no facts which render

either of these alternatives difficult, andWilamowitz seems to

be interpreting Strabo in a scarcely justifiable
manner when

he claims that the expression implies that Strabo knew that

there was nothing properly dithyrambic
about the poem. It

should, however, be noticed that the best MS. reading of

Strabo's text is AaXtaKcbv, for which scholars have proposed

many emendations ; and the difficulty of explaining why any

scribe should havechanged the comparatively familiarArjXiaK&v

intoAaXiaKcov remains, though it does not affect the
main point,

the to Simonides of a dithyramb calledMemnon. A

conjecture of M. Schmidt
4 tries to bring Memnon into con-

1 The conjecture ofW. Schmid and others (see Oxyrh. Pap. xiii, p. 27)

that the
' Danae

'

was a dithyramb rather than a Bpqvos appears to have

no foundation.

2
xv, p. 728.

3 Textgesch. der gr. Lyr., p. 38 ; he goes beyond the evidence, however,

in citing Paus. IV. xxxvii as proof of the existence of such a collection.

In his Einl. in die gr. Trag., p. 64, he denies the value of Strabo's

statement entirely, but without giving
reasons.

4
Diatribe in Dith., p. 132.
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nexion with Dionysus, on the strength of a story mentioned

by
Servius1 to the effect that Priam obtained Memnon's aid

by the gift of a golden vine to Tithonus, so that in a sense

Memnon's death was due to Dionysus ; but this is very far

fetched.

A poem by Simonides called Europa was mentioned by

Aristophanes of Byzantium
2 (who noted that in it the poet

called the bull both pijXov and npo/3aTov 3). That the Europa

was a dithyramb appears to be assumed by
Bergk,4 though it

does not seem that any evidence exists. But whatever may

be the truth about the Europa, the mention of the Memnon

gives reason to think that the dithyrambs of Simonides,

like those of Arion, Pindar, and Bacchylides, dealt with

definite and special divine or heroic subjects, though it is

likely enough that Dionysus was appropriately recognized at

some point in the poem.

§ 5. We obtain some remarkable evidence as regards the

character of the dithyramb at this period in the long fragment
of

Pratinas,5
which has been treated with great ingenuity by

Professor H. W. Garrod.6 There can now be little doubt

that the fragment is part of the chorus of a satyric
play,7

and it is clear that it attacks violently the growing pre

dominance of the flute accompaniment over the words of the

dithyramb, applying many insulting epithets to the offend-

1
On Virg. Aen. i. 489.

2 B. C. E. Miller, Melanges de Lift, grecque, p. 430.
3
Cf. Eustath. II. 877, 37.

4
Poet. Lyr. iii4, p. 399.

6
ap. Athen. xiv, p. 617 b.

6 Class. Rev. xxxiv, pp. 129 ff.
7 This view is first found in K. 0. Muller, El. deutsche Schriften, i,

p. 519 (1847), and is repeated in his Gesch. der gr. Lit. ii2, p. 39 ; it has
been adopted by Blass, Girard, and others. The description of it as

a xmdpxqpa does not preclude its being part of a play : obviously odes of
various types might find appropriate places in drama ; many scholars
regard some of the odes of Sophocles as hyporchemes, and Tzetzea
speaks of the brropxqpaTiKov as an element in Tragedy. Becker, de
Pratina (1912), though holding the fragment to belong to an inde
pendent poem, compiles a good deal of evidence to prove that it was
danced by satyrs. His comparisons between it and the Cyclops of

Euripides are particularly interesting.
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ing instrument. I give (in the main) Professor Garrod's

text : 1

ris 6 dopvflos SSe ; ri raSe rd x°Pe^Para ;

ris vfipis euoXev kni AiovvaidSa noXvndraya OvpeXav ;

epos kubs 6 Bpopios'
epe Set KeXaSeTv, epe Set narayeiv,

dv Spea crvpevov peTc\ NaidSoov,

5 are kvkvov dyovra noiKiXonrepov peXos.

tclv doiSdv Karko-rao-e Utepls * *

fiao-tXeiav" 6
5'

ai^Aoy vo-repov
xopeuerco'

Kal ydp
ko-8'

vnrjpeTas.

Kcbpco pdvov 8vpapd\ois

10 re nvypaxlais vecov 8kXei napoivoov

eppevai o-rpar^Aaray.

7rafe tov (ppvveov noiKiXov nvotdv
2

exovTa, abXeye tov oXecricriaXov KaXapov XaXo(3apvona napa-

peXopv6poj3aTav

8rjra Tpvndvcp Skpas nenXacrpevov.3

16
r]vi8ov' dSe croi Se£id Kal noSbs

8iappi<pd, 8piapj3oSi0vpap/3e

Kicro-SxaiT dva£, aKove rdv kpdv Awptov x°Pi^av-

The first difficulty is to determine the date to which the

fragment is to be assigned. It seems natural to think of it as

referring to the changes introduced by Lasos, and if so it is

not likely to be much later than 500 B. c, by which time, as is

practically certain, Pratinas had introduced satyric drama

from Phlius into Athens.4 But Professor Garrod is inclined to

assign it to a date about 468 B. c, and to explain it as re-

1 I do not here discuss the metrical aspect of the passage, which offers

great difficulties. Professor Garrod here differs widely from Wilamowitz

(Sappho and Simonides, pp. 132 ff.).
2 '

With the voice of a spotted toad
'

is intelligible as an insulting
expression about the flute, without any such reference to Phrynichus as

Prof. Garrod sees. The lower notes of a flute, badly played, may well

be so described ; and there is no other hint of Phrynichus as a composer

of dithyrambs.
3
This seems better than pviraporpvirdvas 8ipas neTrXavpevov (read by

Prof. Garrod).

4 See below, pp. 92 ff.
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ferring to the innovations of
Melanippides,1

whose appearance

he regards as roughly
synchronous with the floruit of his

senior contemporary, Diagoras of Melos, placed under that

year by Eusebius. The decision depends upon the interpreta

tion of passages of Athenaeus and Pseudo-Plutarch, which are

unfortunately not easy to explain.
Athenaeus introduces the

fragment of Pratinas with thewords : UpaTivas Se 6 $Xidcnos,

avXrjT&v Kal xopevrcov uicrSocpopccv KaTexovrcov ray opxwrpas,

dyavaKTrjcras (Wilam. for dyavaKTeiv Tivas) enl r<3 tovs avXrjTas

pfj gvvavXeiv tois x°P°^> KaOdnep t)v naTpiov, aXXd tovs \opoi)s

gvvaSeiv toTs avXrjTaTs, ov ovv e?xe Ovpibv Kara to>v ravTa

noiovvTOiv 6 UpaTivas kp.(pavigei Sid TovSe tov vnopxypioiTos.

The Pseudo-Plutarch 2
reads (in the MSS.) as follows:

ylao-oy
8'

6 'Eppiovevs els ttjv 8i8vpap.BiKr)v dycoyfjv p.eTao~Trjo-as

tovs pv8poi>s Kal rr\ tS>v avXmv noXv<pa>via KaraKoXovdrjcras,

nXeioo-i re <p86yyois Kal Steppippevots xPrl<r<^flei/0S> e^
p.erd8e-

aiv tt)v npovndpxovaav ijyaye p.ovcriKrjv. 6/j.oicos Se Kal MeXa-

vmni8t]s 6 peXonoibs eniyevopevos ovk evepieive rfj vnapxovcrT]

povcriKfj,
dXX'

ovSe $iXo£evos ovSe
Ttpodeos'

ovtos ydp,
inra-

(pQoyyov tt)s Xvpas vnapxovo-rjs ecos els TepnavSpov tov 'Avtio~-

aaiov, Stkppiyfrev els nXeiovas (f)86yyovs. dXXd yap Kal avXr/TLKrj

ddf dnXovcrrepas els noiKiXoarepav peTaBeBrjKe uovctiktJv. to

yap naXatov, ecos els MeXavinnlSr/v tov tcov 8i8vpdp.Bccv ttoitj-

Trjv, crvpBeBrJKei tovs avXrjTas napd t5>v noirjTcov XapBdveiv

tovs pio~8ovs, npcoTayavio-Tovo-r/s StjXovoti tt)s noirjcreoos, tS>v Se

avXrjTiov iinr]peTOvvT(ov tois SiSacrKaXois'
vcrTepov Se Kal tovto

Siecpddprj.

It is difficult to think that the author of the second passage

can have written it as it stands ; for, though there appears to
be little justification for the transposition of certain sections

in Weil and Reinach's edition, it is unlikely that the author

would have written et'y MeXavmwiSrjv tov tS>v SidvpdpBcov
noirjTrjv only a very few lines after MeXavinniSrjs 6 p.eXo-

noios. There would have been no need for a new description

1 In the discussion which follows it is assumed that there was only
one Melanippides, and that the 'elder Melanippides'

is a fiction of

Suidas. (See Rohde, Rhein. Mus. xxxiii, pp. 213-14 ; and below, p. 55.)2 de Mus. chs. xxix, xxx (1141 c, d).
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of the poet so soon ; and as the sentence opotcos Se Kal MeXa-

vinniSns 6 peXonoios ktX. appears to be quite in place—Lasos

began the process, Melanippides carried it further—it is prob

able that the words ecos els MeXavinntSr/v tov tcov SiSvpdpBcov

noirjTijv should be bracketed,1
as one among the many inter

polations in this treatise. But if so, no reason remains for

seeing a reference to Melanippides in the passages of Athenaeus

and Pseudo-Plutarch, the common source of which, as Pro

fessor Garrod says, was probably Aristoxenus, and was better

reproduced by the Pseudo-Plutarch ;
2 these passages, and the

fragment of Pratinas, may quite well refer to Lasos.3

It is to be noticed also that the fragment attributed to

Pherecrates, which the Pseudo-Plutarch quotes to illustrate

his statements, plainly regards the innovations of Melanip
pides as affecting the lyre, not the flute : and this accords well

with the passage of Pseudo-Plutarch which deals with the

lyre, from opotcos Se KalMeXavinniSr/s to els nXeiovas <p8oyyovs

and returns to the flute with the words, dXXd yap Kal avXr)-

TlKf].

There is, moreover, a slight improbability in the supposition

that Pratinas was alive and composing as late as 468 B. c. In

467 his IlaXaio-Tal Harvpoi was brought out by his son

Aristias,4
and it is at least likely that he died before this.

We may therefore provisionally, though without claiming

1
Not, however, for the reasons given by Weil and Reinach—that

Melanippides attacked the art of flute-playing in his Marsyas, and is

therefore unlikely to have given it prominence in his practice. Poets

are not always so consistent.

2 Athenaeus'
phrase abXqriov . . . ras opxqorpas is scarcely intelligible,

though the encroachments of the flute may have been connected with

the rise of professionalism and virtuosity. I agree with Professor Garrod

that Athenaeus must be referring to a period in the history of lyric

aywxer, not (as Smyth supposes) to the appearance of
'
some hired flute-

players and choreutae
'

on a particular occasion.

3 There is no independent evidence as to the payment of the flute-

player, except that in
Demosthenes'

day he was certainly paid by the

choregus.

4
Argt., Sept. c. Theb. We know of no instance of a competitor in

Tragedy or Satyric Drama bringing out the work of another during his

lifetime, though this was often done in the case of Comedy.
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absolute certainty, interpret the
protest of Pratinas as directed

against the excessive importance assigned to the flute by

Lasos.

Wilamowitz regards the fragment as itself a dithyramb, and

line 3 is certainly easier if spoken by a dithyrambic chorus,

and if epe =
'
the dithyrambic chorus and not the flute '. But

it is not impossible in the mouth of any chorus :—'it is I, the

chorus, and not the instrument, that have the right
&c*

(In

any case there is some
confusion between the chorus round the

altar, and the diacros of nymphs and satyrs in the mountains.)

If the piece were itself a dithyramb, it is not easy to see what

the circumstances of its performance were. Did it follow

immediately on, or break into, a dithyramb in the new

manner 1 On the whole, Professor Garrod's view seems easier,

that
'
we have a satyric drama, in which, at the point where

our fragment begins, some one has just brought to an end

a lyric strain easily apprehended by the audience as a parody
of the " New Rhythmic

"

'. (No inference can be drawn

either way from rav epav Acopiav x°Pe^av- The dithyramb

was composed in the Phrygian mode ; but the flute-players

may have been Dorian, as Pratinas himselfmust have been.)

rv

Pindar, Bacchylides and others.

§ 1. Pindar (518-442 b.c), to whom two
'books'

of

dithyrambs were attributed, is described by scholiasts and

others as a pupil of Lasos, to whom he was committed by the
flute-player Scopelinus ; others said that he was taught at

Athens by Agathocles or Apollodorus or both. We cannot

check these statements. But we have some striking fragments

of his dithyrambs.

One is quoted by Dionysius of Halicarnassus
1
as an illustra

tion of the severe style, the avo-Tqpd dppovia. The text and

1
de Comp. Vb. xxii.
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the exact interpretation are sometimes uncertain; the text

here given, except in one or two words, is that of
Schroeder.1

iSer kv x°P°v> 'OXvpnioi,

km re kXvtolv nepnere x'*PLV> @€°t

noXvBarov 01
r'

dareos opcpaXbv 6voevTa

kv rais lepals 'Addvais

5 olx^eire navSatSaXov t evKXe dyopdv.

loSercov Aayere crTetpdvcov tolv eapiSpenrov

XoiBdv Ai68ev re pe crvv dyXaia

iSere nopevdevT doiSav

SevTepov knl KtacroSeTav 8eov,
10 Bpopiov ov t 'EpiBoav re fiporol KaXeopev,

yovov vnaTcov pev narepcov peXnepev

yvvaiKwv re KaSpel'dv [epoXov].

kvapyea
8'

kpe o-dpaT ov Xav8dvei,

(poiviKoedvcov bnoT olx^kvros 'flpdv daXdpov

15 exjoSpov endyrjcrtv tap (pvrd veKTapea.

tot€ (idXXerai, tot en dpBp6rav x^ov kparal

'Imv (poBat, p68a re Kopaicri piyvvrat,

dxei t 6p<pal peXecov cri/v avXots,

dx^T re SepeXav kXiKapnvKa x°pot-

It was written for performance at Athens ; but the common

belief (supported by Christ and Wilamowitz) that it was for

performance in the Agora rather than in a Dionysiac theatre

is not proved by the fact that the gods of the Agora are first

addressed.2 The whole expression is evidently a comprehen

sive one for the gods of Athens, and would be quite appropriate

in a Dionysiac orchestra or in any site in Athens. It is plain

that the Athenian dithyramb was a spring performance ; there

is no trace of the winter-dithyramb, such as was performed at

Delphi ; and clearly Semele was one of its traditional themes.

The language and ideas are simple, when compared with the

more highly-wrought passages of Pindar's Epinikian odes ; but

it is noticeable how few substantives go without an ornamental' to^

1 Edition of 1923 ; fragm. 75, pp. 412-13.
2 Christ's attempt (edition of 1896) to date the poem before 472 b. c.

on this ground is sufficiently answered by Smyth, Melic Poets, p. 360.

SJ82 D
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or descriptive epithet, and some have two (noXvBarov op.<f>aXov

8v6evra, navSaiSaXov evKXea dyopdv) ; in the last part, which

tells of 'the flowers that bloom in the spring', the effect is

perhaps a little cloying.

At first sight it is hard to follow Dionysius when he takes

the poem as representative of the avo-Trjpd appiovia, but

Dionysius refers not to what we should call the
'

tone
'

of the

poem, but to a certain roughness or want of euphony in the

juxtaposition of letters and
syllables,1

very difficult for our

ears to detect, though Dionysius unkindly says that it is plain

to all who have p.erptav aiadr/aiv nepl Xoyovs- He speaks of

the lines as
'
slow in their time-movement

'

(dvaBeBXijTai re

ro?y xpofois Kal SiaBeBrjKev knl noXii raty dpp.oviais), but the

reference is once more to the relative length of time required

for the pronunciation of different collocations of letters ; to a

modern reader the effect produced by the abundance of resolved

feet is one of rapidity and even of hurry. It is generally

stated that the fragment is written in ueXos dnoXeXvpevov,—

non-antistrophic verse ; but the fragment is only of about the

same length as the first strophe of the Qpacrvs 'HpaKXfjs t)
Kep(3epos,2

and may well be the first strophe of an antistrophic

poem. There is, in fact, no sufficient ground for attributing

non-antistrophic compositions to Pindar.

There are also extant three short fragments 3
of another

dithyramb written by Pindar for Athens :

76 3> Tal Xinapal Kal locrTecpavoi Kal doi8ip.oi

'EXXdSos epetcrpa, KXeival 'AOavai,
Saipoviov nroXieOpov.

77 081 nalSes 'ASavaicov kBdXovro (paevvav

KprjmS'

kXevdepias.

1
Dionysius works out these points in great detail, but it would be

beside the present purpose to discuss them here.
2 This is noticed by Grenfell and Hunt, Oxyrh. Pap. xiii, p. 28.
3

They are respectively quoted by the Schol. on Aristoph. Ach. 674,
Plut. Vit. Themist. viii (with reference to the battle ofArtemisium), and
Plut. de Glor. Athen. vii. The ascription of frs. 77 and 78 to the same

poem as fr. 76 is based by Christ on the similarity of metre and subject.
Wilamowitz, Pindaros, p. 272, is doubtful about the reference of fr. 78 to
Athens.
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78
kX€8'

'AXaXd, HoXepov 8vyaTep,
kyxkcov npooipiov, a dverai

dvSpes vnep noXios tov IpodvTov SdvaTov.

It was on account of the praise of Athens contained in this

dithyramb that the Athenians richly rewarded the poet, and

(perhaps at a later date) set up a statue to
him.1

Two fragments, one of which
certainly,2 the other probably,3

comes from a dithyramb, refer to the story of Orion, whose

origin is stated by Strabo 4 to have been described in a dithy
ramb. The first (fr. 72) alludes to Orion's attack upon Merope,
daughter of Oenopion, under the influence of wine :

dX6x(p nore OcopaxOels enex dXXoTpia

'Slapicov.

The second (fr. 74) mentions Pleione, the Pleiad whom he

assaulted :

rpexerco Se peTa

IlXrjiovav, dpa
8'

amSi kvcov XeovToSdpas.

The remaining fragments of Pindar's dithyrambs, apart

from those discovered at Oxyrhynchus, need no comment.

They are as follows :

No. 80 KvfikXa parep 6ewv

81 ere cf kyeb napd piv
6

alveco pev, Trjpvova, to Se pr) Al (plXrepov

criySipi ndpnav ov yap e'lKos tcov kovToav

apna(opevwv napd karia Ka8rjo-8ai

Kal KaKOv eppev.

82 Tav Xtnapav pev Atyvnrov dyxiKprjpvov.

83 rjv ore crvas to Boicotiov edvos evenov.

It is also recorded that kv r£ npd>Tcp tcov AtdvpdpBcov Pindar

ascribed the origin of dithyramb to Thebes ;
6 that he played

upon the words SiOvpapBos and Xv8i pdppa (the cry of Zeus

1 Paus. 1. viii, § 4. As to the date of the statue, seeWilamowitz, 1. c,
p. 273.

2
Etym. Magn. 460. 35.

3 Schol. Pind. Nem. ii. 17. 4

ix, p. 404.
6
n-apa piv, i. 6. napa tot 'HpanXe'a, Schol. Aristid. iii. 409.

6 Schol. Pind. Olymp. xiii. 25.

D2
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at the second birth of
Dionysus);1

and that he used a

heteroclite plural
8i8vpapBa,2

and the word naXivaiperos (of

a building destroyed and
rebuilt).3

It is probable that Boeckh was right in ascribing to a

dithyramb fr. 156 :

6 £apevr)s 6 x°PolTvTros

o> MaXedyovos eOpeyjre NatSos

aKolras SiXijvos.

But by far the most striking dithyrambic fragment is that

found at Oxyrhynchus ; a few lines of it were previously

known. It was entitled ©pacrvs 'HpaKXijs t) KepBepos, and

was written for Thebes. The text as given by Grenfell and

Hunt is as follows (brackets being omitted where the supple

ments are certain) :
4

nplv pev elpne crxoivoTeveid
r'

doiSd

8i8vpdp(3cov

Kal to crdv KifiSaXov dvQpcbnoicnv dnb crropaTasv,

8ianenra[vTaL Se vvv Ipois] nvX[ai kv-

5 kXoio-i veat w w —

etoorey

o'iav Bpopiov TeXeTav

Kal napd aKanrov Aibs OvpaviSai

kv peydpots Itrrdim. creuva p.ev /carapxei

parepi peydXa popBol rvndvcov,

10 kv Se Kex^ccSov
KporaX'

aldopeva re

Sas vnb £av8a?cri nevKais,

kv Se NatSoov kpiySovnoi o-rovaxal

paviai t dXaXai opiveTai pi\(ravxevi

crvv kXovw.

15 kv
8'

6 nayKpartjs Kepavvbs dunvecov

nvp KeKivrjTaL to t 'EvvaXiov

eyxoy, dXKaecrcrd re IlaXXdSos alyls
pvpicov <f>8oyyd£eTai KXayyais SpaKovTcov.
ptpaba

8'

elcriv Apreuis olonoXos £ev-
antistr. d

1 Etym. Magn. 274. 50, &c. 2
Herodian ii. 626. 35 ff L

3
Harpocr., p. 232, &c.

4

Wilamowitz, Pindams, p. 343, has also a few useful notes on the
text.
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20
£atcr'

kv opyais

BaKxlais <f>vXov Xeovroyv d[ypoTepcov Bpopicp-

6 Se KrjXeirai x°Piv°vo~aicn Kal dr/-

pwv
dyeXais'

kpe cf k£aipeTov

KapvKa crocpcov enecov

25
Moia' dvecrTacr'

'EXXdSi KaXX[Lx6pa>

evxopevov Bpio-appaTOis 6\XBov re @r)Bais,
ev8a 'Appoviav (f)dpa ya[perdv

KdSpov vyjrrjXais npani8eo\o-i Xaxelv KeS-

vdv'

Aibs
8'

aKovcrev opcpdv,

30 Kal TeK etiSofcov nap dvdpd>no[is yevedv.

\^\y —±J—^j — ^ ——w

Atovvcr
'

,
.8

- t . y

park\pos 1

nei . . .

Lines 1-5 (and 23—4) contrast the archaic long-drawn

dithyramb with Pindar's new style. As the editors have

pointed out, the fact that the present fragment is antistrophic

disposes of the idea (generally accepted when lines 1-3 were

only known in isolation) that Pindar was introducing the

composition of dithyrambs in a non-antistrophic form, and

rejecting the
' long-drawn

'

succession of strophes and anti-

strophes or of triads. The reference to to crdv KiBSrjXov is

doubtless (as Athenaeus and Dionysius state) to the cpSal

dcriypot of Lasos, and (though the expression remains difficult),

the least objectionable translation seems to be
'

formerly the

song of dithyrambs issued long drawn out, and the san (i. e.

sigma) issued as base coin from the lips of men ', i. e. the use

of the sound was so discredited that Lasos actually rejected it.

Pindar may have introduced a shorter form of dithyramb

than that of Lasos, but in fact we cannot be certain to what

exactly axoivoTeveia refers.

The greater part of the fragment (which is but the intro

duction to a narrative now lost) describes
'

what manner of

festival of Bromius the celestials by the very sceptre of Zeus

celebrate in their halls '. Unfortunately the defectiveness of

the text leaves in obscurity the connexion of this description

with the new type of dithyramb ; but the suggestion which has
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been made, that the new type was modelled on the heavenly
festival of Bromius, cannot really be sustained. The heavenly

festival, in which each god showed his enthusiasm in his own

characteristic way, was evidently amuch more varied perform

ance than we ever find denoted by the word
'

dithyramb
'

; it

includes elements which belong, not to the dithyramb, but to

the trieteric orgies in which the worship and the instruments

belonging to the Great Mother were combined with those of

Dionysus. (The same is the case in the first chorus of

Euripides'

Bacchae,whichMiss Harrison,1 apparentlywith little

justification, describes as in part a dithyramb. What Greek

poem was ever in part of one species, in part of another ? Nor

is there any reason to consider the third chorus of the play,

11. 519 ff, a dithyramb, even though the birth of Dionysus is

described in it, and Zeus is said to have addressed him as

AidvpapBe.)
In the same papyrus are traces of two other dithyrambs.

The first, probably composed for Argos, was clearly
anti-

strophic, and the extant words suggest that its subject was

Perseus and his exploits ; the other was perhaps written for
Corinth,2 but is so fragmentary that neither its subject nor its
structure can be made out.

The Pindaric dithyramb was thus, so far as our evidence

goes, an antistrophic composition dealing with special themes

taken from divine and heroic legend, but still maintaining its
particular connexion with Dionysus, who is celebrated,

apparently at or near the opening of the song, whatever its
subject. Dithyrambs written for the Great Dionysia at

Athens might naturally have the characteristics of songs of

spring.

As regards the language, the extant fragments hardly
explain Horace's lines :

3

seu per audaces nova dithyrambos
verba devolvit numerisque fertur

lege solutis.

Horace may be mistakenly attributing the pkXos dnoXeXv

\ ™6miS'
P:.*f

■

'

Wilamowitz, Pindaros, p. 372, disputes this.3

Odes, iv. n. 10 ff.
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pevov to Pindar ;
1
or he may be referring to other metrical

licences, such as the freedom which Pindar displays in regard

to resolved feet. The fragments do not give us many bold

compounds, but this may be an accident.

§ 2. During Pindar's time there flourished also Peaxilla of

Sicyon ; Eusebius gives the date when she was, or became,
well known as 450 B.C. She wrote poems on a variety of

heroic subjects, as well as Tlapoivia or
%KoXia,2

and owing

to the bathos of the third line of a speech of Adonis in one

of her poems3

a proverb arose, r)Xi8id>Tepos tov IIpa£iXXr]s

'AScbviSos. It does not appear on what grounds Smyth4 takes

the Adonis of Praxilla to have been a dithyramb, and

says that 'the earliest form of dithyramb was in dactylic

hexameters, which were revived in the fifth century'.

The only extant line which is actually ascribed to a dithy
ramb of Praxilla is a hexameter verse quoted by Hephaes-

tion 6
as napd Tlpa^lXXri kv StdvpdpBois kv a>8fj kmypacpopevn

'AxiXXevs,

dXXa rebv o&nore Svpbv kvl o~Tr)8ecrcnv eneiOov.

But Crusius ° may be right in thinking that the words kv coSfj

kmypaabopkvr) 'AxiXXevs are a correction of kv StOvpdpBois,

and that the latter is inaccurate.

§ 3. Another contemporary of Pindar and, like him, a pupil

of Agathocles at Athens, was Lampeocles the master in music

of Damon, who was the teacher of Pericles and Socrates—

(The song, TlaXXdSa nepcrenoXiv Seivdv, which was thought

1

Probably Pseudo-Censorinus, ch. 9 (Gramm. Lat. vi, p. 608, Eeil),

took him to mean this, when he states that Pindar
'

liberos etiam nume-

ris modos edidit'.

2
Wilamowitz, Einl. in die gr. Trag., p. 71, thinks that the fact that

she wrote drinking songs proves that she was a eraipa. Does it ?

5 Zenob, iv. 21 says iv rots piXeo-i, Cod. Coisl. eV toXs vpvois. The lines

are : koXXiotov pev iya XeiVa (pads qeXioio, \ Sevrepov aarrpa (paeiva o-eXqvalqs

re irpdo-coirov, | q8e Kal iopaiovs o-ikvovs Kal pqXa Kal oyxvas. (Smyth aptly

compares the beautiful fragment 481 ofMenander.)
4 Melic Poets, p. 348.
5
de Mdris, ch. ii, p. 9 (Consbr.)

6
Pauly-W., Real-Enc. v. 1214.
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old-fashioned at the time of Aristophanes
Clouds,1

was

ascribed by some to Lamprocles, by others to Phrynichus. I

can see no reason why Diehl, in his new edition of the

Anthologia Lyrica, should include it among the dithyrambic

fragments.) The only dithyrambic fragment of Lamprocles

consists of a few words, quoted by
Athenaeus,2

connecting the

name of the Pleiades with IleXeidSes:—AapinpoKXfjs
8'

6

8i8vpap,Bonoibs Kal prjTws avrds elnev 6p<ovvp.eiv rais irepiare-

pais kv tovtois'

aire noravais

opmvvpoi neXeiacriv aiBepi veicrOe.

§ 4. We may now pass to Bacchylides, who was writing

perhaps from about 481 to 431 B. c. The poems which are

numbered xiv-xix in the papyrus are there called dithyrambs,

and it may be assumed that they were so classed by the

Alexandrian scholars on whose work the MS. must have de

pended. (The dithyrambs are in the alphabetical order of the

initial letters of their titles, and as these only go down to I,

they doubtless formed part of a larger collection.) But it has

been disputed inwhat sense they were dithyrambs. Were they

actually written for performance by a kvkXios x°P°s • Some

of them appear to be on too slight a scale for what seems to

have been (at least with some composers) a grand form of

composition, if we may judge by the openings of Pindar's

dithyrambs contained in the two longer fragments, and by the
fact that one of these fragments, after some thirty lines, has
not yet come in sight of what we know to have been the main

subject of the poem. In truth, however, we know too little

of the usual scale of the dithyramb to have any right to

generalize about it.

The longest of the dithyrambs of Bacchylides, the one

called 'HWeoi i) Q-qcrevs (No. xvi) is affirmed by Jebb
3
and

others to have been a paean. This, however, is probably
a mistake. The word naidvi£av in 1. 128 is part of the narra-

1 11. 967 ff. and schol. ad loc, &c. In all the scholia it is always called
an h\o-pa, with no suggestion of dithyramb.

2
xi, p. 491 c.

s
p. 223 of his edition of Bacchylides.
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tive, and gives no ground for thinking that the poem in

which the narrative was contained is a paean. The invocation

to Apollo in the last three lines is a natural prayer for victory

to the god of Delos, where probably the poem was sung1— a

god, moreover, to whom poets by custom appealed for victory ;

and dithyrambs as well as paeans were sung by choruses sent

to Delos from other
cities.2 (The citation of the poem as

a dithyramb by Servius has obviously no independent weight,
but merely repeats the class-description of the poem which

had been current long before him.)
But were the poems classed as dithyrambs simply because

they contained mainly heroic narrative'?
Plato,3

perhaps

nearly a century later, thought of the the dithyramb as mainly
narrative, though this does not mean that he would have

classed any narrative lyric poem as a dithyramb. The Pseudo-

Plutarch 4
or his authorities, and others to whom he alludes,

thought of dithyramb as mainly dealing with heroic themes.

But what evidence have we that the Alexandrian scholars,

to whom probably the ascription of the title
' Dithyrambs

'

to these six poems is due, treated as dithyrambs poems

which were notwritten for performance as dithyrambs, simply

because they contained heroic narrative? The evidence of

notices and quotations in scholia &c, which must have been

largely based on the work of Alexandrian scholars, suggests

that the different kinds of lyric poem were still kept distinct,

and gives no ground for supposing that the Alexandrians did

1 It cannot be taken as certain that it was composed for performance

at Delos, but it would at least have been appropriate for this purpose

(see Jebb's note on 1. 130, p. 390) ; and this seems more likely than the

idea of Comparetti (Milanges Weil, p. 32) that it was written for a chorus

ofCeans admitted to competition atAthens. There is no recorded parallel

to the supposed admission.

2 See above, p. 9. For a later period (the third century B. c.) the

evidence of inscriptions is abundant.

9 Republ. iii, p. 394 c. Plato does not intend his remark to be taken

too strictly : r) Se SV dnayyeXias abrov tou
jroiqToii'

evpois

8'

&v abrqv [iAXi.o-T<i

irou iv 8i6vpdp$ais. The later dithyramb, which had begun to prevail in

his time, included much plpqms.

4
de Mus, ch. x, p. 1143 e. See above, p. 20.
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not know which were dithyrambs and which were not. That

No. xv was a dithyramb in the strict sense
—one of those per

formed at Delphi when Apollo was supposed to be absent and

the paean was
silent,1 the contents of the poem leave no room

to doubt.

On the whole, the balance of probability seems to be in

favour of accepting these poems as really dithyrambs, intended

to be sung by kvkXioi x°P°i> whether at Athens or elsewhere,

despite the differences of scale which they present, and which

may possibly be due to a difference in the customs of the
several

festivals. It will be best first to examine each separately,

and then to consider any common characteristics which can be

discerned.

The first (xiv) is entitled 'AvTrjvopiSai fj 'EXivr/s dnaiTrjcris.

Menelaus and Odysseus are sent toTroy to demand the restora

tion of Helen, and are hospitably received by Antenor and his

wife Theano, who is priestess of Athena, and is apparently (at

the beginning of the poem) opening the doors of her temple

to them. The poem is defective, but in the latter part, which is

well preserved,Antenor brings the envoys before the assembled

Trojans ; Menelaus speaks in praise of justice and gives

awarning against vBpis, and there the poem ends. It did not,

apparently, any more than the other dithyrambs of Bacchy
lides, tell a complete story. On the ground that Antenor and

Theano had fifty sons (as stated by the scholiast on 11. xxiv. 496),
Jebb suggests that they may have been represented by the

chorus of fifty. This raises the question, how far the

dithyrambic chorus bore a dramatic character—whether, in

fact, it ever represented any one but the performers themselves.

There is no reason why in the present piece it should have

done so. The piece is narrative throughout and would gain

nothing by being sung by a chorus impersonating some of the

characters in the story. Indeed if Jebb is right (in his note

on 1. 37 ff.) in thinking that the sons of Antenor are spoken

of in the third person (dyov), they cannot also have been the

narrators; but in fact the subject of dyov is unknown, and

the Antenoridae do not figure in the extant fragments at all,
1
Plutarch, de Ei ap. Delph., ch. ix.
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though they must have done so somewhere in the poem. The

poem consists of three triads in dactylo-epitrite metre, and

the language is quite free from the excitement or enthusiasm

which is supposed to be associated with dithyramb, and which

appears in some degree in the dithyrambic fragments of Pindar.

No. xv (for which the first editor conjecturally supplies the

title 'HpaKXfjs) consists of a single triad in a complex and some
what puzzling metre containing an introductory apostrophe

to Apollo, in whose absence from Delphi during the winter

dithyrambs were performed—the present one among them,
and a very brief treatment of the story of Heracles and

Deianeira, breaking off before the crisis, and giving more of

allusion than of direct narrative. The poet looks forward to

Apollo's return, when the paeans will begin
again.1

No. xvi, 'Ht8eoi r) Orjcrevs, is the longest and most beautiful

of the dithyrambs. It has been argued above that it is

probably a dithyramb in reality, and not a paean, and was

composed for a chorus from Ceos to sing at Delos, rather

than (as Comparetti supposed) at Athens. Like No. xiv, it

begins abruptly, but the story is more complete and the

poem better rounded off. It tells how Minos sailed with

Theseus and the seven youths and maidens sent from Athens

as an offering to the Minotaur, and how Theseus resented the

insult offered by Minos to Eriboea, accepted his challenge that

he should plunge into the deep, the abode of his father

Poseidon, and returned safely. The poem consists of two long
triads in a metre which has proved very difficult to analyse,

though Jebb rightly notes its appropriateness to a rapid and

striking narrative.

It is in regard to No. xvii, entitled ©rjcrevs, that the greatest

difficulties arise. It consists of four metrically similar logaoedic

strophes, the first and third spoken by a chorus of Athenians,

1 There is no mention of Dionysus in the extant words of the poem ;

but his name may have come in the first strophe, which is very defective.

Kuiper (Mnemosyne, liii, pp. 344 ff.) proposes a series of emendations,

introducing a reference to Dionysus, though his proposals are not very

satisfactory. But that the poem was a dithyramb there can be no doubt.

On the metre, see Wilamowitz, Gt-iech-Verskunst, pp. 423 ff.
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the second and fourth by Aegeus, the reputed father of

Theseus ; it is a lyric
dialogue in dramatic form, and is unique

in extant Greek literature. The chorus asks the kingwhy the

people have been summoned to arms, and the king in reply

tells them of the reported approach of an unknown youth,

who has slain the monsters that infested the
country,—Sinis,

the Erymanthian boar, Cercyon, Procoptes ; and in answer to

further questions, describes his appearance. There are no

introductory words before or between the speeches, and

though its content is the representation of a brief mythical

episode, it is a great strain of language to speak of the poem

as
'

virtually a narrative
'

; and it is hard to relate it to those

among which it
stands. There is no evidence to show whether

it was performed by a soloist and chorus, or whether it was

sung by a chorus or two semi-choruses throughout, the change

of speakers (who are not indicated in the papyrus) beingmarked

only by a pause. Nor is there anything to tell us whether

the performers were masked, unlike those of the regular

dithyramb. It is not easy to follow Comparetti, when he

suggests that we have here a dithyramb like those of the days

before Thespis, with a chorus and k^apx^v. So late a
'
reversion

to type
'

is hardly likely ; and the k£dpx<w in this poem is more

completely distinct from the chorus than the k^dpxtov in primi

tive tragedy seems to have been before the time of
Thespis.1

It is more attractive and plausible to suppose that we may have

here an experimental anticipation or adoption by Bacchylides of

that introduction of solo parts into the dithyramb, which was

taken up by the newer school, some of whom he must have

overlapped in time. But there is no ancient poem in regard

to which our imperfect knowledge is more tantalizing.

The occasion of the poem is unknown ; but the subject is an

Athenian one, and the last words are complimentary to Athens

(d>iXayXdovs 'A8dvas), so that the poem was probably intended

for performance there; and the legendary connexion of

Theseus with the Thargelia supports Jebb's conjecture that it

may have been written for that festival.

No. xviii, entitled "Ico, was written for the Athenians. It

1 See below, pp. 109, 123 ff.
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consists of a single triad (fifty lines) in which iambic, trochaic,
and dactylic rhythms are combined. It was probably written

for a Dionysiac festival, as the climax of the very brief narra

tive or rather allusion to the story of Io is the descent of Diony
sus from Io, through Cadmus and Semele, d tov opcnBaKxav |
TiKrev Aiovvcrov, lord of garlanded choruses.

The last poem, No. xix, the"I8as, dealing with the story of

Idas and Marpessa, was written for Sparta, but is represented

only by a slight fragment.

Besides these poems, we know from the scholiast on Pindar,

Pyth. i. 100, that Bacchylides wrote a dithyramb in which

the mission sent by the Greeks to bring Philoctetes from

Lemnos was mentioned ; and a few words survive of another

dithyramb 1

referring to the consecration of Mantinea to

Poseidon.

The dithyrambs of Bacchylides have all in common the fact

that they treat in a somewhat detached but picturesque

manner a scene taken from legend, sometimes both beginning
and ending in mediis rebus ; in one only (No. xviii) is there

any direct reference to Dionysus, though his worship at

Delphi is clearly in mind in another (No. xv). The language

is rarely if ever
'
audacious

'

; there are few bold or elaborate

compounds, and little ecstasy or excitement, except perhaps in

the 'HWeoi f) ©-qo-evs, though the language has an extra

ordinary gracefulness of its own. It is noticeable also how

large a proportion of the poems is occupied by speeches in the

first person ; and though (except in No. xvii) these are woven

into a narrative, they give the poems a dramatic quality like

that which Aristotle finds and praises in Homer.

§ 5. It is not worth while to spend time over the names of

Kekeides and Kedeides. An inscription2

referring to the

middle or later part of the fifth century records a victory of

Kedeides at the Thargelia ; and the scholiast on Aristophanes,

Clouds, 983—4 (dpxaid ye Kal AtnoXicbS-q Kal TeTTtycov dvdpecrTa \
Kal KnKeiSov Kal Bovcpovicov) says that Kekeides was dpx^ios

8i8vpapBoypd<pos, ov pepvr/Tai Kparivos kv IlavonTais. (No

doubt the person mentioned was an old-fashioned contemporary
1 Schol. Pind. Olymp. xi. 83. 2 C. I. G. i. 334a.
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of Cratinus.) These are all the facts, and on these it
is not wise

to identify Kekeides and Kedeides, nor to identify Kedeides

either with Kydides (the rival of
Lamprocles for the credit of

composing
the song

Tr,Xinop6v ti BSaaa, and described by the

scholiast on Aristoph. Clouds, 967 as a Ki6apcc86s of Hermione),

or with Kydias whom
Plato1

and
Plutarch2

mention as an

erotic poet of the first half of the fifth century ; still less to

emend any or all of these names where they occur, as some

scholars freely do.

It is possible that Ion of Chios should be referred to the

earlier rather than the later school of dithyrambic poets, if (as

seems probable from Aristoph. Peace, 834-7) he died before

421 b. c. ; but two fragments which are ascribed by scholars

to dithyrambs—the first
3
on account of its subject, the second

4

for no better reason than that SiQvpdpBcov comes first in the

description of the poet by the scholiast who quotes the words

(Icov 6 Xtos SidvpdpBcov Kal TpaycoStas Kal peXcov
noirjTTJs'

knoirjcrev Se wSf)v rjs r) dpxv • • •
)— show a certain floridity of

style. They are as follows :

(1) "A8ap.ov

naTSa, Tavpomov, veov ov veov, tjSicttov nponoXov

BapvySovnoav kpcoTcov, oivov depcrivoov,

dvdpdbncov npvraviv.

(2) doTov r)epo(f>oiTav

darepa p.eivapev deXiov XevKonrepvya np68pop.ov.

We are told 5 that in one of Ion's dithyrambs Antigone and

Ismene were said to have been burned to death in the temple

of Hera by Laodamas, son of Eteocles ; and in another
6 he

told how Thetis had summoned Aegaeon from the deep to

protect Zeus.

Pantacles may also have belonged to the earlier school.

The speaker of Antiphon's Oration nepl tov x°PeVT°v men

tions that he drew Pantacles by lot as his poet at the Thargelia,

1 Charmid. 155 d. 2
de Fac. in orbe Lun., ch. xix.

3 Athen. ii, p. 35 e.
4 Schol. on Aristoph. Peace, 833-7.

6 Arg. ad Soph. Antig.
6 Referred to by Schol. Apoll. Rhod. i. 1165.
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when choregus, and the scholiast adds thatAristotle's AiSao-Ka-

Xiai showed that there was such a poet. (The speech is dated

before 415 b. c. by Drerup, Keil, &c.) The name also occurs

in a fragmentary inscription (C. I. A. i. 337) containing a dithy
rambic record, but the date is lost.

Nicostratus is also known from an inscription (G.I. A. i.

336), probably of a date not long before the end of the fifth

century, to have won a victory with a
boys'

chorus for the

Oeneid tribe. But it is not known to what school he may

have belonged.1

Dithyramb at Athens.

It will be convenient at this point to summarize the probable

history of the dithyramb down to (or a little beyond) the

middle of the fifth century B.C., before discussing the transi

tion from the earlier to the later type.

§ 1. The dithyramb probably originated in Phrygia, or at

least among Thraco-Phrygian peoples, and came to Greece

with the cult of Dionysus. We hear of it first as a riotous

revel-song at Paros; Naxos and Thebes were apparently

among its early homes, but we do not know what form it took

in either place. As a literary composition dithyramb was the

creation of Arion at Corinth, and it seems (like the music of

the flute which accompanied it) to have been at first specially

cultivated in Dorian lands, but to have attained its full literary
development in connexion with the Dionysiac festivals at

Athens,—first under the tyrants, when Lasos of Hermione was

active, and then under the democracy, the first dithyrambic

victory at a democratic festival being won by Hypodicus of

Chalcis about the year 509 B. c.

It is noteworthy how many of the composers of dithyrambs

for the Athenian festivals, including all the most famous,were

of non-Athenian birth,—by no means all Dorians, but com

posing in a dialect containingDorian
elements,2 though always

to music of the Phrygian type, and with the flute as the

1 Vid. Brinck, Diss. Hal. vii, p. 101 ; Reisch, de Mus. Gr. Cert., p. 31.
a
See below, pp. 146 ff.
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accompanying
instrument. (During the period under review

no attempt appears to have been made to
introduce any other

mode or instrument.) Both the Phrygianmode, and the music

of the flute, are described by
Aristotle1

as bpyiacniKh. Kal

nadrjTiKd. How did this orgiastic and passionate music suit

the comparatively quiet language which characterizes the

dithyrambs of Bacchylides, and even those of Pindar, though

in the fragments of the latter there is a certain imaginative

richness ? It may be suggested that as the dithyramb was

further removed from the Bacchic revel to which it had

at first belonged, and became part of the celebration of an

orderly civic festival, the wildness of the music may have

abated. The subjects certainly ceased to be necessarily
Dionysiac,2 though perhaps the absence of all allusions to

Dionysus in some of
Bacchylides'

dithyrambs was exceptional ;

and the performance of dithyrambs in connexion with the

worship of Apollo may have tended to introduce a certain

sobriety into them, though down to a late date, as Plutarch

shows, the contrast between the dithyramb and the paean

remained strong and significant. But these are only con

jectures; and it must be admitted that our evidence, and

particularly our knowledge of Greek music at this period, is

not sufficient to convert them into anything better.

So far as the extant remains are concerned, there is no

reason (apart from the one exceptional poem of Bacchylides)
to doubt Plato's statement that the story was presented, not

dramatically, but 6V dnayyeXias avTov tov noirjTov.

§ 2. At Athens the dithyramb was danced and sung by a
chorus of fifty men or boys. The name kvkXios x°P°s' "which

always means dithyramb, was probably derived from the

dancers being arranged in a circle, instead of in rectangular

formation as dramatic choruses
were.3

(The circle may have

1
Politics, viii. vii, p. 1342 a, b.

2 Zenob. v. 40 explains the proverb ObSev npbs tov Aidvvo-ov primarily
with reference to dithyramb ; the confusions in his account will be dis
cussed later (see below, p. 167).

3 Athen. v, p. 181 c definitely contrasts rerpdymvoi and kvkXioi x°poL

Wilamowitz, EM. in die gr. Trag., pp. 78, 79, thinks that the kvkXios
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been formed round the altar in the orchestra.) There is no

reason to doubt (though the fact is never expressly stated)
that the performances took place in the theatre.1

A dance especially associated with the dithyramb was the

TvpBacria. We do not know that it was the only one ;

Hesychius describes it as dycoyrj tis tcov 8i8vpapBiKcbv, which
looks as if he knew of other dithyrambic measures ; Pollux

2

says simply, TvpBacria Se eKaXeho to opxnpa to SidvpapBiKov.

The meaning of the word TvpBacria is unknown. Some have

tried to connect the syllable rvp- with the -dvp- of SiOvpapBos,
but this appears very doubtful. Solmsen 3

explains the

syllable as it occurs in Sdrvpos, TiTvpos, &c, in a way which

makes both words mean
'

ithyphallic
'

; but it is doubtful

whether this idea can be applied to the dithyrambic dance,

which, so far as our evidence goes, was never ithyphallic, nor

danced by satyrs. Others with much greater probability

connect the word with TvpBd(co, TvpBa and other words which

seem to imply confusion, riot, or
revelry.4

(That Hesychius

uses the word dycoyf] seems to imply that he is thinking of the

rapidity of the movement.) Pausanias 6
mentions a feast in

Argolis called TvpBrj : npbs Se tov 'Epacrivov Tats Kara to opos

eKBoXais Aiovvcrcp Kal Uavl 8vovo~i, Aiovvcrco Se Kal kopTr)v

dyovcrt KaXovpevr/v TvpB-qv, and it has been suggested that this

means that the TvpBacria was Peloponnesian and Doric in

origin ; but though this is likely enough to have been the

case, we do not know that the TvpBacria or the dithyramb

Xopds was so called because it took place in the round orchestra and was

a
'
round

'

dance, while in drama the o-Kqvq afforded a rectilinear back

ground. This hardly seems to explain Terpdyavoi adequately ; but the

question whether the circle was actually round an altar requires an

archaeological discussion which must be postponed till later (see Bethe,

Hermes, lix, p. 113).
1
Navarre, Dionysos, p. 10, says that Pericles transferred them to his

newly-built Odeum. But the relevant passage in Plut. Per., ch. 13, is

most naturally interpreted as referring entirely to the Panathenaic

contests.

» iv. 104.
s
Indogerm. Forsch. xxx (1912), pp. 32 ff.

4 This would suit the dithyramb of Archilochus.

ii xxiv, § 6.

3181 E
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formed any part of the
feast referred to, and so the argument

fails.

Some
scholars1 have supposed that the occurrence of TY P BAS

as the name of a Silenus on an Attic amphora preserved at

Naples2
shows that the dithyrambic TvpBacria was danced

in satyr-dress. But the name may simply mean
'
riotous

'

;

there is no suggestion of dithyramb about the scene depicted ;

and the use of the name is probably no more significant than

that of AiSvpapcpos attached to a satyr on a vase already
mentioned,3

or that of names such as TpaycoSia, KcopcpSia,

'Eabvpvia, &c, for Bacchants on other vases. (It could not be

inferred from these that tragedy, &c, were performed by a

chorus dressed in fawn-skins, like the Bacchants.)

§ 3. The epigrams, written by or ascribed to Simonides,
which tell us something of the performances at Athens in that

poet's day, have already been quoted.4 The dancers were

crowned with flowers and ivy, but there is no suggestion

either here or elsewhere that they wore masks. The dramatic

character of one dithyramb of Bacchylides, and the introduction

at a later date by Philoxenus of solos in character, certainly

do not necessarily imply the use of masks, least of all their use
in the earlier period. The belief that the original performers

of Arion's dithyrambs were masked rests on the idea that they
were disguised as satyrs, and this, as will be shown

later,5 is

almost certainly a misinterpretation of
Suidas'

notice. It is

much more likely that the literary dithyramb was the modifi

cation of a revel in which the revellers did not pretend to be

any other than themselves—human worshippers of Dionysus,
and in which they were crowned with flowers and ivy (like

revellers at a
feast),6 but not masked.

1 See Nilsson, Gr. Feste, p. 303.
2 See Heydemann, Satyr- u. Bakchen-namen, pp. 19, 39 ; Prankel, Satyr

u. Bakchen-namen, pp. 69, 103. Two Satyrs—Tyrbas and (probably)
Simos—and three Bacchants, two of whom are called Ourania and

Thaleia, are playing round Marsyas with his flute and Olympus with

his lyre. The scene is plainly fanciful and has nothing to do with

dithyramb. In Xen. Cyneg. vii. 5 Tvpftas is the name of a dog.
8 See above, p. 11.

4
pp. 25-27. *

See below, p. 133.
8 See below, p. 234.
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§ 4. The flute-player, who during the earliest period was

hired by the poet, and, though important, was secondary to
him,1

stood in the midst of the dancers.2 It was only when

the music had become predominant that the choregus became

responsible for the flute-player. It appears from Aristophanes

(Birds, 1403-4) that the choregi (each representing his tribe)
must have had a choice between the rival poets :

TavTi nenoirjKas tov KVKXioStSdcrKaXov

8y rato-i (pvXdis nepipdx^Tos
eip'

dei;

and the arrangement was probably the same at the Thargelia

as at the Dionysia. A passage of Antiphon 3
suggests that

the choregi drew lots for the order of cboice ; the choregus

who drew tenth place would of course have no choice (kneiSfj
Xoprjybs Karearddnv els OapyrjXia Kal eXaxov IJavTaKXea

StSdo-KaXov—presumably because only Pantacles was left) :
4

and in the time of Demosthenes (and probably earlier) they

certainly drew lots for the order of choice among the flute-

players.6

§ 5. The contest between the dithyrambic choruses at

Athens, was, as has been said, a tribal one. At the Dionysia

each chorus was drawn entirely from one of the ten tribes,

and as five choruses of men and five of boys competed, all ten

tribes took part.6 The choregi were nominated by the tribal

1 Plut. de Mus. xxx ; Pratinas, fr. 1 : see above, p. 28.

2 Schol. on Aeschines in Timarchum, § 10 (Bekker in Abh. Akad.

Berl. 1836, p. 228) ivrois ^opois &* TOls kvkXIois peo-os loraro abXqTqs.

3 Or. vi, § 11.

4
Cf. Xen. Mem. III. IV, § 4 Kal pqv ob8e co8qs ye 6

'

AvTio-Qevqs ov8e x°P&v

SiSao-KaXias e/U7reipos &v Spas iyevero Ikuvos evpeiv tovs Kpario-Tovs ravra.

°
Dein. in Meid. §§ 13, 14. From Isaeus v, § 36, it appears that a

similar drawing of lots for choice took place in the tribal contests of

mppixio-Tai, and that it was a great disadvantage to be drawn last.
6 Schol. in Aesch. in Tim. § 10 e'| edovs 'Adqva'wi Kara (puXar lo-rao-av

v Trat8a>v x°pbv q dv8p<av, &o~tc yeveo~$ai 8eKa x°Povs> eVeiSi) Kal 8eKa (pvXai.

8iaya)vi£ovTai
8'

dWqXois 8t8vpdpj3cp, (pvXaTTOvros tov x°PVy0^VTOS eKaoTUi

ra iniTqSeia. 6
5'

ovv viKqeras x°P0S rpiVoSa XapSdvei, ov dvaTi8qo-i to}

Aiovvo~6j. XeyoVrnt
5*

ol 8i&vpap(3oi X°P0' kvkXioi Kal x°pbs kvkXws. There is

a special difficulty in regard to the record in C. I. A. ii. 971 d

(i, Wilhelm, Urk. dram. Auffuhr., p. 30), according to which the same

E 2
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officials and appointed by the archon, subject to the possibility

of an appeal by means of a challenge to
dvTiSocris. (Aeschines

(in Tim. § 11) states that the choregus for a
boys'

chorus had

to be over forty years of age ; but this rule cannot always

have been observed ; the speaker of
Lysias'

21st Oration can

hardly have been over twenty-five years old.) The victorywas

primarily that of the tribe ;
1 but the great didascalic inscrip

tion
2
shows that in the official records of dithyrambic victories

at the Dionysia throughout the fifth and fourth centuries the

name of the choregus was also mentioned ; the name of the

poet, and in the fourth century that of the flute-player, were

recorded on tribal and private choregic monuments, but not

in the official records. The prize won by the victorious tribe

was a tripod, which was dedicated to Dionysus, with an

appropriate monumental setting, by the choregus. (The best-

known extant specimens are the monuments of Lysicrates and

Thrasyllus.) There is no doubt that the poet whose work was

awarded the first prize received a
bull.3 The mention in the

epigram of Simonides of NUas dpp.a, and the words of

Epigram 148,4 dppacriv kv Xapiroov (poprjOeis have suggested to

some scholars that the poet was escorted home in a chariot by
a festal procession, his head crowned with ribands and roses

(piTpaicri 8e Kal poScov ddiTois | cro(f)Siv aoiSSov kcrKlacrav Xmapdv

edeipav), and there is nothing improbable about this, though

the references to the chariot may be metaphorical.

At theThargelia also (as at the Prometheia andHephaesteia5)
the contest was tribal ; but at the Thargelia each choregus

represented two tribes,6
and on the extant inscriptions the

tribe in 336/5 b. c. supplied both a
boys'

and a
mens'

chorus. But this

may have been an accidental dislocation : comp. Brinck, Diss. Phil. Hal.
vii, p. 86 ; Reisch in Pauly-W. iii, col. 2432. There is no sign of any
such irregularity in the period now under consideration.

1 Cf. Lysias, Or. iv, § 3 ; Dem. in Meid. § 5. 2
C. I. A. ii. 971.

3 Simon, fr. 145 (see above, p. 25). Whether the Schol. on Plato,
Rep., p. 399 (see p. 7) refers to Athens is uncertain ; it states that the
second prize was an amphoreus of wine, the third a goat, which was led

away smeared with wine-lees.
4 See above, p. 26. e c L A jj 556
c Aristot. Athen. Pol. lvi, § 3.
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choregus, not the tribe, is mentioned as victor, though the

names of the tribes which he represented are recorded

(e.g. 'Epv£ias'Epv£ipdxov KvSa8r)vaievs kxoprjyet JJavSioviSt

'EpexOrjiSi naiSwv). The tripods were erected in the temple

of Apollo Pythius. In the fifth century the tribe which

provided a choregus appears to have drawn lots for its partner

among the five tribes which provided none, but at a later date

it is most likely that the same two tribes always worked

together, providing the choregus
alternately.1 Lysias 2

affords

interesting evidence as to the cost of a dithyrambic chorus.

The magnificence expected evidently varied with the festival.

The speaker states that a chorus of men at the Thargelia in

411/410 B.C. cost him 2,000 drachmae, and a similar chorus at

the Great Dionysia, in the next year, 5,000 drachmae, including
the cost of the tripod; while a kvkXios x°P°* at the Lesser

Panathenaea in 409/408 B.C. cost only 300 drachmae. A

chorus of boys for a festival (not named) in 405/404 cost him

more than fifteenminae (1,500 drachmae). Demosthenes3
states

that a chorus of men cost much more than a tragic chorus (on

which
Lysias'

client spent 3,000 drachmae),—partly, no doubt,

on account of the larger number of its members.
Brinck4

offers various conjectures to account for the very small

expenditure on the chorus at the Lesser Panathenaea :
'
aut

numerus choreutarum minor fuit, aut tota exornatio minus

magnifica quam Dionysiis, aut utrumque statuendum
est.'

But we have no evidence, and this is the only mention of a

cyclic chorus at this festival.

VI

The Later Dithyramb.

§ 1. By the last quarter of the fifth century B. c. the change

which had been taking place gradually in the literary and

social atmosphere of Athens was practically complete, and the

character of the later dithyramb is closely connected with this

1 See Brinck, op. cit., pp. 89, 90. The evidence consists in the con

junction of the same tribes in inscriptions recording victories in years

not far apart ; but it iB not quite conclusive.

8
Or. xxi, §§ 1, 2.

3 in Meid., § 156. 4
op. cit., p. 75.
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change.1 The younger generation were impatient of the old-

fashioned discipline and literature; the lyric poetry of the

older
writers—Stesichorus, Pindar, and others,

—a knowledge

ofwhich seems to be assumed in his audience by Aristophanes,

was no doubt read by cultivated persons, but became gradually
more and more unfamiliar and out of date ; no lyric poetry of

any importance was composed apart from the dithyrambs,

vSpot, and paeans required for performance at festivals ; from

the festivals themselves the religious interest was probably

fast disappearing, and it is natural that in these also the desire

for novelty and freedom should find expression. Aristophanes

naturally regards the change as an abandonment of discipline,

order, and sound educational ideas ; but there is no doubt that

it was popular, and Euripides clearly sympathized with it.

§ 2. In a fragment from a play called Xeipcov and doubtfully
ascribed to Pherecrates 2 (the poet of the Old Comedy, who

1 An admirable account of the tendencies of the time is given by
Wilamowitz, Textgesch. der gr. Lyriker, pp. 11-15.

2 Athen. viii, p. 364 a, quoting another fragment, describes it as to

cipqpeva virb tov tov Xelpava ireiroiqKdros, elre Q?epeKpdrqs ecrlv evre NiKopa^o?

6 pvBpiKos q oo-tk 8qirore. Nicomachus 6 pvdpiKas was a contemporary of

Aristoxenus (near the end of the fourth century B. c), and Athen. is

probably confusing him with another Nicomachus, almost certainly a

poet of the Old Comedy, to whom Eratosthenes ascribed the MeraXXeir,

also attributed to Pherecrates (Harpocr. s. v.
MeraXXeir-

eo-n 8e Kal 8papa

QepeKparovs MeTaXXety, oirep NiKopaxdv cpqrrt ■jreiroiqKevai ''EpaTOo~6evqs ev

ej38dpai trepl rfjs dpxaias KapaSlas) ; cf. Meineke, Com. Fr. i, p. 76. Meineke

himself thinks that the play may have been by the comic poet Plato, on

the ground (surely insufficient) of the writer's use of orpd/SiXos ofmusical

extravagances—a use ascribed to Plato by the grammarian Phrynichus.

Wilamowitz (Timotheus, p. 74) thinks that the poem can hardly have been

written for the stage, but does not say why. A greater difficulty in the

way of ascribing it to PherecrateB lies in the fact that Philoxenus, who

is supposed to be criticized in the last part of it, can hardly have become

sufficiently famous in the lifetime of Pherecrates to be thus treated ; and

the criticism can hardly be earlier than 400 B.C. But the passage

appears to be a criticism of the poets quite in the vein of the Old

Comedy, both in its conservatism and its language, whoever wrote it.

Unfortunately the text is in bad condition. It deals almost entirely

with the music of the cithara, not that of the flute, and is only important
for the present purpose as illustrating the general tendency of the time.
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flourished, roughly speaking, from about 438 b. c. until after

421),MovcriKrj complains to AiKaioo-vvrj of the injuries inflicted
upon her by the new lyric poets, and mentions the special mis

demeanours of each. The beginnings of the mischief are traced

to Melanippides, a native of Melos. Suidas distinguishes

two poets of the name, making the earlier the grandfather of

the later ; but there are great difficulties in this, and Rohde 1

is probably right (though his arguments are not all equally

convincing) in concluding that Suidas misunderstood his

authorities, and that there was but one Melanippides, who was

active from about 480 B. c. onwards, and died at the court of

Perdiccas in Macedonia sometime between 454 2
and 413.

(There are plenty of other instances of the duplication of poets

by Suidas, e.g. Nicomachus, Phrynichus, Crates, Timocles,

Sappho.) His fame is attested by
Xenophon,3

who makes

a certain Aristodemus, conversing with Socrates, place

him as a dithyrambic poet in a position corresponding to

that of Homer, Polycleitus, and Zeuxis in their respective

arts.

The principal change in the dithyramb which was ascribed

to Melanippides was the introduction of dvaBoXai or lyric

solos—at least they were probably always solos—in which no

antistrophic arrangement was observed. The change was

doubtless designed to secure a more realistic expression of

emotion, which does not return to the same point antistro-

phically, as it were, at fixed intervals : and Aristotle 4
connects

the abandonment of the antistrophic form with the mimetic

character of the new dithyramb. The words in Pseudo-Plutarch

de Musica 6
which connect the rise of the flute-player into un

due prominence with Melanippides are probably an
interpo-

!
Rhein. Mus. xxxiii, pp. 213-4.

2 Rohde says 436, when Perdiccas became sole monarch. But he may

have invited Melanippides while still sharing the throne.

s
Memor. I. iv, § 3.

4
Probl. xix. 15 8i& Kal oi 8i8vpapfioi, iwei8q pipqriKol iyevovro, oiWti

tX°voiv dvno-Tpdcpovs, -wpdrepov 8e elxov. The context suggests that he

refers to the introduction of dramatic solo-parts.

• See above, pp. 30-1.
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lation as they stand ; but they may have
had some basis of

fact ; and if he did elaborate the music of the flute, as he

certainly did that
of the lyre, his object may again have been

the vivid portrayal of emotion, since the emotional character

of the flute was strongly felt.

Of course there was criticism. A contemporary attack,

probably, is recorded by Aristotle :
1
ouoicos Se Kal al nepioSoi

at paKpal ovcrai Xoyos yiyverai Kal dvaBoXfj opoiov, mcrTe

yiyverai 8 earKco^rev ArjpoKpiros 6 Xtos els MeXavinmSr/v

noirjcravTa dvrl tcov avTicrrpocpcov dvaBoXds,

ol t avTco KaKa Tevxel dvrjp dXXco KaKa Tevxo>v,

fj Se paKpd 'vafioXr] r<£ noiijcravri KaKicrTT].

The fragment ascribed to Pherecrates accuses Melanippides

of making poetry slack or effeminate, though here the

reference is, probably, not specifically to his dithyrambs, since

the criticism is directed against some change made by the poet

in the number of the strings of the lyre, the nature of which

the corrupt text does not enable us to understand.2 The scanty

remains of Melanippides include fragments of a Danaides, a

Marsyas, and a Persephone. Smyth speaks of these as dithy
rambs, and they may have been such, but there is no certain

ground for stating that they were. The fragment of the

Marsyas represents Athena as flinging away the flute in disgust

at its effect on the beauty of her cheeks :

d pev 'AOdva

opyav eppiyjrev
8'

iepas dnb X^po?)

eine r . Epper afcrxea, crebp.aTi Xvp.a,
ov pe Taff kyco KaKoraTi 8iScop.i.

About this a pretty controversy seems to have arisen, a later

dithyrambic poet, Telestes, denying that the goddess did any
such thing (see below).

1 Rhet. in. ix. 1409 b 25 ff.
2 The uncertainty of the text also makes it impossible to place any

confidence in the statement, based on Pseudo-Plut. de Mus. xv. 1136 c,
that some writers ascribed to Melanippides the introduction of the

Lydian dppovia in the flute-accompaniment of the imKqSetov.
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The lines from the Persephone contain only a piece of

etymology :

KaXeirai 8', e'iveK kv KoXnoiari yaias

dxe'

elcriv npoxecov

'Axepcov.

The passage from the Danaides is the longest extant :
'

ov ydp dvSpcbnoov cf>6pevv popcpdv feret&yf,
oi SiaiTav rdv yvvaiKeiav exov,
dXX'

kv appaTecrcri Siobpovxois kyvpvd^ovT dv ev,
81'

dXcrea noXXaKi Srjpaicriv <Ppeva Tepnopevai,

lepSSaKpvv XlBavov eiiwSets re <f>olviKas Kacriav re

paTevcrai,

Tepeva Svpia crneppaTa.

(In 1. 1, Dobree conjectures popcpaev elSos, comparing Pind.

I8thm. vii. 22, iSeiv re popcpdeis.)

Two fragments from a poem or poems not named are con-

jecturally ascribed to dithyrambs by Hartung on account of

their theme, viz. :

ndvres
8'

dneo~Tvyeov vScop,

rd nplv kovres dtSpies oivov,

Tax& Sfj Taxa toI pev an 3>v oXovto,

toI Se napdnXrjKTOv X*ov opcpdv,

and (another piece of etymology) :

kncbvvpov, SkcrnoT ', oivov Olvecos.

Clement of Alexandria quotes the supposed testimony of

Melanippides to the immortality of the soul :

kXv81 poi, co Trarep, 8avpa Bporaiv,
ras dei£cbov peSea>v \}rvxds.

(The words were perhaps addressed to Dionysus.) The

only remaining extant fragment is about Eros :

yXvKv ydp depos dvSpbs vnocrneiponv npaniSecrcri nodov.

But it is quite possible that none of these quotations is from

a dithyramb, and they are not sufficient to afford any idea of

1 The subject and text are very uncertain.
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the poet's style. One or two of them show some amount

of resolution of feet, but it is an exaggeration to say, as

Smyth does, this constitutes an important modification of the

ancient severity of style. The fragments do not justify any
generalization.

It is only necessary to mention in passing Diagobas of

Melos, the famous freethinker, who was a little senior to his

fellow-countryman Melanippides, and was exiled from Athens

for the
'
atheism

'

sbown in his ridicule of the Eleusinia.

Sextus Empiricus (ix. 402) describes him as Si8vpapBonoi6s, &s

tpacri, to npcorov yevouevos cos ei tis dXXos SeicriSaipmv, and the

two fragmentswhich survive of him (notfrom dithyrambs) show

that as a poet he could express himself with orthodox piety ;

but his poetry was probably of little significance, and was

known even to ancient scholars only from the mention of it

by Aristoxenus. (All that is known of him is discussed by

Wilamowitz, Textgesch. der. gr. Lyriker, pp. 80-4.) He may

not have favoured the innovations made by Melanippides.

Of Hierontmus nothing is known apart from a passing

allusion in
Aristophanes'

Clouds, 349, which the scholiast

explains by reference to his immoral life. He must have been

contemporary with the new school.

§ 3. The movement begun byMelanippides continued. The

music became more and more elaborate, and (though we

cannot fix any precise date) the modes appropriate to each

several kind of lyric came to be abandoned ; the composers,

so Plato tells us,1

were influenced by the passion for

novelty which was displayed by popular audiences. Plato is

writing, probably, towards the middle of the fourth century,

but his words were clearly intended to apply to the new

school as a whole, perd Se ravra npoiovros tov XP°V0V'

apxovTes pev ttjs dpovcrov napavopias noitjTal kyiyvovro <f>vo~ei

pev noirjriKoi, dyvcbpoves Se nepl to SiKaiov ttjs Movcrrjs Kal to

vopipov, BaKX*vovTes Kal pdXXov tov Seovros Karexouevoi
i<p'

r)Sovrjs, Kepdvvvvres Se 8prjvovs re vpvois Kai naioivas
Sidv-

pdpBois, Kal aiiXcoSias 8r) Tais KidapmStais pipovuevoi, Kal

ndvra ets ndvTa crvvdyovTes, p.ovcriKr)s aKovres vn dvoias

1
Laws, iii. 700 d.
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KarayjrevSopevoi coy 6p8oTr)Ta pev ovk exoL ov& r)VTivovv povcriKf),

f/Sovfj Se rjj Kpivovros, eire /JeAnW eire xeLP(0V &v e"? rts,

KpivoiTo dpdorara. TOiavra Si) noiovvTes noirjpaTa, Xoyovs re

kniXeyovTes toiovtovs, tois noXXois kvkdecrav napavopiav els

tt)v povcriKr)v Kal ToXpav coy iKavois ovcriv Kpiveiv. o8ev 8rj rd
8earpa k£d<j>cbvcov

obcovrjevT'

kyevovTO, coy knatovTa kv povcrais to

re KaXbv Kal prj, Kal dvrl dpicrroKpaTias ev avTrj OeaTpoKparia

tis novTjpd yeyovev. The same mixture of musical styles by
the writers whom we are about to consider is censured by
Dionysius of Halicarnassus.1 01 8k ye SidvpapBonoiol Kal tovs

rponovs pereBaXXov, Acopiovs re Kal $pvylovs Kal AvSiovs kv

tco aiiTf axrpaTi noiovvres, Kal rdy peXcpSias kgyXXarrov, rcne

pev kvappoviovs noiovvres, Tore 8e xP<i>PaTlKds, Tore 8e Siarovovs,
Kai tois pv8p,ois Kara noXXr)v dSeiav kve£ovcrid{ovTes SiereXovv,
o'i ye Srj KaTa $iX6£evov Kal Tipodeov Kal TeXearnv knel napd

ye tois dpxaiois reraypevos rjv Kal 6 SiSvpapBos.

The fragment ascribed to Pherecrates places Kinesias and

Phrynis next to Melanippides among the corruptors of poetry

and music.

Of Phkynis little is known. He came from Mitylene, and

was son of Kamon. The tale that he was a slave, and cook in

the household of the tyrant Hiero, was probably an invention.

(As Suidas says, if it had been true, it would surely have been

mentioned by the comic poets who attacked him for enfeebling
the ancient music.) The characteristic feature of his music

seems to have consisted of 'twists and
twirls'

—Kapnal

SvcrKoXoKapnToi as Aristophanes 2
calls them ; but most of the

notices about him 3
refer to his alterations in the vopos and in

the Kt8dpa by which it was accompanied ; there is little

reason to connect him with dithyramb ; and if, as
Suidas'

notice suggests, he early gave up the flute for the cithara,

this is natural enough. That his innovations did not go to

extremes is indicated by the delight of Timotheus at defeating
him, and so securing the triumph of his own newer style.

Kinesias, son of Meles, was primarily a dithyrambic poet.

1
de Comp. Vb. xix. 2

Clouds, 970-1.
3

Suidas, s. v. ; Pseudo-Plut. de Mus. ch. vi ; Pollux, iv. lx ; Aristotle,

Met. i. 993 b 16. Cf. Wilam. Timotheus, pp. 65-7.
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Whether or not there were two poets of the name, as Aristotle

is
said1 to have stated in his AiSacrKaXiai, is

uncertain;2

but

there was evidently only one of any significance, and he

flourished in the last quarter of the fifth century. He attracted

the onslaughts of contemporary comic poets and others as

much by his personal peculiarities and his defiance of religious

conventions as by his dithyrambs. He was very tall and thin,

and (so it was said) wore stays to hold himself together.

Lysias 3
made it a great point against a defendant that he was

supported by Kinesias, who was guilty of outrageous acts

against religion, and had founded a kind of
'

Thirteen Club
'

(KaKoSaipovicrTai) which dined on
'unlucky'

days. The lan

guage of Pherecrates does not give a very clear idea of the

offences of Kinesias, but suggests that he composed everything
'

the wrong way round
'
—like the reflections in a mirror:

Kivrjcrias Se ii 6 KaTaparos 'Attikos,

k^appoviovs Kaprrds noicov kv rais arpo<pais,
d7roAcoAex'

ovtoos, ware rfjs noirjcrecos

tcov SidvpdpBcov, Kaddnep kv rals dcrnicriv,
dpicrTep'

aiirov (paiverai rd 8e£id.

Aristophanes, in a delightful scene in the Birds? which is

too long to quote and too good to abridge, ridicules the

dvaBoXai of Kinesias, with their multiplication of meaning

less epithets (perhaps spun out to fit the accompaniment),

and it is probably he who is specially referred to in the

Clouds, 333 ff.:

kvkXIcov re x°P^"'
acrparoKapnTas, dvSpas p.eTea>po(pevaKas,

oi/Sev SpcovTas Boctkovct dpyovs, on ravras povcronoiovcriv
ktX.s

An allusion to Kinesias in the Ecclesiazusae shows that he

must have lived on into the fourth century. Plato6
speaks of

him as one who was guided by the pleasure of his audience,

instead of caring for their edification. But none of his work

has come down to us, except the two words
$$iS>t'

J4x*AAeS

1 Schol. on Aristoph. Birds, 1379.
2 Cf. Brinck, op. cit., p. 110.

3
ap. Athen. xii, p. 551 e.

4 11. 1373-1404.
6 Comp. also Frogs, 336, 1437 ; Gerytades, fr. 149, 150 ; Eccles. 329,

330. « Gorg. 501 e.
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which he is said to have repeated ad nauseam. (Strattis

wrote a whole comedy about him, and addressed the words to

Kinesias himself.1)

§ 4. But the most famous and influential of the new school

were Philoxenus and Timotheus.

Philoxenus was a native of Cythera. The Parian Marble

gives the dates of his birth and death as 436/435 and 380/
379 B.C. respectively. Unfortunately the records about him

show that he was early confused with Philoxenus of Leucas,

the author of the Aeinvov, a gastronomical poem in hexameters

quoted in Plato's Phaon and elsewhere, and sometimeswrongly

ascribed to the poet of Cythera ; while some of the anecdotes

which make the latter a gourmand may have been transferred

to him from his namesake of Leucas.2

Philoxenus (the dithyrambic poet) was for some time at the

court of Dionysius of Syracuse, who enjoyed his company at

and after dinner ; but he engaged in an intrigue with Galatea,

the concubine of Dionysius, and the tyrant sent him to the

quarries, where a cavern was long afterwards shown as his

prison.3

Nothing daunted, the poet there composed his most

famous dithyramb, the Cyclops, in which the blinded Cyclops,
in love with Galatea, represented the short-sighted

Dionysius.4

Apparently the Cyclops sang a solo to the lyre in the course

of the poem, and this implies a great change in the ancient

form of the dithyramb, as well as the introduction of an

instrument hitherto strange to it.6

1 Athen. xii, p. 551 dff. Comp. also Harpocr. and Suid. s. v. Kivqo-las;

Plut. de Glor. Ath. v, p. 348b ; Quaest. Conviv. vii. iii, p. 712 a; de And.

poet, iv, p. 22 a; Philodemus, n-epl ebo-efieias, p. 52 (Oomperz) ; C.I. A. ii.

1253. It appears from Aristoph. Frogs, 153, that Kinesias composed a

irvppixq, but Crusius (Pauly-W., Real-Ene. v, col. 1217) gives no justifica

tion for saying that he included it in a dithyramb. (Athen. xiv, p. 631 a,

distinguishes a less martial type of irvppixq, Dionysiac in character, from

the Spartan war-dance known by the name ; but he does not make clear

of what date he is speaking.)
8 See Wilamowitz, Textgesch. der gr. Lyr., pp. 85 ff.

3

Aelian, Var. Hist. xii. 44.
1 Diodor. xv. 6 ; Athen. i, p. 6 e ; Schol. Aristoph. Plut. 290, &c.
5 The belief, however, that Timotheus and Philoxenus increased the

number of the chorus (Luetcke, de Graecoi-um dithyrambis, p. 60) appears
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The
Pseudo-Plutarch1

quotes as from Pherecrates (whose

criticisms of other poets, placed in the mouth of MovcriKrj,

immediately precede) some lines
which are textually imperfect,

but give a general sense which is plain enough. He writes :

Kal 'ApicrTocpdvris 6 koduikos uvrjuovevei $iXogivov Kai <pr)<riv

oti els tovs kvkX'iovs xopovs pkXrj elcrrjyayev. r) Se MovcriKrj
Xeyet

Tavra'

k£app.ovtovs vnepBoXaiovs r dvocriovs

Kal viyXdpovs, cocrnep re rdy pa<pdvovs SXrjv

Kapncov p.e KaTepiecrTOicre.

(i. e. the poet indulged in shrill meaningless sounds with fre

quent
'

runs
'

or trills. The pun in Kapncov is expressive, but

untranslatable). Unfortunately the passage has been much

vexed by the critics. Westphal and Reinach are not content

to take peXt] as
'
solos ', and in fact it is not easy to do so ;

they would read npoBaricov atycov re p.eXrj, after
Aristophanes'

Plutus, 290 ff. ; but it seems at least as likely that some word

meaning
'

solos
'

(e. g. povcoSiKa, as suggested by Westphal)

may have dropped out. But further, the lines themselves are

inserted by some editors among those referring to Timotheus

in the quotation which precedes (after the words eKrpaneXovs

pvpprjKia
y).2 Westphal conjectures that theywere accidentally

omitted by the scribe, and afterwards inserted in the wrong

place, and a marginal note added by some one, r) Se MovcriKr)
Xeyei raCra. This is not impossible ; but it cannot be said

that such a supposition is necessary.

A much more favourable view of Philoxenus appears in a

fragment of
Antiphanes' TpiTaycovicrTrjs,3

a play which may

have appeared at any time after
Philoxenus'

death :

7roAu y ecm ndvrcov tcov noirjTmv Sid<f)opos

6 $iX6§evos, npcoTio-ra p\v yap ovopaariv

ISioicri Kal KaivoTcri xPVTat navraxov.

eneiTa Ta peXr) peraBoXaTs Kal XP(*>VLao~lv

to rest entirely on the false reading SXiyoxopeiav (for dXiyoxopSiav), in
Pseudo-Plut. de Mus. xii, p. 1135 d.

1
de Mus. xxx. 1142 a.

2 The lines are printed below, p. 65.
s
Athen. xiv, p. 643 d.
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coy ev KeKparai. debs kv dvdpcbnoicrtv r)v

eKeivos, elScbs ttjv dXr]dS>s povcriKrjv.

ol vvv Se KicrcronXeKTa Kal KprjvaTa Kal

dvdecrinoTaTa pkXea peXeots bvopacriv

noiovaiv kpnXeKovres dXXoTpta peXrj.

The last lines suggest that the mixture of dppoviai, which

Plato notes as characteristic of the new school, was not

regularly practised by Philoxenus. We know, however, from

Aristotle 1 that he did try to compose a dithyramb, the Mvaoi,
in the Dorian mood, but found the tradition too strong for

him and slipped back into the Phrygian.

The Cyclops was wittily parodied by Aristophanes in the

Plutus ;
2 but only a few lines of the original survive :

fr. 6. crvpBaXovpai ti pkXos vpiv els epcoTa.

(The ascription of this to the Cyclops is not certain, but very

probable.3)

fr. 8. (The Cyclops to Galatea.)

ci KaXXinpocrcone

XpvcroBocrTpvxe TaXaTeia,

XapiTocpcove, 8dXos kpojTCov.

fr. 9. (Odysseus speaks.)

oi'co 6 Saipcov Tepan crvyKa8eip£ev.

fr. 10. (The Cyclops to Odysseus.)

edvcras ; avTiSvcrn.

It is not safe to attempt to reconstruct the actual words of

Philoxenus from
Aristophanes'

parody; but the sense of one

or two lines is preserved in two passages quoted by Bergk,
viz : (1) the scholiast on Theocr. xi. 1 : Kal $iXo£evos note! tov

KvKXmna napapvdovpevov eavTov knl rco r?/y TaXareias epcori

Kal kvreXXopevov rots SeXipTcriv, oVcoy dyyeXXcocriv aiiTfj oti Tais

Movcrais tov epcora aKetrat : and (2) Plutarch, Symp. Quaest.

I. v, § 1, Snou Kal tov KvKXcona Movcrais evcpcbvois iacrSai <f>ncri

tov epcora 4>iX6£evos. (Dionysius fancied himself as a poet.)

1 Pol. viii. vii, p. 1342 b 9.
2 290 ff.

3 See Bergk, Gr. Lyr. iii4, pp. 610-11.
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Of the strange words used by Philoxenus we have a hint in

a fragment
1
of

Antiphanes'

Tpavp.arias, from which he seems

to have used the phrase oivov tov dpKecriyvtov ; and in the

scholia on Aristophanes, Clouds, 335, where the scholiast, in

stating (what is chronologically impossible) that Aristophanes

is parodying
Philoxenus'

use of o-TpemaiyXav, may have in

mind some actual use of the word by Philoxenus.

Philoxenus engaged the well-known flute-player Anti-

genidas to accompany his
works.2

The stories about the poet do not here concern us; but

a witty account of his last hours (implying a high apprecia

tion of his work) by the comic poet Machon 3 is worth quoting

in part, whatever truth there may be in it (for here too the

reputation of his namesake may have invaded his own).

According to Machon he died from indigestion after eating

almost the whole of a fine cuttlefish ; the doctor who attended

him told him that death was near, and asked for his last

wishes : the poet replied :

reAoy exet rd ndvra pot,

tarpe, (prjai, Kal SeSicpKTjTai ndXai'

tovs SidvpdpBovs crvv 6eois KaraXipnavco

f)vSpcopevovs Kal ndvras ko~Teobai'a>p.evovs,

ovs dvaTidrjpi tois kp.avTOV o~vvTpd<pois

Movcrais— 'AobpoSiTrjv Kal Aiovvcrov kniTponovs.
Tav6'

al SiadfJKai Siao~a(f>ovaiv' dXX'

knel

6 TipoOeov Xdpoiv o-xoXd£eiv ovk ka,
ovk ttjs NioBtjs, xq)P«"/ $e

nopQp.iS'

dvafSoa,
KaXeT Se poipa vvxios, rjs KXveiv xP^mv

'iv'

ex<Bj/ dnoTpex<o ndvTa Tap.avTov kAtco,

tov novXvnoSos p.oi to KardXoinov dnoSore.

§5. Timotheus of Miletus lived, roughly speaking, from

450 to 360 B. c. The Parian Marble gives the date of his

death when ninety years old as 357, or a year between that and

365 B. c. (editors are not agreed as to which). Suidas says

that he lived ninety-seven years. The date of his birth must

thus have fallen between 462 and 447. Probably the later

1 Fr. 207. 2 Suid. s. v. 'AvnyeviSqs. s Quoted byAthen. viii, p. 341.
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date assigned to his death, viz. 357 b. C, is the correct one,

if there is any accuracy in the note of Suidas which connects

him with Philip of Macedon (r)v Se knl tcov EipiniSov xpovcov

tov TpaytKov,
Ka6'

ovs Kal $iXinnos 6 MaKeScov kBacriXevcrev—•

a strange remark as it stands, but not without its parallels in

Suidas).

He seems to have gone beyond all his contemporaries and

predecessors in innovation, and to have made a boast of it, his

first great triumph being his victory over Phrynis, whom he

regarded as old-fashioned. Two extant fragments x illustrate

the spirit of the man :

(1) paKapios rjcrOa Tip68eos, evre Krjpv£

elne,
"
vikS, Tipodeos

MtXrjcrios tov Kdpwvos tov
'lcovoKapmav."

(2) ovk deiSco Ta naXed, Kaiva yap dpd Kpeicrcrco.

vkos 6 Zeis BacriXevei,

to ndXai
S'

i}v Kpovos
dpxosv'

dn'nco Movcra naXaid.

He was not popular in Athens. The audience on one occa

sion hissed his newfangled music, but Euripides consoled him,

coy oXiyov XP°V0V T®>v ^earmv vn ai/Tco
yevrjcropevcov,2

and the

lyrics of Euripides himself show some of the features which

are ascribed to the new school of lyric poets,

In the fragment ascribed to Pherecrates MovcriKrj complains

of the outrages committed by Timotheus against her :

M. 6 Se TipoOeos p.', a> (piXTare, KaTopcbpvxe

Kal SiaKeKvaix ato~xio~Ta.

A. noibs ovtoctI

6 TipoOeos;

M. MiXrjcrios tis
Hvppias'

KaKa pot ndpecrx^v ols dnavras ovs Xeyco

napeXrjXvOev, dycov eKrpaneXovs
pvpprjKias3

K&v kvTvxTI n°v A40' BaSi(ovo"[j povn

dneSvcre KaveXvae x°P^a^ ScoSeKa.

1 The text is given as printed by Wilamowitz, Timotheus, p. 74,

2 Plut. An sit seni, &c, p. 23.
3 See p. 62 for other lines which may belong here.
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Much that we are told of Timotheus relates primarily to his

work as a composer of vdpoi, and the increase which he made

in the number of the strings of the lyre. The stories connected

with this are fully discussed byWilamowitz in his edition of the

Persae, the extant portion of which gives a very clear idea of

the vopos as composed by Timotheus, and is of particular

interest for students of the dithyramb, because one of the

charges which critics made against him x
was that he com

posed vbpoi in the style of dithyrambs. By this nothing com

plimentary was intended ; the predominance of music over the

words was such that the words were composed to fit the notes

and degenerated greatly, elaborate periphrases taking the

place of straightforward or genuinely poetical expression.

Thus in the Cyclops—it is not known whether this was a

dithyramb or a vopos
—there were such lines as :

eyxeue {$') ev pev Senas Kiacrivov p.eXaivas

arayovos dpBpoTas d<ppa> Bpva^ov

e'iKocriv Se evex^v', dvap.io-ymv

dlpa BaKxiov veoppvToicri SaKpvoicri Nvp.obStv.

It was Timotheus also who was responsible for the strange

phrase
'

the cup of Ares
'

(meaning a shield) which Aristotle 2

gives as an instance of metaphor /card to dvdXoyov. Similarly
Anaxandrides quotes his expression kv nvpiKTirco areyr] for

'

in a cooking-vessel '. (This is like Lewis Carroll's
' dreams

of fleecy flocks, pent in a wheaten cell
'

for
'

mutton-pies '.)
We may doubtless regard the elaborate and almost nonsensical

language of parts of the Persae, with its strange compound

words, as instances of
Timotheus'

dithyrambic style. Plato

and Aristotle 3 both speak of compound words as especially

characteristic of dithyrambs, and many other writers empha

size this, among them Aristophanes :
4

01. dXXov eTSes dvSpa Kara tov depa

nXavd>p.evov nXrjv cravTov ;

*■*.
ovk, ei prj ye nov

yjrvxds Sv rj TpeTs SidvpapBoSiSacrKaXcov.
1
Pseudo-Plut. de Mus. iv, p. 1132 e. 2 Poet, xxi, 1457 b 22.

3

Plato, Cratylus, 409 c, d ; Aristot. Poet, xxii, Rhet. ill. iii.
4

Peace, 827 ff.
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01. ri
8'

eSpcov ;

TP.
gweXeyovr'

dvaBoXas nor&pevai,

rds evSiaepiavepivr/xeTOVS Tivds.

(There was a proverb,1 Kal SiBvpdpBcov vovv ex«* eXdrrova.)

The same point is noticed by Demetrius :
2
Xr/nreov Se Kal

ffvv6era ovopara, ov ra SiBvpapBtKcos crvyKeipeva, olov "deoTepd-

tovs nXdvas ", oi/Se
"
dmkpcov Sopvnopov o-Tpdrov

"

: and by
Philostratus :

3 Xoycov
8'

ISeav knrjcrKrjcrev oil StdvpapBcbSn Kal

ipXeypaivovcrav noirjTiKois ovopacri,with the scholiast ad loc. :—

Si8vpapBd>Srj crvvdeTOis ovopacri crepvvvopevqv Kal eKToncoTarois
nXdcrpacri

noiKiXXopevrjv'

toiovtoi yap ol Si6vpap.Boi, are

Aiovvcricov TeXeraiv dcftcoppnpevoi. Similarly Dionysius of Hali-
carnassus,4

criticizing a phrase of Plato, says yjrocpoi Tarn elcrl

Kal SiOvpapfioi, Kopnov bvopaTcov noXvv, vovv Se oXiyov exovres.

(In connexion with the Ae£ty SiOvpapBtKr), it is convenient

here to notice the theory of G. Meyer,6
who, in a long dis

cussion on the subject, argues that Aristotle, in speaking of

SmXd ovopara as appropriate to dithyrambs, means SmXa

in the strict sense of
'

double ', i. e. composed of two elements

and no more, and that the
'

dithyrambic style
'

is not charac

terized by very long compounds,which are sometimes a sign of

intense feeling, and are quoted in criticism, not of the Xe£ts, but

of the music of the new dithyrambic poets. He thinks that the

words which were really regarded as characteristic of dithy
ramb were compounds which involved an incongruous combina

tion of elements, or a mere jingle of sound. Certainly the

incongruousness of the compounds is conspicuous in most of

the examples which he assembles, and most of them are only

double, not multiple words; but his explanation of some

passages, and especially of Plato's Cratylus, 409 b, is not con

vincing, nor is his account of the long compounds in
Timotheus'

Persae—which is rightly assumed to be a specimen of dithy
rambic style—as passionate or invective, but not dithyrambic.

A discussion of the individual words with which he deals

1 Schol. on Aristoph. Bii-ds, 1393.
2
de Interpr. § 91.

3
Vit. Apoll. I. xvii.

4
de Adm. vi die. Dem. vii ; cf. xxix, and Ep. ad Pomp, ii, p. 762.

6

Philologus, Suppl.-Bd. xvi. 3, pp. 153 ff.

f2
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would take us too far, but there appears to be a good deal

of
'
special pleading

'

in his arguments.)

A great part of the lyrics of Timotheus were dnoXeXvueva
—

free from the trammels of strophe and antistrophe, and so

seemed to old critics to be like eKrpdneXoi pvpptrjKiai.

Among the dithyrambs of Timotheus were (1) Aias 'Ep.ua-

vfjs, a performance of which at Athens, after the composer's

death, is attested by Lucian ;
x

(2) 'EXnrjvcop, which won

a victory 320/19 B.C., also long after
Timotheus'

death, with

Pantaleon of Sicyon as flute-player, and a chorus of boys ;
2

(3) NavnXios, in which the attempt to represent a storm by
means of the flute roused the ridicule of the flute-player

Dorion, who said that he had seen a bigger storm in a

boiling saucepan ;
3

(4) SepeXr/s 'HSis, in which the cries of

the goddess were realistically imitated, not without ludicrous

results ;
i

(5) SKvXXa, the lament of Odysseus in which was

criticized by Aristotle 6
as degrading to the hero ; the same

poem is probably alluded to in the last chapter of the

Poetics :
—

oi cpavXoi avXrjTai . . . eXKovres tov Kopv(j>aiov &v

SKvXXav aiiXcocriv.6

§ 6. It is difficult, with so little first-hand evidence, to esti

mate the real value and importance of the new movement in

music and poetry which is represented by the composers whom

we have been considering. On the one hand, it was clearly

a movement in the direction of freedom and adequacy of ex

pression, a revolt against stereotyped forms which had come

to be felt artificial. In this respect it may have resembled

some modern movements in music, such as that which was

inaugurated byWagner. On the other hand it was perverted

by the passion for uiprjcris in the sense of mere reproduction

of sounds (often non-musical sounds) and other effects; for

the more perfectly and, as it were, mechanically the artist re

produces his object, the less he seems to have the right to call

himself an artist at all. Art is not so simple a thing as

that. Further, the want of restraint shown by the new poets

1

Harmonides, § 1. 2 C. I. A. ii. 1246 ; Brinck, op. cit., p. 248.
3 Athen. viii, p. 338 a.

4

lb., p. 352 b ; Dio Chrys. 78. 22.
6 Poet, xv, 1454 a 30. 6 ib. xxvi, 1461 b 31.
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was felt to be a kind of degeneracy : and there can be little

doubt that Timotheus, and perhaps some of his contemporaries,
did not know where to stop, and often became ludicrous, both

in sound and language,—the more so because the excessive

predominance of the music tended to make the libretto vapid

and silly. The impression made by the Persae is that the

writer could not himself distinguish between expressions of

real beauty (such as he sometimes uses), and expressions

which were simply grotesque or ridiculous. This deficiency
in taste is not rare in Alexandrian writers also.

It is well to notice that practically all of these writers,

though they obtained considerable vogue in Athens, were

natives of other cities; and while tragedy continued to be

almost exclusively Athenian, dithyramb, though regularly

performed at the festivals of Athens, was almost entirely the

work of strangers.

§ 7. A number of other poets of this period—mainly of the

fourth century
—are known by name, and one or two by some

fragments.

Keexos is mentioned by the Pseudo-Plutarch 1

along with

Timotheus as one of the new school, and again
2 in a rather

obscure passage, which may indicate that he introduced

recitative, or some kind of instrumentally-accompanied speak

ing, into dithyramb. (eTt Se tcov lapBeicov to rd pev XkyeaOai

napd tt)v Kpovaiv rd
8'

aSecrdai 'ApxiXoxov <paai KaTa8ei£at,
eld'

ovtco xprjcracrOai Toi>s TpayiKOvs noirjTas, Kpe^ov Se XaBovra

els 8i6vpdp/3cov XP7)°~IV dyayeiv.) Philodemus 3
states to tov

Kpk£ov noirjpa, Kainep ovk iv dvdppocnov, noXv o-epvoTepov

(paivecrOai tov peXovs npocrriOevTOS.

Polyidus of Selymbria is stated by the Parian Marble to

have flourished at a date which falls between 398 and 380 B.C. ;

Diodorus 4
ranks him with the famous dithyrambic poets of

the early fourth century, and says that he was also a painter.

The Pseudo-Plutarch 6
makes a depreciatory reference to his

flute-music, which appears to have been an inconsistent patch-

1 de Mus. xii, p. 1135 c.
2 ib. xxviii, p. 1141 a.

3 de Mus., p. 74.
4
xiv. 96. » op. cit. xxi, p. 1138.
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work (dnonecboiTrJKao-iv e'is re rd KxtTTvpara Kal els rd IloXviSov

noif)paTa). Whether the Iphigeneia of Polyidus, mentioned

by
Aristotle,1

was a dithyramb (as Tieche conjectures) there

is no evidence to show. The only other fact known about

him is that he described Atlas as a Libyan shepherd, turned

to stone by Perseus.

Telestes of Selinus also belongs to the beginning of the

fourth century. The Parian Marble dates his (presumably
first) victory in 402/1 B.C. Some fragments of his reply, in

the Argo, to
Melanippides'

statements about Athena's rejection

of the flute are preserved by Athenaeus, and may be quoted

in default of any better specimens of the dithyramb of this

period :

(1) bv crotpbv aocpdv XaBovcrav ovk eneXnopiai vow

SpvpoTs opeiois opyavov

Slav 'AOdvav 8vcr6<p6aXpov &xos eKCpofirjOeicrav avQis e>c

Xepcov BaXeiv,
vvpcpayevei x€LP0KT^7rm 'Pvpi Mapcrvq. KXios.

ti yap viv evrjpaToio KaXXeos 6£i)s epcoy ereipev,

3. napOeviav dyapov Kal
dnaiS'

dneveipe KXcbdco;
aAAa pdrav dxopevros

dSe uaTaioXoycov (papa
npoo-enraB'

'EXXdSa uovaonoXcov

croqbds knicpdovov Bporois rexvas oveiSos.

(2) The praise of aiiXrjTiKrj,

av crvvepiOoTaTav Bpopicp napeScoKe, crepvas

Saipovos depoev aloXonrepvycov crvv dyXadv cokv-

raTi xelpd>v-

The same theme was taken up in the Asclepius :

r) $pvya KaXXmvocov aiX&v lepcov BacriXrja
AvSov os r)ppocre npcoTOS

AcopiSos dvrinaXov povcrrjs vbpov aloXouopcpov

nvevpaTos evnrepov avpav dpcpmXeKcov KaXduois.

Another fragment, on the importation of the Phrygian mode
from Asia by Pelops, has already been quoted :

2
and there are

1Poet.xvi,U55&&. 2
See above, p. 17.
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four lines on the stringed instrument called pdyaSis from the

Hymenaeus, which was also a dithyramb :

dXXos S dXXav KXayyav lels

Keparoipoovov rjpedige pdyaStv,

kv nevTapdBm x°pSav dpiOpco

X^tpa KapyjrtSiavXov dvacrTpcocpobv raxoy.

The fragments do not give a high idea of
Telestes'

style ; but

his compositions long retained their popularity, and they were

among the works sent for by Alexander, along with the plays

of the great tragic poets and the dithyrambs of Philoxenus,

when he felt, in the far East, the need of
literature.1

Anaxandrides of Cameirus, the comic poet, also wrote a

dithyramb, if there is any truth in a story told by
Chamaeleon,2

who says that SiSdcrKcov nore SidvpapBov 'ABrjvrjaiv elcrrjXdev

k<f) 'innov Kal dnrjyyeiXev ti tcov e/c tov dcrpaTos-

Dicaeogenes, the tragic poet, also (according to Harpocra-

tion and Suidas) composed dithyrambs.

Licymnius of Chios is mentioned by
Aristotle,3

along with

Chaeremon the tragic poet, among the dvayvcocrTiKpii
whose

works were in a style well suited for reading ; and his dithy
rambs are once mentioned by

Athenaeus.5 He was also a

rhetorician.

Telesias of Thebes is described 6
as a contemporary of

Aristoxenus, and must therefore belong to the latter half of

the fourth century. He was quoted by Aristoxenus as a sad

example of one who, brought up in the old school, that of

Pindar and the ancients, fell away to the theatrical and

variegated music of a later day ; but he had been so well

brought up that his attempt to compose in the style of

Philoxenus was a failure.

1 Plut. Alex. viii. 2 In Athen. ix, p. 374 a.
3
Rhet. in, p. 1413 b 12.

4 Crusius (Festschr. fUr Gomperz, pp. 381 ff. ) shows that this does not

mean they were not designed or not suitable for performance, but that

theywere written in a ypacpiKq Xe'fis-, which did its workwithout requiring
much assistance from inroKpicris.

6

xiii, p. 603 d.
° Pseudo-Plut. de Mus. xxxi.
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Archestratus is mentioned in an inscription found in

Plutarch,1
who (quoting Panaetius) showed that although

Demetrius of Phalerum had identified the
' Aristides

'

named

in it with the hero of the Persian Wars, the inscription was

really proved by the form of the letters to be post-Euclidean.

The words were : 'Avtiox^ kv'iKa, 'ApiareiSr^s kxoprjyei, 'Apx?

CTTpaTos eSiSao-Kev.

Inscriptions provide a list of names of dithyrambic poets, of

whom little or nothing is known except that they were

victorious at Athens in the fourth century or not long after

wards: Aristarchus, Philophron (384/3 B.C.), Pamphilus of

Hagnus (366/5 B.C.), Eucles (from 365/4 B.C. onwards : he was

several times successful at the Thargelia), Paideas (who won

a victory at Salamis early in the fourth century), Nicomachus,

Lysiades of Athens (352-333 B.C. : he is the poet commemorated

on the monument of Lysicrates), Epicurus of Sicyon (for whom

Chares, the condottiere, was choregus in 344/3 B.C.), Charilaus

of Locri (328/7 B.C.), Karkidamos (320/19 B.C.), Hellanicus of

Argos (after 308 B.C.), Eraton of Arcadia (circ. 290 B.C.), and

Theodoridas of Boeotia (circ. 281 B.C.). The list again contains

many
non-Athenian names.

§ 8. It has already been noticed
2 that in the choragic

monuments of the fourth century the name of the flute-player

is generally given, as well as those of the choregus and the

poet. In the first half of the century it usually follows that

of the poet ; in the latter half it actually precedes it
—a strong

testimony to the growing importance of the music.3

The names of some celebrated flute-players are known to us.

In the fifth century Pronomus of Thebes (where the art was

especially cultivated) had been particularly famous; an

epigram
4
recounts that

'EAAay pev ©rjBas nporepas npovKpivev kv aiiXois,

OfjBai Se Tlpbvopov, naiSa tov OlvidSov.

1 Aristid. i. 2 See above, p. 52.
3
The evidence for this is conveniently collected by Reisch in Pauly-W.

Real-Enc iii. 2435 b.
1 Anth. Pal. xvi. 28 ; cf. Paus. ix. xii, § 4.
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Alcibiades took lessons from Pronomus, and his music, as

well as that of Sacadas of Argos, was played to the workmen

who were rebuilding Messene at the bidding of Epaminondas.

His son, Oeniades, is mentioned as playing at Athens for

Philophron, who won a victory in 384/3 B.C.1

Among the well-known flute-players of the fourth century

wereAntigenidas and Dorion, who seem to have founded rival

schools ;
2
and Telephanes of Samos, who played for Demo

sthenes on the occasion of the assault upon him by Meidias.

He was buried at Megara,3
and is commemorated in an extant

epigram :
4

'Opepeiis pev Kiddpq nXeio-Tov yepas e'iXeTO Bvtjtcov,

NecrTCop Se yXcbcrar^s r)SvXoyov cro(f)iri,

reKToavvrj
8'

knecov noXvicrTcop OeTos "Opijpos,

Tr]Xe<pdvr)S
8'

aiiXois, ov rdc/>oy kcrrlv oSe.

Others were Chrysogonus (son of the younger Stesichorus) ;

Timotheus of Thebes; Euius, who played at Alexander's

wedding-feast at Susa in 324 b.o.
;5 Ismenias and Kaphisias.

Most of them were Thebans. Didymus 6 tells the quaint story

that at a musical competition arranged by Philip shortly

before he lost his eye at Methone, Antigenidas, Chrysogonus

and Timotheus all played music representing the Cyclops.

A fragment of Amphis7 illustrates the eagerness of com

peting tribes to get a good flute-player, as well as the enthusi

asm with which the audience welcomed novel musical effects.

Some conjecture that the passage of
Menander,8

which notices

that the chorus was largely composed of dummies, with a few

singers only, refers to dithyramb. This is doubtful ; but, if it

is true, it emphasizes all the more strongly the importance of

the instrumentalist.

It was perhaps partly in consequence of the great importance

of the flute-player that old dithyrambs, which gave an

opportunity for the exhibition of his skill, were now performed,

1 For other Theban flute-players, see Reisch, de Mus. Graec. Cert., p. 58.
2 Pseudo-Plut. de Mus. xxi, 1138 a, b.

3
Paus. I. xliv, § 6.

4
Anth. Pal. vii. 159. 6 Athen. xii, p. 538 f.

3 Comment, on Dem. (Berl. Klass. Texte, i, p. 59).
7 Fr. 14 (K.). 8 Fr. 165 (K.).
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any interest in the words having become
secondary.1 Thus

Timotheus of Thebes won a victory at
Athens with the Aias

kppavr]s of Timotheus of Miletus many years after the death

of the latter. The practice of performing old music was

perhaps common outside Athens. There is an interesting
illustration of this at a later date in an inscription 2

of about

193 b. c. at Teos, set up there by the people of Cnossos in

gratitude to the citizens of Teos for sending two envoys,

Herodotus and Menecles, to visit Crete; of whom Menecles

gave several performances to the lyre of theworks of Timotheus

and Polyidus and the old Cretan poets, Kadcos npocrrjKev dvSpl

nenaiSevpevcp.

Apart from the use of dvaBoXai either instead of, or as an

introduction to, strophes and antistrophes
—an introduction (so

we gather fromAristotle 3) often as irrelevant to the subject of

the poem as theprooemionof an epideictic orationwas to the sub

ject of the speech—little can be said of the form of the fourth-

century dithyramb. Probably the conventional practice of

ending with a prayer was
retained.4 There may have been

various experiments as regards the accompaniment ; Timotheus

had used the cithara on occasion instead of the flute ; and with

the mixture of musical modes, to which Plato objected, there

was naturally less conservatism as regards instruments ; but a

passage of Athenaeus 5
which is cited by Crusius 6 to prove

the use of castanets does not appear to refer to dithyramb.

Probably the repetition of syllables to fit the music (parodied

by Aristophanes in the Frogs, and adopted by Euripides and

also in the Delphian Hymns) was common in dithyrambs,7

though there is no proved instance of it.

1 The rise of the 8t.8do-Ka.Xos or chorus-trainer, distinct from the poet,

was also probably the result of this performance of the works of deceased

composers : see Reisch in Pauly-W. Real-Enc. v. 404.
2 C. I. G. iii. 3053. a

Rhet m jiv.
4
Aristid. Rom. Enc. i, p. 369 (Dind.) Kpdno-Tov odv Surwep ol t5>v

8idvpdpfia>v re Kal natdvav woiqTai, ebxqv rtva irpoo-Bevra ovra> KaraKXeicrat to»

Xoyov.
6

xiv, p. 636 d. « In Pauly-W. Real-Enc. v. 1223.
7 See Crusius, Die delphischen Hymnen (Philologus, Suppl.-Bd., liii,

p. 93).
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§ 9. Before leaving the fourth century we may note the

records of dithyrambic performances at Eleusis,where a certain

Damasias, son of Dionysius of Thebes, provided two choruses,

tov pev naiScov, tov 8e dvSpcov, for the local Dionysia at his

own expense, and was publicly thanked and commemorated in

an extant inscription ;
1
at Salamis, the flute-player being

Telephanes and the poet Paideas ;
2
and at the Peiraeus, where

(as has already been noticed)
3
performances kvkXIcov x°pd>v ovk

eXarrov Tpicov were ordered by a law of the orator Lycurgus to

be given (and this is remarkable) at a festival of Poseidon,

and prizes were established of 10, 8, and 6 minae for the

victors. There are also inscriptions recording choruses of

boys and men at Ceos in the fourth century, and the sending

of a chorus of boys from the island to Delos.4 Cyclic choruses

at the Dionysia at lasos are recorded at about the time of

Alexander.5 The cyclic contests at Delphi are mentioned in

the Paean of Philodamus to Dionysus.0 At Thebes Epamein-

ondas was choregus to a chorus of boys accompanied by the
flute.7 About the end of the century inscriptions mention

cyclic choruses at Halicarnassus, and, not long afterwards,

choruses of boys at Chios.8

VII

The Dithyramb after the Fourth Century b. c.

In the records of dithyramb after the fourth century Athens

does not hold as important a place as before. This may be

largely an accident ; but many other centres of musical
and

dramatic activity had sprung up, partly at the courts of the

successors of Alexander, partly at new festivals such as the

1 C. I. A. iv. 2. 574 b (Eph. Arch, iii, p. 71).
2 C. I. A. ii. 1248. 3

Above, p. 10.
4

Halbherr, Mus. ltal. di antich. class. I. ii, pp. 207-8.
' C.I.G. 2671.
s 1. 135 ; see Fairbanks, Study of the Greek Paean, p. 143 ; Powell,

Collect. Alex., p. 169.
7 Plut. Vit. Aristid. i.

8 Bull. Corr. Hell. v. 212 and 300.
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Soteria at Delphi. An inscription
1
which records the victories

of Nicocles of Tarentum, an eminent citharist at the beginning

of the third century, includes festivals in every part of Greece.

The inscription is of special interest as recording a dithyrambic

victory at the
Lenaea. At what period dithyrambs began to

be performed at this festival is uncertain ; it is clear from a

passage of Demosthenes 2 that there was no such performance

in the middle of the fourth century. It is further noticeable

that in this performance the instrument was the cithara and

not the flute. The age seems to have liked festivals which

included a great variety of performances. Contests of soloists,

both vocal and instrumental, were added to the choral com

petitions, and conjurers and all sorts of entertainers got their

turn.

At Athens the chief external change was the substitution

of a publicly appointed agonothetes for the choregus, and

the payment of his expenses by the state. The change took

place, probably, about fifteen years before the end of the fourth

century, and among the poets who performed under this

system were Eraton and Lysippus of Arcadia, Hellanicus of

Argos, Theodoridas and Pronomus (the younger) of
Thebes.3

There is no extant mention of dithyrambs at the Thargelia

after 325/4 B.C.

It is probable that the festival of the Soteria at Delphi was

first celebrated about 276
B.C.,4

and the important series of

inscriptions relating to it belongs approximately to the years

272-269 b.
c.5 The festival commemorated the defeat of the

Gauls near Delphi, and in the third year of every Olympiad

it was combined with the Pythia. The performances included

dvSpes aiiXrjTai and naiSes
avXrjTai.6 The choruses of men

1 C. I.A. ii. 1367. 2
in Meid., § 10. 3 See above, p. 72.

4 There is, however, a good deal of controversy as to the exact year,

which it would be beside the point to discuss here : cf. Roussel, Bull.

Corr. Hell, xlvii. 1 ff. ; Suppl. Epigr. Gr. ii. 260 ; The Year's Work in

Class Stud. 1925, p. 26 (for refs.).
6
Pomtow, Jahrb. f. Mass. Phil, xliii (1897), pp. 819 ff. ; Capps, Trans.

Am. Phil. Ass. xxxi (1900), p. 125.
c There can be no doubt that these expressions regularly signified

dithyrambic choruses of men and boys, accompanied by the flute.
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and boys consisted each of fifteen members only ; a number of

SiSdo-KaXoi are mentioned, but it is not certain whether they
were poets or only chorus trainers. The choruses mentioned

in an inscription referring to the winter Soteria, probably after

the middle of the second century, seem to have consisted of

very few choreutae—probably only three, including a r)yepcov

nais or rjyepcov dvSpcov—and this does not look like dithy
ramb.1 No doubt the performances of choral works at festivals

had fallen by this time mainly into the hands of professionals,
as inscriptions show ; and there may have been a tendency
in this direction in the fourth century, when, as Aristotle

mentions,2 the singers in tragic and comic choruses were often

the same ; and virtuosity may have come to be as important

in singing as in flute-playing. Athenaeus 3
mentions a dithy

ramb of Theodoridas of Syracuse, about the latter half of the

third century b. c, called Kevravpoi, in which occurred the

words

nicrcra
8'

dnb ypaBlcov ecrragev

(ypaBlcov being a synonym for XapndScov).

From Delos comes a series of inscriptions 4 which run from

286 to 172 B.C., and show that at the Delian Dionysia and

Apollonia two choruses of boys, each provided with two

choregi, competed with each other. It is not known whether

the regular mission of choruses to Delos from Athens and

other cities was continued during this period.

Inscriptions also show that choruses of men and boys per

formed at Miletus in the third century b. c, and at Teos and

Samos in the second.5 In the Samian inscriptions the choregi

Brinck (Diss. Philol. Hal., pp. 75, 76) disposes of the idea of Boeckh

and others (a terrible idea in any case) that the phrase referred to bodies

of flute-players performing together. (The
boys'

fife-band was a horror

unknown to Greece. Polybius, xxx. 13, quotes the order of Anicius that

the flute-players should perform apa wdvras as an insta.nce of his want

of intelligence.)
1 See Reisch, de Mus. Gr. cert., p. 105.

2 Pol. in. iii, p. 1276 b.
3
xv, p. 699 f.

1

Brinck, op. cit., pp. 187 ff. ; Reisch, op. cit., pp. 64-7.
B
All these are collected by Brinck, pp. 207-16. An inscription of

unknown date from Teos records the victory there of a poet with a
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are mentioned, and in one of them the flute-player Satyrus,

but there is no mention of poets, and the performance was

probably confined to old works. An inscription from Assos

(ascribed by Boeckh to the third century
B.C.)1

orders some

one to be crowned for his merits at the Dionysia avXrjT&v rjj

npcoTj) r)pepa. A passage of the historian Callixenus of

Rhodes 2
gives evidence of choruses of boys and men at a

festival celebrated by Ptolemy Philadelphus at Alexandria,

with tripods as prizes for the choregi—nine cubits high for
boys'

choruses, twelve for the mens'.

Polybius 3

(writing in the second century), in a remarkable

passage, records the regular performance by the Arcadians of

lyric choruses, apparently including dithyrambs, as a unique

feature of their social life : napd yovv pbvois 'ApKacriv ol naiSes

eK vrjnicov qSeiv k6i£ovTai Kara vopov tovs vpvovs Kal naiavas,

ols eKacrToi Kara Ta ndrpia tovs enix<opiovs tfpooas Kal 6eovs

vpvovcri. peTa Se ravra tovs TipoOeov Kal $iXo£ivov vopovs

pavQdvovTes xopzvovo~i Ka-r eviavrbv tois AiovvcriaKoTs avXrjraTs

kv tois Bedrpois, ol pev naTSes tovs naiSiKovs dycovas, ol Se

veavio-Koi tovs tcov dvSpwv.
(Polybius'

terminology is not very
exact, but the reference in the last two clauses must be to

dithyrambs, though the Arcadians may have sung the vopoi of

these composers as well. The expression x°Pev°V0~l T°fr

Aiovvo-iaKoTs avXrjTais shows the importance of the flute-

player.)

Finally, there are inscriptions from Orchomenos recording
victories of synchoregi (acting two together) who had been

victorious with choruses of men, probably about 175 b. c, and

other inscriptions from the same place, assigned by Reisch to

the earlier half of the first century B.C., record the successes

of both
mens'

and
boys'

choruses, accompanied by the flute,
the victories of the leading boys and men (i.e. probably of the

dithyramb called Andromeda, which he himself accompanied on the
cithara ; another dithyramb performed at Teos was called Persephone
(Bull. Corr. Hell, iv, pp. 177, 178).

1
Invest, at Assos, i, p. 137 (ed. J. T. Clarke).

2
Athen. v, p. 196 ff., esp. 198 c.

3
IV. xx.
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principal singer in each chorus) being also mentioned. A

much mutilated inscription from Chaeroneia J
refers also to a

chorus of men.

VIII

Dithyramb in the Imperial Period.

The information about dithyramb in imperial times is very

fragmentary, and consists solely of a few inscriptions. Two

fragments of a dedication atAthens to Asclepius,2 in A. D. 52/3,

are perhaps rightly taken to refer to a dithyrambic victory

among other things ; but it does not appear to be legitimate to

infer that the dithyramb was performed in honour ofAsclepius.

(He might well be thanked for the victory, if he had given

the choregus or the poet the necessary health.) It is remark

able that the tripod dedicated is itself called by the name

' dithyramb '. The fragments are as follows :

(1) AtovvcrSScopos rjpxe, AefciKXrjs oTe

veiKrjs deOXov eXaBev r)idkcov X°PV-

(2) dpx<ov AiovvaroScopos EvKapnov Texvr/s

ndo-qs pe kvSos KCopiKrjs rpayiKtjs x°P^>I/

tov SeiOvpapBov rpinoSa 6t)k 'Ao-KX-qnico.

Another inscription 3
of about A. D. 100 thanks the archon

and agonothetes of the Dionysia at Athens on behalf of the

Oeneid tribe for his services to the tribe ; the circumstances

are not very clear, but apparently Philopappus had paid the

expenses of the Oeneid tribe in the contest : r) Olvrjls (pvXf)

Sid tcov eii dycovicrapevcov X°P<P AiovvcriaKcp tov dpxovra Kal

dycovoOeTTjv Taiov 'lovXiov 'Avrioxov 'Emcpdvr] $iXonannov

Br/craiea ttjs els eavrr)v eiiepyeaias eVe/ca. kSiSacrKe Moipaye-

vr]s, kxoptjyei BovXcov, ol Moipayevovs $vXdcrioi. kneo-raTei

MevavSpos $vXdcrios, rjUXei $iXr]T0S MevicrKov KoXcovfjBev,
kxopevov (a list of about twenty-five names from different

tribes follows), epeXonoiei Movctik6[s]. It is noticeable that

the chorus is only half the size of the classical kvkXios x°P°$>

1
Reisch, op. cit., p. 109, note '.

2
C. I. A. iii. 68 b. See above, p. 10.

3
C. I. A. iii. 78.
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and is not drawn entirely from one tribe ; it was doubtless

a professional body. A similar act of generosity on the part of

Philopappus is recorded by Plutarch
-,1 iv Se tois Zapama-

vos kmviKiois, ore rj? AeovriSi (pvXj)
tov

xopo^
Siard^as kv'iKrj-

o-ev, ko-Ticop'evois r)piv are 8r) Kal fpvXerais overt SijponoirjToTs,

o'lKeioi Xoyoi rfjs ev x^pt (piXoriptas naprjcrav. ecrxe yd/) 6

dycov evTovooTdTrjv dpiXXav, dycovoBerovvTos kvSogcos Kal

peyaXonpencos QiXondnnov tov BacriXicos rats <j>v\ais opov

ndcrais x0PTiy0^VT0^'

An inscription
2
of the second century A. D. shows that the

contest had been abandoned, and that all the choregi joined

in one show and one monument: 6 Sijpos
evUa'

Aovkios

$Xavios $Xdppas KvSaOrjvaievs VPXe-

ndvres x°PaY0L """y T€ QvXeras x°P°S

dyaXpa Srjpcp KeKponos kcrTacravTo pe

eKovaioi pedevres e| dycovias

coy pr) (pepoi rty aTo~xos dnoKio'crovpevos.

kyco
8'

eKao-Tcp rbcrcrov evKXeias vepxo

ocrcrov aiiTco £vvbs 3>v 6<f>elXopai.

The Dorian elements in the language in this inscription

seem to require
explanation.3

In other
inscriptions4

either the Srjpos or a number of

tribes (six in C. I. A. iii. 82) are mentioned as
'

victorious ',

and this again implies the abandonment of any contest. In

another,5

a letter, perhaps of Antoninus Pius, written to

a congress of TexviTai Aiovvo-ov, seems to refer to the per

formance of many dithyrambs at the Great Dionysia.

IX

Conclusion.

Thus the history of the dithyramb proves to be a somewhat

puzzling and disappointing affair. No complete dithyramb,

except those of Bacchylides, survives, and those, in their quiet

1 Symp. Quaest. I. x, p. 628 a, b.
2 C. I. A. iii. 80 (Kaibel,Epigr. 927).

3
They occur also in C. I. A. iii. 82.

4
C.I. A. iii. 81 (much mutilated), 82, 82 a.

B C. I. A. iii. 34 a.
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gracefulness seem to belong almost to another world from the

fragments of Pindar, in which the spirit of Dionysus is at

least discernible. It is the dithyramb of the Pindaric period

which it would be most worth while to know ; of the later

dithyramb the extant fragments are perhaps enough.

It is unsatisfactory also that we have to depend for our

facts, to a large extent, upon writers in whose critical and

historical capacity it is not possible to have any confidence.

The author of de Musica, ascribed to Plutarch, drew largely
upon Glaucus of Rhegium and Aristoxenus (who could them

selves take advantage of a continuous, though not necessarily

pure, stream of tradition) ; but he is spoiled for us by the

difficulty of discovering his source for many particular state

ments. Athenaeus preserves much valuable material, but the

filiation of his sources is a matter upon which those who have

studied them persistently disagree. Nothing can give us a

much greater degree of certainty, unless fortune restores to us

the works of Chamaeleon or some similar
'

researcher '.

It is even more unsatisfactory that we have practically no

evidence of the spirit in which the dithyramb, as a form of

religious celebration, was regarded during the classical period.

After the jolly drinking song of Archilochus passes out of

view, we are not told whether the light-heartedness of early

days was still attached to it, or whether it was solemn, as

tragedy
was.1 There may conceivably have been a difference

in this respect between the winter dithyramb at Delphi, when

Apollo was away, and Dionysus was perhaps thought of in

his gloomier aspects, and the spring dithyramb at Athens.

There is not, however, any ground for connecting dithyramb

in Greece with any chthonic ritual, Dionysiac or other, and it

is very significant that there is no trace of dithyramb at the

Anthesteria.2 The Pindaric fragments are brilliant and cheer

ful enough. The contrast between the dithyramb and the

1 There is no justification for speaking of the rpa-yiicoi x°P01 at Sicyon

in the time of Cleisthenes as ' dithyrambs '. Herodotus must have known

well enough what dithyrambs were, and he could have called these x°P°'L

by that name, had it been appropriate (see below, p. 137).
2
Despite M. Schmidt and Crusius (Pauly-W. Real-Enc. v. 1207).

sis3 q
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paean, drawn by
Plutarch,1 dates from a time long after the

fusion of Dionysus with Zagreus and the development of his

mysteries in Greece, and Plutarch is perhaps somewhat fanci

ful when he tries to prove the appropriateness of the dis

tracted music (evidently that of the later dithyramb) with the

experiences attributed to the mystic deity: Aiovvaov Se Kal

NvKreXiov Kal 'IcroSalTrjv 6vopd£ovo~i, Kal <f>6opds rivas Kal

dcpaviapovs, eira dnoBicbaeis Kal naXiyyevecrias, o'lKela rats

elpnpevais peraBoXais alviypara Kal pvOevpara nepaivovcrv

Kal dSovo-i tco pev SiOvpapBtKa peXrj nadmv pearrd Kal pera-

BoXrjs nXdvrjv Tiva Kal Siacpoprjcriv exovarjs . . . tS> Se natava.

There is no hint elsewhere of any association of the dithy
ramb with the mystic cults referred to, and indeed Plutarch

himself does not assert it, but only compares the contorted

music of the dithyramb with the perplexed experiences of the

god—a comparison of very little value, and probably far re

moved from the minds of the composers of the music. We

cannot tell what Proclus meant by saying (if he did say it)
that the dithyramb was Koivorepos and els napaiT-qcriv KaKwv

yeypappevos, and it is at least probable that the passage is cor

rupt.2 So far as we can see, the religious significance rather

rapidly went out of dithyramb, as the words became unim

portant or degenerate, and it became what may be called

'

concert-music ', such as the Oratorio was in the nineteenth

century. In the latest stages of its history it seems to be

quite secularized. But for the present we must be content to

be ignorant of much which we should like to know.

1
de Ei apud Delphos, 388 e ff. 2 See above, p. 16.
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II

The Origins of Greek Tragedy

i

The earliest known Greek Tragedy and its Character.

It is convenient to begin the discussion of the origins of

Greek Tragedy with a statement of known facts at the

earliest point at which a clear view is possible, and to work

backwards from that point. The earliest extant Greek

tragedy is the Supplices of Aeschylus. This was performed

soon after the beginning of the ftSjt century b. c, as part of

a trilogy of three plays dealing with parts of the same mythi

cal story ; to these was appended a satyric play which perhaps

treated the same legend in a lighter fashion. Such at least is

a probable account of the facts : the early date is virtually

proved by the structure and character of the play, and the posi

tion of the play as part of a trilogy by its obvious lack of any

conclusion to its story, coupled with the fact that Aeschylus

certainly composed one other play, and probably two—the

Aegyptii and Banaides x
—on the same story ; and amention of

a satyric play, the Amymone, of which the Danaid so named

must have been the heroine, completes the evidence.

(The Supplices differs from all other extant Greek tragedies

in the large proportion of the play which is assigned to the

chorus, the very small part taken by the second actor, and

the simplicity (even at times the crudity) of the treatment of

the actor's part. These points are undisputed.

But on the important question of the size of the chorus

there is less agreement. On the one hand the number of the

Danaids is consistently given in legend as fifty, and in line 321

Aegyptus,the father of theirwould-be husbands, is described as

1 There seems to be no evidence for
Hermanns'

conjecture that the

QaXapoTroioi dealt with this story. The ascription of the Alyvrrnoi to this

Trilogy follows a conjecture of Dindorf, which at least has the name of

the play in its favour.
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nevrrpcovTanais.
Wilamowitz and others, who believe that all

fifty Danaids appeared in the chorus, enlarge on the magni

ficence of the whole
spectacle—the fifty with their attendants

(making a hundred in all), the king of Argos with chariots

and a great retinue ; and, later in the play, the herald with

a force (probably of black Nubians) attempting to carry the

Danaids off, and the king with a larger force to prevent it.

But with what ancient theatrical arrangements would such

crowds have been possible 1 and by what steps did the much

less spectacular and crowded drama of the greater part of the

classical period supersede this magnificent and impressive fore

runner ? It seems more likely—thoughWilamowitz is content

simply to say that it is absurd—that the fifty were repre

sented by a much smaller number (probably
twelve).1 It is

a remarkable thing that the chorus in tbe Supplices never

speak of themselves as fifty in number, and though Aegyptus

is described in passing as nevTrjKovrdnais, it does not neces

sarily follow that all his sons appeared in the chorus of the

Aegyptii, as some have conjectured. The belief that it was so is

generally connected by those who hold it with the theory that

the tragic chorus originated from the cyclic dithyramb ; but

it will be seen later that this is itself more than doubtful. As

it is, neither theory can be used to support the other without

a petitio principii, and the question of the number of the

chorus in the Supplices must at least be left open. The state

ment of Pollux 2 that the tragic chorus was composed of fifty
persons until Aeschylus so terrified the audience with his fifty
Eumenides that the number was restricted, is obviously fabu

lous—like the story
3 that the same terrifying effect made

him so unpopular that he had to leave Athens ; and it is con

tradicted by the virtual certainty that the Agamemnon had

a chorus of twelve. In all probability the idea that tragedy

1 There is no evidence for the conjecture of Reisch (Pauly-W. Real-

Enc. iii. 2320) that the number of fifty was made up by personae mutae,
and it may be doubted whether this form of deception would have been

employed at this early date, though it is found in Menander's time (see

above, p. 73).

2 iv. 110. » Vit. Aeschyli.
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at first had a chorus of fifty either originated from the passage

of Aristotle (to be discussed later) which derives tragedy from

dithyramb, or else was actually an inference from the facts

that legend spoke of fifty Danaids, and that both Phrynichus

and Aeschylus composed a Danaides and an Aegyptii.

However this may be,we have in the Supplices a play largely

lyrical, serious in subject and tone, and unconnected with

Dionysus in subject; and, speaking generally, the last-men

tioned characteristic holds good generally of the drama of the

early part of the fifth century: Dionysiac subjects might be

chosen, but plainly had no preference. Now and then a con

temporary subject was selected. Chorus and actors wore

masks. The linguistic basis of the dialogue was Attic, with

a sprinkling of epic and (in a smaller degree) of Doric forms

and words ; the lyrics were further removed from Attic by
their more unrestricted use of forms and words which belong
to epic or non-dramatic lyric poetry ; and, in particular, the use

of the long a in place of rj, a use common to all the Greek

dialects except Ionic and Attic, was regular. (The special

problem of the relation of the language of tragedy to Doric

will be discussed later.)
It is not known whether in the early part of the fifth

century composition in trilogies or tetralogies was normal.

That it was a common practice of Aeschylus himself is certain ;

but apart from Aeschylus very few trilogies or tetralogies are

definitely recorded,
—the AvKovpyeia of

Polyphradmon,1 the

IlavStovis of Philocles,2 and the OlSinoSeia of
Meletus.3

1 Arg. Aesch. Sept. c. TJieb.
2
Schol. Ar. Birds, 281, on the authority ofAristotle's AioWxnXi'ai.

3
Schol. Plat.Laws x, 893 a 14, also on Aristotle's authority. The attempt

of Mr. R. J. Walker (in his book on
Sophocles'

Ichneutae) to prove that

Sophocles and Euripides composed in tetralogies is entirely unconvin

cing. But Robert (Oedipus, pp. 396 ff.) makes out a strong case for his

view that there was a certain connexion of subject between the Chrysippus,

Oenomaus, and Phoenissae of Euripides, which were performed together

in 410 B.C. It seems that composition in connected tetralogies or

trilogies was mainly a speciality of Aeschylus, and that he himself

may not always have practised it. (The attempt of Donaldson, Theatre

of the Greeks, pp. 118-19, to explain the group of plays of which the

Persae was one as a trilogy or tetralogy seems to be very speculative.)
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The last play of each group of four was, throughout the

classical period—with only one or two known exceptions,

such as the Alcestis of Euripides—a satyric play. This was

like tragedy in its general form, being a joint performance of

chorus and actors, all wearing masks ; but the chorus in

variably represented satyrs—creatures half man, half beast,

led by Silenus, and associated especially (and often in the

plays) with Dionysus, but frequently also with other gods or

with certain heroes. Their costume was indecent ; there was

a good deal of vigorous dancing, and the language and gestures

were often obscene. The plot represented those parts of

ancient legends which were grotesque in themselves or which

could be made so by burlesquing them. The satyric play was

an integral part of the poet's work for the prize in the com

petition at the Dionysia.

Such are the facts, stated in outline, in regard to tragedy and

satyric drama, early in the fifth century. We have now to

trace the history of these forms of art backwards, so far as our

information allows us.

H

Phrynichus, Pratinas, Choerilus.

§ 1 . The informationwhich we have in regard toPhrynichus,
a slightly senior contemporary of Aeschylus—his first victory

is dated 511b. c,—suggests that his tragedies were of the

same type as the early work of Aeschylus himself ; that the

lyric element predominated and was of very high literary
merit ; that his treatment of his actors was crude, and that

he was quite free from any restriction to Dionysiac subjects.

The main evidence on these points can be very shortly stated.

Aristophanes a warmly praises his lyrics :

evdev cbcrnepel peXirra

$pvvixos dpBpoaicov peXecov dneBocrKeTO Kapnbv del

<f>epa>v yXvKeiav cpSdv.

1

Birds, 748 ff. Cf. Wasps, 220.
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He appears to have invented many new varieties of choral

dance : Plutarch 1
writes of him : Kafroi Kal $pvvixos 6 twv

rpaycpSicbv noir/Tr/s nepl aiirov (prjcriv oti

orxvpoira 8 6pXT]o-is rocra poi nbpev, ocra evl novrco

Kvpara noieirai xelpari viig oXorj.

But the simplicity of his handling of his actors was such

that Aristophanes 2
scoffed at the spectators who could stand

either it or the comparatively artless management of

Aeschylus in his early days, who

Toiis Beards

k£rjndra pmpovs Xa/3d>v napd $pvvtx<p Tpacpevras.

(Probably Phrynichus, like Aeschylus, improved as he went

on. In the Phoenissae, in 476 B. c, he adopted the second actor,

the invention of Aeschylus.3)
The variety of his subjects is indicated by the titles of his

plays. The Pleuroniae was drawn from the story of Meleager

and Oeneus and the Calydonian boar-hunt ; the Aegyptii and

Danaides from that of the Danaids ; the Antaeus and Alcestis

(the latter probably a satyric play)
* from the Heraclean

cycle; the Actaeon from Attic legend; the MtXrJTov dXcocris

(if that was the title)
5
and the Phoenissae from contemporary

history.6

Suidas states that Phrynichus was paBr)Tr)s QecrmSos tov

npdbrov tt)v TpayiKt)v elcreveyKavTos-—which can hardly be in-

1
Symp. Quaest. vm! ix, § 3. 2

Frogs, 910 ff.

' Wilamowitz (Einl., p. 92) thinks of the MiXijtou SXacris as more of an

oratorio than a drama ; it can, he thinks, have had no action. But

really we have no evidence as to the extent to which Phrynichus

developed the dramatic possibilities of his single actor.
' See Schol. on Virg. Aen. vi. 694 ; Wilamowitz, Einl., p. 92.
1 Suidas does not mention this title, but does mention a play called

AUawi q Tlepaai q 2vv8o>koi—which suggests a chorus of Persian elders.

The conjecture that AiVcuot may be a corruption of Aaraioi, the name of a

Persian clan, seems to be very speculative.
"
It is not necessary for the present purpose to discuss Dr. Verrall's

interesting but scarcely tenable theory that the Persae of Aeschylus is

an improved version of the Phoenissae of Phrynichus (The Bacchants of

Eur., pp. 28 ff.).
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terpreted in a literal sense, if (as seems likely) Thespis was

already exhibiting
plays about 560 B.C. ; that hewas evperr,s tov

rerpapeTpov—which is absurd in itself, but may possiblymean

thathe first introduced speeches in the tetrameter
metre;1

and

that he first yvvaiKeTov npocromov elcrrjyayev kv o~Kr]vjj
—a state

ment which we cannot check.

Some meagre fragments show that Phrynichus was amaster

of poetic language, with some of the pomp and richness of

Aeschylus, e. g. :

Alcestis (fr. 2) o-5>pa
5*

dOapBes yvioSovrjrov

reipei . . .

Phoenissae, (fr. 5) arparSs nor els yr\v
rtjvS'

kmo~Tpa><pa noSl

"Tavros t)v evaiev dpyaios
Xecbs'

neSia Se ndpra Kal napaKTiov nXdm

WKeia pdpyois (p\b£ eSaivvro yvadois.

(fr. 6) Kpvepbv ydp ovk

i)Xv£ev popov, ooKeia Se viv <f>Xb£ KareSaicraro

SaXov nepQopkvov parpbs
tin'

alvds KaKo-

paydvov.

(fr. 11) ^aXpolaiv
avTiamaoT'

deiSovres peXn.

Incert.fab. (fr. 13) Xdpnei
5*

knl nopcpvpeais iraprjcn <pa>s epcoroy.

Phrynichus then seems, in all essentials, to have resembled

Aeschylus as he was at the beginning of his
career.2 He

doubtless made improvements in tragedy, but whose work

was it that he improved upon? The scanty information

which we have about Pratinas and Choerilus helps us but

little.

§ 2. Pbatinas is the subject of a puzzling and confused

notice in Suidas. He is described as $Xidcrios,
TpayiKos'

1 Even this is hard to reconcile with Aristotle's statements about the

tetrameter as the original metre of tragedy (Poet, iv, 1449 a 22), though

we do not know who his authority was.

2 Suidas has a notice of another Phrynichus, son of Melanthas,
described as 'Adqvaios rpayiieoV eaTi 8e tS>v 8papaTu>v axnov Kal

rd8e'

'Av8pope8a, 'Hptydvn. iiroiqo-e Kal wvppixds. But nothing is said of

his date, and Suidas may be confusing the various poets of this

name.
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dvrr]ya>vi£eTo 8e AlaxvXcp re Kal XoipiXco knl rfjs
eBSopn-

koo-ttjs 'OXvpnidSos (i. e. 499—496 B. c). Kal npcoTOS eypayjre

Sarvpovs . . . Kal Spdpara pev kne8et£aro v cov crarvpiKa XB'.

kvUncre Se dnag. His name was evidently connected by
tradition especially with satyric drama; this appears also

from
Dioscorides'

epigram on
Sositheus,1

eKlcrcro(popr]ae yap cbvfjp

d£ia 0Xiacricov, val pa xopovs, Sarvpcov,

and from Pausanias,2
who shows that his memory was kept

alive in his native town : evravBa eari Kal 'ApicrTiov pvfjpa tov

UpaTivoV tovtco too 'Apio-Tia Sdrvpoi Kal UpaTlva TwnaTpi elcrt

nenoirjpevoi nXr)v tcov Alax^^ov SoKipobraToi. He cannot have

exhibited at Athens entirely under the system which was

regular in the fifth century, and under which each poet pro

duced three tragedies and one satyric play, if thirty-two of

his fifty plays were satyric, as Suidas states ;
3 but if, as is

possible, this system only came into force just before the

beginning of the century, he may at first have exhibited under

conditions which allowed poets to offer tragedies and satyric

plays in any proportion.

[Unfortunately it is impossible to say at what date the

system referred to came into use. It may have been when

state-regulated choregia was introduced ; the laying of re

sponsibility on the shoulders of individuals would necessitate

some understanding as to what each was responsible for, in

order that the competition might be a fair one. Before this

a poet might well take his own risks. Competitions appear, as

we shall
see,* to have been instituted about 534 b. c, and

1
Anth. Pal. vii. 707 (second century B. 0.). Pratinas is also obscurely

alluded to in the same writer's epigram on Sophocles (vii. 37).

2
n. xiii, § 5.

3
The suggestion of Capps that Pratinas may have composed satyric

plays for other poets to present with their trilogies, and that the dis

proportionate number'of his satyric plays may thus be accounted for, is

ingenious, but is not sufficiently substantiated by the fact that his son

Aristias in 467 b. c. completed his group of plays with a satyric play of

Pratinas, who may have been dead by that date. But possibly all the

thirty-two satyric plays were not performed at Athens.

' See below, p. 107.
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possibly there was some reorganization of the festival after

the expulsion of the tyrants. The great inscription C. I. A. ii.

971
• iv. 971, which gives the record of the victories at the

CityDionysia, seems, though
the heading is

imperfect,1 to have

begun its record
' in the year in which there first were Kwpoi

to Dionysus'. Capps and Wilhelm reconstruct the lost

beginning of the inscription in such a way as to make the

record begin with the year 502/1 B. C. or thereabouts, and the

natural date for the beginning would be the date at which the

state made new regulations for the festival, and introduced

the choregic
system.2 Capps and Wilhelm assume that the

word Ktopoi is used in the heading of the inscription in awide

sense to cover the whole festival, just as
Euripides3

mentions

the Hyacinthia by the name Kcopoi 'TaKivBov, and it is perhaps

more probable that, in such a general heading, it should mean

this, than that it should refer to the Kwpos as an element

in the festival distinct from the dithyrambs, tragedies, and

comedies, as in the Law of Euegorus, quoted by Demo

sthenes ;
4 but of course it is not certain. Nor is it certain

whether, as they think probable, only two columns of 140

lines preceded that to which the first extant portion of the

inscription belonged ; and on this assumption the initial

date which they propose depends. Their calculations are also

liable to uncertainty
6

owing to their assumption that (apart

from the first introduction of the dithyrambic chorus of men

in 509 B. c, and that of comedy in 486) the contests followed

the same lines throughout the missing period (e. g. in the year

of the sack of Athens by the Persians). Nor can we entirely

exclude the possibility that the record itself began in 509 B. C,

1 The heading may have been ol8e vevtKqKao-iv
d<p'

ov n-p5r]oj> kS/uoi rjo-av

ra>[i Aiovvo-(o iv aorei.
2

Possibly (though this is only a conjecture) the introduction of satyric
plays by Pratinas from Phlius, by bringing a new element into the tragic

competitions, itself necessitated new regulations, and. the system under

which Aeschylus competed may have been the result.
3

Helena, 1469.

m Meid., § 10 Kal rots iv aarei Aiovvaiots q iropirq kcu oi naldes Kal 6

Kcopos Kal ol Ka>po>8ol Kal ol Tpaycp8oi.

B
This is pointed out by Wilamowitz, G5U. Gel. Am. 1906, pp. 624-6.
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after the overthrow of the tyranny; and in that case three

columns, not two, may have been lost. But their view, dating
the beginning of the system which we are discussing about

502/1 B.C., has at least great likelihood, and the corrections

whichmore exact knowledge would necessitate would probably

not be great. The fact that the tradition of the early writers

on Greek literature (as found in Suidas and others) preserved

some dates for Thespis, Choerilus, Phrynichus, &c, certainly
does not disprove the suggested initial date of this inscription,

as Wilamowitz appears to think. The recorders of the tradi

tion need not have got their information from this inscription.]
The words (in the notice of Suidas) npcoros eypay\re Sarvpovs

cannot mean anything but that, in the opinion of Suidas or

his unknown authority, Pratinas was the first to compose

satyric plays of the type known in the fifth century. (The

word Sarvpovs is used in the same sense as Sdrvpoi in the

passage of Pausanias quoted above, and in many other places.1)

Professor Murray's suggestion
2
that the words of Suidas

mean that Pratinas was the first to write set words for the

satyr-revellers is hardly consistent with the statement, also

found in Suidas,3 that it was Arion who brought in crarvpovs

epperpa Xeyovras.

The new satyric plays must have been brought into the

Dionysia alongside of the tragedies which had presumably

become regular since 534 B.
c.4 Professor Flickinger 5 thinks

that
Pratinas'

work is to be explained as an attempt to restore

the Dionysiac character of the festival.
' After tragedy had

lost its exclusively Bacchic themes and had considerably
de-

1 ThiB tradition probably appears also in Pseudo-Acron. Schol. Hor.

Ars P. 216 'Cithara monochordos fuit; deinde paulatim dextra laevaque

addentes . . . ponebant tragoediis satyrica diamata, in quibus salva

maiestate secundum Pratinae (MS. Cratini) institutionem. Is enim

Athenis, Dionisia dum esBent, satyricam fabulam
induxit.'

J
In J. E. Harrison, Themis, p. 344.

s See below, p. 133.
* I find the attempt of Mr. R. J. Walker (Addenda Scenica, p. 13) to

show that Pratinas composed satyric plays in trilogies entirely un

convincing, as also his speculations (Sophocles, Ichneutae, pp. 249-69)

about the poet's tragedies and metres.

5 Greek Theater, pp. 23, 24.
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parted from its original character, Pratinas endeavoured to

satisfy religious
conservatism by introducing a new manner of

production, which came to be called satyric drama. This was

a combination of the dramatic dithyramb of his native Phlius,
which of course had developed somewhat since the day of

Arion and Epigenes, and of contemporary Attic tragedy '. But

this goes far beyond the evidence. We have no informa

tion at all as to the object which Pratinas may have had in

view ; it is at least equally possible that both he and Thespis

simply came to Athens to try their luck as entertainers ; there

is not a particle of evidence about any dithyramb at Phlius,
nor do we know anything of dithyrambs or of satyric plays

by Epigenes or of the development of dithyramb between

Arion and Lasos. (The actual evidence in regard to Epigenes

and the statements bearing upon the supposed religious

conservatism of the Athenians will be considered later.1)
We know nothing of the tragedies of Pratinas. In the

Argument to the Seven against Thebes we read that

Aristias won the second prize JJepo-ei TavrdXm (!AvTaia>)2

UaXaiarais tois Uparivov narpbs : but it is quite likely that

only the last play, which was satyric, was by Pratinas.

Athenaeus 3
records the title Avapaivai rj KapvariSes as that

of a play of Pratinas, and it has been conjectured that

Avapaivai maybe a false reading for Avpaivai or Avpaviai,—

Dymanian maidens of Karyai, dancing at the festival of

Artemis there,—and so may = KapvariSes. Others think

that Avapaivai here = MaivdSes^ and this seems quite likely.

The long fragment from a satyric play of Pratinas has already
been discussed.5

1 See pp. 138, 146, 166-168.
2 I accept Professor H. W. Garrod's convincing emendation (Class.

Rev. xxxiv, p. 130).

IX. 392 f. 4
Cf. Hesych. Avo-palvai' al iv Sirdprn xppiri8es jSaKxai.

6
See above, p. 29. It is uncertain whether any work of Pratinas

survived into the fourth century b. c. Pseudo-Plut. deMus. xxxi says that

Aristoxenus recorded that Telesias of Thebes had learned the works of

Pindar and Dionysius of Thebes Kal to. Adprrpov Kal Ta Uparivov : but there
is a reading Kparivov, which may be right. The context Bhows that

Aristoxenus was thinking of music, and the songs (and presumably the
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§ 3. Choerilus, according to Suidas, was a native of Athens

who composed 160 plays, from 523 b. c. onwards, won thirteen

victories, competed in the first years of the fifth century

against Aeschylus and Pratinas, and Kard nvas tois
npoaco-

neiois Kal rfj aKevfj tcov aroXcov knexeiptjae. Eusebius places

his floruit in 482 b. c, and the
' Life of Sophocles

'

(a doubtful

authority) makes him compete against Sophocles in 468.

Only one of his plays, the Alope, is known by name. The

two fragments quoted by grammarians as instances of meta

phor—yr\s ocTroIim*' kyxpip^Bels nbSa, and yr]s obXeBes
—

sug

gest the same type of language as was sometimes used by
Phrynichus and Aeschylus.

It has been usual to explain by reference to this Choerilus

the line quoted by
Plotius,1

as a specimen of the metrum

Choerileum,

r)viKa pev BaaiXevs rjv XoipiXos kv aarvpois

and to suppose that it means that he was famous for his

satyricplays. But Reisch2 has suggested a different explanation

of the line. The expression BaaiXev 2arvpcov, where it occurs

in a fragment of Hermippus,3 has no reference to drama ; and

Cratinus 4
scoffs at a certain Choerilus who was a servant and

helper of Ecphantides, the author of a comedy called Hdrvpoi.

It may be this Choerilus to whom the line of Plotius refers.

Ill

Thespis.

§ 1 . The evidence in regard to Thespis is both more full and

more interesting, though the points upon which anything like

certainty is possible are few. It will be convenient first of all

to collect the more important passages :

Marmor Parium (under a year about 534 B.C.).
'Acp'

ov

Oeams 6 noinrrjs [vneKpiva]To npa>Tos, $y kSiSa£e [Sp]d[pa kv

tunes) of Cratinus were famous (see Aristoph. Knights, 529-30). The

corruption would be the converse of that noticed in Pseudo-Acron (above,

p. 95, n. 1).
•
de Metris (Keil, Grammatici Lat. vi, p. 508).

2
Festschr.fur Gomperz, p. 461.

s Fragm. 46 (K.).

' Fragm. 335 (K.). See below, p. 291.
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d']ar[ei Kal aBXov k]reBr] 6 [r]pdyoy, er?7 HH\^\AA\ apyovros

'AB[rjvr]ai . . .]vaiov tov nporepov.

Notes. (1) The inscription is restored by different scholars with

sundry variations in detail, but there is complete agreement as

to ascription to Thespis of a victory at this date, with the goat

as a prize.

(2)
Wilamowitz1

may be right in inserting the name of

Thespis in Eusebius, Can. 01. 61. 3 (i.e. 534/3 b.c). Bevociaj^s

(pvcri/cos (/cat ©ecnris) Tpayu>8o7roios lyvoipit,ero. But when Eusebius,
Can. 01. 47. 2 (591/0 b.c.) states that toIs ayuviZopevois "EXXr/cri

Tpdyos iSiSoTO, ov Kal TpaytKol iKXrjBrjcrav, this is probably an

attempt to synchronize Thespis and Solon at a date when the

latter was at his
dupi].2

Professor Flickinger thinks that Eusebius

refers here to tragedy at
Sicyon.3

Dioscorides, Anth. Pal. vii. 411.

©eaniSos evpepa
tovto'

Ta
S'

dypoiWTiv dv vXav

naiyvia, Kal Kcopovs en peioTepovs

AlaxvXos kgvtycoaev ktX.

Id. Anth. Pal. vii. 410.

©earns S8e, TpayiKrjv os dvenXaaa npaoTos doi8r)v

KcoprJTais veapds KaivoTopcov x^ptTas,

BaKxos oTe TpvyiKov Kardyoi x°P°v> ® rpdyos fdflAcopf
X^ttikos r\v avKcov dppixos aBXov erf

ol 8e peTanXdaaovai veoi racV pvpios alcov

noXXd npoaevprjaei
x^repa-

Tapd
8'

kpd.

Notes. (1) There are many emendations besides TpiryucoV for the

corrupt MSS. reading TptrOvv in 1. 3.

(2) Compare Plutarch, de cupid. div. viii, p. 527 d r) TrdYpios tZv
Aio-

vvo-iwv ioprr) to iraXaibv iirip.7re.TO S^otikgjs Kal
IXapSts-

apepopevs oivov

/ecu KXrtparU, efra Tpdyov ns <£W, aAAos ta^aScoi/ dppiXov -r)KoXov6ei

Kopifav, ore 7racrt
8'

6 cpaAAos.

Horace, de Arte Poet. 275-7.

Ignotum tragicae genus invenisse Camoenae
dicitur et plaustris vexisse poemata Thespis,
quae canerent agerentque peruncti faecibus ora.

1
Homer. Vnters. vii. 248. 2

See below, p. 107. s
See p. 137, n. 1-
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Clem. Alex. Strom, i, § 79. Nal pr)v tapBov knevorjaev

'Apx^oxos 6 Hdpios, x^ov Se tapBov 'Inncovag 6 'Ecpiaios, Kal

TpaycpSiav pev ©earns 0 'ABrjvaios, KcopcoSiav Se Sovaapicov 6

'iKapievs.

Eratosthenes, Erigone. (Fragm. ap. Hygin. de Astr. ii.
4).1

'iKapioi toBi npcora nepl Tpdyov copxrjaavTo.

Athenaeus, ii, p. 40 a, b. dnb peBns Kal r) ttjs KcopceSias

Kal r) Trjs rpaycpSias evpeais kv 'iKapicp ttjs 'Attiktjs eiipeBrj Kal

Kar aiirbv Trjs rpvyns Kaipbv.

Euanthius, de Com i.2 Quamvis igitur retro prisca vol-

ventibus reperiatur Thespis tragoediae primus inventor etc.

Donatus, de Com.
v.3 Thespis autem primus haec scripta

in omnium notitiam protulit ; postea Aeschylus secutus prioris

exemplum locupletavit ; de quibus Horatius etc.

PLUTARCH, Solon, ch. xxix. dpxopevcov Se tcov nepl ©kaniv

f)Srj Tr)v TpaycpSiav Kivelv Kal Sid tt)v KaivorrjTa tovs noXXoiis

dyovros tov npdyparos, ovnco
8'

els dpiXXav kvaycovtov k^rjy-

pevov, (pvaei (ptXrJKOos cov Kal <piXopaBr)s 6 SoXcov . . . kBedaaro

tov ©eamv aiiTov vnoKpivopevov, Sanep eBos rjv toIs naXaiois-

pera Se rr)v Beav npoaayopevaas aiirbv rjpSrrjaev, el roaovrcov

kvavriov oiiK alaxvverai TrjXiKavra ifrevSopevos. (prjaavros Se

tov ©eaniSos pr) Seivbv eivai to perd naiStds Xeyetv rd roiavra

Kal npdrreiv, a(f>68pa tjj (3aKTT)pia ttjv yfjv 6 HoXcov nardfcas
"

Taxi) pevTOi rr)v naiSidv
"

eqbrj
"
ravTrjv knaivovvres Kal

Tipcovres eiiprjaopev kv tois avpBoXaiois
".4

DiOG. Laert. iii, § 56. coanep Se to naXaibv kv rfj rpaycoSia

np&repov pev pbvos b xopoy SieSpapdri^ev, varepov Se ©earns

eva vnoKpiTr)v kgevpev iinep tov SiavanaveaBai tov xopbv, Kal

Sevrepov AlaxvXos, tov Se rpirov SocpoKXrjs, Kal avvenXrjpcoaev

ttjv
TpaycpSiav'

ovtco Kal ttjs (piXoaocpias 6 Xoyos ktX.

1 For the reading, see Hiller, Eratosth. Carm. Reliquiae, pp. 105 ff.
2
Kaibel, Fragm. Com. Graec. i, p. 62.

3

ibid., p. 68.
' The note in Diog. L. i, § 59 (Life of Solon)—Kal Seo-mv iKaXvo-e

Tpaya8las 8i8do-Keiv, if dvoXpeXq rqv yjrevSoXoyiav—obviously comes from

the same source.

H2
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Themistius, Orat. xxvi, p. 316 d. aAAd Kal r) crepvr)

rpaycpSia perd ndarjs bpov Trjs crKevrjs Kal rod \opov Kal tcov

vnoKpircov napeXrjXv&ev els to Bearpov ; Kal oil npoaexopev

'ApiaroreXei oti to pev npcorov 6 x°P°? elo-iwv fjSev els tovs

Beovs, ©eanis Se npbXoyov re Kal prjcriv e£evpev, AiayyXos Se

rpirov iinoKpiTTjv Kal oKpiBavras, rd Se nXeico tovtoov %o<poKXeovs

dneXavaapev Kal EvpiniSov ;

Note. Many scholars think that rpirov inroKpiTyv is a false read

ing ; but as Aeschylus certainly did adopt the third actor, after

the introduction of him by Sophocles, Themistius may have found

the statement in some form in Aristotle, and also the assertion

about 6/cpt/?avT£s.

Athenaeus i, p. 22 a. <j>aal Se Kal oti ol dpxaioi noir/Tai,

©earns, UpaTivas, $pvvixos, opXTjaral eKaXovvro Sid to pr)

pbvov rd eavTcov SpdpaTa dvacpepeiv els opxrjaiv tov X°P°^>

ctAAd Kal e£co tcov ISicov noiripdrcov SiSdaKeiv tovs BovXopevovs

opxeiaBai.

SuiDAS. ©earns' 'iKapiov noXems 'Attiktjs, rpayiKos eKKai-

SeKaros dnb tov npcorov yevopevov TpaymSonoiov 'Eniyevovs tov

SiKvcoviov riBepevos, coy Se rives, Sevrepos perd 'Eniyevrjv. aXXoi

Se avrbv npcoTov rpayiKov yeveaBai (paai. Kal npcorov pev xpio~as

to npbaconov ■^ripvBicp eTpaycpSrjaev, elra dvSpdxvrj eaKenaaev

kv Tip kniSeiKvvadai, Kal perd ravra elcrijveyKe Kal ttjv tcov

npoaconeicov XPW1* & P°"?l bBovr} KaTaaKevdaas. kSiSa^e Se

knl ttjs npcoTiis Kal g 'OXvpniaSos [i.e. 536/5-532/1 B.C.J.

pvrjpovevovrai Se tcov Spapdrcov aiirov ABXa IleXiov r) $6pBas,
'

IepeTs, 'Ht'Beoi, HevBevs.

As regards the works of Thespis, two other passages should
be noticed :

Dioc. Laert. v, § 92. (Life of Heraclides Ponticus.) foal
8'

Apiarogevos 6 povaiKos Kal TpaycpSias airrbv (i. e. Heraclides)
noieiv Kal ©eaniSos aiirds kmypdcpeiv.

Aristophanes, Wasps, 1478-9 :

bpxovpevos rfjs vvktos oiSev naverai

rapxat
eKeiv'

oh ©earns r)ya>vi(eTO.

Schol. ©eWts1
6 /aflapuiSds, ov yap Srj 6 rpayucos.
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To these passages should be added the following, which

give some evidence of traditions in regard to tragedy before

Thespis :

Pseudo-Plat. Minos, p. 321 a. r) Se TpaycoSia earl naXaibv

kv6dSe,oi>X &>s otovrai dnb ©eaniSos
dpxopevrj,oiiS'

dnb $pvvixov,

dXX', el kBeXeis evvorjaai, ndvv naXaibv aiirb eiiprjaeis bv rfjaSe

Trjs noXecos evprjpa.

Pollux iv. 123. eAedy
S'

rjv rpdne(a dpxaia, kdf r)v npb

©eaniSos els tis dvaBds tois x°PiVTais dneKpivaro.

Etymol. Macn. (s. v. BvpeX-n). r) tov Bedrpov pexpl vvv dnb

ttjs Tpane<\r\s mvopaarai, napd to
en'

aiirrjs rd Bvr\ pepi^eaBai,
Tovrean rd Bvbpeva lepeia. rpdne^a

S'

rjv, ka\> r)s iaTcores kv

tois dypois fiSov, prjnco rd£iv XaBova-qs rpaycoSias.

Isidor., Origg. xviii. 47. et dicti thymelici, quod olim in

orchestra stantes cantabant super pulpitum quod thymele

vocabatur.

ATH15NAEUS, xiv, p. 630 c. avvearnKe Se Kal aarvpiKr) naaa

noir/ais to naXaibv e'/c xoP®v> <*)y KaL V T°re
TpaycoSia'

Sibnep
ovSe vnoKpirds elxov.

Note. The statement is probably, though not certainly, taken

from Aristocles nepl x°P">v> which is quoted earlier in the chapter.

Euanthius de Com. ii.1 Comoedia fere vetus ut ipsa quoque

olim tragoedia simplex carmen, quemadmodum iam diximus,

fuit, quod chorus circa aras fumantes nunc spatiatus, nunc

consistens, nunc revolvens gyros, cum tibicine concinebat. sed

prinio una persona est subducta cantoribus, quae respondens

alterius choro locupletavit variavitque rem musicam ; turn

altera, turn tertia, et ad postremum crescente numero per

auctores diversos personae pallae cothurni socci et ceteri ornatus

atque insignia scenicorum reperta.

§ 2. Unhappily there is scarcely a point in these passages

which has not been, or might not be, the subject of controversy,

and it is very difficult to trace back some of the statements

made in them to any reputable source, so that the true line

between credulity and undue scepticism is often hard to draw.

'
Kaibel, Fiugm. Com. Graec. i, p. 63.
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It has been doubted, in the first place, whether
'

Thespis
'

is

not an assumed name, appropriate to a poet, but actually

derived from such passages of the Odyssey as the following :

tov
8'

vnepmoBev (ppeal aiJvBero Bejnuv doiSr)v

Kovprj 'iKapioio (l 328—9),

or avriK kyco naaiv pvBfjaopai avSpdnroiaiv

coy dpa rot npocppcov Bebs conaae Beaniv doiSrjv

(viii. 497-8),

or r) Kal B'eamv doiSov, 6 Kev Tepnr/aiv deiScov (xvii. 385).

But for the present we may be content to use the traditional

name.

The connexion of Thespis with Icarius or Icaria in Attica 1

is mentioned byAthenaeus and Suidas, and is generally taken

to be proved by the line of Eratosthenes quoted above. But

whether Eratosthenes ought to be cited in this context at all

depends upon the interpretation of the words 7rep£ rpdyov

copxrjaavTo.
Hyginus,2 to whom we owe the line, gives not a

hint of tragedy, and thinks of it as referring to daKcoXiaapos.

Icarius, according to his story, received the vine from father

Liber, with instructions as to its cultivation, and then,
'

cum

sevisset vitem et diligentissime administrando floridam ffalcef
fecisset, dicitur hircus in vineam se coniecisse et quae ibi

tenerrima folia videret decerpsisse; quo facto Icarium irato

animo tulisse eumque interfecisse et ex pelle eius utrem fecisse

ac vento plenum praeligasse et in medium proiecisse suosque

sodales circa eum saltare coegisse ; itaque Eratosthenes ait . .

Now Hiller 3 is puzzled, naturally enough, at
Eratosthenes'

saying nepl rpdyov, circa caprum, instead of super utrem ; and

so he thinks that Hyginus or his authority (a commentator on

Aratus) has misinterpreted Eratosthenes, and that the latter

was really speaking of the dance round a goat sacrificed (or to

be sacrificed) on the altar of Dionysus—a dance from which

1 It does not appear to have been suggested as yet that the connexion

is really derived from Odyssey i. 329.

^

2
Astron. n. iv. Cf. Theophrastus ap. Porphyr. de abst. ii. 10 alya

8'

iv 'I/cap(i)m rqs 'ArriKqs ixeipdxravTO Ttpmrov, oti aprrcXov dne6purev.
3
Eratosth. carm. reliqq., pp. 107 ff.
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tragedy is assumed to have sprung
—and that it was a dance

round the whole goat, not round its inflated skin only. But

after all, whoever quoted Eratosthenes in the first instance

must have had the poet's work before him, and must have

known what he was talking about;
Virgil,1

speaking of

daKcoXiaapos in Attica as a form of revenge upon the goat,

gives no hint of tragedy ; there is no difficulty in supposing

that the peasants while using the skin for daKcoXiaapos,

may also have danced round this and other portions of

the unfortunate animal ; and the phrase nepl rpdyov, if not

absolutely exact, would represent the facts well enough for

poetry.2

It is therefore very unsafe to read into Eratosthenes the

tradition which brings Thespis from Icaria, or to regard his

words as referring to the origin of tragedy at
all.3 But if so,

the earliest extant authority for the tradition is Athenaeus ;

and we do not know what his source was. Crusius 4 thinks

that it was Seleucus (who lived in the first half of the first

century a.d.) ; but Seleucus is only quoted in a later section

of the chapter for a quite different point. It may have been

Chamaeleon's treatise nepl ©eaniSos, and if so we should get

back to the end of the fourth century B.C.; but Athenaeus

does not say that it was so.

[It is only necessary to refer in passing to an extraordinary

theory recently propounded by Eisler in a work entitled

Orphisch-dionysische Mysterien-Oedanken in der christlichen

Antilce with reference to the story of Icarius. It is suggested

that daKcoXiaapos was really a primitive way of pressing the

wine from the grapes—filling a goatskin with themand jumping
on it so that the juice leaked out, and that the rpvycoSia

—the

vintage song (connected with rpvydco, rpvyrj, rather than with

rpv£)
—which was primarily a lament for such ndBrj of

1 Georg. ii. 380 ff.

2 It may be suspected (if the suggestion is not too frivolous) that

those who play at do-KaXiao-pds are more often circa than supra utrem.

3
Maass, Analect. Eratosth., p. 114, actually speaks of a tragic chorus

with Icarius as choregus.

' Comment, in Plut. de prop. Alex., § 30.
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Dionysus Botrys (the god identified with the
grapes),1

was

thus closely connected
from the first with TpaymSia, the lament

for the nd&r, of the slain goat—slain in revenge for its

destruction of vines. It is sufficient to note that there is no

proof whatever of the existence of such a method of wine-

pressing in Greece ; that in the story of Icarius
the daKos was

vento plenus ;
2 that rpvycpSia never seems to be applied to

anything remotely akin to a lament, or indeed to anything

but comedy, in classical times ; and that if the goat was slain

as an enemy, the lament for its ndBrj would be rather

surprising. We need not pursue the theory into its many
ramifications.3 One or two aspects of it will be referred to

elsewhere.]

§3. The remark of Athenaeus which connects the origin

of tragedy with Icaria derives both comedy and tragedy from

peBrj, intoxication ; and seems to imply the theory, which is

found elsewhere, of a common origin of both, tragedy being
regarded as virtually an offshoot from comedy, and the

original performance as connected with the grape-harvest.

Dioscorides also (if the reading TpvyiKov is correct) suggests

1 Whether this view derives any real support from the further

suggestions that the Linos song is a lament for the torn flax, and the

Adrastus song at Sicyon for the poppy or the gourd may be left to the

reader to decide.

2

Nearly all the Greek explanations of doKcoXla, &c, in scholiasts and

lexicographers agree as to this. One scholium (on Aristoph. Plut. 1129)

Bays, dcrKOv yap oXvov TrXqpovvres evl ffoSi (eVi) tovtov irrqbaiv koa 6 irq8r)cras a&Xov

elxe tov oivov. (The notices are conveniently collected by Headlam-Enox,

Herodas, p. 390.) The performance may, as some anthropologists think,
have been a charm against violentwinds. Another says that the uo-kos was

filled with air for the game, but with wine when given as a prize to the

competitor who managed to keep his footing on it ; and this may be the
solution of the discrepancies ; or the game may not always have been

played in the same way. See Herzog, Philologus, lxxix (1924), pp. 401-4,
410-11.

3 Thus Dionysus MeXavaiyis represents the wine in the black goat-skin.

In Dithyramb (for the name of which a new derivation is provided) the

bull takes the place of the goat ; this is the aristocratic form of the

ceremony ; for heroes, do-Kos (9o6r iweapoio (Od. x. 19), took the place of the
goat-skin which sufficed for ordinary men : and so on.
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that the scene of
Thespis'

performance was the vintage-

festival, and Horace's peruncti faecibus ora possibly involves

the same idea. Other passages imply a similar tradition. It

appears in a longer form in Plutarch, de Proverbiis Alexandri-

norum, § 30. The text is corrupt, but its general drift is

clear: rd prjSkv npbs tov Aibvvaov ttjv KcopcpSiav Kal tt)v

TpaycpSiav dnb yeXcoros els tov Biov cpaal napeXBeiv. Kai

{yap) Kara Kaipbv ttjs avyKopiSfjs tcov yevvqudrcov
napayevo-

pevovs Tivds knl rdy Xrjvovs Kal tov yXevKovs nivovras
noirj-

pard Tiva aKcomeiv Kal ypdcpeiv, Sid to nporepov els KcopcpSiav

KaXeiaBai. [Crusius proposes to read : nivovras aKcomeiv,

varepov Se aKcomiKa noirjpard Tiva Kal ypdipeiv, d Sid to

nporepov kv Kcopais dSeaBat KcopcpSiav KaXeiaBai.~\ rjpxovro Se

avvexkarepov els rdy Kcopas rdy 'ArriKas yvtycp rdy oyjreis

Kexpio-pevat Kal taKcomov # # * rpayiKa napeia<j>epovTes {knl to)

avaTrjpbrepov perTJXBov * * * ravra ovv Kal knel tS> Aiovvacp

noXepibv kariv b rpdyos kniaKmnTovres eXeyov * * * knl tcov

dvoiKeid Tiai npoatpepovrcov.

The same theory lies behind a passage in the Etymologicum

Magnum 1
on tragedy : fj dnb ttjs rpvybs

rpvycoSia'

rjv Se to

Svopa KOivbv Kal npbs tt)v KcopcpSiav, knel ovnco SteKeKpiro rd

rrjy 7rot^crecoy
iKarepas' dXX'

els aiiTrjv ei> rjv to aBXov, r) rpv£.

varepov S\ to pev KOivbv ovopa eaxev r)
TpaycoSia'

t) Se
Kcopcp-

Sia cbvbpaarai ktX. The theory is found in practically the

same words in the commentary of Ioannes Diaconus on

Hermogenes.2

The
'

basket of figs
'

which is mentioned as part of the prize

by Dioscorides and Plutarch (in the passage from the Be

cupiditate divitiarum) also probably implies an autumn or

late-summer festival ; they are not likely to have been dried

figs.

If
Crusius'

textual suggestions on Plutarch's explanation of

the proverb are accepted—and something like them appears

necessary
—Plutarch's story has points of contact with an

account of the origin of comedy in some nocturnal excursions

of rustics into the city, which is found in the scholia on

Dionysius Thrax, Tztezes, and in an anonymous writer on

1 764. 10 ff. 2 Rhein. Mus. lxiii, p. 150 ; see below, p. 132.
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comedy found in
certainMSS. ofAristophanes ;

1
and

Kaibel2

thinks that the common source of all these is a lost book of

the Chrestomathia of Proclus; but the treatise ascribed to

Plutarch is earlier than Proclus, and, whether the work be

that of Plutarch or not we do not know from what source it

drew. It must not be forgotten that Aristotle himself spoke

of tragedy as being originally ludicrous or
'satyric'

in its

language : and so far the tradition may be true (we shall recur

to the point later). In view of the distinction which Aristotle

makes between the origins of comedy and those of tragedy, it

would not be right to ascribe to him the belief that both arose

out of a rpvycpSia such as the writers who have been quoted

suggest : but it is at least possible that this theory itself arose

out of mistaken interpretations of the Poetics, since (at least in

some of these writers) the same common source is alleged for

all three forms of drama, tragic, comic, and satyric. Such

a misinterpretation might be further encouraged by the men

tion of
Thespis'

'

waggons ', when connected with the aKa>p-

para eK tcov dpagcov which were part of some kinds of Kmpos,

though the resemblance is only superficial. The fact that

Thespis at one period hung flowers over his face, like certain

qbaXXocpopoi described by Semus of
Delos,3

might also be

adduced in support of the theory ; but such a disguise is common

in
mummers'

performances everywhere, and could not really

be used as evidence of original identity. (To the waggons we

shall return.)

The only conclusion which seems legitimate is that, on the

one hand, there may once have been an undifferentiated per

formance involving both serious and grotesque elements out

of which both tragedy and comedy could be evolved—such

a performance as in fact still takes place (or did take place

until recently) in parts of the modern Greek world :
* but that,

on the other hand, there is no sufficient proofof it, since the tradi

tionmay well be due to false inferences from Aristotle, and the

1

Kaibel, Fragm. Com. Graec, i, p. 12 : see below, p. 281.
2
Die Prolegomena wepi Kapa>8ias, pp. 12 ff.

3
See below, pp. 231, 234.

4 See below, p. 163, and references there given.
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word rpvycoSia (applied in classical times to comedy) is very

likely simply a parody-word
1 based on the name rpaycpSia,

which was certainly not derived from it, and was undoubtedly
primitive. If, as is quite possible, tragedy was originally an

autumn performance (though the connexion of this date with

the derivation from rpvycpSia is suspicious), it may well have

been convertedinto a spring celebration at the timeof theorgani

zation of the Great Dionysia by Peisistratus ; though there is

no independent evidence of any such change, and tragedy is

not likely to have arisen from anything like the type of Kwpos

with which the beginnings of comedy were probably con

nected.2

§ 4. As regards the date of Thespis, there is no reason for

doubting that the compiler of the record on the ParianMarble,

which is generally trustworthy, had some ground for placing

his victory
—doubtless his first victory in a public competition

at Athens—about 534 b. c, at the time when Peisistratus was

organizing or reorganizing the Great Dionysia, and for saying

that he won a goat as his prize. The tradition, recorded by

Plutarch, of his controversy with Solon may be true, if the

event took place late in Solon's life—e. g. in 560 b. c.—and (as

Plutarch says) before the institution of contests. A certain

suspicion attaches to any anecdote which brings famous

persons into relation with Solon, in view of the existence of

stories chronologically impossible, connecting Solon with

Croesus and with Amasis.3 But in the present instance there

is no such impossibility, and the story is quite in keeping
withwhat we know of Solon's independence of judgement.

Sir William Ridgeway
4

places an interpretation upon

Plutarch's words which can be sufficiently met by reference to

1 See below, pp. 164, 284.
2 Some scholars conjecture that the Peripatetic School (basing their

theory on their inferences from Aristotle) may have been responsible for

the ascription of tragedy and comedy to an identical origin, and that the

points of resemblance noted in the statements of Suidas, &c, may have

been invented by them. But there is no sufficient evidence of this.

3
Thus Nilsson, Neue Jahrb. xxvii (1911), p. 611, thinks that the story

is an invention.
'
Origin of Trag., p. 61.
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the actual passage. Arguing in defence of his theory that

tragedy arose among the tombs, he
suggests that the plays of

Thespis were not Dionysiac but heroicjand that the innova

tion made by him and condemned by Solon consisted in the

removal of these plays from the hero-tomb and the perfor

mance of them at other spots. But Plutarch tells us quite

clearly what it was that
upset Solon, and it was something

entirely different, viz. that Thespis told such falsehoods before

so large a crowd. (Perhaps, like Plato, he regarded im

personation as a kind of deceit.) There is not a shadow of

evidence for Sir William Ridgeway's statement. that a 'per

formance, which he would have regarded as fit and proper

when enacted in some shrine of the gods or at a hero's tomb,

not unnaturally roused his indignation when the exhibition

was merely for sport . . . and not at some hallowed spot '. For

all we know, the performance of Thespis (if, as the tradition

suggests, it had something to dowith the worship of Dionysus)

may have been at a hallowed spot.

The various theories which Suidas records as to the place

of Thespis in the series of early tragic poets—sixteenth after

Epigenes, next after Epigenes, or first of all—show the un

certainty of the traditions. We shall return to Epigenes, who,
if he was performing at Sicyon early in the sixth century,

may have been long enough before Thespis to allow of fifteen

known poets between them.1 Those who knew of no such

poets, but had heard of Epigenes, placed the two first and

second on the list; those who held to the strong tradi

tion that Thespis invented tragedy placed him first, and

probably either ignored Epigenes or said that what he wrote

was something else. The difference of date (if Plutarch's

story is true) between
Thespis'

first appearance at Athens and

Suidas speaks of 'AXkoios 'Adqvaios (s. v.) as rpayiKOS, ov rives 6£Xovo-i

np&rov rpayiKov yeyovivai, and Mr. R. J.Walker (in his book on
Sophocles'

Ichneutae, pp. 294 ff.) tries to pick out of the fragments assigned to
Alcaeus Comicus some, which (when sufficiently emended) might be
ascribed to Alcaeus Tragicus. But his argument is not to be taken
seriously. The confusion in which Suidas lay in regard to poets of the
name Alcaeus is shown by his other notices s. v.
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his first victory in a contest, would also give rise to divergent

views. These views are not history, and all that we can feel

fairly confident about is the victory in or near the year

534 B. C.

§ 5. What can be gathered from our authorities as to the

kind of tragedy that Thespiswrote ? There is substantial agree

ment between Diogenes Laertius, Themistius, and others that

Thespis introduced speeches by a vnoKpirrjs into a performance

which had hitherto been given by a chorus alone, and Themi

stius makes Aristotle responsible for this view. There is no

passage to this effect in the extant works of Aristotle ; in the

Poetics he ascribes the second actor to Aeschylus (though in

some lost work he may also have mentioned the adoption by
Aeschylus of the third) ; the first actor he evidently regards

as being the k£dpx<ov of the dithyrambic chorus, now separated

from the rest, but he does not mention Thespis as the author

of the change. This, however, is no conclusive proof that he

did not think of the first actor as the invention of Thespis,
and Hiller x is perhaps too ready to discredit

Themistius'

ascription of this view to Aristotle. The suggestion that

Themistius is merely paraphrasing the Poetics loosely, and

supplying the name of Thespis on his own authority, is dis

proved by the mention of oKpiBavres, of which the Poetics

says nothing. He may possibly be referring to some passage

in the lost nepl noirjTcov. What authority Diogenes Laertius

used is unknown.

It is, of course, impossible to exclude absolutely the possi

bility that the tradition which Diogenes and Themistius

record may be based on a
'

combination
'

by ancient writers

who had before them the writings of Aristotle and some

stories about Thespis. But the tradition—that Thespis intro

duced an actor who impersonated a legendary or historical

character, and gave him a prologue and one or more set

speeches to deliver instead of leaving him to improvise his

remarks—is in itself probable enough. The importance of

the change is obvious; and if it was really Thespis who

1 Rhein. Mus. xxxix, pp. 321-38.
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created the actor, the description of him as the first tragic

poet or the inventor of tragedy is sufficiently explained and

justified.

If we can assume that Aristotle
x is referring to the work

of Thespis when he says Xegeeos Se yevopevrjs avrr) r) cpvais to

o'lKeiov perpov evpe, we must infer that the prjaeis which

Thespis introduced were probably in the iambic trimeter, not

in the trochaic tetrameter metre ; and it is at least probable

that the use of the iambic metre for this purpose, which was

fully established by the time of
Aeschylus'

Supplices, began

sometime before.

According to Plutarch, Thespis took the actor's part him

self. If Bywater
2
and others

3
are right in stating that the

word inoKpiTrjs does not mean
'

one who answers the chorus ',

but rather
'
the spokesman

'

who interprets the poet's text to

the public, and that the term must have acquired this sense

at the time when, by a division of labour, the poet left the

acting to others, instead
of being himself the performer of his

pieces (as he originally was, according to Aristotle),4 it would

be interesting to know whether Thespis, as actor, gave him

self, or received, any technical name ; but of this there is no

record.

§ 6. Suidas states that, when acting, Thespis at first dis

guised his face with white lead, but afterwards hung purslane

over his face, and finally introduced masks of linen. Butwhat

the words kv povrj 666vtj mean is uncertain ; they perhaps mean
'
of linen only, not of cork or wood ', rather than

'

of linen

1 Poet. iv. 1449 a 22. 2 Aristotle's Poetics, p. 136.
3
Heimsoeth, de voce iwo/cpiTr,r, and Sommerbrodt, Scaenica, pp. 259,

289 ; but see Curtius's reply, Rhein. Mus. xxiii. 255 ff. It seems fairly
clear that while viroKpiveo-dai and inroKpn-qs were used in Homer and at

least down to Plato's time (e. g. Timaeus, p. 72 b) of the interpretation

of dreams and omens, it is very difficult to get away from the meaning
'
answer

'

even in Homer, and impossible afterwards. By the fourth

century the meanings
'
act ',

'
actor

'

(without any consciousness of

either derivation) are regularly current ; and there is nothing which

can enable us to decide from which of the early senses—
'interpret'

or

'

answer
'
—the application of the word to the actor's part is derived.

4
Rhet. in. i, p. 1403 b 23.
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without paint or colouring '. Nothing is said about the

costume of his chorus.

Sir William Ridgeway1
argues that the statement that

Thespis originally painted his face with white lead or wore a

white mask indicates that he was acting the part of the ghost

of a deceased hero—an argument adduced in support of his

peculiar theory of the origin of tragedy.. To this Dr. Farnell

gives a sufficient
reply.2

'Are we then to infer that the

primitive fathers of Greek drama, starting with hero-parts,

and wishing to act the deeds ofAchilles and Agamemnon, could

not pretend to be the living men of the past, but only the dead

men, so that the ghost of Achilles would be represented fight

ing the ghost of Hector ? Was the early Greek mimetic dance

a dance of ghosts 1 Did the medieval passion-play represent

the real saint or the ghost of the saint? /This interpretation

of the whitened face or the white mask has consequences so

weird that we must distrust it and try to imagine others.

And, in any case, if the record is trustworthy at all, it would

only attest the reminiscence that white masks were among the

occasional properties of the early Attic
stage.'

At the same time

it is not certain that the masks were white, as we have seen ;
3

and the purslane has still to be explained. Is not the simple

explanation that a primitive actor is mainly concerned to dis

guise his own face, so that the fact that
'

this is just Bottom
'

may not obtrude itself, and that these three experiments in

disguise—paint, flowers (like those which some modern mum

mers hang over their faces), and simple masks—were very

natural ones to make? The fact that Thespis (if the record

1
Origin of Tixtgedy, p. 89.

2
Hermathena, 1913, p. 12. I am grateful to Dr. Farnell for permission

to quote his words here and elsewhere.

9 P. Girard (Rev. Et. Grecques, 1891, p. 169) conjectures that Thespis

may have introduced the white colour to represent women, using
wine-

lees for men, following the example of the vase-painters of the sixth

century B. c, who (led by the Athenian painter Eumares) paintedwomen's

faces white, men's faces red. This is ingenious : but so far as we have

any evidence on the subject, it is to the effect that Phrynichus first

introduced female masks (see above, p. 92), and Girard does not really

meet this difficulty.
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is true) only arrived at masks after trying
other experiments

does not square with the assertions of some anthropolo

gists who regard masks as essentially bound up with primitive

drama on account of their magical significance : and that they
always had such a significancemay well be held doubtful ;

1 but

that question may be postponed for later discussion. What is

really unfortunate is that we do not know who
Suidas'

authority may have been ; it may have been Chamaeleon, but

it may not ; and the historical value of the statement cannot

now be tested.2

It is, however, worth while to remark that there is not

a word in any of the notices about Thespis to suggest that his

performers or any of them were disguised as satyrs. Cer

tainly his actor cannot have been, if the story of his disguises

is true ; and of his choruses we are told nothing. The oft-

repeated statement that he employed a satyr-chorus rests on

inferences from statements of
Aristotle,3

which, as will be

argued later, are far from conclusive.

The tradition recorded by Horace that Thespis took his

plays about on wagons, to be acted by persons who were

peruncti faecibus ora is hardly consistentwith
Suidas'

account

of his disguises, unless either the latter were later improve

ments on wine-lees, or unless Horace refers only to the

1 Dr. E. Rostrup (Attic Tragedy in the Light of Theatrical History,
pp. 76 ff.) has a peculiar and, as it seems to me, a quite untenable

theory about
Thespis'

masks and the beginnings of tragedy generally.

I may refer to what I have said of this in the Class. Rev. for 1924,
p. 202.

2 Plut. de prov. Alex., § 30 (quoted above, p. 105) says that the

performers in the processions which were supposed to be the common

origin of Comedy and Tragedy used gypsum to disguise their faces.
3 Aristotle's statement that the earliest tragedies had short plots and

grotesque diction may itself be due to his theory that tragedy developed

out of satyr-play. This will be considered later. But if Thespis, in
addition to his iambic pqaeis, used the trochaic tetrameter freely (e. g. in

dialogue), this might be felt to have a comic effect, cf. Ar. Rhet. in. viii,
1408 b 36 o rpoxaios

Kop8aKiK<>>Tepos'

8q\oi 8e to Terpaperpa, iarl yap pvSpos

rpoxalos ra rerpaperpa. Aeschylus of course succeeded in employing the

metre without any such effect, by the adoption (as in the case of the

iambic trimeter) of stricter rules than those followed for comic purposes.
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appearance of the chorus ; we have already
seen that it seems

to be connected with the
belief in an original autumn perfor

mance and that Dioscorides possibly
had the same tradition,

at least as regards the wine-lees. If, however, Dioscorides is

rightly
interpreted asmeaning

thatThespis presentedDionysus

at the head of a chorus, and
if the statement is true (and

Dioscorides is not a sufliciently good authority to guarantee

this), it is improbable that Dionysus should have been dis

guised with white lead, which (as we must concede to Sir

William Ridgeway) would give a very inappropriate com

plexion to the god, especially in that company. But Horace

and Dioscorides may quite
well be wrong as regards

the wine-

lees, and may be confusing the origins of tragedy with the

Kcopoi which gave rise to comedy.

If there is any truth in Horace's words it may be that

Thespis, like travelling players at fairs
down to the present day,

took his plays about on wagons to local Dionysiac festivals,

and like them stood on the end of the wagon to act (with

his chorus dancing round it,) and used the covered part of it

as his aKrfvrj to dress up in. But that it is pure speculation,

and it is more likely that Horace is thinking confusedly of

the wagons in processions of a riotous or comic type, with

their aKcoppara eK tcov dpa£a>v.

fit is, however, necessary to discuss briefly the supposed

confirmation of the wagons by certain vase-paintings. Three

black-figured Attic
scyphi,1

probably painted in the last

years of the sixth century, present a procession in which the

figure of Dionysus is seated in a wagon partly transformed

into the shape of a ship, with a satyr standing in the car

at each end, blowing a double flute, and two satyrs draw

ing the car. Various human worshippers take part in the

procession—one a canephoros, another bearing a censer, most

of them carrying branches of vine-leaves—and they lead

a bull, doubtless to the sacrifice. Dionysus holds in his hand

a vine which overshadows the car. The procession appears in

its completest form on the scyphus at Bologna (fig. 4) ; that in

the British Museum (figs. 5 and 6) is essentially similar, but is
1 Figures 4-7.



Fns. 5

Fig. 6

SCYPHUS IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM (B. 79)
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much damaged. (Two XtjkvBoi 1 present a similar procession,

without Dionysus and the car, andwith a trumpeter at the head ;

but it is hardly safe to assume, as Frickenhaus does, that they
represent the same ceremony as the scyphi. Many sacrificial

processions must, apart from the naval car, have presented

similar features.)
It is claimed by Bethe 2

that the Bolognese scyphus—he

had not examined the others—presents to us the drama as con

ducted by Thespis, and thatwe have here the visible interpreta

tion of Horace's plaustris vexisse poemata. But it is surely

plain that what is represented is not a play, but a Kcopos in

procession to a sacrifice ; and there is no suggestion of actor and

chorus in the grouping.
Frickenhaus3

who has discussed

these vases and others of kindred subject very fully, believes

that they represent the procession in which Dionysus Eleu-

thereus was escorted to the temple close by the theatre at

the beginning of the Great Dionysia, and explains the ship-

shaped car by the fact that the sailing season opened with the

Dionysia.4 There are difficulties in the way of this view,

which it is not necessary to discuss fully
here,8 but it is safe

1 Figs. 8-10 represent one of these (in the British Museum). The

other (in Athens) is figured by Heydemann, Gr. Vasenb., pi. xi. 2.
2 Proleg. zur Gesch. des Theaters, pp. 45-6. See also Dieterich, Arch-

Rel., 1908, pp. 173-4.
3 Jahrb. Arch, xxvii (1912), pp. 61 ff. Other vases presenting Dionysus

in a ship date from at least half a century earlier than those discussed

above.

1 Theoph. Char. iii. 3. The dSoXicrxqs tells you rqv BdXao-o-av e\

Atowo-iav nXoipov eivai. But this does not really carry with it any

information about the naval car.

6
e. g. as to the time of year ; there were no vine-leaves to overshadow

the car at the time of the City Dionysia : and there is a difficulty in the

bringing of the god on a ship in a procession which was intended to

reproduce the original bringing of his image by road from Eleutherae.

Other arguments against
Frickenhaus'

interpretation of the vases as

referring to the Great Dionysia are given by Nilsson, Jahrb. Arch, xxxi

(1916), pp. 332-6, and some of these appear to be conclusive, though his

own explanation of the vases by reference to the Anthesteria is less

convincing. It is possible that the vases represent imaginatively the

original arrival of Dionysus in Athens, and not any procession actually

held in the sixth century ; the worship of Dionysus may have come to

12
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to reject the attempts to justify the belief in the wagons of

Thespis by means of these vases.

§ 7. Suidas gives us the titles o£
Thespis'

plays: ABXa TleXiov

r) $6p8as, 'IepeTs, 'Ht&eoi, JJevBevs. Of these the first is not,

the last is, a Dionysiac subject. The others may or may not

have been. We do not know whence Suidas got the titles,

and all statements about the plays of Thespis are rendered

doubtful by the allegation made by Aristoxenus against

Heracleides Ponticus, that he forged plays in the name of

Thespis. Nor can we tell how long the real plays remained

known in Athens itself. Horace 1
seems to think of them as

still open to Roman students in the third century B.c :

Serus enim Graecis admovit acumina chartis,

et post Punica bella quietus quaerere coepit

quid Sophocles et Thespis et Aeschylus utile ferrent.

But there is no confirmation of the idea that Roman poets

imitated Thespis, and Horace is not always accurate. The

name of Thespis would scan more easily than that of EuripideB,

from whom the Romans borrowed largely.

The lines quoted above from
Aristophanes'Wasps2 have often

been taken as a proof of a knowledge of choruses of Thespis

in 422 B.C., but our suspicions are aroused by the scholiast and

by Suidas, who (on whatever authority) say that it is not the

tragic poet who is meant, but a citharode of the same name.

Sophocles is said by Suidas to have written a prose treatise

Attica in the first instance by sea, whether direct from Thrace or from

elsewhere ; and legends of Dionysus as a sea-farer are well known, e. g.

Horn. Hymn vii and Hermippus fr. 63 (K.). (Comp. a festival at Smyrna

described by Philostratus, Vit. Soph. I. xxv irepnerai yap tis pqvl
'AvSeo-rq-

pimvi peTapcria rpiqpqs is dyopdv, qv 6 Alovvo-ov Upevs olov Kvfiepvqrqs cvOivei

weicrpara c'/e BaXdrTqs Xiovo-av). The well-known Kylix of Exekias (Gerhard,

Auserl. Vasenb. I, pi. 49 ; Buschor, Greek Vase-painting, Engl, tr., fig. 93)
represents the same idea ; but Dionysus has not yet landed, and so his

boat is not on wheels.
1 Epp. II. i. 161-3.

2 If the Phrynichus of 1. 1490 is the tragic poet, this would so far

support the belief that the tragic Thespis is alluded to in 1. 1479 ; but

most editors think it is a different Phrynichus, and the point cannot be

conclusively settled.
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on the chorus, Xbyov KaraXoydSnv nepl tov x°P°v irpos ©eamv

Kal XoipiXov dycovi£opevos. But
Suidas'

statements are

frequently anachronistic, and this may simply be one of the

countless confusions contained in his lexicon. That Sophocles

should have competed against Thespis and Choerilus in a

regular dramatic contest is impossible. Mr. R. J. Walker1

makes the ingenious suggestion that
' Sophocles'

work was a

dialogue in which Thespis, Choerilus, and himself were the

disputants
'

; and if this were the case we should be almost

obliged to infer that Sophocles had personal knowledge of the

plays of Thespis ; but this cannot be regarded as more than

a possibility, and not a very probable one, particularly as

elaborated in detail by Mr. Walker.

It may be added that the existence of a tradition, alluded to

in the Pseudo-Platonic Minos 2

(probably written shortly after

the time of Aristotle), that Phrynichus was the originator of

tragedy, is strong circumstantial evidence that no genuine plays

of Thespis were extant late in the fourth century.3 It is indeed

just possible to suppose that works of Thespis were extant, but

that they were not counted as true tragedies, owing to their

grotesqueness ; and Bentley thought that they were merry

and satirical, mainly on the strength of Plutarch's state

ment
i that it was Phrynichus and Aeschylus who made the

plot tragic—coanep oiiv $pvvixov Kal Aiax^Xov tt)v TpaycpSiav

els pvBovs Kal ndBri npoaybvrcov kXex^Vt Ti ravra npbs tov

Aiovvaov, ovtcos epoiye ktX. But it may be doubted whether

Plutarch was entirely correct. The language of Thespis may

have been in some ways rude and grotesque ; but the story of

Pentheus (assuming that Thespis treated it) must always have

been tragic. (Probably he did treat it. Even if Heracleides

did forge plays in the name of Thespis, he is likely to have

followed tradition as regards their titles.)
Four extant fragments are ascribed to Thespis by the writers

who quote them, but none of them can be regarded as genuine.

Nauck (following Bentley) is certainly right in assigning a late

1
Sophocles'

Ichneutae, pp. 305 ff. 2
p. 321 a.

3 This was pointed out by Bentley (Phaiaris, p. 215).
4 Symp. i. i. 5.
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date (probably the second century a.d.) to the fourth; the

third echoes a Platonic belief ; the other two are single lines,

of which one is probably corrupt. Mr. R. J. Walker's attempt1

to rewrite the fragments and to defend their genuineness in

their new form is not likely to convincemany readers. Perhaps

Heracleides is responsible for the first three passages ; or again,

Wilamowitz may be
right2 in his conjecture that revised

versions of
Thespis'

plays may have been in existence, and that

Aristoxenus is libelling Heracleides. But there is no positive

evidence that there were such versions.

§ 8. Among the passages quoted above are some which seem

to take us back beyond Thespis. The speaker in the Minos,

who is evidently aware that he is uttering a paradox, need not

be seriously considered. Athenaeus (perhaps quotingAristocles,

who wrote in the second century B.C.) states that the earliest

satyric poetry was choral, as also (coanep Kal) the earliest

tragedy—which seems to show that he regarded them as

originally distinct.

The most interesting statement is that of Pollux, who speaks

of a table called eAeoy on which in the days before Thespis efy

tis used to mount and answer the chorus. A somewhat similar

statement, but without the mention of the word eAeoy, is found

in the Etymologicum Magnum ; the writer of this note is

probably using Pollux himself or the same source as Pollux,

but by using the word fjSov shows either that he thought of

the rpdne£a as used by the chorus (which is not likely, if he

had ordinary common sense), or that he thought that the els

tis addressed the chorus in lyrics, as in the later Koppos- (The

difficulties in regard to the word BvpeXri in this connexion

will be discussed later.3) Isidore probably follows the same

tradition.

Now if, as is quite probable, Thespis added a single actor to

a pre-existent lyric performance, and so created tragic drama,

it is very likely that there was a time npb ©eaniSos when one

of the singers, presumably the leader or k^dpxwv, separated

himself from the rest and engaged in lyric
'
question and

1 Sophocles'

Ichneutae, ch. ix. 2
Neue Jahrb. xxix, p. 468.

3 See below, pp. 175 ff.
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answer
'

with his companions. Aristotle might well think of

the next step loosely as the transformation of this responding
k^dpxcov into an actor impersonating a definite character, and

say (assuming as he does that tragedy originated from

dithyramb) that tragedy arose dnb tcov kfcapxbvrcov rbv SiBv-

papBov ; and though the Etymologicum Magnum and Isidore

have no independent value, Pollux and Aristotle hang together

fairly well so far.

But the use of the word eAeoy by Pollux, as the name of the

table referred to, has aroused some suspicion. The word, in

the form kXebv, meant properly, as Pollux says
elsewhere,1

a

cook's chopping-block—knigr/vov, 8 r) via KcopcoSia kniKonavov

KaXei, rb
8'

aiirb napd tois naXaiois eXebv eKaXetro. In the

Iliad, ix. 215, it is evidently a carving table : aiirdp knei
p"

conrnae Kal elv kXeoiaiv exeve, as also in Odyssey xiv. 432; and

in
Aristophanes'

Knights, 152, eAeoc is the chopping-block of

the sausage seller.

On these facts two questions arise : (1) what reason have

we to think that Pollux knew the names of the 'stage-

properties'

of the days before Thespis? (2) what evidence is

there to confirm the idea, which seems to be in the minds of

Pollux and of the writer of the note in the Etymologicum

Magnum that one of the choreutae jumped on the table upon

which sacrificial victims were cut up, and indulged in lyric

dialogue with the chorus ?

As to the first question we can only agree with Hiller
2 that

it is very unlikely that Pollux had any such knowledge.

Hiller may be right in supposing that Pollux may have got

the word from some comedy in which the early stage was

contemptuously described by the word eAeoy, in contrast with

the magnificence of later days, and in which the words npb

©eaniSos were loosely used for '

early ', and that he took this

as a record of fact. But in default of further evidence, we

can only note this conjecture and pass on.

As to the second question, there is nothing inherently im

probable in the idea suggested, and it may well be true.

1
vi. 90. So also, less clearly, in x. 101.

2
Rhein. Mus. xxxix, pp. 321-38.
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Nothing is more likely than that Thespis
should have taken

in hand a pre-existing
extempore speaker, talking to the

chorus as he chose to do at the moment, and have made

him deliver regularly composed speeches in character. But

the only attempt to find confirmatory evidence appears to be

that of Dr. A. B.
Cook,1

who refers to a number of vase-

paintings, of which one series proves the frequent existence of

a table standing beside sacrificial altars, the other shows that

in certain kinds of musical performance or contest the com

petitor or performer stood on a somewhat similar low table or

platform. (Both series go back into the sixth century B.c)

Unfortunately neither can be shown to have any connexion

with such dramatic or semi-dramatic choral performances as

those with which we are now concerned, though some of the

first, and perhaps of both, series represent the ritual of

Dionysus.2 There is no trace of a chorus. (It is not necessary

to follow Dr. Cook's very interesting paper into minor points.)
We are left, therefore, only with the general probability and

the very uncertain evidence.

§ 9. To what then does the tradition about Thespis amount ?

We can only say that he was regarded, in the general belief of

writers later than Aristotle, as the inventor of tragedy ; that

this was further explained (possibly in accordancewith a state

ment of Aristotle himself) tomean that he introduced an actor,
distinct from the chorus, to deliver a previously composed pro

logue and set speech ; that his first performancemay have been

at Icaria, and in the autumn ; that the date of his first victory

at Athens was about 534 b. c and that it was probablywon at

the city Dionysia in the spring ; that he may have been per

forming there, before the organization of dramatic competitions,
as early as 560 B.C. ; that he is credited with certain experiments

in facial disguise ; that the statements about the form and

style of his work are probably based on Aristotle's account of

1 Class. Rev. ix (1895), pp. 370 ff.
2 A red-figured vase in the Naples Museum (Mon.

dell'

1st. vi. 37),
reproduced also by Farnell, Cults, v, p. 256, pi. xii, shows a table standing
by the altar of Dionysus ; but itwould hardly serve for the lightest actor,
and the scene has no connexion with drama.
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the development of tragedy; that, apart from this account,

there is no reason for supposing that his plays were of the

satyric type ; and, finally, that we have no information about

the earlier performances on which he may have improved,
except what is afforded by late and unverifiable statements, in

which, nevertheless, there is nothing improbable. No hint is

given to us anywhere as to the date at which the chorus, as

well as the actor, came to represent a definite group of persons

belonging to some legendary time.

But so much that is reported or conjectured about Thespis

and early tragedy is either definitely based on Aristotle, or

may be supposedwith great probability to be an interpretation

of his statements, that our next task must be a careful dis

cussion of these statements.

iv

Aristotle on the Origin of Tragedy.

§ 1. The following are the passages of the Poetics which

have to be considered :

Ch. iii (p. 1448 a 29 ff). 81b Kal dvnnoiovvrai ttjs re

TpaycpSias Kal rfjs KcopcpSias ol Acopieis (Trjs pev yap KoopipSias

01 Meyapeis . . . Kal Trjs rpaycpSias evioi twv kv UeXonovvrjacp)
noioHpevoi rd Svopara ar/peiov aiirol pev yap Kcopas rdy

nepiotKiSas KaXeiv <f>aaiv, A.Bnvaiovs Se Srjpovs ■ • . Kal to noieiv

aiirol pev Spdv, 'ABnvaiovs Se npdrreiv npoaayopeveiv.

Ch. iv (p. 1449 a 9 ff.). yevopevrjs cf ovv
an'

dpxrjs avroax*-

SiaariKrjs—Kal avrr) Kal r) KcopcpSia Kal r) pev dnb tcov
k£apxbv-

tcov rbv SiBvpapBov, r) Se dnb tcov ra cpaXXiKa & en Kal vvv kv

noXXais twv nbXecov Siapivei vopi(6peva—>card piKpbv rjitgrjBri

npoaySvrcov Saov kyiyvero cpavepbv
avrrjs'

Kal noXXas peraBoXds

peraBaXoGaa r) rpaycpSia knavaaro, knel ecrxe tt)v atirfjs (pvaiv.

Kal t6 re tcov inoKpircov nXrjBos k£ evbs els Svo npcbros Alax^Xos

r)yaye Kal rd rovxopov rjXaTTCoae Kal rbv Xoyov npcoTaycoviarr)v

napeaKevaae'

rpeis Se Kal aKt]voypa<f>lav SoqboKXijs. en Se to
pkyeBos'

eK piKpcov pvBoov Kal Xefcecos yeXoias Sid to e/c aarvpi-

koO peraBaXeiv o^e dneaepvvvBri, to re perpov eK rerpaperpov
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lapBeiov kyevero. to pev yap npcorov Terpaperpcp expSvro Sid

to aaTvpiKr)v Kal opx^criKcoTepav elvai rr)v notrttriv, Ae£ecoy Se

yevopevrjs aiirr) r) cfivais to oiKeiov pkrpov
evpe'

pdXiara ydp

XeKTiKov tcov perpcov to lapfieiov kcrnv - . . en Se kneiaoSicov

nXrjBrj. Kal rd dXXa cos eKaara KoaprjBrjvai Xeyerai, eorco

r)piv
elprjpeva'

noXii yap &v 'iaoos epyov eirj 8ie£ievai
ku6'

eKaarov.

Ch. v (p. 1449 a 38 ff.). al pev ovv rrjs TpaycoSias peraBdcreis

Kal
Si'

3>v kyevovro ov XeXrjBaatv, r) Se KcopcoSia Sid to pfj

anovSdgeadai k£ dpxrjs eXaBev Kal yap x°P°v xcopaScov oyjre

nore b dpxcov eScoKev,
dXX'

kBeXovral rjaav. ijSrj Se axvpard

nva aiiTrjs kxovarjs ol Xeyopevoi avrfjs noirjTal pvnpovevovrai.

ris Se npbacona dniScoKev rj npoXoyovs r) nXr\&T] vnoKpnmv Kal

oaa roiavra, fjyvorjTai.

There is no need to quote here the passage (Ch. iv, p. 1448 b

25 ff.) in which the derivation of the serious subjects of

Tragedy from Homer is described, and the passage quoted

from ch. iii will be considered later. Our present difficulties

are concerned with the other two passages.

§ 2. [Aristotle gives no hint of his sources ; but we may be

sure that (in compiling his AiSaaKaXiai) he had access to

official records as far back as they went, and we have seen

that theymay have begun in the last years of the sixth centuryjl

He knows all about the changes made by Aeschylus and

Sophocles ; 'and presumably he believed that he knew, in

regard to tragedy, who it was that introduced npoaama and

npoXoyovs, as well as nXtjBr> vnoKpiTwv, though in ch. iv he

says nothing of
npbamna,2

or of npoXoyoi except in so far as

1

Above, p. 94. Kranz, Neue Jahrb. 1919, pp. 148 ff., appears to take

a very exaggerated view of the written sources open to Aristotle for the

history of tragedy ; most of the works earlier than Aristotle, the titles

of which he quotes, cannot be shown to have covered this particular

ground ; and it is hardly justifiable to treat what were perhaps only

passing allusions (by Eucleides, Ariphrades, &c.) as evidence of the

existence of good sources.

2 Flickinger (Greek Theater, p. 35), following a suggestion of Capps,
renders updo-aura 'characters'. Presumably this means impersonations

of definite personages, whereas before the speaker had been merely the

igdpxav of a body ofworshippers. If so, 7rpdo-<o7ra will be contrasted with
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they are covered by the phrase Xegetos yevopevns. But we do

not know whence he derived this knowledge, and the last words

of ch. iv seem to show that he was not professing to give a full

or critical account, but only recording coy eKaara KoaprjBrjvai

Xeyerai, so far as his purpose required.

So much, however, is clear. Before Aeschylus instituted a

second actor, there must have been a first; and it cannot be

doubted that Aristotle thought of this actor as the kgapxav of

the dithyramb, now made independent of the chorus. Now

what does the word k£dpx<ov mean ? It does not mean

necessarily quite the same thing as Kopv<paios or c&orus-leader.

It does mean the leader of the whole performance.1 But this

leader, though closely connected with his chorus and joining
in one song with them, was not necessarily of the same nature

or even of the same sex. The passages which best illustrate

the meaning of the word are the following :

II. xxiv. 720 :

napd
8'

eiaav dotSovs

Bprjvcov k£dpxovs, oi re arovoeaaav doiSrjv

ol pev
dp'

kBprjveov, knl Se arevdxovro yvvaiKes.

II. xviii. 49 :

dXXai
#'

at Kara BevBos dXbs NnprjtSes rjaav

tS>v Se Kal dpyvcpeov neXero
ankos'

al
8'

dpa naaai

arrjBea nenXrjyovro. ©ens
8'

k£ijpxe yooto.

Ibid. 316 :

rotai 8e IlrjXetSrjs dSivov k£fjpxe yooto.

the i£dpxovrcs rov Sidipapfiov of the previous chapter. But the usual

translation,
'

masks', is probably right ; cf. t6 yeXoioi<
npoaanrov,

'
the comic

mask ', at the beginning of ch. v. The use of npoo-arra for '
persons ',

1
characters

'

seems to be considerably later than Aristotle, and such

evidence as there is suggests that masks were not essential to either

tragedy or comedy in their earliest stages. See pp. Ill, 112.
1 I cannot agree with Bywater's identification of the i£dpxav with the

poet or 8i8do-KaXos. The poet may often have been his own i£dpxa>v, but

not qua poet or composer. When Bywater quotes (p. 134) the saying of

Archilochus (see above, p. 5), he omits the last words, olva <rvyKepavva>dels

<j>pevas. Archilochus may have led off the revel-song in that state ; it may

be doubted if he composed it so, or indeed if it was
'
composed

'

at all.
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(In these three passages we have evidently a Bprjvos of a

conventional form, in which the chorus join in a refrain of

lamentation. But how easily the part of the kgapymv might

lead to speech-making is shown by the speeches of Thetis and

Achilles in the last two passages.)

II. xviii. 603 :

7roAAoy

8'

ipepbevra x°P°v SpiXos

repnSpevoi, perd Se acpiv kpeXnero Beios doiSbs

cpopptfav Soico 8e KvBiaTr]TTJpe Kar aiirovs

poXnfjs k£dpxovres kSivevov Kara peaaovs.

Pausan. v. xviii, § 14 nenoirjVTai Se Kal aSovaai Movaai Kal

AnoXXcov k£dpxa>v ttjs cpSrjs, Kai acpiaiv eniypappa yeypanrai,

AarotSas ovtos Tax ava£ eKaepyos 'AnoXXeov,

Movaai
8' dp(f>'

avrov, xapt'ety X°P°y> a'<n
Kardpxei.1

Now the k£dpx<ov must have been transformed into an actor,

when he delivered a speech (not a song), in which the chorus

did not join in—the change attributed to Thespis—and when

he became, not merely the leading one of a non-dramatic body
of worshippers, such as were the performers of dithyramb,

but the impersonation of some divine or heroic character.

(Aristotle does not mention Thespis here, though Themistius

quotes him as doing so elsewhere ; the omission is certainly

strange, if Thespis was the first to start the series of improve

ments carried further by Aeschylus and Sophocles.)!

But the egdpxcov who thus became an actor was, according

to Aristotle, the k£dpx<ov of the dithyramb ; and though the

cyclic dithyramb, as we know it in the fifth century, had a

coryphaeus but no kgdpxcw, the dithyramb in its earlier form

of revel-song certainly had an k£dpx<ov, such as was Archi

lochus. From what kind or stage of dithyramb did Aristotle

think that tragedy was derived ? And with this is bound up

the further question, what did he think of the relation of

dithyramb and tragedy to satyric drama ? It is at this point

that the task of discovering his meaning becomes almost

hopeless. For Sid tov eK aarvpiKov peraBaXeiv may mean

either
'

through its ceasing to be satyric
drama,'

or
' through

1
See also Addenda, p. 417 below.
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its passing out of a shape in which it was grotesque
'

; and

aarvpiKrjv in the next sentence can similarly be taken either

literally or
metaphorically.1

Accordingly we cannot tell

whether Aristotle means that tragedy developed out of a

dithyramb danced by persons made up as satyrs, or only that

it developed out of a dithyramb which had an k£dpx<i>v, and

that in its early stages its language was grotesque. Most

scholars have no doubt that the former was his meaning, and

Bywater,2 though cautious, evidently inclines to that opinion ;

and since the metaphorical use of aarvpiKos cannot be shown

to be as early as the fourth century B.C., the balance of

probability is in favour of the literal interpretation, though it

cannot be held to be beyond dispute.

But this being granted, what is the historical value of

Aristotle's statement ? His words may be treated in various

ways.

(1) They may be accepted without question as historically
true. This is, on the whole, the inclination of Bywater, who

is convinced that Aristotle knew more about the early history
of tragedy than he chose, for his special purpose, to tell his

readers.
'
It is clear from Aristotle's confession of ignorance

as to comedy in 1449 a 37 that he knows more of the history of

tragedy than he actually tells us, and that he is not aware of

there being any serious lacuna in
it.'

Is this really so certain ?

In the passage referred to he is not speaking of the earliest

development or the origin of the two forms of art, but of

certain definite points—regarding masks, prologues, increased

number of actors, &c. These points, he says, he knows in the

case of tragedy ; but he does not indicate that he knows more

about even these than he tells us in ch. iv (except as regards

npbacona, which he does not mention in that chapter) ; and we

do not know what evidence can have been available as to the

transition stages between the purely lyric performance and

1 The metaphorical use of the word (of which Gomperz, Reisch, and

others believe Aristotle's phrases to be examples) is illustrated by

Lucian, IlpoXaXid 6 Awvvaros, § 5 oidpevot yap crarvpiKa Kal yeXola Kal

KopiSjj KtopiKa
irap'

qpa>v aKovo-e(r6ai roiaura ireino-TevKao-iv.

2

Poetics, p. 38.
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tragedy proper ; he may well
have been theorizing about this.

Wilamowitz,1 however, goes further thanBywater, and regards

it as unjustifiable even to attempt to go behind Aristotle.

Tragedy developed out of a dithyramb danced by satyrs:

Aristotle says so, and that is enough. (This satyr-dithyramb,
he thinks, was the creation of Arion, and was introduced into

Athens under Peisistratus.) The piKpol pvBoi are supposed to

be illustrated by the Supplices, Persae, and Prometheus of

Aeschylus, and traces of the Xe£is yeXoia are found in the last

scene of the Supplices. (The last point it is quite impossible

to concede ; the scene cannot be called comic or
'

satyric
'

in any

sense ; and further, the Supplices and Prometheus at least are

parts of trilogies, and their plots cannot be treated in isolation.)
i But in fact the difficulties in the way of the literal acceptance

of Aristotle are serious^/ There is absolutely no support for

it in any early evidence (the statements in regard to Arion

which bear on this point are late and will be considered below) ;
the character of the earliest extant remains of tragedy is

against it ; it involves the rejection of the statement that it

was Pratinas who npcoros eypai/re aarvpovs, with the evidence

confirmatory of it ; and, above all, it is extraordinarily difficult

to suppose that the noble seriousness of tragedy can have

grown so rapidly, or even at all, out of the ribald satyric

drama ; nor is there any parallel to such a development.

(2) It has been suggested that when Aristotle speaks of

dithyramb, he does not refer to the cyclic dithyramb in the

strict sense.

(a) He may be using the word, it is said, in the sense in

which it was loosely used later, covering any lyric poems

dealing with inoBeaeis r)pcoiKai,2

and may have in mind the

development of tragedy out of such performances as were

current at Sicyon in the sixth century B.C. in honour of

Adrastus and of
Dionysus.3

Now it is quite probable, as we shall see, that the lyric

portions of tragedy were greatly influenced by Peloponnesian

1 Einl. in die gr. Tmg., pp. 49 ff. ; Neue Jahrb. xxix (1912), pp. 467 ff.
2 Pseudo-Plut. de Mus., ch. x. See above, p. 20, n. 1.
3 See below, pp. 135 ff.
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choral lyric of a type which died out after the development of

tragedy itself, and it is just possible that Aristotle may have

thought of this as a kind of dithyramb ; but it is not very

likely. For it is improbable that the etSn of poetry were less

distinct in Aristotle's mind than they were in those of (e.g.)
the Alexandrian scholars ; dithyramb was still a living thing
in his own day and long afterwards ; and there is no ground

for dating back to his time the inaccurate use of the word

mentioned in the Pseudo-Plutarchean de Musica} The only

account of the performances at Sicyon calls them rpayiKol

Xopoi, not dithyrambs. As regards Arion's lyric compositions

more will be said later.

(b) Some scholars are inclined to attribute to him, and to

regard as likely in itself, a belief in a primitive kind of

dithyramb from which both tragedy and the dithyramb

of Pindar and Simonides originated. To satisfy the text of

Aristotle such a dithyramb must have been satyric, or, at least,
grotesque—which is discordant with the character both of

tragedy and of the Pindaric dithyramb ; we have certainly no

reason to think that Archilochus (whose works must have

been known to Aristotle) and his companions masqueraded in

satyr-dress ; and as for the intrinsic probability of this theory,
the facts that the cyclic dithyramb was, until a comparatively
late period, an entirely undramatic song, delivered by per

formers who retained their own personality, and that the

organization of the chorus was different from that of tragedy,
make a common origin very

unlikely.2

In any case, therefore, it seems certain that by dithyramb

Aristotle means the cyclic dithyramb. How it became possible

for him to connect this with tragedy we shall see immediately.

1

Wilamowitz, ap. Tycho von Wilamowitz-Mdllendorf, Dramatische

Technik von Sophocles, p. 314, affirms that dithyramb meant forAr., as for
the dithyrambic poets and the

'

eidographoi ', simply choral poems with
narrative contexts, and quotes Plato, Rep. iii. 394 c. But what Plato
says is that narrative is specially found in dithyrambs, not that any
narrative lyric is a dithyramb. Dieterich (Arch. f. Rel. xi, p. 164) states

dogmatically that in Aristotle's time 8idipapfios included all choral lyric.
It certainly did not include the vopos (when this was choral) or the

Paean. *
See above, p 48.
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(3) We may suppose
that Aristotle is theorizing. He found

existing in his
own day, side by side with tragedy, the satyric

drama, in many ways like the tragic in form, but more

primitive and uncivilized in tone ; and also a dithyramb which

by his own day had become semi-dramatic or mimetic, and

included solos as well as choral song ; and hemust have heard

of the primitive revel-song, the dithyramb of Archilochus,
with its k£dpx<t>v. What could be more natural than to

suppose that tragedy developed out of dithyramb by the trans

formation of an kgdpxcov or soloist into a full-fledged actor 1

And since the more crude and primitive may naturally be

supposed to precede the more artistic, satyric drama might be

regarded as an early stage of tragedy which succeeded in

surviving even after tragedy had developed. If so, the plots of

early tragedy must have been short, like those of the satyric

drama, and the language
grotesque.1 In the same way he may

have conjectured, from the existence of phallic elements in the

Old Comedy, and the survival of phallic dances at processions

in his own day, that comedy must have originated from

primitive phallic performances.

Now this is a perfectly possible interpretation of Aristotle,

and it accounts for all that he says.2 {But unhappily it robs

his statements of all historical value^J We shall see later that,

even as regards Comedy, it is very doubtful whether he is

strictly correct ; as regards Tragedy the difficulties of his view

will shortly become plain. ) We have, in short, to admit with

regret that it is impossible to accept his authority without

question, and that he was probably using that liberty of

theorizing which those modern scholars who ask us to accept

1 There can of course be no doubt that Aristotle did think that the

language was originally grotesque. SirWilliam Ridgeway's argument

to the contrary (Origin of Gk. Drama, pp. 5 and 57), on the ground that

Aristotle speaks of tragedy as the successor of epic, will not bear

examination. It is quite plain from Aristotle's language that it is in

respect of its themes that he regards tragedy as the successor of epic ; he

says nothing, in the passage in question, about epic diction. (On the

grotesqueness, see above, p. 117.)
2 This is also in substance the view of Nilsson, Neue Jahrb. xxvii,

pp. 609 ff.
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him as infallible have certainly not abandoned.j It follows

that we are no longer obliged to derive tragedy from satyric

drama, but can at least hold it to be probable that, twenty or

thirty years after Thespis had won his notable victory with

a tragedy at Athens, Pratinas brought into Athens a more

primitive kind of play, with a satyr-chorus, from Phlius, and

assimilated it to tragedy in certain respects ; and that about

the end of the sixth century the two kinds of performances

were given their place, along with dithyramb, in a reorganized

festival.

§ 3. With regard to other points in Aristotle's account, little

need be said. The large use made of the trochaic tetrameter

in early tragedy is illustrated by the Persae of Aeschylus, in

which it is the principal metre of the dialogue, as distinct from

the long set speeches. It is not clear at what point Aristotle

thought the language of tragedy ceased to be grotesque. He

cannot have thought of the language of Aeschylus as grotesque,

nor, probably, of that of Phrynichus; and we do not know

what he may have thought about Thespis. If, as is likely, he

regarded the change of style as connected with the introduction

of the iambic metre, he must have thought of these changes as

taking place before the fifth century ; for it seems impossible

to accept the view put forward by Sir William Ridgeway
'

that he must have been thinking of the first half of that

century itself. 'Sir William Ridgeway's statement that
'
the

change from the short to the long plot was posterior to the

first appearance of Aeschylus in 499 b.
c'

cannot be tested ; for
'

short
'

and
'

long
'

are relative terms, and we know nothing

of the length of plots before Aeschylus.
'
But he adds that the

change of metre to iambic was also the work of Aeschylus,

since
'

Phrynichus used the tetrameter almost solely '. There

is no evidence of this except the plainly false statement in

Suidas that Phrynichus invented the tetrameter ; and in fact

a number of iambic lines (and, as it happens, no tetrameters)
are quoted from Phrynichus.

Sir William Ridgeway appears, further, to connect the

change in diction to which Aristotle refers with a supposed

1
Dramas and Dramatic Dances, pp. 3-4.

31S3 g
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substitution of non-satyric plays for satyric.
'

Whatever was

the modification referred to by Aristotle's words respecting the

satyric drama, this could not have taken place before the first

half of the fifth century before Christ,1 the very period

when tragedy was shaking itself free from the satyric drama,2

which was finally supplanted by the melodramas, such as the

Alcestis, which in 438 B.C. took the place of a satyric drama

in a tetralogy of Euripides. For as the Greek term tragoedia

included both serious and "sportive
tragedy"

(the satyric

drama), so long as the truly tragic trilogy was followed by
a coarse satyric drama tragedy had not freed itself from
"

ludicrous diction
"

and attained to her full dignity. Aristotle,

therefore, is not referring to the first beginnings of tragedy in

the sixth century, but to the state in which Aeschylus found

it and from which he lifted
it.'

It would be hard to find a

more confused and inaccurate series of observations than this.

What
'

melodramas
'

besides the Alcestis were substituted for

satyric plays ? Wilamowitzmentions the Inachus of Sophocles

as a possible example ; there is no evidence of others. Aristotle

cannot be referring to this substitution, and in any case

Aeschylus had nothing to do with any such change. Nor can

we suppose that Aristotle regarded tragedy as not having
'

attained her full dignity
'

until the satyric playwas discarded ;

such a supposition would rule out (e. g.) the Oresteia.

Again, did the term tragoedia include satyric drama ? when

is the latter ever called by the name ? Sir William Ridgeway
quotes a passage of

Demetrius,3 but this certainlydoes not prove

it. The passage runs : rpaycpSia 8e x«piras pev napaXapBdvei

kv noXXois, 6 Se yeXcos ex&pbs rpaycoSias. oiiSe yhp enevorjaev dv

1 In Class. Quart, vi (1912), p. 244, Sir William Ridgeway argues that
ctye in 1449 a 20 must mean what it does in 1449 b 1, x°P0V «">/">8a>ii

d^e rrore 6 Spxaiv eSaKev, viz. a date between 500 and 450 b. c. But otye

is a relative term : it must mean '

late in the process of development
'
in

both cases ; but the actual date may well have been (and doubtless was)
different in the case of the two arts.

2 SirWilliam Ridgeway appears to think (Class. Quart., 1. c.) that h

o-arvpiKov peraPaXeiv can be translated
'
to discard the satyric play '. This

is surely impossible.
3
Ilepi eppqveias, § 169.
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rty TpaycpSiav nai(ovaav, knel adrvpov ypdtyei dvrl rpaywSlas-

This only says that if a man tried towrite a
'
sportive

'

tragedy,

the result would be a satyric play, not a tragedy; implying
that a satyric play could not be called TpaycoSia ; and in any

case Demetrius,whoever he was, is too late to be of any value as

evidence that the name TpaycoSia could cover satyric drama in

the time either of Aeschylus or ofAristotle. The argument that

because the changes mentioned in Aristotle's sentence about

the numbers of tinoKpnai follow the chronological order, the

next sentence must do the same, needs no
refutation.1 But

fortunately we may agree with Sir William Ridgeway's view

that tragedy was not derived from satyric drama, without

adopting his exegesis of Aristotle.

Arion.

In the preceding section it has been argued that it is not

possible to rely upon Aristotle's account of the early develop
ment of tragedy, according to which it grew out of a dithyramb

danced by satyrs. But that account is commonly supposed to

be confirmed, first, by the tradition in regard to Arion, who is

regarded as the creator of just that kind of satyric dithyramb

which is required ; secondly, by the name rpaycpSia itself, which

is supposed to indicate a song of goat-like satyrs ; and thirdly,

by some of the interpretations offered of the proverb, OvSev

npbs rbv AiSvvaov. Accordingly it is necessary first to examine

carefully the traditions with regard to Arion and that Pelo-

ponnesian
'

tragedy
'

which is supposed to bridge the gulf

between Arion and Thespis or Phrynichus.

It will be useful in the first place to collect the more im

portant passages which deal with Arion.2

HERODOTUS i. 23. krvpdvveve Se 6 IlepiavSpos KopivBov

rep Sr) Xeyovai KopivBioi (bpoXoyeovai 8e a<pi AeaBioi) kv r<£

1 Flickinger (Class. Phil, viii, p. 264) points out other defects in Sir

William Ridgeway's theory—particularly the inaccuracy of his chrono

logical procedure. 2 See also above, pp. 20-22.

k2
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Bicp Bcopa peyiarov napaarrjvai, 'Apiova tov MrjBvpvaiov knl

SeXobivos k^eveixBkvra knl Taivapov, eovra KiBapcpSbv twv Tore

kovrcov oiiSevbs Sevrepov, Kal SiBvpapBov nparov dvBpcencov twv

r)peis 'iSpev noirjaavrd re Kal bvopdaavra Kal SiSdfcavra kv

KopivBcp. (The story of the circumstances of his voyage on

the dolphin's back follows.)
Suidas.. 'Apicov'

MrjBvpvaios, XvpiKos, KvKXecos vlos, yeyove

Kara ttjv Krf
'OXvpnidSa'

rives Se pa6r)Tr)v 'AXKpavos larop-naav

aiirov. eypa^re Se
dapara'

npooipia els enrj B'. Xeyerai Kal

rpayiKov Tponov eiiperr/s yevea&ai, Kal npcoros x°P0V crfjaai Kal

SiBvpapBov daai Kal bvopdaai to aSopevov vnb tov X°P°v> Kal

Sarvpovs elaeveyKetv epperpa Xeyovras. qbvXdrrei Se to o> Kal

knl yeviKrjs.

PROCLUS, Chrest. xii. evpeBrjvai 8e tov SiBvpapBov TlivSapos

kv KopivBcp Xeyef tov Se dp£dpevov ttjs cpSrjs 'ApiaTOTeXr\s

'Apiova Xeyef os npcoros tov kvkXlov tfyaye x°P°v-

(On the proposal to read MpioroKAfyy here, vid. supra p. 22.)

Ioannes Diaconus, Comin. in Hermogenem (Rabe, Bhein.

Mus. lxiii (1908), p. 150). r^y Se rpaycpSlas npmrov Spdpa

'Apicov 6MrjBvpvaios elarjyayev, eoanep SoXcov kv rats kmypaipo-

pevais 'EXeyeiais k8iSa£e. ApaKoov Se o AapyjraKijvbs Spdpd

(prjai npSnov 'ABrjvqai SiSax&rjvai noirjaavTOS ©eaniSos.

The place of Arion in the history of the dithyramb has

been discussed in the preceding
chapter.1 Despite the story

of the dolphin, and the probably fictitious name which is

ascribed to his father, there is no sufficient reason for

doubting the poet's
existence.2 The really difficult problem

raised by the notices is whether the words of Suidas,

Xeyerai—Xeyovras, all refer to one type of performance, as is

1
pp. 19 ff.

2 The name KuxXcvr seems to be invented with reference to the kvkXios

xopos. Suidas mentions similar fictitious parents of Phrynichus, who

was certainly real. A brief statement of the case against the real

existence of Arion will be found in Smyth's Greek Melic Poets, pp. 205 ff.,
and adequate references are there given. I do not pursue the subject

here, because whether an individual named Arion existed or not, there

is no ground for doubting that the developments of the poetic art

ascribed to him took place in Corinth about the time mentioned.
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generally assumed, or to three. The words which definitely
refer to the dithyramb are plainly a paraphrase of Herodotus ;

the statements with regard to the rpayiKos rpbnos and the

satyrs must come from some other source. If the whole

sentence refers to one type of performance, these statements

may be a badly expressed inference by Suidas (or the authority
on whom he drew) from Aristotle's Poetics, ch. iv :

l
tragedy,

according to Aristotle, arose from the dithyramb and was

satyric ; if, therefore, Arion invented the dithyramb, he must

have invented tragedy and introduced satyrs.

But it does not seem natural to interpret the three state

ments as referring to the same performance. The sentence

quoted from Proclus shows that what was traditionally
ascribed to Arion was the invention of the kvkXios x°P°?> which

is nowhere associated with a satyr chorus in any record about

it; and if the rpayiKos
rpbnos2

and the employment of satyrs

are one and the same thing,why are they separated by remarks

about the dithyramb ? Besides this, the words rpayiKos rpbnos

have a quite definite technical meaning in Greek writers about

literature and music, viz. the tragic style or mode in music

(e. g. Aristid. Quintil., p. 29 b pev ovv vopiKos rpbnos earl

VTjroeiSrjs, b Se SiBvpapfiiKos peaoeiSrjs, b Se rpayiKos iinaroeiSrjs).

There is no warrant for interpreting the words as referring to

the supposed tragic dress, the goat- or satyr-costume. It

seems much more likely that Suidas found traditions ascribing
three different things to Arion. He invented the musical

mode which was afterwards adopted by tragedy—possibly in

connexion with some such kind of
'

tragic choruses
'

as we shall

presently find at Sicyon ; he reduced the dithyramb to order,

and made his dithyrambs poems with definite subjects and

names ; and he modified the satyr-dances, which he probably

found already in existence, bymaking the satyrs speak
verses.3

1 This has also been suggested by Nilsson, Neue Jahrb. xxvii (1911),
p. 610.

1 For reasons against taking rpayiKos as
'

goat-like ', i. e. satyric, as has

sometimes been suggested, see below, p. 137.
'
This interpretation of the passage was suggested by Reisch, Festschr.

fur Qomptrz, p. 471, in 1902, and he has of course the first claim to be
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(ef'crej/eyKefi> is a word commonly used of 'bringing on the

scene ',
'

bringing before the public ', &c, and should not be

treated as if it meant
' introduced into tragedy or dithyramb '.)

The passage in the commentary of John the Deacon (a writer

of unknown date) on
Hermogenes'

Ilepl peBoSov SeivorrfTos to

some small extent confirms the belief that some step towards

tragedy (as distinct from dithyramb) was taken by Arion.

He says that Solon had stated in his elegies that the first

Spapa Trjs rpaycpSias was produced by Arion, though Dracon

of Lampsacus J had said that the first tragic drama was

produced at Athens by Thespis. The authority of John the

Deacon of course carries no weight in itself; and he retails

some of the foolish theories about the origin of comedy which

are found in several other writers, as well as the tradition that

comedy and tragedy arose out of a common ancestor called

rpvycoSia? But he shows a considerable acquaintance with

classical poetry (some of it now lost), and there is no reason to

doubt that he is quoting an actual poem of Solon, known to

him (or to his source).

The words rrjs rpaycpSias Spapa are of course his own, and

the word rpaycpSia will not go into elegiacs. But rpaycpSoi

and its parts will ; or again, Flickinger
3

may possibly be right

in his conjecture that the word which Solon used was Spapa—

originally a
non-Attic word, probably derived from Pelopon-

nesian sources—and that the words rrjs rpaycpSias are an ex

planation by John or his source.4 But if John is right,we have

considered the author of it; but I find that I proposed it myself in my

lectures a year or two before that.
1 For Dracon of Lampsacus, who is unknown, Wilamowitz (Neue

Jahrb. xxix, p. 470) would substitute the name of Charon of Lampsacus,
one of the historians earlier than Herodotus.

2
See above, p. 105-107.

3
Greek Theater, p. 8 ; cf. also his paper in Classical Philology, viii,

p. 266. I cannot, however, think that (as he suggests) Solon being
incensed with Thespis was glad to ascribe the origination of tragedy
(if this is what he means

'

by the place of honour ') to another. The

idea of asking which of several claimants originated tragedy is surely

post-Solonian.

4
Dr. Farnell is of course right in saying (Hermath. xvii. 20) that the
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a tradition dating back almost, if not quite, to Arion's own life

time, that he produced something which was sufficiently on

the lines of the tragic choruses of later days to be called by the

same name by later writers ; and it may be that this use of

the name Spapa, which is never applied to dithyramb, dates

from Arion or from his time. At least we can infer that

tradition knew of two experiments, an earlier by Arion at

Corinth, a later by Thespis in Attica, both of which were

regarded by different persons as steps, not, so far as we can

judge, towards the cyclic dithyramb or the satyric drama, but

towards tragedy. There is no reason to suppose that Arion's

work was dramatic in the sense that it included actors im

personating gods or heroes ; it was probably purely lyric ;

the chorus may have impersonated some group of characters

and been so far dramatic, but there is no proof that they

did so.

VI

Sicyon and Hero-Drama.

§ 1. If it is conceded that (as has been urged in the preceding

sections) the adrvpoi epperpa Xeyovres are not to be regarded

as the forerunners of tragic vnoKpirai, it will also be generally

granted that any rpaycoSia composed by Arion is likely to

have been purely lyric ; and this is confirmed by the fact that
Herodotus,1

when he speaks of rpayiKol
x°Pot'

performed at

Sicyon, not very long after the time of Arion, gives no hint of

their having been anything but x°P°l '■ f°r ^ 1S surely natural

to connect Arion's rpayiKos rpbnos and Spapa rrjs rpaycpSias

with these rpayiKol °f a neighbouring town. But the

passage of Herodotus has been the centre of so much contro

versy that it must be discussed at length. It occurs in a

narrative about Cleisthenes, who was tyrant of Sicyon during

question can only be solved by the recovery of Solon's ipsissima verba.

But his suggestion that John may be quoting something that Hermogenes

said is disproved by reference to the passage of Hermogenes upon which

he is commenting.
1
v. 67.
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most of the first third of the sixth century. Being at war

withArgos (which claimed supremacy over Sicyon), Cleisthenes

resolved to expel the worship of the Argive hero Adrastus,1

who had a rjpcpov in the market-place at Sicyon. As the oracle

refused to sanction this, he contrived a device (as Herodotus

quaintly says) to make
Adrastus withdraw of his own accord.

He sent to Thebes, and brought in thence the hero Melanippus,
who had been in life

Adrastus'

greatest enemy, kneire Se ol to

repevos dneSefce, Bvaias re Kal oprds 'ASprjarov dneXbpevos

eScoKe rep MeXavinncp. ol Se Sikvoovioi iciBeaav peyaXcoarl

Kapra npdv rbv "ASprjarov . . . rd re Sr) dXXa ol Sikvcovioi

kripcov rbv "ASprjarov Kal Sr) npbs rd ndBea avrov rpaytKOiai

Xopoiai kyepaipov, tov pev Aibvvaov ov ripcovTes, rbv Se

ASprjarov. KXeiaBevns Se x°P°vS pkv rm Aiovvacp dneSaKe,
tt)v Se aXXrjv Bvairjv

MeXavinncp.2

We shall probably be right in thinking that in introducing
the worship of Dionysus into popular festivals, Cleisthenes

was pursuing a policy like that of Peisistratus,3 who after

wards did this in Athens, and of Periander, who had doubtless

encouraged Arion at Corinth: and if it is true that Arion

introduced '
tragic

'

choruses in Corinth, it is probable, as has

already been suggested, that those of Sicyon would be more or

less similar.

But there is no agreement among scholars as to the meaning

1 It is unnecessary to discuss the suggestion of Eisler (Orphisch-

Dionys. Myst.-Gedanken, p. 243) that 'ASpqards means
'

ripe
'

(cf. &8pm,

&8pds, &c), and that as 2ikvwv = garden of gourds or melons, the

lamentations for Adrastus were for the death of the ripe gourd or

melon. (Formerly Sicyon had been called MqKavr), and Adrastus must

have been the ripe poppy.) Eisler thinks that
Cleisthenes'

innovation

was connected with a transition from market-gardening to vine-growing.

I am not convinced by the etymology or the inferences.
2 Cf. Themistius, Or. 27, p. 406 Kal rpaymSias evperai pev Sucuavtoi,

TeXecrioupyol 8e 'Attikoi notqTai. We do not know whether Themistius had

any other authority besides that of Herodotus.
3 The theory ofW. Schmid (Zur Gesch. des gr. Diihyrambos, 1900) that

Cleisthenes was trying to reconcile the aristocratic families (who wor

shipped their heroic ancestors by means of rpayiKol x°P°i at their tombs)
with the people, whom he supposes to have beenworshippers of Dionysus

in the country districts, appears to rest on no evidence.
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of rpayiKoiai here. Those who think that Arion instituted

a dithyramb danced by satyrs in goat-dress—the rpayiKos

rpbnos, according to this interpretation—and that tragedy is

the performance of the '

goat-men
'

or satyrs, take rpayiKoiai

here also to mean '
satyric ',

' in goat-dress '. Now not only is

it almost inconceivable that these tragic choruses, having
reference to the sufferings of the hero, should have been

performed by ithyphallic demons with the limbs of goats, but

it seems also very improbable that Herodotus, the friend of

Sophocles, living in the great period of Greek tragedy, should

have used the word in any sense but '

tragic ', or should have

meant by rpayiKoiai xopoiai anything but
'

choruses like those

of tragedy
'

; he is not likely to have reverted to the etymo

logical sense
'

goat-like
'

or
'

relating to the goat '. TpayiKos

means
'
tragic

'

in Aristophanes, e. g. in the Peace, 136-7 :

oiiKovv kxpfjv ae Hrjydaov £ev£ai nrepbv,

oncos kabaivov rots Beois rpayiKcorepos,

and in fr. 149 (from the Gerytades), where Meletus is described

as an ambassador two tcov rpayiKcov xoP^>v- (The use is

parallel to that of KcopiKbs, which almost invariably means

'
connected with comedy ', not

'
connected with the Kcopos '.) In

fact it is not until very late that we find the word used with

reference to the goat ; e. g. Plutarch, Pyrrhus, ch. xi kyvcoaBrj
Se rep re Xb<pcp Stanpenovrt Kal tois rpayiKols Kepaaiv: Lucian,

'AXeKrpvcov, § 10 c5 yovv ncoycov pdXa rpayiKos rjv els vnepBoXrjv

Kovptcov (not an absolutely certain instance) : Longus, Soph.

iv. 17 Kal dpa iineKpivero rr)v rpayiKrjv SvacoSiav pvadrreaBat.

(In Plato's Cratylus, 408 c, where Plato is speaking of Pan, the

use of the word is a deliberate pun : ovkovv to pev dXrjBes aiirov

Xeiov Kal BeTov Kal dvco o'ikovv kv rots
BeoTs'

to Se ifrevSos Karco

kv tois TroAAofy rcoc dvBpconcov Kal rpaxv xal
rpaytKov' kvravBa

yap nXetaroi ol pvBoi re Kal rd i\rev8rj kari, nepl rbv rpayiKov

Biov.)
There is, indeed, no ground for supposing that these choruses

were called rpayiKol early in the sixth century at Sicyon itself,

or that Herodotus knew this to be the case.1 What
Herodotus'

1 Flickinger (Class. Phil, viii, p. 274 ; Gk. Theater, p. 15) suggests that

the name originated at Sicyon, when the newly introduced worship of
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expression probably means is that he found evidence of

choruses at Sicyon, relating to the sufferings of Adrastus, 150

years or so before his own time, and observing that they were

more or less like the choral odes of tragedy in his own day,

naturally called them rpayiKol X°P0^ Unfortunately Hero

dotus tells us nothing of the subject of these choruses after

their transference to Dionysus ; but they quite probably

continued to be ovSev npbs rbv
Aiovvaov.1

Epigenes of Sicyon, who is mentioned in one or two very

late notices
2
as the first tragic poet (Thespis being only the

sixteenth) may have been a composer of such tragic choruses

under the regime of Cleisthenes. The evidence, for what it is

worth, suggests that the festival for which he composed was a

festival of Dionysus, but that he treated non-Dionysiac subjects.

I can see no sufficient evidence for the suggestion advanced by
Professor Flickinger3 that the people of Sicyon, when the

worship of Dionysus was introduced, expected a satyr-chorus

(such as Arion had instituted at Corinth) as an essential part

of that worship, and that it was because Epigenes gave them

a human chorus that they exclaimed
"

oiiSev npbs tovAiovvaov",

though it does seem to be true that there is no reason for

thinking that the choruses at Sicyon were satyric. The truth

is that (as we shall see later) nothing worth calling evidence

can be extracted from the various explanations offered of this

proverb.

§ 2. The words of Herodotus afford, at first sight, a strong

argument in favour of the theory of Sir William
Ridgeway4

that tragedy originated in performances at the tombs of

deceased heroes, and was afterwards transferred to Dionysus ;

for here we have a definite transference of rpayiKol ^rom

a hero to Dionysus. But we have no other ; and it is going

far beyond the evidence to infer from this that the villages of

Dionysus brought the goat-prize with it. This is ingenious, but we

know nothing of such a prize at Sicyon.
1 See below, pp. 167-8.
2

Suidas, s. v. Beo-iris (see above, p. 100), and s. v. OiSev irpbs tov Aiowo-op

(see below, p. 168).
3
Class. Phil, viii, p. 274.

4
Orig. of Gk. Dr., pp. 26, &c.
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Attica had each its own local hero, and that upon these local

festivals the worship of Dionysus was superimposed, and

absorbed their tragic performances. Moreover, the transfer

ence at Sicyon was the arbitrary act of a tyrant, done with a

special political motive, not a natural religious development,

such as the supposed gradual absorption of hero-cults by
Dionysiacwould imply ; and to infer from this single arbitrary

act at Sicyon that such an absorption took place generally in

Greece, or took place in Attica, would be most
hazardous.1 It

is not to the point to prove, as Sir William Ridgeway does at

some length, that there were solemn lamentations, as well as

various kinds of contests, &c, at hero-tombs all over Greece,
and that the dead were carefully propitiated ; or even to prove

(and this can very rarely be done, if at all) that there were

dramatic or mimetic performances at the tombs. We require

some proof that the Dionysiac festivals at Athens (and else

where) got their dramatic performances from this source, and

the proof offered is not sufficient.

There is, in fact, no evidence that at Sicyon itself there was

any dramatic representation of the sufferings of Adrastus.

TpayiKol x°P°l doubtless involved appropriate gestures—the

raising of the hands in lamentation, perhaps ; almost all Greek

dancing and music did so ; but nothing dramatic, no imper

sonation or representation of the hero's story, is involved in

this. Nor, as far as our information goes, were the other ritual

Oprjvoi which are recorded dramatic, such as the laments for

Achilles in Elis,2
at

Croton3
and at

Rhoeteum,4 for Medea's

1
Some scholars, and esp. Robert (Oedipus, pp. 141-2), think that

the transference may have been made easier by the fact (as they regard

it) that Adrastus was a personage of much the same character as

Dionysus—a suffering and dying god. This is hardly proved, and the

fact that (according to Paus. II. xxiii, § 1) the sanctuaries of Adrastus

and Dionysus were adjacent to one another at Argos cannot really be

held to confirm the idea ; the juxtaposition need have had no such

reason. SirWilliam Ridgeway's idea (Dramas, &c, p. 6) that Dionysus

was himself regarded as a hero has already been referred to (above,
pp. 13-14). See also below, pp. 182 ff.

2 Paus. iv. xxiii, § 3.
3 Lycoph. Alex. 859.

• Philostr. Her. 20, 22.
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children at
Corinth,1 for Leucothea at

Thebes,2
and for Hippo-

lytus at
Troezen.3 Such laments Herodotus would probably

have called
'tragic'

in view of their tone and their resem

blance to the tragic choruses of the Attic drama ; but evidence

that they involved dramatic elements
is'

entirely
wanting.4

Sir William Ridgeway's argument for a belief in mimetic

performances at the tombs of heroes partly rests on a record

in Pausanias.6 A certain Leimon, so the storywent, had been

killed by Artemis in punishment for the murder of Skephros,
and at the tomb the priestess of Artemis pursued some one, as

Artemis had pursued Leimon (are aiirr) rbv Aeipcova r) "Aprepis).

But there is no suggestion in the Greek of Pausanias that the

priestess impersonated Artemis, or that there was any drama

at all. The ritual pursuit and bloodshed (real or feigned) is a
common form of agrarian magic, and it is

'

putting the cart

before the horse
'

to treat it as the acting of a story. The

ritual was doubtless there long before the story, and the latter

is simply (like countless other stories) an aetiological
myth,6

invented to account for the ritual. Further, such pursuits are

not peculiar to hero-worship, and traces of them are found in

theworship of Dionysus himself ;
7
nor is it without significance

that the festival at Tegea at which the pursuit of Leimon took

place was not really a hero-festival, but a feast of Apollo

Agyieus.

It should be added that when Sir William Ridgeway
goes on to assert that at Sicyon the BvpeXri of Dionysus

superseded the tomb of Adrastus, he is (to use the happy
expression of Dr. Farnell)

8 '

soaring on the wings of fancy

1
ib. 20-1 ; Paus. n. iii, § 7 ; Schol. Eur. Med. 273, 1359, &c.

2
Plut. Apophth. Lac., p. 228 e.

s Eur. Hipp. 1435-7.
4 Some of these paragraphs (and others in this volume) are quoted

with little alteration from my review of Sir William Ridgeway's book in

Class. Rev. xxvi (1912), pp. 52 ff. Some of the same points will be found

in Nilsson's paper in Neue Jahrb. xxvii (1911), and in Dr. Farnell's review

in Hermathena, xvii. With the latter I am almost wholly in agreement

6 Paus. viii. liii, §§ 2 ff.
0
Farnell, 1. c, p. 8, takes the same view and gives other instances ; cf.

also Nilsson, 1. c, p. 614, and Gr. Feste, pp. 166 ff.
7 See Farnell, Cults, v, p. 231, note b. 8

Hermath., 1. c, p. 8.
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into the region of the unrecorded '. In fact, Herodotus tells

us that though the rpayiKol x°P0L were transferred
l to

Dionysus, Cleisthenes gave rr)v aXXrjv Bvairjv MeXavinncp,

and if there was a BvpeXrj there at all, presumably Melanippus

got it.

Sir William Ridgeway does indeed 2
adduce one strange

argument to show that in Athens itself there was a transference

of choruses to Dionysus. It is not easy to follow, but it seems

to be this : The Anthesteria was a festival of the dead, at

which cyclic choruses were performed ; and lest it should be

supposed that these cyclic choruses were in honour of Dionysus,

we are to remember that
'

on the first day of the City Dionysia

cyclic choruses danced round the altar of the Twelve Gods in

the Agora, which plainly shows that such cyclic dances were

by no means confined to Dionysus ', but were pre-Dionysiac,

and were transferred from the dead to Dionysus. But (1) it

is not certain that the Anthesteria was originally and primarily

a festival of the dead. Sir William Ridgeway says that Miss

Harrison has proved it; but there is much to be said for

Dr. Farnell's view,3

according to which the festival was

primarily Dionysiac, and the addition to it of chthonic ritual

is otherwise explained. In any case the undoubted presence

of Dionysiac elements in the festival makes it possible that

the supposed choruses belonged to these. (2) It is very

doubtful indeed if there were cyclic choruses at theAnthesteria.

The suggestion that there were such choruses was originally

made by M. Schmidt,4 but rested upon arguments so weak

that their author only put them forward in the most tentative

manner ; and they are really not worth repeating. (3) As the
'

cyclic choruses
'

on the first day of the City Dionysia, to

which Sir William Ridgeway refers, were part of a Dionysiac

festival, we can hardly say that they were non-Dionysiac,

wherever they were held. But in fact there is no evidence

that these x°P°l< which were an incident in the great pro-

1 I agree with Ridgeway (Origin of Gk. Dr., p. 28) that dwebaiKe cannot

here mean 'restored', as if they had belonged to Dionysus there before.
2 Origin of Gk. Dr., p. 50.

3
Cults, v, pp. 214 ff.

'
Diatribe in Dithyrambum, pp. 202 ff.
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cession which escorted the statue of Dionysus from Athens to

Eleutherae, were
'
cyclic

'

choruses at all.
Xenophon,1 the only

authority, does not suggest it: Kal kv tois Aiovvaiois Se ol

X°P°t npoaenixapl(OVTal dXXois re BeoTs Kal tois SdtSem

xopevovres. In any case the twelve gods were not deceased

heroes.

VII

Pehponnesian and Dorian Tragedy.

The problems in regard to the existence of some kind of

primitive
'tragedy'

in the Peloponnese cannot be separated

from those raised by the claim of the Dorians (as recorded by

Aristotle) to have originated tragedy ; and it may be that the

discussion will throw some light on the question how it was

that tragedy in the hands of Phrynichus and Aeschylus, despite

the simplicity or even the crudity of the dialogue, was so fine

a lyrical composition.

§1. It will be well to set aside at once the theory of

Welcker 2 and Boeckh 3 that there once existed an extensive

non-Athenian lyrical tragedy, of which Pindar and Simonides

were distinguished representatives, as well as the the philoso

phers Xenophanes and Empedocles. The arguments used to

prove this were plainly unsound, and were disproved for the

most part by G. Hermann.4 Apart from some misinterpreted

inscriptions, the case rested almost entirely on
Suidas'

notice

ofPindar, ascribing rpayiKd Spapara to him, and on the scholia

to
Aristophanes'

Wasps,
144,5 in regard to Simonides. The

former is quite unreliable ; its arithmetic will not come right

when the Isthmian and Nemean Odes (which the notice over

looks) are taken into account ; it is not improbably a conflation

from two ormore sources, and the rpayiKa Spdpara mentioned

1 Hipp. iii. 3.

2 Eleine Schriften, i. 175-9, 245-7; and his edition of the trilogy,

App., p. 245.
3 Staatsh. Athen.1 ii, pp. 361 ff. ; C. I. G. i, p. 766, ii, p. 509 ; cf. Lobeck,

Aglaoph., pp. 974 ff. 4

Opuscula, vii, pp. 211 ff.
B Repeated by (or from) Suidas, s.v. SipaviSqs.
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among Pindar's works may perhaps (asHermann suggested) be

the dithyrambs, though Spapa is never used of dithyramb in

classical Greek ; or, as is more likely still, the words may be

a late interpolation, like others in the same
notice.1 The uses

of the word rpayiKos in Byzantine writers are hopelessly
loose.2 Thus in the scholia on

Aristophanes'

Plutus, 290,

Philoxenus is called rpayiKos. (Siaavpei Se 4>iXb£evov rbv

rpayiKov'

8y elarjveyKe Ki6api(ovra tov TLoXvipTjpov : and

$iX6£evov rbv SiBvpapBonoibv r) rpaycoSoSiSdaKaXov
Siaavpei'

8y eypatye rbv epcora tov KvKXconos rbv knl TaXareia.) There

is a similar incorrectness in Jerome,3 '

Xenophanes physicus,

Bcriptor tragoediarum ', and
Syncellus,4

$cokvXISt)s Kal Bevo-

cpdvrjs rpaycoSonotbs kyvcoplfcro. The ascription of rpaycpSia

to Simonides by the scholiast may be literally true ; he may

have tried his hand at tragedy as at many other things, though

such authority is not good enough to prove it. The tragedies

ascribed to Empedocles were doubtless those of the philoso

pher's nephew, and may quite well have been tragedies in the

ordinary classical sense, though we know nothing of his work

except from Suidas.5

So the case in regard to lyric tragedy comes back to the

rpayiKos rpbnos or Spapa rrjs rpaycpSias of Arion, and the

rpayiKol x°P°l 0I Sicyon, together with the claim of the

Dorians and whatever evidence can be held to support it.

§ 2. The claim of the Dorians is recorded by Aristotle in

the following
words;6 Sib Kal avrtnotovvrai rrjs re rpaycpSias

Kal rrjs KcopcpSias ol Acopieis (rrjs pev KcopcpSias ol Meyapeis . . ■

1 Hiller (Hermes, xxi, pp. 357 ff.) gives strong reasons for this view,

and against the attempt to refer
Suidas'

list of Pindar's works to good

Alexandrian authority. He points out that in Demosth. de F. L., § 237
Spapa rpaytKdv means

'

tragedy ', and that it is very unlikely that an

Alexandrian scholar would have used the words in a different sense from

that current in the fourth century. For later usage, cf. Aelian, Var. H.

XUl. 18 Aidvv&os 8e 6 rqs SiKeXias rvpavvos rpaya>8iav pev qcnrd^eTO Kal

enflvci Kal ovv Kal 8pdpara i£etrdvqo~e rpayiKa.

2 See Immisch, Rhein. Mus. xliv, pp. 553 ff.
3 On Olymp. lxi. 4

p. 238.
8
s. v. 'Epire8oK.\qs. For doubts about these tragedies see Diog. Laert.

viii. 58. 6 Poet, iii, 1448 a 29 ff.
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Kal rrjs rpaycpSias evioi tcov kv HeXonovvr]am) noiovpevoi rd

bvbpara
arjpewv'

aiirol pev ydp Kcopas rds nepioiKiSas KaXeiv

obaaiv, 'ABrjvaiovs Se Srjpovs . . . Kal to noieiv aiirol pev Spdv,
'ABrjvaioi Se npdrreiv npoaayopeveiv.

Aristotle does not say what Dorian writers made the

claim—he may have found it recorded, asWilamowitz suggests,

in the Chronica of his senior contemporary Dieuchidas of

Megara—and he expresses neither agreement nor disagreement

with it. Some of the arguments quoted are plainly bad;
but the claim may carry some weight if any part of the state

ment made in support of it is true, and if there is confirmatory
evidence.

The late Mr. Herbert Richards 1 has collected and discussed

the uses of Spapa and Spdv. The conclusions to which the

evidence given in his article points are :

(1) that Spdv is not originally an Attic word, though it is

used freely in Attic poetry and in those prose writers who

admit poeticalwords and phrases, especiallyAntiphon, Thucy-

dides, and
Plato.2 It is also used rarely by

Demosthenes—of

that later ; but not at all by most of the Attic orators. It is

also (almost certainly) not an Ionic word, and the statement

that it is Doric may well be true, though it is not actually

proved.

(2) that Spdv is primarily in Attic a word with a religious

colour, and is used especially of serious and solemn religious

performances. It is very doubtful whether Spapa is ever

used of comedy in classical
Attic,3

—or indeed at all until quite

1
Class. Rev. xiv (1900), pp. 388 ff.

2 Plato uses Sicilian words, and may have been more influenced by
SicilianDoric thanwe usually recognize. In Rep. v, p. 451 c pera to dvSpehv

Spapa wavreXws 8iairepav8ev to yvvaiKeiov av irepaivetv, where Richards thinks

the reference is to tragedy, Plato is surely alluding to the pipoi dvSpnoi

and yvvaiKeioi of his favourite author Sophron, and the application of

the word Spapa may have seemed natural because these were Dorian

compositions.

3 When Ecphantides speaks (in a fragment) of a Spapa, it is Spapa

UeyapiKov, i. e. of a Dorian type, even though it is comedy of which he

is thinking (comp. Xen. Hell. I. i, § 23— the Doric message, dwopiopes u

Xpq 8pdv).
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late; it is regularly applied to tragedy and satyric drama,

both of which were less secular than comedy; and the

mysteries were rd Spcopeva 'EXevaivi.1 Most of the uses of

Spdv in good Attic prose (apart from writers known to have

been addicted to poetical expressions) can be explained by the

religious sense : it is applied (e. g.) to ritual and to murder by
Demosthenes (or a pseudo-Demosthenes) in several

places.2

(To commit murder and to perform a religious service were

alike perilous operations, to Greek religious ideas, and partly

for the same reasons.) The
' Letter of Philip

' 3
uses the word

of an impious act.

It is then at least possible that Spapa was originally a Doric

word, and so far there is no reason to deny the Dorian claim.

§3. The claim may also be said to be supported by the

tradition respecting Arion, who was indeed a Lesbian of

Methymna (a town mainly, but not exclusively, of Aeolian

population), but whose choruses must have been those of

Dorian Corinth. We do not in fact know anything of Lesbian

dithyrambic poetry at this date, nor have we any reason even

for saying that Arion's work consisted in the introduction of

Lesbian music into Corinth. When, therefore, Sir William

Ridgeway says
4 that a supporter of the Dorian claim

'

might

just aswell argue that becauseHandel composed theMessiah and

many other great works in England, the English race are to be

credited with the creation of the Handelian music ', he is sug

gesting a false parallel. Arion probably was, Handel was not,

working upon pre-existing local performances.

The claim is also supported by the record of rpayiKol x°P°l

1
Paus. viii. xv, § 1. At the same time Spapa does not, like Spapeva,

imply anything mystic. (The expression to. Spapeva is evidently a reve

rent or reticent name for a mystic rite ; cf. Plut. De Is. et Osir., pp. 352 c,

378 a, b ; Paus. n. xxxvii, §§ 5, 6 ; III. xxiii, § 2, &c.) Pausanias regu

larly uses Spdv of religious rites, but not Spapa. Clem. Alex. Protrept. ii.

12 speaks ofDemeter and Kore having become Spapa pva-riKov, but this

is very late, and the addition of pvo-rtKdv shows that Spapa alone did not

carry this connotation.

2 in Neaer., § 7 ; in Aristocr., § 40 ; in Theocrin., § 28.
3

§ 4. Mr. Richards is not responsible for all these instances.

4 Class. Rev. xxvi (1912), p. 135.

aim L
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at Sicyon in Herodotus. For even if the cult of Dionysus

was only
introduced by Cleisthenes, the rpayiKol xopoi were

already there, and
were celebrated in commemoration of the

Dorian hero Adrastus, whom Cleisthenes drove out in order

to rid the town of Argive influence.

§ 4. It is usual to adduce the dialectical peculiarities of the

choruses of Attic tragedy as evidence for the Dorian claim,

and the argument is not without weight ; but the matter is

not so simple as it is usually thought to be.

fWe may indeed reject at once Sir William Ridgeway's con

tention that 'it is difficult to believe that the Athenians

would have borrowed the diction of their sacred songs from

the hated Dorians, whom they would not permit to enter

their sanctuaries '. The evidence
1
given for the statement

contained in the last clause only records the refusal of the

priestess of Athena to allow Cleomenes to enter the adyton of

Athena on the Acropolis, because Dorians were not allowed to

enter that temple {ov yap Bepirbv Acopievai napievai kvBavra).

This phrase, which applies to one temple only, is obviously un

equal to the weight of so sweeping a generalization. (Why
Sir William Ridgeway, in

reply,2

should remind us 'that

though the Carians admitted their kindred Lydians and

Mysians into the temple of Zeus at Mylasa, they kept out all

others, even though they spoke Carian
'

does not appear ; at

any rate it has nothing to do with Athens and the Dorians.)
But the problem in regard to the language itself is not alto

gether easy. It is usual to lay stress upon the use in

tragedy
—

mainly in the lyric portions, but also to some extent

in the dialogue—of forms containing a. where Attic used -q.

But this use of a was common to all dialects except Attic and

Ionic, and therefore was naturally part of the lyric koivt)

which seems to have grown up in the sixth century; and

though it is impossible to accept the suggestion of B. Kock

and (on different grounds) of Sir William Ridgeway
3 that

1 Herod, v. 72. 2 Class. Rev. xxvi (1912), p. 135.
3 See esp. The Early Age of Greece, i, pp. 670-1. It is difficult to

understand what he means by
'

the absurd doctrine that the Athenians

would have composed their ancient songs, which probably dated from
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these forms are old Attic, they cannot be assumed to be Doric

without argument.

It does, however, seem reasonable to suppose that if a num

ber of distinctively Doric words and forms are found in Attic

tragedy, then the forms containing a for 77 are also probably

attributable as a whole to the influence of Doric poems and

speech upon the writers. The main substance of their langu

age is Attic, with an infusion of Epic and Ionic forms, and of

other dialectical forms used in lyric poetry
—an infusion to be

accounted for as an instance of that persistence of literary
conventions in Greece which all scholars recognize : but there is

a considerable number of words and forms which are distinctly

Doric, some of them used in the lyric portions, some in the

iambic, some in both. (The use of them in the iambic portions

is best explained as a natural infiltration or infection from the

lyrics ; it cannot always be accounted for by metrical conve

nience ; but poets who were writing lyric as part of the same

work would naturally, even in iambics, find themselves using

some of those elements of a heightened style which were

regular in lyric.)
x

Among these Doricwords are yapbpos, Sapbs,

a period anterior to the Dorian conquest, in a Dorian dialect '. It is

not a question here of the composition of ancient songs, but of that

of dithyrambs and
'
tragic choruses

'

taken over (doubtless with their

conventional dialect), not earlier than the sixth century, from non-Attic

sources. We know nothing of dithyrambs anterior to the Dorian

conquest, or in primitive Attica. The real difficulties, however, in the

way of this theory are (1) that the peculiarities of the language of

tragedy generally are certainly not old Attic, and this is clearly shown by

Smyth, Thumb, &c, in answer to Rutherford (New Phrynichus, pp. 1-52)
and others (e. g. Barlen, De vocis a pron. in tragicorum Graecorum

versibus trimetris ttsu, Bonn, 1872), who had put forward the old Attic

theory ; and it is pro tanto unlikely that this one peculiarity should be :

(2) that this 5 is not found in any Attic known to us, and it is very

improbable that it should have been preserved from pre-historic times

for the use of tragedy without a written or literary tradition to preserve

it. But we have no record of any ancient Attic literature, and it can

be confidently asserted that there was none. Nor is there any evidence

of the existence of such traditional religious poems as (Sir Wilbam

Ridgeway imagines) may have preserved this one feature.
1
This is an easier hypothesis than that of Hoffmann, Rhein. Mus.

lxix, pp. 244 ff., that there must have been Doric as well as Ionic iambic

L2
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vdios, Xox«-y6s, Kvvaybs, noSayos, npdopos, avvdopos, paKiaros,

nenarai,
onaSbs.1 If these and other words and forms (e.g.

acperepifcdpevoi in Msch. Suppl. 38) are Doric, the common

use of a for r\ may be traceable to the same source. The use

of such forms in the lyrics of Tragedy is by no means con

sistent ; they were doubtless employed when the poet felt

the need of some greater distinction from ordinary speech;

but this is natural enough. Accordingly it seems to be, at

least, reasonably probable that some of the features of the

language ofAttic tragedy are explicable by Dorian
influence;2

and, on the whole, when we put the various indications

together—Spapa, Arion, Sicyon, language—theDorian claim to

have in some sense originated tragedy becomes an extremely

likely hypothesis.

It is, moreover, a hypothesis which will explain the early

excellence of the lyric portions of tragedy. We nowhere find

a hint that Thespis was a lyric poet of any merit ; but, if the

hypothesis is true, it was in the compositions of Peloponnesian

lyric poets—Arion, Lasos, and perhaps poets of Sicyon, now

forgotten—that the early Attic tragedians, and above all

Phrynichus and Aeschylus, found models of choral lyric poetry,

with the music appropriate to serious themes, and were thus

enabled themselves to produce work of an even higher degree

of perfection. It is sometimes conjectured also that the tragic

choruses of the Peloponnese may have impersonated groups of

legendary characters, instead of remaining (like the per

formers of dithyramb) simply bodies of worshippers ; but on

this point there is no evidence.3

poetry in the sixth century, or earlier, to account for the Doric forms in

the dialogue ofAttic tragedy.
1 See also J. D. Rogers, Amer. J. Phil, xxv (1904), pp. 285-305.
2 On thewhole question see Thumb, Handb. der gr. Dialekte, pp. 159-60,

369 ff. ; Smyth, Ionic Dialect, pp. 74 ff. ; Meillet, Apercu d'une histoire de

la langue grecque (ed. ii), ch. viii. Some useful material is collected by
W. Aly, De Aeschyli verborum copia (Berlin, 1904). See also Addenda,

p. 417 below.

3 See above, pp. 135, 139.
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TpaywSCa, Tpdyou, ETC.

The origin and meaning of the words rpaycpSoi and
rpaycoSia

is, like the questions already discussed, the subject of a long

standing controversy. TpaycoSoi (the singular is found very

rarely, and only comparatively late) is presumably the earlier

word of the two, rpaycoSia being derived from it; and it is

clear that rpaycpSoi was used primarily of a chorus, not of

actors or
poets.1 But eleven different explanations of the

words are summarized by Professor Flickinger in his valuable

paper on the
subject,2

and yet others have been suggested.

Those which try to get away from the belief that rpdyos

means
'

goat
'

may safely be disregarded,3 and practically only

three views need be seriously considered :

(1) that rpaycpSoimean a chorus of goat-like satyrs ;

(2) that it means a chorus, not representing satyrs, but clad

in goatskins as an ancient dress retained for religious or

antiquarian reasons ;

(3) that it means a chorus dancing either for the goat as

a prize or around the goat as a sacrifice.

These must be separately discussed.

§ 1. The first explanation is bound up with the belief that

tragedy was historically an offshoot of satyric drama, made

more dignified by the abandonment of the satyr-costume and

language ; and that the satyrs were in the form of creatures half

man and half goat.

Now as it is Attic tragedy and satyr-play with which we

are concerned, it is important to notice that the satyrs of the

Athenian stage were not goat-like until a comparatively late

period, and that early Attic art knows nothing of such goat

like demons. Both in the theatre and in art we find, instead,
creatures that were half man, half horse. The evidence in

' The facts are given by H. Richards, Aristophanes and others, pp. 334 ff. ;

cf. also Reisch, Festschr. fur Gomperz, p. 466.
2 Class. Phil, viii, pp. 269 ff.

8 There is also no need to refer again to the theory of Eisler, briefly
discussed on pp. 103-4.
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regard to this rather complex matter has been discussed many

times in recent years ; it has been stated with great complete

ness by
Kiihnert,1

and the more important points have been

discussed by
Reisch,2 Frickenhaus,3 A. B. Cook4 and others;

reference to the earlier discussions by Furtwangler, Loeschke,

Wernicke, A. Korte, and others is also indispensable. The

view taken below is in the main in agreement with that of

Reisch, though it was reached independently and in certain

points diverges from his opinion ; but it will be convenient to

take point by point, and to state the evidence briefly.

There can be no question that popular imagination through

out the Greek world was familiar with creatures combining

a generally human form with the ears and tail, and often the

hoofs or entire legs, of the horse. They are usually ithyphallic

when they appear in early art, and there is no doubt that the

name under which they passed generally was HiXrjvoi (or Sei-

Xrjvoi).5 This name is found inscribed against the representa

tions of them on a number of very early vases, which are con

veniently enumerated by Dr.
Cook.6 It is tolerably clear that,

as at first conceived of, they were not associated especiallywith

Dionysus, but were (like the kindred Centaurs) creatures of the

wild mountain forests, the male counterparts, and at the same

time the lovers, of the nymphs,—vegetation-demons, but not in

special relation to the vine or to any other plant above the rest.

These creatures cannot be regarded as peculiar to any one

region of the Greek world. Certain facts point to their being
less familiar among early Dorian peoples than elsewhere.

' Silenus
'

is very rarely a proper name in Dorian countries, as

it is in others, and as
'

Satyrus
'

is in Athens, and the figure of

the semi-equine demon seems to be wanting, or almost want

ing, in the remains of early Dorian art ; but there can be no

doubt as to the association of legends of Silenus with Maleain

Laconia,7
and the name occurs as a personal name at Akragas

1 Art. Satyros in Roscher's Lexicon. 2 Festsch.fur Gomperz (1902).
3 Jahrb. Arch. Inst, xxxii. 4

Zeus, i, pp. 695 ff.
6 The orthography depends upon the view taken of the derivation ;

see below, p. 152.
« 1. c., pp. 696-7.

7 Pollux iv. 104 (speaking of Aa/can/cd. opxqpara 8ia MaXe'ay), 2iX/)i/ol
8'
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in the fifth century at least, and is found in Athens itself
x in

the Dorian form
'

Silanus ', showing perhaps that the bearer of

it was of Dorian descent. There were also legends of Silenus

in Arcadia, where we are told that he was regarded as father

of Apollo Nomios.2 We may safely state that in the sixth

century the popular conception of creatures of the semi-equine

type was spread over the Greek world. They are found on

sixth-century coins from Thasos and Lete ; on archaic gems ;

on the sarcophagus from Clazomenae ; on an early vase from

Cameirus ; on many other vases of Ionian origin, as well as

on a number of early Attic vases. The association of the

creatures with Dionysus seems to have begun in Ionia and

Attica ; in the latter it soon becomes regular and almost in

variable. (The evidence for these statements is clearly given

by Kuhnert.)
But such creatures are not always called HiXrjvoi, and there

is evidence that the name regularly applied to them in Athens

was Sdrvpoi. This name itself first occurs in a fragment of

Hesiod ;
3
the poet is speaking of the five daughters of a

daughter of Phoroneus,

e£ 5>v o{ii)peiai Nvpqbal Beal {kg)eykvovTo,

Kal yevos oiiriSdvcov "Sarvpcov Kal dpr/xavoepycov

Kovpfjrks re Oeol (piXonalypoves bpxnarrjpes.

—a passage which suggests the same kind of wild creatures as

the horse-demons were, but gives no hint as to whether they

qaav Kal
ujr'

avrols Sdropot inrdrpopa opxovpevoi. The conjecture of Reisch,
1. a, p. 463, that we may here have an anticipation of that differentiation

of Silenus from the satyrs which is otherwise supposed to be an Athenian

innovation, seems hazardous, as we do not know of what date Pollux is

speaking. For the Silenus of Malea comp. Pindar fr. ap. Paus. ill. xxv,

§ 2 (fr. 156, Schroeder). It would also be unsafe to connect with the

notice of the Silenus of Malea the statement of Herodian (Lentz, vol. i,
p. 244, 1. 21), Xeyovrai Se EiXairfS Kal oi inl Taivdpio 2drvpot, as there is no

indication what he is referring to. (He refers two or three times to a

comedy called EiXwrts and ascribed by Athenaeus to Eupolis, but there

may be no connexion between this and the statement quoted. May not

the statement mean simply that helots and the people of Taenarum

were nicknamed
'
satyrs

'

?)
1 C. I. A. i. 447. ■ Clem. Al. Protrept., p. 24.

3
fr. 129.
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shared the nature of horse or goat. (The connexion with

Phoroneus is thought by Kiihnert
x to point to the origin of the

name in Argolis, but this seems an uncertain conjecture.) In

Attica we find the name first on a vase of about 520 B. c, now

at Wiirzburg, on which a horse-man is painted with a name

inscribed against him which is now generally agreed to be

Hdrvpos.2 There can be no doubt that in the fifth century B. c,

the names Sdrvpos and "SiXrjvoswere interchangeable. Socrates

is sometimes compared to a satyr, sometimes to a Silenus ;
3

Marsyas the satyr is called a Silenus by
Herodotus;4

and,

most important of all, there can no doubt that the satyr-

choruses of the Attic theatre were dressed in semi-equine, not

semi-caprine costume, whereas their father (or eldest brother)
was called Silenus,—the word being now specialized into a

proper name. (The personality of Silenus becomes more and

more specialized as time goes on.s)

What the satyrs of Arion at Corinth were like, and even

whether (as seems probable) they were specially connected

with Dionysus, there is no evidence to show. The horse-

demons do not appear in early Corinthian art, but Arion may

have introduced them from non-Corinthian sources, or the

Corinthian satyrs may have had some other
shape.6 It is

1 As by Furtwangler, El. Schr., pp. 183 ff.
2 A few scholars still read the letters in the opposite direction and

make the name Sifivpras (a name found in Theocr. v. 5) ; cf. Frankel,
Satyr- u. Bakchen-Namen, p. 35 ; W. Schulze, G5tt. gel.Am. (1896), p. 254.

Eisler (Orph.-Dion. Myst.-Gedanken, p. 362) suggests 2aTupa>\Jr.

s Xen. Symp. iv. xix ; v. vii ; Plato, Symp. 215 b, 216 d, 221 d, e.
4
vii. 26.

6
Solmsen, Indog. Forsch. xxx (1912), pp. 1 ff., makes it fairly certain

that SiXqvos is connected with *o-iXd?, a by-form of a-ipos,
'
snub-nosed ',

such forms in -avos, -qvds being Peloponnesian as well as Ionian ; while

o-dropos = ithyphallus. Other scholars connect 2*CXqvdswith the Thracian

CeiXa,
'

wine
'

(Tomaschek, Die alten Thraker, ii. i, p. 11 : cf. SeptXij and

Thracian £epeXa>), or think that o-tX- is a Thracian root corresponding to

the Greek KqXav = dxevrqs,
'

stallion
'

(Lagercrantz, in Sertum philol.

C. F. Johannson oblatum, pp. 117-21); while Eisler, I.e., p. 262) thinks

that o-aTiipoj may be an Illyrian word (like 7rdropos for ndrqp) = sator.

6 There is, however, no ground for giving the name Sdrupoi (as Solmsen

does) to the demons on certain Corinthian vases which will be discussed
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useless to speculate about this in the absence of evidence, and

even more useless to dogmatize, as some scholars do.

§ 2. That the satyr-choruses of the theatre in the fifth

century were horse-men is not seriously to be doubted. On

the celebrated
vase1

at Naples, on which a satyr-chorus is

depicted, and which belongs to about the end of the century,

the
horses'

tails and ears are unmistakable; and if it be

objected that most of the choreutae wear a goatskin round

the loins, it must be pointed out that one of them at least

wears linen drawers ; and that the latter were one of the

regular forms of stage satyr-dress is shown by its occurrence at

about the same period on another
vase,2

representing a satyric

play in which Poseidon and Amymone were characters. It

may be added that Pollux 3
shows that there was no special

animal whose skinwas appropriated for this purpose by satyr-

choruses : r) Se aarvpiKr) kaBr)s veplpis, alyfj, rjv Kal i£aXfjv

eKaXovv Kal rpayrjv, Kai nov Kal napSaXrj vcpaapevrj, Kal to

Brjpaiov to AiovvaiaKbv, Kal xAaj/jy dv&ivrj, Kal (poiviKovv ipd-

nov, Kal xopratos x^rcov Saavs, 8> ol SiXr/vol cpopovaiv. Plainly
the goatskin had no prerogative position. It was the horse's

tail and ears that were invariable and essential.

The common belief that the satyr-choruses were composed

of goat-men rests, so far as the early and the fifth-century
drama is concerned, almost entirely upon two passages from

below (pp. 261 ff.) in connexion with Comedy. The statement of Fricken

haus (Jahrb. Arch. Inst, xxxii, pp. 7, 8) that Arion's dithyramb was sung

by satyrs, and that he made use of Silenus, the father of the satyrs, as a

separate individual, appears to be mere guess-work. (See above, p. 133.)
' The best reproduction and discussion of this vase are given by

Buschor in Furtwangler-Reichold, Griech. Vasenmalerei, Ser. iii, pp.

132 ff., pi. 143-5, from which figs. 11 and 12 are taken. The painting

does not strictly represent (as is usually stated) the preparations for

a play, or a
'

peep behind the scenes ', but rather the Dionysiac 8iao-os

in its dramatic aspect, just as the corresponding painting on the other

side of the vase represents the 6iao-os in its ecstatic revel. But this does

not affect its value as evidence for the costume of the satyr-chorus.

2 Fig. 13 ; cf. Bieber, DasDresdener Schauspiel-Relief, p. 17 ; Athen.Mitt.

xxxvi (1911), pp. 269 ff., pi. xiii and xiv.

3 iv. 118. It is quite uncertain to what periods the statements of

Pollux refer.
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the satyric drama itself, and upon an interpretation of a cele

brated vase. A number of later passages are indeed often

cited as evidence, but these really depend upon the conception

of the satyr in the Hellenistic age, when the satyr-type was

blended with that of Pan.1 Thus the passage of the Etymo

logicum magnum
2
s. v. rpaymSia is not evidence at all, but

only contains a series of guesses at the etymology of the

word . . . r) oti rd 7roAAd ol X°P0' *K o-arvpoav avviaravro, ovs

eKaXovv rpdyovs, rj Sid ttjv tov acoparos SaavTrjra rj Sid ttjv

nepl rd dcppoSlaia anovSrjv'

toiovtov yap to £aiov. t) oti ol

Xopevral ras Kopas dvinXeKov, axvpa rpdyaov pipovpevot. Of

the same type is
Hesychius'

rpdyovs'

aarvpovs, Sid to rpdymv

3>ra exeiv—which was not true of the fifth century. Both

notices, in any case, regard rpdyoi as a nickname of satyrs, given

on account of certain special peculiarities ; if the satyrs had

been thought of as in their own nature half-goat, this must

surely have been
mentioned.3

The passages most generally quoted to prove that the satyric

play was acted by goat-like satyrs are :

(1) Plut. de inimicorum utilitate, p. 86 f. tov Se aarvpov to

nvp, coy npcorov cocpBr/, (SovXopevov (piXfjaai Kal neptBaXeiv 6

IIpopijBevs, Tpdyos, ecprj, yeveiov dpa nevBrjaeis av ye. (The line

quoted is commonly ascribed by scholars, on somewhat incon

clusive grounds, to the TIpopiiBevs IIvpKaevs of Aeschylus.)
This is supposed to imply a satyr of goat-like form. But two

other explanations have been offered, neither of which involves

this implication. Either, with
Loschke,4

we may suppose that

the satyr is addressed as rpdyos metaphorically, owing to his

wantonness (one of the reasons for which, according to the

Etymologicum magnum, satyrs were nicknamed rpdyoi) ; or,

perhaps better, with
Shorey,5

we may regard the expression as

1 The development is traced by Furtwangler, Ann. dell. 1st. 1877,
p. 208 f. ; and Der Satyr aus Pergamon, pp. 26-7 (Kleine Schriften,

pp. 190 ff.). 2
p. 764.

3 The passages which show that Aelian and various grammarians

equated TiVupo? with o-uTupor, and some of them also with Tpdyos, are
also

very late, and have no bearing on the classical and preceding periods.

They are quoted by Reisch, Festschr. fur Gomperz, p. 453.
4
Athen. Mitt, xix, p. 522.

6
Class. Philol. iv (1909), p. 435.
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a proverbial one—
'
You'll be the proverbial goat mourning for

his beard
'
—an expression like b

8'

ovos verai,
'

he is like the

donkey out in the rain ', and many others quoted by Shorey.

In the same way the lines from
Sophocles'

Ichneutae,
addressed to the chorus-leader or to Silenus,

vebs ydp cov dvrjp
ncoycovi BdXXcov coy rpdyos kvtJkco x^'&cy,

do not imply that the satyr addressed was not semi-equine,

but only that he had a light beard, like a
goat.1

(2) Euripides, Cyclops, 11. 78-82 :

Brjrevco KvKXconi

rep povoSkpKTa SovXos dXaivcov

aiiv raSe rpdyov xXaiva peXea

ads x^P'J obiXias.

Here, it is plain, the chorus are dressed in goatskins ; but

they think the dress a hardship. They wear them not because

they are goats, but because they are the shepherd slaves of

Polyphemus. The expression 'this miserable
goatskin'

would be impossible, if the goat-dress were supposed to be their

own skin ; so far from gaining in point, as Dr. A. B. Cook -

thinks it would, it would surely lose all its point, if the satyrs

were essentially goat-like. It is a confirmation of this view

that (as Reisch points out) the satyrs in the picture
3
of the

blinding of Polyphemus, on a vase painted (as is agreed by
Kiihnert and others) under Euripidean influence, are horse

men, not goat-men.

As regards other Attic vases on which goat-like beings

appear, little need be said except that most of those enu

merated by Wernicke 4
and by Dr. A. B. Cook 5 have no con

nexion with the theatre or with any performance at all ; that

most of them are too late to be good evidence for the existence

of goat-men in Athenian popular imagination in the sixth and

early fifth centuries ; and that on none of them are the goat-

' See Frickenhaus, Jahrb. Arch. Inst, xxxii, pp. 9 ff., for a discussion of

the passage, and Pearson's edition ad loc.

2
Zeus, vol. i, p. 702.

' Jahrb. Arch. Inst, vi, p. 271, pi. vi.
4
s. v. Pan in Roscher's Lexicon.

3
Zeus, vol. i, pp. 698-9.
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like beings called satyrs. Indeed, we have no instance of this

name applied to a goat-man in the fifth century at all. It

appears most likely that such goat-like beings entered into

Athenian ideas about the time of the Persian Wars, when

the reported appearance of the Arcadian god Pan to Pheidip-

pides secured for him a welcome in Athens ; and the goat-like

beings depicted on the vases may well, as Reisch and others

have maintained, be Pans or creatures modelled on Pan. That

the Athenians thought of a plurality of such creatures is

certain:1

cf. Aristophanes, Eccles. 1069 a> Haves, §> KopH-

Bavres, a> AioaKopco : Schol. on
Euripides'

Rhesus, 36 Alaxv-

Xos Se Svo Havas, rbv pevAibs Jov Kal SiSvpovf, rbv Se Kpovov :

Schol. on Theocritus iv. 62 tovs JJavas nXeiovs iprjalv, is

Kal JieiXrjvovs Kal aarvpovs, coy Alaxv^-os pev kv TXavm,
ZoipoKXrjs Se kv 'AvSpopeSa -.

2
and Plato, Laws, 815 c Nvptpas

re Kal Havas Kal StXrjvovs Kal JZarvpovs knovopd£ovres.s It

may even be the case (as Professor Pearson thinks 4) that the

plural name, used generically of the whole class of goat-

demons, is the earlier, and that the specialization of the indi

vidual god Pan was a comparatively late development, like

that of Silenus.6

But the vase upon which most controversy has turned is

the crater in the British Museum from Altemura,6
represent

ing, among other things, the creation of Pandora. One of the

scenes on this vase presents four goat-men and a human flute-

player. The presence of the latter, combined with the fact

that the goat-men are represented as wearing drawers, and

1 Apart from Athens, Paus. VIII, xxxvii, § 2, speaks of Nu/i0<u ical

Haves as represented in the temple of Despoina in Arcadia, five miles

from Megalopolis (comp. an epigram of Myrinus, Anth. Pal. vi. 108;

but this is not earlier than the first century a. d.).
2 This is a practically certain emendation of the MSS. readings tovs

aaTvpovs . . . Kal Havas, or Kal aarvpiaKovs tovs Havas, which as Pearson

shows (Soph. Fragm. i, p. 85) do not suit the text of Theocritus.
3 Cf. also the Culex, 11. 94, 115.

4 Soph. Fragm., 1. c.
0 I do not see why (as Dr. A. B. Cook, Zeus, i, p. 702, suggests) these

creatures should, if they are Pans or modelled on Pan, be necessarily

associated with nymphs and carry the syrinx whenever they appear.
6 Figs. 14, 15.
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probably masks, implies that the painter had some performance

in mind, or is at least representing imaginary performers,

and not merely imaginary creatures. But the performance

need not be a satyr-play ; it may either itself be imaginary, or

may be based on some rustic amusement in which Pans were

represented dancing, and not on a theatrical performance. If,

however, it is based on a theatrical performance, it may be on

some comedy ; there are other vases which show members of

comic choruses with their flute-player, and there were comedies

which had choruses of goats—at least the Aiyes of Eupolis

had. (If the scenes on the vase are connected—but this is

very doubtful—the Pandora of Nicophon suggests itself.)
On the other side of the crater a female chorus, perhaps repre

senting nymphs, is rehearsing its dance, with flute-player and

trainer; and below them (in the lower half of the vase) a

number of horse-men are playing. The latter are perhaps

thought of, not as performers, but as the original wild creatures;

the absence of costume does not indeed prove this (see below),
but at least suggests a distinction between this and the other

scenes. (The scene which represents the making of Pandora

does not look like a theatrical representation at all.) The vase

is, in any case, too late to be good evidence for the early

period of satyric drama ; it is not earlier than about 450 b. c

On the other hand, it has been thought that some vases on

which horse-demons appear may be reminiscent of actual

satyric plays ; and if this is true, they confirm the belief that

the satyr-drama had a chorus of such creatures. Among these

is a celebrated early red-figured vase of Brygos 1 in which

Hera and Iris are assailed by horse-satyrs and Heracles is

coming to the rescue ; on others satyrs are shown in various

situations along with Heracles, Perseus, or other
heroes.2 It

1 Figured in Wiener Yorlegebl. viii, pi. 6 ; Furtwangler-Reichhold, i,
pi. xlvii. 2 ; Kiihnert, 1. c, p. 467, &c. This vase must belong to a very

early date in the fifth century.

2 Some represent the Cyclops of Euripides or other poets: one

(Gerhard, A. V. 153-4) shows the satyrs in captivity to Amycus ; the

crater from Bonn, where Poseidon, Amymone, and satyrs (in costume)

appear has already been mentioned. Reisch also notices a vase of
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is true that the horse-satyrs on the vases of Brygos and

Douris are represented as naked, not as men dressed in the

stage-costume of Satyrs ; but this does not necessarily mean

that the scene was not suggested by the theatre, for (as

Wilamowitz has pointed out *) vase-painters did not invariably
copy the theatrical costume, even when presenting scenes

taken from drama ; and the attitude of the satyrs to Heracles

is in accordance with the remark of
Aristides,2

—

tjStj ©ens Kal

Hidrvpos tcov knl aKnvfjs KaTrjpdaaro rco 'HpaKXei, elrd y

eKv^re npoaiovros Karon. The scenes on these vases are just

such as the satyric drama appears to have offered, and though

the connexion cannot be proved, it is at least very likely.

Wemay take it then as practically certain that the choruses

of the Athenian satyric drama were of the equine, not of the

caprine type, and that there are no goat-demons in Attic art

early enough to support the opposite view. The suggestion

is often made that the early satyr-choruses in the Peloponnese

were caprine, but that when theywere transferred to Athens by
Pratinas they became equine, the Athenians being familiar

with the equine type ; or that, having been caprine early in

the fifth century, they gradually became equine. But there is

really no evidence to support either of these views, and we do

not know at all what the costume of Peloponnesian

choruses was. It may just as well have been equine as

caprine, even though Peloponnesian people were also familiar

with caprine demons. Suggestions of this kind are generally

due to a refusal at any cost to abandon the idea that rpaycpSoi

are singers dressed like goats,3

and that tragedy is derived

Douris (Brit. Mus. Cat. iii. E 788 ; Wiener Vorlegebl. vi, pi. 4 ; Flickinger,
Gk. Theater, p. 31), on which there are ten horse-men, with an eleventh

dressed as a herald ; its date is about 480 b. c. Most of these vases

are mentioned by Kuhnert, 1. c, pp. 500 ff. ; cf. 0. Jahn, Philolog. xxvii,
pp. 1 ff.

1 Neue Jahrb. xxix, p. 464.
2 Aristid. xlvii. 2. 310 (quoted by Kuhnert).
3
This, however, is not the case with Flickinger (Gr. Theater, p. 32),

who thinks that Pratinas changed his Dorian goat-men— (do we know

that theywere goat-men ?)—into horse-men on bringing them toAthens ;

that fifty or sixty years afterwards the attempt was made to introduce
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from the songs of such goat-satyrs. We shall shortly consider

whether such an interpretation of rpaycpSoi is necessary or

probable.

§ 3. But it will be convenient first to discuss the theory that
rpaycpSoi means singers dressed like goats, not as being goat
like satyrs, but for various other reasons.
Reisch,1

while preferring the interpretation of rpaycpSoi

which will be maintained later in this chapter, suggests that if

rpaycoSia must be interpreted as rpdycov cpSrj, the rpdyoi may

be thought of as a collection of persons performing for ritual

purposes as rpdyoi, in the same way as other groups performed

as 'innoi, ravpoi, peXiaaai, dpKroi,
&c.2 But it is not necessary,

as we shall see, to take rpaycoSia as = rpdycov coSrj, and this is

fortunate, since there is no proof of the existence of such a

Kultgenossenschaft of rpdyoi. It is certainly not proved by
the passage of Hesychius, which shows that al Kopai Aiovvacp
opyid(ovaai wore goatskins and were called rpayncbbpoi : and

such Kopai sometimes wore other skins instead,—those of the

fox or the fawn.

Dr. E. Rostrup
3
elaborates a theory that the rpdyoi were

the class of young men who had just undergone initiation at

puberty, and were known by an animal name ; and that the

X°P°l naiScov, rpaycoSia, and x°P°i dvSpcov were the performances

of three age-groups (Altersklassen). But all the arguments

that can be drawn from the Australian Bush, Central Africa,
and other remote regions can prove nothing about Greek

tragedy in default of all evidence from Greece itself.

Nilsson's conjecture that the worshippers of Dionysus,

having slain the god in goat form in their mystic rites, dressed

up in goatskins and lamented him, and that tragedy arose

the goat-men (whence their appearance on vases at this period), but

without permanent success. But this view again is devoid of sufficient

evidence. We do not know what
Pratinas'

satyrs were like, and the

vases do not justify a belief in the supposed attempt.
1 1. c, p. 468.

2 This is the view of Nilsson, Neue Jahrb. xxvii, pp. 687-8, and of

Reisch himself in Pauly-W., Real-Enc. iii, col. 2385, b. v. Chor.

8 Attic Tragedy in the Light of Theatrical History.
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from these lamentations (togetherwith certain other elements),

suffers from the same defect as some other theories—that

there is no record of any mystic rites of Dionysus in which

this happened. In some orgiastic rites various animals, in

cluding the goat, were dismembered, but there is no trace of

lamentation in connexion with these ; and the goatskin was

only one of various animal skins which
might be worn by the

participants in such orgies.

Sir William Ridgeway
x thinks that tragedy was performed

by persons who wore goatskins because these were an ancient

costume which was retained in celebrating ancient heroes such

as Adrastus
(Herodotus'

expression rpayiKol
x°P0£'

being
interpreted as

'

goat-choruses '). He tells us that ' in Pelopon

nesus, as well as elsewhere in Greece, and in Thrace and

Crete, goatskins were the ordinary dress of the Aborigines ',

and that for this reason the chorus which celebrated the

ancient heroes, such as Adrastus, wore the primeval dress of

goatskin and was therefore fitly termed a 'goat-chorus'.

The natural answer to this has been admirably expressed by
Dr. Farnell.2

'At what time in Greece, since 1400 B.C.,

were goatskins the universal garb? They were not worn

by the well-to-do of the age of King Minos or Agamem

non or of any of the periods of archaic art. Nor do we

find actors of other races, when they wish to act the great

men of old, deliberately arraying themselves in the poorest

and vilest garb that may indeed have been worn by the

humblest subject of King Atreus, as it is still worn by the

poor Arcadian or poor
Sicilian.'

(Prof. Ridgeway himself

says that the goatskin was
'

simply regarded as the meanest

form of apparel that could be worn by a slave '.)
' Primitive

actors,'

Dr. Farnell adds, 'acting heroic parts endeavour to

dress in some conventionally heroic
costumes.'

Dr. Farnell's own theory requires farmore serious considera
tion.3 He naturally looks for some early stages of tragedy

1 Orig. of Trag., pp. 87, 91-2.
2 Hermath. xvii, p. 15.
3 J. H. S. xxix (1909), p. xlvii ; Cults, v, pp. 234 ff. ; Hermath. xvii,

pp. 21 ff.
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(which was part of the worship of Dionysus of Eleutherae,

after that god was introduced into Attica) to Eleutherae itself,

and there he finds evidence of a ritual duel between Xanthos

and Melanthos,
' fair man and black man ', which (following

Usener) he interprets with great probability as
'

a special form

of the old-world ritual fight between winter and summer or

spring'. In the story of this fight Dionysus MeXavaiyts, the

god of the black goatskin,
—i. e., according to the most probable

interpretation, the god of the nether world,
—aids Melanthos

to kill Xanthos. (With this he compares the Macedonian

spring-purification investigated by
Usener,1

called rd UavSiKa,

and celebrated in honour of a hero called Xanthos.2)
' This

play,'

he continues,
'

spreading through the villages of Greece,

would easily acquire variety of motives ; for many villages had

their local legends of some one who perished in the service of

Dionysus, and who had come to be regarded as the ancestral

priest-leader of the clan ; he would take the part of Xanthos

or Melanthos as required : and thus early tragedy could easily

appear as in some sense a commemorative dirge of the heroic

dead, and acquire that dirge-like character which is deeply
imprinted on its earlier forms. Certainly the village of

Ikaria, the reputed home of Thespis, possessed an excellent

motive for primitive tragedy in the sad death of Ikarios and

Erigone ; and actors who had reached the point of dramatizing
such stories as these would soon feel equal to any heroic

subject of the sorrowful kind. At that point the necessities of

the stage would compel them to drop the goatskin. Yet they

might continue to be called rpdyoi or rpaycpSoi, just as the

girls at Brauron were called
" bears

"

long after they had

discarded the
bear-skin.'

1 Arch. f. Religionswiss., 1904, pp. 303 ff.

2 The other legend about Dionysus MeXavatyis—that in which he

maddens the daughters of Eleuther—has no immediate bearing on

the present subject (Suid. s. v. MeXavaiyis ). The story of the fight of

Xanthos and Melanthos is found in Schol. Aristoph. Ach. 146, and Schol.

Plat. Symp., p. 208 d. Dr. A. B. Keith (J. Asiatic Soc, 1912, and Sanskrit

Drama, p. 37) describes a very similar duel from India—a ritual slaying

by black-man, or winter, of red-man, or summer.

sisa M
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There can really be no doubt that Dr. Farnell has correctly

interpreted the Melanaegis story in itself ; and his reply to

Sir William Ridgeway's criticisms is so far entirely
convincing.1

But the proof that tragedy originated from this particular

mumming at Eleutherae is not so satisfying. The principal

difficulties appear to be these :

(1) The identification of the Dionysus Eleuthereus of the

Attic theatrewith theDionysusMeXavaiyis of themumming at

Eleutherae is not quite made out. A god might be worshipped

in the same place under various names and with different

rituals on different occasions. No doubt the Dionysus of the

theatre was brought to Athens from Eleutherae ; but was it

in the form of MeXavaiyis, and with that particular ritual %

And if the first tragedy in honour of Dionysus Eleuthereus

actually came from Icaria, there is the further difficulty that
we know nothing of the worship of Dionysus in goatskins, or

of DionysusMeXavaiyis at all, at Icaria. Dr. Farnell's account

of the spread of the MeXavaiyis play to Icaria (and other

villages) is not of course at all impossible, but it is only

conjectural.

(2) The one thing which appears to be tolerably certain

about the earliest Attic tragedy is that it was mainly a choral

performance. There could be no dycov without actors ; and

the first actor was introduced by Thespis, the second by
Aeschylus. But the mumming at Eleutherae involves three

actors and no chorus, and is all dycov. Even if there were

bystanders included in the mumming (spectators in, and not

merely of, the drama) there is no hint that they wore goat

skins—or indeed that Xanthos and Melanthos themselves did

so. If there was a play in honour of Dionysus at Icaria,

presenting or relating the deaths of Icarius and Erigone and

performing a dance round the slain goat, there would have

been a chorus there ; and it is quite possible that the primitive

tragedy of Thespis was based on some such choral dance ; but

in that story we find no hint of goatskin dresses worn by the
dancers or of their being called rpdyoi, and we have

seen2

1

Hermathena, 1. c. Cf. also Nilsson, Neue Jahrb. xxvii, pp. 674 ff.',
686 ff., and Wilamowitz, Neue Jahrb. xxix, pp. 472-3. 2

p. 103.
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that the bearing of the Icarian story on the origins of tragedy
is very uncertain.

It thus appears to be very difficult to accept the derivation
'

of tragedy from the worship of Dionysus MeXavaiyis at

Eleutherae. But there can be little doubt that it was some

rustic performance—only a performancemainly choral
—which

Thespis brought to Athens, and which was there rapidly

developed by the addition of actors and the infusion of high

literary quality into the lyric portions, probably under the

influence of Peloponnesian choral lyric and of the contemporary

cyclic dithyramb.

§ 4. The interpretation of rpaycoSia as the song of men in

goatskins has been thought to derive some support from the

modern performances at Viza in Thrace, described by Professor

R. M. Dawkins.1 Some parts of the drama enacted are very

like several ancient Greek ceremonies—a cpaXXocpopia and a

XiKvocpopia, for instance ; there is a ritual slaying and a resurrec

tion,with some of the familiar features of agrarian magic ; and

it has been suggested that we have here a dramatic ritual,

connected possibly long ago with the worship of Dionysus in

Thrace itself, his early home, and surviving almost unchanged

into modern times ; and that it is ritual of just the kind which

(apart from the comparative unimportance of the
'

chorus ')
might be supposed to have given rise to Greek Tragedy.

Similar performances are recorded from Scyros, from Thessaly,

from Sochos in Macedonia, from Kosti on the Black Sea and

from other places, by various
observers.2 But as regards the

point which here concerns us, the fact that the performers at

Viza wore goatskins, it must be pointed
out3 that earlier

observers saw the performance conducted by men who wore

skins of the fox, the wolf, and the fawn. Any of these

animals would afford an easy means of
'

dressing up', but the

1
J. H. S. xxvi (1906), pp. 191 ff.

2

Lawson, Ann. B. S. A. vi. 135 ff. ; Dawkins, ibid. xi. 72 ff. ; M.

Hamilton, Greek Saints, p. 205 ; Von Hahn, Albanesische Studien, i. 156 ;

cf. also Nilsson, Neue Jahrb. xxvii. 677 ff. ; Ridgeway, Origin of Tragedy,
pp. 20 ff. ; Headlam and Knox, Herodas, p. Iv.
' This is also noticed by Ridgeway, Dramas, &c, p. 20.

M 2
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goat would generally be the easiest to catch. (In the same

way the satyrs
of the Athenian

stage,1 though keeping their
horses'

tails and ears, might wear the skins of various animals.)

One feature of these modern rites, the procession, going round

and collecting gifts, has perhaps more affinity with the

primitive Kcopoi with which the origin of comedy may be

connected
2 than with anything tragic.

Whether or not these modern plays are really a survival of

primitive Dionysiac worship is a difficult question. Now that

a good many of them are known, it is less easy than it was to

refer them all to one primitive type; parts of them are

parodies of Christian ceremonial ; and there is a certain im

probability in the supposition of an unbroken continuity

extending over more than two thousand years.3 But there

can be little doubt that the plays spring from a basis of rustic

ideas of very much the same kind as those which must have

promoted agrarian ritual, more or less dramatic and probably

leading up to the drama, in primitive times ; and they have

therefore some interest as illustrations for classical scholars,

though they do not justify the suggested interpretation of the

word rpaycpSoi.

§ 5. If rpaycpSoi does not mean singers dressed as goats or

in goatskins, what does it mean? It may be pointed out

first 4 that, if it did bear thismeaning, itwould be an exception

among the compounds of ciSrj, in which the first part of the

compound generally refers to the accompaniment or the

occasion or subject of the song. This is the case with aiiXcpSos,

KiBapcoSbs, KoopmSbs, peXcpSos. If rpvycoSos is not a parody-

word (and therefore not to be toominutely scrutinized), it may

1 See above, p. 153.
2 See below, p. 248-250.

3 Perhaps too much stress may be laid on this. Nilsson (1. c.) makes

out a strong case for believing that the festival of the Rosalia, as cele
brated in spring in parts of the Balkan peninsula down to the present day,
is a real survival of an ancient Dionysiac festival. In this case also the

resemblance to a primitive Kmpos, ofwhich an dyd>v formed a part, is more

striking than any resemblance to tragedy.
4

Reisch, 1. c, p. 467, presents the argument briefly and clearly, and

(though I had arrived independently at the same conclusions) I have only
added a few small points.
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mean the
'
singer at the vintage ', just as well as the

*

singer

stained with wine-lees
'

; povcoSbs really refers to the circum

stances of the song, not to the personality of the singer ;

fiatycoSos does not mean that the singer was
'

a thing of shreds

and patches
'

; and rpaycoSbs may well mean (as has often been

held) the
'

singer at the goat-sacrifice
'

or (a very ancient view)

the
'

singer for the goat-prize '} The first of these two

interpretations is to some extent supported by the line of

Eratosthenes, 'iKdpioi rbBi npcora nepl Tpdyov eopxrjaavro, for,

whether the immediate reference is to a
'
tragic

'

performance,

or (as is more probable) to daKcoXiaapos only, the story at least

records a dance around a slain goat. The second is supported by
the tradition that Thespis won a goat as a prize. The twomay

even be reconciled, if the goat was first won and then sacrificed.

A more precise conclusion is impossible. (There is no record

showing that a goat-sacrifice formed part of the GreatDionysia,

though it may well have been a feature of the rustic festivities

of Attic villages.) But either of these solutions appears to be

better than those which make
'

goat-singers
'

=
'

singers cele

brating the goat-god', rpdyov aSovres, though this is not

impossible : or (as Frickenhaus suggests)
2 '

singers (i. e. the

satyr-chorus) to the accompaniment of the goat flute-player

Silenus '. The latter solution breaks down, if tragedy was

not derived from the satyr-chorus ; and
Frickenhaus'

theory
that Silenus was originally conceived of as goat-like seems to

be quite contrary to such evidence as there is ; he only acquired

the more caprine attributes which differentiated him from the

satyrs at a comparatively late date.

§ 6. The result of the discussion up to this point is that the

conventional theory thatAttic Tragedy originated from Satyric

play is not proved ; and that Tragedymuch more probably grew

out of the fusion of the rustic, but non-satyric, plays of Thespis

with the choral lyric of the Dorian peoples. The attempt to go

1 Euseb. Chron. 01. 47. 2 rdis dycavt^opevois "EXXtjct-i Tpdyos i8i8oTO,
d<p'

of ko.1 rpayiKol iKXqOqo-av (Jerome :
'
his temporibus certantibus in

agone [de voce] tragus, id est hircus, praemio dabatur, unde aiunt

tragoedos nuncupatos '). See above, p. 98.

2 Jahrb. Arch. Inst, xxxii, p. 11.
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behind Thespis can hardly succeed, with our present informa

tion; but it is very probable indeed that the themes of Tragedy
became more and more varied by the inclusion, first, of the

various Dionysiac legends—those of Lycurgus and Pentheus,

for instance,as well as localAttic stories, such as those of Icarius,

Eleuther, &c.—and then of stories which were wholly or in part

oiSev npbs rbv Aiovvaov ; and that rude plays on many subjects

(perhaps mostly, but not exclusively, Dionysiac) were already

beingacted in Attic villages in the time ofThespis,and suggested

subjects to himself. (The ease with which ritual or religious

acting passes from its proper business to other themes is

illustrated by theperformances of theMexican dancers described

by
Preuss,1

and by the growth of the English mystery-play

into a drama independent of religious subjects.2) The details

of the early expansion of tragedy cannot be traced, nor can we

tell in what particular way such storiesmay have been treated

by a chorus with an k§dpx<ov or with a single actor ; and we

have at present to be content with a general view of the main

lines of development.

IX

OuS«/ npbs rbv Aiovvcrov.

We have, however, to dispose of certain notices in regard to

the proverb OiiSev npbs rbv Aiovvaov, which are supposed to

support the derivation of tragedy from satyric drama.

Plut. Symp. quaest. i.i, § 5 coanep ovv $pvvixov Kal AlaxvXov

rr)v TpaycpSiav els pvBovs Kal ndBri npoaybvrcov eXexBr], ri

ravra npbs tov Aiovvaov ; ovtcos epoiye -
. .

It has already been pointed out 3 that if Plutarch intends to

imply that the plays of Thespis were not tragic in subject, he

can hardly be right, at least if the story of Pentheus was one

1
Neue Jahrb. xvii (1906).

2 Cf. Chambers, Mediaeval Stage, i, pp. 202-3 ; ii, pp. 33, 55, 70 ff.,

90, 131 ff., for illustrations of the ways in which the range of characters
presented in early drama may expand.

3 See above, p. 117.
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of his subjects. This passage at any rate gives no ground for

thinking that Thespis wrote satyr-plays.

Zenobius, v. 40. OiiSev npbs rbv Aibvvaov. 'EneiSr) tcov

Xopwv e£ dpxvs elBiapevcov SiBvpapBov aSeiv els rbv Aibvvaov,

ol noir)Tal varepov eKBdvres rr)v avvrjBeiav Tavrr/v Aiavras Kal

Kevratjpovs ypdcpeiv knex^ipriaav. SBev ol Becopevoi aKconrovres

eXeyov, OvSev npbs Aibvvaov. Sid yovv tovto tovs Sarvpovs

varepov e8o£ev avrois npoetadyeiv, iva prj SoKcbaiv
kniXavBdve-

aBai rov Beov.

This notice seems to be a confused mixture of several

different reminiscences or traditions. (1) The Aristotelian

doctrine that tragedy was derived from dithyramb ; (2) the

tradition, doubtless sound, that dithyramb and tragedy were

first occupied with Dionysiac subjects, and afterwards widened

their range ;
:

(3) the theory, probably based on Aristotle,

Poetics iv, that the early Dionysiac tragedy was performed

by a satyr-chorus ; (4) the change made in the Dionysiac

festival in the fourth century, when each poet, instead of pro

ducing three tragedies and a satyric play, produced tragedies

only, and one satyric play only was performed at the beginning
of the proceedings (whence npoetadyeiv). Plainly this notice

is too frail a support for any theory; it certainly does not

support the theory under discussion.

Suidas s. v. OiiSev npbs tov Aibvvaov. 'Emyevovs tov

^ikvcovIov TpaycpSiav els rbv Aibvvaov noirjaavros, kneipcovrjadv

rives tovto. SBev r) napoipia. BkXnov Se ovtcos. rd npbaBev

els tov Aibvvaov ypdcpovres tovtois rjyoivi^ovro, dnep Kal

aarvpiKa kXeyero. varepov Se perafidvres els to rpaycpSias

ypdcpeiv, Kara piKpbv els pvBovs Kal laropias erpdnnaav, pr/Keri

tov Aiovvaov pvrjpovevovres. oBev tovto Kal kne(pcovr]aav. Kal

KapaiXecov kv rco 7rept ©eaniSos rd napanXrjaia laropeT.

The first explanation offered appears to mean that Epigenes

1
Kevraipovs may perhaps refer to the Kivravpoi of Lasus, if, as we have

seen to be probable, he wrote a dithyramb of the name. The reading

AiacTar has been suspected of being a corruption of Tiyavras : but

Timotheuswrote a dithyramb entitled Amr ippavqs, and other composers

may have written about the same hero before him, or the reference may
be to tragedies.
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wrote tragedy in honour of (els) Dionysus
—

probably under

the auspices of Cleisthenes—but not with reference to (npbs)
Dionysiac legend ; and this may be true ; but it does not bear

upon our present
point.1

The second explanation seems to be based upon Aristotle's

Poetics; Aristotle had said that the beginnings of tragedy
were

'

satyric ', whatever he may have meant by the word ;

and he had laid stress upon the introduction of actors, which

made pvBoi possible. It was evidently assumed by the writers
of this notice that

'

satyric
'

could only refer to the satyric

drama, which was of course Dionysiac. But we have seen

that Aristotle was probably only indulging in conjecture

when he derived tragedy (if he did so) from satyric drama;
and Suidas (whose notice is taken almost verbatim from

Photius) cannot carry more weight thanAristotle, his probable
ultimate source; nor have we any reason to suppose that

Chamaeleon, the pupil of Aristotle, was better informed than

his master. (How much is covered by napanXrjaia it is

impossible to say.)

In fact, what is plain from these notices is that nobody
knew exactly what the real origin of the proverb was. That

it arose out of the introduction of non-Dionysiac themes into

performances in honour of Dionysus was agreed ; but whether

this was the work of Epigenes, Thespis, Phrynichus, or

Aeschylus was plainly disputed ; we have to do, not with

history, but with
guess-work,2

and guess-work which, by
making satyric drama the predecessor of tragedy (whether at
Sicyon or at Athens), ignores the much more probable tradition

(recorded also by Suidas) that it was Pratinas (many years

after the appearance of Thespis) who npcoros eypatye aartpovs.

1 Flickinger (Greek Theater, p. 13) thinks that Epigenes may have

written plays els AidWov without introducing the satyrs whom his

audience would expect to find with Dionysus ; this is of course only a

conjecture, and perhaps not a very probable account of the origin of the

proverb, but it is at least as good as those of the old grammatici. (See

above, p. 138.)
2 A different set of guesses is recorded by Plutarch, de prov. Alex., § 30.

(See above, p. 105.)
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Special problems about Satyrs and Dionysus.

Before we dismiss the satyrs, and the theory of tragedy as

the song of the goat-men, there are some minor points in con

nexion with them which may be briefly discussed.

§ 1. It has been assumed in the preceding pages that the

satyrs and sileni were imaginary creatures of the wilds,

generically akin to the centaurs and other similar beings

found, in varying shapes, in themythology or folk-lore of most

Indo-Germanic peoples, and existing in the imagination of

Greek peasants even down to the present day.1 In the Vedic

poems we find the Ghandarvas, who like the satyrs and their

kinsmen the centaurs,2

were drinkers of wine and lovers of

the nymphs ; they are, moreover, closely associated with Shiva,

who is in many respects the counterpart of Dionysus ; and they
are as

' impossibly-behaved
'
—to borrow Professor Murray's

happy rendering of dprjxavoepyoi—as the satyrs. It has

already been mentioned that the folk-lore of Sweden, Russia,

Germany, and other countries is familiar with similiar
beings.3

This is not the place to discuss these parallels in detail ; they
are mentioned in order to lay stress on the wide prevalence of

these fancies, and the inadequacy of any theory about them

which is confined to Greece alone, to the exclusion of other

Indo-Germanic peoples.

It is therefore necessary to reject the interesting suggestion

'
See Lawson's Modern Greek Folk-lore, pp. 190 ff., for an account of

the KaAXuuWfapoi, who resemble the Ghandarvas down to minute details.

It is disputed whether there is any etymological connexion between

Ghandarvas and Kevravpoi, and also whether the KaXXntavrfapoi are a

product of the native Greek mind. (See Rose, Primitive Culture in Greece,
p. 46, for a brief statement of the view that they are of Slavonic rather

than Greek origin. Mr. E. H. Sturtevant, Class. Philol., 1926, p. 239,
makes K.evravpos a Thracian word, equivalent in sense to *iXt7nror.)

2 The close relationship of the satyrs and the centaurs is well illus

trated in Miss J. E. Harrison's Prolegomena, pp. 380 ff., though I cannot

agree with some of her interpretations.
8
See Kuhner in Roscher's Lexicon, iv, pp. 513 ff.
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of
Leake,1

revived by Sir William
Ridgeway,2

that the

Sdrvpoi were simply the Satrae, a wild Thracian tribe devoted

to Dionysus, represented in the light in which their more

civilized Greek neighbours regarded their half-bestial ways.

This theory does not account for the existence of similar

creatures in the beliefs of other peoples, where we can find no

such conveniently named tribe by which to explain them;

and it may be added that if the satyrs were originally only

a human tribe which worshipped Dionysus, their 'super

natural
'

character is not explained.

§ 2. Wemust also dismiss the theory, favoured by
Dieterich3

and others, that the satyrs were really ancestor-ghosts.

Dieterich supposes that there was, to begin with, a dance

of satyrs about the car of Dionysus at the
Anthesteria,4

one

day of which was devoted to the placation of the dead, while

Dionysus had the main part in the three
days'

celebration.

This dance, he supposes, was made into a work of art, and

freed from its associationwith the particular cult, by Thespis ;
5

and into the tragedy, the song of the goat-men, thus estab

lished, another feature of the Anthesteria, viz. the public

lamentation for the dead, the Bprjvos, also found its way ; and

finally the whole was transferred by the tyrants to the newly
established festival, the Great Dionysia. The satyrs, he sup

poses, represented the spirits of the dead, who surrounded

Dionysus in his chthonic aspect. The identification of the

satyrs with the spirits of the dead is supposed to be justified

by the fact that on certain vases (and especially on one to

which Dieterich particularly refers 6) the avoSos, or resurrec

tion from the ground of Kore, or of the earth-spirit, is repre
sented as accompanied by dancing satyrs, surrounding the

rising goddess.

1
Travels in Northern Greece, iii. 190.

2
Origin of Trag., pp. 12 ff., 50.

3
Arch./. Rel. xi (1908), pp. 163 ff. ■>

See above, p. 115.
6 It has already been noticed (p. 112) that there is no evidence for the

attribution of a satyr-chorus to Thespis.
6 Some of these vases are figured by Miss Harrison, Proleg., pp. 277,

278, 640 ; Themis, pp. 419, 422.
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But (1) there is not a particle of evidence to support the

idea that satyrs, or similar creatures imagined by any primi

tive people, ever represented the spirits of the dead. It is

hard to imagine a frame of mind in civilized or uncivilized

man, which would lead him to represent his forefathers in a

monstrous (and commonly ithyphallic) shape, with the limbs of

horses or goats. (Both forms appear on the vases on which

the dvoSos is depicted; but those which surround the car of

Dionysus are uniformly horse-demons, not rpdyoi, and this is

not favourable to Dieterich's theory.) The satyrs dancing
round Kore surely represent simply the joy of wild nature at

her return.1

(2) There is not the least proof that these vases have any

thing to do with the Anthesteria, or represent any actual

ritual or performance.2 The painters may well have been

exercising their imagination.

(3) There is no evidence to show that any dramatic per

formance was connected with the Anthesteria at Athens, with

the possible exception of the dycoves x^P1"01-—oniy recorded

at a very late period, and quite probably not dramatic at all,

though in some way concerned with the selection of comic

actors: still less is there evidence that the Anthesteria included

a public Bpfjvos for the
dead.3 In fact the business of the last

day of the festival (Xvrpoi) was not, so far as we know, one of

lamentation at all. It is still worse for the theory that the

celebrations of that day had nothing to do with Dionysus as

lord of souls, but with Hermes, the conductor of the dead ;
*

and this makes their supposed transference to the Great

1 A somewhat different view of these vases is taken by Miss Harrison,
Essays and Studies presented to Wm. Ridgeway, pp. 136 ff. ; but as it has

no bearing on tragedy, I do not discuss it here.
2 Comp. a nearly allied group of vases, representing the SVoSos of

Dionysus and Semele (Farnell, Cults, v, p. 246), which hardly admits of

a ritual interpretation.
3 See Farnell, Cults, v, p. 219 ; Haigh, Att. Theat.3, p. 31. The day was

one of
'

tendance
'

of the dead, rather than of lamentation.

4
See Nilsson, Stud, de Dionysiis Atlicis, p. 131. The word Awviiaa in

Schol. ad Aristoph. Ach. 1076, and in Suidas, s. v., Xvrpoi appears to be

an interpolation.
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Dionysia even more difficult to accept than it would have

been in any
case.1

§ 3. Too much has probably been made by some scholars of

the parallel drawn by Strabo between the satyrs and the

Kovpfjres who attended upon the infant Zeus. Hesiod indeed

ascribes to them the same ancestors ;
2 but Hesiod's genealogies

are an obviously artificial construction; it would be natural

enough to couple together the two sets of
'

sportive dancers
'

;

and, in fact, all that Strabo himself does 3 is to compare the

relation of the Kovpfjres to the infant Zeus with that of the

satyrs to Dionysus. After discussing at length the records of

the Kovpfjres as primitive inhabitants of Aetolia, he passes to

the mythological Kovpfjres in the following words: rd
S'

dncorepco rrjs vnoBeaecos Tavrr/s, dXXcos Se Sid rf)v bpcovvpiav

els raiirbv inb tcov laropiKcov dybpeva . . . eKeivcov pev Siacpepei,
eotKe Se paXXov rep nepl Sarvpcov Kal SeiXrjvcov Kal BaKx&v Kal

Tirvpcov Xbyco'
roiovrovs yap nvas Saipbvas r) nponoXovs Bemv

roils Kovpfjrds cpaaiv ol napaSbvres rd Kpr/riKa Kal rd $pvyia.

The point is repeated later : * cocrre ol Kovpfjres rjroi Sid to

veoi Kal Kopoi ovres iinovpyeiv rj Sid to Kovporpocpelv tov Aia

(Xeyerai yap dpcporepcos) ravrr/s r)^icoBT]aav rfjs npoarjyoplas,

olovel Sdrvpoi rives ovres nepl rbv Aia.

On the strength of this one point of contact—the service

of Kovpfjres and Hdrvpoi as npbnoXoi to two different gods—

it would be obviously wrong to infer that they were parallel in

any other sense ; and even ifMiss Harrison is right in treating
the Kovpfjres as the representatives of the ancestors of the

tribe, into whose company the Kovpoi were initiated—an

interpretationwhich cannot but be held doubtful—it could not

1 As Nilsson points out (Neue Jahrb. xxvii, p. 617 n.), it is no contra

diction of the view here taken that in late times there was some ceremony
or performance in the theatre at certain non-Attic Anthesteria, e. g. at
Cyzicus in the third or second century B.C. ; C.I. G. 3655, 1. 20 (roiis

8e irpvrdveis arefpavao-at 'ATroXXoScopov Tois 'Avdearqpiois iv ra Bedrpa).

There is no hint of drama here, any more than in C. I. G. 3044, re

ferring to the Anthesteria at Teos, circ. 470 B.C. (KaBqpAvov ™y£i>oi

AvBea-rqpioio-iv Kal 'HpaKXeioicrtv Kal Aioicrtv).
2 See above, p. 151. »

x. vij> p, 466i
4
x. xi, p. 468.
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be legitimately argued that the satyrs also were to be regarded

as
ancestors.1

§ 4. The question whether Dionysus was ever thought of in

the form of a goat, as well as of a bull, has been the subject of

a controversy between Sir William Ridgeway2
and Dr.

Farnell.3 The evidence collected by the latter in his Cults of

the Greek States* really places beyond all doubt the fact that

at a number of places Dionysus was so conceived, either on

particular occasions, or as a regular object of
worship,5

and

that the goat was offered to him as a sacrifice on certain occa

sions. (Sir William Ridgeway's statement that the goat

was equally an offering made to heroes will not bear examina

tion. It rests on the offering of a goat to Asclepius at Balagrae ;

but, as Dr. Farnell points
out,0 Asclepius was very commonly

worshipped as a god, and the other examples of goat-sacrifices

to heroes are late and uncertain.)

It happens, indeed, that there is very little evidence of the

goat as a sacrifice, or of Dionysus conceived as a goat, in con

nexion with the city Dionysia atAthens. There was certainly

the sacrifice of a bull ; and Thespis, we are told, received the

goat as a prize. This might have been a serious matter, if we

were committed to the belief that rpaycoSia was the song of

men dressed in goatskins as the worshippers of the goat-god.

But we do not require either goat-men or goat-god to explain

rpaycoSia, and in any case the name must be considerably

anterior to the organization of the city Dionysia as known to

us ; so that the controversy is not of great importance for the

history of tragedy.

1 If there is anything in the suggestion that the satyrs, attendant

upon Dionysus, are parallel to the Ghandarvas in their relation to Shiva,
then it is pro tanto likely that they were very distinct in popular belief

from the KovpqTts, who resemble rather the Maruts, the armed dancers

of Sanskrit mythology. Professor A. B. Keith (Joum. R.Asiat. Soc. 1909,

p. 200) gives strong reasons against the view that the armed dancers in

Indo-European mythology represented the souls of the dead at all.

2
Orig. ofTrag., ch. ii.

s
Hermath. xvii, pp. 22 ff.

4
vol. v, pp. 165 ff., with the refs. given; and pp. 303 ff.

6 Cf. also A. B. Cook, Zeus, vol. i, pp. 672-77.
0
Hermath. I.e., p. 16.
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§ 5. It is impossible to trace in detail the route or routes by
which the worship of Dionysus, with or without a dramatic or

semi-dramatic ritual, reached Athens. Dionysus was certainly

a god of the Thraco-Phrygian stock, and it is probable that he

was worshipped both in Thrace1
and in Asia Minor2

long
before he was received in Greece. His worship may have

come to Greece by sea, by more than one route ; and the

tradition of the arrival of the god by sea persisted, as has been

already
noticed,3 in Athenian art, ritual, and literature. But

it may also have travelled from north overland ; and there is

little doubt that Delphi assisted its propagation. There are

legends of his reception at Icaria, at Acharnae and at Eleu

therae ;
4
and while an elementary form of drama, probably at

Icaria and very possibly in other Attic villages also, was the

foundation of the tragedy of Thespis, the worship of the god

in the Peloponnese (whither also it had travelled by unrecorded

stages) contributed, in all probability, the higher lyric elements

which found a place in tragedy, and also the satyr-play which

was brought into Athens from Phlius. We do not know

when the equine satyrs first came to be especially associated

with Dionysus ; probably they were originally independent of

him and had existed from immemorial antiquity in the imagi

nation of the primitive Greeks ; but once attached to him,

they remained his companions to the end.

XI

Further consideration ofSir William Ridgeway's theory.

It will be convenient at this point to complete our considera

tion of the theory that tragedy originated in hero-worship at

the tomb, rather than in the worship of Dionysus, by noting
1
e. g. by the Bessi, whom Herodotus especially mentions as his wor

shippers: cf. A.B.Cook, Zeus, vol. ii, pp. 268 ff., for a very interesting
discussion, though I cannot follow Dr. Cook in all his conclusions.

2 See above, ch. i, p.17 .

3
See above, pp. 16, 115-16.

4
Hyginus, n. iv ; Steph. Byz. s. v. SqpaXiSai ; cf. Euseb. Chron. i,

p. 30 ; Stat. Theb. xii. 623 and Schol. ; Philochorus, op.Athen. ii, p. 38 c,
and Paus. I. ii, § 5.
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briefly such of the arguments used in support of that theory
as have not already been discussed.

§ 1. Sir William Ridgeway bases an
argument1

upon

certain stage properties mentioned by Pollux, iv. 123 Kal

aKr/vf) pev iinoKpiTcov iSiov r) Se opxwrpa rov X°P°v> iv fl /fa'

r) BvpeXr/, elra Bfjpd n oiiaa, eire Bcopbs. knl Se rfjs aKTjvfjs

Kal dyvievs eKeiro ficopbs npb tcov Bvpcov, Kal rpdne£a neppara

exovaa, r) Becopls cbvopd£ero fj Bvcopis. eAeoy
8'

rjv rpdne£a

dpxaia,
k(f>'

f)v npb ©eaniSos els ns dvaBds tois x°P€VTa^s

dneKpivaro.

With this passage he compares the passage of the Etymo

logicum magnum :
BvpeXr/'

r) rov Bedrpov pexpl vvv dnb rfjs

rpanegrjS covbpaarat, napd rb en aiirfjs rd Bvr/ pepi£eaBai,

rovrean rd Bvbpeva iepeia. rpdne£a
8'

rjv
k<p'

?js karcores kv

rots dypots f/Sov prjnco rdfciv Xa(3ovar/s rfjs rpaycpSias.

These notices appear to mean that in the orchestra stood the

BvpeXr/, and (perhaps beside it) a table for the cutting up of

victims, used in very early times as a rude stage on which

a member of the chorus conversed with the rest ;
2
while on

the stage stood an dyvievs-stone, with a table for offerings, in

front of the palace which served as a back-scene. (Mr. A. Gow,

in a learned discussion 3
of all the evidence with regard to the

meaning of BvpeXr/, is no doubt right in explaining the notice

in the Etymologicum magnum as an attempt to account for

the later use of BvpeXr/ as =
'

stage
'

by identifying the

BvpeXr/ with the eAeoy.)

Sir William Ridgeway thinks that the dyi/te^y-stones which

stood before house-doors
'

were probably the grave-stones of

ancient worthies '. This is absolutely contrary to all the

evidence that exists about ayutewy-stones, which were the

most primitive form of dedication to Apollo (dating from

the aniconic period of his worship), and were placed before

house-doors in order to claim the protection of the god. Yet

from this mistaken interpretation of the ayi/jevy-stone Sir

William Ridgeway argues that there has been a superimposi-

tion of the Dionysiac cult upon that of the dead; such an

1
Orig. of Ting., pp. 39 ff. ' See above, pp. 118-120.

3
J. H. S. xxxii (1912), pp. 213 ff.
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argument plainly has no value. Dr. Farnell1 has called

attention to other mistakes in it, e.g. the assumption that

the Becopis or Bvcopis on which fruit and cakes were offered

would be more appropriate to heroes than to Dionysus. In

any case there is no ground for regarding the ayt/ievy-stone in

the theatre as primitive ; it was a common property of
house-

fronts, and no doubt first appeared in the theatre when the

palace-front became a regular or frequent back-scene—i.e.

probably not till after the first third of the fifth century ; and

so it tells nothing of origins.

The BvpeXr/, Sir William Ridgeway tells us, was originally

the tomb of the hero, and only afterwards became the altar

of Dionysus; and he thinks that the circular hole in the

middle of the orchestra at Epidaurus and in the laterAthenian

orchestra may represent the BbBpos into which offerings to

dead heroes were poured. Pollux cannot really help him here.

The natural explanation of the words eire Bfjpd ti ovaa eire

Bcopbs is surely that Pollux knew of the later use of BvpeXr/
for '

stage ', and also of its common use for
'

altar ', and there

fore mentioned both. Sir William Ridgeway translates Bcopbs
■

an altar or a tomb
'

; and it is true that in some late inscrip
tions on tombs, and also in some late epigrams in the Anthology

2

the word Bcopbs is applied to a tomb. But that the words

Bcopbs and
'
tomb

'

were not really identical is indicated by
such lines as

Aiabviov SdneSov, plcopos
6'

oSe afjpd re
Kpvnrei3

and

rdipov rbv ovra nXr/aiov, plcopov
6' dpa,4

and Bcopbs is never applied to a tomb except in a context in

which there is separate mention of the tomb. It is not there

fore likely that Pollux would use it to mean
'

tomb ', where

any reader would naturally understand it to refer to the use

of BvpeXr/ as an altar. As to the holes in the orchestra,

1 Hermath. xvii, pp. 12, 13.
2 Anth. Pal, App. 130, 262, 331 ; cf. Jacobs, A. P., vol. iii, p. 922.
3 Ep. 130.

4 Ep. 331. In No. 262 the use of J3a>p6s is more than halfmetaphorical,

even if it applies to the tomb at all.
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nothing definite is known—certainly not their date, which is

not very early. There is at least a possibility that they were

used to fix small altars in their place.1

Sir William Ridgeway attempts to support his view by the

assertion that the
'

tomb of Darius almost certainly forms the

thymele '. There seems to be no justification for this asser

tion, though the question of the theatrical arrangements of

Aeschylus'

early period, and of the setting of the Persae in

particular, is an extremely difficult
one.2 Nor can it help him

to quote the words of the chorus in the Ckoephoroe (1. 106),

alSovpevr/ aoi Bcopbv coy rvpBov narpbs, which only mean that

the chorus held Agamemnon's tomb in as great reverence as

if it were an altar. His statement 3 that the central object in

the setting of the Supplices was a sepulchral mound is an

assumption and nothing more. The dead are appealed to in

1. 25, but so are the gods above (11. 22, 24, &c.) ; and it is most

unlikely that the dead had any share in the KoivoBcopia of the

gods about which the play centres, or that the KoivoBcopia

itself was planted on a tomb. x<B/5'y "h "M 6eav.

The result of Mr. Gow's exhaustive discussion is to show

that the word BvpeXr/ is primarily equivalent to eaxdpa,

a hearth or place of fire, rather than to Bcopbs, which implies a

raised structure;
4 though BvpeXr/ came to be used also of Bcopoi

properly so called, from the mere fact of their upper surface

being a BvpeXr/ in the strict sense. The word was certainly

applied to the altar of Dionysus in the theatre ; and Mr. Gow

suggests that there may have been a special reason for this,

because some of the ceremonies preceding the theatrical con

tests at the City Dionysia brought Dionysus Eleuthereus into

special connexion with an eaxdpa, from which the Ephebi

escorted his image into the theatre.5 He conjectures that the

1 See Haigh, Attic Theatre3, p. 108. Petersen, Die attische Tragodie,
p. 547, can hardly be right in denying that the orchestra contained an

altar at all : but it would take too long to discuss this here.

2 I hope to recur to this at a later date.
3
1. c, p. 128.

4 Cf. Pearson's note on Sophocles, Fragm. 38.
s C. I. A. ii. 470 eio~qyayov Se Kal tov Aiovvaov dnb rqs io~xdpas 6vo~avres tco

dedi '. and 471 elo-qyayov Se Kal tov Aiovvaov dno rqs io~xdpas els to Searpov

peri Cpeoror.

3188 N
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altar of Dionysus in the theatre itself may originally have

been an eaxdpa and not a Bcopbs. If so, this would lend some

support to the idea that at the City Dionysia there was some

consciousness of the chthonic aspect of Dionysus, though this

could not be regarded as certain,since kaxdpaiwere not confined

to chthonic
powers.1 But it could certainly not be taken to

show that Dionysus himself was once a fjpeos, or that his cult

was superimposed upon that of a f/pcos. It must be added

that there is no evidence that the altar of Dionysus in the

theatre was ever actually called an eaxdpa.

§2. The most impressive evidence in favour of the origin of

tragedy in hero-worship consists in the occurrence in many
plays of scenes in which a tomb-ritual is enacted, or a solemn

lamentation performed ; and to these must be added a few

scenes in which the ghosts of the dead appear. These latter

scenes are so few that in any case not much stress can be laid

upon them—we have the shade ofDarius in
Aeschylus'

Persae ;

the ghost of Clytemnestra hounding on the Furies in the

Eumenides ; the ghost of Polydorus in
Euripides'

Hecuba ; and

the ghost of Achilles in the lost Polyxena of
Sophocles.2

The imagination of the poet was certainly equal to the inven

tion of such scenes,without the assistance of any grave-ritual ;

we have no independent evidence of dramatic grave-ritual in

Greece in which the spirit of the deceased appeared as a

character ; and in the Eumenides and (so far as can be seen)

in the Polyxena the appearance of the shade does not take

place in response to, or in connexion with, any
grave-

ritual.

Apart from these appearances of ghosts, there are certainly

plays in which a heroic tomb or a grave-ritual are prominent,

either in the body of the play itself, as in the Persae, the

Choephoroe and the Oedipus Coloneus, or else in the prologue

or epilogue, which, nominally prophesying the origin and

institution of such ritual, may sometimes, it is said, imply
the actual performance of ritual in which the story of the

play was dramatically presented. Such ritual, it is argued, is

1 See Mr. Gow's note, 1. c, p. 238.
2 See Pearson's edition of Sophocles' Fragments, vol. ii, p. 163.
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indicated in the Helena, in which the tomb of Proteus plays

a prominent part ; in the Hecuba, in which Polyxena is sacri

ficed at the tomb of Achilles, and in the Rhesus : while the

lamentations for the deaths of heroes in many plays are

supposed to carry with them the same implication, that hero-

worship at the tomb was the origin of tragedy. Such plays

are the Septem contra Thebas and the Choephoroe of Aeschylus,

and many plays of Euripides,—the Supplices, Andromache,

Troades, and Phoenissae ; together with some which have

a Bpfjvos of less regular form—the Alcestis (in which the

farewell of the chorus to the heroine is so treated), the Hippo-

lytus and the Iphigeneia in Tauris (in which funeral rites

are prepared for Orestes). It will be best to defer the special

consideration of these plays until we discuss the much more

carefully reasoned theory of Professor Murray, which has

some points in common with that which is now criticized, and

raises tbe whole question of the aetiological significance of

tragedy in a fresh form. /For the present it is sufficient to

say that no such tomb-ritual can be shown to be implied in

nearly all the extant plays (nor even in some of those men

tioned) withoutgreat straining ofthe evidenceTland that as the

Btories selected by tragic poets are generally stories of disaster

and death, no ritual explanation is needed to explain the

occurrence of lamentations and scenes at the tomb. What is

valuable in the theory is simply the recognition that such

scenes of mourning naturally took their form from the kind

of mourning which was in vogue in contemporary Greek life

or in the heroic age as recorded in Homer.1 No more than

this is required to explain the Koppbs and other forms of

lamentation ; and the adoption in the plays of those forms of

mourning with which the Greeks were familiar—for why

should any other have been adopted ?—does not prove that the

Greek drama was not Dionysiac in origin. It must be re

peated that there is no evidence which will bear inspection

that the stories of the deaths of heroes were dramatically
acted at their graves, though certain ritual Bpfjvoi are known

1 See above, pp. 19, 123, 124.

N2
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to have been
performed.1

Tragedy no doubt did, though

originally Dionysiac, borrow many of its themes from local

hero-stories, but the particular kind of ritual from which

tragedy is stated by Sir William Ridgeway to have sprung,

exists only in his imagination.

§ 3. It will be convenient to interpolate here a note upon

some suggestions made by
Dieterich2

upon the origin of

tragedy, because they also aim at explaining the persis

tence of Bpfjvoi in the plays. His attempt to trace these Bpfjvoi

to a public lamentation at the Anthesteria has already

been discussed.3 He further suggests that the Bpfjvoi or

Koppoi of tragedy may have been modelled, if not on any

public mourning for the dead, at least on the mourning for

Kore at the time of the Eleusinian mysteries. But we know

nothing of the nature of this mourning, norwhether it had any

regular or artistic form at all ; and Dieterich's conjecture can

not really derivemuch support from the fact thatAeschyluswas

profoundly influenced in his religious attitude by the mysteries,
and was accused of revealing them in his plays. (The alleged

adoption by Aeschylus of the dress of the Eleusinian hiero-

phant for his principal actor is a point which requires separate

discussion ; but it does not carry with it any conclusions as to

the Koppoi.) Itmust again be said that the existence of Bpfjvoi

in a tragedy needs no explanation, and that the form of them

is to be explained from Homer and from Greek funeral

customs
generally.4

§ 4. Sir William Ridgeway supports his case for his theory
that Greek tragedy arose among the tombs by an impressive

array of descriptions of dramatic ceremonies in honour of the

dead from all over the world. In regard to these it is almost

] See above, pp. 139-40. These also may well have followed the con

ventional type of mourning.

2 Arch.f. Bel, 1908, pp. 181 ff.

3
Above, p. 170.

4 For the existence of a more or less stereotyped form of mourning in

actual Greek life, cf. Nilsson, Neue Jahrb. xxvii (1911), pp. 622 ff. He

quotes especially Plut. Vit. Solon. 21 and Plato, Laws xii. 947 c. He

notices (p. 619) the continuance of what is practically the Homeric form

of mourning down to the present day in Greece.
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enough to refer to the comments of Nilsson (1. c.) and
Farnell.1

It is probable that Sir William Ridgeway has misinterpreted

some of these ceremonies ; but even if his interpretations were

all well-founded, they would prove nothing whatever about

Greek tragedy. Before parallels can be drawn, the things to

be compared must be separately substantiated ; and we cannot

infer from ceremonies belonging to all grades of culture among
distant and unrelated peoples, and on the ground of resem

blances which when investigated are very slight, that the

ceremonies of the Greeks are to be similarly explained. At

most, such parallels can be used to lend a general probability

to an explanation forwhich the other grounds are very strong ;

and it is just these other grounds which we have seen to be

fatally weak. Accordingly, interesting as Sir William Ridge

way's compilation is, it really contributes nothing to the

solution of our present
problems.2

§ 5. In the Cambridge University Reporter for 21 April,

1925, there appears a summary of a paper by Sir William

Ridgeway on
'

Euripides in Macedon '. The main contention

of the paper appears to be that the Archelaus, Bacchae, and

Rhesus were performed at Aegae, at a festival in honour of

the deceased Macedonian kings who were buried there, and

not in honour of Dionysus.

That the Archelaus may have been performed at Aegae

cannot be denied, because there is no evidence to show where

it was performed. But although it is certain that Aegae

possessed a theatre (in which Philip was murdered) it was not

the only theatre in Macedonia, and it is beyond dispute that

Dium also was the scene of dramatic performances. SirWilliam

Ridgeway speaks of Dium
'

as a most unlikely place to hold

a dramatic festival '. It does not appear why he thinks so ;

but it is remarkable that among the most striking ruins of

the town are the remains of a very fine theatre. There is a

conflict of authority as to the place at which the games and

dramatic contests were held on Alexander's return from

1
Hermathena, 1. c.

1 The same must be said of the work of Dr. E. Rostrup, Attic Tragedy
in the Light of TJieatrical Histoiy, in so far as it follows the same method.
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Greece : Diodorus
1
says they were held at Dium, Arrian,2 at

Aegae. Now if Dium were
'
a most unlikely place

'

for such

contests, it would hardly have been mentioned as the scene of

them at all, unless they had really been held there : but a study

of
Diodorus'

actual words suggests that it was not really an

unlikely place, since Archelaus himself had instituted a

dramatic festival there :
3 8i8d£as ovv aiirovs nepl tov avpcpepov-

ros Kal napopprjaas Sid tcov Xbycov npbs Toi>s dycbvas, Bvaias

peyaXonpeneis tois BeoTs avvereXeaev kv Aim rfjs MaKeSovias,
Kal aKr/viKovs dywvasAil KalMovaais, ovs 'Apx&a-os b npoBaai-

Xevaas npcoros KarkSeige. The play Archelaus may therefore

have been performed at Dium (despite the lack of buried

kings there) at least as well as at Aegae ; but of course the

absence of evidence makes it impossible to say definitely in

what theatre any of
Euripides'

Macedonian plays were

presented.4

Towards the end of his paper, Sir William Ridgeway makes

yet another attempt to save the hero-theory of tragedy, by a

renewed effort to make Dionysus out to have been a hero.

He suggests that the BaKXov npocpr/rr/s of the Rhesus, 1. 972,
described as dwelling on the Pangaeanmountain, is Dionysus ;

and he argues that Dionysus was not identical with Bacchus,

but was 'an old Thracian chief who was regarded as a re

incarnation of Bacchus
'

; and that when he entered Greece he

was regarded only as a hero.

Now the interpretation of the passage in the Rhesus is

extremely difficult ; but Sir William Ridgeway cannot dispose

of the old view, that the BaKxov npoqbr/Tr/s was Orpheus, by
the mere assertion that Orpheus '

was buried at Libetbra on

Olympus, and there is no evidence that he ever expounded

Bacchus '. As regards the first point, he has overlooked the

1 Diod. xvii. xvi, § 3. 2
Arrian, Anab. I. xi.

3 This is, of course, not certain ; but it is the natural meaning of the

words.

4 SirWilliam Ridgeway's arguments for the Euripidean authorship of

the Rhesus, and for assigning it to the poet's Macedonian period, are

interesting and ingenious ; but it would be beside the point to discuss

them here.
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fact, to which Maass x
called attention long ago, that although

the burial-place of Orpheus was usually said to be Leibethra

under Olympus (near Dium), there was a tribe called AeiBrjBpioi

who lived under the Pangaean Mountain 2
and paid reverence

to Orpheus. It is thus at least possible that Euripides found

a tradition of
Orpheus'

burial there ; and since it was on the

Pangaean Mountain that (according to the Bassarai of

Aeschylus) Orpheus was slain by Maenads, it is not improbable

that legend should have given him a burial-place there also.

(Whether the story originally belonged to the district of

Pangaeum, and was transferred to that of Olympus, or

whether it travelled from the Leibethra near Olympus with

the Pierians who had migrated thence to Pangaeum, makes no

difference for the present purpose. On either hypothesis

Euripides could have found a tradition that Orpheus was

buried on the Pangaean Mountain.)
The description ofOrpheus as BaKxov npo<prjrr/s is sufficiently

explained by the fact that the rites of the Orphic brotherhoods

were to a great extent in honour of Bacchus or Dionysus,3 as

well as of Kore, and, unlike most forms of Greek religion,

involved definite doctrines, the exposition of which would

naturally be ascribed to the mythical founder. The reference

to these rites founded by Orpheus in the Rhesus, 11. 943^4 :

pvarr/picov re tcov dnopprjrcov (pavds

e8ei£ev 'Opcpevs • • ■

makes it likely that he had them in mind also in 11. 972-3, and

the words aepvbs roiaiv elSbaiv Bebs (like Pindar's words,

(f>covavra
avveroiatv*

which refer certainly to Orphic doctrine)
suggest mystic rites, such as those ascribed to Orpheus. On

this interpretation the whole passage, 963 ff, hangs together

1
Otpheus, p. 135.

2
Himerius, Or. xiii. 4 Aetftqdpioi pev ovv Uayyaiov npdrroiKoi 'Op(pia tov

KaXXiarijr, t&v BpqKiov, irplv pev Sqpoo-ieveiv els avrovs Tqv (£8qv qv napd tt;s

pqrpbs rijs Movovs epadev, i6avpa(dv re Kal (rvvqSovTO ktX. The assertion of

Perdrizet (Cultes et Mythes du Pangie, pp. 29, 30) that the Pangaean

Leibethrii are a fiction of Himerius seems to be purely dogmatic.
3 Cf. Apollod. I. iii, § 2 eipe Se 'Opcpeiis Kal ra Aioivaov pvcrTqpia ktX.

4
Olymp. ii. 93.
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well :
'

Rhesus will not die, for I will persuade Kore to let him

dwell on earth as a cave-god. She owes something to the

relatives of Orpheus, who propagated her mysteries ; and he

will live like Orpheus, himself aburied god onMount Pangaeum

and revered by the initiated
'.1

The BaKXov npocprjrr/s then, the buried god or hero, is

Orpheus, not Dionysus. Dionysus doubtless had an oracle on

Mount Pangaeum, as Herodotus
states;2 but Sir William

Ridgeway is going beyond the text when he says thatDionysus

was buried there. Here are
Herodotus'

words : Hdrpai Se

ovSevbs kco dv&pconcov vnr/Kooi eyevovro, oaov f/peis iSpev, dXXd

SiareXevai to pexpi kpev aiel kbvres kXev&epoi povvoi ©pr/iKwv'

o'iKeovai re yap opea ii^r/Xd, iSr/ai re navroir/ai Kal xiovi

avvr/pecpea, Kal elal rd noXepia a<poi. ovroi ol rov Aiovvaov

rb pavrr/iov elai
KeKTt/pevoi'

to Se pavrr/iov tovto eari pev knl

tcov bpecov rcov vyfrr/XoTdTcov, Br/aaol Se tcov Sarpewv eial ol

npocpr/revovres rov Ipov, npbpavns 8e r) xp^<00'a xctrd nep kv

AeXcpoiai, Kal oiiSev noiKiXcorepov. Dionysus need not have

been supposed to be buried, in order to give oracles through

a priestess, any more than Apollo at Delphi; and the un

doubtedly chthonic character of his divinity in some places of

his worship does not imply that he was supposed to have been

once a
mortal.3

It is difficult to agree with Sir William Ridgeway when he

tries to prove that Bacchus and Dionysus were distinct, on

the strength of such expressions as d BaKxeios Aibvvaos (Horn.

Hymn to Pan, 46), kneBvpr/ae Aiovvacp BaKxeico reXeaBfjvai

(Herod, iv. 79), b BaKx*ios Bebs vaicov en aKpcov bpecov (Soph.

0. T. 1105). His statement that the meaning of the
termina-

1 Wilamowitz (Hermes lxi, pp. 285 ff.) objects that Orpheus was not a

god. But we know too Httle of Orphic mysteries to deny that he was a

god to the initiated (toIo-iv elSdo-w) ; cf. Tertull. de anim. 2, p. 301
'
pleros-

que auctores etiam deos existimavit antiquitas, nedum divos . . . ut

Orpheum, ut
Musaeum'

etc.

2
vii. 111.

3 I do not see the point of Sir William Ridgeway's reference to

Aristotle, de Ausc. Mir., p. 842 f. ; the passage only shows that there

was a precinct or temple of Dionysus in Crestonia, the region next to

that of the Bisaltae.
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tion -etoy is 'son of, 'sprung
from'

is against most of the

evidence. It cannot be so explained in words like 'Oprjpeios,

'EniKovpeios, HvBaybpeios, AvKeios: much less where the

termination is not combined with a proper name (dvSpews,

yvvaiKeios, dvBpdtneios, /Sdetoy, oUeios, 'inneios, &c). It simply

means
'

appertaining or belonging to ',
'

related to ', in whatever

way. No doubt it is sometimes patronymic, as sonship is a

common kind of relation, but it is by no means always so.

Ba*xeioy itself is applied to Bbrpvs, vopos, pvBpbs, &c. ; and

when we remember that the worshippers of the god were

called BaKxoi, we need not hesitate to translate the word as

used by the Hymn-writer, Herodotus, and Sophocles as
' lord

of the BaKxoi ', or
'

worshipped by the BaKxoi '. The wordmay

possibly mean
' frenzied

'

or
' inspired ', when Aristophanes

1

applies the words rbv Ba<xeiov dvaKra to Aeschylus. It

certainly does not mean
'
son of Bacchus '.

The attempt therefore to treat Dionysus as a buried hero

and as distinct from Bacchus seems to fail on all
grounds.2

XII

Professor Murray's Theory.

§ 1. In an Appendix to ch. viii of Miss J. E. Harrison's

Themis, Professor Gilbert Murray attempts to explain certain

recurrent forms or elements of Greek tragedy by the hypo

thesis that these are survivals of the forms of a spring ritual

or dromenon in honour of Dionysus, a ritual identified by
him with the dithyramb from which, according to Aristotle,

tragedy sprang. The fact that in nearly all extant Greek

tragedies these forms, or some of them, appear as part of the

presentation of the fortunes, not of Dionysus, but of some

hero or heroine, is explained by the hypothesis which plays so

'
Frogs, 1259.

2 For other arguments on this subject, see above, pp. 12-14. Just as

these pages were going to press, Sir William Ridgeway's paper appeared

in full in Class. Quart, xx (1926), pp. 1 ff., but I do not think that any

alteration in the above is called for.
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large a part in Themis, that both Dionysus and the principal

heroes of Greek legendwere alike forms of whatMiss Harrison

and Professor Murray term the 'Eviavrbs-Aaipxov, who repre

sents the cyclic death and rebirth, not merely of the year, but

of the tribe, by the return to life of the heroes or dead

ancestors. Such heroes, like Dionysus, we are asked to

believe, had their dromena, essentially the same in type, and

closely akin to, or identical with, such initiation-ceremonies as

(on Miss Harrison's showing) were those of Kouretes. (The

reader of Themis will find that Miss Harrison is not perfectly
clear in her theory of the relation of these various rites to

each other and to the dithyramb ; and it is also not quite clear

how far Professor Murray follows her in detail, but so far as

has been stated above, his language appears to imply his

agreement with her.) The forms into which tragedy falls are

to be explained, according to the theory, as modifications of

the forms of the original ritual of Dionysus or the 'Eviavrbs-

Aaipcov,—the dithyramb or spring ritual ; and tragedy had

for its business originally, and continued to have, the repre

sentation of the ainov, the supposed historical cause, of the

ritual, whether Dionysiac or heroic. What then was this

ritual ? It will be best to quote Professor Murray's own

words :

'

If we examine the kind of myth which seems to underlie the

various 'Evtauros celebrations, we shall find :

1. An Agon or Contest, the Tear against its enemy, Light

against Darkness, Summer againstWinter.

2. A Pathos of the Year-Daimon, generally a ritual or sacrificial

death, in which Adonis or Attis is slain by the tabu

animal, the Pharmakos stoned,Osiris, Dionysus, Pentheus,
Orpheus, Hippolytus torn to pieces (cmapaypos).

3. A Messenger. For this Pathos seems seldom or never to be

actually performed under the eyes of the audience ....

It is announced by a Messenger . . . and the dead body
is often brought in on a bier. This leads to

4. Threnos or Lamentation. Specially characteristic, however,
is a clash of contrary emotions, the death of the old being
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also the triumph of the new : see p. 318 f., on Plutarch's

account of the Oschophoria.

5 and 6. AnAnagnorisis—discovery or recognition
—of the slain

and mutilated Daimon, followed by his Resurrection or

Apotheosis, or, in some sense, bis Epiphany in glory.

This I shall call by the general name Theophomy. It

naturally goes with a Peripeteia or extreme change of

feeling from grief to joy.

Observe the sequence in which these should normally occur :

Agon, Pathos, Messenger, Threnos, Theophany, or, we might say,

Anagnorisis and Theophany.''

He illustrates the theory by applying it to three plays

of Euripides, the Bacchae, Hippolytus, and Andromache.

Now he himself points out that, in one very important point,

the theory does not apply even to them ; nor, in fact, does it

apply to any other play. There is not a single extant play in

which the epiphany is the epiphany of the god or hero who

has been slain.
' In the Bacchae it is Pentheus who is torn,

but Dionysus who appears as
god.'

Does this really matter

less, as he suggests (p. 345), because Pentheus is only another

form of Dionysus himself 1 1 If there was any consciousness

of this on the part of poet or audience the play is reduced

to a more bewildering series of riddles as regards the

personality of the characters than Dr. Verrall or Professor

Norwood ever conceived. When is Pentheus Pentheus, and

when is he Dionysus ? when is Dionysus the enemy of Pen

theus, and when is he another form of him ? and how are these

transitions between ego and alter egomanaged ? 2 However this

may be,
'

In the Bacchae it is Pentheus who is torn, but Diony
sus whoappears as god. In the Hippolytus it is notHippolytus

who appears as god, butArtemis, his
patroness.3 In theAndro

mache the persons are all varied : it is Peleus and Menelaus

1 I do not think that this is a quite accurate view, but the point is of

no importance here.
2 There is the same difficulty with regard to Dionysus-Orpheus in

the lost Bassatxti of Aeschylus, as interpreted by Professor Murray,
p. 349.

3 I do not think any one has yet suggested that Hippolytus is a form

of Artemis.
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who have the contest; it is Neoptolemus who is slain and

mourned ; it is Thetis who appears as
divine.'

Now this is

surely a very serious
difficulty. The kernel of tragedy, accord

ing to the theory, is the death and resurrection or epiphany

of a slain daimon. Yet there is not one single tragedy in which

the epiphany is that of the daimon or hero who has been slain,

nor have we the faintest indication anywhere of any tragedy
in which a slain character is resuscitated, with the possible

exception of the Alcestis, which is more of a satyric play than

a tragedy, and in which the year-daimon (if there is one)

is not Alcestis but Heracles. Is it possible to come to any

other conclusion than that the theory simply does not fit the

facts ?

Further, it is extremely doubtfulwhether, in any ritual known

in Greece, the representation of the death, and the representa

tion of the resurrection of the god or other object of the cultwere

ever combined in the same
ceremony.1

They were, in fact,
almost inevitably supposed to take place at different times of the

year, if they represent the phenomena of winter and spring.

Unapaypos is a winter ceremony, and in Greece seems to be

generally trieteric : and in the o-7rapay/i6y-rites of which we

have any account no resurrection follows as the sequel to the

death. Moreover, we have no hint anywhere of any tragedy
in which Dionysus was torn or slain: and the Zagreus

mysteries (in which, in a sense, this did happen) cannot be

shown by any evidence to have any connexion whatever with

tragedy, or with the dithyramb. (In any case cbpo<f>ayla,

the devouring of the god who has been torn or slain, is not

a ceremony naturally followed by resurrection, and belongs

to a different type from the vegetation-ritual of death and

1 The one doubtful instance, the awakening of Liknites at Delphi, is

far too uncertain to build upon. Dr. Farnell, Cults, v, pp. 186 ff., has

a more probable explanation. The resuscitation of the ox at the

Bouphonia is not a 'Resurrection', but apretence that the oxhas not been

slain ; and in any case does not help us much in regard to Dionysus and

the heroes. It seems to be only in such modern performances as those

at Viza, &c, in which the original meaning of the ritual is forgotten,
that these two are combined.
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resurrection, its object being rather what is loosely called

'communion'.) It seems most probable that the supposed

ritual, with which the origins of tragedy are connected by
the theory under discussion, never existed in Greece at all;

but it will be well to consider more in detail how far the

theory serves to explain the extant remains.

; 2. Assuming that the original ritual contained a theophany,
a nepmereia from sorrow to joy,1 what does ProfessorMurray
suppose its history to have been ? It may be objected, as he

rightly sees (p. 343) that
' Our tragedies normally end with

a comforting theophany
'

[even this, as we shall see, appears

to be an over-statement] 'but not with an outburst of joy'.

'
No ', he replies,

' but it looks as if they once did. We know that

they were in early times composed in tetralogies consisting of

three tragedies and a satyr-play . . . The satyr-play coming

at the end of the tetralogy, represented the joyous arrival of

the re-living Dionysus and his rout of attendant daimones at

the end of the Sacer Ludus '. The theophany then is to be

looked for first in the fourth play, the satyr-play of the old

tetralogy.

Now at what period is the satyr-play supposed to have

represented the theophany of a slain god or hero, or indeed

a theophany connected with the story of the other three plays

at all ? It has been contended above
2 that the tetralogic

arrangement is itself probably far from original in tragedy ;

but whether this is so or not, the alleged phenomenon does

not take place, so far as the evidence goes, in Aeschylus. The

most certain Aeschylean theophanies to which Professor

Murray points all come in the third play of the trilogy—the

appearances of Apollo and Athena in the Eumenides, of

1 It is difficult to followDieterich, as Professor Murray does, in drawing
a parallel between the Eleusinian Mysteries and Tragedy. True, there
is a irepmereia from sorrow to joy in the mysteries. But was there any

enactment of the trddos, the rape of Kore ? (It is also rather inconvenient

to use the word Trepnrereia of tragedy in two senses : Aristotle, of course,
states that a irepmereia may be of either kind, but the nepnreTeia which

he treats as characteristic of tragedy is the irepnreTeia from joy to sorrow.)
2
pp. 89, 93 ff.
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Aphrodite in the Danaid trilogy, and possibly of Zeus in the

Prometheus-trilogy, if Professor Murray's interpretation is

correct. (None of these daimones had been previously slain.)

In the Theban trilogy Oedipus really may have reappeared in

the satyric play, the Sphinx, but apparently Professor Murray
interprets this trilogy otherwise, and looks in the Sphinx for

the epiphany, not ofOedipus, but of Dionysus as the deliverer.

The interpretations suggested of other lost plays of Aeschylus

are for the most part too conjectural to serve as evidence, but

there is no suggestion of an epiphany in the satyric play of

any daimon connected with the preceding plays. If then this

ever happened, it must have been before Aeschylus. But

before Aeschylus we have no hint of tetralogies, and the very

slight indirect evidence that there is does not favour the

hypothesis of their existence.1

In his account of the theophanies which are extant (or can

be inferred to have happened in lost plays), Professor Murray
seems almost to give up Sophocles. In fact, nothing of the kind

happens except in the Philoctetes, in which in many ways the

influence of Euripides is traceable. It is above all in Euripides,

much more even than inAeschylus, that theophanies and some

of the other forms occur more or less as they should,—of course

now within the single play, not in tetralogies. This is not

very easy to understand. Presumably the poet is supposed to

have been conscious that he was reproducing a year-god's

ritual, or at any rate something not to be tampered with ; for

after an enumeration of all the extant theophanies in Euri

pides and a demonstration of the strong resemblance between

them, we are told that
' if this were free and original composi

tion, the monotonywould be intolerable and incomprehensible :

we can understand it only when we realize that the poet is

working under the spell of a set traditional form '. A poet

can scarcely do inartistic things under sheer compulsion with

out being conscious of the compulsion. But whywas Aeschylus

so much less 'monotonous ', and Sophocleshardly under the spell

at all, though his poetic career coincided for two-thirds of its

length with
Euripides'

own ? Can we accept the theory when
1 See above, p. 89.
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the exceptions are so significant a proportion of the whole

material ?

It may be said parenthetically that the Euripidean

'

monotony
'

does not really seem to be at all intolerable or in

comprehensible ; it is hard to understand how any one who has

seen many Euripidean plays acted, whether in the original or

in Professor Murray's own incomparable translations, can

think them so. The form of the plays appears to be admirably

adapted for presenting just the ideas which Euripides wished

to present, and it is because his ideas, rather than any pre

scribed ritual, follow the same lines over and over again, that

his plays aremade to do so, often by very bold modifications of

the legends. But it would require too long a digression to

discuss this here in detail.

' Our tragedies ', we are told,
'

normally end with a comfort

ing theophany '. The three trilogies of Aeschylus, the course

of which is more or less clear, certainly ended in a scene of

reconciliation, effected by divine interposition—by the agency
of Aphrodite in the Danaides, of Athena in the Eumenides,

and possibly of Zeus in the Prometheus-trilogy ; and the same

thing may have happened in some of the lost plays or trilogies.

The contending claims are reconciled and given their due place

in the higher unity. But it will still remain possible that this

was due, not to the constraining force of a primitive ritual

sequence, but to the genius and the comprehensive theological

thinking of Aeschylus himself. In the Persae the appearance

of Darius is scarcely a comforting theophany. In the

Philoctetes of Sophocles also there is a reconciling theophany,

though otherwise, as Professor Murray points out, 'the

sequence is rather far from any type '. In the other plays of

Sophocles there is very little to suggest a nepinereia from

sorrow to joy. As regards Euripides, it is true that many of the

extant plays end with the appearance of a god, who arranges

matters conveniently, if ingloriously, and often institutes some

custom familiar to fifth-
century Athenians ; yet it is hard to

think of some of those appearances (e.'g. those in theHippolytus

andBacchae) as even a
'
faded

'

form of nepinereia from sorrow

to j°y > and many of them can hardly have been intended to be
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comforting. The viciousness and incompetence of the gods is

so plain that the tragedy is deepened unspeakably by these

theophanies ; that is, partly, why they are there ; the consola

tion offered to Hippolytus and Ion is very cold comfort, and

Ion's attitude clearly indicates this. But what it is more im

portant to notice is that though such
'

comforting theophanies',
if we are to call them so, are proportionately numerous in the

extant plays ofEuripides, they were probably not characteristic
of him, if, as Aristotle says, 'most of his tragedies end in

calamity '} so that some of his critics complained of their

dismalness.

Further, if the original ritual always ended joyfully, it is

less easy to explain why in most tragedies the ending was in

disaster,—at least if, as seems probable, it is not legitimate to

call in the satyric play to our aid. It would be easier to ex

plain tragedy by a ritual which had originally no happy

ending
—whether in the form of a theophany or not— than to

explain why, if a happy ending was an essential part of

the original ritual, the majority of tragedies should have got

rid of it. It seems more likely that happy endings, where

they occur, should be at least in part due to the cause towhich

Aristotle refers some of them—the weakness of the spectators,

who wanted to go away cheerful.

§ 3. It will be sufficient to state here in outline some of the

difficulties in regard to the supposed ritual forms, other than

the theophanies. (The application of the theory to the extant

plays individually will be considered briefly in an Appendix,

and a few illustrations only given here.) Itmay be said briefly
that it is only possible to find the Forms in the extant plays if

their order—Agon, Pathos, Messenger, Anagnorisis, Threnos,

Theophany,—which we were asked to observe, can be changed

to almost any extent, and the very broadest meaning given to

the terms themselves.

' Agon ', for example, in Professor Murray's exposition will

cover almost any difference of opinion,
—so much so that it

would scarcely be possible to conceive of any drama or
work

of fiction without an
'
agon

'

in this wide sense, apart from

1

Poetics, xiv.
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any ritual origins. In the Supplices of Aeschylus a song of

prayer has to do duty for the
'

threnos
'

; there cannot be

a threnos, for there has been no
'

pathos
'

; and the peripeteia

(if the word can be used at all of the promise given by the

king) comes in thewrong place. In the PersaeAtossa's dream

of the contest of Europe and Asia has to do duty for the agon.

In the Prometheus of course an agon—in fact a series of

agones—is inextricably involved in the very idea of the play,

though we may greatly doubt if they had any ritual counter

part; the rest of the play
—

Prometheus'

long narrative and

prophecy to Io—is very imperfectly explained by the forms.

In the Oresteia, as Professor Murray truly says, the sequence

in the individual plays is upset and confused : but it is diffi

cult to understand the reason which he gives—and which

I suppose he would give for the confusion of the sequence

in the individual plays of the other trilogies—viz. that the

full theophany is reserved for the last play. Surely that,

according to the theory, is just where it ought to be, at

least if it cannot be in the satyric play, and the other

forms ought to be distributed in orderly sequence over the

whole trilogy ; but if he means that the forms are to be sought

for in a complete sequence in each play, except for the theo

phany, surely this should not involve such disturbance of the

order in each play that some of the forms should be omitted,

some doubled or trebled, and the sequence in fact practically

ignored. Besides this we are told that Orestes is a very

characteristic hero of the Eniautos-Daimon type,—he is re

ported dead (and that by anapaypbs) and returns in triumph :

he is closely parallel to Dionysus himself, the forms of whose

ritual are supposed to be the basis of tragedy. Why then

should he above all
'

always produce a peculiar disturbance in

the forms
'

? (p. 356.) His story, if any, ought to fit into the

traditional mould. And yet the wilful dramatist postpones

the agon in which, according to the sequence, the hero ought

to be slain, until after the hero's so-called resurrection ! Is

not the solution simply that the Orestes story is not based on

any such ritual-sequence at all ?

If the theory is to be applied to trilogies at all, probably
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it ought to be applied not to individual plays, but (as has just

been suggested) to
whole trilogies or tetralogies. It would

perhaps be possible to reconstruct the lost second play of the

Danaid trilogy in such a way as to compose a trilogy bringing
in all the forms; but this would of course be mere guesswork;

and itwould not be easy to treat the other trilogies in the same

way with any probability. As applied to individual plays of

Aeschylus the theory breaks down hopelessly. Where, for

instance, is the anagnorisis in the Supplices or the Septem 1

(The term anagnorisis appears to be very loosely applied to

some scenes in other plays, for instance to the discovery of the

body of Ajax, and to 'a kind of spiritual
anagnorisis'

in
Euripides'

Electra. It was Dieterich who set the example of

using in a vague and inexact sense certain technical terms the

meaning of which is clearly defined in Aristotle, who first

applied them for the purposes of dramatic criticism.) Pro

fessor Murray's own analysis of the plays of Sophocles shows

how remote that poet's structures are from the supposed ritual-

sequence, and he has to invoke
'atrophied'

messengers and

' faded
'

theophanies to obtain even a semblance of corre

spondence between the two. (The atrophied messenger in the

Ajax foretells the pathos, which he ought, according to the

sequence, to report ; and the pathos obediently follows.)
The stronghold of the theory is Euripides ; but again Pro

fessor Murray's own detailed analysis shows how much inter

pretation and conjecture is required before even
Euripides'

plays can be adduced in support of the theory. We have

to suppose that there was some other form of
Hippolytus-

dromenon than any actually known, to explain the Hippolytus ;

and that the Orestes (and also
Aeschylus'

Choephoroe) had some

more complete predecessor, in whichAgamemnon actually rose

from the tomb. In the Heracles, instead of a god, Theseus

appears ex machina 'as it were', and we are left in some

doubt where we are to find the agon ; and so on, in almost

every play.

§ 4. Professor Murray's theory appears to run contrary

to such literary and historical evidence as there is for the

origins of tragedy. The one thing which seems quite clear
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from such evidence is that tragedy began as a choral song ;

the first actor was the creation (using the word loosely) of

Thespis, the second of Aeschylus, the third of Sophocles. It

takes two to make a quarrel. Where was the agon before

Aeschylus ? (Even Aeschylus is not very skilful at first—in

the Supplices— in handling two actors; the only passage of

dialogue between the two is the brief dispute between Danaus

and the Egyptian Herald.) It is very difficult under the

circumstances to believe that an agon was part of the song

and dance from which tragedy sprang, or that there was

a messenger, announcing a pathos resulting from such an

agon, before Thespis. There can hardly have been a formal

agon until the second actor brought with him the possibility

of a clash of interests ; and when it does come, it is never so

formal or persistent in shape as the agon of the Old Comedy,

which, as we shall see, was really primitive. Where (as some

times in Sophocles and commonly in Euripides) there is some

formality in the dispute, this is probably a reflection of the set

speeches of litigants in the law-courts, and is not due to the

constraining effect of an original ritual.

§ 5. With his theory of the original ritual Forms of Tragedy,
Professor Murray connects the theory that every tragedy
represents the supposed ainov, or historical reason, of a rite

in vogue in the worship of Dionysus or in that of some hero,

or occasionally the ainov of some other institution. Now

originally, we must suppose, the representation of the death

and resurrection of Dionysus must have been ritual with an

ulterior motive, not drama acted for its own sake ; and the

ritual sanctity or exclusiveness must have given way con

siderably before non-Dionysiac themes would be admitted.

But when this had happened, why should the poets (if there

were any at this stage) or the organizers of the representation

have necessarily represented the rituals of heroes, instead of

going to their stories, which no doubt (however aetiological in

origin some may have been) were by now current in detach

ment from their rituals ? And why should we require a ritual

origin for every detail of non-Dionysiac plays ? For so con

vinced is Professor Murray of the necessity of a ritual
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explanation that the dramatic and artistic reasons which are

produced for certain scenes are not sufficient for him ; but

(e.g.) in order to explain the absence of a Bpfjvos from the

Medea, he has to conjecture that there was no Bpfjvos in the

Corinthian rite ;
x
and after noticing the perfectly adequate

artistic justification of the Euadne scene in
Euripides'

Supplices,
he adds

'

but it must, no doubt, have some ritual justification

also '. Why must it 1

The transition from Dionysiac to non-Dionysiac subjects

evidently took place during the sixth century b. c. : all the

evidence points to that date. Now this was just the time

when the heroic legends were being collected and consolidated.
Are not the facts sufficiently explained when we observe that

just when the Dionysiac drama was being developed and

popularized, as it evidently was at this time, by Peisistratus

and other tyrants, a tremendousmass of legend was also being
made accessible to the dramatic poets and organizers 1 2

It can

easily be understood how enterprising and imaginative poets

should have seized on the legends, experimenting freely, and

ultimately rejecting stories which did not make good plays,

and so settling down (as Aristotle says)
3 to the stories of a

few houses. By no means all these legends were aetiological

(though no doubt some were) ; and it is very doubtful whether

even in dealing with many of those which had been worked

up from an aetiological origin the poet would have been

conscious of this origin.

It is, however, desirable to deal briefly with one point upon

which ProfessorMurray lays some stress (being so far in agree
ment with Sir William Ridgeway). Most plays, he rightly

says, deal with the death or pathos of some hero; and he

adds,
'

Indeed, I think it can be shown that every extant

tragedy contains somewhere towards the end the celebration

of a tabu tomb '.* (The words
'

every extant tragedy
'

seem

1 In fact what we know of the Corinthian rite shows that it was quite

different in several points from anything that could be inferred from

the play.
2
See below, pp. 199, 219. »

Poetics, ch. xiv.
4 I do not discuss here the justification or implications of the adjective
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to be an exaggeration, but this may be passed over for the

moment.) The answer seems to be partly (as was briefly urged

in reply to Sir William Ridgeway x) that the most striking

stories about most heroes, ancient and modern, are connected

with their death ; that in almost every tragedy in the world

there is conflict, death, and lamentation; and that if the

Dionysiac rpayiKol x°P°i were already
'

tragic
'
—

connected,

for instance, with stories like those of Pentheus, Lycurgus,

Icarius and Erigone,—it would naturally be stories of the

deaths of heroes that poets would select; nor is there any

need to go back behind the stories to the ritual of the heroes ;

for it is surely not suggested that no tragic myths would ever

have come into existence but for the desire to explain ritual.

This would be as bad as the solar theory. Even if some of

the stories were explanatory of ritual, this would not neces

sarily determine the literary form of the stories in their epic

shape, still less in any drama based on the epic stories.

But further, the actually and unmistakably aetiological

passages (whether referring to tomb-worship or to other

institutions) in the extant plays need some sifting.

It would appear that Aeschylus and Sophocles aetiologize

very little except about Athenian institutions. (It is not

really justifiable to treat the worship of Oedipus and his

children at Thebes as the ainov of plays inwhich thatworship

is not so much as hinted at. The Septem ends with a very

serious doubt whether Polynices will get any burial at all,

much less worship.) But the introduction of Athenian insti

tutions in plays performed before an Athenian audience does

not need for its explanation the hypothesis that the whole

play is developed from the ritual of the institution.

On the other hand, aetiologizing about
non-Athenian institu

tions was certainly a hobby of Euripides—possibly, in part

because it gave a certain element of novelty to his work, but

mainly, we may surmise, because aetiologizing was popular at

the time. For it is by no means a peculiarity of the drama at

this period ; we find it in Pindar and Herodotus, and even in

tabu in this connexion. But it is a word to be used with some circum

spection.
'
Above, p. 179.
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Thucydides. And in this popularity of aetiology we may find

a contributory cause to account for the explanation in the

dramas not only of grave-rituals, but
of other institutions—

torch-processions, the Ionian tribes, the worship of Artemis at

Brauron, &c. We do not need the hypothesis that if the

institution of a hero-cult is brought in at the end of a play, it

is because the play is somehow based on the hero's ritual.

§ 6. With regard to the kind of ritual from which Tragedy
is supposed to have sprung, there is great difficulty. Professor

Murray speaks of this ritual sequence as the Dithyramb or

Spring Dromenon of Dionysus ; but when we ask what this

was, we are referred to chapter vi of Themis. Now it is

almost impossible to discover what Miss Harrison means by
'

Dithyramb
'

; the word, in her hands, seems to be applicable

to anything—the lyrics of the Bacchae, the ritual of the

Kouretes, a spring-song of magical fertility for the NewYear,

an initiation ceremony, and a good many other things, most

of them very different from one another, and all of them quite

different from the dithyramb as known to us from literature.

But it can be safely said that neither in Themis nor in any

records of Greek ritual is there any trace of a ceremony called

Dithyramb on good authority and taking the form Agon,

Pathos or^ Sparagmos, Threnos, Anagnorisis, Resurrection;

nor does any known Dionysiac ritual contain such a combina

tion of elements. We know little enough of the Dithyramb;

what is known has been (no doubt imperfectly) collected

in the preceding chapterj but it was nothing like what

Professor Murray and Miss Harrison require.

The other rite which is supposed to have contributed to

Tragedy is the Eleusinian. ProfessorMurray follows Dieterich

in comparing the prologue of Tragedy with the prorrhesis of

the hierophant before the sacred dromenon. But it is

only necessary to read the passages to see that there is

really no resemblance at all between the parody of such a

prorrhesis in the Frogs (354 ff.), and the prologues or intro

ductory scenes of Tragedy. Professor Murray's allusion to

the Proagon, which was not part of the play, but a ceremony

on an earlier day, is not very easy to understand ; and when
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he states that
' if our knowledge were a little fuller, we should

very likely be told who npcoros eypa\jre npoXoyovs ', he forgets

that we are told ; it was Thespis, of whom no special connexion

with Eleusis is recorded.

It should be repeated that there is no hint in any extant

evidence of any connexion between tragedy, as performed in

honour of Dionysus Eleuthereus, and the ritual of Dionysus-

Zagreus (in which, it appears, anapaypbs did take place,

though without any resurrection). It was under Peisistratus

that the festival of Eleuthereus was organized at Athens, and

that Thespis appeared there; it was Peisistratus, probably,

who encouraged the collection by Onomacritus and the

systematic publication of epic legend ;J itwas under Peisistratus

that Onomacritus Aiovvaco avveBr/Kev opyia and put together

the Orphic legend of Zagreus into something like coherent

form. If the Zagreus ritual had been also the basis of the

newly organized Tragedy—the one thing which we are not

told—is it likely that not a hint of it would have been pre

served ? It is perhaps permissible to add that the application

of the conception of the Eniautos-Daimon to Hamlet 2
and

St. John the Baptist 3 is not likely to win belief in the

soundness of Professor Murray's theory.

Note on the application of Professor Murray's theory to

certain plays.

As regards the plays of Aeschylus, little need be added to what

has been said above. The real difficulty, as has been indicated,

is to know whether we are to look for traces of the Ritual Forms

in a trilogy as a whole, or in single plays. It may be doubted

whether in the last play of the Danaid trilogy Aphrodite really

founded the institution of marriage based on consent, and there

fore whether the last scene gave the oXtiov of the plays. (A little

1 Whatever difficulties of detail there may be, there can be little doubt

as to the Collection of Epic poetry at this time ; cf. Cauer, Grundfr. der

Homerkritik Is, pp. 130 ff. Murray, Rise of the Greek Epic.3
pp. 304 ff.

2 British Academy Shakespeare Lecture, 1914.
3 J. E. Harrison, Class. Rev. xxx (1916), pp. 216 ff. ; see also ibid.

xxxi, pp. 1 ff., 63 f.
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difficulty arises at times, because Professor Murray sometimes

speaks of the ritual as the ainov of the play, and sometimes of the

play as representing
the airvov of the ritual. The two conceptions,

however, are obviously not irreconcilable.) A different view of

the Danaid trilogy is taken by Wilamowitz (Interpr., pp. 21 ff.).

No tomb is conspicuous in this trilogy ; probably the forty-nine

sons of Aegyptus had to be buried somehow ; but it may be

doubted whether they were accorded a heroic ritual either in the

play or in the legend on which it was based.

In the Persae no one has been killed ; there has been no pathos

of Darius, who rises from the dead, and it is difficult to find any

oXtiov in this play. The play certainly does not explain the worship

of Darius, nor is he much like a year-god.

As for the Prometheus trilogy, we are left in doubt whether the

theophany is reserved for the third play, orwhether (as is suggested

on p. 357) the earthquake has to do duty for the theophany. The

difficulty of making Hermes serve both as messenger (though he

reports no pathos), and as disputant in an agon, is obvious.

Professor Murray assumes that the last scene of the Septem

contra Thebas is genuine. The difficulties of this view seem to be

almost insuperable (see Wilamowitz, Interpr., pp. 88 ff. ; Robert,

Oidipous, pp. 375 ff.) ; and in any case the statement that the

scene gives the ainov of the grave-ritual of Eteocles and Polynices

is open to the objections already stated (p. 197). There is no agon

in the play, unless the seven descriptions and counter-descriptions

of heroes are to be called an agon, and no theophany, though

this might be thought of as reserved for the Sphinx.

The confusion of the order and the character of the supposed

Ritual Forms in the plays of the Oresteia is too obvious to need

further comment. Professor Murray's suggestion (p. 355) that

the great evocation in the Choephoroe may be softened down from

some more complete predecessor in which Agamemnon actually

rose from the tomb appears to have no evidence to support it.

When we come to Sophocles, the difficulty of detecting theRitual

Forms and finding ama which will explain the plays increases.
In the Ajax there is no trace of any institution of ritual.

Professor Murray's conjecture that the play actually contained

'some great final pomp representing the
burial'

is unsupported

by evidence, and seems to be out of keeping with the tone of

the play, which, so far as the survivors are concerned, is one
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of quiet resignation to fate. He reminds us that 'among the

dromena of the Aianteia was a iropirrj, and that the funeral bier

of Ajax peril TravorrXia's KareKoo-pelro '. Surely the absence of the

least hint of anything of this kind from the play is significant of

its independence of this ritual. The simple and pathetic funeral

rite foreshadowed in the play (1403 ff.) needs no ritual to explain

it. The suggestion of a year-ritual in which the dead hero reap

peared in the spring in the flower which was marked with his

name is pretty, but hardly probable—certainly not proved by any
evidence. Other points have already been dealt with (p. 194).

The Electra illustrates the impossibility of fitting the story of

Orestes to the Ritual Forms. (See above, p. 193.)
In the Oedipus Tyrannus there is absolutely no bint of the death

or resurrection of a hero or daimon ; and Professor Murray's

description of 11. 1451 ff. as
'

Threnos, with suggestion of
Oedipus'

flight to Kithairon to become a
Daimon'

is surely unjustified.

Oedipus only asks to go to Kithairon to die as his parents had

intended he should.

aXX ea pe vaiew opecnv, ev8a KXr/£,eTai

oiyios K.iOaipu>v ovtos, ov prfrr/p ri p.01

iraTr/p t i6ecr8rjv £u>vt« Kvptov rd<pov,

Iv'

iij eKeivoiv, ol aTroiXXyrr/v, 8d.vo>.

Nothing could be more unlike Sophocles than to distract atten

tion from the all-absorbing human tragedy presented in this

play by any suggestion that Oedipus was to be a daimon after all.

No doubt there was a grave of Oedipus at Eteonos—probably, as

Robert argues, the only grave of him known in early times, that

on the Areopagus being a much later invention ; but Sophocles

never hints at any worship there. On the other hand, the Oedipus

Coloneus is much more aetiological, and the references to the

connexion of Oedipus with Colonus in Athenian belief are clear

enough, though whether he had any ritual at Colonus is less

certain. He had no known grave there—it was to be kept a

secret. As for the Forms, the last speech of Oedipus (consisting
of prophecies and alna, with thunder and lightning) is treated by
Professor Murray as a faded theophany. The theophany there

fore precedes the pathos and messenger.

The ainov of the Antigone is thought by Professor Murray to be

the same as that of the Septem—
'

some Theban hero-ritual com-
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memorating the children of Oedipus and
their unhallowed ends—

the buried living and the unburied dead '. But was there any

ritual, Theban or other, involving a commemoration of Antigone

and Haemon, as well as of Eteocles and Polynices ? As regards

the latter Pausanias gives a brief account, which raises problems

which it would be beside the point to discuss here (Paus. ix. xviii,

§ 3). As regards Antigone he only tells us (ix. xxv, § 2) that

tradition gave the name %vppa 'Avriyovr/s to the ground through

which she dragged
Polynices'

body, to cast it on to the same pyre

as that of Eteocles. The story of Haemon's death, as presented

in the play, may have been
Sophocles'

invention ; the earlier

version makes him one of the victims of the Sphinx. One has

only to read Robert's exhaustive treatment of the legend of the

House of Oedipus to realize the freedom of invention which poets

allowed themselves, and the hazardousness of attributing to any

particular version a ritual origin.

The Trachmiae—or rather a section of it—contains some of the

required scenes (11. 734 ff.) ; but these all have to do with the fate

ofDeianeira, so that even if the appearance and burning ofHeracles

can be construed as an apotheosis, the scheme of the forms is not

satisfied, and the same scene has to serve both as pathos and

epiphany. There seems to be no evidence for the suggestion

that the burning and apotheosis were represented on the stage by

Sophocles, or that Sophocles himself treated the death by fire as

an apotheosis, though no doubt the two things were sometimes

connected. As in the Ajax and the Oedipus Tyrannus, he leaves

the human tragedy unrelieved.

To the Philoctetes, apart from the deus ex machina (though

Heracles is not a slain daimon) the forms really cannot be fitted.

It is enough that Professor Murray himself finds that the sequence

is rather far from any type.

The full discussion of Professor Murray's interpretation of the

plays of Euripides by means of the forms would require a long

investigation of some of the heroic legends, and for the present

purpose a less detailed indication of the difficulties must suffice.

As regards the Medea it can only be said that the Corinthian rite

having reference to Medea's children had nothing in common with

the play, but presupposed the murder of the children by the

Corinthians, not by their mother and the conjecture that there

is no threnos in the play because there was none in the Corinthian
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rite is really therefore beside the mark (On the whole subject

see Roscher's Lexicon, s.v. Medeia, and esp. Farnell, Cults, i,
pp. 201-4.)
The an-tov of the Heracleidae is said to be the a-yos of Eury-

stheus'

death and his sacred grave. These are of course referred to

at the end of the play, but it is difficult to think that the story

grew up simply as an aetiological explanation of them. The play,

however, is so incomplete that it is difficult to tell where the

balance of interest was laid. The absence of all reference to

Macaria's sacrifice after 1. 629 is too brutal to have been intended

by Euripides, and we may at least suspect that she rather than

Eurystheus was the real centre of the play. But conjecture is of

little value. If Professor Murray's view is right, the messenger

precedes the agon and the pathos of Eurystheus, the ritual hero

of the play ; and Eurystheus has to serve both for the suffering

hero and the Oebs coto pr/xavfj1;.

In the Hippolytus Artemis establishes a Opfjvos for Hippolytus

at Troezen, and institutes the rite in accordance with which

Troezenian maidens before marriage laid a lock of their hair in
Hippolytus'

temple. This is a familiar kind of hero-cult, but

contains not a hint of resurrection : and the Troezenians seem to

have felt uncomfortable about their identification of Hippolytus

(Paus. 11. xxxii, §§ 1—4) with the constellation Auriga. The real

difficulty, however, is to find any evidence that be was of the

' Year-daimon
'

type at all : and Dr. Farnell's account of him

(Hero-cults, pp. 64 ff.) harmonizes all the evidence much better.

He points out (what is significant for our purpose) that there is no

reflection at all in any ritual of the cnropay/xd? of Hippolytus by
the horses. As regards the appearance of the supposed

'
forms

'

in the play, it must surely be said that there is no Opfjvos—or if

any, not till after the epiphany (not of the slain Hippolytus, but)
of Artemis, i. e. not till the last nine lines of the play.

As regards the Andromache there is the same difficulty as en

counters us in so many plays
—the almost complete insignificance

of the supposed ainov (the grave ritual of Neoptolemus) in the play

itself. The messenger's speech describes
Neoptolemus'

death, and

Thetis orders him to be buried at Delphi, among other elements

in the general settlement of affairs which she makes ; there is not

a hint of cult ; the object of burying him there is that the tomb

is to be AtXepols cWSos
—an idea which would appeal to good
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Athenians in the Peloponnesian War, when the oracle was no

friend to Athens. The part played by Orestes (and the absent

Neoptolemus) in the play is of altogether secondary interest. The

difficulty of applying the forms to this play has already been

noticed (above, p. 187).

In the Hecuba the forms are crowded into the early part of the

play (centring round the death of Polyxena) with a ghost at the

beginning instead of a theophany at the end (p. 354), though the

latter is (according to an earlier suggestion, p. 353) represented by
'
the fey and dying Thracian hero, and his announcement of the

Aition of Kunos Sema '. (The hero also announces the death

of Agamemnon, but that apparently is unimportant.) In all

seriousness, are we to believe that the whole pathetic story

of Hecuba and Polyxena or even of Hecuba and Polydorus, grew

out of an aetiological explanation of the name Kwos afjpa, or that

the play embodying the story introduced the Kwos of/pa at all

except as a kind of convenient 'rounding off'? It explains

nothing in the play.

Of the Supplices something has already been said (p. 196), as

regards the Euadne scene. The threnos is here said to include

all the play from 778 to the theophany, interrupted only by the

Euadne scene.

It may be noted that none of the plays of Euripides which have

been so far considered contains an anagnorisis (unless
Polydorus'

discovery that Hecuba has outwitted him is one), still less an

anagnorisis of a slain hero or daimon. The Heracles on the other

hand presents this feature, in
Heracles' '

recognition
'

of the children

whom he has slain. So far as we know, there was no hint of any
resurrection of the children, or of any ritual connected with them,

though their tomb was exhibited at Thebes in
Pausanias'

day
(Paus. i. xii, § 1 ; ix. ix, § 2). In the play they are promised

burial, but no rite. Heracles is promised worship at Athens after

his death, but he has not been slain or 'recognized', and it is

surely very difficult to treat the speech of Theseus as equivalent to

a theophany. In the play, Theseus is king of Athens, with no

touch of the supernatural about him.

The Ion moves on completely different lines from the supposed

ritual-sequence, which does not really explain the form of the

play in any degree. The play is not about death and resurrection

at all. There is, of course, a conflict, as in almost every tragedy
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which the world has seen (without any assistance from ritual) ;

but there is no pathos, and the messenger cannot really be called

a pathos-messenger ; there is only the detection of a plot (unless

the death of the birds is the pathos) ; nor is the choral ode,
1229-

1250, a threnos, but a lively anticipation of punishment. There

is a fine anagnorisis, but not one of the kind demanded by the

Ritual Sequence ; and the theophany, as in all other cases, is

not the appearance of any being who has been slain.

The form of the Troades is, as Professor Murray says, from

the point of view of the forms,
'
in many ways peculiar '. It

starts with the theophany ; there is no anagnorisis ; and we

look in vain for an ainov.

In the Electra Professor Murray finds (combined with the

threnos)
'

a kind of spiritual Anagnorisis and Peripeteia
'

; this

peripeteia is certainly not from sorrow to joy, as the forms

demand : and it is surely not justifiable to treat the realization by
Orestes and Electra of the character of their act as the equivalent

of the anagnorisis of a slain daimon. The Dioscuri at the end of

the play foretell, not the origin of the Areopagus (on which point

they correct
Aeschylus'

deviation from the orthodox legend) but

the institution of the rule that equality of votes should give

acquittal, and explain how and where most of the persons con

cerned are to be buried ; but it will hardly be suggested that their

story and their place in the plot came into existence as an attempt

to explain their tombs.

In the Iphigeneia in Tauris and the Helena there is no real

pathos ; and whatever else may be dispensed with in the Ritual

Sequence, a pathos seems to be essential. The truth seems to be

that in these and some other plays (e. g. the Ion), so far from being
constrained by ritual forms, Euripides is striking out on quite

new lines, which are not those of Tragedy in the strictest sense.

It is difficult to miss the irony of the speech of the Dioscuri in

the Helena, and we need not take their aetiology too seriously.

The Plioenissae presents many difficult problems, which it would

take too long to discuss here, and it would be unfair to insist upon

difficulties which Professor Murray obviously feels. He also does

not discuss the structure of the play fully in this connexion. Itmay
be doubted whether therewas an Oedipus-dromenon at all, but there

is little doubt that in the earlier versions of the story, Oedipus did

go from Thebes to Mount Cithaeron and was buried at Eteonos.
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In the Orestes, as Professor Murray's exposition (p. 355) shows,

the order of the parts is much mixed, and some are doubled.

The difficulty in regard to the Bacchae has already been stated

(p. 187), and the Iphigeneia in Aulis is too incomplete to be profit

ably discussed. In the Rhesus the ritual forms will at best explain

one section of the play.

Any one who reads carefully Professor Murray's own account of

the emergence of the Ritual Forms from the plays can hardly
come to any conclusion but one—that he is trying to find one

explanation for phenomena which are too various to be explained

in one way ; or, in other words, that the supposed phenomenon

which he is trying to explain—the intolerable and incompre

hensible monotony of the plays of Euripides (not to speak of

Aeschylus and Sophocles)—does not exist. Euripides does show

a certain uniformity in his use of the deus ex machina in many of

his plays : in nearly all of these there appears a strongly ironical

or critical attitude towards the gods, which could be very con

veniently expressed in this way, without spoiling the purely

human interest of his main plot. (So far Verrall's view seems to

be sound.) There also appears a tendency to connect the story of

the play with living institutions of his own day, sometimes even

with current events (e.g. the Dioscuri in the Electra go off to join

in the Sicilian expedition) ; we may suspect that this (though not

without a concealed irony) gave a flavour of piety to the endings

of his plays, which would be satisfying to the old-fashioned, though

most of the writers of the fifth century dabble in aetiology. But

the mere recital of the plots of the plays seems enough to show

that the supposed ritual sequence simply does not explain them,

and can only be made to do so by themost unrestricted distortions

of the sequence itself, and some very improbable general assump

tions about the relations between legend, plot, and ritual.

Note on the death and sufferings ofDionysus.

The idea that the origin of tragedy is to be found in some

kind of passion play representing the death or sufferings of

Dionysus appears to rest in part upon what seems to be a

misinterpretation (or, at least, a very doubtful interpretation)
of certain passages in Herodotus. One of these, Herod, v. 67,
has already been considered at length (pp. 135 ff.), and all
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that need be noticed here is that Herodotus does not say that

the rpayiKol xpP0'- ^ Sicyon had to do with the ndBr/ of

Dionysus at all, but only that the choruses which had been

concerned with the ndBr/ of Adrastus were transferred to

Dionysus. In subject they may well have been oiiSev npbs rbv

Aibvvaov, and at least one explanation of this proverb connects
it with these early choruses at Sicyon (see above, p. 167).

The other passages are those in which Herodotus, identifying
Osiris with Dionysus (and even interchanging the names),

gives accounts of the ritual of Osiris in Egypt. In ii. 61, 132,
170 he shows that the death of Osiris was an dppr/rov, and the

mourning for him at the feast of Isis a mystic rite,—in ch. 61

at Busiris, in chs. 132, 170 at Sais : and from this it appears to

be concluded that there was in Greece a mystic rite in which

the death of Dionysus was enacted, the story being dppr/rov.

In ii. 144, Herodotus, it is true, identifies Osiris with

Dionysus : "Oaipis 8k kan Aibvvaos Kara 'EXXdSa yXwaaav.

But that this identification must be taken with reserves is

shown by the equation (in the same chapter) of Orus, son of

Osiris, with Apollo, who must therefore (if the identification

is to be taken seriously) be regarded as son of Dionysus. In

fact the identification seems to have been made by
Herodotus'

Egyptian informants, from whom he got a good deal that was

only very partially true in regard to Greek religion : this

appears (e.g.) from ii. 42 Beoiis yap Sr) oi> tovs avroiis dnavres

bpoicos Alyvnnoi aeBovrai, nXr)v"Iaibs re Kal 'Oaipios, tov Sr)
Aibvvaov eivai Xeyovar tovtovs Se bpoicos dnavres aeBovrai.

It certainly cannot be inferred from this that every rite which

occurred in the worship of Osiris in Egypt occurred in that of

Dionysus in Greece. Still less can this be inferred from ii. 48,
where a particular festival of Osiris (Dionysus) is described :

tco Se Aiovvaco rfjs bprfjs rfj Sopnir/ x°lpov nP° rd>v Bvpecov

a(f)d£as eKaaros S1801 dnocbepeaBai rbv x°^P0V a-vrip tco dnoSo-

pevco tcov avficorkcov. rrjv oe dXXr/v dvdyovai bprfjv tco Aiovvaco

ol Alyvnnoi nXfjv xoP^>v Kara ravra ax^Sbv ndvra "EXXr/af

dvrl Se abaXXcbv dXXa acpi kan k^evpr/peva, baov re nr/xvaia

dydXpara vevpbanaara, rd nepiabopeovat Kara Kcopas yvvaiKes,

vevov to alSoTov, oil 7roAAco reco eXaaaov kbv tov dXXov
acoparos'

npor/yeerai Se ai/Xbs, al Se enovrai deiSovai rbv Aibvvaov.

Sibri Se pe£ov re exel T0 alSoTov Kal Kiveei povvov tov acoparos,

eon Xbyos nepl avrov ipbs Xeybpevos. But this feast clearly
has nothing whatever to do with any mystic or dramatic

death of Dionysus or mourning for him ; it is a public pro

cession of the phallic type, and has nothing to do with the

mystic ritual described in ii. 61, 132, 170. Herodotus may
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be comparing it with
the procession at the City Dionysia in

which phalli were carried, or he may not be thinking of

Athens at all.

The tale of the death of Dionysus does occur in the Zagreus-

legend, and no doubt was in part a tale explanatory of ritual ;
but there is no hint anywhere of the connexion of any public

dramatic ceremony, still less of early Attic or Peloponnesian

drama, with Zagreus or with Orphic ritual.

There was current also at Delphi, perhaps from the third

century B.C. onwards, a peculiar form of the legend of the

death of Dionysus, at the hands either of the Titans, or (after
his Indian tour) of Perseus. The authorities are given in full

by Dr. A. B. Cook, Zeus, vol. ii, pp. 218-220, and they are most
confused and unsatisfactory. In one version Zeus is said to

have entrusted the half-cooked limbs ofDionysus—the accounts

differ as to whether they were roast or boiled
—to Apollo, who

buried them beside the tripod ; and it is clear that Philochorus

(third century B. C.) knew that there was a tomb of Dionysus

at Delphi, with an inscription : eariv ISeiv rf/v ra<pf)v aiirov kv

AeXcpois napd tov 'AnbXXcova tov XPVCT0^V- ftdBpov Se n elvai

vnovoeirai r) aopbs, kv fi> ypdcperai, 'EvBdSe Keirai Bavwv

Aibvvaos eK SepeXr/s (Miiller, Fr. Gr. Hist. i. 387) ; and an

unknown poet, Deinarchus (who cannot have been much

earlier than Philochorus, since he mentioned
Dionysus'

Indian

tour, the legend of which was later than Alexander the Great),
told the same story. There is no suggestion of any mourning
for Dionysus at Delphi, or any dramatic ritual connected with
the tomb ; and if the death of the god was publicly proclaimed

on the tomb, it obviously was not dppr/rov at Delphi. We

are told nothing (in this connexion) of any resurrection of

the god.

XTH

Dr. A. B. Cook's theory.

§ 1. Among the many subjects treated in the first volume of

his monumental work on
Zeus,1 Dr. A. B. Cook discusses the

origin of Tragedy and Comedy. He starts with the Cretan

ritual of Dionysus-Zagreus, and argues that Zagreus was

regarded by his Cretan worshippers as Zeus reborn after

being slain, and that the ritual included a yearly drama in

which the worshippers performed all that the boy (Zeus or

1
pp. 645 ff.
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Zagreus) had done or suffered at his death ; the ritual (which

included an cbpoqbayia, a bull being in course of time substituted
for the human victim) was a magical means of reviving the

life of all that lives, and the worshippers came to be, through

the omophagy, identified with the god.

It is not necessary to discuss here the arguments used to

prove that Zagreus was Zeus reborn, though in fact the

evidence appears to be very late and unsatisfactory, and

Dr. Cook's thesis can hardly claim to rest on anything but a

series of very ingenious conjectures. It may, however, be

admitted to be quite probable that the Cretan ritual included

the kind of omophagy which Firmicus Maternus (about

A. d. 350) describes, though it would be more accurate to

describe it as ritual than as a drama or
'

passion-play '. (Of

course no hard and fast line can be drawn.)
Dr. Cook passes from the Cretan ritual to the Lenaea, and

argues that the ritual of the Lenaea was of the same type,

except that a goat took the place of a bull ; that it ended in

the revelation of the god reborn, and that the passion-play

thus enacted developed into Attic tragedy. On this view,

Tragedy must have been connected originallywith the Lenaea

rather than with the Great Dionysia, and Dr. Cook exactly

inverts the ordinary account, and assigns the origins of Tragedy
to the Lenaea, of Comedy to the Great Dionysia. He thinks

that at the Great Dionysia the union of Zeus and Semele, the

begetting of Dionysus, was represented, and at the Lenaea,

just ten lunar months afterwards, his birth.

We have to ask what is the evidence for this.

§ 2. The evidence for connecting a passion-play involving
the death and rebirth of Dionysus with the Lenaea is hardly
good enough even to prove that Semele, the mother of the

reborn god as well as Dionysus himself, had a part in the

festival. The Ravenna Scholion on Aristophanes, Frogs 479,

does not prove that there was a passion-play, or that Semele

figured in it, but only that at some point in the festival

Iacchus was invoked as son of Semele ;
:
and whether he was

1
Schol., 1. C, KaXei 8edv . . . iv Tois S.qvaiKois dyioo-iv rov Aiovvaov 6

SaSovj^os KaTe%a>v XapirdSa Xeyei
"
KaXetre Beov", Kal ol vrraKovovres j3o£>glv

sisa p
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really invoked as
an infant, and not (as nXovroSora suggests)

as a full-grown god, may well be doubted. The fact that

Semele had some part in the ritual of the Lenaea at Myconos !

does not necessarily show that the same thing happened in

Athens. On one vase of the series which Frickenhaus2

believes to represent the Lenaean ceremonial, a Maenad is

carrying an infant ; but it is very doubtful indeed whether

the ceremonial represented is that of the Lenaea at all—the

question is too complicated to discuss here 3
—and even if it

is, there are only one or two vases among all those which

appear to represent this ceremonial, in which the infant is

depicted, and it is not at all certain that the infant is
Dionysus.4 It must therefore be regarded as very doubtful

whether the Lenaea really represented the birth of the god

at all, though it did include an invocation of Iacchus.

For the representation of his death, we are referred to a

passage of Clement of Alexandria 5
and the Scholiast thereon.

It is very doubtful whether the crucial word in the passage

means what Dr. Cook takes it to mean. The passage is as

follows :

nrj 8f) ovv pvBois Kevdis nemarevKare, BeXyeaBai povaiKr/

rd ^coa vnoXapfSdvovres ; dXr/Beias Se iipiv to npbaamov rb

(paiSpbv pbvov, coy eoiKev, eninXaarov eivai SoKei Kal tois

dmarias vnonenrcoKev 6(f>6aXpoTs. KiBaipcov Se dpa Kal

'EXikcov Kal rd 'OSpvacov opr/ Kal ©pa.Kwv, reXearr/pia rfjs

nXdvr/s, {Sid) rh pvarrjpia reBeiaarai Kal KaBvpvr/rai. kym

"
SepeXrjie *laK%e jrXouroSo'ra

"
: cf. Farnell, Cults, v, p. 209, whose account

of the Lenaea is entirely satisfactory.

1 Dittenb. Syll. Inscr. Gr.3 no. 1024 (vol. iii, p. 173).
2
Lenaeenvasen, Winckelm.-Progr. (1912).

3 See Robert, Gdtt.gel. Am. 1913, pp. 366 ff. (whose arguments against

the reference to the Lenaea seem to be conclusive) ; Petersen in Rhein.

Mus. lxviii (1913), pp. 239 ff, and Nilsson, Jahrb. Arch, xxxi, pp. 326-32.

Whether Petersen and Nilsson are right in explaining the vases (though

in somewhat different ways) by reference to the Anthesteria seems rather

doubtful.

4 The infant may be a human infant carried by its mother while she

takes part in the worship of Dionysus.

6 Protrept. i. 2. 2 (p. 4 Stahlin), and Schol., p. 297 (Stahlin).
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pev, ei Kal pvBbs elai, Svaavaaxerco roaavrais eKTpaycoSov-

pevais
avpcpopais'

vpiv Se Kal tcov KaKav al dvaypacbal

yeybvaai Spapara Kal tcov Spapdrcov 01 vnoKpiralj Bvpr/Sias

Bedpara'f. dXXd yap rd pev Spdpara Kal tovs Xr/vatfovras

noir/ras, reXeov t)Srj napoivovvras, kittco nov dvaSr/aavres,
dcppalvovras eKrbncos reXerfj BaKxiKj), aiiv Kal r<£ dXXco

Saipbvcov x°PV' 'EXiKiovt Kal KiBaipcbvi KaraKXeiacopev

yeyr/paKoaiv, Kardycopev Se dvcoBev k£ ovpavov dXrjBeiav ktX.

Here Dr. Cook translates Xr/va't^ovras
' Lenaean poets

'

: and

the scholiast evidently thought there was a reference to the

Lenaea. His note is as follows :

Xr/vai^ovras'

dypoiKiKr) cpSf) knl rep Xr/vcp aSopevrj, f) Kal airrf)
nepieix*v rbv Aiovvaov anapaypbv. ndvv Se evobveos Kal

Xdpiros kpnXecos to kIttco dvaSrjaavres rkBetKev, bpov pev to

on Aiovvaco rd Arjvaia dvaKeirai kv8ei£dpevos, bpov Se Kal

cos napoivia ravra Kal napoivovaiv dvBpconois Kal peBvovaiv

avyKeKpoTr/rai.

But it may be doubted whether there is really any reference

to the Lenaea at all. The first part of the Scholiast's note is

evidently borrowed from somewhere else—probably from a

note on some other passage in which some song was named,

because Xr/vat£ovras cannot be paraphrased by cpSrj. (That he

wrongly connects the word with Xr/vbs and not with Xfjvai

does not here matter.) The meaning of Xr/vat(ovTas is

'behaving like Xfjvai or
Maenads'

—i.e. 'frenzied', or con

ceivably
' inspired

'
—here in an ironical sense ; and it has no

necessary connexion with theArjvaia (another derivative from

Xfjvai). The meaning of Xr/vat£eiv appears from a later

passage,1 in which Clement quotes
Heracleitus'

words :
"

couroy

Se"Ai8r/s Kal Aibvvaos, orecp paivovrai Kal Xr/vat£ovaiv", oil Sid

rf)v peBr/v rov acoparos, coy eyeb olpai, roaovrov oaov Sid rf)v

knovelSiarov rfjs daeXyeias lepocpavnav. Here the scholiast

quite rightly says : Xr/vat£ovaiv {JaKXcvovaiv Xfjvai yap al

BdKXai?

1 Ibid. ii. 34-5 (p. 26, Stahlin), and Schol. on p. 307.

* The latter part of the first of the scholia on Clement need not be

discussed here ; the scholiast, thinking that Xqvai(ovras referred to the

p2
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Even if the scholiast were right in seeing a reference to the

Lenaea in the first passage, his note would only show that a

chant sung at the Lenaea told of the anapaypbs of the god,

not that there was a passion-play in which the anapaypbs

was re-enacted. But in fact we do not know what the

dypoiKiKr) cpSr/, to which his note originally referred, may have

been.

For the suggestion that the supposed passion-play at the

Lenaea ultimately developed into Attic Tragedy, the only
evidence offered is that of

Suidas'

notice about Thespis. The

statement that Thespis disguised his face with white lead

is supposed to connect him with the Titans, the original

devourers of the Cretan god, who whitened themselves with

gypsum. Dr. Cook, indeed, quotes Suidas as saying that
' for

the purpose of his tragedies he first smeared the faces of the

performers with white lead
'
—

'

as if
'

(he adds)
'

they were so

many Titans smeared with gypsum '. But Suidas says only

that he smeared his own face with white lead ; whereas if his

play were really based on the devouring of a victim by
frenzied worshippers corresponding to the Titans, it should

have been the faces of his chorus. Suidas is plainly speaking
of the experiments in disguise which Thespis tried when he

appeared as an actor distinct from the chorus, and that no

special ritual significance was attached to this one is suggested

by its being immediately given
up.1 But Dr. Cook also urges

that the attribution to Thespis of plays called Pentheus and

rABXa HeXiov indicates that he treated the rending and devour

ing of Dionysus by Maenads (Xfjvai) and the rejuvenation of

Pelias by boiling. We have seen that the genuineness of the

titles of the plays ascribed to Thespis is disputable ;
2 but it is

obvious that in the story of Pentheus as acted in a play

Pentheus must already have been clearly distinguished from

the god, as he is in
Euripides,3

and his dismemberment cannot

festival, naturally continued his note on that assumption. The crowning
with ivy would be an appropriate testimony to the poet's frenzy or

inspiration quite apart from the Lenaea, cf. Eur. Bacch. 81.
1 See above, pp. HOff. 2 See above, p. 116.
3
See above, p. 187.
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be regarded as representing that of Dionysus. It is also very

doubtful whether a play entitled 7ABXa IleXiov (whether rA8Xa

means
'

contests
'

or
'

prizes ') would have included his boiling,
however true it may be that a regeneration-ritual lies behind

the myth of the boiling, and behind that of the cooking of

Pelops, which (as a favourite tragic theme) Dr. Cook also cites

in support of the view that tragedy is based on a
regeneration-

drama. The connexion of the other stories which Dr. Cook

cites1

(Hippolytus, Orestes, Apsyrtus) with regeneration-ritual

is very thin indeed, but they need not be discussed now.2

On the whole, it is difficult to come to any other conclusion

than that the Lenaea, though doubtless a more primitive

festival and containing elements which recall those of various

mysteries, cannot be shown to have involved any passion-play

of the required kind,3
and that there is no reason to disturb

the traditional belief that Tragedy came to Athens from the

villages of Attica and was grafted into the Great Dionysia in

the middle third of the sixth century B.C.

§ 3. But, Dr. Cook tells us, the dithyramb, performed at the

Great Dionysia, represented the begetting of Dionysus, as

Lenaea represented his birth. The arguments for this are as

follows :

(1) The two festivals were ten lunar months apart. This,

however, may be due to other causes. The Anthesteria and

the Rural Dionysia were also ten lunar months apart, and

accordingly Dr. Cook connects these occasions also with the

begetting and birth of the god. To the Anthesteria and Rural

Dionysia we shall return ; it need only be noticed here that

the date of the latter varied in different places, and there is

1 1. c. p. 680.

2 Dr. Cook works into his discussion the line of Eratosthenes about

the origin of do-KaXiao-p6s (see above, p. 102) ; but we have seen that it is

uncertain whether this can be brought into connexion with Tragedy at

all. His suggestion (p. 689) that
'
do-KaXiao-p6s originated as a serious

rite, designed to bring the celebrants one by one into contact with

the sacred beast ', as in the rite of the Aim kmSi'oc, in which also the

1
celebrants'

stood on one leg on the skin, is very ingenious, though the

coincidence may be a coincidence and nothing more.

s This is also the conclusion of Farnell, Cults, v, p. 176.
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some reason for thinking that (e.g.) at Icaria the Rural

Dionysia took place in
spring.1

(2) We are offered the derivation of SiBvpapBos from -Bop-,

'

leap
'

or
' beget

'

; but this is itself very conjectural, and can

scarcely be used as a basis of
argument.2

(3) We are referred to Plato's description
3
of the dithyramb

as Aiovvaov yeveais, oipai, SiBvpapBos Xeybpevos, and we are

told that yeveais includes yevvr/ais. But yeveais certainly

cannot exclude
' birth

'

; and if the proper subject of dithyramb

were yevvr/ais, as distinct from the birth ten months later, it

would have to do so. The passage cannot really be treated in

this way.

(4) Dr. Cook suggests
*
a reinterpretation of the evidence

about the Pandia, a festivalwhich immediately succeeded—

or,

as he says, formed the concluding act of
—the Great Dionysia,

so as to make it commemorate the union of Zeus, not with

Selene, as tradition appears to have affirmed, but with Semele.

The arguments used, though highly ingenious, are not con

vincing, depending, as they do, upon the making of emenda

tions in the authorities : certainly no reliable conclusion could

be based upon such conjecture.

As to the supposed representation of the birth of Dionysus

at the Lenaea, Dr. Cook's position does not seem to be clear,

If the parallel which he draws between the Lenaean and the

Cretan ceremonieswere correct, the birth ought to be a rebirth

after being
slain,5

not a normal birth consequent upon a

matrimonial union ten lunar months before. Dr. Cook can

hardly
'

have it both ways '.

§ 4. There are further difficulties in the theory that the

Anthesteria (like the Great Dionysia) commemorated the be

getting, the Rural Dionysia (like the Lenaea), the birth of

Dionysus, and that rudiments of Comedy can be found in the

former festival, of Tragedy in the latter.

1

Haigh, Attic Theatre s, p. 29 ; Farnell, Cults, v, p. 206.
1 See above, p. 15.

s
Laws, iii, p. 700 b : see above, p. 7.

4
p. 733.

s Such at least seems to be Dr. Cook's view of the Cretan ritual,

pp. 645 ff.
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Dr. Cook conjectures1 that the baskets handled by the

Gerairai 2 on Anthesterion 1 2 (the day of the Choes) contained

phalloi, and that the rite performed on that day (on which alone

the temple of Dionysus AipvaTos was opened) was a phallic

rite, and connected with the begetting of the god,
—

probably

the rite which some MSS. in § 78 of the Speech against

Neaera (our only authority) called ©ebyvia. But (1) this is

almost all conjecture—though there is nothing improbable in

Mr. Cook's guess as to the contents of the basket; (2) the

passage gives no ground for assuming that the Theognia (or

Theoinia) and the Iobakcheia, mentioned at the same time,

took place on Anthesterion 12 ; they are only spoken of as

celebrated kv rots KaBr/Kovai XP°V0LS- (3) Mr. Cook hardly
succeeds in disposing of the difficulty that it was probably on

Anthesterion 12 that the lepbs ydpos took place between

Dionysus, who cannot therefore have been thought of as an

infant, and the wife of the Archon Basileus. It is true that

there is no direct statement to this effect in our authorities.

But the indirect evidence is very strong. So solemn a

ceremony must have belonged to one of the great festivals of

Dionysus. The Lenaea was a mid-winter festival and an

unlikely time, therefore, for the marriage of the god ; the

Great Dionysia was too modern for so ancient a ceremony ;

the Anthesteria, at the beginning of spring, would be a natural

time for the lepbs ydpos. Further, it is very difficult not to

associate the solemn ceremony in the Limnaeum, described in

the Speech against Neaera, with the lepbs ydpos in the

Boukolion. Demosthenes emphasizes the necessity of the

Basilissa being pure of origin and of life, and describes the oath

of purity which she administers to her assistants, the yepaipai,

—an oath taken kv KavoTs, such Kavd as played a special part in

an Attic marriage. All this looks like a ceremony preliminary

to a marriage ; and in § 73 of the Speech the administration

of the oath and the sacred marriage are mentioned in the

same breath,—k£copKcoae re ras yepaipds rds iinr/perovaas tois

lepois, k^eSbBrj Se rep Aiovvaco yvvrj, enpa£e 8e inep rfjs nbXecos

rd ndrpia ktX. Probably then the yepaipai accompanied the

1
p. 684.

■ Dem. in Neaer. 73, 78, 79.
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Basilissa from the Limnaeum to the Boukolion for themarriage

rite.

As to the supposed traces of Comedy at the Anthesteria,
little need be said. There was a Ktopos beyond doubt, and

Comedy, of course, might have arisen out of this ; but did it,
in any sense ? There were dycoves x^rpivoi at the Anthesteria,
but practically nothing is known about

them.1

Finally,
Apollonius of Tyana, according to Philostratus,2

being in

Athens at the Anthesteria,
'

supposed that the citizens were

flocking to the theatre in order to hear solos and songs,

choruses and music, such as you get in Comedy and Tragedy ',

but actually found that they did something else, and abused

them for it 1 Surely this is not even the semblance of proof;

and the suggestion that the pelting of Dicaeopolis at his
' Rural Dionysia

'

in the Acharnians 3 is the relic of an

original anapaypbs of the god at that festival is difficult to

take seriously. As a matter of fact it is clear that in the

phallic procession organized by Dicaeopolis, Xanthias acts as

phallophorus and Dicaeopolis represents the chorus or Kmpos

who chant the phallic song of the god ;
4 he certainly does not

represent the god. (The meaning of this scene will be more

fully discussed in connexion with the origin of Comedy.)
Dr. Cook has constructed amost ingenious two-year calendar,

working in the two Dionysiac years corresponding to the two

pairs of festivals ; but there is obviously no need to discuss

this, if we cannot accept his account of the meaning of the

festivals ; and similarly the analogy drawn between the per

formances at certain festivals in the modern Greek world
5
and

the supposed performances at the Lenaea only has value if the

latter are independently proved, and this is just what it is

hard to believe.

§ 5. Tragedy, we are told, originated at theLenaea, Comedy
at the Great Dionysia. With the origin of Comedy we shall

1 See Haigh,Attic Theatre *, pp. 31, 44, and above, p. 171 ; also Nilsson,
de Dionysiis Atticis, p. 57, and O'Connor, Chapters in the History ofActors

and Acting in Ancient Greece, pp. 54 ff.
2 Vit. Apoll. iv. 21. " Aristoph. Ach. 237 ff.
4 See Athen. xiv. 622 c, d, and pp. 237 ff, below.

6
pp. 694-5.
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be concerned later on, and it is only necessary here to note

the non sequitur in Dr. Cook's argument from the performance

of phallic rites at the Dionysia. The argument appears to

be :—the City Dionysia included phallic rites ; comedy (accord

ing to Aristotle) originated from phallic rites ; therefore comedy

originated at theCity Dionysia—a simple case of 'undistributed

middle '. We shall see that the phallic rites which perhaps

gave rise to some elements in comedy were in all probability

quite different from those associated with the City Dionysia.

But Dr. Cook also argues
' to his conclusion from the order

in which the performances at the two festivals are mentioned

in the Law of Euegorus (Dem. in Meld. § 10) and in C.I.A. ii.

971 ; iv. 971,—tragedy before comedy at the Lenaea, comedy
before tragedy at the City Dionysia. He assumes

2

(1) that

the order of enumeration is the order of performance, and not

the order of importance at the two festivals; (2) that the

more primitive part of the festival was necessarily performed

first. Both assumptions are very doubtful. As to (1) it is

most probable that the inscriptions in question and the Law

of Euegorus alike followed the order observed in the official

inscriptional record made at the time of the performances ;

but the order in that record would not necessarily, as Dr. Cook

thinks, be that of the official programme— i. e. the order of

the performances. The order of enumeration in an official

record might well depend upon the order of importance of the

several kinds of performance at the two festivals, Tragedy

being originally connected with the Great Dionysia, Comedy
with the Lenaea, and each being treated, at its own special

festival, as the crown of the festival and mentioned last. The

text of Aristophanes, Birds, 786 ff, implies that the comedies

at the Great Dionysia were performed after the tragedies, and

Dr. Cook has to emend the text in order to bring it into line

with his view.3 In view of the evidence of Aristophanes, it

1
p. 683.

8 I repeat part of this and some other arguments from my review of

Zens in CI. Rev. xxix (1915), p. 84; cf. Haigh, Attic Theah-es, pp. 23 ff.,
and for the inscriptions the Appendix to that work.

s The text runs : vpav ri>v dearav ei tis qv vnoirrfpos, | eira ireiviiv
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seems probable (though no proof is possible as regards the

first two days) that the performances from Elaphebolion 10-

14 were—on the 10th,
boys'

choruses and one comedy; 11th,
men's choruses and one comedy; 12th, 13th, 14th, three

tragedies, one satyric play, one comedy.

Dr. Cook's other assumption (2) seems to be quite arbitrary,
and without it his argument fails. Accretionsmight obviously

either precede or follow the original performance.

Dr. Cook suggests that if the supposed Lenaean drama was

the true parent of Attic tragedy, it was presumably followed

by a satyric display. He adds in a note that 'this is not

definitely recorded, but our records are very incomplete '. But

the inscriptional record of Lenaean tragedies for the years

420/19, 419/8 B.C. (C. I.A. ii. 972),1 though mutilated, show

quite clearly that in those years at any rate there was no

satyric play attached to the tragedies presented by the two

competing poets: the inscription allows no room for the

mention of anything more than the tragedies. What little

evidence there is is .thusdistinctly against the suggestion

made. In view of this, it is not worth while to discuss

whether the vases on which satyrs are represented as assisting

or rejoicing at the Anodos of the Earth-mother are, as

Dr. Cook suggests, reminiscent of Lenaic satyr-play. There

is no positive evidence at all for any such
connexion.2

XTV

Summary.

The result of the long investigation with which this chapter

has been occupiedmay be briefly summarized. As the worship

of Dionysus spread over Greece, there came with it or

developed out of it into various forms several types of per

formance. One of the most widespread was the dithyramb ;

roir xopoio-i rav rpaytobav qx^ero, | iicnrdpevos &v oJros qpiarqaev iX6av

oiKaSe, | KaT hv ipnXqaBels
i<p'

qpas avBis aS KarenreTO. Dr. Cook has to

adopt the emendation rpvyaSav. See Haigh, 1. c.
1

Haigh, 1. c, p. 356. >
See above, p. 170.
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this became a literary composition in the hands of Arion at

Corinth ; its history thenceforward, though it is very incom

pletely known, has been traced in the previous chapter.

Another type was the dance of satyrs or sileni, to whichArion

gave metrical form, and which doubtless continued in vogue

in the north of the Peloponnese, until Pratinas brought it (in

a more or less developed dramatic form) from Phlius to

Athens, at the end of the sixth century ; it then became

partly assimilated to tragedy, and remained a constant element

in the reorganized City Dionysia.

More important for humanity than either of these were

those dramatic or semi-dramatic performances, which, however

crude or even grotesque they may once have been, contained

from the first elements of solemnity, and dealt with death and

sorrow. At first they were purely choral, though probably

led by an k£dpx<ov ; but, perhaps in the Attic village of Icaria,

Thespis created an actor's part, and brought his plays to

Athens just when the spring Dionysiac festival was being
reorganized and extended, and on to this festival his drama

(which may have originally been performed in autumn) was

grafted. This village drama met and mingled in Athens with

another outcome of the solemn side ofDionysiac ritual, the lyrics

which were composed to music in the rpayiKos rpbnos invented

by Arion, and were in vogue also at Sicyon and perhaps at

other places; and by its union with these, and under the

influence of contemporary Greek lyric poetry generally, tragedy
became elevated into a supremely noble form of literature, as

we see it in Aeschylus. By a singularly fortunate coincidence,
the early days of tragedy fell in the time when the mass of

legends, whether already in epic form or still in process of

being so composed, was being collected and consolidated, and

so tragedy was not confined to local or floating legend, but

was given ready-made a rich store of material upon which to

draw. Its literary form was improved first by the addition

of a prologue and set speeches, delivered by a separate actor,

to the original song and dance of the chorus ; then by the

addition of a second and a third speaker, in the very natural

manner which is recorded.
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But the attempts to explain tragedy by deriving it from

dramatic representations at the tombs of deceased heroes, or

by the forms of a supposed passion-play, however conceived,

appear to run contrary to the evidence. Equally improbable

is the belief that tragedy, even in its early stages, was ever

acted by a chorus of satyrs ; the evidence on the whole tends

to show that dithyramb in the strict sense, satyric drama, and

tragedy were always distinct, and followed each- its own fine

of development.

It has not been possible in this discussion to deal with the

archaeology of tragedy
— the nature andhistoryof theDionysiac

festivals, the costume of the actors, the character of the

theatrical presentation, and the early history of the theatre.

It is hoped that these and similar matters may be dealt with

in another volume. In the meantime it will be convenient to

undertake in regard to comedy an investigation similar to

that which we have now concluded in reference to tragedy.



Ill

THE BEGINNINGS OF GREEK

COMEDY
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Appendix B. On Mr. Cornford's theory of the Origin of Attic Comedy
(pp. 329-19).

1. The theory of a ritual sequence (pp. 329-30).

2. The marriage (pp. 330-6).

3. The new god or king (pp. 336-41).

4. The Pharmakos (p. 341).

5. The Agon (pp. 341-5).

6. Rejuvenation (p. 345-7).

7. The sacrifice (pp. 347-8).

8. The masks, &c. (pp. 348-9).
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The Beginnings of Greek Comedy

The Kcopos-

§ 1. In discussing the origins of Greek, and particularly of

Attic, comedy, it will be convenient to take as a starting-

point the statements made by Aristotle in the Poetics, ch. iii,

iv, and v.

Ch. iii : Sib Kal avrinoiovvrai rfjs re rpaycpSias Kal rfjs

KcopcpSias ol Acopieis (rfjs pev yap KcopcpSias ol Meyapeis 01 re

kvravBa coy knl rfjs avrots Sr/poKparias yevopevr/s Kal ol

eK ZiKeXias, eKeiBev yap rjv 'EnixaPpos b notr/rr/s noXXcp
npbre-

pos cov XicovtSov Kal
Mdyvr/ros'

Kal rfjs rpaycpSias evioi.rcov kv

HeXonovvrjaco) noiovpevoi rd bvbpara ar/peiov aiirol pev yap

Kcopovs rds nepioiKiSas KaXeiv <paaiv, 'ABr/vaiovs Se Srjpovs, coy

KCopcoSovs ovk dnb rov Kcopd£eiv XexBevras, dXXd rfj Kara

Koopas nXdvr/ dnpa£opevovs eK rov
darecos'

Kal to noieiv aiirol

pev Spdv, 'ABr/vaiovs Se npdrreiv npoaayopeveiv.

- What is of value in this passage is the evidence which it

gives of a tradition in Aristotle's day—he does not support or

deny it himself—that comedy originated among Dorian peoples,

and that something which could be identified by name with

comedy was found in Megara in Greece proper (between about

581 B. c. when the tyrant Theagenes was expelled, and 486, the

date of
Chionides'

appearance in Athens), and also in Megara

Hyblaea, where Epicharmus was composing at a considerably

earlier date than Chionides and Magnes. The value of these

traditions will be discussed later, along with other evidence ;

in anticipation it may be said that both appear to be suffi

ciently well founded. On the other hand the linguistic argu

ment adduced is worthless : there can be no doubt that Kcopco-

Sia is connected with Kcopos (Kcopdteiv), not with acco/^, and

91S9 Q
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that in any case Kcbpr/ was a
good Attic word, at least in the

fifth century B. c, though it referred to a quarter of the city,

not to a country town or
village.1

Ch. iv connects the subjects of comedy with the lighter

poems of the Epic age, such as the Margites, in which the poet

dealt not with personalities as in earlier days, butwith general

topics of a humorous kind, ov yjroyov dXXd to yeXoTov Spaparo-

noifjaas, the process being parallel to that by which tragedy
developed out of encomiastic poetry, with grand Epic as an

intermediate stage in which the interest had ceased to be

personal. This is too vague to be very valuable ; Aristotle is

obviously theorizing and propounding a logical scheme of

classification as if it were an historical order of development;
and there is in fact some doubt whether the Margites was

earlier than the comedy of Megara and Sicily. If there is

anything in the ascription of it (by Suidas and Proclus) to

Pigres of Halicarnassus, the uncle of theArtemisia who fought

for Xerxes, it may well not have been
so.2

Aristotle further writes : yevopevr/s
8'

ovv
an'

dpxfjs airo-

ax^SiaanKfjs
—Kal aiirr) (i.e. r) rpaycoSia)Kal r) KCopcpSia Kal f) pev

dnb tcov k£apxbvrcov rbv SiBvpapBov, r) Se dnb tcov rd (j>aXXiKa

a en Kal vvv kv noXXais tcov nbXecov Siapevei vopi£bpeva—Kara

piKpbv r/iifcr/Br/ ktX.

1 See Bywater, ad loc. Bywater omits to notice Aristoph. Lysistr. 5

q ipq Ka>pqTis—a.n earlier instance of the Attic use than any which he

gives. [Mr. H. P. Richards (CI. Rev. xiv. 201 ff.) shows that there is no

clear instance in Attic of Spapa applied to Attic comedy until the time of

Plutarch, so that the part of the argument quoted byAristotle which turns

on 8pdpa and Spdv must refer to tragedy. See above, pp. 144-5.] For the

dates of Chionides and Magnes, see below, pp. 286 ff. Bywater wrongly

refers the notice in an inscription (C. I. A. ii. 971), recording a victory of

Magnes, to 464 b. c. : there can be no doubt that the date of the victory

was 472, thoughwe do not know ifit was his first victory (cf. Capps, Introd.

of Comedy into City Dionysia : Wilhelm, Urkunden dram. Auff., p. 174).
a The ascription is perhaps a conjecture based on the facts that

(1) Pigres interpolated the Iliad with pentameters, (2) the Margites con

tained iambics irregularly mixed up with the hexameters (cf. Hephaest.,

p. 60, 2 Consbr.). Perhaps it was assumed that not more than one poet

was likely to have tried this kind of experiment. In the pseudo-Platonic

Alcibiad, ii, p. 147 c, the Margites is ascribed to 'Homer'.
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If we were right in concluding above that Aristotle is con

structing in this chapter a theory as to the origins of tragedy
and comedy, and that in deriving tragedy from dithyramb he

was probably mistaken, we cannot accept without further in

quiry his derivation of comedy from phallic revelry, such as

survived in his own day in a number of cities ;
1 he may well

have seen in such revelry features common to it and to the

Old Comedy, and may not unnaturally have treated the latter

as an offshot of the cruder type of performance. As in the case

of tragedy, it is the actor's part, not that of the chorus, which

he regards as developing. We must, therefore, inquire care

fully what is to be known of such phallic revelry, and test

Aristotle's theory accordingly. But first it will be convenient

to quote his statement in ch. v.

Ch. v : al pev ovv rfjs rpaycpSias peraBdaeis Kal
8t'

fav kyk-

vovro oi) XeXrjBaaiv, r) Se KcopcpSia Sid to prj anov8d£eaBai

k£ dpxfjs
eXaBev'

Kal yap
x°P°1' KtopcpScov byjre nore b dpxcov

eScoKev,
dXX'

kBeXovral r/aav. r)8r/ Se axvpaT°i riva aiirfjs

kxovar/s ol Xeyopevoi airfjs noir/ral pvr/povevovrai. ris Se

npbacona dneScoKev fj npoXoyovs fj nXrjBr/ iinoKpircov Kal baa

roiavra, f/yvorjrai. to Se pvBovs noieiv ['Enixappos Kal

<Pbppis] to pev k£ dpxfjs eK SiKeXias rjXBe, tcov Se 'ABrjvr/aiv

Kpdrr/s npibros rjp£ev dipkpevos rfjs lapBiKfjs ISeas KaBbXov

noieiv Xbyovs Kal pvBovs.

The date at which the archon can be supposed to have

granted a chorus to a comic poet was doubtless the date at

which Chionides appeared, 486 B.C. The text of the last

sentence is uncertain, but it evidently ascribed the first com

position of plots of general interest to Epicharmus and Phormis

in Sicily (for even if the names are a gloss, the reference must

still be to these poets),2

and to Crates in Athens. The last

sentence but one seems to imply the existence, in Aristotle's

1 Cf. Athen. x, p. 445 a, b (speaking of Antheas of Lindos, a poet of

late but unknown date) ouros 8e Kal KiopaSias inoiet Kal dXXa noXXd iv toutg)

tw Tp07T(p toiv 7rotq/iaTOH>, 4 i£qpx€ T°is
pe&'

avrov <paXXo<popovo~iv.

2
Bywater, who brackets 'Enixappos Kal Qdppts (after Susemihl), supposes

that the names originally formed part of a sentence after qX8e, e. g. qo-av

yap 'Ew. Kal *. iKeWev.

Q2
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belief, of a comedy earlier than
that of which he had detailed

knowledge, in which therewere not masks
x
nor prologues nor

several actors ; an investigation of the records
of phallic and

similar performances suggests that he may have had some

facts to suggest such a belief. To this investigation we may

now proceed.

§ 2. The locus classicus in regard to such performances is

Athenaeusxiv,pp 621 d,e, 622 ar-d: napd SeAaKeSaipovioisKQpi-

ktjs naiSids rjv ns rpbnos naXaibs, cos (pr/ai HcoaiBws, ovk dyav

anovSaios, are Si) Kdv tovtois to Xitov ttjs Undprr/s peraSim-

Kovar/s. kpipeiro yap ns kv eiireXeT rfj Xe£ei KXenrovrds rivas

bncbpav rj fceviKov larpbv roiavrl Xeyovra, (622 e) coy "AXe£is kv

MavSpayopigopevr/ Sid tovtcov napiarr/aiv

kdv emxcopios

larpbs einr/
"
rpvfiXiov tovtco Sore

nnaavr/s ecoBev", Karaippovovpev
eiBecos'

&v Se nnadvav Kal rpovplXiov, 6avpd£opev.

Kal ndXiv kdv pev revrXiov, napeiSopev.

kdv Se aevrXov, dapevms r/KOvaapev,

cos oil to aevrXov rairrbv bv rep revrXim.

eKaXovvro

8'

ol peribvres tt/v roiavrr/v naiSidv napd rois

AaKcoai SeiKr/Xiarai, cos dv ns aKevonoioi/s
2

einr/ Kal pipr/rds.

(The quotation will be continued shortly.)

Sosibius appears to have lived about 300 B. c, a generation

or so after Aristotle. The performances which he described

were evidently little acted plays, very like the mimes of
later

days,3
and treated by Plutarch as virtually the same thing, in

the anecdote which he tells in the life of Agesilaus, ch. i, mi

1 As already stated (pp. 122, 123), I see no reason for following Capps

and Flickinger in rendering npoaama by
'

characters '.

2
a-Kevoiroios is used by Aristophanes, Aristotle,&c, of the maker of the

dress and general
'

make-up
'

of the actors. See Bywater on Ar. Poet. vi.

1450 b 20.
3
The theory of Thiele (Neue Jahrb. 1902, p. 411) that the performance

of the SeiKqXia-Tai was a puppet-play seems to be based on no evidence

that will bear inspection, and he admits that no direct proof of it has

been found It is contradicted by Plutarch's equation of them with

pipoi.
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7rore KaXXmniSr/s 6 tcov rpaycpScov vnoKpirrjs Svopa Kal 8b£av

exw kv tois "EXXr/ai Kal anov8a£bpevos iinb ndvrcov, npcorov

pev dnr/vrr/aev ai/rcp Kal npoaeinev, eneira aofiapcos els tovs

avpnepmarovvras kpBaXwv kavrbv kneSe'iKwro, vopi£eov eKeivov

dp£eiv nvbs (piXoabpoavvr/s, reXos Se elnev,
''

ovk kniyiyvcoaKeis

pe, co
/3aaiXev"

; KaKeivos dnofiXeyjras npbs aiirbv elnev,
"
dXX'

oil av y kaal KaXXmniSas b SeiKt/XiKras
"

; ovrco Se AaKeSat-

pbvioi tovs pipovs KaXovai. (The point of the insult lay in

the fact that the actors of tragedy and comedy regarded the

actors of mimes with contempt ; at a later date the Aiovvaov

rexvirai never admitted them to their Society.)
The expression aKevonoioiis Kal pipr/rds is partly explained

by the
lexicographers'

synonyms for SeiKr/Xa, which some

times meant the
'
masks ', sometimes the

' imitation ', i. e. the

performance. (Hesychius gives both npbacona and also e'iKoves,

bpoicbpara as equivalents of SeiKr/Xa : other lexicographers

give eUdapara, piptjpara. The word occurs first in Herodo

tus ii. 171 in the sense of 'representations
'

: the mysteries of

Sais are said to have included SeiKr/Xa tcov naBecov, exhibitions

of the sufferings of Apries. The scholiast on Apoll. Rhod. i.

746 explains SeiKr/Xiaras as tovs aKconriKovs, tovs kv rep aKco

meiv dXXov Tiva pipovpevovs.) It may safely be assumed that

the SetKt/Xiarai performed in a costume which included

masks.1

It happens that Plutarch2 records a custom of Spartanboys—

apparently a part of their strange
education—which suggests

that the scenes represented by the SeiKr/Xiarai were based on real

life : Kal cpepovai KXenrovres ol pev knl roiis Ktjnovs Ba8i(ovres,

ol Se els rd tcov dvSpStv avaaina napetapeovres ev pdXa navovp-

ycos Kal necbvXay
pevcos' dv

8'

dXcp, 7roAAay XapBdvei nXr/yds rfj

pdanyi /iaBvpcos Sokcov KXenreiv Kal drexvoos. KXenrovai Se

Kal tcov airicov 8 n dv Svvcovrai, pavBdvovres eiiipvcos
kmrlBe-

1
Reich, Mimus, i, p. 257, n., has shown that the statement commonly

made that mime-actors wore no masks can be made with certainty only

of Roman mimes. Athen. x, p. 452 f. describes a certain KXiav as 'ItoXik5>v

pluu>v Xpioros avTcnrpoo-anros {nroKpiTqs, and this implies that his authority

must have known of mime-actors who wore masks. The date of this

Cleon was probably early in the third century B.C. (Reich, ibid., p. 528).
1
Vit. Lycurg. xvii.
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aBai tois KaBevSovaiv rj paBvpcos
(pvXdaaovaf tco Se dXbvri (r/pia

nXr/yal Kal to neivfjv.
Pollux1

also mentions a Laconian

dance—its name was probably pipr/XiKr/
—81 rjs kpipovvro rovs

knl rfj KXonrj tcov ecoXcov Kpecov
2 dXiaKopevovs.

Now these records are of importance, because they introduce

us to character types with which Greek comedy was familiar.

The fruit-stealer was known to Epicharmus.3 The thief of

food of other kinds appears on one of the vases representing
the performances of the phlyakes of South Italy,4whose relation

to early Peloponnesian performances and to Sicilian comedy
will often be referred to hereafter ; and we may find a trace

of the same character in
Aristophanes'

Knights, 1. 417 ; though

the cunning stealer of food is so common a resource of low

comedy in all ages, that it would not be right to lay stress on

this character in an argument as to orgins or influence. It

is of more significance that the quack-doctor is found not only

in the passage of Alexis quoted by Athenaeus, but in Crates,
a poet of the Old Comedy, and that in Crates he speaks

Doric.6 The doctor occurred also in the Endymion of

Alcaeus, and tried to cure the hero's somnolence. In a frag
ment of Theopompus (a poet of the later Old Comedy) a similar

character, the apothecary, is a Megarean, though whether he

is so called because the occupation was commonly followed

by Dorians, or because this was a character in Megarean

comedy, we do not know.

Whether the SeiKr/Xiarai were phallic is not definitely stated.

The actors of mimes frequently were, and their kinsmen, the

1 iv. 104.

2 MSS. pepav : perhaps iaXopepav (Kiihn) is the right reading. (For

the whole passage see below, p. 258.)
5
ap. Zenob. v. 842i/ceXos oprpaKi^ercu: . . . perevqveKrai Se airh tS>v 2iKeXS>v

ras d&pd>Tovs opqbaKas KXeirTovrav. Epich. fr. 239 (Kaibel).
4
Heydemann, Jahrb. Arch, i, p. 273 d : Xanthias appears to be hiding

away a stolen cake.

6 dXXd criKvav TroTif}aX5> toi, Kal tv Xjjs diroo~xdo-u> (fr. 41). The doctor was

still a character in mimes in the time of Choricius in the sixth century

a.d. (see Rev. de Phil, i (1887), p. 218) as he is still in Christmas

mummings. In primitive times the doctor was, probably very often, an

itinerant practitioner, and so came often to be represented as a foreigner.
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Graeco -Italian phlyakes, were so regularly ;
1
and it is probable

that Athenaeus thought that the SeiKr/Xiarai were similarly

costumed. We shall return to the SeiKr/Xiarai later.

Athenaeus continues :
2
rov Se etSovs tcov SeiKr/Xiarcov noXXal

Kara ronovs eiai npoar/yopiai. ^ikvwvioi pev yap
(paXXo-

tpbpovs aiiTovs KaXovaiv, dXXoi
6"

avroKaBSdXovs, ol Se (pXvaKas,

cos 'IraXoi, aocfyiaras 8e ol noXXoi ©r/Baioi Se Kal rd noXXd

ISicos bvopd(eiv elcoBbres kBeXovrds? . . . Sfjpos 8e b ArjXios kv

rep nepl naidvcov,
"

ol aiiroKaBSaXoi", (pr/ai,
"
KaXovpevoi kare-

cpavcopkvoi kittco axkSr/v knkpaivov prjaeis. varepov Se tapftoi

cbvopdaBr/aav aiiroi re Kal rd noirjpara aiircov. ol Se IBvipaX-

Xoi ", (pr/ai,
"
KaXovpevoi npoaconeia peBvbvrcov exovai Kal kare-

(pdvcovrai, x«'P'5ay dvBivds
exovres'

xtT<oal $* XP®VTaL
Pecr0~

XevKois Kal nepie(a>vrai rapavrivov KaXvnrov avroiis pkxp1 T^v

acpvpcov. aiyjj Se 8id rov nvXcovos elaeXBbvres, brav Kara

pkar/v rf)v bpxrjarpav yevtovrai, kmarpecpovaiv els to Bearpov

Xeyovres'

dvdyer', eiipvx<opiav
noi-

eire rep
Beep' kBeXei yap

[b Bebs] bpBbs eacbvScopevos

Sid peaov Ba8i£eiv.

ol Se cf)aXXo(pbpoi", (br/aiv,
"
npoaconeiov pev oil XapBdvovaiv,

npoaKoniov
8'

k£ kpnvXXov nepinBepevoi Kal naiSkpcoros kndvco

tovtov kniTiBevrai arecpavov Saavv icov Kal
klttov'

KavvaKas re

nepifieBXr/pevoi napkpxovrai ol pev eK napbSov, ol Se Kara

peaas rds Bvpas, Baivovres kv pvBpcp Kal Xeyovres,

aoi, Ba/cxe, rdvSe povaav dyXaf£opev,

dnXovv pvBpbv x^0l,Te^ albXco pkXei,

Kaivdv, dnapBevevrov, ov n rais ndpos

Kexpripevav cpSaiaiv,
dXX'

aKrjparov

Kardpxopev rbv vpvov.

1 See Reich, ibid., i, pp. 17, 258, &c.
2
xiv, pp. 621 f, 622.

3 That Aristotle, Poet, v, speaks of primitive performers of comedy as

ideXovrai is doubtless only a coincidence. It could not be inferred that

he had the Theban performances in his mind. K8rte, however (Pauly-W.

xi, col. 1221), suggests that iOeXovTas in Athen. is a gloss upon a local

Theban name which has dropped out of the text, and this is highly

probable, as the word is by no means one peculiar to Thebes.
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eira npoarpexovres krco6a(ov ovs [dv] npoeXoivro, ardSr/v Se

enparrov b Se (paXXo<pbpos IBv BaSifav KaranaaBels
alBdXco."

(The text at the end is uncertain : KaranaaBels is Kaibels

emendation for KaranXr/aBeis.)

The date of Semus of Delos is perhaps early in the second

century b.
c.1 The passages quoted must be used with great

caution, since it is clear that Athenaeus has failed to distin

guish between non-choral performances like those of the

SeiKr/Xiarai and obXvaKes, and, on the other hand, distinctly
choral performances like those of the (paXXocpbpoi and IBvipaX-

Xoi, which can only be said to belong to the elooy rmv

SeiKr/XiarSov in a very general sense. We shall see that this

distinction is of the greatest importance.

With regard to the names aiiroKaBSaXoi and aoobiarai not

much can be said. In Aristotle's Rhetoric in. vii airoKa-

BSdXcos is opposed to aepvcos, and in ch. xiv avroKaBSaXa may

mean
'

off-hand ',
'

unprepared '. In Lycophron 745 airroKa-

BSaXov aKatpos is an improvised boat. In Hesychius airoKa-

BSaXa is paraphrased by ainoaxkSia noir/para eireXfj : and the

Etymologicum Magnum gives the meaning as to cos er^xe

tpvpaBev dXevpov (KaBos being a word for a measure of corn,

which is found in the lexicographers). The meaning as

applied to poems is clearly
'

improvised ',2
and perhaps axkSr/v

('quietly') in the text of Athenaeus should be emended to

ax^Sir/v
('
at once ',

'

off-hand
').3 In any case improvised prjaeis

can hardlyhave beenchoral. The airoKaBSaXoi, ivy-crowned,do

not appear to have been masked. The name aoobiarai certainly

can apply to a body of musicians or poets as well as to indi
viduals,4

and in Cratinus, 'ApxiXoxoi fr. 2, it is used of poets

(olov aocpiarcov apfjvos dveSupr/aare), though whether of the

chorus of the play or not is uncertain ; in fr. 1 of Iophon it

1 See Jacoby in Pauly-W. Real-Enc. ii A, col. 1357-8 ; Bapp, Leipz.
Stud, viii, pp. 99, 121.

2

Aristotle, Poet, iv, regards both serious and comic poetry as

originating ultimately from avroaxeSidcrpaTa.

3 It and the parts of o~xe8ios are used in this sense in Nicander,
Babrius, &c. (see Liddell & Scott).

4 In Pindar, Isthm. iv. 25 it is used of the dotSSs, in Eur. Rhesus, 923

of Thamyris.
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is used of the satyr-musicians accompanying Silenus (Kal yap

elaeXrjXvBev | 7roAAcoV aoobiarcov apfjvos efcr/prr/pevos), and it

could probably be used of clever performers of any kind, many
or

single.1

It is not clear what Semus meant by saying that the

airoKaBSaXoi and their poems were afterwards called iapBoi,

in the absence of any indication of date or place. There is no

other instance of the word iapBoi being applied to persons,

though Athenaeus speaks of lapBiarai at Syracuse.2

The IBvobaXXoiwore the masks of drunken-men, and garlands

on their heads ; they wore also a tunic with a white
stripe,3

and flowered (or gaily-coloured) sleeves, and a rapavnvov
—

a fine transparent robe (mostly worn by women)
—falling to the

feet. Their own costume was not phallic, but they escorted

a phallus (perhaps set on a pole) into the theatre, marching
in silently, probably through the central door in the npoaKrjviov,

and then facing the audience and singing their song demand

ing
'
room for the god ', whom they escorted. Unfortunately

Semus tells us nothing of the ceremony, nor even the name of

the town, in which this performance took place: for it was

obviously a formal ceremony, not a mere revel, though not

dramatic ; and this appears to differentiate it from the

behaviour of (e.g.) the festive young Athenians mentioned in
Demosthenes'

Speech against Conon, who called themselves

aiiToXrJKvBoi4

or IBvipaXXoi, initiated themselves to 'IBixpaXXos,
1
There seems no reason to think that the use of the word was

ironical, as Lorenz supposes, in application to performances of the el8os

toiv SeiKqXio-r&v. Thiele (Neue Jahrb. 1902, p. 409) thinks that the word

implies professionals, as distinct from the Theban ideXovrui : and though

this is not proved (for he seems to rely on the analogy with the

wandering teachers to whom the name of
'sophist'

was given), it is not

impossible that the 8eiKq\Urrai and o-oc/>iorai and the Syracusan lapfiio-rai,
and also the Graeco-Italian cpXiaKes, were professionals, as distinct from

the lOvlpaXXoi, <paXXo(f>6poi, and avTOKaffSaXoi.

2
V. 181 C KaddXov Se 8id(popos qv i] povaiKq irapa Tois "EXXrjcn, rac pev

'

A8qviu(av roiis Aiovvo~iaKovs yopoi»ff Kal tovs kvkXiovs Trporipavrav, 2vpaKoo~la>v

Se roiis lapfiiards, dXXoi Se d\Xo ti.
5 For further explanation of peaoXevKos see Reich, Mitnus, i. 276.
* Dem. in Conon., § 14. The meaning of avToXqKvSoi (see

Sandys'

commentary) is probably
'

men who carried their own XqKv0oi ', instead
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and attacked and insulted respectable citizens in their revels.

But there is little about the IBvobaXXoi of Semus which helps

to an understanding of comedy.

Is it otherwise with the (paXXo(p6poi 1 These wore garlands

of pansies and ivy on their
heads,1

and hung flowers in front

of their faces, but were not masked ; they were clad in thick

wool-lined
garments,2

and marched into the orchestra, some

by the parodos, some by the central doors in the npoaKrjviov,

keeping time and singing some iambic lines in which they
profess to be offering to Bacchus an entirely new song

—no

doubt supposed to be improvised on the spot. They then ran

up to any of the audience whom they chose to select andmade

fun of them. The phallophorus proper had his face disguised

with soot. (Probably he carried, but did notwear, the phallus.)
The words ardSr/v Se enparrov seem to mean that the per

formers did not dance.

How far then does this account help us with regard to the

origin of comedy ?

In the first place it is quite uncertain (as in the case of the

IBvobaXXoi) ofwhat performance Semus is speaking. Athenaeus

states that (paXXocpbpoi was the Sicyonian name for the elSos

tcov SeiKT/Xiarcov—a statement obviously false, for the per

formance of the (PaXXoobbpoi was choral, while that of the

SeiKr/Xiarai was not. Whether
Athenaeus'

authority for con

necting the (paXXoobbpoi with Sicyon was Semus or Sosibius

or neither does not appear from the text : the quotation from

Semus begins subsequently.3 The iambic lines of the song

of taking slaves with them, and so
'

gentlemen-tramps
'

: cf. also Robert,
Die Masken der neueren Att. Kom., p. 24, n. 1, who quotes passages

showing that the word connoted poverty.
1 Cf. Plato, Symp. 212 e, where Alcibiades wears the same garland.
2 For KawdKai see Aristoph. Wasps, 1137, &c, and Starkie's note ad

loc. They seem to have been made of thick cloth, lined with sheep-skin,

and to have been worn by slaves and Orientals.
3 Hence the suggestion of Poppelreuter (de Com. Att.primordiis, p. 14)

that in ascribing the phallophori to Sicyon, Semus was influenced by
a desire to assign a Dorian origin to comedy, after Ar. Poet, iii, hangs in

the air. (Poppelreuter traces a similar desire in an epigram of Onestes

in Anth. Pal. xi. 32 (date unknown).)
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are not in the dialect of Sicyon, but in the conventional lyric

dialect used by Attic poets.1 Bethe2
calls the phallophori

'

Delians ', and it is of course possible that Semus was describing
what happened in his own home ; but there is not much to be

said for this view, as he was apparently writing a general

treatise,3
and need not have been thinking of Delos in

particular. Possibly the ceremony of the phallophori was of

a common type, differing little from town to town.

In the second place, there are no dramatic elements in the

ceremony. The performers impersonate no one, and remain

themselves throughout. It is true that not too much stress

must be laid upon this. For the part of theOld Comedy which

the phallophori are usually supposed to explain is the para-

basis, and the parabasis may originally have been non-dramatic.

On this point it is well to be as precise as possible. The state

ment sometimes made that at the beginning of the parabasis

the chorus threw off their dramatic costume is an exaggeration :

at most they probably threw off only their outer garment, for

greater ease in dancing ;
i

they did not throw off theirmasks ;
5

and while the
'

anapaests
'

delivered by the leader are usually

(not always)
° irrelevant to the plot, the dramatic character is

retained, as a rule, in the epirrhema and antepirrhema,

though plenty of topical allusion and personal satire are com

bined with it. But the parabasis does make a break in the

dramatic structure ; and the fact that we can trace the steps

by which Aristophanes attempted to work it better into the

whole, suggests that if we were able to trace its development

backwards, we should find that it was originally a non-

1 See above, p. 147.
!
Proleg., p. 54.

8 The quotation is from the Uepl rraidvav of Semus, not from the AqXiaKa.

4
e. g. Ach. 627 ; Peace 729 ; Lysistr. 614, 634, 662, 686. The fact that

the chorus behave similarly when the dramatic action is at its height in

Wasps 408, Tliesm. 655, shows that their object was freedom ofmovement,

not freedom from their dramatic character.
•

Cornford, Origin ofAtt. Comedy, p. 121, states that they did, but gives

no evidence, and on pp. 126, 127 he appears to take the other view.

Navarre, Rev. Et. Anc. 1911, p. 256, also without offering evidence, states

that the chorus laid aside their masks in the parabasis.
8
e. g. in the Birds.
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dramatic performance, the executants of which only acquired

masks and a dramatic character when brought into union

with actors of a really dramatic type and of different origin.

But this does not really help us much : since the other points

of contrast between the phallophori and the parabasis are

very marked.

For, in the third place, it seems clear that the chorus in the

parabasis danced—at least in the ode and antode, and probably
throughout the epirrhematic

portion,1

whereas the phallophori

ardSr/v enparrov.

In the fourth place, the form of the phallophoric ceremony

is of an entirely different type from anything that we find

in the parabasis. In the latter, after the delivery of the

'

anapaests ', there is a perfectly formal epirrhematic structure,
the ode and epirrhema being followed by an antode and

antepirrhema which exactly balance them. In the former,
there is nothing to suggest any such symmetry ; and when we

come to consider the phallic Kcopos presented in the Acharnians

(in many ways like that described by Athenian^,we shall see

that the phallic hymn there sung is unlike anything in the

parabasis.

Lastly, there is nothing in the parabasis, or indeed in comedy
at all, to correspond to the black man who seems to be the

kgdpxcov of the phallophori, and who reminds us of the sweep

or the black man (under whatever name) who is a figure in

English mummings at Christmas and May-day, and in the

rustic play of many other
peoples.2 If it be suggested that

the black man and the phallophori correspond to the actor

and chorus of comedy, it must be pointed out that though the

1 See Appendix A, p. 296.
2 It is sometimes thought that the Maypole itself began its career as

a phallic emblem. Dr. Farnell (Cults, v, p. 211) compares the black man

of the phallophori with the yjroXoeis or
'

sooty ones
'

in a ceremony at

Orchomenus (Plut. Quaest. Gr. ch. 38), and the blackened figure in the

modern rural dramatic performance atViza (J.H. S. 1906, p. 191). I do

not feel sure that the -fyoXoe'is are really parallel ; they seem to belong to

a more serious sphere, like the MiXavSos of Eleutherae (see above, p. 161).

It is very doubtful whether the phallic xapos, at least in historical times,

was usually more than a revel with little religious significance.
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black man carried a phallic emblem, there is nothing to

show that he wore the phallus, whereas the Athenian comic

actor commonly (though not always) did so in the most

indecent fashion.1 In fact the actor, as we shall see, has

probably quite different affinities, and his whole costume was

quite different from that of the phallophori.

Accordingly we have no real points of contact between the

phallophori of Semus and the Old Comedy, except that in both

a chant or invocation was or might be followed by mockery of

the bystanders ; and the points of contrast are so marked,

that though we may still connect comedy with some kind of

primitive Kcopos, this particular kind helps us little. It will be

best to consider next a type of phallic ceremony not unlike that

described by Semus, but certainly belonging to Athens itself.

§ 3. This ceremony is that which Aristophanes connects

with the Rural Dionysia, and it cannot be ruled out of

consideration on the ground that the festival with which

comedy was originally connected at Athens was the Lenaea.2

This is almost certainly true : but it is at least highly probable

that the festival called at Athens by the name
'

Lenaea
'

was

the
' Rural Dionysia

'

of primitive Athens itself, and cor

responded to the Dionysia
/car'

dypovs of the rural demes.

1 This has been disputed by Thiele, Neue Jahrb. ix, p. 421, and others ;

but Aristoph. Clouds 537 ff. is unintelligible unless the practice were at

least common, and it is not likely to have been common unless it were

quite primitive and at one time essential. The schol. on Clouds 542 is

probably right in saying : lareov Se on irdvra oaa av Xeyrj els eavrov reivei,

roiis yap CpdXqras elo-qyayev iv rrj kvo-iaTpdrri, rbv Se KdpSaKa i< ro'is 2<pq£i,

roiis Se CpaXaKpovs iv Elpqvr/, tov Se rrpecrfivTqv iv "Opviai, ktX. Passages in

which the wearing of the visible phallus seems certain are Acharn. 158,
592 ; Wasps 1343 ; Lysistr. 991, 1077, &c. Other passages in which

there is little doubt of it are enumerated by KSrte, Jahrb. Arch, viii, p. 66,

and Pauly-W. Real-Enc. xi, col. 1219. Probably it was conventional that

one or more phallic actors should appear in each play, and Aristophanes

only modified the grossness of the custom without entirely abolishing it

(cf. Eupolis, fr. 244 K.). There is little evidence that a phallic costume

was worn by leading characters taken from life ; Kinesias in the Lysistrata

is the one extant example : it was probably confined almost entirely to

typical or fictitious personages ofthe fiupoXdxos type (see below, pp. 270 ff.).
8 See above, p. 217.
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We know that the Lenaea originally took place in or near the

siteof the lateragora :
x but thiswas almost certainly north-west

of the Acropolis, and outside the most primitive city, which lay
mainly to the south and

south-west of the Acropolis ; so that

the festival in fact took place kv dypois, although, when that

district came to be included in the city, the rural character of

the festival disappeared, and it was transferred to the theatre

on the south side of the Acropolis.2
Although, therefore,

there is no direct evidence connecting a phallic procession,

like that depicted by Aristophanes, with the Lenaea, but only
some kind of procession in wagons, from which the riders

jeered at the bystanders,3 it is at least likely to have included

a phallic Kcbpos also, as the Rural Dionysia did.

In the Achamians, Aristophanes shows usDicaeopolis cele

brating the Rural Dionysia, with what is obviously a skeleton

procession of the phallophoric type.
Dicaeopolis'

daughter

walks in front as Kavr/cpbpos, with a basket probably contain

ing the cakes and instruments for the sacrifice; Xanthias

follows carrying the phallus ; Dicaeopolis acts chorus
4
—he is

obviously non-phallic, like the phallophori of Semus—and

sings the hymn to Phales, companion of Bacchus ; his wife

(representing the crowd) looks down from the roof. The

hymn contains, one, if not two, satirical personalities,
corre-

1 Cf. Haigh, Attic Theatre3, App. C: but I prefer the interpretation

now given of the passages quoted on p. 378 to that which I there offered.

2 That the Lenaea was the same festival as the Rural Dionysia of other

districts is also suggested by the fact that no Attic townships can be

shown to have had both festivals ; and, indeed, there would have been

no object, from a religious or ritual point of view, in having two winter

festivals of the same kind. See Farnell, Cults, v, p. 213.
3
Suidas, S. V. tci eV Tav dpa£wv erKcoppara . . . 'Adqvqari yap iv tj rav

Xoaiv eoprrj ol Ka>pa£ovres eirl tcov apa£av roiis diravravTas eo-Kumrov re Kal

eXoiSopovv. to
8'

avro Kal rois Aqvaiois varepov iiroiovv I and s. V. i£
dpa^qs'

q Xeyopevq eoprq
Trap'

'A&qvaiots Aqvaia.
4 Kfirte (in Pauly-W. xi, col. 1219) seems to regard Dicaeopolis as the

i£dpxa>v, without a chorus. There is no objection to this, unless it is

that the title itjdpxav belongs more strictly to the cpaXXocpopos proper

(here Xanthias): Dicaeopolis is rather the coryphaeus. But K6rte

emphasizes the essential point, the entirely non-dramatic character of

the Kapos as depicted.
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sponding to themockery of the bystanders described by Semus.

What differentiates this ritual from that recorded by Semus

is that its central feature was evidently a sacrifice. It might

also appear, at first sight, as if it were a purely domestic

function. Dicaeopolis says (11. 247 ff.) :

Kal pfjv KaXbv
y'

ear ,
cb Aibvvae Seanora,

Kex^piapevcos aoi rr/vSe rrjv nopnrjv epe

neptyavra Kal Bvaavra perd tcov o'lKercov

dyayeiv rvxr/pcos rd Kar dypovs Atovvaia.

But, as the context shows, this is only because he has got

his treaty all to himself, and therefore performs, all by himself

(or with a few slaves), what should really be a social or choral

ceremony ; so that the parallelism with the ritual described

by Semus holds good. In neither is there anything dramatic ;

the agents represent no-one but themselves.

At the same time, the procession in the Acharnians does

not really bearmuch more resemblance to anything in the form

of comedy than does the ceremony described by Semus. We

have a chant and in it (though not, as in the parabasis, after

it also) there are satirical allusions of a personal kind ; but

the chant itself is of a very different type from anything in

the parabasis. It has the look of those popular chants in

which stanza might follow stanza to any length, so long as the

singer's stock of personalities lasted : the only parallel to it

in Aristophanes is found in the Iacchus song in the Frogs

supposed to be sung in procession to Eleusis; but there are

other instances in Greek literature,1
and it is in any case

a very different thing from the strictly symmetrical double-

form of the parabasis. The ridicule of the bystanders, or the

satirical allusions, whether in
Semus'

performance or in the

Rural Dionysia of Dicaeopolis, offer a very slender thread of

connexion with comedy ; for such ridicule occurred on many

1 See Cornford, 1. c, p. 40, for some interesting parallels. Such chants

often have a refrain, in which the revellers join, while the leader ex

temporizes words leading up to it. In
Dicaeopolis'

chant, there is no

trace of such a refrain, but the chant is of a kind which might go

on indefinitely, if it had not been broken off by the irruption of the

chorus.
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different occasions in Athenian life—on the return of the

mystics from Eleusis, at theAnthesteria, at the Stenia, &c; and,
quite apart from the ritual employment of abusive language,1

it may be suspected that any occasion on which Athenians

came together to watch a merry procession was unlikely to

pass without a good deal of banter between the performers

and the bystanders.2

It seems, therefore, at least possible that Aristotle, in

deriving comedy from the phallic processions, was once more

theorizing, not recording an ascertained historical development.

Knowing that the Old Comedy involved phallic actors, he came
to his conclusion without realizing that in all probability the

phallic actor of comedy was derived (as we shall see) from

a quite different type of performance, the Dorian mime or

farce or burlesque.

But if the phallic Kcopos as portrayed for us by Aristophanes

and Semus cannot be shown to have had much to do with

the beginnings of comedy, we are bound to ask whether any

other form of Kcopos is of more use for our purpose : for that

comedy arose out of a Kcopos in some sense the name itself

does not permit us to doubt.

§ 4. Before proceeding directly with this problem it will be

well to inquire rather more closely into its conditions. For

it is not the parabasis alone for which we have to account.

Assuming (for reasons which will appear later) that the

iambic scenes, a series of which for the most part succeed the

parabasis, are not to be explained by reference to the K&pos,

and neglecting for the moment the prologue and all that pre

cedes the entrance of the chorus, we find closely connected

together in anAristophanic play (1) a scene inwhich the chorus

enters, not infrequently in some haste and excitement, and

which we may conveniently term the Parodos ;
3

(2) a scene of

1
e. g. as recorded in Herod, v. 82. I cannot subscribe to the view

that the origin of such ridicule or abuse was always in ritual.
2 See Nilsson, Gr. Feste, p. 282.
3 The name has no ancient authority in connexion with comedy, and

different modern writers use it to cover varying portions of the first
half

of a play. See Appendix A for details.
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conflict, calming down to a formal debate or Agon,which ends

with the victory of one party in the dispute ; (3) the Parabasis.

These scenes are all for themost part in longmetres (anapaestic,
iambic or trochaic tetrameters, or occasionally Eupolideans or

long verses nearly allied), and they present in greater or less

perfection the symmetrical structure which is known as

epirrhematic,1

and though Aristophanes (who represents the

last stage in the development of the Old Comedy) varies this

structure in many ways, and is never closely tied to strict

symmetry except in the parabasis, it is plain that he is basing
his variations on a more or less definite conventional form, and

that in the parabasis he was much more strictly bound by it.

The kind of Kcopos to which this points is one in which the

chorus enters singing and excited; a dispute arises—and is

fought out, at first violently, and then by a debate in set form ;

judgement is given, and the revellers, having so far been con

cerned with themselves only, now address themselves to the

audience, in the conventional form of the parabasis, consisting

essentially of an address, not concerned with the subject of

thedispute, followed by an epirrhematic system (ode, epirrhema,

antode, antepirrhema), the two speeches included in this being
topical or satirical. Throughout, the division of the chorus into

two semi-choruses is easily made, and in the parabasis is regular.

Now it seems virtually certain that parodos, agon, and para

basis form one whole, and it is probably a mistake to inquire

whether the agon or the parabasis is the earliest or most

essential element, though much trouble has been expended on

this problem ;
2
and there is obviously a presumption in favour

of the normal order, as found in the Old Comedy, having been

the original one. If the parabasis was once the opening of

1 See later.

2 Cf. Mazon, Essai sur la Comp. des Com. d'Arist., p. 174 ; Zielinski,

Glied., p. 186; Kaibel in Pauly-W. Real-Enc. ii. 987; Poppelreuter, 1. c,
32 ff. ; K6rte in Pauly-W. xi. 1247. The view taken above is (so far) the

same as that of Zielinski ; the arguments to the contrary appear to be

very inconclusive. The fact that the form of the agon is more liable to

vary than that of parabasis suggests that the epirrhematic form is more

essential to the latter and probably therefore originally belonged to it

and was transferred to the agon.
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the performance, as some scholars suppose, it is difficult to

account for the existence of a more or less regular manner of

entry in the scenes preceding
the debate : but there seems to be

no difficulty in imagining an excited /cco/ioy-like entry, followed

by (or bringing with it) a dispute, or in the disputants then

calming down to the debating-temper, and when the debate is

over, talking at large to the
crowd.1 (In the parabasis of the

play they usually solicit the favour of the audience for the

poet ; in the Kcopos, especially if they were expecting gifts,

they would ask it for themselves.)
There is, however, a certain difficulty about the debate or

dispute. For in the plays of Aristophanes the dispute is only

exceptionally (in fact, only in theLysistrata) a dispute between

two semi-choruses ; and that this was not the original'fonn is

almost proved by the dislocation of the normal structure which

is thereby
entailed.2 The dispute is either between one

personage and the chorus, or between two characters, one of

whom is closely connected with the chorus and is virtually

their representative. Probably then the dispute may, in the

original Kcopos, have been between one of the revellers and the

rest, and any set debate may have been between this one and

a champion or representative of the rest.

1 The word napdfiacns does not seem to be a real obstacle to this view.

It (or the verb irapaf3alveiv which is used in Acharn. 629, &c.) need not

denote the first entrance on to the scene ; it may equally mark the point

where the revellers, having so far been entirely engaged with one

another, turn to address the bystanders or audience (cf. the regular use

of napepxopai of the orator who comes forward to address his hearers).

I find it difficult to accept the view of Radermacher (Ar. FrSsche, p. 34)

that it denotes a
'

march past '.

2 The normal form of parabasis is entirely destroyed. I cannot (with

Cornford, op. cit., pp. 125, &c.) treat the parabasis of the Lysistrata, in

which two semi-choruses are opposed, as the original form of parabasis,

or the parabasis as originally an agon. The lysistrata is quite unique

among the plays of Aristophanes in this respect ; there is nowhere else

any trace of opposition within the parabasis, and the only other
instance

of a sharp distinction between two semi-choruses is in the 'oSvo-creis of

Cratinus as (not quite convincingly) reconstructed by Kaibel, Hermes, xxx,
pp. 71 ff. (esp. 79 ff.). The division of opinion in theAcharnians is quite

momentary.
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If this is so, it is not easy to accept the solution offered by
Navarre,1

who thinks that the Kcopos which gave rise to

comedy was a phallic Kcopos, such as Semus describes ; that the

dispute began when the revellers began to chaffthebystanders ;

that the latter produced their champion, and so the brawl

arose, and, as they calmed down, the debate. This does not

really correspond to the facts of the Old Comedy, in which the

addresses to the bystanders do not occur until the parabasis

is reached : in the agon there is no consciousness of the

audience ; the Kwpos is there self-contained. Nor is it satis

factory to account for the fact that the comic chorus consisted

of twenty-fourmembers (instead of twelve as in early tragedy)

by supposing that it was really a double chorus, half repre

senting the phallic revellers, half the bystanders : for, again,

there is nothing in the Old Comedy to support this idea ; the

chorus generally speaks (through its leader) as a whole, and

the fact that on some of the occasions when the members of

a procession chaffed the bystanders (e.g. on the road to Eleusis)
the latter seem to have joined in and retaliated, does not

really prove anything as regards comedy. May not the

explanation of the large number of the chorus lie in the nature

of a Kcopos ? Twelve would make a very thin Kcopos.

Now it must be admitted without reserve that we have no

direct evidence for the existence of the exact Kcopos which we

want to explain the epirrhematic parts of comedy : but in truth

the existence of a form so persistent in type as that of the

Parados-Agon-Parabasis structure can almost itself be taken

as evidence for the existence of a Kcopos of a similar type before

the Old Comedy (which combines this with scenes of a quite

different origin) was produced : and along with this Kcopos-

sequence, we must postulate the existence of a conventional

epirrhematic form—

surely a very simple and natural form—

associated with
it.2 This assumption, though of course it is

1 Rev. Et. Anc. xiii (1911), pp. 245 ff.

2 It seems unprofitable to discuss whether Sieckmann is right in

supposing that the parabasis borrowed the epirrhematic form from the

agon, or KOrte in supposing that the agon borrowed it from the para

basis. If either borrowed, it was probably the agon, as suggested

R2
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conjectural, seems more satisfactory than the attempt to

extract comedy from the phallic revel, which meets the

required conditions so badly: and we may therefore pro

visionally suppose that comedy arose, not out of the specifically
phallic element in the Lenaea (which may have been like
Dicaeopolis'

procession at the Rural Dionysia), but more

probably out of a Kcopos associated with the festival, taking
a form something like that which we have postulated.1

§ 5. There is however one type of Kcopos known to us which

partly meets our conditions, and accounts for some elements

in earlyAttic comedywhichwe have so far left out of account;

and this may be thought of either as a variety of the kwuos

whose existence we have postulated above, or as another type

which was also pressed into the service of comedy, and

blended with the one which we have imagined. This type,

which existed in Athens, as well as in other parts of the Greek
world,2

was one in which the revellersmasqueraded as animals,

above (p. 241), since the strict form is only consistently preserved in the

parabasis (see later, pp. 296, 300 ff.). But itmay have been a conventional

form used with different degrees of strictness for the whole performance.

(I am not convinced by Zielinski's attempt to show (Glied., pp. 235 ff.)
that the epirrhematic form is derived from music in which flute and

voice performed alternately.) In any case, on the assumption that

comedy derives something from such a K£/u>r-sequence as we have

postulated, it is confirmatory of the close association with that

sequence of the long tetrameter metres which the epirrhematic form

employs, to find that in the plays of Aristophanes the chorus (or its

coryphaeus) takes no part in the scenes in iambic trimeters in any play

before the Peace, and when the coryphaeus does so in the Peace, it is

still in long metres that he speaks. In and after the Birds he sometimes

speaks in iambic trimeters.

1 It may seem inconsistent that after rejecting the ritual-sequence by
which Professor Murray would explain Tragedy, I should put forward

a hypothetical xS/ioj-sequence as the explanation of Comedy. But there

are two differences : (1) I do not think that Professor Murray's ritual-

sequence does explain tragedy; (2) I think there is enough evidence

—itwill be given below—to show that something like the
icS/ior-sequence

may really have existed, while I can see no such evidence for the ritual

of the Eniautos-Daimon.
2 For very early animal dances in Greece see A. B. Cook, J. H. S. xiv,

pp. 81 ff. ; Bosanquet, ibid, xxi, p. 388 ; Cawadias, Fouilles de Lycosure,
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or rode on animals, or carried about an animal as, so to speak,

their representative. Indeed, the practice of dressing up in

the guise of animals is world-wide ; in some countries it may

go back to a totemistic origin ; in others (or in the same) it

may be connected with magic rites for securing the fertility
of the ground or of the human species ; and very often, prob

ably oftener than anthropologists always allow, it may have

been done just for fun, either because any religious reason for

the custom had long been forgotten, or (perhaps more often)

because the child in mankind dies hard.

The evidence for the existence of the animal masquerade in

Athens has been well marshalled by Poppelreuter in his small

but valuable dissertation de Comoediae Atticae primordiis,

in which he uses in part material already published by
Mr. Cecil

Smith.1 This evidence must be briefly recalled. In

the British Museum there is a black-figured
oenochoe,2

repre

senting a flute-player with two dancers disguised as birds ; it

is at least probable that the painting represents a primitive

bird-chorus, the two dancers standing for the whole chorus,

in accordance with the conventions of vase-painting. The

date of the vase is placed roughly between 520 and 480 B.C.,

and the probability is thus rather in favour of its being
anterior to the earliest state-recognized performance of comedy

in 486 u.
c.3

Again, an amphora, now in Berlin,4 though less

striking, has also, along with a flute-player, two figures which

seem to be wearing crests and wattles like
cocks,5 though there

p. 11, pi. iv (showing a procession of various animals headed by flute-player

on robe of the goddess of Lycosura) ; cf. also the girls who sacrificed

to Artemis at Brauron as apuroi (Schol. Ar. Lysistr. 645 ; Harp. s. v.

dpKTeva-ai; Suid. s. v. apKroi) ; and cf. Mannhardt, Mythologische For-

schungen, pp. 143 ff., and Poppelreuter, op. cit., for illustration of this

kind of dance from Germany and other countries. There are plenty of

instances of such dances in which the dancers ridiculed the bystanders

and prominent men as part of the performance.

1 J. H. S. ii, pi. xiv, pp. 309 ff. 2 Fig. 16.

s See below, p. 286.
'

Fig. 17.

5 Cf. Dieterich, Pulcinella (esp. pp. 237 ff.), for the history of the

cock-costume. It would take us too far to discuss his theory that

Mr. Punch is the remote descendant of the cock-masks of early Greece

and Italy.
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is a strong likeness to
pigs about their faces ; they wear long

cloaks, but these might be thrown off in dancing and reveal

a complete bird-costume or some grotesque half-animal

appearance. More interesting still is another amphora in

Berlin,1
which was bought in Rome, and according to Panofka

probably came from Caere. It presents a flute-player in a long
robe, and facing him, three bearded men, wearing loosely the

masks of horses (their own faces appearing below) and
horses'

tails, and stooping down with their hands on their knees. On

the back of each is a helmeted rider, wearing a breastplate ;

the
riders'

hands are raised as though to strike their steeds.

The picture bears the inscription EIOXEOXE ('Gee-up'),
which Poppelreuter amusingly describes as sensu carens ; the

horses doubtless understood it. Here we cannot fail to

recognize a comic procession of knights on horseback, and it

was probably just such a performance that Aristophanes

adapted to his use in theKnights. For as Poppelreuter (partly

following
Zielinski)2

points out, the chorus in that play cer

tainly had steeds of some sort, and the lines (595-610) which

they address to their horses in the parabasis gain immensely
in point if the

'

horses
'

were really men on whose backs

they were riding :

a £vviapev roiaiv innois,
(3ovXbpea&'

enaiveaai.

d£ioi
6"

eiiXoyeiaBaf 7roAAa yap Si) npdypara

£vv8ir/veyKav f/pcov, kaBoXds re Kal pdxas.

dXXd rdv rfj yfj pev avrcov oiiK dyav Bavpd^opev,

cos or ks rds innaycoyovs elaenr/Scov dvSpiKcos,

npidpevoi KcoBcovas, ol 8e Kal aKopoSa Kal
Kpbppva'

eira rds Kconas XaBbvres, ooanep r/peis ol ftporoi,

epfiaXovres dve(3pva£av,
"

lannanai, tis kpfiaXei ;

Xr/nreov pdXXov. ri Spcbpev ; oiiK eXas, a> aapipbpa ;

ktX.

The vase is in the early black-figured style and probably

nearly a century earlier than the Knights, and affords good

1 Fig. 18.

2
Gliederung der alt. att. KomMie, p. 163. Zielinski shows that the use

of the words iXdre, Koviopros, &c, proves that steeds of some kind were

employed.
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evidence of the familiarity of Athens with the kind of

masquerade which appears in the play ; and when we

remember how many choruses of fifth-century comedy were

disguised as animals, we can have little hesitation in finding
in the animal masquerade one of the roots of the Old Comedy.

(Magnes appears to have written Birds, Frogs, and Gall-flies :
2

Aristophanes himself wrote the Was'ps, Birds, Frogs and

Storks : there were the ©r/pla of Crates, the Goats of Eupolis,

the Ants of Plato, the Ants and Nightingales of Cantharos,
and the Fishes of Archippus.2) Our information does not

enable us to connect such animal processions with any

particular festival : probably they could attach themselves to

any occasion of popular enjoyment ; and it is perhaps not

a very extravagant supposition that they may have come to

form part of the Lenaea ; and, though of course this is only

conjecture, it has not the difficulties of the attempt to extract

comedy from the phallic processions. We cannot indeed show

that any special song or any form of contest was connected

with these animal dances ; for this we have to rely partly

on the analogy of the animal dances of other
peoples,3

which

certainly included satirical attacks on the bystanders ; partly

on the strong probability that such merry-making would be

accompanied by song ; and partly on what we know of other

varieties of the animal-K<£/zoy in Greek lands. Of these, the

most helpful is one to which attention has lately been recalled

by
Radermacher,*

and which is described in the scholia to

Theocritus.6

The description is that of a Kcopos of BovKoXiaarai at

1 See later, p. 289.
2 An old Attic vase shows men riding on one part upon dolphins, on

another upon ostriches, accompanied by flute-players (Robinson, Cat. of

Vases in Boston Museum, No. 372 ; Flickinger, 1. c, p. 40). On the other

hand, the dances enumerated by Athenaeus (xiv, p. 629, &c.) and

Pollux (iv. 103) under animal names
—

•yXnOf, Xeav, dXarrq^, yepavos, o-ku>\j/,

&c, were probably all solo-dances, and not relevant here (cf. Reich,

Mimus, i, pp. 479 ff.).
3 See above, p. 244, note 1.

' Beitr. zur Volkskunde aus dem Gebiet der Antike, pp. 114 ff., and

Aristoph. Frusche, pp. 4-14; cf. Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion,

pp. 194 ff.
6 Ed. Wendel, p. 2.
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Syracuse, at a festival of Artemis
Avaia.1 (In the worship of

Artemis at Syracuse various ceremonies seem to have been

held, which at Athens were associated rather with Dionysus.)
The revellers carried round a great loaf, on which all kinds of

animal shapes were fashioned, and other objects ; they them

selves wore
stags'

horns and carried hunting-spears; there

was some kind of contest of song between members of the

Kcopos, and the unsuccessful party went round the villages

jesting, collecting gifts of food, and invoking good luck on

those who gave to them. The words of the scholiast (under the

heading TZvpeais tcov BovkoXikcov) are as follows : 6 Se dXr/6f)s

Xbyos ovtos. kv rats livpaKovaais ardaecos nore yevopevr/s Kal

noXXcov noXircov cpBapevrcov, els bpbvoiav rov nXrjBovs nore

elaeXBbvros e8o£ev "Aprepis atria yeyovevai rfjs SiaXXayfjs. ol

Se dypoiKOi Scopa eKopiaav Kal rf)v Bebv yeyr/Bbres avvpvr/aav,

eneira rais {tcov) dypoiKcov cpSaTs rbnov eSooKav Kal avvrjBeiav.

dSeiv Se obaaiv aiirovs dprov k^r/prr/pevovs Br/picov kv eavrZ

nXeovas rvnovs exovra Kal nr/pav navaneppias dvdnXecov Kal

oivov kv alyeico daKco, anov8f)v vepovras tois vnavrcoai,
are-

(Pavbv re nepiKeia&ai Kal Kepara kXdcpcov npoKeiaBat Kal perd

Xeipas %xeiv XaycoBbXov. rbv Se viKr/aavra XapBdveiv rbv

tov veviKr/pevov dprov KaKeivov pev knl rfjs tcov SvpaKovaimv

peveiv 7roAecoy, rody Se veviKr/pevovs els rds nepioiKiSas xeoPe^v

dyeipovres eavrois rds rpocpds. aSeiv re dXXa re natSias Kal

yeXcoros exop^va Kal ev<pr/povvras kniXeyeiV

8e£ai rdv dya&dv Tvxa">

8e£ai rdv vyieiav,

dv (pepopes napd rds Beov

civ f eKXeXdaKero f rr/va.

(dv t eKaXeaKero, Radermacher)

The account given by the scholiast contains many
rather

obscure features, which this is not the place to discuss :
2 but

1 Eisler (Orph. Dion. Myst.-Ged., p. 260) speaks of these jSowoXiaorai

as Dionysiac, on account of the wineskin which they carried. But a

wineskin would be a natural '

property
'

of any Kapos. On some features

of this Kapos see Cook, Zeus, vol. ii, p. 1140.
2 Thewhole affair (despite the aetiological story attached to it) reminds

us of the companies of children collecting gifts and wishing good
lucfc
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what is clear is that we have here a Kcopos of revellers wear

ing an animal head-dress, including an agon among the

revellers themselves, and ending with something not unlike

the exodos of some Aristophanic comedies. We cannot show

that the Athenian animal-masqueraders held such an agon,

though it is likely enough that as they departed from the

scene they wished their friends good luck ; but a fragment of
Aristophanes'

Danaides J (also noticed by Radermacher) speaks

of a time when the chorus in rough rustic garments danced

with all kinds of things good to eat packed under the arms :

6 x°P°y cbpxeir dv kva\jrdpevos SdniSas Kal arpcoparbSeapa,

SiapaaxaXiaas avrbv axeXiaiv «al (pvaKais Kal paabaviatv.

We have here a definite point of contact between the

Sicilian and Athenian Kcopoi, and the resemblance may well

have extended to other features. At least the evidence leaves

us free to maintain provisionally our conjecture that some

form of Athenian Kcopos may, like the Syracusan, have

included a kind of
agon,2

which early comic poets might

on May-morning, and the similar rounds made by early (and modern)

Greek children carrying a swallow (and singing the swallow-song) or

a crow (Phoenix of Colophon, fr. 2 : Powell, Coll. Alex., p. 233). Rader

macher (Ar. Fr&sche, 1. c.) notices these, and also a procession, which

perhaps took place at Naxos, of young men carrying a fish. (Is it

fanciful to remember also the organ-grinder's monkey ?) In the Anecd.

Estense, iii (Wendel, ibid., p. 7) the story is repeated verbatim, but the

horns and spear are conjectured to be imitative of Pan as the shepherd's

deity. (But did Pan wear stag's horns ?) In the account of the pro

ceedings given by Diomedes (Gramm. Lat. i, p. 486, Keil) the contest

look place in the theatre, but this was probably a later development.

The procession (like similar xapoi in other countries) was doubtless

believed really to bring good luck : see Nilsson, Gr. Feste, pp. 200 ff. ;

and for medieval and modern xmpoi in Greek lands involving both an

agon and a procession collecting gifts, see Nilsson, Neue Jahrb. xxvii,

pp 677-82, and above, pp. 163-4 (the performance at Viza). On modern

parallels to the stag-disguise see Nilsson, Arch. Bel. xix. 78 ; Schneider,
ibid. xx. 89 ff, and other refs. there given.

1 fr. 253 K. I agree with Radermacher (1. c, p. 11) as to the meaning
of SiapacrxaXiiras.

2 The fondness of the Greeks for an agon needs no proof. Navarre

(Rev. Et. Anc, 1. c.) regards
Aristophanes'

Frogs, 1. 395, as showing that
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develop. This would be more satisfactory than to suppose1

that the agon of the Attic Old Comedy (in which the chorus

always assisted, if only as judges) was borrowed from, the

agon as developed by Epicharmus, who, so far as we can tell,
did not write choral comedy at all, and with whom the agon

does not seem to have been an element in a larger structure.2

Such an account of the earliest stages in the development of

comedy would also have the advantage that, though KcopmSia

is derived from Ktopos and not from Kcopr/, it would recognize

some measure of truth in the persistent tradition (mentioned

by Aristotle and recurring down to late Byzantine times)
which associated the rudiments of comedy with the village,

and in the expressions used by some early grammatici, who

also knew of a tradition of comedy as once a begging-pro

cession. This tradition was known to
Varro,s

and is also

found in Tzetzes, who, though his authority for this statement

cannot be traced, sometimes preserves scraps of historical

information of some value.

It is perhaps not carrying conjecture too far to suggest that

such masqueraders as we have been considering may not have

confined themselves to animal disguises, but may have repre

sented (e. g.) foreigners, just as modern children (and not

children only) dress up as niggers or Red Indians*4 The

the ye<f>vpio-

6s on the return from Eleusis involved a contest (evidently
of wit), the victor in which was crowned with a raivia, (Such a raivia is

found in Art in the hands of Nike.) This is possible ; but it maybe that

the passage is really a prayer of the chorus for the victory of the play

which they were acting.
1 With Sieckmann and others. 2 See below, pp. 396 ff., 404.
3
Diomedes, de Poemat. ix. 2 (Kaibel, Fragm. Com. Gr. i, p. 57)

' Comoedia dicta dird tS>v KiopS>v . . . itaque iuventus Attica, ut ait Varro,

circuin vicos ire solita fuerat et guaestus sui causa hoc genus carminis

pronuntiabat'. Tzetzes, Prooem. de Comoed. (Kaibel, La, p. 27) rrepl

noiqrSiV noXXaKis vpXv i8i8d£apev Kal rrepl rqs dyopaias Kal dyviariSos KiopaStas

Kal dyvprpiSos, oti re yeapymv evpqpa ktX. Varro's authority was doubtless

some Greek writer earlier than himself.

4 Whatever may have been the case with ra cpaXXiKd, the
object of

whichwas probably at first magical or religious, it may be
suspected that

the psychological explanation of the Kaposwas much more often the love

of fun.
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choruses of Magnes included a chorus of Lydians; Aristo

phanes wrote a Babylonians, Pherecrates a Persians; and

these may have had their forerunners in some masquerade.

From foreigners it would not be a very great step to the

representation of groups with well-marked characteristics—

Harp-players, Achamians, Prospaltians, and so on.

The end of the Kcopos from iwhich comedy sprang was, no

doubt, the departure of the revellers, marching or dancing as

the case might be, possibly with a song of victory raised by
the party who had won the contest and perhaps shared by all.

The exodos of the comedies of Aristophanes varies in type, and

will be discussed later ;
: it is never epirrhematic, and was

probably not derived from a primitive /c<£//oy-sequence ; but

a song of victory occurs in it several times, though it must

be admitted that it is likely that the victory of which the

song speaks is (as a rule) the anticipated victory of the

comedy over its rivals ; and there are generally vivid antici

pations of a feast. These are features which familiarity
with such a Kcopos as we have been discussing would render

natural.

The result, then, of the foregoing discussions is the hypothe

sis that the epirrhematic portions of the Old Comedy are an

adaptation of a native Athenian Kcopos (possibly of more than

one variety of Kcopos) in the course of which some kind of

contest developed, and in which it had become customary to

conclude with addresses, no doubt in part satirical or jesting,
to those standing by ; and that in these addresses and the

chants which preceded them, as well as in the agon and the

lively entrance scene, the epirrhematic structure, employed

with varying degrees of strictness, had become conventional.

Such a hypothesis would account for this distinct and co

herent section of comedy, and there is, at any rate, some

evidence for it in the facts and the passages which have been

adduced.

It should be added that Aristophanes once or twice intro

duces a different kind of agon from that which arises as it

were naturally out of the Kcopos, viz. the agon between such

1
pp. 309-10.
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abstract conceptions as the Just and Unjust Argument, and

between Poverty and Wealth. Such contests of abstractions

may also have been employed by
Epicharmus,1

and there are

instances in Alexandrian times, when the contest was virtually
a self-contained little work.2 (It may also have been such in

Epicharmus.) Aristophanes may thus have availed himself of

what was possibly a popular form of entertainment, whether

among Dorian or other
peoples.3 If we knew for certain in

what guise such abstract conceptions appeared on the stage,

we might be able to judge whether they could be supposed to

have any connexion with the Kwpos, or whether (as seems

most likely) they belonged to the same type as the Dorian

mime : but the scholia which profess to give us this informa

tion about the Just andUnjust Argument possibly (though not

necessarily) contradict one another, and neither tells us quite

enough to be useful.4

It has been noticed already that Aristotle appears to have

had some notion of a primitive comedy without masks or

prologues or a number of actors. The phallophori from whom

he derived comedy probably wore no masks, as we have seen,

nor did various other kinds of Kcopaarai: so that, though in

all probability some kind of masked K&pos had most to do

with the beginnings of comedy, the notion of an unmasked

comedy was a natural one enough. The Kcopos almost certainly

can have had no prologue, and probably no actor who was

more than temporarily distinct from the general body of the

revellers ; but this temporary distinctness of one (or two) of

them for the purposes of the agon would render the intro

duction of a, regular actor easy when the Kcopos took more

definite shape as comedy. It is plain that in all this we are

1 See below, pp. 396 ff.
2
e. g. the episode in

Callimachus'

Iambi on the dispute of the Olive

and the Laurel ; and see below, p. 404.
3 Perhaps an agon of this kind occurred in the Persae of Pherecrates,

but the context of the fragments is not certain.
4 Schol. Ven. on Aristoph. Clouds 889 says that the two Aoyoi were

brought on in cages like fighting-cocks (iiroKeivrai iirl o-Kqvqs iv irXcKrois

oIkictkois ol Aoyoi SUqv opvidav paxdpevoi). The Schol. on 1. 1033 says that

iv dvbpav crxqpaTi elo-r)x6qo-av.
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but theorizing, as Aristotle was ; but itmay be that our theory
is as near the truth as his ; it does not claim to be more than

an attempt at a more satisfactory hypothesis.

H

Dorian elements : Susarion.

§ 1. There is a considerable part of the Old Comedy which

the Ktopos, whether phallic or other, is powerless to explain ;

and we have therefore to return to the consideration of the

view which derives at least some elements in it from Dorian

sources.

We have already seen
1 that the Spartan SeiKr/Xiarai, whose

virtual identity with the later mime-actors is clear from

passages of Plutarch and Hesychius, gave performances which

had some points in common with Attic Comedy, presenting
such scenes as the advent of the itinerant physician with his

nostrums, the detection of the orchard-robber or the thief who

stole the meat after the feast—all of them characters in the

real life of the times. We saw that the SeiKr/Xio-rai wore

masks and were quite probably phallic. The mimes of later

times were not specially connected with the worship of

Dionysus, and there was no trace in them of satire or per

sonalities at the expense of the audience ; they were short and

had little or nothing in the way of a plot of connected scenes ;

and possibly these characteristics belonged also to the mimes

of the SeiKr/Xiarai, though there is no evidence beyond what

has already been given. These performances in any case must

have been really dramatic, and in character throughout ; and

if Attic Comedy grew from the combination of these and other

more or less similar representations with the non-dramatic

Kcopos, we should have an explanation of the source from

which the dramatic element in comedy came.

§ 2. Another link appears to connect Attic comedy with

' See above, pp. 228 ff.
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Sparta, though the precise history of the connexion is no longer

to be traced.

In the course of their excavations at Sparta in 1906, the

members of the British School at Athens discovered a large

number of clay
masks,1

most of which appear to belong,

roughly speaking, to the period between 600 and 550 b.c.

They were doubtless votive copies of the actual masks worn

by the performers of some ritual dance in honour of Artemis

Orthia, in whose sanctuary they were found and to whom

they must have been dedicated ; and since the dedication of

votive copies is generally a later thing than the offering of the

real object, it seems fairly safe to assume that these dances

existed at least in the latter part of the seventh century B.C.

Among these masks are many which represent an old woman

with a much wrinkled face and a very few
teeth.2 Now just

such an old woman was a regular personage in Attic comedy

throughout its duration, and extant comic masks, as well as the

description given by Pollux of the masks of the New Comedy,
illustrate the character, though it had naturally become

differentiated into slightly differing types in the course of

time. Such masks are figured by
Robert,3

and the important

passage in Pollux (iv. 150, 151) is as follows: rd Se rmv

yvvaiKcov, ypatSiov lax^ov rj XvKaiviov, ypavs nax^ia, ypatStov

o'lKovpbv fj o'lKeriKov fj b£v. to pev XvKaiviov
vnopr/Kes'

pvriSes

Xenral Kal
nvKvai'

XevKOv, vna>xpov, arpeBXbv to oppa. f) St

nax^ioi ypavs nax^ias exel pvriSas kv evaapKia, Kal raiviSiov

rds rpt'xay nepiXapBdvov. to Se o'lKovpbv ypatSiov aipbv, kv

1 The members of the School kindly showed me these when I was at

Sparta in 1909, and I afterwards had the advantage of discussing the

whole subject with the late Capt. Guy Dickins. A short account of the

masks by Prof. Dawkins and Mr. Bosanquet is to be found in the

B.S.A. Annual, vol. xii, pp. 324 ff., 338 ff. The relevant literary

references are practically all collected by Nilsson, Gr. Feste, pp. 182 ff. ;

and in Neue Jahrb. xxvii, p. 273, he recognizes the importance of the

Spartan masks.

2 Figs. 19-26. I am indebted to the authorities of the British School

for permission to reproduce these masks.

' Die Masken der neueren Att. Rom., p. 47. See Figs. 27-31. Comp.

Navarre, Rev. Et. Anc. xvi (1914), pp. 1 ff.
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kKarepa rfj aiaybvi
eKarepcoBev dvd Svo ex€l yop(plovs. We

find exactly the type—wrinkled and with a few teeth—in
Aristophanes'

Plutus, 11. 1050 ff. :

NE. co HovTonbaeiSov Kal Beol npeafivriKoi,

kv t& npoaconcp tcov pvriSmv oaas £Xe'#

TP.

ttjv SaSa prj poi npoaqbep'.

XP. ev pevroi Xeyei.

kdv yap aiirf/v eh pbvos amvBf)p XdBr/

coanep naXaidv elpeaicovr/v Kavaerai.

NE. fiovXei Sid xpoj/ov 7rpoy pe naiaai ;

TP. not rdXav ;

NE. ainov, XaBovaa Kapva.

TP. naiSidv riva ;

NE. nbaovs €X€ty oSbvras.

XP. aAAa yvdoaopai

Kaymy'

exel yap rpeis tacos fj rerrapas.

NE. dnoreiaov eva yap yopcpiov pbvov (pope?.

Aristophanes also testifies to the occurrence of a drunken

old woman, dancing the Kop8a£, in the comedies of his con

temporaries,1
and the Kop8a£, as we shall see, was one of the

regular dances in honour of Artemis in the Peloponnese.2 In

Greek Comedy, and in the Roman Comedy which in this

respect followed the Greek, the drunken old woman occurs as

a nurse, or a midwife, or a laena?

As to the type of dance in honour of Artemis in which such

a character may have figured, we get some light from the

notices (textually corrupt though they are) in Hesychius about

the
BpvXXixiarai*

at Sparta, whose dances were performed

by men dressed as women and, almost certainly, also by

1 Clouds 553-6. Eupolis had treated
Hyperbolus'

mother in this way

in the Maricas (Schol. on Ar., ad loc.).

2 In the Sphinx of Epicharmus a dance of Artemis Xiraivia was per

formed (see below, p. 392).
s
See 'Dionys., fr. 5; Alexis, fr. 167 ; Menand., fr. 397; Plaut. Curcul.

96 ff., Asin. 802 ; Ter. Andr. 228, &c.
4 PpvXXixiorai seems themost probable form of the name, and fipiXXtxa

of that of the dance. The corruptions are easily explained.
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women dressed as men and wearing <paXXoi. (The interchange

of costumes is a device, familiar to anthropologists, for

deceiving evil powers who might otherwise interfere with the

sexual magic which is the purpose of such dances.1) The

principal passages in Hesychius are these :

BpvSdXixa'
npbaconov yvvaiKeiov napd rb yeXoiov Kal alaxpbv

nepiriBerai
z

. . . Kal yvvaiKeia Ipdna kvSkSvrai, bBev Kal rds

f paxpds t
3
PpvSaXixas KaXovai AaKcoves.

BpvXXixiarai'
ol alaxpd npoaconeia nepiBepevoi yvvaiKeia

Kal vpvovs aSovres.

BpvaXiKrar noXepiKol opxr/aral alSoiov
4
"IBvkos Kal

Srr/aixopos.

Similar (and certainly indecent) dances to Artemis, who was

in early days in the Peloponnese a goddess of fertility of a

primitive type, were the KaXXaBiSes or KaXXaBiSia of Spartan

women and girls, and the dances of the Kvpirroi, whom

Hesychius describes as ol exovres rd £vXiva npbacona Kara

'IraXiav Kal koprd^ovres rfj KopvBaXla yeXotaarai.5 The

mention of Ibycus and Stesichorus confirms the belief that

such dances were known in Magna Graecia, where dances in

honour of Artemis were evidently familiar, and these were

doubtless derived in part from the Peloponnesianmother-cities

of the colonists : cf. Pollux iv. 103 rb Se Icovikov 'AprkpiSi

cbpxovvro SiKeXicorai
pdXiara'

to 8e dyyeXiKov kpipeiro axrj-

para dyykXcov : and Athen. xiv, p. 629 e napd 8e ZvpaKoaiois

1 Cf. the couvade, and (at Sparta) the dressing of the bride in male

attire. Cf. also Philostr. Imag. I. ii (p. 298, 10 ff.), where the exchange

of costumes is spoken of as characteristic of certain Kapot.

2 The text reads alo~xpov opp . . . Ti6eai opivBa rr)v dpxqarpav Kal yvvaiK . . .

Ipdna iv&iSvrat. No convincing emendation has been proposed.

3
aKpiSas, Wilam.

1
noXepiKoi may be corrupt ; the other words are corrections (by Lobeck

and others) of &pxqrai pev alSoirrov. Hermann emends to : woXepiKol

opxqarai'

fipvaXiKrai peveSovnoi (a supposed quotation).

8 Nilsson notes that the word Kvpirroi suggests phallic dances. For

women's dances to Artemis in male costume, cf. Hesych. s. v.
Xdpflai'

al rrj
'
AprepiSi dvalav apxovo-ai and rqs Kara naiSidv

aKevqs'

ol yap qbdXqres

ovtoi KaXovvrai. There were dances of women to Artemis KopvdaXia at

the Tithenidia at Sparta (see Nilsson, Gr. Feste, pp. 182 ff.).

S183 S
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Kal Xircoveas 'AprepiSos 6pxv<rfc ris eariv 1810s Kal aSXr/ais.

rjv Se ns Kal 'Ioovikt/ opxno-is napoivios. Kal rr/v dyyeXiKr/v Se

ndpoivov f/KplBovv 6pxwlv-

A further account of early Laconian dances may be found

in Pollux iv. 104-5 1
r/v Se Tiva Kal AaKcoviKa opxvpara Sid

MaXeas. SeiXr/vol
8'

rjaav Kal in aiiroTs Sdrvpoi iinbrpopa

bpxovpevof Kal tBvpBoi knl Aiovvaco, Kal KapvdnSes kit
'AprepiSi.2,

Kal BapvXXix&, rb pev evpr/pa fiapvXXlxov, npoo~-

copxovvro Se yvvaiKes 'AnoXXoovi Kal 'AprepiSi. ol Se vno-

yvncoves yepbvrcav iinb fiaKTr/piais rr/v pipr/aiv eixov, ol Si

yvncoves £vXivcov kcoXcov kniBaivovres (bpxovvTO, Siacpavfj
TapavnviSia dpnexop^voi. Kal pf)v 'Eaxo-pivBov opxr/pa,

kn&-

vvpov
8'

rjv tov evpbvros aiiXr/Tov. rvpfiaaiav
6"

eKaXovv to

opxypa rb 8iBvpap{2iKOV. pipr/riKr/v (1 pipr/XiKrjv) eKaXovv

8i'

rjs epipovvro tovs knl rfj KXonfj tcov ecoXcov
Kpecov3 dXiaico-

pevovs. Xopfipbrepov
6"

r/v o copxovvro yvpvol aiiv alo~xpo-

Xoyia. rjv Se Kal to axi0~rds eXKeiv? axvpa opx^cecos
xopiicijs'

eSei Se nr/Scovra knaXXdrreiv rd aKeXr/.

The interest of this passage is that it not only introduces the

thief of stale food and the BpvXXixa (under a probably corrupt

name), but also a dance of old men leaning on sticks (v7royi;-

ncoves) ; and it is noteworthy thatmany of themasks found in

the precinct of Artemis Orthia are those of old men. The old

man—not infrequently with a stick—is a regular character in

the New Comedy and in Plautus and Terence; he is to be

seen on the vases on which the performances of the Italian

phlyakes are depicted ; his long-bearded mask is among those

enumerated by Pollux iv. 144, in a description which recalls

some of the Spartan masks ; and if this character (as distinct

from the old rustic who is the hero of so many comedies of

Aristophanes) does not come out so clearly in the Old Comedy,
1 I give what seems to me the best text with little discussion ; the

MSS. have many obvious corruptions. In wro I3aicrqpiais the preposition

seems simply to denote
'

attendant circumstances ', as it not infrequently
does in late Greek. Xop(2p6repov is read by Bethe for MSS. Xapnporepov-

2 For Kapvdn8es see Nilsson, 1. a, pp. 196 ff.
3 MSS. pepav : perhaps iaXopepav (Kiihn) is the right reading.
* What this was is uncertain. Hesych. has crxvpa 71-080V rd o-xio-para,

Kal dpxqoTiKdv crx^pa, but this may be corrupt.
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it may be because Aristophanes deliberately gave him up,

along with other stock tricks of his contemporaries : cf.

Clouds 540 S. :

eaKco-d/e roiis cpaXaKpovs, oiiSe eiXKvaev,

oiiSe npeaBvTr/s b Xeycov rdnr/ rfj BaKTr/pia

rimrei rbv napbvr d(pavi£cov novr/pd aKcoppara.

The occurrence of such characters—the wrinkled and gap-

toothed old woman and the old man with his stick—in Spartan

dances does not of course prove that they got into Attic

comedy directly from that source ; but it does add weight to

the other evidence for the view that some of the stock

characters of Attic comedy became familiar to the Athenians

from intercourse with Dorian peoples. Any people can easily

devise
'

comic
'

old men and old women, and the uglinesses and

infirmities of old age are an unfailing source of popular

merriment ; but their occurrence in Attic comedy just in their

Spartan forms is at least confirmatory of the theory that

Dorian influence was responsible for some features of comedy,

and in particular for the introduction of certain character

types familiar either through performances like the later

mimes, or through well-known cult-dances.

§ 3. This theory derives further confirmation from the

regular occurrence in Attic comedy of the kordax. That it

was a common feature is plain from the passage of Aristophanes

just quoted, and the scholiasts and lexicographers describe it

as 8pxr/ais KcopiKrj. We cannot point to a definite instance of

its introduction into a play by Aristophanes himself, and if he

deliberately abjured it, as he claims to have done, this is not

surprising. (A scholiast does indeed state that it occurred in

the Wasps, and he must be referring to Philocleon's dance,
II. 1487 ff. : but this is probably a mistake, as Philocleon is

evidently travestying some tragic dance.) But there can be

no doubt of its employment by Eupolis and perhaps by
Phrynichus. It was a dance associated with drunkenness and

was of a lascivious kind (Schol. on Ar. Clouds 540 calls it

KatpiKr) . . . r/Tis aloxpd>s Kivei rf)v baqbvv r1

cf. Mnesimachus,

1 Cf. Hesych.
KopSaKtopoi'

rn twv pipuv yeXoia Kal rraiyvia.

s2
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fr. 4 npbnoais X6*/36' Xenerai
KopSa£'

\ aKoXaaraivei vovs

peipaKicov : and Theophr. Char, vi treats it as a sign of dnovoia,
opx^io-Bai vr/cbcov rbv KopSaKa). Its exact nature is (perhaps

fortunately) undiscoverable, as the attempts to identify with
it the dances on a number of vase-paintings rest on no sufficient

evidence : there was more than one kind of vulgar
dance.1 It

is clear from Aristoph. Clouds 553-4 that the dance was

associated with a drunken old woman :

EiinoXts pev tov MapiKav npconarov napeiXKvaev

eKarpeyfras roiis f/perepovs 'Inneas KaKOS KaKcos,

npoaBels a&rco ypavv peBvar/v tov KopSaKos ovvex', rjv

$pvvixos ndXai nenoir/x', fjv to ktjtos
t)a6iev,2

and a passage of Pausanias (vi. xxii, § 1) shows its connexion

with Artemis ; it was danced in honour of Artemis KopSaKa

in Elis (npoeXBbvn Se . . . ar/peid kariv lepov KopSaKas

enlKXr/aiv 'AprepiSos, on ol tov UeXonos aKoXovBoi rd kmviKia

r/yayov napd rfj Beb) Tavrrj Kal (opxrjaavro kmx<opiov tois nepl

rbv SinvXov KopSaKa opxr/aiv). He derives the dance from

Asia Minor, and it is true that there were similar dances in

honour of the Ephesian Artemis, the Asiatic mother-goddess ;
3

but the derivation was perhaps a false inference; the Pelo

ponnesian dances were probably very primitive and were

connected with the coarsely-conceived goddess of fertility who

afterwards became identified with Artemis ; and Ottfried

Miiller (followed by Sehnabel) may be right in the conjecture

that the later worshippers of Artemis, the goddess of chastity,

tried to account for, and excuse the connexion of, such dances

1 The last and most thorough attempt—that of H. Sehnabel (Eordax,
1910)—is rightly set aside by Korte (Deutsche Littzg. 1910, pp. 2787-9;

Bursian, Jahresber. clii, p. 236) and others, though his work contains

much useful material. Other attempts are enumerated by Warnecke,

s. v. KdpSa^, in Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Enc. xi, col. 1384. I doubt if it can

be inferred from the passage of Pausanias that the KopSag was danced

at Elis by men.
* Phrynichus doubtless travestied the story ofAndromeda.
3
Autocrates, fr. 1 oia irai£ovcriv <pi\ai | irdpdevoi AvSav Kopai | Kov(j)a

nqSiio-ai Kopav | KavaKpovovo-ai x^potv | 'Ecpecriav
nap"

'Aprepiv | KaXXicrrav, Kal

roiv laxioiv \ to pev koto), to
8'

av \ els ava> i£alpovcra | oia KiyiiXos HXXerat.
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with her, by ascribing them to a foreign source. However

that may be, the association of the dance with a drunken old

woman and with the worship of Artemis in the Peloponnese

confirms the indications alreadymentioned of Dorian influence

on
comedy.1

We may add to these indications the fact that another

primitive Peloponnesian dance, the pbBcov, was occasionally

introduced into Attic comedy. This dance was perhaps that

of the pbBcoves
—the liberated helots of Laconia—as Ottfried

Miiller conjectures :
2 Photius describes it as opxr/pa cbopriKov

Kal KopSaKcoSes. It is danced for a moment by the Sausage-

Seller in the Knights 697 dnenvSdpiaa pbBcova : and the

Scholiast's description of it seems to identify it with the

dance of the Spartan Lampito in the Lysistrata 82 :

yvpvdSSopai yap Kal norl nvydv dXXopai,

and with a Spartan dance mentioned by Pollux iv. 102, in

which eSei dXXeaBai Kal yfraveiv tois noal npbs rds nvyds.

§ 4. A further argument (again not perfectly conclusive,

but still increasing the probability, otherwise established, that

Dorian influence must be taken into account in judging of

the origins of Attic comedy) is drawn from a comparison of

the costume of the Attic comic actor with that worn by
a number of figures which appear on Peloponnesian vases.

There is little doubt that the Attic actors commonly secured

comic effect by extravagant padding of the person, in front

and behind, the exaggerated figure being clad in a short tight-

fitting tunic, usually cut short so as to show the phallus which

was often
worn.3 (The extravagant padding was evidently

1 There is no doubt that at a much later date the dance was associated

with Dionysus (Lucian, nepl opxqo-. § 22 ; TlpoXaXid 6 Aiiv. § 1, &c). But

there is no evidence of any early connexion of itwith him. The attempt

ofHincks (Rev. Arehiol. xvii (1911), pp. 1-5) to find such evidence depends

on the identification with the Kdp8a£ of a dance in the presence ofan appa

rently Dionysiac personage in a panther-skin, depicted on an aryballos

in the British Museum ; but this identification is quite unproved.

2
Doner, ii, p. 338.

3 Various kinds of upper garment, mantle, &c, might be worn as

required j see Miiller, BUhnen-AUetiUmer, pp. 249 ff. : and the comic
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used in the Clouds 1237, 1238, where Strepsiades is mocking
Pasias :

2T. dXalv Siaapr/xdels dv ovroai.

HA. ws KarayeXas.

ST. e£ x°"y Xa>P*l0~€Tal>

and in the Frogs 663 f., where Dionysus is certainly wearing
the npoyaarpiSiov.1) The costume appears also on various

terra-cotta statuettes of comic actors,2 and on an Attic vase at

St. Petersburg,3 representing a scene in a theatrical dressing-

room, probably early in the fourth century, before the Attic

comedians had given up the phallic costume. But it is

significant that there is no trace of this costume on early

Attic vases, where we should expect to find it worn by
Dionysiac figures, if it were proper to the members of the

retinue of Dionysus or in any way connected with his cult.

His followers on the early vases are all satyrs or sileni. Nor

are such figures like the human Kcopaarai on the vases. And

this absence of the costume from early Attic paintings gives

point to its occurrence on a considerable number of Pelo

ponnesian vases ; the two facts together strongly suggest that

the Attic stage derived the costume from a Peloponnesian

source. (If it were not for these facts, it would be open to us

to believe that, as padding and indecency are obvious and

universal methods of obtaining a low comic effect, the

poets no doubt exercised great freedom in the matter. Some of the

terra-cotta statuettes and figures on vases wear a short chiton distinct

from the close-fitting vest, the name of which is unknown.
1 He is called ydarpav in 1. 200, and the Schol. explains : elo-ayovo-i yap

rdv Aidwaov npoydaropa Kal atSdXeov and rqs dpyias Kai olvotfiXvyias.
2
Bieber, pi. 69-71. Kerte gives a long catalogue of these (Jahrb.

Arch. Inst, viii, pp. 77 ff.). Most appear to belong to the fourth century:

but he argues that the type of costume familiar from the Old Comedy
would probably have lasted on, as long as parody and mythology, and

not real life, were the subjects of the plays. The type of statuette is

certainly Attic in origin. The account given above, like that of all

writers on the subject since 1893, necessarily (and gratefully) takes

K6rte's article as its basis.
3 Fig. 32 : the two right-hand figures are phallic in the original. (See

Bieber, I.e., Abb. 124.)
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Athenians would have no need to go to the Peloponnese for

them.)
The costume is found upon a sixth-

century Corinthian

amphora (now in the Louvre), which has been much
discussed.1

On the left is a flute-player, padded before and behind and

wearing a short close-fitting vest, but not phallic : and facing
him a bearded demonic figure labelled Eijvovs- Then follow

two figures carrying a wine jar : they appear to be naked ;

the right-hand one is labelled 'OcbeXavSpos : on the right they
are being approached by a naked and grossly phallic figure

labelled 'OppiKbs, with a stick in either hand ; the situation

seems to be that he is detecting the two in the theft of the

Fig. 32. Dressing-room scene from Vase in St. Petersburg.

wine
jar.2 The names appear to be those of Dionysiac demons,

'OcbeXavSpos (who is semi-phallic) a giver of fertility, Evvovs an

incarnation of goodwill, and 'OppiKos probably a by-name

of Dionysus himself, as it certainly was in the form

'OpBpiKOs (cf. Bekk. Anec. Gr. i, p. 224, s.v. BaKXos. ol Se

'OpfipiKos iinb 'AXiKapvdaaecov BaKXos. Halicarnassus was

at least partly Dorian). That the vase represents some

kind of performance burlesquing mythological characters in

a scene of theft is often thought to be indicated by the flute-

player. But it is at least possible that the flute-player and the

dancer form a pair apart, and that the whole is not taken

1 Figured by Kcirte, 1. c, p. 91 ; Bieber, p. 129, &c.
2 This was conjectured by Diimmler, who figured and discussed the

vase in Ann.
dell'

Inst. 1885.
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from an actual performance, but is a fancy picture of

a Dionysiac group, two of whom are amusing themselves,

while two others are detected in wine stealing by Dionysus :

the fact that the group of three are entirely naked makes it

doubtful whether the vase can be intended to reproduce an

actual performance. But this does not affect the main point—

the association of the costume with the Dionysiac demons

imagined by Corinthian artists. The only difficulty in con

necting these with the Attic comic actor lies in the fact that

the figures which wear the tight vest are not phallic, while

the phallic figures are naked. This difficulty, however, grows

less, when we consider that not all Attic actors were phallic

either ; and it is at least possible that inmany plays (especially
of Aristophanes) and in many Corinthian burlesques the tight-

fitting vest and the padding were considered enough. A very

similar costume, but including the phallus, appears on a black-

figured Corinthian amphoriskos of the early part of the sixth

century, representing the return of Hephaestus to heaven,
when he was brought back by Dionysus in order to liberate

Hera from the chair in which she had been imprisoned by
his devices.1 The interpretation of the vase in detail is

disputed,2 but it is agreed that the two phallic figures thus

costumed are supernatural or demonic. (Loeschke regards

them as demonic attendants of Dionysus ; Sehnabel, with less

probability, as Dionysus and Zeus.) The subject is not

specially Dorian, and is found on Attic and other vases, not all

of which can be regarded as imitations of Corinthian pottery,

even though the Corinthian vase is the earliest representation

of the subject : but this does not diminish the importance of

the discovery of this particular costume as worn by demonic

figures in a burlesque Dionysiac scene on Dorian pottery.

(The vase does not depict a performance, but a scene in which

none the less some of the performers wear costumes like that

worn probably by actors of burlesques.3) The short tight

1 The vase is figured by Loeschke, Ath. Mitt, xix, pi. viii. Cf. ibid.,

pp. 510 ff., and Bieber, Abb. 122, p. 129. For the subject see below, p. 391.
2 See Loeschke, 1. c, and Sehnabel, Kordax, p. 55.
3 Similar figures occur on a representation of the return ofHephaestus
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vest is worn by the distorted Dionysiac figures which occur

on a number of early vases—mostly of the sixth century
—

painted either atCorinth or under obviousCorinthian influence.

On a good many vases these figures, which are dancing in

pairs and sometimes carrying drinking horns, are not phallic,

Fig. 33. Dancers on Corinthian phiale.

and the type varies somewhat while remaining generically the

same.1

on a Corinthian vase in the British Museum, B. 42. (Figured byWalters,

Anc. Pottery, i, pi. xxi. Prof. Beazley informs me that this vase is real

Corinthian work, not imitative as stated in the B. M. Catalogue.)
1 Besides those specially mentioned, I have examined the originals or

figures of the following: phiale, Baumeister, Denkm., p. 1963, fig. 2099

(fig. 33 in this book) ; the dolphin shows that this scene does not repro

duce an actual performance : phiale in British Museum (figs. 34, 35), not

previously published: phiale, 'Ec/>. 'Apx. 1885, pi. 7 (both these sets of

figures much padded and dancing in pairs) : two pinakes in Berlin, Ant.

Denkm. i. 8. 19 a and ii. 39. 9 (both wearing the characteristic vest, and

non-phallic, but neither quite like the dancers on the last two vases) :

phiale from Sabouroff Coll. (Furtw. i, pi. 48. 1), on which the figures wear

short purple chitons, two of them spotted like one of those on the

earliest Corinthian Hephaestus vase, and are only slightly padded (not

all in front) (fig. 36) : krater in Louvre, E. 620, Pottier, pi. 44, dancing
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It seems then to be beyond question that the costume

commonly worn by the Attic comic actor, with or without

phallus, was particularly connected, before the fifth century,

not with any Attic figures, but with the Dionysiac '

demons
'

represented mainly on Corinthian vases. We need not discuss

whether these demonic figures are to be regarded as Dorian,
or as belonging to the pre-Dorian population, but continuing

to hold a place in the imagination of the Dorian settlers, as

some scholars
believe.1 In the latter case they would have

their origin in fancies of an earlier date than that of the

introduction of Dionysiac worship into the Peloponnese (when

ever this happened), but would naturally have attached

themselves to that worship, as we find them attached, in

a burlesque form, on some of the vases. There is no ground

for expressly connecting them with
Artemis,2

though it is

likely enough that therewas some transference of ideas between

the primitive cult of Artemis and that of Dionysus, when it

arrived.

The special association of the costume with mythological

mainly in pairs and slightly padded : votive plate, Benndorf, Gr. and

Sic. Vas., pi. 7 (very roughly executed figures, some slightly, but not

conspicuously, padded, but some apparently phallic) : phiale from Akrai

(Benndorf, pi. 43. 1) with two figures (?women) in tight vests, and one

bearded ; an elderly bearded figure, perhaps Dionysus (fig. 40 opposite) :

aryballos in Brit. Museum (Rev. Arch, xvii, 1911, p. 1) with dancers in

tight vests, also in presence of an elderly naked figure (?Dionysus)
(figs. 37-9) : stamnos in Brit. Mus. B. 44, with three bearded dancers,

wearing close-fitting purple vests (fig. 41) ; Rayet-Collignon, Ceram, p. 63,
fig. 33 (dancing pairs, with flute-player, non-phallic). See also Addenda,
p. 418 below. A similar garment appears on two grotesque figures, one on
each side of a crater, on a vase (Arch. Ztg., pi. 12. 1 and 13. 4; Pottier,
Vases duLouvre, iii, D c, pi. 8) now considered to be Laconian (rather than

Cyrenaic) and certainly in Peloponnesian style. Ofone or two vases cited

by different writers in this connexion I have been unable to see figures ;

several others appear to be really irrelevant to the subject. An amphora

from Vulci (Roulez, Vases deLeide, pi. v) shows not only a dance of sixteen
padded non-phallic figures in short close-fitting vests, but, as its main

subject, a dance of satyrs (phallic and horse-tailed) and bacchants. I do

not know whether the two types are found together on any other vase.
1
Loeschke, Ath. Mitt, xix, p. 519 ; Bethe, Proleg., pp. 48, 49, &c.

2 The idea that these dancers are dancing the KopSag is quite unproved,
and this ground for connecting them with Artemis disappears.
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burlesque (and probablywith dances performed in the guise of

demons) is not only suggested by its occurrence in the entourage

of Dionysus and Hephaestus, but by its reappearance in the

fourth and third centuries on South Italian vases representing

the performances of the qbXvaKes, who burlesqued mythological

Fig. 40. Phiale from Akrai.

legends. These performances, as has already been suggested,

had almost certainly descended directly from those of the

Peloponnesian mother-cities of the Graeco-Italian colonies ;

and the inclusion of such burlesques among the types of

performance which we can ascribe to the Peloponnese increases

the probability that the Attic comic poets also got both the

costume and the mythological burlesque, which forms so large

a part of Attic comedy, from Peloponnesian sources. (Such bur-
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lesque is a main part of the stock-in-trade of Epicharmus,who

lived in two Dorian colonies,Megara Hyblaea and Syracuse.)
The 0Ai/a/cey-vases were enumerated and many of them

figured by Heydemann, and these have frequently been

figured since.1

Many of the actors depicted on them wear the

tight-fitting garment (some with a short chiton over it), and

are grossly phallic ; their chief peculiarity, as compared with

(e. g.) the dancers on the Corinthian vases, in addition to their

greater general coarseness of feature and figure, is the wearing
of striped trousers or

'

tights
'

of a type which seems to be

confined to these vases. The idea which was at one time

current
2
that the (pXvaKes got their subjects and costume from

the Attic comedy itself has long been given up. As Korte

has argued, it is very improbable that the plays of the Old

Comedy were ever acted in Magna Graecia, or outside Athens

at all ; they would have been partly unintelligible elsewhere :

and the (pXvaKes are dated from fifty to a hundred years after

the disappearance of the Old Comedy, though the costume of

the Attic actors may not have changed quite so early. The

idea that one of the vases represents a scene from the Frogs

of Aristophanes was clearly mistaken ;
3
and when these vases

present scenes, as they often do, which recall comedies of the

Menandrean rather than of the Aristophanic type—the

drunken son stealing home, the finding of the exposed infant,
the boastful soldier, the lover at thewindow of the courtesan—

they still present them in the grotesque and phallic costume

1 Heydemann, Jahrb. Arch. Inst, i, pp. 260 ff. ; von Salis, op. cit. ; Bieber,
pp. 138-53, pi. 76-86. Those noticed or discovered since Heydemann's

article are enumerated byZahn in Furtw.Reich., Griech. Vasenm. (series iii),
pp. 178 ff. ; he dates those assigned to Assteas about the middle of the

fourth century. The occurrence of a stage in many of the paintings

shows that the vases represent performances, but a literary form seems

first to have been given to this kind of performance by Rhinthon of

Tarentum (circ. 300 b. a). Comp.
Nossis'

epigram (Anth. Pal. vii. 414)
'PlvSav eip 6 SvpaKOcrios | Movo-daiv dXiyq tis

dq8ovis' dXXa (pXvaKav \ e'jt

rpayiKuv tSiov Kiaabv iSpeyjrdpeda.
2 Refs. are given by KSrte, Jahrb. Arch. Inst. viii. 61.
s
Heydemann, 1. c, p. 283; von Salis, 1. c, p. 23 ; Korte, 1. c, pp. 61,

87. See also Robert, Archaeol. Hermeneutik, pp. 286-7.
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which the New Comedy had abandoned. But the use of this

costume, both in the Old Comedy and by the pXvaKes,maywell

be due to its having been taken by each from Peloponnesian

burlesques.

Any further inference is perhaps hazardous. It certainly

cannot be argued that such primitive Peloponnesian plays

included any and every subject which we find on the (pXvaKes-

vases ; but Robert and von Salis may be right in thinking that

Heracles (who recurs frequently on them) was a favourite

figure in early Dorian burlesques,1 Peloponnesian as well as

Italian ; and von Salis would add Odysseus also, though the

evidence is much less strong.2 It seems in any case reasonably

safe to conjecture that both Epicharmus and the qbXvaKes, in

their mythological travesties and their comedy of low life,

were continuing the traditions of their ancient mother-cities

in Greece proper.

The stage on which the qbXvaKes performed seems to have

been a temporary affair, like that used by conjurers and early

mime-actors ;
3
and such a stage may also have been in use

by the early Dorian players in Greece.

It has been usual, in discussing the
actors'

costume, to refer

to some grotesque paintings on vases found at Thebes, mainly

in the precinct of the Kabeiroi.4 On these phallic figures occur,

much distorted—Odysseus, Bellerophon, Cadmus, &c. ; and it

has been thought that these are parallel to the impersonations

of the (pXvaKes : but Kdrte 5 is almost certainly right in
deny-

1 We shall see reason later to think that Heracles was a stock-figure

in the comedy of Megara. The position occupied by Heracles as aDorian

hero makes this natural enough.

2
von Salis also conjectures that the overloaded slave, who occurs on

Borne of the vases and was a stock jest of the Old Comedy (cf. Aristoph.

Frogs 13-15, and fragm. 323), may have been a character in early Dorian

buffoonery ; but the character is one which would occur readily to any

Greek comedian. A food-stealing slave, Xanthias, is seen on one of the

vases (see above, p. 230).
*
Reich, Memoirs, i, pp. 605-7.

4 See Bethe, Proleg., p. 58 ; Bieber, Denkm., pp. 153-5, pi. 87, fig. 134-5,
and Ath. Mitt, xiii, pi. 11, &c.

6 Neue Jahrb. xlvii (1921), pp. 311-12. KSrte criticizes deservedly the

surprising statements made by Dr. Bieber on these vases.
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ing this. Some of these figures are represented as naked, not

as clad in tight garments, and they are not masked ; they have

no traceable connexion with any kind of stage-performance,

and for our present purpose may be left out of account, except

in so far as they illustrate the general readiness of the Greeks

to travesty their mythological legends.

§ 5. We have found sufficient traces of Dorian burlesques

of mythological scenes and of grotesque Dionysiac dances, both

associated with the costume which was afterwards worn by
the Athenian comic actor, to justify the conjecture that there

was a connexion between such Dorian performances and Attic

comedy. We have also found that some of the standing types

of Attic comedy seem to have their fore-runners in the mime

like performances of Dorian peoples, or in dances in character,

associated with Dorian ritual—the old woman, the old man

with his stick, the quack-doctor, the detected food-stealer.

It is possible that some further suggestions may be derived

from a consideration of other types which constantly recur in

Attic comedy.1

A considerable part of many plays of Aristophanes consists

of scenes in which a person of absurd or extravagant preten

sions is derided or made a fool of by a person who plays the

buffoon—scenes (to use the convenient Greek terms) between

an dXa£cov and a BcopoXbxos.2 The dXa£cov may be a sophist

or philosopher—Hippo in the Havbnrai of Cratinus, Socrates

in the Clouds of Aristophanes, and the Kbvvos of Ameipsias ;

or a politician (Cleon), a quack-doctor or apothecary, a star-

gazer (Meton), a prophet, an ecstatic poet (Cinesias, &c),
a boastful soldier (Lamachus), an elegant aesthete (Agathon)—

1 I have made much use of thewritings of Suss, De personarum antiquae

comoediae Atticae usu atque origine (Bonn, 1905), and ZurKomposition der

altattischen Komodie (Rh. Mus. lxiii (1908), pp. 12-38, though I am unable

to agree with him on some points of detail.
2 Cf. the Tractatus Coislinianus (which no doubt in this takes up

points made by Aristotle), § 6 q8q xapaSias rd re (ionpoXdxa Kal ra elpavucd

Kal rd twv dXaCdvav : cf. Ar. Rhet. in. xviii. 1419 b 8ff, Eth. Nic. II. vii.

1108 a 21, &c, iv. vii. 1127 a 21. Of the elpaviKd the extant remains

give us plenty of illustrations, especially in the person of the parasite :

they are full of the dXa£av and the PwpoXdxos.
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any one who feels himself to be out of the common and takes

himself too seriously. Euripides and even Aeschylus in the

Frogs have something of the dXa£wv in
them.1 The dXagcov

was brought up to date or worked into the
character of some

living person, with very different degrees of skill or brilliancy

by different poets and in different plays: but the regularity

of his occurrence in such scenes, and the persistence of the

type in certain forms even in the New Comedy, suggest very

strongly that the dXa(cov was a stock-character in the older

forms of buffoonery to which Attic comedy owed much, and

that the quack-doctor of the SeiKr/Xiarai was only one variety

of a type constant in essentials—i. e. in dXa£oveia, though

taking more than one
shape.2 It is some confirmation of this

view that the type is found in Epicharmus, in the fragments

of whom we shall find the quack wise-man prominent and the

pdvns mentioned ; and that in another form, that of the

swaggering soldier, we find him in the representations of the

qbXvaKes-3 It is natural to explain these coincidences between

Dorian and Attic comedy by a common source.

The BcopoXoxos in Aristophanes generally takes one of two

forms—the old rustic and the jesting slave. His business is

much the same wherever he appears. He makes nonsense of

what another speaker says, or gives an indecent or vulgar turn

to it—sometimes taking words literally where they are not so

meant, or otherwise playing upon them ; sometimes interrupt

ing with silly or indecent remarks or anecdotes, particularly

in the agon ; sometimes making asides or (quite undramatically)

addressing the audience. He also has a particular function in

the prologue—that of stating the subject of the play,
request-

1 Aeschylus embodies not only the characteristics of the great poet,

but some of those associated with the terrific soldier, in so far as he is

half identified with his warriors in their extravagant panoply.
2 Siiss appropriately quotes the catalogue in Aristoph. Clouds 331 ff.

"aff Sri nXeiarovs avrat fido-Kovcri aorpicrrds \ Qovpiopdvreis, larporixvas,
o-<ppayi8owxapyoKopqTas | kvkXiuv re x0P^>" CfO-paTOKapnras, avSpas

perewpo-

cpevnKas \ ovSev Spavras
ftdaKovo"'

dpyovs, oti ravras povo~onoiovo~iv.
'
e. g. on vase G, Heydemann, loc. cit. The character is recognizable

in Archilochus fr. 58 (Bergk4), and is found in one form or another

throughout the history of Greek comedy.
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ing the goodwill of the audience, and attracting their favour

by some preliminary jesting; and he is usually the principal

character in those scenes of buffoonery which normally

succeed the parabasis, and in which one claimant for recogni

tion after another, whatever the degree of his dXa£oveia, is

derided and driven away. In almost all the earlier plays of

Aristophanes the BcopoXoxos of the second half of the play is

the old rustic or a character very like him—Dicaeopolis,

Strepsiades, Trygaeus, Philocleon, Peithetaerus. In theAchar-

nians and Clouds the old rustic also prologizes; but in the

prologue the part is more commonly taken by a slave (some

times two slaves)1 introduced for the purpose (as in theKnights,

Wasps, Frogs, and Plutus), or by a companion of one of the

principal characters—Euelpides, Kalonike, Mnesilochus—the

role of the companion being perhaps a later modification of that

of the slaves. As a rule (though Mnesilochus is an exception)

neither slave nor companion is prominent in the second part

of the play. In the preparations for the wedding or the feast

with which many of the plays end, the BcopoXoxos gets free

play for his greed and his obscenity.

It is possible to trace the manner in which Aristophanes

progresses in his handling of these types, in abating their

grossness, and in working them into a plot which forms

a unity. The BcopoXoxos of the rustic kind, as has already

been indicated, seems to belong primarily to the iambic scenes

in which he makes a fool of a series of dXa(bves or characters

not far removed from dXa£bves- It is in these iambic scenes

that Dicaeopolis, Strepsiades, Trygaeus, Peithetaerus, Blepyrus,

play a characteristic part ; and when this type of BcopoXoxos

is prominent in the first half of the play, as Dicaeopolis is in

the Acharnians, it is often in contact with some form of

dXa£oveia (Pseudartabas, Lamachus, Euripides) that he shines,
though he may also be a protagonist in the agon (as Peithetaerus

is), and so form a bond of union between the essentially dis

similar epirrhematic and iambic scenes.2 The other type,

1 As regards the two slaves, see below, p. 277.
2 Another bond of unity was the prologue, though it is possible that

the primitive mimes sometimes had prologues or preliminary speeches
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the slave or companion, appears, as has been said, most

characteristically in the prologue, but also as the vulgar

interrupter of arguments, the irreverent bystander in the agon.

Now it seems to be at least a possible explanation of these

characters, that they carry on a primitive type of buffoonery,

very like the mimes of later days, taken over by the

Athenians from Dorian peoples. The fact that the ficopoXbxos

sometimes addresses the audience as the spokesman of the

poet, suggests that he comes from a performance which had

no chorus ; for it was the chorus which had this function in

epirrhematic comedy. The old rusticwas probably a character

in the 'Aypcoarivos of Epicharmus ; and as at least some forms

of dXa£oveta—the quack-doctor, the swaggering Heracles
—can

be traced back to Dorian mimes, the explanation is not with

out confirmation. Another stock character, the parasite,

appears in Epicharmus, before we have any sign of him in

Attio comedy ; and he may also have been a well-known

Dorian type. (One of the three masks for the parasites of the

New Comedy, asdescribed by Pollux,was still called SiKeXiKos.1)
The jesting and disrespectful slave would be bound to get into

the comedy of any Greek community ; but he too may have

begun to play his characteristic part in the mime-like perform

ances of the
Peloponnese.2

It would be absurd to pretend that these suggestions are

anything but conjectures; but they are conjectures which

appear to be in accordance with the few known facts.

§ 6. Thus it seems probable that while the epirrhematic

scones in the Old Comedy are mainly of Attic origin, the

iambic derive most from Dorian sources. It is, however,

to the audience. (Choricius, i. 2, makes it clear that the mimes of his

own day had, and tho mime seems to have remained more or less the

same, at least in some of itB types, from first to last.)
1 Sec Robert, Die Masken, pp. 68, 109.
2 Some interesting comparisons of the "dXafcv veisus

fiapoXdxos''
scenes

of Greek comedy with modern performances of low comedy are to be

found in Reich, Mimus, i, p. 689, &c. ; Poppelreuter, op. cit. ; Cornford,
op. cit, pp. 142 ff. The history of the fiapoXdxos type is traced with

much ingenuity, though sometimes in a highly speculative way, in

Dieterich's Piilcinella.
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impossible to trace the stepsbywhich the two elements came to

be combined,—how a variety of Dorian
character- types, realistic

scenes from ordinary life, mythological
travesty,1

a peculiar

costume, were united with the Attic Kcopos, whether the

Kcopaaraiwere disguised as animals or not. Nor do we know

by what route the Dorian elements travelled to Attica. But

there is reason to suspect that Megara may have been a half

way house for comedy, as it was for the traveller by land.

The question of the nature of Megarean comedy is a well-worn

one, but it needs less argument now, since Wilamowitz, the

chief of those who were inclined to deny the existence of

Megarean comedy, has long abandoned that
view.2

The claim of the Megareans to have originated comedy,

recorded by Aristotle in the passage of the Poetics which

has already been quoted, is not likely to be entirely devoid of

historical foundation. Comedy arose, they said, in the time

of their democracy. This democracy lasted from the expulsion

of Theagenes, about 581 B.C. down to 424 b.c, when the

oligarchical party re-established itselfwith the aid of Brasidas ;

but the only period which concerns us is thatwhich precedes the

appearance of Chionides at Athens in 486 b. c. Plutarch 3
re

cords that after the expulsion of the tyrant the Megareans for

a short time showed a spirit of moderation, but soon indulged

in extremes of liberty under the leadership of demagogues.

Such an atmosphere would be favourable enough to
comedy.4

Wilamowitz 5
conjectures that Aristotle derived his knowledge

1 Moessner (Die Mythologie in der dorischen u. altattischen Komodie,

pp. 49 ff.) argues that the first Attic Comedy based on mythological

travesty was the 'oSva-o-eis of Cratinus, but this is far from certain.

2 Compare Gbtt. Gel. Am. 1906, p. 619,with Hermes, ix (1875), pp. 319
3 Quaest. Gr., ch. 18 Meyapeis Qeayevq tov Tvpavvov eV/SaXcWes oXiyov

Xpdvov io-acppdvqo-av Kara rr)v noXiTeiav, eira noXXqv, Kara tiXaTava, Kal

aKparov avrois iXevBepiav Tav Sqpayayav olvoxoovvrav ktX. (Plato is

probably not the authority for Plutarch's statement, but only the source

of the metaphor.)
4 The national temperament of the Megareans seems to have included

a biting wit, if the saying ascribed to Pittacus is justified—Meyapeis Se

cpevye ndvras, elai yap niKpoi : the ascription itself is very doubtful.

6 G&tt. Gel. Am. 1906, p. 619.
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of the Megarean claim from his contemporary Dieuchidas of

Megara ; this is possible, but it is permissible to be sceptical of

the suggestion, whichWilamowitz next propounds, of a kind of

warfare of claims between Athenians and Dorians with regard

to the origination of literary forms—the Megareans claiming

comedy, and pretending that Susarion was aMegarean, and the

Sicyonians tragedy (as the work of Epigenes and Neophron),
while the Athenians replied with a tradition of Icarian comedy

and of Thespis performing before Solon. We shall return to

Susarion ; but it is improbable that hewould have been claimed

as a Megarean unless Megara were actually a very early home

of some kind of comedy. (It is perhaps not irrelevant to

notice that Megara had a cult of Artemis 'OpBcoaia,1
who is

not likely to have been very different from the Artemis

Orthia of Sparta, and may have been worshipped by similar

cult-dances.)

Most of the very slight information which we have about

Megarean comedy is drawn from a passage from the prologue

of
Aristophanes'

Wasps, a passage ofAristotle's Ethics, and the

scholia on both. These must be quoted in full :

Ar. Vesp. 54 ff. :

obepe vvv Kareinco rois Bearais tov Xbyov,

55
bXiy' drB'

iineincov npcorov aiiroiaiv raSi,

pr/Sev rjpcov npoaSoKav Xiav pkya,
pr/S'

av yeXcora MeyapbBev KeKXeppevov.

rjpiv yap ovk
ear'

ovre eK aboppiSos

SovXco Siappinrovvre tois Becopevois,
60 'HpaKXfjs to Seinvov k£anarcopevos,

aiiBis kvaaeXyaivbpevos EiipiniSr/s'

oiiS'

ei KXkcov y eXaptye rfjs rvxr/s x^piVi

avBis rbv ai/rbv dvSpa pvrTwrevaopev.

dXX'

tariv rjpiv XoyiSiov yvcopr/v exov,

65 vpcov pev aiircov oi>xl Segicbrepov,
KcopcpSias Se (popriKrjs aocpcorepov.

1. 61. kvaaeXyaivbpevos Herm. : dvaaeXyatvbpevos codd. :

daeXyavovpev els EvpiniSr/v van Leeuwen (after Schol.
Rav./car'

1 a /. G. 1064.

T2
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EipmiSov noXXd Xegopev daeXyfj). The reference (as Schol.

Ven. shows) is perhaps to the treatment of Euripides in
Aristophanes'

Upodycov in 423 b. 0.

Schol. fj cos noir/Tcov tivcov dnb MeyapiSos dpovacov Kal dtpvcbs

aKconrovrcov, fj cos tcov Meyapecov Kal dXXcos obopriKws

yeXoiagbvrcov . EUnoXis
UpoanaXriois'

rb
aKcopp'

daeXyes

Kal MeyapiKov aoboSpa.

Ar. Eth. Nic. IV. iii kv pev yap tois piKpois tcov Sanavr/pdrmv

noXXd dvaXiaKei (sc. b Bdvavaos) Kal XapnpHverai napd

peXos, oiov kpaviards yapiKcos earicov Kal KcopcpSoTs X°PV7^V

ev rfj napbSco nopcpvpav elaipepcov, coanep ol Meyapeis.

Schol. avvr/Bes kv KoopcpSla napanerdapara Seppeis noieiv, oi

nopcbvpiSas. MvpriXos ev Tiravonaai . . .

"
to Seiv

aKoveis ', 'HpaKXeis, tovt kan aoi \ rb
aKcopp'

daeXyes

Kal MeyapiKov Kal acpbSpa \
y^vxpb'v'

yeXa (yap, cos) bpas

rd
nalSia."

Siaavpovrai yap ol Meyapeis KcopcoSia, knel

Kal dvnnoiovvrai aiirfjs coy avrois npeorov evpeBeiar/s,

ei ye Kal Sovaapicov b Kardpgas KcopcpSias Meyapevs. coy

(popriKol roivvv Kal tyvxpol Sia/3dXXovrai Kal nopipvpiSi

Xpoopevoi kv rfj napoScp. Kal yovv 'Apiaroobdvr/s kniaKco-

nrcov aiiroTs Xeyei nov,
"

av yeXcora MeyapbBev
KeK.Xeppe.vov."

dXXd Kal 'EKabavriSr/s naXaioraros noir/rr/s

rcbv dpxaicov (pr/ai,
"

MeyapiKrjs | KcopcpSias
dap'

(oii)
Sieip'' l

alaxvvopai \ to SpapaMeyapiKov ScIkw-

rai yap eK ndvrcov on Meyapeis rfjs KcopcpSias evperai.

Cf. also Pseudo-Diog. iii. 88 ylAcoy
MeyapiKos' knl tcov

dcopcos
Bpvnrbvrcov'

r/Kpaae yap r) MeyapiKr) KcopmSia knl

Xpbvov, f/v 'ABr/vaioi KarapcoKcopevoi eyeXcov.

(The fragment to
aKcopp'

daeXyes ktX. is no doubt from
Eupolis'

FLpoandXrioi, not from Myrtilus. The nature of the

aKwppa may perhaps be suggested by Aristoph. Clouds 539

tois naiSiots
iv'

fj yeXcos, where the laughter is provoked by
the wearing of the phallus.)

These passages, while they show that the scholiasts had

no more definitely historical knowledge of Megarean comedy

1 h\apa Steipai codd. The right reading is quite uncertain, but this

does not affect the present problem.
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than ourselves, also show that in the fifth and fourth centuries

there was a type of comedy not only known as
'

Megarean ',

but associated with Megara, and that this was vulgar and

probably indecent. Aristophanes illustrates the 'laughter

stolen from Megara
'

by (1) a pair of slaves throwing nuts

out of a basket to the audience ; (2) Heracles cheated of his
dinner.1 The latter obviously suggests mythological burlesque,

such as was employed by Epicharmus of Megara Hyblaea and

Syracuse. But the persistence of this particular theme in

Attic comedy is proved by the pride which Aristophanes takes

in having discarded it (Peace 741-2) :

tovs
B'

'HpaKXeas roiis pdrrovras Kal tovs neivcovras eKeivovs

kfcrjXaa'

drtpcoaas npcoros.

The former reminds us of the pair of slaves who open the

Knights, the Wasps, and the Peace, though they do not act

exactly in the manner described ; and of the reference in

Plutus 796 ff. to the scattering of figs and sweetmeats among
the audience (a passage very like that quoted above from the

Wasps) :

eneira Kal rbv (pbprov eKobvyoipev dv.

oil yap npencoSks kan tco SiSaaKaXcp
laxdSia Kal rpcoydXia tois Becopevots

knl rovrois dvayKa£eiv yeXav.

In the Peace (962 ff), Xanthias does, at
Trygaeus'

bidding,
throw some of the grains of sacrificial barley to the spectators.2

Possibly the practice was in vogue in Megarean comedy as

known to Aristophanes.

Further, in theAchamians 738, the Megarean speaks of the

disguising of his daughters as pigs as MeyapiKa ns paxavd,
and this may indicate, though it does not necessarily do so,

1 The coupling of these two owe . . . oUre shows that they form the

explanation of MeyapdOev KeKXepptvov as distinct from the mockery of

Euripides and Cleon, which are introduced by ovSe.

2 I cannot accept Mr. Cornford's conjecture (pp. 101, 2) that the
object of this was to make the spectators partakers in a communal

meal. It seems to have been simply a rather vulgar captatio favoris
("EXXi/m- del 7raifier).
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that disguise-tricks were a speciality of Megarean comedy:1

and a fragment (fr. 2) of Theopompus speaks of the apothecary
—

probably own brother to the quack-doctor—as a Megarean :

tt)v oUiav yap evpov elaeXBcov bXr/v

Kiarr/v yeyovviav obappaKoncoXov MeyapiKov.

These references are consistent (to say no more) with the

conjecture that some elements in Dorian farce found theirway

into Athens through Megara.

Besides this, certain masks were associated with Megara.

One of these was the paiacov, though the accounts given of

this are peculiarly confusing. According to Athenaeus,2

Chrysippus derived the name from paaaaBai and took it to

connote gluttony, while Aristophanes of Byzantium said it

was the invention of a Megarean actor named Maeson. On

the whole the passages of Athenaeus and Zenobius seem to

point to a definite person of the name, rather than to a

character-type, corresponding to theManducus of the Atellane

farce, with whom Dieterich 3
and others identify paiacov :

4

1
Reich, Mimus, i, pp. 478-9, notices the occurrence of such animal-

disguises in mimes, perhaps as early as Sophron : and it is quite possible

that Megarean comedy was more like mime than like choral comedy.
2
xiv, p. 659 a iKaXovv ol naXaiol rov pev noXiriKov pdyeipov paio-ava, tov

Se iKToniov rimya. 'X.pvainnos
8'

6 cpiXdo-ocpos tov pato-aiva and tov pao~do~6ai

oterai KeKXqaQai, oiov tov dpaOq Kal -npbs yaarepa vevevKora, dyvoav oti Maiaiov

yeyovev KapaSias vnoKptrqs Meyapevr to yevos, os Kal to npotrameiov efipe to

an airov KaXovpevov Malaava, i>s
'

Apiarocpdvqs cpqrrlv 6 Bv£dvrios iv Tea nepl

npoaanav, evpeiv airov <pd&Ka>v Kal to tov Bepdnovros npdcrainov Kal to tov

payeipov. Kal e'lKoras Kal to tovtois npenovra crKappara KaXeirai paurcmtKa . . .

tov Se Maio-ava UoXepav iv tois npds Tipaiov e*K Tmv iv 2iKeXia epqaiv ewai

Meydpav Kal ovk e'x tcov Nio-aiW. The proverbial expression dvr evepyeo-lqs

'Ayapipvova Sqo-av 'A^aioi (used Kara t£v dxapiarav) is quoted by Zenobius
ii. 11 with the words cpao-l Si airqv wro Mecravos (= Maiaavos) tov

Meyapias nenoiqaBai ; and there does not seem to be much to support

Crusius'

conjecture (Philol. Suppl. vi. 275) that it was quoted from a

comedy (perhaps of Epicharmus) in which it was spoken by Maio-ov =

Manducus.
3
Pulcinella, p. 87 ; cf. p. 39. The existence of types like Maccus,

Bucco, Manducus, &c, outside Italy, is too readily assumed by Dieterich.
4
There is the same difficulty about the foreign cook, TeVn£, whom

some regard as a oharacter-type named after the cook's irrepressible



 



Figs. 42-46. TERRACOTTA FIGURES AND MASK OF

NEW COMEDY CHARACTERS
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but the creation of eponymous inventors was so common a

thing that the matter must remain doubtful, and it can only

be regarded as possible, not as proved, that the cook was an

early Megarean character. The same is the case with the

slave, whose mask
—or at least that which in the New Comedy

was associated with the leading slave, the Bepdncov f/yepcov—

Aristophanes of Byzantium also described as the invention of

Maeson.

Robert notices several masks and terra-cotta
statuettes1

which (on fairly good grounds) he considers to represent the

paiacov. One of these is supposed to have come from Megara

itself ; but all are much later than the Megarean comedy

which we are discussing, though one at least is earlier than

the New Comedy. The paiacov and the Bepdncov f/yepcov wear

their hair in the form of the aneipa, which is characteristic

of early fifth-century statues from Dorian countries ;
2
and it

may be noticed in passing (as confirming in some slight degree

the presence of early Dorian elements in Attic comedy) that

Robert also dates back some other masks to the time of the

Old Comedy, e.g. those of the acbr/voncoycov type, and the

'
second 'Eppmvios

'

(of
Pollux'

catalogue),3 both of which pre

serve the pointed beard of the fifth century ; and he thinks

that as masks with such pointed beards are common on the

(pXvaKes-
vases, both the Attic comedians and the (pXvaKes may

have derived them from the Dorian farce, which was an

ultimate source of both. (The same vases also depict masks

which correspond to those of the Bepdncov Karoo rpixias of

Pollux, and at least one specimen of a mask like that of the

reTri£, though it is worn by a dancing silenus, not by a cook.

loquaoity, while others (after Clem. Al. Protrept. i. i) state that there
was an actor of the name. The former view is strongly supported by
Robert, 1. c, p. 72. (Fig. 46 represents the t(tti£.)

1 Figs. 42-5. Navarre disputes the identification of fig. 45 with the

paio-av, perhaps rightly (Rev. Et. Anc. xvi, pp. 1 ff.).
'
Robert, ibid., p. 109. Navarre (1. c.) interprets the cmelpa in a different

manner from Robert, and if he is right, it is not characteristically Dorian.
' The first 'Eppavios with its ampler beard may belong to the last

quarter of the fifth century, when Hermon, the supposed inventor of

both, was acting : see Robert, 1. c, p. 63.
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The masks of the ndnnoi wearing beards, which were out of

fashion in the time of the New Comedy, must also, he con

siders, go back to earlier models.)

Some late and uncertain notes
*
are preserved about a poet,

Tolynus of Megara, who was earlier than Cratinus, and

invented the metre usually attributed to the latter. His

existence must remain very doubtful; but the tradition at

least attests a belief in Megarean comedy in the writer (who

ever he was) from whom it was derived.

But in fact the tradition of Megarean comedy rests almost

entirely upon the passages of Aristophanes and Aristotle.

The evidence from other writers which goes to prove the

existence of such a tradition can add but little weight.

Perhaps the most significant indication, among these fragments

of evidence, is that which (as has been already indicated)
makes Susarion a Megarean ; this would hardly have done if

there had been no such thing as an early Megarean comedy.

Our next task therefore is to examine the records in regard to

him.

§ 7. The first extant mention of Susarion is in the Parian

Marble2 (the date of which is about 260 B.C.), under a year

which may fall anywhere between 581 and 560 B.C. :
d(p'

ov kv

'AB\r/v\ais Kcopco[Scov X°]p[°s f/vpjeBr/ \aTr/]adv\rcov aiirbv] tcov

iKapiecov, evpbvros Sovaapicovos, Kal aBXov kreBr/ npwrov

laxdSio[y] dpaixo[s] Kal oivov pe[r]pTjTtjs. The restoration of the

inscription is uncertain in places, but it evidently connected

Susarionwith Icaria and with the first comic chorus at Athens.

1 Etym. Magn., p. 761. 47 ToXvviov'
to KaXovpevov Kparlveiov pirpov

noXvo~vv8erov. KaXeiTai Kal ToXvvtov and tov Meyapeo)?
ToXvvov'

iarl Se npo-

yeveo-repos Kparivov. Meineke, however (Hist. Crit. i, p. 38), suggests that

the metre was really called TeXXrjveiov, after TeXXijv, a contemporary of

Epaminondas (Plut. Apophth. Epam. 20, p. 193 f.), and on this theory the

name TdXwoy would have been invented to account for the corrupt

ToXvvmv. The conversion of Tellen into a comic poet might be easier if

his music was of a ludicrous kind, as is suggested by
Leonidas'

epigrams

(Anth. Pal. vii. 719), TeXXqvos o8e rvpfios, e^a
8'

in-o
/SciXel'

npeo-jivv \ rqvov,
rdv nparov yvdvra yeXoiopeXeiv. But these speculations are very un

profitable.

2 Ed. Jacoby, p. 13.
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Clement of Alexandria also speaks of Susarion of Icaria as the

inventor of comedy :
T
Kal pr/v tapBov pev knevbr/aev 'Apx^oxos

b Ildpios, xcoAoi' Se tapBov 'lnna>va£ b 'Ecbeaios, Kal TpaycpSiav

piv ©earns b 'ABr/vaios, KcopcoSiav Se Sovaapicov b 'iKapievs.

For all other notices of Susarion we have only the authority

of late and mostly anonymous scholiastic writers, of whose

authorities we know nothing
certain.2 The story upon which

Beveral of these writers are more or less agreed is as follows :
3

Once upon a time certain rustics of Attica had been injured

by some wealthy Athenians who lived in the city : they came

therefore into the city at nightfall, went into the
streets where

their oppressors lived, and loudly proclaimed their grievances

outside the doors, though without mentioning names. In the

morning the neighbours, who had heard the clamour, investi

gated the matter, and the rulers of the city, thinking that the

exposure of the oppressors, which resulted from the inquiry

was a salutary
thing,4

compelled the rustics to repeat their

story and their invective in the theatre (or in the market

place). For fear of being recognized by their oppressors, the

1
Strom, i. 16, 79, p. 366 P. Kaibel (C. G. F., p. 77) compares with

this the Schol. in Dion. Thrac. (Cramer, Anecd. Ox. iv. 316) Kal evpe8q q pev

TpaycoSia vnb OecrniSds Ttyot 'Adqvaiov, q Se KaipcoSia vnb 'Emxdppov iv StKeXi'a

Kal 6 hippos vnb Sovcrapicovos ktX.

2

Kaibel, die Prolegomena nepl KapaSias, argues with some force that

a considerable number of the statements in these writers were derived

from tho Chrestomathia of Proclus (fifth cent. a. d.), but
Proclus'

authorities are quite unknown.

3
Kaibel, Com. Gr. Fr., pp. 12 ff. The Prolegomena which he quotes

include six or seven versions of the story.

4
Joannes Diaconus, Comm. in Hermog. (Rh. Mus. lxiii, p. 149), gives a

different motive : perd yovv rbv dvqpepov Biov peraftoXqs inl to jHeXriov

yivopivqs dnaXXayevres ol drflpanoi rqs fiaXavocpayias Kal inl yeapyiav rpand-

pevoi dnapxijv rSiv yivopevav Kapn&v tois deois dveridevTO, qpepas avrois els

navqyvpeis Kal copras
anoveipavres'

Kal iv ravrais dvSpes aocpol rb rqs dveo~ea>s

tiXoyov intKonrovres Kal ftovXapevoi rds navqyvpeis XoyiKqs naiSias perexeiv

rijv KcopcpSiav
icpevpov'

qs Xdyos npuirov Kardp£at tov ^ovaapicava epperpov

airqv avarqadpevov. ivarqvai pev yap Kara to trvvqBes rd Atovwrin, iv toiVo)

Se raj Kutpco rqv yvvatKa tovtov peTaXXd£ai rbv
fiiov'

Kal tovs pev Beards

iwi^qreiv abrbv a>s npbs rds roiavras im8ei£ets eicpvd, rbv Se napeXOdvra Xeyeiv

rqv ahlav Kal dnoXoyovpevov etnelv
ravra' (11. 1-4 of the fragment follow)

Kal e'mdvTos rdSe eiSoKipqcai napd rots aKOvovai.
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rustics smeared their faces with wine-lees (rpv£) before com

plying. Still more convinced of the salutariness of the

performance, the Athenians next encouraged poets to take up

the task of denunciation, and Susarion was the first of the

poets who did so, but all his works were lost except the few

lines to be discussed presently.

It is possible that this absurd story may preserve a grain of

genuine tradition—the origin of comedy in some kind of

Kcopos,1

and perhaps this Kcopos may have been organized into

a display in the theatre at about the date indicated in the

Parian Marble ; but the evidence is too poor to prove any

thing.

One or two other writers simply mention Susarion as the

inventor of comedy without further particulars ; but Tzetzes
2

(who is at times even more fatuous than the anonymous

scholiasts) speaks of him as a
Megarean,3

son of Philinus, who

in revenge for the desertion of his wife, entered the theatre at

the Dionysia and delivered himself of the lines ascribed to

him:*

aKovere
Xecp'

Sovaapicov Xeyei rdSe,

vtbs $iXtvov Meyapb&ev TpinoSiaKios'

KaKov
yvva'iKes'

dXX'

opcos, a> Sr/pbrai,
oiiK eanv o'iKeiv o'iKiav dvev KaKov'

Kal yap to yfjpai Kal to pf) yfjpai KaKov.

These lines are quoted by some writers with, by others with
out,5 the second of the five, which makes Susarion a Megarean :

but the lines are certainly not genuine. They are in Attic,
not Doric : the word Sr/pbrai suggests an Attic writer : and

1 Though one of these writers (Kaib., p. 14) derives KwpaSla from

Kapa, because it was invented at the hour of sleep.
2
circ. a. d. 1180: see Kaib., p. 27. An earlier note gives the slightly

different version of John the Deacon.
3 The Megarean tradition was known to the Schol. onAr. Eth. N. rv, vi,

quoted above (p. 276), but he evidently doubts it.
* It is doubtless because of these lines that Schol.Dion.Thrac, p. 748 B,

and John the Deacon call him the author ofmetrical comedy.
8 It is omitted by Stob. Flor. 69. 2, and Diomedes, p. 488. 26 ; it is

included by Schol. Dion. Thrac, p. 748 B (Kaib., p. 14), Tzetzes, and

John the Deacon.
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probably even in the forgery the second line is an interpola

tion designed to reconcile the tradition of the Megarean origin

of comedy, with that of its invention by Susarion. The

sentiment and style suggest the Middle or New Comedy. It

is, in fact, very doubtful whether such a person as Susarion

existed at all ; Korte
x thinks that he was an invention, but

that the inventor made him a Megarean, and gave him a

name unlike any Attic name. Other scholars think of him as

a Megarean who migrated to Icaria—an obvious resource of

the reconciler. Of his supposed work we have no account

except the statement of an anonymous writer (or possibly, as

Kaibel thinks, of Tzetzes) that Susarion and his contempo

raries introduced their characters in a disorderly manner, and

that it was Cratinus who first reduced comedy to order ; and

further that they aimed only at amusement, and not at the

moral improvement of the audience.2 (This may be intended

as a contradiction of the story of the rustics.) In any case it is

very unlikely that these earliest supposed or actual forerunners

of the Old Comedy composed literary works ; theymust belong
to the age of avroaxeSidapara, and but for the spurious lines

no one would have ascribed metrical comedy to them. Whether

they used wine-lees as a disguise is as uncertain as everything

else : it would be a natural thing for Kcopaarai to do : but we

here touch once more the theory of rpvycoSia as the origin of

rpaycoSia and KcopcoSia, and of both as performed at vintage

festivals, at which (according to some of the scholiasts) a bottle

of new wine (rpv£ in its other sense) was given as a
prize.3

The truth about this is irrecoverable ; there may have been

1 Pauly-W. Real-Enc. xi, col. 1222.
2
Kaib., p. 18 Kal airq Se q naXaid avrqs

Siacpepei'
Kal yap ol iv rrj

'Attiktj npcorov crvoTqcrdpevoi rb eVir^Seupa rijs KapifSias (qcrav Se ol nepl

SowrapiWn) ra npdcrcona draKTios elaijyov. Kal ■ye'Xwf qv pdvos to Kara-

o-Keva(dpevov ktX. Cf. Diomedes, p. 488. 23 K. (Kaib., p. 58) 'poetae primi

comici fuerunt Susarion, Mullus et Magnes. Hi veteri disciplinae

iocularia quaedam minus scite ac venuste pronuntiabant '.
' The Marm. Par. also mentions a basket of figs, and this too points to

autumn. Some traditions made this part of the prize for tragedy also

(see above, pp. 104 ff.). It might well be a prize for any performance,

serious or comic, of rustic origin and in simple times.
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an autumn festival including both tragic and comic elements,

but, as has been said, rpvycpSta was probably in origin simply

a comic parody of rpaycoSia, giving to comedy a name which

was both ludicrous and also suggestive of wine and the wine-

god in whose honour the performance took place.1

The records of Susarion, therefore, leave us with nothing
of historical value, except the tradition, of an earlyMegarean

comedy (without which there would have been no point in

assigning him to Megara), and of some formless Attic comedy

early in the sixth
century.2

hi

Early Athenian Comic Poets.

§ 1 . The names which are associated by Diomedes with that

of Susarion are those of Euetes, Euxenides, and Myllus.

According to Suidas (s. v. 'Enix^ppos) the life of Epicharmus at

Syracuse coincided with the activity of Euetes, Euxenides,
and Myllus at Athens,3 seven years before the Persian Wars ;

i. e. they were practically contemporary with Chionides.

With regard to Euetes, the difficulty lies in the fact that

the only Euetes of whom we know anything (even by con

jecture) is a tragic poet, whose name occurs in the inscriptional

list of tragic poets victorious at the City Dionysia between the

names of Aeschylus and
Polyphradmon,*

as having won a

1 See Nilsson, Studia de Dionysiis Atticis, pp. 88-90 ; and for explana

tions of TpvycpSia, Schol. on Aristoph. Ach. 398, 499 ; Clouds 296 ; Ann.

de Com. in Kaibel, p. 7, &c.
2 The date assigned to Susarion by the Parian Marble would make

him, roughly speaking, a contemporary of Thespis, if the latter was

really at Athens before the death of Solon. It is not impossible that

two such persons should have come to Athens about the same time, with

their performances, but it cannot be regarded as historically certain. On

the suggestion of a common origin of tragedy and comedy see above,

p. 107.

3 See below (pp. 287, 353 ff.).
4
C. I. A. ii. 977 a ; seeWilhelm, Urk., p. 100, and Capps, Introd. of

Com. into City Dionysia. The restoration of the name seems certain,

though the first two letters are missing.
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single victory ; and it is strange that Suidas should mention a

tragic poet here, or that if he wished tomention one, he should

not have mentioned Aeschylus. If, on the other hand, there

was a comic poet of the name of Euetes, why should he have

been mentioned in preference to Chionides, whom Aristotle

and Suidas recognize as a landmark ? These questions admit

of no certain answer.

Euxenides is mentioned nowhere except in these two

passages. Wilamowitz once
conjectured1 that the names

given by Suidas were derived from some authority who

wished to prove that Athens had comic poets as early as the

Dorians of Sicily, and invented names beginning with Eii- to

prove his case. In his later references to the subject
2 he does

not repeat this suggestion, but substitutes a rather different

one,3

still, however, based on the assumption of a warfare

of fictions between Athenian and Dorian champions. Such

speculations must be received with great caution.

Several writers speak of a comic poet named MvXXos, and

when we are asked to regard MvXXos as a character-type (like
Maiacov),* it is right to notice, as Wilamowitz does,5

that

Zenobius0

clearly distinguishes the comic poet from the

proverbial pvXXos who is supposed to constitute the character-

type. His words are : MvXXos navr aKovcov avrr/ reraKrai

knl tcov Kcotpbrr/ra npoanoiovpevcov Kal ndvra aKovbvroiv.

pepvr/rai aiirfjs Kparivos kv KXeoBovXivais. eari Se Kal

KcopcoSicov noir/Trjs b MvXXos. Arcadius (53) also mentions

MvXXos among the disyllabic proper names ending in -AAoy

and adds non/rr)s KcopiKos: both Hesychius and Photius speak

of a MvXXos (the name is sometimes corrupted) as noir/rr/s

km pcopia KcopcoSovpevos : and the reference of Eustathius 7
to

an actor of the name, if not free from suspicion, at least con-

1
Hermes, ix, p. 341. 2

G5tt. Gel. Am. 1906, p. 621.
3 See above, p. 275.
4

Wilamowitz, Hermes, ix, p. 338 ; Capps, 1. c, p. 5 ; K6rte in Pauly-W.

Real-Enc. xi. 1227.
0 GStt. Gel. An:., I.e. •

v. 14.
7 On Od. XX. 106 RlvXXor Kvpiov vnoKpiroii naXaiov, os piXrwrois, cpacri,

npoffomciois ixpqaaro.
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firms the use of the word as a proper name. Wilhelm 1
knows

it as a proper name in inscriptions from Thasos and Hermione.

Accordingly, poor though the evidence is, we have to admit

the possibility of a poet of the
name.2

§ 2. It is a relief to turn from these unprofitable names to

two poets of whom at least some facts are certain—Chionides

and Magnes. Aristotle mentions
them,3

evidently because

they were the first Attic comic poets properly so called, in

connexion with the Megarean claim to priority. His informa

tion doubtless came from official records ;
4
and these records

would begin as soon as comedy was granted a chorus by the

archon at a Dionysiac festival. Of the date of this first grant

we have two indications ;
Suidas'

account of Chionides, and

the great didascalic inscription C. I. A. ii. 971, both contain the

record of contests at the City Dionysia. The former is as

follows :
XicoviSr/s'

'ABr/vaios, KcopiKos rfjs dpxaias KcopcpSias,

ov Kal Xeyovai npcoraycaviarf)v yeveaBai rfjs dpxaias KcopcpSias,
SiSdaKeiv5 Se ereaiv oktco npb tcov HepaiKcov. tcov Spapdrmv

airov earl Kal
ravra'

"Hpcos, Urcoxoi, Uepaai fj 'Aaavpioi.

The statement that he was the npcoTaycoviarrjs of the Old

Comedy can hardly mean anything else than that he was

victorious at the first contest,6 and so was the first or leading

1 1. c, p. 247.
2 Those who take the word simply as an adjective (used as the name

of a type), accented pvXXds, differ as to its meaning. Wilamowitz

(Hermes, 1. c.) and Dieterich (Pule, p. 38) took it sensu obscaeno, Kaibel

(Com. Gr. Fr. i, p. 78) as = kvXXos or o-rpe/3Xdr = Sieo-rpappevos rqv o\jriv,

alio oculis alio mente conversis.

8 Poet, ill iKeidev yap qv 'Enixappos 6 noiqrqs iroXXco npdrepos Z>v XimviSov

Kal Mdyvqros. It can hardly be doubted that he refers to them also in

ch. V qSq Se axqpara Tiva airrqs e'^ouenjr 01 Xeydpevot airqs noiqrdi pvqpo-

veiovTai. I cannot think that Bywater is right in thinking Xeydpevoi con

temptuous. It means simply those whose names were known, as distinct
from those who XeXqSacri.

4 See Capps, Introd. of Comedy into City Dion., p. 9. (I follow
Capps'

admirable discussion closely in this section.)
6 Capps perhaps goes too far in suggesting that Suidas has actually in

mind a didascalic record, XuoviSqs e'SiSacKev : diSdoKetv in this sense was

not confined to such records.

6 The meanings of npaTayavio-rqs are fully discussed by K. Rees, The
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representative of the art ; and
Suidas'

dates seem generally to

be connected with some important event in a writer's career,

such as this victorywould be.
' Eight years before the Persian

Wars'

may mean either 488/7 B.C., or, if the reckoning is

inclusive, 487/6
B.C.1 Either of these dates is possible, but

Capps finds it easier to reconstruct the inscription mentioned

on the assumption that the latter date is the correct one, and

this may be provisionally accepted. This date is quite con

sistent with the statement that Epicharmus was composing

much earlier than Chionides and Magnes, since Epicharmus

must have been composing at Megara before his migration to

Syracuse,2
and may well have been writing

as early as 510 B.C.

It is also consistent with the most probable view of the

inscription C. I. A. ii. 977 d (Capps) or i (Wilhelm), which gives

the list of comic poets victorious at the City Dionysia in the

order of their first victories.3

Rule of Three Actors in the Classical Greek Drama, pp. 31 ff. He rightly

declines to emend npaTayavicrTqv to npSnov dyavio-Tqv (Wilamowitz) or

npoayoivio-rqv (Schenkl).

1 The year of the Persian Wars is assumed to be 480/79 B. c.

2 See below, p. 353.
3 It is practically certain that the eighth line contained the name of

Magnes ; for though only the last letter of the name and the number of

victories is preserved, the missing letters must have been five in number,

and the number of victories, eleven, is that ascribed to Magnes by the

Anonymous writer preserved in Cod. Estensis and the Aldine Aristo

phanes.
Suidas'

ascription of two victories only to Magnes is probably

a simple mistake. Aristoph. Knights 521, says that he set up n-Xelo-ra

Xopav rav avrinaXcov viKqs rpdnaia : and the attempt to justify Suidas

(whose numbers are very often not such as to inspire confidence) by

supposing that he refers to Lenaean victories only fails, because the

numbers in such literary notices of victories are always those of

Dionysian and Lenaean victories together or of Dionysian alone, and

Suidas elsewhere always gives the total for both festivals (see Capps,

Ann. J. Ph. xx, p. 398) ; and it is now generally agreed that Lenaean

contests in comedy were not state-managed and recorded before (circ.)
442 b. c. Allowing two lines for the heading of the inscription, there

will have been five names before that of Magnes, and of these Chionides

must have been the first. (The four intervening poets must have been

so obscure that Aristotle passed them over. One of them may have

been Alkimenes, as Wilhelm, p. 107, suggests; he is only mentioned by
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Probably the texts of
Chionides'

plays were not preserved

in Aristotle's day ; he can only tell us that the comedy of

these first recorded poets had already a certain form, and it is

not likely that any texts of comedies earlier than those of

Cratinus long survived their production. We do not know

what authority Suidas had for the names which he gives to

supposed plays of Chionides ; Athenaeus shows that the

nrcoxoi was known to be spurious in the third century
a.d.1

The fragments of the poems are of no importance, even if

genuine.

Magnes won a victory in 473/2 B.C.,2

and eleven victories

in all. The statement of Suidas that he was 'iKapiov nbXecos,

'Attikos, fj 'ABr/vaios KcopiKos, probably betrays an attempt

Suidas). Now if
Magnes'

victory in 473/2 b. c. (C. I.A. 971 b) were his

first we should have six victorious poets over a space of fifteen years

(487/6 b. c-1473/2 b. c.)— a quite possible number; but in fact some of
Magnes'

victories may have fallen before 473/2 B. c. Four lines below

the name of Mdyvq]s in C.I. A. ii. 977, comes a name which is almost

certainly restored as El<ppbv]ios, with one victory. Euphronius won a

Dionysiac victory in 459/8 (C. I. A. 971 a), fourteen years after
Magnes'

victory in 473/2 ; and as the four poets intervening between Magnes

and Euphronius in the list of victors won only one victory each, most

of the victories of these fourteen years must have been won by Magnes

and his predecessors, including, presumably, Chionides. The whole

record works out easily if
Magnes'

victory in 473/2 fell somewhat before

the middle of his career, and if Chionides won a large number of

victories. SirWilliam Ridgeway (Dramas, &c, p. 410) appears not to

have considered the evidence in regard to these dates.

1 Athen. iv. 137 e, xiv. 638 d.

2 C. I. A. ii. 971 b (Wilhelm, Urkunden, pp. 16 ff.).
Capps'

calculations

(1. c, pp. 14-22) fix the date with certainty, and he disposes easily of the

reasons which used to be given for a later date. The choregus was

Pericles, and earlier scholars assumed that hewould have been too young

to undertake the choregia in 472 B. c. : but a very young man might

be called upon if he were rich enough, and the choregia did not depend

upon, or lead to, political eminence. In Lysias xxi. 1 we find a choregus

of eighteen years of age.
Suidas'

statement that Magnes eVi0dXXei

'Emxdppf vebs npeafHrri causes no difficulty (see below, p. 355, n. 1) ; but

SirWilliam Ridgeway can hardly be right in translating inifidXXei by
'
attacked '. The word sometimes means to succeed or follow ; and so

here it practically means to overlap.
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to connect him with Susarion and Thespis. Aristophanes

(Knights 518 ff.) tells us that he fell out of favour in his

old age :

iipas re ndXai SiayiyvwaKcov knereiovs rf/v cpvaiv ovras,

Kal roiis nporepovs tcov noir/rcov dpa rw yrjpa
npoSiSbvras'

tovto pev elScos dnaBe Mdyvr/s dpa rats noXiais Kanovaais,

ts nXeiara xopcoj' tcov dvnndXcov v'ikt/s earr/ae rponaia,

ndaas
S1

vptv (pcovds lels Kal rfrdXXcov Kal nrepvyi^cov

Kal XvSi(cov Kal yjrr/vifav Kal Banrbpevos (3arpaxeiois

ovk k£rjpi(eaev, dXXa TeXevrcov knl ytjpcos, oil yap
k(p'

r/fir/s,

kfceBXf/Br/ npeafivrr/s &v, on rov aKcomeiv dneXei<pBr/.

The titles of his plays, according to
Suidas'

notice, were

BapBinarai (hence \j/dXXcov), "OpviBes, AvSoi,Wfjves, Bdrpaxoi.

The significance of these titles, and particularly of the animal-

choruses, has already been referred to.1

Plays called Aibvvaos and Ilodarpia
('
the Haymaker ') were

also ascribed to him,2 but the critics of the early centuries A.D.

were aware that the extant plays bearing his name were either

spurious or had been revised and greatly
altered.3

Probably
not a line really written by Magnes survives ; the fragments,
even if genuine, are quite trivial.

Sir William Ridgeway
4
appears to go beyond the evidence

when he says that '
we know from Aristophanes that Magnes

continued to adhere to the old Megarean farce '. Neither our

knowledge of Magnes nor our knowledge of the Megarean

farce can justify such a statement. It seems much more

probable that Magnes followed the lines of a native Athenian

Kcbpos, including choruses dressed as animals, though even this

is no more than a conjecture.

§ 3. The last of the poets who appeared before the great

period of Attic comedy opened with Cratinus is Ecphantides.

'
Above, p. 247.

2 Athen. ix. 367 f ; xiv. 646 e ; Schol. Platon. Bekk. 336.
5

Athen., 11. CC ; Hesych. Av8i£u>V
xopeua>v'

Sid tovs AvSois, ol crai^ovTai

piv, SieaKevaapevoi S elo-iv '. Phot. AvSifav' AvSol Mdyvqros tov KapiKov

8i(OKevdo-0q<rav.
4

Dramas, &c, p. 410.

31S3 0
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In the list of comic poets victorious at the City Dionysia
J his

name appears to be correctly restored, with four victories,

before that of Cratinus, and after that of Euphronius (of

whom nothing more is known). His first victory must have

been won in or shortly before 454 b. c. A scholiast
2 describes

him as naXaibraros noir/rr/s tcov dpxaicov, and Korte takes this

to imply that he was the oldest comic poet of whom any play

was preserved ; this, however, appears hardly certain. The

contempt of Ecphantides for Megarean comedy has already

been mentioned, and he may have attempted to produce some

thing more refined. The only title of a play of Ecphantides

which has been preserved is Hdrvpoi, a line of which, referring
to boiled

pigs'

trotters, is quoted by
Athenaeus.3 In addition

we have only a salutation to Bacchus, and the superlative

KaKr/yopiaTaros- The scholiast on
Aristophanes'

Wasps, 1187,
states that, like Cratinus, Telecleides, and Aristophanes, he

attacked a certain
Androcles.* Aristotle refers

5 to a tablet

dedicated by Thrasippus, who had been choregus to Ecphan

tides, and from the context the date of the dedication appears

to have been a considerable time after the Persian Wars,

Ecphantides is said to have been nicknamed Kanvias? though

1
C.I. A. ii. 977 i (Wilhelm, Urkunden, pp. 106 ff). See Geissler,

Chronol. der altatt. Kom., p. 11.
2 See above, p. 287 ; cf. Korte in Pauly-W. Real-Enc. xi, col. 1228.

5 Athen. iii. 96 b, c.
4
'AvSpoKXia fie Kparivos Sepicpioij (pqai 8ovXov Kal nrcoxdv, iv Se "Opals

qraipqKOTa
'

ApiuTOCpdvqs rbv airov, TqXexXeiSqs fie iv 'SaidSois Kal 'EKCpavrlSqs

fiaXXavTiordpov.

6 Pol. viii. vi. 1341 a 36.
6
Hesych., s. v. Kanvias, says of Ecphantides that Kanvias eVexaXelro fiia

to pqSev Xapnpbv ypdcpeiv, adding, Kal ohos Se Kanvias Xeyerai 6 KeKanvio-pevos.

Schol. Ven. on Aristoph. Wasps 151 says: rbv vneKXvdpevov oivov cpaai rives

Kanviav Xeyeadai, iv fie rots 7rept Kparivov 8tcopicrTai on tov dndOerov Kal

naXawv, 810 rbv 'EKtpavTiSqv Kanviav KaXovm. Either the nickname meant

'

obscure ',
'
dull ', without reference to the olvos Kanvias at all, but only

to Kanvds, a word not uncommonly used as a nickname ; or there is a

reference to the wine. But the meaning of Kanvias as applied to wine

was disputed in the time of the grammatici. Some explain it by the

grape Kanvq (etfios dpneXov ^qporarov Kal Spipvrarov oivov nowicrqs, opoias

KanvcS noiovvra fiaxpua), and this would suit Pherecr. fragm. 132 K., but
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different reasons for the name are given. Hesychius preserves

a story that he was helped in the composition of his plays by
his slave Choerilus.1

would only suit Anaxandrid. fragm. 41, 1. 70 yXvKvs avOiyevqs qSis Kanvias,

if the expression is ironical (as is just possible). Others think it means

'

old, choice wine ', long accustomed fumum bibere, and this is the sense

of the second view mentioned by the scholiast. Others (also referred to

by the scholiast) thinks it means
'
flat '.

1
8. vv. iKKexoiptXcopevq and XoipiXoc

'

EKCpavriSovs . See above p. 97.

u2



APPENDIX A

ON THE FORM OF THE OLD COMEDY

§1-

Itwas argued above that the extant comedies ofAristophanes

show clear traces of an original /cco/^oy-sequence, which may

for convenience sake be summed up as Parodos-Agon-Parabasis,

or Parodos-Proagon-Agon-Parabasis, all of these elements

showing, with different degrees of completeness and symmetry,

the same type of metrical structure. Part of the business of

this Appendix will be to illustrate and amplify this statement.

But in the extant plays this sequence is combined with scenes

of another type, in iambic trimeters, separated by choral odes,

and (at least in many plays) of an
'

epeisodic
'

character, only

slightly connected with the plot which has come to some kind

of conclusion with the decision of the agon, but usually at

least illustrating the results of that decision ; very often these

form simply a series of farcical scenes, in which one ridiculous

character after another tries to impose upon the victor, and is

driven off with scorn or violence. The plays of Aristophanes

show a gradually increasing success in welding these two

main elements in the play, the epirrhematic and the iambic,

into a whole. In all the plays there is an introductory scene or

prologue which serves as a bond of unity (and this, in its known

form, may have been the invention of Aristophanes himself) ;

and there is often an iambic scene between the agon and the

parabasis, inserted evidently to prepare for the scenes which

are to follow the parabasis. Aristophanes also, especially in

the later plays, while adhering more or less to the general

outline which has been indicated—Prologue, Parodos, Proagon,

Agon, Transition scene (if any), Parabasis, Iambic scenes,

Exodos—introduces many variations, as the accompanying

analysis of his plays will show, and in particular he sometimes

introduces among or near the end of the iambic scenes a
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second parabasis or a second agon, of a shorter form than the

parabasis or agon proper. It cannot be too plainly stated

that the poet is not bound by these conventional forms ; he

evidently stands at the end of the development of the Old

Comedy, and, especially in the latter part of his career, he

experiments freely ; but it is obvious that he is conscious of

them to the end.

No discussion of the form of the plays of Aristophanes can

begin without an acknowledgement of the debt which all

students of the subject owe to
Zielinski,1

whose thorough and

ingenious discussion is necessarily the basis of all other
work ;

the discussion was carried further byMazon,2and contributions

to it have been made from time to time by others. But both

Zielinski and Mazon appear to postulate too rigid a structure

for comedy, and to leave too little freedom to the poet ; and

Zielinski in particular is led to frame a number of very

unconvincing theories, partly in regard to the revision of

particular plays, partly in regard to metre and delivery, to

account for our text being at certain points divergent from

the assumed structure. These theories we shall have to reject,

but the poet's consciousness of something like a normal

sequence of scenes of certain definite types appears neverthe

less to be certain.

The number of elements in the simplest complete epirrhe

matic scene is four—ode (a), antode (a'), epirrhema (b), ant-

epirrhema (¥), and the order of these may be aba'h', bab'a',

abb'a', aa'bb', and perhaps bb'aa'. Such a fourfold scene has,

since the appearance of Zielinski's work, been called an epirrhe

matic syzygy. This structure may be enlarged (1) by the pre

fixing of two (or sometimes more) lines to the epirrhema or

antepirrhema, usuallycontaining a command or encouragement

to each party to state his case ; these are the KaraKeXevapbs and

dvriKaraKeXevapbs, (2) by appending to the epirrhema and ant

epirrhema, which are always in tetrameters (anapaestic, iambic,
or trochaic), a number of dimeters of the same type, sometimes

(when delivered by one speaker) termed nviyos (probably
1 Die Gliederung der altattischen KomSdie, 1885.
2 Essai sur la composition des comedies

d'

Aristophane, 1904.
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because of the pace at which they were delivered in one breath)
or paKpbv, and often introducing language of a more violent

or vulgar character than the tetrameters, as a kind of climax.

It is convenient to use the term
'

antipnigos ', for the dimeters

of the antepirrhema.1 The whole may be preceded by an

invocation or prelude, and rounded off by a atppayis or con

clusion, emphasizing the issue.

Except in the parabasis, the epirrhemata and nviyr/ may be

shared between several speakers, of whom one may be the

leader of the chorus or of one of the semi-choruses composing it,
and the ode and antode may be entirely given to the chorus,

or may be shared by the actors or interrupted by
'

mesodic
'

tetrameters or other lines not strictly lyric. But in the

parabasis there are no such divisions ; the ode and epirrhema

belong to one semi-chorus and its leader, the antode and ant

epirrhema to the other semi-chorus and leader.

The ode and antode always correspond exactly, as strophe

and antistrophe. In the parabasis the epirrhema and ant

epirrhema also correspond exactly, and the number of lines in

each is always a multiple of four (usually sixteen) ; but in other

epirrhematic scenes there may or may not be such exact

correspondence, and we shall have to discuss various cases

separately.

It will be best to begin our consideration of the normal

elements in comedy with the parabasis, which adheres far

more strictly to type than the other varieties of epirrhematic

scene. In the parabasis, in its complete form, the epirrhematic

sYzJgy> in which the epirrhema and antepirrhema are always

in trochaic tetrameters, is preceded by (1) the Koppdnov, a

brief farewell to the persons who are quitting the scene, or

a
'

word of command
'

to the chorus to begin the parabasis,

(2) the
'

anapaests
'

regularly so called, though sometimes the

Eupolidean or other metres are
employed2

—an address,

1 For the terminology and the authority for it in antiquity see K6rte in
Pauly-W. Real-Enc. xi. 1242. The words avriKaraKeXevo-pos and anti

pnigos have no ancient authority, but are conveniently coined.
2
K6rte, in Pauly-W. Real-Enc. xi, col. 1243, finds evidence of about

twenty parabases of lost plays in metres other than the anapaestic, and
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normally in anapaestic tetrameters, by the leader of the chorus

to the audience, usually and originally in the poet's name and

interest, and concluding with (3) a nviyos in the same metre.

(2) and (3) are sometimes called the
'parabasis'

in the

narrower sense of the word.

§ 2. The Parabasis.

The parabasis is found in its complete form in the

Acharnians, Knights, Wasp>s, and Birds, and (except for the

absence of the nviyos) in the Clouds. In the Lysistrata the

chorus is divided into two semi-choruses (of men and women

respectively) throughout, and all the parts of the parabasis

are accordingly duplicated (see analysis). In the Frogs the

epirrhematic syzygy is complete, but there are no Koppdnov,

anapaests, or nviyos. In the Peace there are the Koppdnov,

anapaests, nviyos, ode and antode, but no epirrhemata. In

the Thesmophoriazusae we find the Koppdnov, anapaests,

nviyos, and epirrhema only. The only plays without a para

basis are the two fourth-century plays, the Ecclesiazusae and

Plutus.

In the Knights, Peace, and Birds there is a second parabasis

in the form of a simple epirrhematic syzygy, the only variation

being the termination of the epirrhema and antepirrhema in the

Peace by a short nviyos. In the Clouds a single epirrhema of

sixteen lines addressed to the judges takes the place of a

second parabasis. In the Wasps (1265-91) is a second para

basis of irregular shape.

These facts are sufficient evidence of the normality of a

parabasis.

thinks that as practically all of these are based on the popular chori-

ambic dimeter metre, they may be older (in Attic comedy) than, and

may have been ousted by, the anapaestic tetrameter used by Epicharmus.

But the strong predominance of the anapaestic metre makes this very

doubtful, and the ascription to the parabasis proper of some of the

passages to which he refers is very uncertain. The majority of the

passages are in Eupolideans, but a parabasis of
Eupolis'

'AarpdrevToi

in the metrum Cratineum is certain, and fr. 30, 31 in a choriambic-

iambic metre are probably from the parabasis proper of
Aristophanes'

Amphiaraus.
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In the extant parabases the epirrhema and antepirrhema

always contain sixteen or twenty lines each, and are of the

same length; except that in the Lysistrata there are two

epirrhemata and two antepirrhemata, each of ten lines. There

is no direct evidence as to the way in which these portions

were delivered ; but it may be taken as almost certain that

the epirrhema and antepirrhema were delivered in recitative

by the leaders of the two semi-choruses, and that they were

accompanied by dancing
movements1

—perhaps executed by
the semi-chorus whose leader was not reciting, as its formation

would be complete, whereas if the other semi-chorus were

dancing we should have to suppose either that it danced with

out its leader, in incomplete formation, or that he delivered his

address while in motion ; neither of these things is impossible,
but both seem improbable. The exact symmetry of the

structure (as compared with that of some other epirrhematic

scenes) is probably due to the necessity of conformity with the

orderly evolutions of the dancers.

The parabasis inevitablymakes a break in the action of the

play, and the facts suggest that at first the action—or at

least an action—was virtually complete before the parabasis

began. In the Acharnians, Dicaeopolis has already got his

Peace, and the subsequent scenes only show its farcical conse

quences ; in the Wasps, Philocleon has submitted, and the

scenes after the parabasis do not really touch the main issue

of the play ; in the Peace, the corresponding scenes only show

the consequences of the newly-recovered Peace ; and those in

the Birds display Peithetaerus in the City of the Birds which

he has won before the beginning of the parabasis, though the

final settlement with the gods is left over to the end of the

play. There can, of course, be no doubt that Aristophanes

attempted, and with greater success as time went on, to make

his plays a unity and to include the parabasis itself within

the whole ; and in the Knights, Clouds, Lysistrata, Thesmo-

1 There is no direct evidence of this, except in the Lysistrata ; but the

fact that the chorus prepared for the parabasis by shedding some of its
garments would be meaningless otherwise (e. g. Ach. 627, &c.) ; the ode

and antode are always very brief and would not be worth stripping for.
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pkoriazusae, and Frogs (the latter perhaps the most artistic

play and the completest unity of all, as well as the most free

in its handling of traditional forms) the plot extends over the

whole play and the issue is not decided until the end. But

unless the parabasis had originally involved a breaking off

from an action already decided, it is hardly conceivable that

any poet would have invented or
accepted such a break in the

middle of his play.

The parabasis makes a break, not only in the action, but in

the dramatic function of the
chorus.1 In the first five extant

plays the
'

anapaests
'

are an address of the poet to the audience

in his own defence,2
and have nothing to do with the play,

though the chorus resumes its stage character in part in the

epirrhema and antepirrhema. Again the poet strives for

greater unity, and in the Birds the anapaests also are in

character, expounding the
'

new theology
'

associated with the

government of the Birds; in the Lysistrata and
Thesmo-

plwriazusae the dramatic character of the chorus is maintained

throughout, and there is nowhere any marked divergence from

the subject of the play ; in the Frogs the mystae retain their

character in the epirrhema and antepirrhema, though the ode

and antode consist of satire directed against Cleophon and

Cleigenes. In the first four of the six plays which have a

second parabasis, the subject of it is independent of the plot ; in

the Peace the rustics sing of the country and country-life at

different seasons ; in the Birds the chorus remain in character

except for an address to the judges in the antepirrhema.

The natural conclusion from these facts is that the parabasis

was originally a semi-dramatic, or even a non-dramatic, sequel

to the dramatic action of the agon by the
Kcopaarai.3

1 The recovery from this break is sometimes very imperfect. Many
of the odes which separate the epeisodic scenes, after the parabasis,

might be sung by any chorus, and no one would suspect (from their

contents) that theywere sung byKnights or Wasps or Birds. (See later.)
2 That this had been their use before Aristophanes seems to be

implied by his statement in the Acharnians that that play was the first

in which he himself had used them for the purpose.
3
See above, p. 241. Mr. Cornford's idea that an agon between two semi-

choruses (as in the Lysistrata) was itself the original form of parabasis is
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§ 3. The Agon.

It is convenient to confine the use of the name
'
agon

'

to

the formal or set debate between two parties which is so

common in Aristophanes, and to treat the preliminary conflicts

which lead up to it under other heads.

The facts may be briefly stated as follows. We find an

agon in regular form, including an epirrhematic syzygy, and

presenting only slight variations in other respects, in the first

part (i. e. before the parabasis) in the Knights, Wasps, Birds,

and Lysistrata, and in the second part in the Knights (on a

larger scale than the first agon), the Clouds (where there are

two such contests after the parabasis), and the Frogs (though

in this play there is some irregularity as regards the odes).

In the Peace there is not, strictly speaking, an agon as regards

either matter or form, perhaps because it would have been

dangerous to discuss seriously the policies of war and peace ;

but in form there is a fragment of an agon (601-56) including
katakeleusmos and epirrhema, and the epirrhema is certainly

contentious in matter. (Hermes gives a paradoxical account

of the causes of the war.) In an earlier scene (346-430) there

is more of the agon as regards the matter, where Trygaeus

persuades Hermes not to tell Zeus of the plan for raising Peace,

and as regards form, this scene gives us a strophe and anti-

strophe, each succeeded by what, but for its being in the

iambic trimeter metre, would be respectively an epirrhema and

antepirrhema of almost equal length, and the whole concluded

by a acppayis in trochaic tetrameters. It is clear that if it was

a general rule that the first half of the play should contain

something like an agon, the Peace is not a very violent

exception, and there seems to be no need for Zielinski's strange

theory as to the nature of the play.1

In the Clouds it is remarkable that both contests are post

poned to the second half of the play ; the natural place of the

rendered improbable by the fact that, except in the Lysistrata, a play in

many ways unique, there is scarcely any trace of opposition between

the semi-choruses in the parabasis (see above, p. 242).
1
op. cit., pp. 63-78.
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agon in the first half is taken by
Socrates'

instruction of

Strepsiades in the new religion. But it is practically certain

that the Clouds as we have it is neither the play in its
original

form nor yet a completed revision, and Zielinski may be right
1

in thinking that in the first edition this scene may have
been

more like a formal agon. The discussion between Socrates

and the incredulous Strepsiades would certainly lend itself to

this ; and one or both of the existing agones may belong to

the unfinished second edition of the play.

There are two plays in which the matter in the first part of

the play is exactly of the kind to make a good agon, but in

which the form is abnormal—the Acharnians and the Thesmo-

phoriazusae. In both these the place of the epirrhemata is

taken by set speeches in iambic trimeters, and the reason is

obvious,
—that the speeches are parodies of the orations

delivered in the law-courts (Acharnians) or the assembly

(Thesmophoriazusae) , and the iambic trimeter was the metre

conventionally appropriated to such set speeches on the stage ; in

theAcharnians also there is obvious burlesque of the
'

forensic

contests
'

of tragedy. So in the Acharnians there is first a

kind of proagon (358-92) with symmetrical semi-lyric odes and

a KaraKeXevapbs (364, 5), but with the first epirrhema replaced

by
Dicaeopolis'

first defence in iambic trimeters (366-84) while

for the second, which we expect after 1. 392, is substituted

the farcical scene between Dicaeopolis and Euripides. Then

follows what in matter is a real agon, with short semi-lyric

odes,2
Dicaeopolis'

defence for epirrhema, and for antepirrhema

the presentation of the other side pour rire in the person of

Lamachus. This is of course only an imperfect substitute for

the proper epirrhematic structure, but it is near enough to

it to be regarded as a deliberate variation of it. In the

'Thesmophoriazusae, in addition to the substitution of a debate

1

ib., pp. 34-60. The details of his reconstruction of the original

play are not at all convincing.
'
These odes do not perfectly correspond in our texts. In 11. 490-6

there are two pairs of dochmiac lines separated by two iambic trimeters,
in 11. 566-71 there are six docbmiacs; but the difference is not very

noticeable.
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in iambic trimeters, there is the further irregularity that the

kind of
' battle-scene ',x

which usually leads up to the agon, in

this play follows the quasi-agon or debate, and in fact the

whole structure of the first half of this play is very formless,
though as a plot the play hangs together well, and there is no

reason to suspect any loss or displacement, granted that the

poet was not rigidly tied down by conventions.

The postponement of the agon in the Frogs to the second

half was plainly necessitated by the nature of the plot, which

covers the whole play.

When all exceptions are allowed for, it may fairly be said

that in
Aristophanes'

plays there is a marked preference for

an agon, regular or modified, before the parabasis, and there

can be little doubt that this was its normal place, though the

poet did not hesitate to modify both the position and the

epirrhematic structure of the contest, if his plot demanded it.

The structure may be preserved, even if the matter (as in the

Birds) is less that of an actual contest than an exposition to

the incredulous of a paradoxical thesis, and if in consequence

the leading part in the epirrhema and antepirrhema cannot

be assigned to two different parties.

It has already been noticed that the symmetry between

epirrhema and antepirrhema, which is observed without

exception in the parabasis, is not so strict in the agon. The

two are not always in the same metre, though the metre is

always some species of
tetrameter.2 In the first agon in the

Knights the symmetry is perfect, except that six mesodic

trochaic tetrameters (391-6) in the antode correspond to eight
such lines (314-21) in the ode ; it is at least possible that two

lines may have been lost, though the irregularity is not so

1
The term is borrowed from Mazon.

2
The species seems to be chosen, at least sometimes, with a view to

the character of the contestant. The better side tends to be given

anapaestic tetrameters (the Just Argument, Aeschylus), and this metre

generally goes with an elevated or mock-heroic argument (the proof of

the divinity of the Clouds or the Birds, &c.) ; while the iambic tetrameter

generally suggests something more degraded (the Unjust Argument,

Euripides,
Pheidippides'

justification of mother-beating, Cleon, &c).
But the distinction is not quite constant.
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surprising as a want of correspondence between the lyric

portions of the ode would be. In the second agon in the same

play (756-941) 61 lines of epirrhema are answered by 68 of

antepirrhema. In the Birds there is exact correspondence;

the epirrhema and antepirrhema have each 61 fines. In the

Lysistrata each has 47 lines, and the symmetry is thus

complete. In the Wasps the 69 lines of the antepirrhema just

fail to correspond with the 72 lines of the epirrhema. In both

contests in the Clouds the correspondence is slightly inexact

(epirrhema of 47 lines, antepirrhema of 49 lines in the first ; in

the second 33 and 46 lines respectively ; and slight differences

in the nviyr/). In the Frogs the lines of the epirrhema and

antepirrhema are 64 and 71 respectively. Thus the symmetry,

though, as a rule, roughly observed (as would be natural in a

fairly ordered debate, and in a structure freely adapted from

that of the parabasis) is not rigorously exact ; the chorus

(though they may begin as partisans) are judges, or at least

1 keepers of the ring
'

in the agon : they are accordingly not

dancing but listening, and there would therefore be no need

to provide for symmetrical evolutions of the chorus during
the discussion by the

litigants.1 In one agon only, so far as

can be seen, were the chorus in motion; in the Lysistrata

(539-42) the singers in thewomen's chorus exhort each other to

move and help their friends, and declare that dancingwill never

tire them (eycoye yap dv oiSnore
Kapoip'

dv bpxovpevr/). Zielinski

argues (and though the argument is not conclusive, he may be

right) that this cannot refer to the brief dance during the antode,

1
Zielinski's argument from the Schol. on Aristoph. Clouds 1352 is

most inconclusive. Tho scholium runs: XP1 c'1) ^e'yetv n-pos tov x°pdv

outojs fXeyov npbs \opbv Xe'yeiv, on roC vnoKpirov SiariOepivov rqv pqtriv

b Xopbs wp^eiro. Sib iKXeyovrai cos eVl to nXeiarov iv ro/s tojovtois rd

Tcrpaperpa, q to dvanaio-riKa q ra lapfiiKd, fiia to paSiws ipninreiv iv tovtois

rbv ToioOrop pirpov. The scholium is nonsense as an explanation of the

passage, which simply means
'
to tell the chorus

'

; but it may have

some meaning if applied not, as Zielinski suggests, to the agon, but to

Borne of the scenes before it, in which the chorus are often in violent

motion. (The mention of the inoKpn-qs excludes the parabasis.) But

it seems doubtful whether any importance at all should be attached to

bo confused and obscure a scholium.
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butmustmean that they will dance through the antepirrhema,

as themen's chorus has (ex hypothesi) just danced through the

epirrhema. But if the phrase
'

dancing never tires me
'

does

not refer to the antode or is not perfectly general
—if itmeans

that the chorus danced throughout—we have here one of those

exceptions which prove a rule. For in this agon the two semi-

choruses do not pretend to be judges, but are keen partisans ;

they have no judicial calm, andmay quitewell be inmovement

all the time. (The contest is left drawn,when the Proboulos and

Lysistrata divide the aqbpayis between them.) It is confirma

tory of this that the agon is perfectly symmetrical.

Zielinski however wishes to impose exact symmetry every

where, and to raise the number of lines in every epirrhema

and antepirrhema to a multiple of four; and to accomplish

this he has to assume pauses of from one to four
lines'

length

in many
places,1

and to suppose that these were filled with

instrumental music to which the chorus danced. But the

distribution of these pauses is very unconvincing; in some

places the suggested pause is not only unnecessary but

unnatural, nor is there anything in the matter to account

for the varying lengths of these pauses. The explanation

above given of the want of symmetry, namely that symmetry

was unnecessary to the performance, because the words of the

agon had not to be correlated with dancing movements of

the chorus, seems much more likely.

§ 4. The Preparatory Scenes.

The scenes between the prologue (or introductory iambic

scene) and the agon vary much more in form than those

which we have been considering, and if we were right in

1
e. g. in the second agon of the Knights he makes up the epirrhema

and antepirrhema to multiples of four, with pauses of three
lines'

length

at 11. 780 or 784, 867 and 880 ; of four
lines'

at 889 : of one fine's at

849 and 905. Again, pauses are inserted at Clouds 1429, 1436, and the

epirrhema cut down to thirty-two lines by joining 1. 1385 to the n-wyos.

In the Wasps also epirrhema and antepirrhema are raised to eighty

lines each, with pauses of four
lines'

length at 559 ; two
lines'

at 695

and 699 ; three
lines'

at 706 ; and one line's at 577, 589, 600, 615, 649, 663,
703 (some of these are most improbable).
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deriving them from an original /cco/^oy-sequence there is

nothing unnatural in this ; a band of revellers breaking in

upon the scene might behave very freely and variously before

coming at leDgth to the conventional agon and parabasis.

But one of the commonest types of scene which we find in

this place in Aristophanes is thatwhich Zielinski conveniently

terms a '
proagon

'

(though the technical use of the word in

antiquitywas different) and which often takes the form which

Mazon calls a
'

scene de bataille '. The business of this scene

is to single out and present the disputants in the coming agon

to the audience, to calm them (and often the chorus which at

first sides with one of them) down to the debating point, and

generally to arrange the terms of the debate, to which, often

after a violent beginning, the scene leads. The proagon often

includes symmetrical elements of an epirrhematic type, at

least in the earlier plays. Thus in the Acharnians 280-357,

there is a completely symmetrical epirrhematic scene, of the
abb'a'

form, with KaraKeXevapbs and aobpayis '■ the chorus are

evidently in energetic movement all the time.1 In the

Knights it is difficult to distinguish proagon from parodos

(242—302) ; the scene is all in trochaic tetrameters, but after

the KaraKeXevapbs or invocation by Demosthenes, the speeches

(247-68) are symmetrically arranged, though the dialogue

afterwards becomes unsymmetrical until it terminates in a

nviyos (284-302). In the first part of the Clouds there is no

distinct proagon: but in the Wasps there is a long and

elaborate scene (317-525), portions of which are plainly of

the (roughly) symmetrical epirrhematic type (see Analysis),
e.g. 333 to 388 or 402, and

403-525.2 In the Peace the

preparatory scenes are very freely constructed, but there are

marked symmetrical elements, viz. 346-430 (strophe and

1
The schol. says they are dancing a xo'pfiaf, but was this a choral

dance at all ?
2 403-4 correspond with 461-2 ; 405-29 correspond with 463-87,

except that the latter part of the antode (463-71) is not exactly in

accordance with that of the ode (405-14); there is an epirrhema

(430-60) of thirty-one lines, and an antepirrhema (488-525) of thirty-

eight lines.
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antistrophe with iambic scenes, almost equal, for epirrhemata,

and a(ppayis)
and 459-511 (a similar though not exactly

correspondent structure) ; .

the whole passage from 346-600

leads up, by its vigorous action (the raising of Peace), to the

half-agon (601-656). In the Birds the 'battle-scene
'

(352-432)
which succeeds the parodos is not epirrhematic ; nor are the

scenes in iambic tetrameters (350-81, with nviyos 382-6) and

trimeters (387-466) which precede the agon in the Lysistrata.

In the Thesmophoriazusae and the Frogs (in which the agon

is postponed) there is no proper proagon,
though in the second

part of the Frogs the iambic scenes from 830 to 904 deserve

the name ; and in the Ecclesiazusae (520-70) and the Plutus

(414-86) the same purpose is again served by an iambic

scene. In plays in which an agon occurs in the second half

of the play, it may also be preceded by a scene which is

recognizably of the proagon-type, at least as regards matter,

e.g. Clouds 1321-44; Knights 611-755, which is also in

syzygy form, but with iambic scenes (nearly equal) in place

of epirrhema and antepirrhema; Frogs 830-94. The first

agon in the Clouds is preceded by a preliminary contest in

anapaestic dimeters between the two Abyoi (889-948).

The term
'

Parodos
'

is nowhere defined in ancient writers

with reference to comedy,1

and its use by modern writers on

the subject varies, and that almost inevitably : for the actual

entrance-song of the chorus is so closely connected in many

plays with passages which follow it (and more rarely, as in the

Birds, with passages which precede it), that to separate them

would be unnatural, so that for convenience sake the term may

well be used to cover these. In the Acharnians the parodos

proper or entrance-scene (11. 204-41) is quite symmetrical in

structure, and the first part epirrhematic (bab'a') ; the parodos

in the wider sense includes
Dicaeopolis'

celebration of the Rural

Dionysia, after which the battle-scene or proagon follows.

The parodos (or proagon) of the Knights with its symmetrical

opening has already been mentioned. In the Clouds the

parodos proper consists of an ode and antode sung by the

1 The definition which Aristotle (Poet, xii) gives of it for tragedy is

clearly inapplicable to Comedy.
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chorus unseen, with an invocation in anapaestic tetrameters

preceding them and a brief dialogue in the same metre

dividing them, the whole section (263-313) forming a rough

epirrhematic syzygy of the form
bab'a'

: in the wider sense

the parodos will include the dialogue which follows, down to

the exchange of greetings between Socrates and the now

visible chorus (356-63). In the Wasps the chorus enter

stumbling and talking (230-72) in iambic tetrameters (only

exchanging a few words with the
'

link-boy
'

who is lighting
their way) ; they then sing an ode, in strophe and antistrophe

(273-89), and take part in a quaint antistrophic Koppbs with

the boy (290-316) ; but strictly epirrhematic structures do

not appear till the next scene, which we have treated as part

of the proagon. The parodos of the Peace (301-45) is in

trochaic tetrameters with a nviyos; it would be unnatural

to include the next scene, which is essentially a discussion

between Hermes and Trygaeus. The parodos of the Birds is

elaborate and beautiful. The invocation-scene (209-66) is

really an integral part of it ; each song of the Epops is suc

ceeded by four iambic trimeters : the parodos proper begins

with the trochaic dialogue at 268, during which the birds

enter one by one, till they join in the ode and antode

(separated by a few trochaic lines), and then bring on the

'battle-scene'. In the Lysistrata the divided chorus enters

in two semi-choruses, the men (11. 254-318) with a long speech

which (after a KaraKeXevapbs) falls into the form of an

epirrhematic syzygy, followed by a strophe and antistrophe

and thirteen iambic tetrameters. The women (319-49) are

content with a KaraKeXevapbs, strophe and antistrophe. In

the Thesmophoriazusae the chorus enter as the herald makes

the proclamation opening the assembly; they sing an ode;

another proclamation follows, and an ode which does not

correspond exactly with the preceding one, and the herald

reads the notice convening the meeting and calls for speakers.

The parodos of the Frogs, containing the incomparable lyrics

of the mystae, is quite unique, an d may be, as Zielinski

suggests, founded upon the actual pr ocession of the initiated

to Eleusis, with the accompanying aKcoppara. The parodos
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of the
'

Ecclesiazusae consists of a few iambic tetrameters

followed by lyrics ; that of the Plutus of a dialogue in iambic

tetrameters between the chorus and Cario, followed by five

lyric strophes, which the chorus and Cario sing alternately.

This summary illustrates the predominance of tetrameter

metres in the first scenes after the prologue, and the occasional

occurrence of definitely epirrhematic structures, as well as the

possibility of great variety of form in this part of the play.

§ 5. Iambic Scenes.

Having now reviewed the scenes which we have regarded

as probably derived from the Kcopos, we may conveniently

consider the iambic scenes which form the greater part of the

last half of each play, i. e. of that portion of the play which

succeeds the parabasis, when there is one.

These scenes are treated by the poet in two different ways.

(1) Theymay be paired, and associated with a parallel ode and

antode, so as to form what (when dealing with epirrhematic

scenes) we called a syzygy. In such cases it is usual to find

that there is an evident relation in subject-matter between

the coupled scenes, and that (as in an epirrhematic syzygy)

they are not interrupted by lyrics (whether original or

parodied), or by the entry and exit of
speakers.1 It would

probably be right to think of these iambic syzygies (if the

term may be used) as modelled on the epirrhematic, but

affected also by the structure of tragedy, the influence of

which upon Aristophanic comedy is very plain. (2) On the

other hand, we find iambic scenes strung togetherwithout any
structural relationship, and divided from one another, not by
a corresponding ode and antode, but by a x°PiKbv or ardaipov
complete in itself and including both strophe and antistrophe

1
The facts, as regards Aristophanes, have been carefully worked out

by Zielinski. He points out that where the scenes are parallel in

matter, or form two stages of the same action, and yet are not grouped

in syzygies, it is usually because the poet wished to introduce lyrics

into the dialogue. He considers (Gliederung, p. 219) the two or three

apparent exceptions to the rule against introducing such lyrics into

iambic syzygies.
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together (whereas the separated ode and antode form a

separate strophe and antistrophe). Several virtually separate

scenes of this kind may follow in succession without any

choral interlude. In these epeisodic scenes (as scenes of this

class have been termed) casual lyrics may be introducedwhere

required, and there is no restriction on entrance and exit.

Writers on the subject
l
often add that the choral odes which

separate these iambic scenes are irrelevant to the subject of the

play. It is, however, only a limited number of the odes which

are thus irrelevant, so that this supposed irrelevance cannot

be used to prove the original distinctness of the iambic scenes

from the epirrhematic, in which the choral odes are relevant ;

and indeed their distinctness is plain enough without.

As regards the relation of the scenes which follow the

parabasis to the plot of the play, it occasionally happens (as

has already been said) that the main plot is carried over the

whole play, and the issue not finally decided till the end.

This is certainly so in the Knights and the Frogs, and (in a

smaller degree) in the Thesmophoriazusae, in which indeed

the discomfiture of Mnesilochus by the women is complete

by the middle of the play, but the question whether he will

or will not escape remains open to the last. But in general

the second half of the play, though it may include some

1
e. g. Cornford, op. cit., p. 108. The lyric interludes between the

iambic scenes have been carefully studied by Wust, in Philologus, lxxvii

(1921), pp. 26-45. He distinguishes (a) a type closely modelled on the

o-«SXioi< (as known from Athen. xv, pp. 693 ff.) and composed in short,

Bimilar stanzas, usually of four lines, relevant to the action and scarcely

ever including any attack upon contemporaries ; (b) a type composed

usually in 10- or 11-line stanzas, irrelevant to the action, containing

satire on individuals, and commonly ending with a o-Kappa napdnpoo-Somav

—a type derived, as he supposes, from the yecpvpio-poi or o-KcoppaTa eV tcov

Apa£cov ofAthenian processions (the Lenaean among others). His classifi

cation is not exhaustive, and there are some slight overlappings between

the two types, while the derivation of the second from yecbvpio-poi is not

more than a conjecture ; but on the whole the distinction which he draws

corresponds to the facts. Neither type is found (except for special

reasons) in the first half of the play. Typical instances of (a) are

Aristoph. Ach. 929-51, Eccles. 938-45; of (6) Ach. 1150-73, Knights 1111-

50, Fivgs 416-33 ; but both occur in nearly all the plays.

X2
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minor action of its own, for the most part illustrates or

carries somewhat further—itmay be to a climax
x
—the results

of the decision reached in the first half by means of the agon.

This is so in the Acharnians, Wasps, Peace, Birds, and

Lysistrata, as well as in the two plays which have no

parabasis, the Ecclesiazusae and
Plutus.2

In the early plays one particular type of iambic scene is

particularly frequent,—that in which one ridiculous or pre

tentious character after another comes in, tries to
'

get round
'

the victorious hero, and is driven away discomfited. Most

of the iambic scenes in the Acharnians, the Peace, and the

Birds are of this kind ; so are the scenes between Strepsiades

and Pasias and Amynias in the Clouds and the scenes in the

Wasps (1387 ff., 1415 ff.) in which the 'AprbncoXis and the Karrj-

yopos figure, and perhaps one scene (1216 ff.) in the Lysistrata ;

and though this kind of scene is not much employed by
Aristophanes after the earlier plays, he reverts to it in the

latter half of the Plutus. The characters who appear in this

way belong to well-known contemporary types, and the

farcical treatment of such types was just what we saw reason

to connect with early Dorian buffoonery.

We sometimes find iambic scenes in the first half of the

play, belonging both to the paired type and to the epeisodic ;

but usually there are special reasons for this. We have

already seen the reason for the two iambic syzygies which

replace the agon (and part of the proagon) in theAcharnians.

In the Wasps (760-1008) there are two scenes, divided by a

lyric interlude, which are epeisodic and precede the parabasis,

and yet are not in principle exceptional, since they illustrate

the consequences of Philocleon's submission. (The second half

of the play is really a separate action, and represents his
'

education
'

and its consequences.) In the Peace the iambic

1 As in the Acharnians, where the last discomfiture is reserved for

Lamachus himself, the incarnation of bellicosity ; and still more in the

Birds and the Plutus, where at last the results of the action are displayed

as discomfiting the gods themselves.
2 The Clouds, with its two contests in the second half, is peculiar in its

present form. See above, p. 299.
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scenes which (with the intervening lyrics) follow the parodos,

are grouped in a more or less symmetrical structure. (This

may be connected with the fact that they replace the

epirrhematic scenes which would be normal.) So do those

in the early part of the Thesmophoriazusae (e.g. 312-80,

433—530), though the analysis will show that this play is

very irregular in form. In the Frogs the section of the play

which precedes the parabasis forms a clear syzygy. Of the

two fourth-century plays, the greater part (early as well as

late) consists of iambic scenes, and the structure cannot be

considered typical of the Old Comedy.

Separate mention must be made of one special kind of

iambic scene—the transition-scene which often leads from the

agon to the parabasis, e. g. in the Knights, Clouds, Peace, and

Birds, and also in the Lysistrata (unless 11. 608-13 are more

conveniently regarded as the acppayis of the agon). This

scene owes its function mainly, perhaps, to the union of two

originally distinct kinds of performance in Attic comedy, and

serves to knit the two together, preparing, in the first half, for

the action, or at least for the incidents, of the second half. Its

structural value is obvious. In some of the later plays—the

Birds, Lysistrata, Ecclesiazusae, and Plutus—there is a some

what similar scene before the agon, making a break in the

succession of tetrameters, and serving as a proagon or part

of one.

§ 6. The Exodos}

It is clear from the extant plays that there was no

stereotyped method of concluding a comedy, though there are

features which recur in several of the final scenes. Thus in

the Acharnians, Wasps, Birds, and Ecclesiazusae the last

stage of the play begins with a
'

Messenger's Speech ',

evidently based on tragic models and announcing what is

to follow. A messenger also appears in the Knights, and the

servant in the Ecclesiazusae performs the same function.

1 The word ought perhaps to be confined to the final utterance of

chorus (cf. Tract. Coisl. e£o86s icrn rb inl reXei Xeydpevov tov x»pov) ; but it

has become usual to include under the term the whole final scene.
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In several plays the last scene is marked by gross indecency,

generally in connexion with a
'

wedding '-scene (which in the

Birds appears in a greatly refined form). The meaning of

these scenes will be more conveniently considered in con

nexion with Mr. Cornford's theory of comedy ; the plays in

which such scenes—decent or indecent—occur at or near the

end are the Acharnians, Knights, Wasps, Peace, Birds, and

Lysistrata.

In some plays there is a song of victory or for victory.

The Acharnians ends with the rrjveXXa KaXXiviKos, which is

led by Dicaeopolis to celebrate his victory in the drinking-

match, as the context makes
plain.1 In the Birds the strain

of victory is blended with the wedding-hymn ; in the

Lysistrata also, while singing a wedding-hymn, the choruses

dance coy knl v'ikt/, and it is coy knl vikt/ that the two semi-

choruses dance their way to the feast in the Ecclesiazusae.

There can be little doubt that the victory of which the chorus

sings in these three plays is their own anticipated success in

the dramatic contest ; otherwise the confusion of the hymeneal

and triumphal songs would hardly be natural, and in fact the

victory of the hero of the play is long past.

When there is not a wedding, there may still be a feast;
even in the Frogs Pluto gives an invitation to a banquet.

(We may well believe that ancient, as well as modern, seasonal

Kcopoi ended in feasting.)
The chorus sometimes leaves the scene marching, but not

dancing. This is clearly so in the Acharnians and Clouds,
and probably was so in the Peace, Birds, Thesmophoriazusae,
Frogs, and

Plutus.2
On the other hand, they depart dancing

with extreme vigour in the Wasps, Lysistrata, and Ecclesia

zusae. Occasionally, as in the Clouds, Thesmophoriazusae,
and Plutus, the exit of the chorus follows very abruptly upon

the termination of the action, and they only speak a few words

of a more or less formal kind.

In 1. 1227 he says, 'See I have emptied the wine-skin—rqveXXa

koXXivikos ', and the chorus join in aSovres ere Kal tov do-Kov.
2
The conclusion of the Knights is lost.
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§ 7. The Prologue or Introduction'.

We have left the Prologue or Introduction until last. It is,
in Aristophanes, always a scene in iambic

trimeters,1

usually

from 200 to 300 lines in length, and sometimes including a

prologue in the narrower sense, modelled at times upon the

tragic, and particularly upon the Euripidean, prologue.

The prologue in the wider sense constitutes (as Navarre has

noticed) a relatively complete little action by itself, generally

based on some paradoxical or fantastical idea,2 which is just

about to be carried into effect when it is rudely interrupted

by the invasion of the chorus. The function of the prologue

is to introduce the subject of the play to the audience (whether

by a formal explanation, or by letting it reveal itself through

the dialogue and action) ; to put them into a good humour by
a number of jests, which may be unconnected with the subject

of the play ; and to bring the action up to the point required

for the entrance of the chorus. As an iambic scene, coming

before the epirrhematic parts of the play, while other iambic

scenes follow them, it also serves to knit the whole together.

This form of introduction may have been the invention, or at

least a speciality, of Aristophanes himself. Certainly Cratinus

did not always employ it. Its close dependence upon Euripides

is very plain, whether it begins with a set
speech,3

or a

dialogue followed by a set
speech,4

or a dialogue making the

situation clear, but without any soliloquy or address to the

audience.8

In the later plays Aristophanes, among other steps towards

the introduction of greater unity into his plays, confines his

prologues to what is relevant to the plot, and discards such

irrelevant jests as appear (e. g.) in the Trasws.

' Lyrics are introduced occasionally, e. g. in the Tliesmoplwriazusae

and the Frogs.

' A study of the lost plays of the Old Comedy makes it clear that

many of them also were based on such ideas -descents to Hades, voyages

to Persia, to the wilds, &c.
1
Acharnians, Clouds, Ecclesiazusae, Plutus.

'

Knights, Wasps, Peace, Birds.
°

Lysistrata, Tliesmophoriazusae, Frogs.
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ANALYSIS [OF PLAYS

Acharnians.

Prologue, 1-203.

Parodos, 204-79.

A. Parodos proper :

(1) Epirrhema, 4 troch. tetr., 204-7.

Ode (paeonic), 208-18. y choms

Antepirrhema, 4 troch. tetr., 219-22.

Antode (paeonic), 223-33.

(2) Chorus, 3 troch. tetr., 234-6.

Dicaeop., 1 irregular line, 237.

Chorus, 3 troch. tetr., 238-40.

Dicaeop., 1 irregular line, 241.
■

B. Phallic procession (iambic scene and lyric monody)„242-79.

Battle Scene, 280-357.

KaraKe:Xevcrp.6s (2 troch. and 2 paeon, dimeters), 280-3.

Ode (with troch. tetr. by Dicaeop. inserted), 284-301.

Epirrhema (16 troch. tetr.), 302-18.

Antepirrhema (16 troch. tetr.), 319-34.

Antode (with troch. tetr. as in ode), 335-46.

a<t>payfc (11 iamb. trim, spoken by Dicaeop.), 347-57.

Proagon, 358-489.

Ode, 358-63. \

KaraKeXevcrpioi, 364—5.

Iambic scene (speech of Dicaeop. 19 iamb.

trim.), 366-84.

Antode, 385-90.

avTiKaTaKeX.
, 391—2.

Iambic scene (dialogue, 97 iamb, trim.),
393-489.

Quasi-Agon, 490-625.

Ode, 490-6.

Iambic scene (70 11.), 496-565.

Antode, 572-625.

Iambic scene (53 11.), 572-625.

• Iambic syzygy

Iambic syzygy.
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Parabasis, 626-718.

Koppdnov, 626—7.

Anapaests, tetrameters, 628—58.

mayos, 659-64.

Ode, 665-75.

Epirrhema (16 troch. tetr.), 676-91.

Antode, 692-702.

Antepirrhema (16 troch. tetr.), 703-18.

Iambic Scenes and Lyric Interludes.

Iambic scene, 719-835.

Stasimon, 836-59.

Iambic scene, 860-928.

Lyric dialogue, 929-51.

Iambic scene, 952-70.

Stasimon, 971-99.

Iambic Syzygy, 1000-68.

Introduction (8 iamb, tetr.), 1000-7.

Ode, 1008-17.

Iambic scene (19 11.), 1018-36.

Antode, 1037-46.

Iambic scene (22 11.), 1047-68.

Iambic Scene and Stasimon,

Iambic scene, 1069-1142.

Stasimon, 1143-73 (anap. dim. 1143-9, str. and ant. 1150-73).

Exodos, 1174-1233.

Messenger, 1174-89.

Finale, 1190-1233.

Notes.— (1) The passage from 1. 347 to 1. 489 might be differently
arranged as follows :

'

Proagon, 347-92.

Iambic scene (4 11.), 347-57.

Ode, 358-65.

Iambic scene (19 11.), 366-84.

Antode, 385-92.

Iambic Transition Scene, 393-489.

(2) The ode and antode in the quasi-agon do not correspond

exactly, the two middle lines being iambic trimeters in the former

and dochmiacs in the latter.

1 As by White, Tiie Verse of Greek Comedy, p. 423.
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Knights.

Prologue, 1-241.

Parodos, 242-302.

KaraKeXevapbs (5 troch. tetr.), 242-6.

Semi-chorus (8 troch. tetr.), .

. 247-68.
Cleon (3

„ „ ),

Semi-chorus (8
,, ,, ),

Cleon (3
„ „ ),

Dialogue (15 troch. tetr.), 269-83. 1
?

(19 troch. dim.) 284-302.J
'

Agon I, 303-460.
'

str. a, 303-13.

Ode ■ 8 mesodic troch. tetr., 314-21.

. str. /?, 322-32.

KaraKciXevcrpoi (2 iamb, tetr.), 333-4.

Epirrhema (32 iamb, tetr.), 335-66.

nviyos (15 iamb, dim.), 367-81.
(■

antistr. a, 382-90.

Antode
-j
6 mesodic troch. tetr., 391-6.

Lntistr. /?', 397-406.
avriKaraKeX. (2 iamb, tetr.), 407-8.

Antepirrhema (32 iamb, tetr.), 409-40.

dyiwiyos (16 11.), 441-56. I

acppayis (4 iamb, tetr.), 457-60.

Iambic Transition Scene, 461-97.

Parabasis I, 498-610.

Koppdnov, 498—506.

Anapaests, tetrameters, 507-46.

irviyos, 547—50

Ode, 551-64.

Epirrhema (16 troch. tetr.), 565-80.

Antode, 581-94.

Antepirrhema (16 troch. tetr.), 595-610.

Iambic Syzygy, 611-755.

Introduction (5 iamb, trim.), 611-15.

Ode, 616-24.

Iambic scene (59 11.), 624-82. I
Antode, 683-90. F

Iambic scene (65 11.), 691-755- '

oagon.
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Agon II, 756-941.

Introduction (5 iamb, tetr.), 756-60.

KaraKeXevo-pds (2 anap. tetr.), 761-2.

Epirrhema (61 anap. tetr.), 763-823.

(12 anap. dim.), 824-35.

Introduction and dvriKaraKeX. (7 iamb, tetr.), 836-42.
i-

Antepirrhema (68 iamb, tetr.), 843-910.

(30 iamb, dim.), 911-40.

crcppayis, 941.

Iambic Scenes and I/yric Interludes.

Iambic scene, 942-72.

Stasimon, 973-96.

Iambic scene, 997-1110.

Lyric dialogue, 1111-50.

Iambic scene, 1151-1263.

Parabasis II, 1264-1315.

Ode, 1264-73. ,

Epirrhema (16 troch. tetr.), 1274-89. I

Antode, 1290-9. J
Antepirrhema (16 troch. tetr.), 1300-15.

'

Exodos.

Solemn anapaests (messenger and chorus), 1316-34.

Iambic scene, 1335-1408.

Finale (lost).

Note.— In the first agon, the strict correspondence is only broken by
the insertion of an iambic trimeter line (441) in the rir>T<;myos, and

by the fact that there are only six mesodic lines in the antode.

Clouds.

Prologue, 1-262.

Parodos, 263-363.

Epirrhema, invocation (12 anap. tetr.), 263-74.

Ode, 275-90.

Antepirrhema dialogue (7 anap. tetr.), 291-7.

Antode, 298-313.

Scene in anap. tetrameters, 314-63.

Quasi-Half-Agon, 364-475.

Dialogue in anap. tetr., 364-438.

nviyos, 439-56.

Ode (lyric dialogue), 457-75.
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Transition Scene, 476-509.

KaraKeXevapbs (2 anap. tetr.), 476-7.

Iambic scene, 478-509.

Parabasis I, 510-626.

Koppdnov, 510—17.

'
Anapaests

'

(Eupolideans, without 7rviyos), 518-62.

Ode, 563-74. x

Epirrhema (20 troch. tetr.), 575-94. I

Antode, 595-606. j
Antepirrhema (20 troch. tetr.), 607-26.

'

Iambic Syzygy, 627-813.

Iambic scene (73 11.), 627-99.

Ode, 700-6.

Dialogue in dimeters (mainly), 707-22.

Iambic scene (81 11.), 723-803. >

Antode, 804-13. \

Iambic Transition Scene, 814-88.

Proagon, 889-948.

Agon I, 949-1104.

Ode, 949-58.

KaraKeXevapbs, 959—60.

Epirrhema (47 anap. tetr.), 961-1008.

(16 anap. dim.), 1009-23.

Antode, 1024-31.

avTiKara/ceA.
,
1032—5.

Antepirrhema (49 iamb, tetr.), 1036-84

(4 iamb. trim, and 19 iamb, dim.), 1085-1104.
'

Iambic Transition Scene, 1105-13.

Parabasis II, 1114-30.

Koppdnov, 1114.

Epirrhema (16 troch. tetr.), 1115-30.

Iambic Scenes and Lyric Interludes.

Iambic scene, 1131-53.

Lyrics (Strepsiades and Socrates), 1154-69.

Iambic scene, 1170-1200.

Lyrics (Strepsiades), 1201-13.

Iambic scene, 1214-1302.

Stasimon, 1303-20.
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Iambic Transition Scene (or Proagon), 1321-1344.

Agon II, 1345-1451.

Ode, 1345-50.

KaraKeXevcrp.6s, 1351—2.

Epirrhema (33 iamb, tetr.), 1353-85.

(5 iamb, dim.), 1386-90.

Antode, 1391-6.

uvTi/caTaKeA..
,
1397—8.

Antepirrhema (46 iamb, tetr.), 1399-1444.

(7 iamb, dim.), 1445-51.

Final Scene, 1452-1510.

Iambic scene, 1452-1509.

Choral exodos, 1510.

Notes.—
(I) Lines 314-438 might be grouped together in the half-agon.

In the present Btate of the play any analysis can only be tentative.

(2) Tbo antode, 804-13, has two extra lines as compared with

the ode, but otherwise corresponds ; and the dimeter dialogue after

the ode is unusual. Possibly these things are due to imperfect

revision.

(3) The mutual abuse (in dimeters) of the two Aoyoi, leading up to

tho formal agon, may be conveniently treated as a kind of proagon.

(4) The correspondence between the non-tetrametric parts of the

epirrhema and antepirrhema of the agon is defective.

(5) Perhaps the whole passage from 1131-1302 should be treated

as one iambic scene, with lyrics inserted ; the scenes 1212-1302,

however, seems to consist of two Bhort scenes of the primitive

epeisodic type.

Wasps.

Prologue, 1-229.

Parodos, 230-316.

A. Entry of chorus (18 iamb, tetr.), .230-47.

B. Dialogue of boy and chorus (25 iamb, troch. 11.), 248-72.

C. Choral ode (str. and antistr.), 273-89.

(extra line), 290.

D. Lyric dialogue (str. and antistr.), 291-316.

Proagon, 317-525.

A. Lyric monody of Philocleon, 316-32.
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B. Ode (with mesodic troch. tetr.), 333-45.

KaraKeXevapbs (2 anap. tetr.), 346-7.

Epirrhema (10 anap. tetr.), 348-57.

(7 anap. dim.), 358-64.

Antode (withmesodic troch. tetr.), 365-78

avriKaraKeX. (2 anap. tetr.), 379-80.

Antepirrhema, (22 anap. tetr.), 381-402.

C. (1) 2 troch. tetr. (chorus), 403-4.

Ode, 405-14.

3 troch. tetr., 415-17.

2 11. lyrics, 418-19.

8 troch. tetr., 420-7.

2 U. lyrics, 428-9.

Epirrhema (31 11. troch. tetr.), 430-60.

(2) 2 troch. tetr. (Bdelycl.), 461-2.

Antode, 463-71.

3 troch. tetr., 472-4.

2 11. lyrics, 475-6.

8 troch. tetr., 477-85.

2 11. lyrics, 486-7.

Antepirrhema (38 11. troch. tetr.), 488-525.

Agon I, 526-727.

Ode (with mesodic iamb, tetr.), 526-45.

KaraKeXevap-os (2 anap. tetr.), 546-7.

Epirrhema (72 anap. tetr.), 548-620.

(13 anap. dim.), 621-30.

Antode (with mesodic iamb, tetr.), 631-47.

avTiKaraKeX. (2 anap. tetr.), 648-9.

Antepirrhema (69 anap. tetr.), 650-718.

(6 anap. dim.), 719-24.

acppayis (3 anap. tetr.), 725-7.

Lyric and Iambic Scenes.

Lyric transition scene, 729-59.

Iambic scene, 760-862.

Lyric interlude, 863-90.

Iambic scene, 891-1008.

Strophe, 729-36.

Anap. dim., 737-42.

Antistrophe, 743-9.

Anap. dim., 750-9.
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Parabasis I, 1009-1121.

KOppJXTlOV, 1009—14.

Anapaests, tetrameters, 1015-50.

Trnyos, 1051-9.

Ode, 1060-70.

Epirrhema (20 troch. tetr.), 1071-90.

Antode, 1091-1101.

Antepirrhema (20 troch. tetr.), 1102-21.

Iambic Scene, 1122-1264.

Parabasis II, 1265-91.

Iambic Scenes, 1292-1449.

Stasimon, 1450-73.

Exodos, 1474-1537.

Xanthias (as messenger), 1474-81.

Dialogue, anap. dim., 1482-95.

iambic scene, 1496-1515.

Choral finale, 1516-37.

Notes.— (1) Lines 403-4 might be called a KaraKeXevapbs, but the corre

sponding 11. 461-2 are not such.

(2) The latter part of the antode, 463-71, does not correspond

with that of the ode, 405-14, though the earlier part doeB.

(3) There are ten anap. dimeters in 11. 750-9, answering to seven in

11. 737-42 ; and before 1. 750 there is a passage outside the structure,

viz. <M. lu> poi pal. BA. oi'tos, ri poi jSoas ;

(4) The second parabasis is quite irregular in form ; White (p. 435)
regards it as a stasimon.

(5) The iambic scene, 1292-1449, falls into several parts or even

separate scenes, viz. 1292-1325 (Xanthias as messenger), 1326-63

(Philocleon drunk), 1364-86 (Philocleon and Bdelycleon), 1387-

1414 (the 'ApT07ra)Xis), 1415-41 (the Karqyopos)
—these two scenes

being of the primitive epeisodic type—
,
1442-9 Philocleon and

Bdelycleon.

(6) The choral finale, 1516-37, consists of two anap. tetrameters, a

short strophe and antistrophe, and seven hyporchematic prosodiacs.
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Iambic syzygy.

| The final attempt.

Peace.

Prologue, 1-300.

Parodos, 301-45. (In troch. tetr. with nviyos, 339-45.)

Series of Irregular Scenes, 346-600.

I. Ode, 346-60. ^
Iambic scene (24 11.), 361-84.

Antode, 385-99. \ Iambic syzygy.
Iambic scene (26 11.), 400-25.

acppayis, troch. tetr., 426-30.

II. Introduction, iambic scene, 431-58.

Lyric dialogue istr.), 459-72 (the
^

first attempt).

Iambic scene (13 11.), 473—85.

Lyric dialogue (antistr.), 486-99

(the second attempt).

Iambic scene (811.), 500-7.

acppayis, iamb, tetr., 508-11.

iamb, dim., 512-19.

III. Iambic scene, 520-52.

Scene in troch. tetr. and dim., 553-81.

IV. Epode, 582-600 (corresp. to ode and antode in I).

Quasi-Half-Agon, 601-56.

KaraKeXevapios, 601—2.

Epirrhema, troch. tetr., 603—50.

troch. dim., 651-6.

Iambic Transition Scene, 657-728.

Parabasis I, 729-818.

KoppAnov, 729-33.

Anapaests, tetram., 734-64.

nviyos, 765—74.

Ode, 775-96.

Antode, 797-818.

Iambic Sysygy, 819-921.

Iambic scene (37 11.), 819-55. ^

Ode, 856-67.

Iambic scene (42 11.), 868-909.

Antode, 910-21.
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Iambic Syzygy, 922-1038.

Iambic scene (1711.), 922-38.

Ode (with proodic and mesodic iamb, tetr.), 939-55.

Iambic scene (1711.), 956-73. ■>

Anap. dim. dialogue, 974-1015. i

Iambic scene (7 11.), 1016-22. )
Antode (with proodic and mesodic iamb, tetr.), 1024-38-

Iambic Scene (with hexameter passage), 1039-1126.

Parabasis II, 1127-90.

Ode, 1127-39. ^
Epirrhema, 16 troch. tetr., 1140-55.

3 troch. dim., 1156-8.

Antode, 1159-71.

Antepirrhema, 16 troch. tetr., 1172-87.

3 troch. dim., 1188-90. J
Epeisodic Scenes, 1191-1304.

Exodos, 1305-56.

Invitation to wedding (iamb. tetr. and dim.), 1305-15.

Choral invocation (anap. tetr. and dim.), 1306-28,

Wedding procession and song, 1329-56.

Note.—
(1) The ode, 11. 582-600, treated above as an epode corre

sponding (as it does metrically) with the ode and antode, 11. 346-60

and 385-99, might (apart from this correspondence) be regarded as

the ode of the half-agon ; but the whole of the scenes between the

parodos and the parabasis are difficult to schematize. (White,
pp. 436-7, treats them somewhat differently.)

(2) White regards 1305-15 as a stasimon (1305-10= 1311-15),
perhaps rightly.

Birds.

Prologue, 1-208.

Parodos, 209-351.

A. Invocation, 209-66. Lyric invocation, 209-22.

4 iamb. trim. 223-6.

Lyric invocation, 227-62. Y

4 iamb. trim. 263-6.

B. Parodos proper, 267-351.

Irregular line, 267.

Dial, troch. tetr. (59 11.), 268-326.

Ode, 327-35.

Dial, troch. tetr. (711.), 336-42.

Antode, 343-51.
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Battle Scene, 352-432.

Dialogue, troch. tetr., 352-86.

troch. dim., 387-99.

Anap. dim. (chorus), 400-5.

Lyric dialogue, 406-34.

Iambic Transition Scene, 435-50.

Agon, 451-637.

Ode, 451-9. )
KaraKeXevapbs (2 anap. tetr.;, 460-1. L

Epirrhema, 61 anap. tetr., 462-522. j
16 anap. dim., 523-38.

Antode, 538-47.

dj/TiKaTdKeA. (2 anap. tetr.), 548-9.

Antepirrhema, 61 anap. tetr., 550-610.

16 anap. dim., 611-26.

acppayis (anap. tetr. and dim.), 627-38.

Iambic Transition Scene, 639-75.

Parabasis I, 676-800.

Koppdnov, 676-84.

Anapaests, tetram., 685-722.

■nviyos, 723-36.

Ode, 727-52.

Epirrhema (16 troch. tetr.), 753-68.

Antode, 769-84.

Antepirrhema (16 troch. tetr.), 785-800.

Iambic Syzygy, 801-902.

Iambic scene (50 11.), 801-50. N

Ode, 851-8.

Iambic scene (35 11.), 859-94-

Antode, 895-902.

Series ofEpeisodic Scenes, 903-1057.

Parabasis II, 1058-1117.

Ode, 1058-70.

Epirrhema (16 troch. tetr.), 1071-87.

Antode, 1088-1100.

Antepirrhema (16 troch. tetr.), 1101-17.
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Iambic Syzygy, 1118-1266.

Iambic scene (71 11.), 1118-88.

Ode, 1189-96.

Iambic scene (6511.), 1197-1261.

Antode, 1262-6.

Iambic Scenes and Lyric Interludes, 1269-1493.

Iambic scene, 1269-1312. ,

Lyric dialogue, Strophe, 1313-22.
'

2 lines, Peithet., 1323-4.

Antistrophe, 1325-34.
>

Iambic scene, 1335-1469.

Stasimon, 1470-93.

Iambic Syzygy, 1494-1705.

Iambic scene (59 11.), 1494-1552.

Ode, 1553-64.

Iambic scene (129 11.), 1565-1693.

Antode, 1694-1705.

Exoclos, 1706-65.
Messengers'

speech, 1706-19.

Wedding procession, 1720-65.

Note.—The iambic scene, 1335-1469, consists of three typical epeisodic

scenes.

Lysistrata.

Prologue, 1-253.

Parodos, 254-386.

A. (Men's Chorus.)
KaTaKeXevo-pos (2 iamb, tetr.), 254-5.

Ode, 256-65.

Epirrhema (5 iamb, tetr.), 266-70.

Antode, 271-80.

Antepirrhema (5 iamb, tetr.), 281-5.

Ode, 286-95.

Antode, 296-305.

Quasi-KaraKeA. (liamb. tetr.), 306.

Epirrhema (6 iamb, tetr.), 307-12.

Antepirrhema (6 iamb, tetr.), 313-18.

B. (Women's Chorus.)
KaraKeXevapbs (2 iamb, tetr.), 319-20.

Ode, 321-34.

Antode, 335-49.

Proagon, 350-86 (iamb. tetr. and dim.).
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Iambic Scene, 387-466.

Agon, 467-613.

A. Introd. (9 iamb, tetr.), 467-75.

Ode, 476-83.

KaraKeXevapos (2 anap. tetr.), 484—5.

Epirrhema (47 anap. tetr.), 486-531.

(7 anap. dim.), 532-8.

B. Introd. (2 iamb, tetr.), 539-40.

Antode, 541-8.

avTiKaraKeX., 549-50.

Antepirrhema (47 anap. tetr.), 551-97.

(10 anap. dim.), 598-607

Iambic Transition Scene, 608-13.

Parabasis, 614-705.

A. (Men.) Koppdnov (2 troch. tetr.), 614-15.

Ode, 616-25.

Epirrhema (10 troch. tetr.), 626-35.

(Women.) Koppdnov (2 troch. tetr.), 636-7.

Antode, 638-47.

Antepirrhema (10 troch. tetr.), 648-58.

B. (Men.) Ode, 659-70.

Epirrhema (10 troch. tetr.), 671-81.

(Women.) Antode, 682-95.

Antepirrhema (60 troch. tetr.), 696-705.

Iambic Scenes and Lyric Interludes, 706-1013.

Iambic scene, 706-80.

Lyric dialogue (str. and antistr.), 781-829.

Iambic scene, 830-953.

Dial, in anap. dim., 954-79.

Iambic scene, 980-1013.

Agon II (?).

Dial, of semi-choruses (paeonic and troch. tetr.), 1014-42

Iambic Syzygy, 1043-1215.

Ode, 1043-71.

2 anap. tetr. (chorus), 1072-3.

Iambic scene (34 11.), 1074-1107.

4 anap. tetr. (chorus), 1 108-11.

Iambic scene (77 11.), 1112-88.

Antode, 1189-1215.
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Iambic Scene, 1216-46.

Exodos, 1247-1319.

Laced, chorus, 1247-70.

Iambic trim. (Lysistrata), 1271-8.

Athen. chorus, 1279-96.

Laced, chorus, 1297-1320.

Notes.— (1) 608-13 might be treated as the o-cppayis of the agon.

(2) 830-1013 might be treated as a single scene, with lyric

interruption (as by White).

„ , „ „„„
Thesmophoriazusae.

Prologue, 1-294.
r

Parodos, 295-380.

Proclamation (prose), 295-311.

Ode, 312-30.

Proclamation (iamb, trim., 21 11.), 331-51.

Ode, 352-71 (not corresp. to 11. 312-30).

Proclamation, &c. (iamb, trim., 9 11.), 372-80.

Quasi-Agon, 381-530.

KaraKekevcrpos (2 iamb, tetr.), 381-2.

Iambic speech, 383-432.

Ode, 433-42.

Iambic speech, 443-58.

Lyric interlude, 459-65. j-

Iambic speech, 466-519. I

Antode, 520-30. )
Iambic Tetrameter Scene, 531-73.

Iambic Trimeter Scene, 574-654.

Irregular Scene, 655-784.

Chorus, 4 anap. tetr., 655-8.

4 troch. tetr. and dim., 659-62.

lyrics, 663-86.

2 troch. tetr., 687-8.

Iambic scene (10 11.), 689-98.

Lyrics, 699-701.

Dial, troch. tetr. (5 11.), 702-6.

Lyric dialogue, &c, lyrics, 707-25.
2 troch. tetr., 726-7.

Iambic scene (37 11.), 728-64.
Mnesilochus'

soliloquy, iamb, trim., 765-75

lyric, 776-84.
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Parabasis (imperfect), 785-845.

Koppdriov, 785.

Anapaests, tetram., 785-813.

nviyos, 814-29.

Epirrhema (16 troch. tetr.), 830-45.

Iambic Scenes and Stasima, 846-1159.

Iambic scene, 846-946.

Stasimon, 947-1000.

Iambic scene, 1001-1135.

Stasimon, 1136-59.

Exodos, 1160-1231.

Iambic scene, 1160-1226.

Choral finale, 1227-31.

Note.—655-764 might be treated as an irregular iambic syzygy and

765-84 as an iambic transition scene.

Frogs.

Prologue, 1-323 (or 315).

Parodos, 324 (or 316)-459.

Iambic Scenes, eye, 460-74.

Iambic scene, 460-533.

Dial, in troch. dim. (22 11.), 534-18.

Iambic scene, 549-89.

Dial, in troch. dim. (22 11.), 590-604.

Iambic scene, 605-73.

Parabasis, 674-737.

Ode, 674-85.

Epirrhema (20 troch. tetr.), 686-705). j
Antode, 706-16. f

Antepirrhema (20 troch. tetr.), 717-37.
'

Iambic Scenes and Stasima, 738-894.

Iambic scene, 738-813.

Stasimon, 814-29.

Iambic scene, 830-74.

Stasimon, 875-84.

Iambic scene, 885-94.
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Agon, 895-1098.

Ode, 895-904.

KaTaKeAevo-p.ds (2 iamb, tetr.), 905-6.

Epirrhema (64 iamb, tetr.), 907-70.

(21 iamb, dim.), 971-91.

Antode, 992-1003.

civTiKaraKeX. (2 anap. tetr.), 1004-5.

Antepirrhema (71 anap. tetr.), 1006-77.

(21 anap. dim.), 1078-98.

Iambic Scenes and Stasima, 1099-1499.

Stasimon, 1099-1118.

Iambic scene, 1119-1250.

Stasimon, 1251-60.

Iambic scene, 1261-1369.

Stasimon, 1370-7.

Iambic scene, 1378-1481.

Stasimon, 1482-99.

Exodos, 1500-33.

Dial, in anap. dim. 1500-27.

Choral finale (dactyl, hex), 1528-33.

Notes.—(1) Evidently two of the three scenes, 460-673, might be

grouped, with the two trochaic dimeter passages, as a syzygy ; but

the entrance of a new character in 1. 503 is against such a treatment

of the scene 460-533.

(2) The whole passage 830-94 might be regarded as a kind of

proagon, though not in tetrameters ; or the scene 885-94 might be

taken as a transition-scene serving as introduction to the agon.

Ecclesiazusae.

Prologue, 1-284.

Parodos, 285-310.

Iambic Scenes, 311-477.

Second Parodos, 478-519.

Iambic tetr. and dim. (chorus), 478-503.

Iambic trim, (speech of Prasagora), 504-13.

Dial. anap. tetr., 514-19.

Iambic Scene, 520-70.
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Half-Agon, 571-709.

Ode, 571-81.

KaraKeXevapbs (2 anap. tetr.), 582-3.

Epirrhema, anap. tetram., 584-688.

anap. dim., 689-709.

Iambic Scene, 710-29.

XOPOY.

Iambic Scenes, 730-1153 (with occasional non-choral lyrics).

Exodos, 1154-82.

Address to audience, 1154-62.

Choral finale, 1163-1182.

Plutus.

Prologue, 1-252.

Parodos, 253-321.

Dial. iamb, tetr., 253-289.

Lyrics, str. a', antistr. a'. )
str. pT, antistr. 8. 290-321.

epode. j

Iambic Scene, 322-414.

Iambic Scene (Proagon), 415-86.

Half-Agon, 487-618.

KoraKeXevapAs (2 anap. tetr.), 487-8.

Epirrhema, anap. tetr., 489-597.

anap. dim., 598-618.

Iambic Scenes, 619-1207 (mainly of the epeisodic type).

Exodos, 1208-9.



APPENDIX B

MR. CORNFORD'S THEORY OF THE ORIGIN

OF COMEDY

§1. In a work on the Origin of Attic Comedy (1914),

containing much that is interesting and illuminating, Mr.

F. M. Cornford propounds an explanation of the main

features of the Old Comedy by means of a supposed ritual

sequence, which is closely parallel to that by which Professor

Murray explains Attic Tragedy; indeed his conclusion is

that comedy and tragedy arose from the same ritual
—that of

the agon, pathos or death, and resurrection of an
' Eniautos-

Daimon '.

There was, however, more in the original ritual, according

to Mr. Cornford, than the agon, death, and resurrection ; how

much more, is never quite clearly stated, since the summary

which he gives (p. 103) does not include elements which (as

we gather from other passages) must have formed part of the

ritual. Before this ritual, as described on p. 103, begins, there

must apparently have been enacted the birth of a miraculous

infant, who developed with amazing rapidity ; this infant was

the son of the Earth-Mother. But all that remains of this

part of the ritual is contained in the personality of a drunken

old hag who appears in a number of plays, and it is not quite

clear how this was related to the phallic procession and its

incidents, to which most of the supposed ritual is said to have

belonged. At a certain point in the phallic procession there was

a sacrifice ;
l
and in its primitive dramatic form this sacrifice

took the shape of a conflict or agon between the representatives

of two principles, ending in the simulated death of one of the

combatants. Still earlier, it must have been his real death by

1 In the Acharnians, the sacrifice is represented by an offering of soup

and cake ; presumably, however, Mr. Cornford imagines something more

sanguinary.
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anapaypbs
—the Good Spirit was slain, dismembered, cooked

and eaten. But the personage thus slain was brought back to

life—sometimes by a process of boiling, such as was practised

by Medea upon Pelias. Then there followed the lepbs ydpos,

when he was restored to life and youth to be the husband of

the Mother-Goddess, and the wedding was accompanied by
a choral song of victory, while the adversary was expelled in

the manner peculiar to the driving out of the Pharmakos at

the Thargelia. This ritual, it is claimed, explains the phallic

character of some of the actors, the invocations and abusive

language (which belonged both to the parabasis and the

phallic Kcopos), the agon, the exodos (which often ends in

a marriage, a feast, and a song of triumph), and certain scenes

which Mr. Cornford considers to be relics of the simulated

death and resurrection of the Good Spirit. The series of scenes

in which the preparations for the feast are rudely interrupted

by one impostor or adversary after another are due to amulti

plication of the agon between the Good and the Bad Spirit.

Thus the whole, or almost the whole, of Attic comedy grew

out of one germ,
—the enactment of the conflict, death, resur

rection, and marriage of a Good Spirit. (The variations in the

theory we shall notice at convenient points in the discussion.)
The question, whether there is any reason to suppose that

this complex ritual ever really existed, is one which Mr.

Cornford practically does not touch. It need only be said

that it would require very strong evidence indeed to prove that

one and the same rite included the birth of a wonder-childi

his agon, death, and resurrection, a sacred marriage in which

he took part, and the expulsion of a Pharmakos. The some

what loose parallel with the modern folk-play at Viza (itself

very variously explained) is not nearly good enough
evidence ;

we certainly do not find these elements combined in any

ancient Greek ritual about which we have information. But

dojesthe supposed ritual actually explain the plays ?

"tlPVWewill begin, asMr. Cornford does, with the
'
marriage ',

which (on the strength of the scenes in some plays inwhich the

protagonist appears with a silent female figure) he concludes

to have been the climax of the original ritual. We must ask
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(1) Is a marriage so constant a feature of the closing scenes
of

the Old Comedy that it can best be explained as the survival

of a ritual lepbs ydpos, which was essential to the performance 1

(2) Who is the bridegroom 1 (3) Who is the bride ? The

questions cannot be kept entirely separate.

One point appears at once—that in several of the plays we

have not one mute female figure in the place of the bride, but

two, and that the protagonist is quite happy with both. In

the Acharnians, Dicaeopolis has a courtesan on each arm ; in

the Knights, two are similarly offered to Demos as represent

ing the SnovSai; in the Peace there are both Opora and

Theoria, and though Trygaeus only proposes to marry the

former, the other is there and has to be disposed of. (She is

given to the president of the Council).1 Surely these characters

resemble, not the single female partner in a lepbs ydpos

(which was always, so far as our evidence goes, a solemn

ceremony), but the much less reputable characters, who, as

avXr/rpiSes, bpxr/arpiSes, or what not, were adjuncts of the

more licentious kinds of avpnoaia in Athens. A feast, as

Mr. Cornford rightly points out, was the most frequent ending
of a Greek Comedy, though it was not the invariable ending ;

and it may well have been the ending of the original Kcopos,

if this was at all like modern occasions of the sort ; and it is

far more likely that these females came in as adjuncts of

a feast in the Greek manner, than that they are survivals

of a ritual marriage. The process of doubling is one which

Mr. Cornford is fond of introducing ; but it may be doubted

whether these pairs of females in the early plays of Aristo

phanes got there by the doubling of the bride in a lepbs ydpos.

Moreover, beforewe leave this topic, it should be observedthat,

though there is gross obscenity, Dicaeopolis does not suggest

marriage with either of the opxr/arpiSes, who are part of the

attractions of the feast to which the priest of Dionysus invites

him : and that the utmost that Philocleon in the Wasps (1353)
promises the aiXr/rpis is that if she is good, she shall be his con

cubine when his son his dead. It is really impossible to agree

to the suggestion, which appears to be implied inMr. Cornford's

1
Probably the Lysistrata should be added to the list ; see below.
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remark (p. 11) that Philocleon
'

enters singing the opening

words of Cassandra's mad Hymenaeal in the Troades ',* that

this confirms his explanation of the scene as the relic of

a lepbs ydpos. It is true that Philocleon begins a short lyric

with dvexe ndpexe, and that the Ravenna Scholiast says, eK

TpcodScov EiipiniSov, ov KaadvSpa
(pr/aiv'

dvex^, ndpexe, (pms

(pepe ktX. But the passage in the Wasps has only two words

identical with Cassandra's, viz. dvex*> ""«j°eXe
>
an(^ ^ 1S very

doubtful whether these words were part of a specifically
hymenaeal cry at all, and are not merely a bacehic cry.1

Aristophanes parodies Euripides continually in the most

dissimilar contexts, and it cannot be inferred that, because the

words as used by Cassandra are part of a
'

mad hymenaeal ',

referring to a ydpos which was anything but a lepbs ydpos,

the obscene passage in which Philocleon uses them was the

relic of a ritual marriage.

As to the other plays; there is no trace of any kind of

ydpos or indecency in the conclusion of the Clouds
2
or the Frogs,

and there is actually no feast in either, though in the Frogs,
Pluto invites Dionysus and Aeschylus to a meal before their

journey. In the Lysistrata, the heroine does indeed offer the

mute courtesan AiaXXaytj to the various ambassadors (1114 ff.) ;
and as the title of the play was once Avaiarpdra r) AiaXXayai

it is just possible thatmore than one was offered, in which case

the play should be grouped with those previously discussed :

but it is surely unwarrantable to say that
'

the reunion of men

and women in the final dance is itself a sort of remarriage ', if

it is intended by this that the scene is the relic of a ritual

marriage (evidently much multiplied on this
occasion).3 The

reunion is necessitated by the considerations (1) that the motif

1
Tioades 308; cf. Eur. Cyclops 203, and Starkie on the Wasps 1326.

(The Schol. Ven., ad loc, is in agreement with the Ravenna Schol.)
2 Or is

Pheidippides'

threat to beat his mother a faint relic of an

original marriage ? If we are to be quite up to date, I suppose we must

call it a repressed Oedipus-complex.
s
The suggested inferences (p. 14) from the mention of certain gods in

the choral song (1285 ff.) appear to be quite unwarranted ; but I do not

want to discuss every point in detail.
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of the play at the outsetwas a divorce, (2) that in comedies quar

rels are wont to end well. In the Thesmophoriazusae there is no

hint of a feast, and it is certainly not evident that the indecent

scene in which Elaphion figures as a mute personage, to

distract the Policeman's attention, is
'

clearly an adaptation of

the marriage motive '. In the Ecclesiazusae themute courtesan

is, according to Mr. Cornford, represented by the Qepdnaiva

who is sent to Blepyrus by hiswife, to summon him to the feast.

The only reasons which he gives for this are
' that she is intoxi

cated alike with Thasian wine and with the unguents of the

courtesan on her hair ', and that she swears vr) rr)v 'AcppoSirr/v.

But the context does not show her to be intoxicated, though

she recommends the wine which is in store for the feasters ;

and it was not only courtesans who used unguents ; they were

in common use at banquets. The oath by Aphrodite is cer

tainly not conclusive in the context. The Qepdnaiva is surely

the equivalent, not of the mute courtesan (whether one or two),

but of the messenger who frequently recurs in the concluding
scenes of

Aristophanes'

plays, and who describes the prepara

tions for the feast, and invites people to join in it. The

courtesans are in fact mentioned in 1. 1 138, and were almost

certainly on the stage with her: and the fact that they are

plural confirms the belief that they were simply adjuncts of

a riotous feast.

The scene in the Plutus between the old woman and the

young man who rejects her advances can hardly be made to

prove anything as to a ritual marriage of the Old Year or

Good Spirit with a (presumably) young woman : but the Old

Woman is a subject for future consideration. The idea that

Plutus, the new Zeus-Soter, is to be installed in the Opistho-

domos of the Parthenon as the husband of Athena must rank

with the wildest of conjectures ; indeed its real basis seems to

be itself a conjecture of Dr. Cook.1

1 Dr. Cook's conjecture (unpublished) was that the double structure of

the Erectheum and Parthenon was to be explained by the reservation

of the western half of the building for the king or consort of the goddess,
and that Peisistratus in driving into Athens with Athena, wished people
to regard him as her consort. So Plutus here. It is true that Zeus-Soter
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Our conclusion, therefore, is that in several plays there is no

marriage at all ; that in several there is simply gross indecency
in the presence of one, or more often two, courtesans; and

that these courtesans are there as common accompaniments

of the feast, not as representing the female partner in a

ritual marriage. If it be urged that a ritual marriage

may not have had, in very primitive agrarian rites, the

solemnity of the later lepbs ydpos, we can only answer (1) that

such ceremonies are solemn rites when we come across them

in ancient Greece (and generally in the religion of primitive

peoples), and that we have no hint of anything else ; nor should

we expect it to be otherwise, if such rites were a serious piece

of agrarian magic; (2) that the modern folk-play at Viza, which

is no longer the performance of a primitive people, and which

contains elements drawn from Christian sources, and the

seriousness of which as magic may be doubted, is no parallel ;

(3) that we still have to account for the fact thatwe have two

females as often as one. The one play in which there really

is a quasi-daemonic marriage is the Birds: but there the

explanation is that, since the whole plot turns on the super

session of the gods by new rulers (a theme the reason for

which will be suggested later), the provision of a queen for

the supplanter of Zeus is practically inevitable, or, at least, is

so natural as to require no ritual explanation.

What of the bridegroom? On p. 20 Mr. Cornford states

that there can be little doubt that
'
the protagonist in comedy

must originally have been the spirit of fertility himself, Phales

or Dionysus', and that it must have been he who originally

led the final Kcopos as male partner in a marriage. The evi

dence for this does not appear ; the fact that some Athenian

actors wore the phallus (p. 183) certainly does not prove it.

There is no trace of Phales as a character in any kind of

and Athena Soteira were worshipped together in certain cults both at

Athens and in Delos: but this does not prove any nuptial relations

between them. The idea that Athena was ever regarded as wedded is

answered by Farnell, Cults, i, p. 303. The other arguments by which

(pp. 26, 27) Mr. Cornford tries to force a
'

sacred marriage
'

into the end

of the Plutus seems to be equally untenable.
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procession or drama in ancient Greece, though he is invoked in

Bong, or represented by the phallus carried aloft ; and Dionysus

did not wear the phallus in art or drama. But, however thismay

be, how did Phales orDionysus come to be replaced by theOld

Rustic who acts the part of protagonist in almost every play 1

For Mr. Cornford himself emphasizes the fact that the final

marriage is that of an old man ; and this Old Rustic (whose

real history is in fact fairly clear) is a very constant type in

comedy from beginning to end. But in fact Mr. Cornford's

account of the protagonist-bridegroom is somewhat fluctua

ting. Sometimes he is Phales or Dionysus ; sometimes he is

the Old Year, who becomes the New Year after rejuvenation ;

or the Old (subsequently theNew) God or Zeus orKing ; some

times he is equated with Summer, or with Life, or with the

Good Principle ; and the Antagonist varies similarly. (We

shall find that these variations give trouble when we come to

the agon.) In the Thesmophoriazusae, if Elaphion is the

bride, the bridegroom must be the Scythian Policeman. It is

important to note that the evidence for connecting a lepbs

ydpos with a phallic procession in any actual ancient Greek

ritual is non-existent.

The '
bride

'

is naturally represented by a young female—the

mute figure. How then does Mr. Cornford work in the Old

Woman 1 ' In the Old Woman we must recognize the Earth-

Mother
'

; she survives also in the Babo of the play at Viza,
nursing the miraculous infant, who grows at an astonish

ing pace; and 'in the sordid pantomime of this first part

of the play
'

we have '
a last survival of the supernatural

birth and growth of
Dionysus'.1 If then, in the original

1 This is perhaps right as regards the Viza play, and the comparison
with the wonder-child in the Ichneutae is apposite. But the evidence

(pp. 85, 86) that the Lenaea included an acted Anodos of Semele, bearing
Iacchos, followed by the orrapaypo's of the now mature god and his
resurrection is extremely weak (see above, pp. 209-10, and Farnell, Cults,
v, pp. 171, 176, 209). There is in fact no evidence that themother of Iacchos
figured at all in the Lenaea, and the (nrapaypo's was only mentioned in
a hymn. And whatever may happen at Viza, we have no other evidence
of a ritual sequence in ancientGreece combining anodos, birth, o-napaypds,
and resurrection.
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ritual, the Old Woman was the mother of the bridegroom

(Phales or Dionysus), does she survive in comedy as themother

of the Old Rustic 1 In some plays she is his wife. But if, as

Mr. Cornford thinks likely, the first part of the ritual sequence

(containing the birth of the infant) dropped out, with the

growth of literary comedy,why should theOldWoman havesur

vived at all 1 andwhy as
'

a drunken and amorous old hag,who

dances the cordax
'

1 The truth seems to be thatMr. Cornford

has left out of sight the strong evidence which exists that

this OldWoman is a stock figure derived, not from any
Anodos-

ritual (for in such ritual the mother does not appear to have

been either amorous or effete), but from very early Pelopon

nesian cult-plays, as has been explained elsewhere.

§ 3. Mr. Cornford represents the bridegroom or the victor

in the agon as a New God, and therefore as the survival of

a divine figure in the original folk-play or ritual ; or at least

as a victorious king
—the distinction between King and God

being, in primitive ritual, sometimes a vanishing one. Here

we must examine the evidence in detail. It is found mainly

in the exodoi.

In the Acharnians the victory which Dicaeopolis celebrates

appears to be a victory in a drinking-match,1 not in any agon

which forms part of the main plot of the play. There is

nothing to suggest that he is made a king ; his inquiry for

the king of the feast, from whom he is to claim his prize,

suggests the opposite.

In the Knights, when the sausage-seller has defeated Cleon,

the chorus greets him with 3> xa^P€ KaXXiviKe (1254). After

wards Demos, having been boiled back to youth by the

sausage-seller, is greeted by the chorus (1330) Seigare rbv rrjs

'EXXdSos iipiv Kal rrjs yfjs rfjaSe povapxov, and (1333) ®

BaaiXev tcov 'EXXrjvcov :
2
and (1338) he is given the SnovSai—

two courtesans. (Apparently then Demos is the bridegroom,

though Agoracritus was the victor ; this scarcely fits Mr.

Cornford's theory.) Demos then gives Agoracritus a green

1 See above, p. 310.
2 These phrases are naturally taken as metaphors, used as Thucydides

uses expressions virtually synonymous about the Athenian supremacy.
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robe (Barpaxis), which (according to Mr. Cornford)
l implies

that Agoracritus is a king. (That makes two kings in this

play.) The end of the play is lost ; but the fact that Demos

refers to Cleon by the epithet (pappaKos (a word elsewhere

used metaphorically in abusive contexts)
2 leads Mr. Cornford

to suggest that Cleon was literally driven out in the manner

of a Pharmakos ; though it is not easy to see how this is

consistent with turning him into a sausage-seller, the fate

actually proposed for him; the Pharmakos did not usually

get off so easily.

Mr. Cornford's treatment of the Clouds is very difficult to

follow. If his idea that the victor or bridegroom is also

a New God or King is correct, we ought to find in the play

the defeat of an antagonist by such a God or King, or else the

defeat of the victor by the antagonist, followed by the victor's

resurrection. Now the Clouds as it stands appears to be an

imperfectly revised version, and it is uncertain between whom

the agon was originally fought. The fact that it is Strepsiades

who answers interrogations (627 ff.) makes it probable that it

was originally Strepsiades who was instructed, after a pre

liminary agon with Socrates, and that the instruction of

Pheidippides and his agon with his father, belonged only to

the second edition. Whichever was the case, the agon was at

least between two characters in the play. But Mr. Cornford

apparently regards the play as in effect an agon between Zeus

and the usurping Dinos, in which the antagonist first wins,

but is afterwards defeated again. This seems to exaggerate

out of all proportion the one or two lines which give colour to

such a theory. The subject of the play is, of course, in part the

contrast of older and newer religious ideas—a subject chosen,

not as keeping up an ancient ritual sequence, but as a topic

of burning interest at the time ; these passages arise naturally

1

Belying on Pollux, iv. 116, but there is no suggestion in Pollux that

this was a royal robe.

a
e. g. Aristoph. fr. 634 (K.). [Dem.] in Aristog. i, § 80 ; Lys. in Andoc.

§ 53. cf. Bekk. Anecd. Gr. I. 315. 22. Mr. Cornford's comparison of the

Knights with St. Paul's words in 1 Cor. iv. 6 appears to be peculiarly far

fetched.
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out of the subject, and require no ritual sequence to explain

them. On what principle, again, does Mr. Cornford suddenly

transfer the idea of kingship from the protagonist in the

play (to whom, on his
general theory, it ought to be attached),

to a god who is merely mentioned among other subjects of

discussion 1 If any one is to be King or God, it ought to be

Strepsiades or Pheidippides.

In the Wasps there is no suggestion of kingship or godhead

being attributed to Philocleon—only a challenge on his part

to a dancingmatch. There is nomention of victory, except his

warning that at Olympia the older competitor sometimes
won.1

The Peace is said (p. 28) to present the
'

New Zeus
'

motive

in a milder form. It would be truer to say that it does not

present it at all. For the intention of Trygaeus to go up and

question Zeus as to his meaning cannot possibly be construed

as making Trygaeus a New Zeus. Mr. Cornford's reference

(p. 28) to Salmoneus also seems very far-fetched. Apparently
the implied argument is that since Trygaeus looked up to

heaven and abused Zeus, as Salmoneus does on a vase-painting,

Trygaeus is a
'

thunder-king
'

like Salmoneus. There could

not be a clearer case of
'

undistributed middle term
'

; and

besides, Trygaeus (11. 56 ff.) does not abuse Zeus, but questions

and entreats. He is never called a victor.

The Birds is Mr. Cornford's trump card. Here Peithetaerus

is really the New Zeus. The supersession—not of Zeus in

particular, but of all the gods—is the theme of this play ; and

it can hardly be doubted that the recurrence of this theme

during the Peloponnesian War is a comic reflex of the feeling
which became manifest, that there was no moral government

in the world, that the
gods'

regime had broken down, and that

(as Thucydides expressed it) itwas kv bpoicp Kal aeBeiv koi pfj.

We find such discontent with the gods in the Peace and in the

Birds, and also in the Plutus, in which the poet, in his senile

period, dishes up many of his old ideas in a more frigid

collation. The treatment of Peithetaerus as the New Zeus is

simply a necessary part of the working out of this general

idea, not the survival of a ritual performance, though naturally
1 11. 1381 ff.
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some ideas are borrowed from the thunder-kings, &c, of the

legends, in some of which primitive religious
' king-choosings

'

may be reflected; Peithetaerus is therefore quite naturally

hailed with the KaXXiviKos song, as victor, king, and god.

In the Lysistrata there is no hint of king or god—only an

anticipation in one line (1293) of a dramatic victory. In the

Thesmophoriazusae there is not even this.

In the Frogs there is the contest for the
'
throne of tragedy

'

;

but it is quite plain (though Mr. Cornford thinks otherwise)

that it was not thought of as a royal throne. The privileges

of the supreme poet are

airr/aiv avrbv kv npvraveico XapBdveiv,

Opbvov re tov UXovtcovos e^r/s.

It is fallacious to urge that the Prytaneum was a survival

of the king's palace, and that there is an analogy with the

Olympic victor who was feasted in the Prytaneum. These

facts cannot by any legitimate means be used to prove that

the mention of airrjais kv npvraveico implies that the person

feasted owes his place in comedy to the fact that he is a relic

of a primitive ritual of
king-making.1 Are we to assume that

(e. g.) the proceedings in the Assembly and the Prytaneum on

the return of an ambassador come down from times when the

ambassador was made a king ? If only the Olympic victor

was even fed at the public expense, and if he were really

treated as a king (a point which is more than doubtful), there

might be something to be said for Mr. Cornford's theory ; but

it is not so.

In the Ecclesiazusae there is no hint of god or king, but

only the same cries which have been quoted from the

Lysistrata, and which (as has already been suggested)
2 do

1 An equally inadmissible argument is that on the same page (p. 32),

that, because Pericles was accused of being a tyrant and was nicknamed

6 axivoKecpaXos Zeis, the play in which he occurred must be descended

from a ritual in which a king figured. Surely no one can take the

current comparisons of Pericles to Zeus as anything but metaphors,

evoked by his strong and domineering character and certain facts in

his history. (The same reply is to be made, mutatis mutandis, to the

foot-note on p. 31.)
a See above, p. 310.

z2
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not really imply that any
one in the play is a victor, but are

simply a
joyful anticipation by the chorus of their own victory

in the Dionysiac competition.

We have lastly to consider the Plutus. The amazing con

jecture that Plutus is installed in the Opisthodomus of the

Parthenon as consort of Athena, thus replacing Zeus Soter in

the same capacity, has already been
mentioned 1, and a reply

given to it. It is, of course, true that Plutus virtually brings

to an end the rule of Zeus, andChremylus says ofPlutus (1. 1189)

b Zeiis b acorr/p yap ndpeariv kvOdSe

aiirbparos t/kcov.

But the latter expression is naturally taken as a strong

metaphor, like ols LToaeiScov dacpaXeibs eanv r)
BaKTr/pia:i

and, once more, the idea of the replacement of the gods by
a juster government is a reversion to the frame of mind

generated by the Peloponnesian War and given far more

brilliant expression in the Birds.

What is the result ? In two plays the theme of the play is

the supersession of the gods, and it is not very strange to find

the leader of the revolt acclaimed as the New Zeus. It would

be strange if it were otherwise. In the Knights there is some

metaphorical use of the idea of kingship, applied not to the

victor in the agon, but to Demos; this hardly helps Mr.

Cornford's theory, and there is little else that does so. For

no one can take seriously the argument that because in two

or three plays the victor in the contest is greeted with the

same cry as an Olympic victor, and because (according to one

much-disputed theory)
3 the Olympic victor is the descendant

of a king chosen by competition, comedy itself is descended

from such a competition. The only conclusion which we can

draw is that the ideas of theNew Zeus and New King occur so

rarely in comedy and are applied, as a rule, in so metaphorical

a manner, that it may be taken as certain that they were not

1
p. 333. 2

Acharnians 672.
5 The theory is propounded by Mr. Cornford in Miss Harrison's Themis,

ch. vii. In the B.S.A. Annual, vol. xxii, pp. 85 ff., Dr. E. N. Gardner

gives what seems to be a conclusive reply.
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ideas implicit in any ritual from which comedy sprang, but

have a simple and sufficient explanation where they occur.

§ 4. It is not clear in what way the Pharmakos-ritual is

supposed to have formed part of the original ceremony

imagined in Mr. Cornford's theory. It is quite true that the

rite of the expulsion of the Pharmakos existed, and must have

existed from primitive times, in Athens. But was it part of

a larger ritual typifying the change from the Old to the New

Year'? There is no evidence of this. The ceremony took

place on the sixth of Thargelion ; but the fact that
Socrates'

birthday-feast was also celebrated on that day
l

surely cannot

mean that
'

Socrates, the purifier of men's souls, who suffered

an unjust death, was regarded as a Pharmakos, who bore the

sins of Athens on his innocent head
'

;
2 there is nowhere the

vestige of a hint of such a notion in antiquity ; and that the

Clouds ended with the expulsion of Socrates as Pharmakos 3

is a conjecture unsupported by a single word of the text. It

is also mere conjecture that the driving out of Penia in the

Plutus is based on the Pharmakos-ritual, as the bringing-in of

Plutus is on the Eiresione ceremony.4

Nothing in the text

suggests this. The application of the word (pappaKos as an

abusive epithet to Cleon needs no ritual basis. There is no

other reference to the idea in Aristophanes at all.5

§ 5, We have now to consider more particularly the nature

of the agon, and its origin as conceived by Mr. Cornford. The

agon stands
° in a fixed relation to the concluding marriage,

such that the bridegroom in the marriage is usually the victor

in the agon. We have in the agon the agonist—the ultimate

victor and bridegroom—and his antagonist: these, it would

seem (at least in some of Mr. Cornford's chapters), represent

the Old and New Year, and the Old Year must therefore have

originally been killed ; but, since he has to be the bridegroom,
he must, if killed, be resuscitated. We have therefore to look

1
Plut. Symp. viii. i, § 1.

2
Cornford, p. 55.

3
ibid., p. 11.

*

ibid., pp. 56, 82.
5 Mr. Cornford's note on p. 77 seems to be full of the most doubtful

matter.

6
ibid., p. 70.
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into the plays to find traces (1) of the ultimate victor being
killed in the agon, (2) of his being resuscitated. As to the

killing, Mr. Cornford sums up his case on p. 83 :
' In five

plays (Acharnians, Knights, Wasps, Birds, Lysistrata) the

chorus before the agon make a violent assault upon one or

other of the adversaries and threaten him with death. In the

Acharnians and Lysistrata the two halves of the chorus also

quarrel among
themselves.'

(The latter fact proves nothing

as to the death of the agonist.)
' After the agon, one or other

of the adversaries is wounded (finale of the Acharnians), is

beaten by his adversary and the chorus, and finally degraded

and expelled as if he were a Pharmakos (Knights) ; endures

the terrors of a descent into the cave of Trophonius (Clouds) ;

faints almost to death and is recalled to life, after threatening
to kill first himself and then his son (Wasps) ; is adorned for

burial (Lysistrata) ; tied to a plank and only saved from

death by a ruse (Thesmophoriazusae) ;
'
left for dead

'

in

Hades, while his adversary is brought back to life (Frogs) ;

driven away with curses, as Hunger or Death was driven out,

while Wealth is brought in
instead.'

Mr. Cornford proceeds:
'

The strength of this evidence may be variously estimated.

No one instance taken by itself would have much weight:

but when all are taken together, and it is seen how constant

this motive is, it appears to me that the probability that we

have here survivals of an original simulated death of one or

other adversary is considerably stronger than we should expect

to find it even if we knew on other grounds that the hypothesis

was
true.'

Let us now examine the instances and see whether they

really lend colour to the theory of an original simulated death.

It is, indeed, difficult to know exactly what we are to look

for. Apparently if either combatant—the final victor or his

antagonist—undergoes something like death, Mr. Cornford is

satisfied, though strictly no one ought to be killed but the

representative of the Old Year or Good Spirit in the original

ritual.1

That, however, would make the wounding of

1 In fact the identification of the Old Year with the Good Spirit

sometimes leads to difficulties. In a ritual agon the New Year would
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Lamachus pointless, and also the leaving of Euripides in

Hades. At the same time, the
'

something like death
'

need

not be so very like it, as a perusal of Mr. Cornford's list will

show. But, passing over these difficulties, let us grapple with

his instances.

In five plays there is a violent assault upon one or other of

the adversaries, and he is threatened with death. In the

Acharnians the attack upon Dicaeopolis is sufficiently

explained by the strong feelings current upon political questions

early in the war. But apparently the wounding ofLamachus

(not, it is to be noted, by Dicaeopolis) is also a point in Mr.

Cornford's argument. If so, Lamachus ought to represent the

Old Year or the Good Spirit ; whereas it is Dicaeopolis who is

the Old Year and is rejuvenated at the end of the play.

In the Knights there are of course violent threatenings of

one combatant by another, but nothing that suggests an

original ritual slaughter or simulated death ; to argue from the

fact that when Cleon is taken indoors (1. 1250) he parodies the

words of the dying Alcestis is really almost ridiculous. And

there is again the difficulty that while Agoracritus is the victor

and Cleon the victim, it is Demos who is rejuvenated, and not

either combatant.

In the Wasps the chorus attack Bdelycleon, but the supposed

traces of simulated death in this play are slight indeed. The

first (p. 79) is Philocleon's mock-heroic demand (1. 522) for

a sword, upon which he may fall, like Ajax, if he is defeated ;

the second is, apparently, his threat to murder Bdelycleon, if

he is not defeated. (We may well ask to whose simulated

death these contrary indications point.) The third is Philo

cleon's collapse when Bdelycleon wins—a scene described by
Mr. Cornford in language which greatly exaggerates the

mock-

heroic text.
'

Bdelycleon's exposure ', he says,
'
of the slavery

that is masked as democratic freedom reduces the old man to

a fainting condition. The sword drops from his nerveless

hand. Already his eyes are fixed on a better land of everlast-

naturally be the Good Spirit and would kill the Old ; but this is not

easily combined with the rejuvenation or resurrection of the Old as the

New.
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ing service on the jury, and his soul is taking flight, when his

son coaxes him back to life with the promise of a private law-

court at his own fireside. Philocleon's words are full of

reminiscences of the languishing heroes and heroines of

Euripides. In this passage we come as near as possible to

a sort of simulated death and
revival.'

This is surely more

than forced. Philocleon of course performs a mock-tragic

collapse—he parodies the behaviour and language of tragedy
all through the play, and he parodies Euripides in particular ;

but the scene needs no ritual death and revival to explain it—

nothing but a study of the cleverly drawn character of

Philocleon, and a sense of humour.

The pitched battle in the Birds is of the typical kind. But

there is a difficulty about themeaning of the agon. According
to Mr. Cornford (p. 80) the contest between the Epops and

Peithetaerus is a contest between the Old and the New King,

and we are reminded that the Hoopoe
'

is the metamorphosis

of one of the ancient kings of Athens'. But at an earlier

point in the book, Zeus was the Old King, not the Epops. Or

have we here another of Mr. Cornford's ever-ready doublings?

In the Lysistrata there are fights between the semi-choruses,

and between the Proboulos and Lysistrata, each with their

supporters. These will be dealt with presently. But, accord

ing to Mr. Cornford, there is a quasi-death of the Proboulos.

Lysistrata interrupts his reply to her with the words (599 ff),
aii Se Sr) ri paOcov ovk dnodvrjaKets ; and offers him a cake for

Cerberus, and puts a funeral wreath on him ; and as he goes

off she adds :

pcov kyKaXeis on oi$x* npovdepeadd ae;

aXX eis rpirr/v yovv f/pepav aol npco ndvv

r/gei r/pcov rd
rpir'

eneaKevaapeva.

Surely this is no more than a jeer at his old age and his

out of date views ; and any street-boy could have invented

such a piece of rudeness without the compulsion of a ritual

origin.

It is true that the five plays which have just been discussed

all begin the dispute with a violent quarrel. But it seems far
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easier to explain this by the comparatively simple form of

Kcopos which has been suggested in Ch. Ill of the present

book (or, if Navarre's theory be preferred, by a contest

arising between the phallic Kcopos and the spectators) than by
the elaborate ritual which Mr. Cornford imagines and which

would fit in very badly with any recorded form of Kcopos.

Some other points inMr. Cornford's argumentmay be briefly
mentioned. The supposed expulsion of Cleon as a Pharmakos

has already been disposed of; his conversion into a sausage-

seller cannot be interpreted as pointing back to a simulated

death. The sham initiation of Socrates is only a way of

deriding the hocus-pocus connected alike with his pretentious

doctrines and with some current kinds of mystery. The treat

ment ofMnesilochus in the Thesmophoriazusaewould certainly

not have suggested a ritual death and resurrection to any one

but Mr. Cornford. In the Frogs Euripides is
' left for dead

'

:

but the resurrection is that of Aeschylus. In the Plutus the

death of the god is represented (p. 100) by 'the painful

therapeutics of the god of medicine '. They were not

painful to Plutus, but only to Neocleides. Need we go

further? The scenes on which Mr. Cornford relies arise

naturally out of the dramatic situation: except the melies

after the Parodos, they conform to no one pattern ; they are

mostly parodies of tragedy, bits of original humour : there is

not one of which Mr. Cornford's explanation is the natural one,

or in which the genius of the poet, drawing illustrations from

all sources, is not an adequate one. The necessity for some

kind of agon the poet certainly did feel ; there is no reason to

suppose that he was under any such obligation to introduce

a simulated death, or that if he had done so, the traces of it

would have remained undiscovered for twenty-three centuries.

§ 6. We are in equal difficulties when we come to study

Mr. Cornford's proof that the original ritual contained the

rejuvenation of the Old Year, combined with, or as an alterna

tive to, the expulsion of the adversary by the New Year. The

combination, indeed, is very difficult to imagine. If the Old

Year was killed or expelled by the New, we should have to

postulate a rite with two New Years, one of whom is (or has
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been) expelled as a Pharmakos. So, instead of the killing of

the Old Year by the New,Mr. Cornford substitutes
1 the expul

sion of the Evil Principle by the Good (dropping all mention

of the year). The Good Principle could of course be sub

sequently rejuvenated ; though our idea of what the original

ritual is supposed to have been is somewhat blurred by this

substitution. The rejuvenation may be a resurrection, or a

rejuvenation by cooking, as when Medea professed to renew

the youth of Pelias.

The only play which ends in an actual resurrection of the

Good Adversary is (as Mr. Cornford remarks) the Frogs.
'
This

is also
'

(he adds)
'

the only play in which Dionysus takes a

leading part ; but
'

(he continues very candidly)
'

it is hardly
fair to lay much stress upon it, because the whole conception

of the plot demands that it should be modelled upon a descent

into
Hades.'

Yet he cannot give up the case altogether.
'
In

the ritual that underlay these descents—or one form of that

ritual—it was the male power of fertility who went down to

bring back from the underworld either his mother or his
bride.'

He instances the recovery of Alcestis by Heracles, and

of Semele by Dionysus (at Lerna), and a scene in the modern

play at Viza. But what has this to do with the Frogs, even

though Dionysus had to cross a lake (part of the regular

topography of Hades) in the Frogs as in the Lernaean tale ?

Does Aeschylus represent the mother or the bride of Dionysus ?

and which was represented by the poets in the Gerytades, and

the statesmen who were recalled to life in the Arjpoi of Eupolis?

Surely the idea of bringing back the dead to help or advise

their degenerate successors is not so far beyond the imagination

of a brilliant poet, particularly with the Odyssey to help him,

as to require an original ritual to explain
it.2

As to the rejuvenation of Demos in the Knights, when the

1
p. 84.

2 That the scene in the Peace inwhich Eirene is hauled up by Trygaeus

is modelled on the Anodos-scenes which appear on certain vasei, and

which may (though this is very uncertain) have been enacted at some

festival, is very probable ; and Mr. Cornford does well to call attention to

Robert's interpretation of the scene in this sense.
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sausage-seller claims to have 'cooked him young again',

Mr. Cornford overstates the case ; and it is not likely that

many readers will agree with him that
'
the trade of the

sausage-seller, who is repeatedly called a cook (pdyeipos), has,

in fact, been chosen solely in order that he may render this

last brilliant service to Demos
'
—

solely, that is, with a view to

1. 1321, rbv Afjpov d(pe\jrr/aas vpiv KaXbv kg alaxpov nenoir/Ka.

(His trade simplymarks him as representing the lowest of the

people.) The rejuvenation by cooking is surely no more than

a reminiscence of the story of Medea and Pelias in a comic

context—a variation on the rejuvenation of an elderly person

which certainly does occur in several plays, and is natural

enough in a comedy in which the old rustic was a traditional

character and would be granted his heart's desire best by

becoming young again. It needs no ritual to explain this.

§ 7. Mr. Cornford points out quite truly that there is some

times a sacrifice shortly before the end of the play. His

arguments, however, to prove the occurrence of such a sacrifice

are not always convincing. In the Acharnians the series of

scenes in which Dicaeopolis holds his market are said
r to be

preparations for sacrifice and feast ; but the Megarean's state

ment that his pigs are old enough 'AabpoSira Oveiv hardly
proves it. There is no sacrifice in the Clouds, only 'the

initiation scene which the neophyte mistakes for a sacrifice
'

;

in the Thesmophoriazusae only the
'

sacrifice
'

of the sham baby
(the wine-skin) hardly a ritual relic ; in the Ecclesiazusae

no sacrifice, but a
'

curious scene
'

out of which Mr. Cornford

vainly tries to squeeze reminiscences of one. In the Frogs

the sacrifice precedes the agon instead of following it as

it ought to do if it is either the victor's thank-offering or a

relic of the ritual death of the defeated combatant. The clear

scenes of sacrifice and feast are those of the Knights, Peace,

Birds, and Plutus ; and we may well be content to regard

such scenes as the natural way of celebrating the victory of

the successful party in the agon, without laying such stress as

Mr. Cornford does upon the parallelism with the proceedings

of the victor in the Olympic games. In both cases the victor

1
p. 94.
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offers a sacrifice and leads a Kcopos, and there the parallelism

ends.

It is certainly not possible to
accept Mr. Cornford's further

(or alternative) explanation that the sacrifice was once the

rending, or omophagy, or scattering of the Good Principle—

the Principle represented in the plays by Demos, Philocleon,

Mnesilochus (!), Aeschylus, Plutus. It is only necessary to

read § 47 of his book to see how strained this interpretation is.

Whether the scattering of nuts or cakes to the spectators

has any connexion with phallic rites and the scattering of

emblems of fertility
1

may be left an open question. But we

may be sure that it was never the scattering of portions of the

slain god ; for there is no evidence at all that the god was ever

slain in any ritual with which comedy can be connected ; and

the idea that the agon arose from a ritual in which an

Eniautos-Daimon or Good Principle underwent a simulated

death must be pronounced wholly unproved.

§ 8. Some points of detail in regard to Mr. Cornford's treat

ment of the
'

Impostors
'

have already been noticed. They are

probably not due to the multiplication of the antagonist, but

spring from a different source. They are by no means all

impostors, though they are highly inconvenient people.

Probably Mr. Cornford would have modified in some degree

his treatment of the stock masks of comedy, had he been able

to study Robert's important work, which, though dealing

primarily with the New Comedy, throws much light incident

ally on the Old. Mr. Cornford explains the fact that certain

types seem to have been common to Athens, Megara, Sparta,

Syracuse, and Tarentum by the hypothesis that themasks were
'

the set required for the fertility drama of the Old Year trans

formed into the New, that marriage which is interrupted by
the death and revival of the hero '. It would not be difficult

to show that he exaggerates the fixity of the types, owing to

his desire to prove that they were the masks of a
troupe"

of

actors who came into existence as the actors of a fixed plot.

But in fact the existence of such troupes of actors seems to be

a late, not an early phenomenon in the history of the Greek

1
pp. 100-2.
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drama, and there is far more variety, especially in the scenes

of the second half of
Aristophanes'

comedies, than can be

explained on these lines. There are also difficulties of detail,

e. g. his treatment of the Miles Cloriosus as originally the

antagonist of the bridegroom in the lepbs ydpos—an idea

which does not seem to correspond to anything in the actual

plays.

In the last chapter of the book Mr. Cornford tries to show

that his supposed ritual was indigenous to Attica. As it is

more than doubtful whether such a ritual existed at all, we

need hardly discuss this point, but may be content to refer

back to the reasons already given for ascribing to Dorian

peoples some share in the origination of the Attic Comedy.

(These reasons are not exactly those which he discusses.)
What the native elements in Attic Comedy probably were, the

present chapter has attempted to show.
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E picharmus

i

Life, etc., of Epicharmus.

All that can be said with certainty about the life of

Epicharmus can be stated in a few lines. He wrote comedies at

Syracuse in the reigns of Gelo (485-478 B. c.) and Hiero (478-

467 B. a), and must have been writing for many years before

487/6 B. c.— the year of
Chionides'

first appearance in Athens,

since Aristotle records that he was 7roAA<2 npbrepos XicoviSov

Kal
Mdyvr/ros.1 It may also be taken as certain that he wrote

comedies at Megara Hyblaea before he did so at Syracuse ;

the Megarean claim to have originated comedy (recorded by

Aristotle) was based on the fact that Epicharmus belonged to

Megara Hyblaea, and the claim would have been pointless

unless he had actually written there. (Megara Hyblaea was

destroyed by Gelo in 483 B.C.) These statements can be

legitimately inferred from the following passages :

Aristotle, Poet. iii. 1448 a 30 ff. Sib Kal dvrinoiovvrai rfjs

re rpaycpSias Kal rfjs KcopcpSias ol
Acopieis'

rrjs pev yap KcopcpSias

ol Meyapeis o'i re kvravOa cos knl rrjs aiirois Sr/poKparias

yevopevr/s Kal ol eK
SiKeXias'

eKeiOev yap rjv 'Enixappos 6

noir/rrjs, noXXcp npbrepos cbv XicoviSov Kal Mdyvr/ros.

ibid. v. 1449 b 5 ff. to Se pvdovs noieiv 'Enixappos Kal

$bppis'
to pev kg dpxrjs eK 2iKeXias r)X6e. (The passage is

variously emended, but there is no reason to doubt that it

connected the origination of comic plots of general, as opposed

to personal, interest with
Epicharmus'

work in Sicily.)
Marm. Par. Ep. 71

dip'

ov 'Iepcov SvpaKovaacov krvpdvvevaev

err/ HHnill dpxovros 'ABr/vr/ai Xdpr/ros (i.e. 472/1 B.C.). rjv Se

Kal 'Enixappos b noir/rr/s Kara rovrov.

1 On Wilamowitz's objection to this statement see below (p. 355).

sim A a
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Anon, de
Com.1

(Kaibel, Com. Oraec. Fr., p. 17) ('Enixappos

SvpaKoaios). ovtos npcoros Sieppippevr/v rr/v KcopcpSiav dveKTtj-

aaro noXXd npoa<piXorexvr/aas. XP°uols ^ yzyove
2
Kard rr/v

oy 'OXvpnidSa (73rd, i.e. 488-485 B.C.), rfj Se noir/aei yvpvixbs

Kal evperiKos Kal (piXbrexvos. aco(erai Se avrov Spdpara p ,

cov avriXeyovrai 8'.

Clem. Al. Strom, i. 64 rrjs Se 'EXeariKfjs dycoyfjs Uevochdvr/s

b KoXocpcovios Kardpx^i, ov (pr/ai Tipaios Kara 'Iepcova rbv

ZiKeXlas Svvdarnv Kal 'Eni\apaov rbv noir/rf/v yeyovevai,

'AnoXXbScopos Se Kara rrjv reaaapaKoarr/v 'OXvpnidSa (i.e. 620-

617 B.C.) yevbpevov napareraKevai axpi Aapeiov re Kal Kvpov

Xpbvov.

Suidas s.v.
'Enixappos' Tnvpov r) Xipdpov Kal HikISos

SvpaKovaios rj eK nbXecos Kpaarov tcov
SiKavcov' hs evpe rr/v

KcopcpSiav kv SvpaKovaais dpa $bppcp. eSiSage Se Spdpara
vB'

',

as Se Avkcov (pr/ai,
Xe'

'

. rives Se aiirbv Kcoov dveypa^av tcov

perd KdSpov els SiKeXiav peroiKr/aavrcov
,
dXXoi Sdpiov, dXXoi

Meyapea tcov kv SiKeXia. r/v Se npb tcov LTepaiKiov err/ ej

SiSdaKcov kv SvpaKovaais" kv Se 'AQr/vais Everr/s Kal EvgeviSr/s

Kal MvXXos kneSe'iKvvvTo. Kal 'Emx&pptios Xbyos, rov

'Emxdppov.

[Various points in
Suidas'

notice will be discussed later.

The last sentence but one, however, gives as a fact, without

any alternative tradition, the same date as the Anonymous

writer. We do not know what their authority was, or on

what computation the date was based.

The expression dpa $bppco may also be compared with

Suidas'

account of <&bppos (s.v.) as SvpaKovaios, KcopiKos,

avyxpovos 'Enixdppcp, oUeios Se rkXcovi tco rvpdvvcp SiKeXias

Kal rpoobevs tcov naiScov avrov : and of Deinolochus (s.v.) as

livpaKovaios fj
'AKpayavnvos'

KcopiKos rjv enl rrjs
oy'

'OXvpmdSos

(488-485 B.C.) vibs 'Emxdppov, cos Se rives pa6r/Trjs.]
SCHOL. Pind. Pyth. i. 98 on Se 'Ava£iXaos AoKpovs r/6eXr/-

aev dpSr/v dnoXeaOai Kal eKcoXvOr/ npbs 'Iepcovos, laropei

1 On the value of this authority see Kaibel, Prolegomena nepl Kcopa8las.
' Rohde (Rhein. Mus. xxxiii, p. 165) has shown that yeyove does not

mean 'was
born'

in most cases where it occurs in such notices, but

= r/Kpa^ero ovfloruit.
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'Enixappos kv Naaois. (The event referred to took place in

476 B.C., or between 478 and 476 B.C.)

Other writers, such as Diogenes and Iamblichus, who did

not think of Epicharmus primarily as a comic poet, also

mention his residence at Syracuse, and this, and the facts that

he was associated with Hiero and wrote comedies, are all that

is beyond dispute.

How far his life can be carried back beyond the reigns of

Gelo and Hiero depends

(1) upon the interpretation put upon Aristotle's expression

7ToXXcp npbrepos XicoviSov Kal Mdyvr/ros. It is clear that the

later authorities quoted date Epicharmus by his association

with Hiero and not by anything earlier, though Suidas may

give as his floruit the date of his actual or supposed migration

to Syracuse,1
and seems to have an independent tradition

about
Epicharmus'

contemporary, Phormus, as a friend of

Gelo. But to alter Aristotle's phrase to oi noXXco npbrepos
2

does not seem to be justifiable, and the number of
'

plays
'

ascribed to Epicharmus implies a long period of activity.

(2) upon the view taken of the tradition, which we must

now consider, that Epicharmus was a hearer of Pythagoras.

Pythagoras is said to have arrived at Croton in 530 B.C., and

the persecution of the Pythagoreans in Magna Graecia seems

to have begun about 510 b. c. If the tradition is true, it is

fairly probable that
Epicharmus'

attendance on Pythagoras

would have been earlier than 510 b. c, and that he would

have been born at least by 530 b. c. If he began writing

plays while young (as e.g. Aristophanes did) he might well

be described as noXXco npbrepos XicoviSov, who (according to

Suidas) appeared first in 487/6 b. o. ereaiv oktco npb tcov

LTepaiKcov.3

1 As suggested by Wilamowitz, G5tt. Gel. Aiu. 1906, p. 620.
1 This was done by Butcher in his first edition, and approved by

various scholars : but he afterwards abandoned the emendation.

3

Assuming with Capps that the year of the
'
Persian Wars

'

was

480/79 B. c, and the reckoning inclusive (though 488/7 B. c. must be

admitted to be possible). Wilamowitz is not convincingwhen he attempts

(Qutt. Gel. Anz. 1906, pp. 621-2) to prove that the dating of Epicharmus

A a 2
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The tradition of Epicharmus as a Pythagorean and a
'

wise

man
'

is recorded by various writers :

Plutarch, Vit. Nv/mae, viii HvOayopav 'Pcopaiot rfj

noXireia npoaeypayfrav, cos iaropr/Kev 'Enixappos 6 KcopiKos ev

nvi Xbycp npbs Avrr/vopa yeypappevco, naXaibs dvr/p Kal rrjs

IIvQayopiKrjs SiarpiBrjs pereaxrjkcos.

[But the Abyos npbs 'Avrr/vopa was certainly a spurious

work.]

Clem. Al. Strom, v, § 100 ndXiv to Svvarbv ev naai

npoadmovaiv Kal ol XoyipcoraToi rm 6eZ, 6 pev 'Enixappos

(LTvOaybpeios
S'

r/v) Xeycov . . . (fragm. 266, Kaib.).

[But Clement elsewhere quotes the certainly spurious

LToXireia of Epicharmus as genuine.]

DlOG. Laert. i. 42 'InnbBoros
S'

ev rfj tcov (piXoabtpanv

dvaypacpfj'

'Opipea, Aivov, SbXcova, HepiavSpov, 'Avdxapaiv,
KXebBovXov, Miiacova, QaXrjv, Biavra, UnraKov,

'

Enixappov,
HvQaybpav.

[Hippobotus lived at the end of the third or beginning of

the second century B. C.]

ibid. viii. 78 'Enixappos 'HXouaXovs KSos.*
Kal ovtos

r)Kovae Uvaaybpov. rpipr/viaios
8'

iindpxcov dnr/vexor/ rrjs

IliKeXias els Meyapa, kvrevaev
$'

els SvpaKovaas, coy c^crt /cat

aiirbs kv tois avyypdppaaiv. Kal airZ knl tov dvSpiavros

kniyeypanrai
rdSe'

et n napaXXdaaei (paedwv peyas dXios darpcov

Kal nbvros norapcov c^et Svvapiv,
cpapl roaovrov kyib ao(pia npoex^iv 'Enixappov

oV narpis
kareobdvooa'

aSe SvpaKoaioov.

by Aristotle (implied also in Plato, Theaet. 152 d, e, vid. infr.) is

inconsistent with the date given by Suidas and the
'grammatical'

tradition. The two are quite reconcilable if we suppose that he was

composing at Megara long before he was famous at Syracuse, and
Suidas'

statement that
Magnes'

e'mPdWei XicoviStj veds npeafivTrj is absolutely con

sistent with the facts that Epicharmus was writing in 476 B. c. and that

the first (recorded) mention of a victory by Magnes is in 472 b. c.
4 A very confused passage of Diogenes (vii. 7) about supposed writings

of Pythagoras also mentions 'H\o9a\r) tov 'Emxdppov tov Kaov narepa.
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ovros vnopvr/para KaraXeXoinev kv oh cpvaioXoyei, yvcopoXoyei,

larpoXoyei. Kal napaanxiSia kv tois nXeiarois tcov
vnopvr/-

pdroov nenoir/Kev, dls Siaaacfiei oti eavrov earl rd avyypappara.

Biovs
S'

err/ kvevr/Kovra Karkarpe^ev.

[The comedies are not herementioned, but in a passage to be

considered later (iii. 12) Diogenes, while still thinking of

Epicharmus'

contributions to philosophy, calls him
'
the comic

poet
'

: 7roAXd Se Kal 'Enixappov rov KcopcoSionoiov
npoaco-

(pkXr/Tai (sc. IlXdrcov) ktX.

Lucian, MaKpbBioi, § 25, has a similar tradition about the

poet's great age : Kal 'Enixappos Se b rfjs KcopcpSias noir/rr)s

Kal aiirbs evevr/Kovra Kal knrd err/ Xeyerai Bicovaii]
Theocritus'

Epigram (18) also evidently thinks of the statue

erected in the theatre at Syracuse as a recognition of Epi

charmus'

wisdom :

d re (pcovd Acopios x^hp ° Tav KcopcoSiav

evpcov
'EnixaPpos'

co BaKxe, xa^Kebv viv avr dXavivov

rlv
2>8'

dvedr/Kav

toi ^vpaKoaaais kviSpvvrai neXcopiaral nbXei,

oV dvSpl noXira

aoipcov eoiKe pr/pdrcov pepvapevovs
J

reXeiv knix^ipa.

noXXd yap nor rdv (bav rois ndaiv eine
xP'Hcrlpa'

peydXa x^P1? aiirco.

Anon, inPlat. Theaet. 152 e (Berl. Klass. Texte ii, col. 71. 12)
'Enixappos b (bpiXrj)aas rois HvOa(yopeiois) dXXa re riva

k(nivev6r/)Kev Seivd ktX. (See below, p. 375.)

IAMBLICHUS, Vit. Pythag. 166 nepl tS>v (pvaiKcov baoi riva

pveiav nenoir/vrai, npcorov 'EpneSoKXka Kal LTappeviSr/v rbv

'

EXedrr/v npoabepbpevoi rvyxdvovaiv, 01 re yvcopoXoyfjaai rt tcov

Kara rbv Biov BovXbpevoi rds 'Emxdppov Siavoias npocpepovrai,

Kal ax*8bv ndvres aiiras ol cpiXbaocpoi Karexovai.

ibid. 226 tcov Se e£codev aKpoarcov yeveaaai Kal 'Enixap-

' Editors differ much in their readings of this line and the lines which

precede and follow it, but it would be beside the point to discuss the

readings here.
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pov,
dXX'

ovk eK tov avarr/paros tcov dvSpcov, dcpiKopevov Se

els HvpaKovaas Sid rr/v 'Iepcovos rvpavviSa tov pev (pavepms

cpiXoaocpeiv anoax^vai, els perpov if kvreivai rds Siavoias tcov

dvSpcov, perd naiSias Kpv<pa eKcpepovra rd JJvOayopov Soypara.

ibid. 241 Mr/Tpb8copbs re 6 Qvpaov rov narpbs 'Enixappov

Kal rfjs eKeivov SiSaaKaXias rd nXeiova npbs tt)v larpiKr/v

pereveyKas, k£r/yovpevos roiis tov narpbs Xoyovs npos rbv

d8eX<pbv (pr/ai rbv 'Enixappov Kal npb tovtov tov UvQaybpav

tcov SiaXeKTcov dpiarr/v XapBdveiv rr/v AcopiSa.

[The reading is very doubtful and the corrections uncertain,

Wilamowitz, reading o Qvpaov rov [narpbs] 'Emxdppov makes

Metrodorus grandson of Epicharmus : Diels reads b Qvpaov

(d8eX(pbs eK rrjs) rov narpbs 'Emxdppov. It is also uncertain

who is meant by eKeivov—Thyrsus, Epicharmus, or, as Diels

thinks, Pythagoras. But as was pointed out by
Rohde,1

and

as is agreed by Kaibel and Diels, Metrodorus cannot have

lived until after Aristoxenus, whose musical theories are pre

supposed in other remarks ascribed to him by Iamblichus;

and the passage, which after all says nothing about Epichar

mus except that he wrote in Doric, may be neglected.]

It is clear that in these passages two traditions are to be

distinguished. The first is that of the introduction of

philosophical ideas into the comedies of Epicharmus ; the

second, which only occurs distinctly in Diogenes, viii. 78,

affirms that he wrote vnopvrjpara
—treatises on Nature and

Medicine, as well as gnomic wisdom. The first tradition is all

that can be extracted with certainty from Iamblichus, and

fortunately (since the authority of the work which passes

under the name of Iamblichus, and particularly of this part of

it, is very weak) it does not need his support. We shall

return shortly to the subject of the yvcopai of Epicharmus.

The second tradition proves its own worthlessness, when it

records that most of the
'

treatises
'

contained acrostics show

ing Epicharmus to be the author. The acrostic does not

appear before the Alexandrian age,2

and the writings before

Diogenes (or his source) were plainly spurious.

1 Rhein. Mus. xxvii, p. 40.
2 See Pascal, Riv. di Filol. 1919, p. 58.
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The statement that Epicharmus was a hearer or follower of

Pythagoras, though not one of his intimate disciples, may or

may not be true ; though the authority for it is very weak,

there is nothing unlikely in it ; but we shall see that there is

nothing in the extant fragments of a
'philosophical'

kind

which proves more than that the poet was generally acquainted

with the discussions of contemporary thinkers about Change

and Permanence—a point which is also sufficiently proved by

Plato, Theaet. 152 d, e '4k re 8r) (popas Kal Kivrjaecos Kal

Kpdaecos npbs dXXr/Xa yiyverai ndvra d 8r) (papev elvai, oiiK

bpOcos npoaayopevovres'

eari pev yap oiiSev, del Se

yiyverai. Kal nepl tovtov ndvres k£rjs ol aocpol nXr)v Happevi-

Sov avpcpepeadcov, LTpcoraybpas re Kal 'HpaKXeiros Kal 'EpneSo-

kXtjs, Kal tcov noir/Tcov ol dKpoi rrjs noirjaecos eKarkpas, KcopcpSias

pev 'Enixappos, rpaycpSias Se "Opr/pos, bs eincov,
" 'flKeavbv re

vecov ykveaiv Kal pr/repa
Tr/Qvv"

ndvra etpr/Kev eKyova porjs

re Kal Kivrjaecos. The reference to Homer shows that Plato

was not thinking only of set philosophical discussions, and if

he had known of any treatises of
Epicharmus'

nepl (pvaecos, it

is not likely that he would have referred to him simply as a

comic poet. The question of
Epicharmus'

relation to Pytha

goras, and therewith the question how far back he may be

dated, must therefore be left open. All that can be said is

that there is nothing to contradict Aristotle's statement that

he was long before Chionides and Magnes. We do not know

when he died.

The notices are at variance as regards the poet's parentage

and birthplace. The matter is not of great importance, and

may be discussed briefly. Diogenes (viii. 7), who is interested

in Epicharmus as a
'
wise man ', makes him the son of

Helothales, who in a confused way is also brought into some

relation to Pythagoras. Diogenes also makes him a native of

Cos, the seat of a great medical school, with which perhaps he

desired to connect Epicharmus on account of the spurious

medical writings. A variety of this account appears in

Suidas, who says that
'

some have made him a native of Cos,

one of those who migrated to Sicily with Cadmus'. Cadmus

was a tyrant of Cos, who, according to Herodotus (vii. 164)
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abdicated owing to
conscientious objections to tyranny, and

migrated to Zancle (afterwards called Messene) with certain

exiles from Samos. But this took place after the fall ofMiletus

in 494 b. C. (Herod, vi. 22-5) ; and it is scarcely possible that

Epicharmus should have arrived in Sicily as late as this, if he

was producing plays at Syracuse in 483 b. c. and in Megara

Hyblaea long enough before that to be called
'
much earlier than

Chionides '. This accountwould also make it very improbable

that he should have been a hearer of Pythagoras, but not much

stress can be laid upon this. Nor need we be troubled by the

statement ofDiomedes (about the end of the fourth centuryA.D.)
'

sunt qui velint Epicharmum in Co insula exulantem primum

hoc carmen frequentasse, et sic a Coo comediam
did'.1 It

remains quite possible that the poet was born at Cos, and

taken to Sicily in infancy, as Diogenes says ; but in view of

the uncritical character of
Diogenes'

notice, the question must

at least be left open ; and the avyypdppara on which Diogenes

drew must be assumed to be the spurious ones. The theory
mentioned by Suidas, that he was a native of Samos, may
have been intended to bring him into early relations with

Pythagoras, or to account for the supposed association of the

poet (along with other Samians) with Cadmus.

But another tradition makes Epicharmus a Sicilian from

the first. One of the alternatives mentioned by Suidas makes

his birthplace Krastos, a Sicanian town ; but Suidas probably

got this from
Neanthes'

nepl kvSbgcov dvSpcov. (Neanthes lived

under Attalus I of Pergamum, who reigned 241-197 B.C.) As

Neanthes in the same breath made Krastos the birthplace of

the famous eraipa Lais, who is known (from Polemo ap. Athen.

xiii, p. 588 b) to have been born at Hykkara, no weight can

be attached to the story.2 The other account mentioned by

'
Kaibel, Com. Fr. i, pp. 58, 88. Grysar (de Doriensium Comoedia,

Cologne, 1828) builds on this an elaborate theory that Epicharmus was
driven into exile by the persecution of the Pythagoreans about 510 B.C.,

but returned with Cadmus to Sicily in 494 B.C.

Steph. Byz., p. 382. 13 Kpacrrds, ndXis tcov "2iKavcov. &iKicrros SifceXiKBj/

TpioSeKaTcp. eK TavTtjS r]v 'Enixappos 6 KcopiKos Kal Aa\s r) eraipa, <5)S NeavtV
iv too n-epi e'vSdgcov av8pav. Plutarch, Symp. Quaest. i. x. 2, animadverts
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Suidas makes Epicharmus a Syracusan ; and he was probably

also claimed by the Megareans. The only possible
conclusion

is that we cannot tell where he was born.

The futility of some of
Suidas'

sources is illustrated by his

description of Epicharmus as son of Tityrus or Chimaros—

evident inventions like those (also reported by Suidas) which

made Phrynichus son of Minyras or Chorocles, and Arion son

of KvKXevs. In the text of Suidas his mother's name is given

as Sikis (Kal Sik(Sos). This has been emended by some to

St/kISos, in which case the name would be a false inference on

some one's part from fragment 125 (Kaibel) ;
1

by Welcker to

'SiKiwiSos, the a'lKivvis being a satyric dance, and the name at

least as appropriate for a parent of Epicharmus as Tityrus or

Chimaros. Once more we can only conclude that we cannot

tell who the poet's parents were any better than the early

grammarians
could.2

Of the poet's relations to Hiero we know nothing apart

from one or two anecdotes. The statement of Iamblichus that

Epicharmus was a philosopher who was driven by fear of

Hiero's tyrannical character to veil his philosophy under the

forms of comedy is not likely to be true ; for though on one

occasion the poet got into trouble for an indecent remark made

in the presence of Hiero's wife (Plut. Apophth. Reg., p. 175 c),
another story shows that he could give himself considerable

freedom : viz. Plut. Quomodo quis adulatorem distinguat ab

amico, p. 68 a 'Enixappos, tov 'Iepcovos dveXbvros kviovs

tcov avvr/Qcov Kal pe& rjpepas bXiyas KeXevaavros knl Seinvov

avrov, 'AXXd npcpr/v, ecpr/, Ovcov rods (piXovs ovk eKaXeaas. Aelian

(Var. Hist. ii. 34) narrates another anecdote : 'Enixappov (paai

on the unreliability of Neanthes, and Polomo Periegetes wrote a work

called 'Avriypa(pa\ npds Nedv6rjv (Athen. xiii, p. 602 f).

1 Schol. Ar. Peace 185 (explaining the thrice-repeated piapirraros of

Trygaeus) tovto ... to riA>;<Jes rr/v dcpoppnv eK tou Sxtpowos 'Emxdppov

ex,l> "™' KaKeivos nenoir)Ke t6i< cpoppbv ipcoTTjOevra
''

tis eo-ri prrrnp
"

;
dnoKpivd-

ptvov Sti
"
Sijki's ", Knl

"
tis e'ori ndrrjp

"

; elndvra
"
Si/xts ", Kal

"
tis d8e\cf>ds

''

;

dpoius SrjKis.

' Phot. Biblioth., p. 147 a (Bekker), states (after Ptolemaeus, son of

Hephaestion, late second century a.d.) that Epicharmus was descended

from Achilles, son of Peleus.
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ndw acpbSpa npeaBvrr/v ovra perd tcov t/Xikicotcov kv Xeaxx/
Kadr/pevcov, knel eKaaros tcov napbvrcov eXeyev, 6 pev ns, 'Epoi

nevre 'err/ dnbxpr/
(3icovai'

dXXos Se, 'Epol
rpia'

rpirov Se

elnbvros, 'Epol
riaaapa'

vnoXaBcov 6 'Enixappos, co BeXriaroi,
elne, ti araaidgere Kal Siacpepeade iinep oXiycov rjpepcov; ndvres

yap ol avveXBbvres Kara riva Saipova knl Svapais kapev mare

copa naaiv rjpiv rr/v Taxi<rrr/v dvdyeaOai npb tov tivos Kal

dnoXavaai KaKov npeaBvriKov. We are also told that he

laughed atAeschylus for his fondness for the word npaXobeiv :
x

and we may regret that we can only imagine the life of the

brilliant literary circle of Hiero's court, frequented as it was

by Aeschylus, Pindar, Simonides, and Bacchylides, and enter

tained by the performance of their works.2 A good deal is

sometimes made (after the example of Lorenz, pp. 92 ff.) of

the supposed influence of the social and intellectual habits

of the Sicilians, and of the Syracusans in particular, upon

Epicharmus and so upon Greek Comedy in general. There

may be some truth in the statement commonly made that the

Sicilians were naturally a witty people. Plato (Oorgias 493 a)

speaks of Kop^jrbs dvt/p, iacos SiKeXos ns rj 'IraXiKos, and Cicero

(II Verr. iv, § 95) writes
'
numquam tarn male est Siculis, quin

aliquid facete et commode dicant
'

; and they may well have

been as witty in the prosperous days of Gelo andHiero as they
were under Dionysius and Verres. The rise of Rhetoric in

Sicily belongs to the generation after Hiero ; but the attribu

tion of certain rhetorical tricks to Epicharmus himself shows

that such cleverness could be appreciated in his day as well as

later. But when Lorenz and others attribute to the influence

of the proverbial luxury of the Syracusans3 the fact that

Epicharmus could write long passages of
'

patter
'

containing

little but the names of fish and other eatables, it is natural to

1 Schol. Aesch. Eum. 402.
2 Apart from the epinikian odes of the great lyric poets we know that

the Alrvaiai of Aeschylus was composed in honour of Hiero's newly

founded city of Aetna (Vit. Aeschyli; Plut. Vit. Cim. viii), and that the

Persae was reproduced at Syracuse (Vit. Aesch. ; Schol. Ar. Ran. 1028).
3 Cf. Plat. Rep. iii. 404 d and Gorg. 518 b ; Hor. Od. III. i. 18 ; Strabo

VI. ii. 4 ; Schol. Ar. Knights, 1091 ; Athen. iii, p. 112 d ; vii, pp. 282 a, 352 f;

xii, p. 518 c ; xiv, pp. 655 f, 661 e, f ; and Suidas, s. v. StxeXixi) rpdnei\a.
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ask whether such things do not belong to popular comedy

everywhere and are not more likely (if they were derived

from anywhere) to be derived from the mime-like perform

ances in the Peloponnese to which both Sicilian and Athenian

Comedy owed some of their characteristic features. The

dances—chiefly of a mimetic kind—which were in vogue in

Sicily are enumerated byAthenaeus, and no doubt contributed

something to comedy, though few definite points of contact

can be discerned.1 It need only be observed here that such

indications as there are suggest that Syracuse provided the

comic poet with an atmosphere in which comedy might easily

flourish. If we ask why there was no political comedy in

Sicily, we need not have recourse to Hiero's temper or to the

dangers of life under a monarch for an explanation.2 The

simple reason seems to be that the earlier kinds of performance

out of which Sicilian Comedy developed were entirely
non-

political, and that political comedy was a special extravagance

peculiar to Athens and does not lie in the main stream of the

development of the art.

II

The spurious writings ascribed to Epicharmus.

§ 1. The vestiges of the WevSemxdppeia are collected and

the problems to which they give rise are discussed in Kaibel's

edition of the
fragments.3 Besides the statement of Diogenes

about the vnopvrjpara of Epicharmus kv oh cpvaioXoyei, yvcopo-

Xoyei, larpoXoyel (the spuriousness of which is proved by the

acrostics which Diogenes found in them), the chief evidence

(apart from fragments) is that of Athenaeus xiv. 648 d rr/v

pev rjpivav ol rd els 'Enixappov dvacpepbpeva noir/para ne-

noir/Kbres oiSaai, Kav tco Xipcovi kniypacpopevcp ovrcos
Xeyerai'

Kal nieiv vScop SinXdaiov xAtapof, r/pivas Svo.

1 Athen. xiv. 629 e, f. Cf. also Pollux iv. 101-3 ; see above, pp. 233,
257. On the dance ofArtemis XirwWa, whichAthenaeus mentions first as

specially Syracusan, see below (p. 392).

1 For the few traces of political allusions in Epicharmus, see below,
p. 396.

8
pp. 133 ff.
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rd 8e i\rev8enixappeia Tavra on nenoif/Kaaiv avSpes evSogoi

Xpvabyovbs re 6 avXr/Trjs, &S (pr/aiv 'Apiarbfcevos kv SySocp
LToXitikcov Nbpcov, rr/v LToXtTeiav kmypacpopevr/v. $iX6xopos
8'

kv rois nepl pavriKrjs 'Agibmarov rbv eire AoKpbv yevos eire

SiKvcbviov rbv Kavova Kal rds Tvcopas newoir/Kevai tpr/aiv,

bpoicos Se laropei Kal 'AnoXXoScopos.

Chrysogonus flourished in the last part of the fifth century

B.C.
j1 but though the spuriousness of the TloXireia was known

to Aristoxenus in the latter part of the fourth century, and to

Apollodorus of Athens in the second, it is still quoted without

any hint of spuriousness by Clement of Alexandria in the

second century a.d. Ten lines or so from the poem have thus

been
preserved.2

The Chiron is conjectured by Kaibel to have contained

medical instruction, placed in the mouth of the centaur

Chiron, who was, in mythology, acquainted with the healing
art; and the line above quoted is consistent with thiB.

Whether the various prescriptions for men and animals

attributed to Epicharmus by Roman writers 3
came from this

poem cannot be stated ; it is at least
likely.4

If, as is con

jectured with great probability by
Susemihl,5 the 'Oyjronoita

1 Athen. xii. 535 d. 2 Fragm. 255-7 (Kaibel).
3 Colum. viii. iii. 6 ; Pliny, N . H., xx.89 and 94. Columella I. i. 8

may refer to such prescriptions (for animals) when he writes: Siculi

quoque non mediocri cura negotium istud (sc. res rusticas) prosecuti

sunt, Hiero et Epicharmus discipulus, Philometor et Attalus. (The text

is perhaps wrong ; the agriculturally minded Hiero was a later one than

the patron of Epicharmus, and
'
Epicharmus discipulus

'

can hardly he

right.) Comp. Statius, Silv. iv. iii, 1. 150 quantumque pios ditavit

agrestes | Ascraeus Siculusque senex. Censorinus, De die natali, vii. 5,
also refers to

Epicharmus'

views on the period of gestation (in human

beings). Whether or not the Chiron discussed this cannot be said ; Kaibel

thinks the reference is to a poem Ilepi cpvcrecos.

4
Pascal, Riv. di Filol. 1919, p. 62, collects the evidence for the associa

tion of veterinary writings in the Roman age with the name of Chiron,
when the title Mulomedicina Chironis was given to such writings ; and

cf. Veget. Praef. 3. In the second century a. d. a medical work in forty
books of verse was written by Marcellus Sidites, ofwhom Anth. Pal. vii.

clviii, 11. 8, 9, speaks : r)pa>a> pektyavri perpco depanrjia vovaav | j3i|8Xots ev

nivvrais Xeipatvicrt TecrcrapaKovra.

6
Philologus, liii, p. 565 ; cf. Kaibel on fr. 290.
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of
'Epicharmus'1

was actually the Chiron, or part of the

Chiron, there may be a reference to this in Alexis,
fragm. 135 (K.). From the fact that the Canon was men

tioned by Philochorus in his LTepl pavriKrjs, and from the

statement of
Tertullian2 'ceterum Epicharmus etiam summum

apicem inter divinationes somniis extulit cum Philochoro

Atheniensi', Kaibel naturally supposes that divination may

have been one of the subjects treated in the poem.

§ 2. The treatment of Nature (<pvaioXoyei) in the WevSem-

Xdppeia is a more difficult subject.
Kaibel3 believes that

there was a poem LTepl abvaecos bearing the name of

Epicharmus at a date early enough to have enabled Euripides

to read it. The argument, stated briefly, is that lines are

found in Euripides which are closely parallel to lines of

Ennius quoted by Varro, and referred by scholars, with great

probability, to the Epicharmus of Ennius. It is urged that

it is more likely that Ennius should have imitated a connected

poem (as he did in the Hedyphagetica and Euhemerus) than

that he should have collected references to scientific matters

from the plays of Epicharmus, particularly as the tone of the

philosophical passages which do come from plays is that of

parody, and is alien from the grand seriousness of some of

the lines of a philosophical type, which are quoted as from

Epicharmus, and (according to Kaibel) are probably to be

ascribed to the supposed poem LTepl (pvaecos—lines such as

vdcpe Kal dmareiv, and vovs bprj Kal vovs aKovei, &c.

Kaibel's argument is not perfectly convincing. It is true that

of the two Euripidean passages quoted, one is from the Bacchae

(276-8), one of
Euripides'

latest plays, and that the unknown

play from which the other comes (fragm. 941, Nauck, ed. 2)

may have been late ; and this partly meets the difficulty of

supposing that an important poem would be forged in the

name of Epicharmus sufficiently soon after his death (which

may have taken place about 470 b. c. or some time later) to be

familiar to Euripides. But it remains easier to suppose that if

Ennius did adapt some entire poem passing under the name of

1 Antiatt. Bekk. 99. 1.
2
De anima, 46.

3 Com. Graec. Fragm., pp 134-5.
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Epicharmus, it was a forgery of later date, and that the

resemblances to Euripides in
Ennius'

poem (if substantiated)

are due to reminiscences of Euripides by Ennius himself (for

he certainly knew Euripides as well as he knew Epicharmus)
or by the forger. In fact, however, the resemblances to

Euripides are not themselves convincing, and without them

the whole argument for a fifth-century forgery fails. The

passages are as follows:

(1) Eur. fr. 941 (Nauck) :

bpas rbv v\frov aneipov alOepa

Kal yrjv nepig vypais kv
dyKaXais'

tovtov vbpi£e Zfjva, f/yov 6ebv.

Cf. Varro, Be ling. Lat. v. 65 'idem hi dei caelum et terra

Iupiter et Iuno, quod, ut ait Ennius,

istic est is Iupiter quern dico, quern Graeci vocant

aerem, qui ventus est et nubes, imber postea,

atque ex imbre frigus, ventis post fit aer denuo.

haece propter Iupiter sunt ista quae dico tibi,
quando mortalis atque urbes beluasque omnes iuvat'.

The only common point between the two passages is the

identification of Zeus or Jupiter with the sky, and this

doctrine was not peculiar to Epicharmus. (Ennius may have

got it from Euripides.)

(2) Eur. Bacch. 276 :

Ar/pr/TT/p
Bed'

yfj
8'

kariv, ovopa
8'

onorepov BovXr/ KaXec

avTr/ pev kv £r/poiaiv eKTpecpei Bpbrovs.

Cf. Varro, De ling. Lat. v. 64
'

Terra Ops, quod hie omne opus

et hac opus ad vivendum, et ideo dicitur Ops mater quod

Terra mater. Haec enim

terris gentis omnis peperit, et resumit denuo

quae dat cibaria '.

But the points of the passages are clearly quite different.

All that is common is the statement that the earth gives food

to men, and this need not be derived from Epicharmus.

It may be added that, while these passages are quoted
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by Varro from Ennius, they are not in fact stated to come

from the Epicharmus (though passages, to which there is no

Euripidean parallel, are ascribed to that poem in chs. 59 and

68 of the same book) ; that the Epicharmus was not the only

poem in which Ennius used this metre ; and that the quota

tions may well be from the tragedies of Ennius, copying the

tragedies of Euripides.

It may be suggested,1 as an alternative to Kaibel's theory,

that if there was a forged physiological poem
2

bearing the

name of Epicharmus and used by Ennius it was forged very

late in the fifth or else during the fourth century, by some one

well acquainted with Euripides, or at least with the scientific

theorists from whom Euripides drew. This would equally

account for a third pair of passages quoted by Kaibel :

Eur. Suppl. 531 :

kdaav'

r)Sr/ yfj KaXvcpdrjvai veKpovs,

Sdev tf eKaarov els rb dcp'iKero
kvravO'

dveXOeiv, nvevpa pev npbs aidepa,

to acopa
8'

els yrjv.

Epich. fr. 245 :

avveKpivr/ Kal SieKpiur/ KanfjXQev Sdev rjXOev ndXiv,

yd pev els ydv, nvevpa
8' dvco'

ri rcovSe xaXenbv ; oiiSe ev.

Both writers evidently draw on the same ideas, which seem to

be those of Anaxagoras, but in fact neither need be supposed

to derive them from the other. The hypothesis of a fourth-

century forgery would also account for the reference to

'

Epicharmus
'

by Menander fr. 537 (Kock) :

o pev 'Enixappos roiis Oeods elvai Xeyei

dvepovs, iiScop, yrjv, ijXiov, nvp, darepas—

a doctrine also ascribed to Epicharmus by Vitruvius viii,

Praef. 1, and to Ennius by Varro, de Re Rustica, i. 4, though

1 Almost the same suggestion was made by Susemihl, PhUolog. bii,
pp. 564 ff., which I had not seen until after the above was written.

1
Whether, if there was such a poem, it was identical with the UoXireia

forged by Chrysogonus, as Wilamowitz thinks, cannot be stated in view

of the want of evidence. It is not safe to base arguments on the few

lines (fr. 255-7) quoted by Clement from the noXn-eia.
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it does not seem at all impossible that the reference should be

to some passage in the comedies of Epicharmus.

In fact, the case for the existence of an independent

physiological poem is not at all strong. A considerable

number—if not all—of the fragments ascribed by scholars to

this supposed poem are passages which it is not impossible

to think of as occurring in comedies. Fragment 250, on which

Kaibel lays some stress, vdipe Kal
pepvda'

dmareiv dpBpa

ravra rdv cppevcov is as suitable to a comedy as to a poem Uepl

(pvaecos. The line vovs bpfj Kal vovs aKovef raXXa Koxpd Kal

TvqbXd (fr.
249),1

which is quoted by a number of writers, may
well be genuine. We know that Epicharmus had some kind

of controversy with Xenophanes, and the line may have been

some speaker's reply to
Epicharmus'

ovXos bpa, ovXos Se voei

oiiXos 8e t aKovei. (The familiarity of Epicharmus with

Xenophanes is plain from fr. 173 ; and Aristotle, Met. iii.

1010 a 5, refers to a remark of Epicharmus against Xeno

phanes—fr. 252, Kaibel—which Alexander of Aphrodisias,

p. 670. 1, explains cos 'Enixapp-ov tov rrjs KcopcpSias noir/rov

els 'Eevocpavr/v BXaacpr/poTepd riva Kal knr/peaariKa elpr/Koros,

8i wv els dpaOiav Kal dyvcoaiav tcov ovtcov aKconrcov SieBaXev

airov.) Nestle 2

greatly enlarges the list of parallels between

Euripides and Epicharmus, and ascribes nearly all the frag
ments to the real Epicharmus. We may indeed doubt whether

Euripides was really imitating or remembering Epicharmus

in very many of these passages ; the sentiments mostly belong
to the common stock of fifth-century ideas or are such that

they might easily occur to two writers independently; but

he is obviously right in rejecting, as a mere petitio principii?

and, we may add, as rather futile in itself, the statement of

Kaibel that Euripides would not have quoted comedies : and

it is in fact impossible to lay down a priori that this passage

or that could not have found a place in the comedies of

Epicharmus, who obviously was well acquainted with the

1 On the history of the quotations of this line by subsequent writers,
see Gerhard, Cercidea (Wiener Stud, xxxvii (1919), pp. 6-14).

2
Philologus, Suppl. Bd. viii, 601 ff.

8 On this see also Rohde, Psyche, ii2. 258.
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thoughts of the philosophers of his time. (Nestle shows

how closely some of the shorter fragments correspond with

fragments of Heracleitus; the longer ones will be discussed

later.) Kaibel's argument that Ennius is most likely to have

copied an entire poem passing under the name of Epicharmus

loses its force, when we observe that Ennius borrows

from authors as he wants them (from Epicharmus himself,

probably, fr. 172, in the Annals, fr. 12), and reflect that if, as

appears to have been the case, the setting of his Epicharmus

was a visit in a dream to the lower world, this at least is not

likely to have been the setting of the supposed physiological

poem.

On the whole, the existence of the supposed poem
J
seems

to be an unnecessary hypothesis. The parallels with Euripides,

and also all that Diogenes records of the (spurious) works,

are accounted for without it. The extant fragments of the

LToXireia show us at any rate that some
'physiology'

was

included in the poem, and the same may have been the case

with the Canon; the explanation of larpoXoyei already has

been discussed.

§ 3. With regard to
Diogenes'

yvcopoXoyei and
Axiopistus'

forgery in the fourth century of a book of Pvcopai in the

name of Epicharmus, it may be safely conjectured that such

forgery was rendered plausible by the occurrence of many

sententious maxims in the comedies themselves. The frag
ment quoted by Diogenes Laertius iii. 12,2 together with

a
fragment3

unknown to Kaibel, probably come from the

introduction to some similar collection or perhaps even from

a copy of
Axiopistus'

own book :

reiS'

evean 7roAAct Kal navroia, rois XPWal° Ka

norl (piXov, kx^pov, kv SiKa Xeycov, kv dXia,

1 There is no hint in antiquity of any forgeries besides the three

attributed to Chrysogonus and Axiopistus, and no doubt treated as

forgeries by Apollodorus.
2
After, but not among, the quotations furnished by Alcimus ; see

p. 372, below.
3 Hibeh Papyri, I. i. The date of the papyrus is between 280 and 240 b.c.

I take the text of the fragment almost exactly from Diels, Vorsokr.3,

p. 116.

5182 B b
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7Tot2 novr/pbv, norl KaXbv re Kayadbv, norl £evov,

norl Svar/piv, norl ndpoivov, norl Bdvavaov, eire ns

5
dXX'

e'xet KaKov rt. Kal rovroiai Kevrpa
evo,1

kv Se Kal yvcopai aotpal reiS', aiaiv el niQoirb ns,

Segicbrepos re k e'ir\, BeXricov r ks ndvr dvfjp.

Koii n noXXd Sei Xeyeiv,
dXX'

ep pbvov, av enos

norrb npdypa nornpepovra del to avpipepov.

10 alriav yap rjxov, cos dXXcos pev eir/v Sefcios,

paKpoXbyos

8'

oil Ka Svvaipav ep Bpax^i yvcopas Xeyeiv,

ravra Sr) ycov elaaKovaas avvriOr/pi rdv re\vav

rdvS
, Sncos e'inr/ ns, 'Enixappos ao(pbs tis kyevero,

(nbXX'

bs ein') aareia Kal navroia
Ka6'

ev (enos) Xeycov,

15 (neipav) aiiravrov SiSovs, cos Kal B(paxka Xeyeiv €y_«).

Cronert2
restores the last line somewhat differently, and

expands some very fragmentary lines which follow to suit the

context. He has no difficulty in showing that the extant

yvcopai attributed to Epicharmus can easily be distributed

under the headings mentioned in the early lines of this

passage, and he supposes that most of them come from this

poem. The fragment (fr. 254) quoted by Diogenes is in the

same style, and perhaps concluded the introduction :

cos o eyco ooKeco—ooKecov yap aacpa laapi rovv on

tcov kpcov pvdpa noK kaaeirai Xbycov tovtoov en.

Kal XaBcov ns aiird nepiXvaas to perpov o vvv eyei,

eipa Sovs Kal nopcpvpav, Xbyoiai noiKiXas KaXois,

SvandXaiaros avTos dXXovs evnaXaiarovs
dnotpavei.3

There is no reason why such a collection should not have

contained many genuine yvcopai of Epicharmus, but we have

now no sure test for distinguishing the true from the false,
and Cronert's inclination to regard almost all as genuine does

not rest upon
proof.4

1
evo = eveo-ri : cf. ?£o, Anecd. Ox. i. 160. 26.

2
Hermes, xlvii, pp. 402 ff.

3
Cholmeley, Theocr?, p. 421, reads d\\os evnaKaiaros.

4 The metrical investigations of Kauz (De tetrametro trochaico, Darm

stadt, 1913) show that in the VevSemxdppeta taken as a whole (he

examined 69 lines) there are far fewer non-trochaic feet, and much less
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in

'
Philosophical

'

Fragments.

It will be convenient to consider next four fragments

preserved by Diogenes Laertius which have some reference

to philosophical questions. Diogenes is quoting from the

treatise of Alcimus 7rpd? 'Apvvrav. It is generally believed

that the Alcimus quoted is the Sicilian rhetorician and

historian of the name, who was the pupil of Stilpo
1
and lived

about the end of the fourth and the beginning of the third

centuries B. c. ; and that he is addressing (or controverting)

Amyntas of Heracleia, who had been a pupil of Plato and was

a mathematician. The object of Alcimus was to show that

some of Plato's most characteristic doctrines were derived

from Epicharmus—a conclusion in itself most improbable,

though Epicharmus was no doubt travestying theories which

were afterwards considered by Plato in a more developed

form. The assertion of
Wilamowitz2 that the fragments

imply a knowledge of Plato's fully developed Theory of

Ideas, and that Alcimus was therefore deceived in thinking
them the work of Epicharmus, can hardly be accepted. In

irregularity as regards caesura, than in the 116 lines certainly derived

from comedies. But of course the test is based on far too small a

number of lines in all to be of much value. Out of the 116 lines from

comedies there are 44 without any non-trochaic feet. But great caution

is necessary in making statements about the metrical technique of

Epicharmus, in view of the uncertainty of the text, especially as regards

the restored or conjectural Doric forms. Kauz does, however, disprove

successfully the suggestion ofHoffmann (Gesch. derGr. Sprache, pp. 126 ff.)
that Epicharmus got his tetrameter from Phrynichus and Aeschylus, who

in fact follow different and much stricter rules. Kauz thinks that Epi

charmus used the metre as he found it in popular songs.

1 This view seems more probable than the conjecture that he was

an unknown Neoplatonist, which rests only on the fact that the Neo-

platonists tried to discover Plato's doctrines in many earlier writers.

Alcimus is mentioned as an historian byAthen. vii, p. 322 a ; x, p. 441 a, b.

Schwartz (in Pauly-W. Real-Enc. i, col. 1544) refuses to identify the

historian with the rhetorician (Diog. II. xi. 114), and not more than high

probability can be claimed for the identification.
2
GOtt. Gel. Am. 1906, p. 622.

Bb2
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fact the fragments, when carefully studied, do not seem to

be really parallel to
Plato at all. That the quotations given

by Alcimus were taken from the comedies of Epicharmus, and

not from a separate philosophical poem, is, if not proved, at

least strongly suggested by the facts (1) that they are in

dialogue; (2) that something like parody is discernible in

them; (3) that Diogenes calls the author 'Epicharmus the

comic poet', while an anonymous commentator on Plato's
Theaetetus1

also uses the word eKcopcoSr/aev of the illustration

which he gives from Epicharmus of the point which is also

elaborated in the long fragment quoted by Alcimus.

§ 1. This first fragment (fr. 170), which deals mainly with

the problem how thatwhich changes can yet retain its identity,
is given as one fragment in the text of Diogenes,2 but Diels

divides it into two, the first of which ends with 1. 6 and

speaks of the eternity of the gods and the unchangingness of

vor/rd, while the second emphasizes the ceaseless mutability

of all particular things, which is such that nothing remains

itself from one moment to another. Diels thinks that the

first alludes to the theory of the Eleatics, the second to that

of Heracleitus, whereas most scholars have been content to

treat the whole as alluding to Heracleitus, and
Rostagni3

thinks that it is Pythagorean doctrine which is travestied.

The truth seems to be (as this diversity of views suggests)

that the allusions are not sufficiently specific to be definitely

1 Berliner Klassikertexte, ii, p. 47 (below, p. 375, n. 2).
2 Diog. Laert. HI. xii 7roXXa Se Kal 'Enixappov tov Km/zcucWroioi;

npoo-aCpeKijrai (sc. HXdrav) ra 7rXeiCTa peraypdijras, Ka6d cpr/aiv "AXKipos ev

rois npds "Apvvrav, a e'crri Terrapa. evda Ka\ ev tco npcorco cpr/crl raira, $aiverai

be Kal HXarav TroXXa tcov 'Emxdppov
\eycov'

crKenreov Se. 6 Hkdrav cpr)crlv

alo-Bi/rdv pev eivai to jii/SeVore ev tco noia prj8e e'v tco jro'cra btdpevov,
dXX'

aei

peov Kal
peTafjdXKov'

ins e'| &v av tis dveXr/ tov dpidpov, rovrav oire laav ovre

Tivtov ovre nocrcov otfre noicov 6vto)v. ravra fcY early hv del yeveais, ovaia oe

f»;Se7roTe neCpvKe. vot/tov Se e'£ ov pr/bev dnoyiyverai pr/8e npoo-yiyverai. tovto

8'

iarlv fi tcov d'i&iav cpicris, r)v opoiav re Kal rr)v avrijv del tru/ij3e'j3i/(cej' eivai.

Kal prjv o ye 'Enixappos nepl tcov alcrdrjTav Kal vot/tcov ivapycos eipi/Kev.
"
aXX

dei
ktX."

Plato himself refers to Epicharmus' discussion of the subject in

Theaet. 152 d, e (quoted above, p. 359).
3 II verbo di Pitagora, chs. ii, iii. See above, p. 359.
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referred to any one school. As regards the second portion

(lines 7 ff.), all schools of philosophy or science were familiar

with the spectacle of continual change. Heracleitus had, no

doubt, particularly emphasized this, and many of his frag
ments are variations on the theme ndvra x^P^ Kai oiiSev

pevei : but, as Rostagni points out, Heracleitus admits no

exceptions to the general flux and interchange of opposites,

not even the gods, and at the same time he points to an

underlying and permanent dppovia, whereas in Epicharmus

the gods and rdSe (the meaning of which we shall presently

discuss) are exceptions to the flux, and there is no hint

(though in view of the fragmentary nature of the passage

no stress must be laid on this) of any
dppovia.1 So far as

any contrast of alaur/rd and vor/rd, such as Alcimus had in

view, had been formulated at this time, it may be found either

(as Rostagni thinks) in the Pythagorean theory of numbers or

(as Diels supposes) in the Eleatic contrast of Appearance and

Reality : but probably the contrast, like the perception of the

mutability of alaOr/rd, was a common topic in the discussions

of all schools. In the first part of the fragment (lines 1-6) the

principal speaker denies some of the statements of poetical

cosmogonies, and affirms the eternity of the gods and of rdSe

in 1. 2. The text of the fragment is as follows :
2

"to1

A.
dXX'

dei roi 6eol napfjaav, xVTr^L',rov °v nconoKa,

rdSe

8'

del bpoia, Sid re tcov ai/rcov dei.

B. dXXd Xeyerai pdv xa°$ nparov yeveaOai tcov Oecov.

A. ncos Se Ka ; pr) exov y dnb rivos ks o n nparov

pbXoi.

1 The attempt of Rostagni to show that
Heraclitus'

book could not

have been published until shortly before
Epicharmus'

death is not con

clusive. It rests on the assumption, made first by Zeller, that Hermo-

dorus, whose exile from Ephesus is mentioned by Heracleitus, would not

have been exiled before the collapse of the Persian supremacy
—an

assumption to which Burnet (Early Gk. Phil.3, p. 130) sufficiently replies—

togetherwith the further assumption that Epicharmus cannot have lived

beyond 470 b. o. and must have been born some ninety years earlier.

2 I print the text almost as given by Diels, Vorsokr.3, pp. 113-14, with

a few necessary critical notes.
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B. ovk
dp'

epoXe nparov ov&ev ;

5 A. ovSe pa Aia Sevrepov

rcovSe cov apes vvv coSe Xeyopes,
dXX'

del
rdS'

?js . . .

(at) nor dpiQpbv ns nepiaaov, al Se Xfjs nor dpriov,
nbrdepev Xfj yjracpov r) Kal rdv inapxovadv Xa(3eiv,

r) SoKei Kd toi (ev') covrbs elpev ;

B. ovk kpiv yd Ka.

10 A. oiiSe pdv at norl perpov naxvaiov nbrdepev

Xfj ns erepov paKos rj rov ebvros dnorapeiv,
'in x i>ndpxoi ktjvo to perpov ;

B. oil yap.

A. $>8e vvv opr/

Kal rbs
dvOpconcos'

6 pev yap av£e&', b Se ya pdv (pvivei,

ev peraXXaya Se ndvres evrl ndvra tov XP°V0V'

15 o 8e peraXXdaaei Kara (pvaiv KovnoK kv raiirco pevei

erepov eirj Ka r/8r/ tov napegearaKbros.

Kal rv Sr) Kayco x°*s aXXoi Kai vvv dXXoi reXeoopes,

KavOis dXXoi
Kovnox'

covrol Karrbv (avrov av) Xbyov.

Notes. 2. Sia Se Kiihn : Sid Te MSS. 4. textum G. Hermann : nS>s Se

K dpr/xavov y', MSS. 6.
dXX'

del
raS'

r/s, Bergk : peWei eivai Vfll rjval

MSS., r)vai ex ^s Kal ortum fuisse putat Diels, hoc autem Kal fragmentum

alterum introduxisse. 7. nor Bergk : tov MSS. 9. xd toi y (et?)
covtos, Kaibel :

kotoik'

eavrds vel kotoi koi o airds MSS. 16. Ka 17S17,

Cobet : a>8r) vel kotoSi) vel Kai to
8'

el MSS.

As regards the two difficulties—the meaning of rdSe, and

the division of the fragment—a few words will suffice.

(1) Diels thinks that rdSe are alaBr/rd
—

'

die Vorgange bier

(in der Natur) '. But the words of Alcimus strongly suggest

that rdSe must be rd dtSia or vor/rd, and the only difficulty in

this is the Se, which seems to involve a contrast with the

previous line : there may, however, be a contrast between the

gods and the other dtSia—a contrast perhaps carried over

from the preceding context ; or the Se may be quasi-infer

ential,
'

and so '. The contrast cannot really be between gods

and alaBr/rd, for in reference to the latter the line would be

plainly untrue and inconsistent with the second part of the

fragment. (Hence some scholars prefer to emend to rdSe
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otfnoKa
ndpeab"

Spoia: but then Sid re or Sid Se for oiiSe Sid

is very awkward.) If Se is really felt to be an objection, it

would be easy to read rdSe r del
ndpeaO'Spoia.1

(2)
Diels'

suggestion that the rjvai of some MSS. arises out

of rjs (belonging to 1. 6) and Kai (belonging to the prose of

Alcimus) is ingenious and may be right. It certainly gets rid

of a rather abrupt transition; but the text of the line is

really very uncertain, and it seems best to suspend judge

ment on the proposed division.

It happens that the point of this passage of Epicharmus is

made plain by Plutarch
2
and by the anonymous commentator

1 Sia rail' alraiv dei is perhaps more easily interpreted as loo-avTcos ex°vra

del than as implying causation. This interpretation was first suggested

by Leopold Schmidt, Quaestiones Epicharmeae, pp. 29, 30, who finds

parallel usages in Hippocrates, though it is not approved by Lorenz,
p. 109. Lorenz, however, is clearly right in rejecting the interpretation

of rdSe as meaning the four elements.

2 Plut. de sera num. vind., p. 559 b pdXKov
8'

SXcos ravrd ye tois
'Em-

Xappelois eoiKev, e£ cov d avt-avdpevos dvecpv tois o-ocptarais
Xdyos*

6 yap Xafiaiv

rrdXai to ^pe'os vvv ovk dcjieiXei yeyovas erepos. d 8e K\r/de\s eVi 8e'mvov e'xSes

<i/fXi)ros ijxei
rrjpepov'

aXXos yap c'cttiv. Cf. de comm. notit., p. 1083 a 6 rolvvv

nepl av£tjo-e<i)s Xdyos eVri pev
dpxaios'

rjpdiTjjrai ydp, cos cprjcri Xpvcrmnos,
iin'

'Emxdppov. Plutarch's language a few lines after the last quoted passage

is very like that of Epicharmus : 6 pev ydp Xdyos djrXoOs e'ori mi rd Xrjppara

o-vyxcopovaiv ovtoi (sc. oi Stojikoi), tqs ev pepei ndaas ovcrias pe'iv Kal <pepeo-8ai,

rd pev e£ avrutv peOieicras, rd 8e noQev cnidvra
npoo~8exopevas'

ois Se npdo-eori

Kal cinetaiv dpiSpois rj n\rjdeo-iv ravrd prj 8iapeveiv, dXX erepa yiyveadul rais

clpr/pevais npocrd8ois e'£a\\aynv Ttjs ovaias
Xapfiavovoris'

aii£r']o-eis Se Kal

cpBiaeis ov Kara Sikiji/ vijto avvr/deias eKveviKr)a8ai rds perafioXds ravras Xeyeadai,
yevecreis 8e Kal cpOopas pdWov aiirds dvopd^ea&ai npocrijKov, oti too KadecrTCOTOs

els erepov iKf$id£ovo-iv. For the special application of the Xdyos to human

existence, see Plut. de tranq. anim., p. 473 d ol pev ydp ev rais ax°^ats ras

av£rjcreis dvaipovvres, <is ttjs ovaias e'i/8eXex<HS peoicrijs, \dyco noioiiariv r)pa>v

cKaorov iiWov e avrov Kal iiWov. Plut. also states (Vit. Thes. xxiii) that

philosophers used to illustrate the Xdyos by the ship which Theseus

repaired with so many new planks that some said it was no longer the

game ship. The 'En-ixdp/wios Xdyos (Suidas, s. v.) was probably the

ab£av6pevos Xdyos under another name. The anonymous commentator

on the Theactetus 152 e (Berl. Klass. Texte, ii, col. 71. 12 ff.) writes: 'Eni

xappos 6 (dpi\r))o-as rois Ilv8a(yopeiois) aK\a re enivevdr/Kev 8(eiv)d r(dv re

nepl to)v av£o(pevov Xdyoi<) e'cpo8(eiiei). The next few lines are very frag

mentary ; then (1. 24) he goes On : ouo-iai aXX(ore dXXai) yivovrai (kuto
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on the Theaetetus, who enable us to see how such a passage

could have got into a comedy. Epicharmus, we are told,

used, and in fact invented, the aiigavbpevos Xbyos—the

'fallacy of the
sorites'

of later logicians, so called from

the use of a heap (aebpos) of corn as the favourite illustra

tion of it. (How many grains of corn must be taken away

before a heap of corn will cease to be a heap ? What if that

number less one be taken away? and so on.) Epicharmus

applied it to personality. How much change will make a

man a different person? And he appears to have argued

that a debtor who borrowed money yesterday does not owe it

to-day, since he is already a different man from the borrower ;

and that the man whom you invited yesterday to dinner may

be turned away when he arrives to-day, aXXos ydp kariv.

while the commentator on the Theaetetus tells the story of a

man who refused to pay a promised subscription on the

ground that he was a different person : the would-be collector

struck him and demanded the debt, but he rejoined that the

man who had struck him was no longer the same as the

claimant. It is obvious that there is here some prettymaterial

for comedy. We have a quack-philosopher using subtleties

of argument to justify him in playing tricks on his neigh

bours—a character very like Socrates in the Clouds of

Aristophanes, and still more like what Socrates makes of

Strepsiades; and there is reason to think that such a

character-type persisted from the time of the old Pelopon

nesian buffoonery, which contributed much both to Attic

and to Syracusan comedy, down to the Middle Comedy,

when the philosopher was frequently presented in this

guise.1

avv)ex*l pvaiv. Kal eKcopa8rio-ev avrd eVi tov anairovpevov o-vpj3dXds Kal

dpvovpevov rov avrov eivai Sid to rd pev npoyeyevrjrrdat rd
Se'

dneXrp\v6evai, e'rrei

Se d dnaircov ervnTT/crev avrov Kai eveKaXeiro, ndXiv KaKeivov rpdaKovros erepov

pev eivai tov rervnTr/KOTa, erepov Se tov eyKaXovpevov. Both Plato and his

commentator are plainly thinking of the comedies of Epicharmus, not

of a philosophical poem.

1 Another rhetorical figure, e'noiKo8dpr)o-is, is said to have been invented

by Epicharmus (Arist. Rhet. i, p. 1365 a 10 ; De Gen. An., i, p. 724 a 29).

It is illustrated by fragm. 148 (Kaibel). See below, p. 400.
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It should be added that the attempt made by some scholars
1

to prove this fragment to be a Sophistic forgery is rightly

answered by
Korte,2

who points out the contrast of this

vigorous and dramatic dialogue with the tone of the spurious

yvcopai of later forgers.

§ 2. The second fragment (fr. 171) which Alcimus quoted

he supposed to foreshadow the Platonic theory of ideas and

of the Idea of Good.3 The chief speaker does in fact speak

of
'
the Good as a

'

thing in itself
'

; not, however, in the

Platonic sense of a self-existent Idea, but simply in the sense

of something distinguishable from the person who knows

what
'

good
'

is, just as any art is distinguishable from the

artist.

A. karlv aUXr/ais n npaypa ; B. ndvv pev a>v.

A. dvBpconos cov avXr/ais kanv ; B. oi/Sapcos.

A.
(pep'

tSco, ri
8'

aiiXr/rds ; ris eipev toi SoKei;

dvdpconos, rj oil ydp ; B. ndvv pev cov. A. oiikcov

SoKeis

6 ovtcos «X€"/ Kal (ya) rcoyaOov; to ya

dyaObv to eipev aii6', bans Se Ka

elSfj padcbv rrjv
, dyadbs f)8r/ yiyverai.

coanep ydp avXr/aiv aiiXr/rds paucbv

rj 6pxr)aiv bpxr/ards ns fj nXoKeiis nXoKav

10 fj nav y bpoicos tcov toiovtcov o tl tv Xfjs,

oiiK aiirbs eir/ Ka rex^a, rexviKos ya pav.

(In 1. 6 to npaypa is Kaibel's correction for to 8e npaypa :

perhaps n is what Epicharmus wrote.)

We have here no Plutarch to guide us to
Epicharmus'

point :

the argument is in part not unlike some passages in Plato's

Hippias Maior (e.g. 287c), and Diels thinks that the frag
ment, though not open to suspicion so far as its language is

1
e. g. Schwartz, in Pauly-W. Real-Enc. i. 1543.

2 Bursian's Jahresber. 1911, pp. 230 ff.

2 Diog. Laert. 1. C. Sto Kai (prjaiv (sc. nXdrcoi') tv tji cpvaei rds iSe'as ecrrdvai

Kaddnep napabeiypara, Ta S aXXa raurais eoiKevat, tovtqiv opoicopara Ka$e-

otwto. d toivvv 'Enixappos nepi re rdyaBov Kal nepl tcov l8ecov oCrio Xeyei,
"dp'

f'oTiK
ktX."
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concerned, is possibly (in view of its contents and its cate

chetical form) the work of a fourth-century writer; he

suggests that it is an interpolation inserted by Dionysius in

the comedies of Epicharmus which he had reproduced on the

stage for Plato's benefit.
(Dionysius'

interest in Epicharmus

is reflected in
Suidas'

statement that he wrote nepl tS>v

noir/pdrcov 'Enixappov.) But though the dialogue is very

like some of those put in the mouth of Socrates, it is

certainly not one which Epicharmus could not have written :

the parallelism with Plato's Apology 27 b, which Diels thinks

the forger had in mind, is really very superficial, if carefully

examined, and the points of the externally parallel phrases

are not the same. There seems to be no sufficient reason for

judging the fragment to be spurious, and it is scarcely likely
that, if this or any of the other fragments had been forged

after the publication of Plato's writings, they could have

imposed upon writers so little junior to Plato, and so well-

versed in the literature of the time as presumably both

Alcimus and Amyntas must have been. It is tempting to

suppose that the argument in the fragment led to some

subtle travesty of the theory that knowledge produces virtue ;

but it would probably be an anachronism to date the discussion

of this topic so far back as the time of Epicharmus, and for

the present we must be content to be ignorant of the context.

§. 3. The two other fragments were quoted by Alcimus as

parallels to Plato's theory of animal life and instinct :
1

fr. 172 (Kaibel) :

EiSpaie, to aocpbv kanv oil
Kad'

ev pbvov,
dXX'

oaaanep £jj, ndvra Kal yvcopav <?x«.

Kal yap to 6fjXv tcov dXeKropiScov yevos,

1 Diog. Laert. I.e. HXdrcov eV T17 nepl I8ea>v vnoXfj^ei
cprjcriv,"

Einep iorlpvrjpTj,

rds I8eas ev tois oScriv vndpxetv Sid to tt)v pvrjpr/v r/pepovvrds tipos Kai pevovros

eivai'

peveiv Se ov8ev erepov rj rds I8eds. riva yap av rpdnov, (prjai, Sieo"d>fero

rd <"oj>a pr) Trjs iSe'as icpanrdpeva, Kai 7rpds tovto tov vovv cpvrriKcos eiXijipdra ;

vvv Se pvrjpovevei rrjs dpoidrr)Tos re Kal rpocpfjs, djroia ri's
e'cni* airois,

evSeiaiv-

peva Sioti 7rao-i tois fa>'ois epepvros e'o-nv rj rrjs dpoidrrrros
Beapia'

810 Kal rav

opocpvXcov aladdverai. nios ovv 6 'Enixappos ; (the two fragments follow).

Alcimus supposes Epicharmus to foreshadow Plato, Parmen., p. 129 ; of
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al Xfjs Karapaaeiv, areves ov r'lKTei reKva

6 £covt ',
dXX'

kncp{ei Kal noiei \jrvxdv exea'•

to Se aoobbv d (bvais
rbS'

olSev cos «X€J

pova'

nenaiSevrai ydp aiiravras iino.

fr. 173 (do.) :

Oavpaarbv oiiSev ape
ravu'

ovroos exeiv

Kal dvSdveiv avroiaiv avrobs Kal SoKeiv

KaXcos necpvKeiv Kal yap a kvcov kvvI

KaXXiarov eipev (paiverai, Kal Boos Boi,

Svos
8'

Svco KdXXiarov, vs Se 6r)v vi.

The fragments affirm the possession of reason or instinct by
animals, and the attraction of like to like—neither point

requiring any great depth of philosopliical thought; the

Becond seems to be reminiscent of Xenophanes, fr. 16,

el x*ipas ^Xov fi°*s f/8^ Xeovres,

cos ypdijrai xelpeo'a'i Kal epya reXeiv dnep dvSpes,
Kai Ke 6ecov iSeas eypacpov Kal acopar knoievv

roiavO', olbv nep Kavrol Sepas elxov (eKaaroi),
innoi pev

Q'

'innoiai, Boes Se re Bovaiv Spoia.

The vein of parody in the two fragments is clear enough,

and the mention of Eumaeus in the first has led to the

natural conjecture that it, or both, came from the 'OSvaaevs

Navaybs. There is obviously no difficulty in supposing that

the two passages fitted well into the dialogue of one of

Epicharmus'

plays, and possibly the speaker again may have

been some one in the character of a quack wise-man, as is even

more probable in the case of the two other fragments.

course he does not really do so. The first passage is perhaps imitated

by Ennius, Annals, i, fr. 12 (Vahlen) :

Ova parire solet genus pinnis condecoratum,

non animam ; et post inde venit divinitus pullis

ipsa anima.
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iv

The Plays and Fragments.

Before attempting any general description
of the Comedy

of Epicharmus it will be well to survey briefly the extant

remains.

§ 1. A large number of the plays were evidently mytho

logical burlesques, and it is clear that the two favourite

heroes were Odysseus and Heracles; cunning and violence

(the latter combined with voracity) are natural themes for

comedy of a simple type.

The 'OSvaaeiis AvrbpoXos dealt probably with the story of

Odysseus'

entry into Troy, disguised as a beggar, in order to

obtain information from the enemy
—

a task which (according
to Odyssey iv. 240-64) he performed, thanks to Helen's

connivance, with great success. In the version of the story

given by Epicharmus, Odysseus seems to have been less

heroic, i. e. if the papyrus fragment which Kaibel prints

as fr. 99 is really from this play.1

According to this it

appears that the Achaeans had commissioned him to go into

Troy as a spy, but thinking discretion the better part of

valour, he proposed to pretend to have gone there, and to

give an eloquent account of what he professed to have seen.

The text, as printed by Kaibel, is as follows :

dne~\v6iov reiSe 6coKr/aco re Kal
Xe£ov[p'

onas

niard k e]ipeiv ravra Kal tois 8e£ia>Tepoi[s Soktj.

"rois deois] kplv SoKevre ndyxv Kal Kara Tpbn\ov

Kal koiKojrcos enev£aa6', ai ns kvBvpeiv y[a Xfj,
oaa'

tfycoj'] ScpeiXov kvd[a>]v vanep
epe

tcov iipejcov dyadiKcov KaKa nponpdaai
6'

[dpa

dpa re kIv\8vvov reXeaaai Kal K.Xeos 6eiov \Xafieiv

noXepicojv poXcov ks darv, ndvra
8'

ev aa(pa\vea>s

nvObpejvos Slots t 'Axaiois naiSi t 'Arpeos (pi\X(p

dyjr dnayyJeiXai rd rr/vei Kaiirbs daKT/drjs [poXeiv.

1
Gomperz, Pap. Erzherzog Ralner, v. 1, first printed the fragment:

Blass (Fleck. Jahrb. 1889, p. 257) discusses it and the scholia attached.

The latter are very defective, but the words ndppco Kadebovpai Kal
npoa-

noirjaopai ndvra 8ianenpax6ai appear to be certain.
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In this fragment the hero is evidently delivering a soliloquy
in which he is rehearsing his speech ; but the course of the

argument can only be conjectured.

Another fragment of the play (fr. 100) is interesting as

showing that the introduction of contemporary allusions into

a heroic setting, which was so favourite a device of the Old

and Middle Comedy at Athens, was one of the resources of

Epicharmus :

8eX(paKd re tcov yeirbvcov

rois 'EXevaiviois (pvXdaacov Saipovicos dncoXeaa,

oiix
eKcov'

Kal ravra Srj pe avpBoXareveiv ecpa

rois 'Axaioiaiv npoSiSbpeiv r copvve pe tov SeXcbaKa.

The speaker has lost the sucking-pig which he was rearing

for the Eleusinian mysteries, and complains that he is accused

of betraying it to the Achaeans. (avpBoXareveiv apparently

means
'

to barter ', see Hesych. s. v.) In fr. 101 we have

personifications of Peace and Moderation:

a
8'

'Aavxia xapieaaa yvvd

Kal 2!co<ppoavvas nXariov oiKei.

(nXariov = Attic nXr/aiov.) The fragment is interesting as

attesting the use of anapaestic dimeters in the play.

No fragment of the 'OSvaaei/s Navaybs is preserved, unless

fr. 172, 173, in the first of which the name of Eumaeus is

preserved, belonged to this play, and the only information we

have about it is to the effect that the poet mentioned in it (as

also in the 'AXKvovevs) the name of Diomos, a Sicilian shepherd

who invented BovKoXiaapbs (Athen. xiv, p. 619 a, b). But the

character of the shipwrecked Odysseus persisted in the West,

and Athenaeus, i. 20 a, mentions an Italian mimus (no doubt

a <pXva£)
1
bs Kal KvKXcona elafjyaye reperi^ovra Kal vavaybv

'OSvaaea aoXoiKi^ovra.

1 Cf. Reich, Mimus, i, p. 233. Whether the vase-painting reproduced

by Heydemann, Phlyaken Darstellungen (Arch. Jahrb. i, p. 299), and

von Salis, de Doriensium ludorum in Comoedia Attica vestigiis, p. 10,

really represents Odysseus shipwrecked is uncertain. Von Salis thinks

it represents his welcome by the Phaeacian king and queen. If so,

either it does not depict the same event as the play of Epicharmus, or
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Odysseus was also the hero of the Seipfjves. A hexameter

parody-line (fr. 123), quoted as from Epicharmus by the

on scholiast Homer, Iliad xix. 1, probably belongs to this play:

Xaol ro£oxircoves, aKovere Seipr/vdoav,

though it is difficult to assign any meaning to rogoxircoves.

Besides this, only a few lines of dialogue remain, in which

one speaker enumerates the luxuries which he had enjoyed

(perhaps in the Siren's island), and is interrupted by ejacula

tions of misery from his companion, probably at the thought

of what he had missed. (The association of some such luxuries

with the Sirens is attested also by the fragments of the

Seiprjves of the comic poets Theopompus and Nicophon.)
The fragment (fr. 124)

1
runs :

A. npcol pev y dreves an dovs dcpvas dnenvpifopes

arpoyyvXas, Kal SeXcpaKivas onrd Kpea Kal ncoXvnovs,

Kal yXvKvv y en cov kniopes oivov.

B. olBoiBoi rdXas.

A. nepi yd pav aiKXov ri Ka ns Kal Xeyoi ;

B. (pov rcov KaKmv.

A. to /catf 7rapa rpiyXa re pia nax^ia Kapiai Svo

Siarerpapevai peaai, (pdaaai re roaaavrai napfjv

aKopmoi re.

The principal speaker may have been Odysseus, who, in

that case, must have passed some time with the Sirens.

Another possibility is that the ejaculations came from the

hero bound to the mast, and that the other speaker is a

Siren.

The ^iXoKrfjras is represented only by one intelligible line,

ovk ean SiBvpapBos
okx'

vScop nir/s (fr.
132),2

and two which

are corrupt ; probably the cunning Odysseus had some part in

it : but how the dithyramb came in we cannot tell.

the fragment in which Eumaeus is mentioned does not belong to the

play.

1
ap. Athen. vii, p. 277 f. If dcpvai were o-rpoyyvXai,

'
rounded

'
or

'
spherical ', they must have been something different from any of the

fishes usually identified with dcpvai (anchovy, sardine, Motella glauca,&c).
*

Vid. Bupr., p. 19.
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Of the KvKXcoyjr only three scraps survive :

- val rbv LTonSav, KoiXbrepos bXpov noXv (fr. 81, readings

uncertain)
— x°p8ai re aSv, val pa Aia, x<» KcoXeos (fr. 82)
-

(pep'

kyxkas els to aKv<pos (fr. 83),

of which the last may be the words of the Cyclops to

Odysseus.

The subject of the Tpcbes is unknown, and the text of the

two short fragments is quite uncertain. As given by Kaibel

they are as follows :

fr. 130 Zeis dva£,
dv'

aKpa vaicov Papydpcov
dydvvKpa.1

fr. 131 eK navrbs £vXov

kXoios re Ka yevotro kt)k tcovtov Qebs.

The first may be reminiscent of Homer ; the second seems to

be a proverb.

§ 2. Five plays were constructed out of the stories about

Heracles,

The 'AXKvovevs treated in some way the story of
Heracles'

struggle with the giant Alcyoneus ; of this there were various

versions,2 but there is nothing to show which Epicharmus

followed. The herdsman Diomos, who was credited with the

invention of BovKoXiaapbs, was mentioned in the play,3 but

that he was introduced as the herdsman of Alcyoneus, as

Kaibel suggests, is only a conjecture. A local legend made

Diomos the father of Alcyoneus.4

The Bovaipis dealt with a story found in Apollodorus

(ii. v. 11). Busiris, son of Poseidon, was a king of Egypt,

who was recommended by a Cyprian prophet, named Phrasios

or Thrasios, to obtain prosperity after many unfruitful years

1 On Zeus and Gargara see Cook's Zeus, ii, pp. 949 ff.
2 See Robert, Hermes, xix, pp. 473 ff., and art. Alkyoneus in Pauly-W.

Real-Enc. i, col. 1581.
3 Athen. xiv, p. 619 a, b. Here, and also in Apollon. depron., p. 80 b

(where fragment 5, nuTorepos avrcov, is quoted), the MS. reads ev 'AXkvovi,

but as no legend of 'AXkvcov is known, 0. Jahn's emendation iv
'

AXkvovci

is generally accepted.

' Nicander ap. Anton. Liberal. 8.
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by the annual sacrifice of a stranger ;
Busiris promptly sacri

ficed the Cyprian prophet, and later on, when Heracles visited

Egypt on his way to the Hesperides, tried to make a victim

of him also : but Heracles broke his bonds and killed Busiris.

In the play he doubtless satisfied his appetite from the late

king's stores,1

and a fragment (fr. 21)
2 describes him while

eating :

nparov pev al k eaOovr 1801s viv,
dno&dvois'

Bpepei pev 6 (pdpvyg evSod', dpaBei
8'

a yvduos,

y}ro(pei

8'

6 yoptpios, rerpiye
8'

6 kvvoScov,

ai<\ei Se rais piveaai, Kivet
8'

ovara.

Of the "H8as Tdpos, which was reproduced in a revised

form under the title of Movaai? there are a good many

fragments, nearly all, however, consisting of little more than

a string of names of fish and other good things, taken

evidently from a narrative, delivered by one of the gods, of

the wedding-feast of Heracles and Hebe. To this feast,

apparently, came seven Muses; these Muses were named

after seven great rivers or
lakes,*

and probably brought the

fish of their rivers with them ; they were represented as the

daughters of Pieros and Pimpleis—' Fat
'

and
' Fill

'
—if we

may distort two classic names of English poetry as Epicharmus

did those of the Pierides and Pimpleides ; there is no ground

for thinking (with Welcker, Kl. Schr. i. 289 ff.) that they
appeared on the stage. Poseidon also brought cartloads of

fish in Phoenician merchant-ships (fr. 54), and Zeus had the

one specimen of the eXoyfr, a fish of particular delicacy,

specially served for himself and his queen (fr. 71). The

Dioscuri sang (or danced) a martial strain, accompanied by

1 Epicharmus is said to have used the Siceliotword poyoi for
'

granaries
'

(o-iro(3d\ia) in this play (Pollux, ix. 45).
2
ap. Athen. x, p. 411 a, b. Figs. 47-9 illustrate the story.

3 Athen. iii, p. 110 b 'Enixappos ev "Hj3as Tdpco kov
Moucrais"

toOto Se

rd 8pdpa SiacrKevr) e'ori roO npoKeipevov.

1 Tzetzes ad Hesiod. Op. 6 (and Cramer, Anecd. Ox. 424) 'Enixappos Se

eV tco °Hf3as Tdpcp enra Xeyei (sC. rds Movcras), BvyarepasHiepov Kal IIi/«rXiji8os

vvpcprjs, NeiXow, Tpircovrjv, 'Acrconovv, 'Ejrrdnopiv, 'A^eXmiSn, TtroirAovv
(Tma-

vovv, Kaibel) koi 'PoSiok.
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Athena on the flute,1
an instrument which in more orthodox

legend she had flung away in disgust.2 Again we do not

know if this took place on the stage ; it is very probable that

the
'comedy'

was nothing but a comic
narrative,3

as, at a

later time, a mime might be. Some of the descriptions of

the fish and shell-fish show that the writer was an interested

and accurate observer. The following will serve as specimens :

fr. 42 dyei Se navroSana KoyxvXia,

XendSas, daneSovs, KpaBv£ovs, KiKiBdXovs, rr/vvvia.,

Krkvia, BaXdvovs, nop(pvpas, oarpeia avppepvKora,

rd SieXeiv pev kvn xaXend, Karaabayfjpev
8'

eiipapea,

5 pvas dvapiras re KapvKas re Kal
aKicpvSpia,4

rd yXvKea pev evr kneaOeiv, kpnayfjpev
8"

b£ea,

tovs re paKpoyoyyvXovs
acoXfjvas'

a peXaivd re

Koyxos, anep Koyxoar/pav naialv
'fecrrpicrctij'iat" 5

Qdrepai re yatai Koyxoi re KapadinSes,

10 ral KaKoSoKipoi re Kr/iicovoi, rds dvSpoabvKTtSas

ndvres dvOpconoi KaXeovO', dpes Se XevKas rol Oeoi.

fr. 53 KapKivoi
6' i'kovt'

exivot 6', of KatY dXpvpdv dXa

veiv pev oiiK iaavTi, ne£a & kpnopevovrai pbvoi.

fr. 57 kvrl
8'

daraKol KoXvBSatvai re x<*>? T" exfl

piKpd, rds xeipa$ Se paKpds, KapaBos Se rovvopa.

fr. 58 Kal aKKpias xP^pi? u> $s kv tco fjpi Kar rbv 'Avdviov 6

iXvvcov ndvrcov dpiaros, dvBias Se x^'pari.

1 Athen. iv, p. 184 f Kal rr)v 'Adrjvav Be <prjo-iv 'Enixappos ev Mowrais

inavXrjaai tois AwaKovpois tov ivdnXtov ; cf. Schol. Pind. Pyth. ii. 127.

2
vid. supr. (ch. i, pp. 56, 70.).

3 The use of the phrase al Se Xijs, evidently as a
'
deictic

'

formula, in

fr. 55 doeB not necessarily imply that there was a second person on the

stage.

•
= £itf>v8pta, perhaps

'
razor-shells '. Their other name was reXXivri.

Some also think that o-coXr/ves were razor-shells. There is not enough

evidence to settle the point.

8 In the MoCo-ai this line ran, Kdyxos, dv reXXiv
KaXeopes'

e'ori
8'

dSio-Tov

Kpe'ns (Athen. iii, p. 85 e).

0 The |i<pins or cncicpins was the sword-fish. The Ananios thus referred

to as an authority on the seasons for fish was an early writer of

choliambi ; his exact date is uncertain ; he seems to have anticipated

Epicharmus (fr. 25) in using the oath 'By the Cabbage', val pa ttjv

KpdpPrjv (Athen. ix, p. 370 b).

3184 C c
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There are altogether more than fifty lines in this style

remaining, all preserved by Athenaeus.

Only two lines remain of the 'HpaKXrjs 6 knl rbv (coarf/pa,
but those not without interest (fr. 76) :

(b) LTvypapicov Xoxaybs eK tcov Kavddpcov

tcov pe£bvcov, ovs (pavn rdv Airvav exelu-1

This is the earliest mention in literature both of the

Pygmies and of the Alrvaios KavOapos, which Aristophanes

employed as the Pegasus of Trygaeus in the Peace. The

interpretation of the phrase Alrvaios KavOapos was uncertain

in antiquity, and is still disputed. On line 73 of the Peace—

elaf/yay A'nvaiov peyiarov KavOapov—the scholiast in Codex

Venetus writes as follows :

vneppeyeOr/'

peyiarov ydp opos r) Aitvtj. fj on Sidcpopoi

KavOapoi eKei evpiaKovrai. aAAcoy. peydXoi Xeyovrai eivai

Kara tt/v Aitvt/v Kavdapoi, paprvpovai Se ol iiri\wpioi.

'Enixappos kv 'HpaKXei rip knl rbv gcoaTrjpa'

(6) LTvypapicov Xoxaybs eK tcov KavOdpcov

tcov pei(bva>v, ovs (pavn tt/v Aitvt/v ex^iv.

rpbnov Si nva Kal Alax^os
knix&pios'

Xeyei 8 ev SiaUcpw

UeTpoKvXiaTT/ (fr. 233),

Alrvaios kan KavOapos $ia novcbv.

SooboKXfjs
AaiSdXcp'

dXX'

oiiSe pev dv KavOapos tcov Alrvaicov ndvrtov.2

Xeyei Se ndvra e'iKd£cov els peyav. LTXdrcov kv
'Eoprais'

cos peya pevroi ndvv rfjv Aitvt/v opos eivai (baai,

reKpaipov' 3

evOa rpeipeaOai rds KavOapiSas tS>v dvOpdbncov Xoyos

kanv

oiiSev eXdrrovs-

1 Van Leeuwen, Mnemos. xxxv (1907), p. 273, suggests nvypdpiov ei

Xo^ayds ktX., and no doubt the restoration of the missing syllable is

uncertain, (d) Uvypapiav is due to Crusius.
2
Pearson, Soph. fr. 162, gives the original text of the fragment as

dXX'
oiSe pev 81) KavOapos \ tcov Alrvaicov ye ndvrcos.

3 The last three words of the line are evidently corrupt.
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t) dvrl tov peyav cos rfjv
Airvr/v'

fj oti ol Alrvaioi innoi

SiaBbr/TOi Kal rbv Spbpov d£ibXoyoi, Kal rd (evyr/
knaivera.1

Kal LTivSapbs <pr/ai

dXX'

dnb rrjs dyXaoKapnov SiKeXias oxr/pa.

To the passages quoted by the scholiast must be added

Soph. Ichneutae 300 :

dXX'

cos Kepdarr/s KavOapos Sfjr karlv Alrvaios obvi/v ;

The scholiast evidently hesitates between the interpretation
'
as big as Aetna ', or

'

as fine as an Aetnaean horse
'

; and

modern writers improve on the second suggestion by supposing
KavOapov in Aristophanes to be napd npoaSoKiav for KavOr/Xiov

or
KavOcova.2 If the phrase only occurred in Aristophanes this

would be possible, but the passage of Epicharmus excludes

this interpretation, while Kepdarr/s in the Ichneutae cannot

be explained by any reference to horses, and is very appro

priate to certain large beetles. And further, the association

of a real beetle (not merely a pun-beetle) with the town—not

the mountain—of Aetna is proved by the occurrence of a

scarab on a tetradrachm of Aetna, between 476 and 461 B.
c.3

But why such a beetle should have been especially associated

with the town of Aetna we do not know. It is conjectured by
von Vurtheim 4 that a city, whose inhabitants were connected

by origin with Chalcis and Naxos, would, like those cities,

have been devoted to Dionysus and to the Libyan Ammon,

and that the KavOapos, or wine-cup, which appears on the

coins of those cities, was replaced on the coinage of Aetna

through a kind of insulting jest on the part of Hiero, by a

scavenger-beetle ; but this seems very far-fetched and impro

bable. It is perhaps more likely that the place may have

been (perhaps only temporarily) inhabited by large scavenger

1 So van Leeuwen for inaiveroi.
"

Van Leeuwen, 1. c. ; cf. Pearson, 1. c. That Soph. Oed. Col. 312

describes Ismene as Airraias enl | 7rd>Xov fiefjacrav has not, I think, any

necessary bearing on the point. There was no doubt a fine breed of

horses associated with Aetna ; but it may be doubted whether they were

ever called KaefrjXios or Kavdaiv, which seems to mean a
'

pack-ass '.

3
Hill, Historical Greek Coins, p. 43, pi. iii. 22, &c.

1
Mnemosyne, xxxv (1907), pp. 335-6.

C c 2
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beetles, possibly imported by accident or design from Africa,

and that the fact may have been
notorious just at this time.

This seems rather more likely than that there was a special

breed of scarabaei at Aetna, as Jebb suggests ;
x if there was

such a breed it is now extinct.

Crusius conjectures that Heracles in this playwas presented

or described as fighting with a race of pygmies, riding on

beetles'

backs, and refers to
Philostratus,2

by whom the story

is told, how the pygmies in Libya set upon Heracles in his

sleep after his victory over Antaeus, and how he swept them

all into his lion-skin and carried them off. There is no

mention of beetles as steeds in Philostratus, and Athenaeus3

quotes a story to the effect that '
that small infantry warred

on by
cranes'

in India rode on partridges; but it is quite

possible that Epicharmus used some early variety of the tale,

or invented one for himself.

It is uncertain where the scene of the play was laid. It is

generally assumed to have been in Sicily, not in Libya ; and

Epicharmus is supposed to have invented a Sicilian pygmy

race on the analogy of the African ; and this is not impossible,

though it would have been as easy for him to transport an

Alrvaios KavOapos to Libya, as for Aristophanes to bring one

to Athens. It is commonly believed that the
'

girdle
'

of

which Heracles was in quest was the girdle of Hippolyte,

queen of the Amazons,which Heracles obtained by violence at

the bidding of Eurystheus ; the scene of that adventure was

on the Thermodon or in Scythia. But it is possible that

Epicharmus was thinking of the girdle of Oeolyce, daughter

of Briareus, the seizure of which was treated by
Ibycus;4

and that the scene of
Heracles'

exploit was laid in the

West.5

1 On Soph. Oed. Col. 312. 2 Imag. ii. 22. 3
ix, p. 390 b.

4 Schol. Apoll. Rhod. ii. 777 7roXXoi Se Xdyoi ;repi rov £coo-T?ipds elatV rives

pev yap 'lnnoXvrrjs, dXXoi Se AtjiXukijs, vI/3ukos Se OioXukijs iSi'as loTopmv rrjs

Bpiapeco dvyarpds CJ)Tjcriv.

6 The conjecture ofWilamowitz that the name of 'Aqbawai, an obscure

Sicilian town, used proverbially for the other end of the world, came in

this play is quite probable, but does not settle the scene of the play.

(Antiatt. Bekk. 83. 28 has 'Acpavval' 'Enixappos 'HpakXei to} . .
.)
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The last of the Heracles-plays, 'HpaKXrjs b nap $6Aco,

doubtless presented or narrated the story
1
of

Heracles'

fight

with the centaurs over the cask of old wine which Dionysus

had entrusted to Pholos, with the injunction that it was not

to be opened until Heracles came. The only two lines which

remain are quoted by Eustratius
2 for the sake of the proverb

which they contain :

dXXa pdv kycbv avdyKa ravra ndvra
noieco'

otopai 8 oiiSels kKcov novr/pbs oiiS? drav ex(ov.

The words may have been spoken by Heracles with reference

to his enforced labours.

§ 3. Of the other plays which presented legendary subjects,
the "ApvKos dealt with the boxing-match of Polydeuces with

the giant Amycus, son of Poseidon, who tried to prevent the

Argonauts from getting water, when they landed in the

territory of the Bebrykes. The scholiast on Apoll. Rhod. ii.

98 says that Epicharmus, like Peisander, made Pollux bind the

giant after defeating him, whereas in Apollonius he slew him ;

and perhaps a few words (fr. 7) preserved by lexicographers
3

refer to the
'

packing-up
'

of Amycus :

j. i * j. rf

J ei ye pev J on

kyKeKopBcorai KaXcos.

Fragment 6 is more interesting :

"ApvKe, pr) KvSa£e poi

tov npeaBvrepov dSeXtpeov.

1 For the story and its varieties see Gruppe in Pauly-W. Real-Enc,

Suppl. iii, col. 1045 ff.

2 On Aristot. Eth. N. ill. v, § 4. He gives the title as 'H. n-apd *dXca,

but see Wilamowitz, Hermes, xxxvii (1902), p. 325. novrjpds does not

mean
'
bad

'

(as Diels, Vorsokr? i, p. 122, takes it), but
'

beset with toil
'

;

cf. Solon fr. 14 (Bergk4) ov8e paKap ovbels neXerai (Spdros dXXd novrjpot ndvres

oo-ovs dvtjTovs rjfXios Kadopd. The meaning of the word (and of the

proverb) is different in Aristotle, who quotes the proverb as oiSels eVccuv

novrjpds ukoiv paKap.

3 Etym. Magn. 311.8; Photius, Epist. 156 (p. 210). Blomfield's ev ya

pHv on may be right. Hesychius explains iyKeKdpf2<arai as iveiXrjTai. This

version of the story was followed by the artist of the Ficoroni Cista:

see Robert, Archdol. Hermen., pp. 105-16.
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The words must have been addressed by Castor to Amycus,
and show that the play must have included three persons

taking part in the same dialogue. The fragment, slight as it

is, reminds us of the scenes of dispute which in Attic comedy
led up to the agon ; and it is at least possible that the play

consisted of a wrangle, a boxing-match, and a scene in which

the giant was safely tied up. The occurrence of the word

f/pibyKiov in the play
x
shows that the language was not con

fined to words suitable to the Argonautic expedition ; but the

suggestion of Welcker 2 that the word shows that the quarrel

arose out of an attempt of the Argonauts to buy provisions is

a mere guess. Sophocles wrote a satyric play on the same

subject.

The Kcopaaral fj "Hcpaiaros is shown by a note of
Photius3

to have dealt with a story which was a favourite subject

of vase-painters and other
artists* in the sixth and fifth

centuries B.C. in all parts of Greece. Wilamowitz5
thinks

that it was probably the subject of an Ionian
'

Hymn
'

of the

same type as the extant Homeric Hymns ;
6
and it was the

subject of a poem of
Alcaeus;7 but both literature and art

1
Bekker, Anecd. Gr. i. 98.

2 Kleine Schriften, i, p. 299.
3
"Hpas Seapovs ind

vieos'

napd Hivbdpcp, "Hpa iird 'HcpaioTou Seapeverai ev

tco vn avrov KaracrKevaaOevri dpdvco, o rives dyvorjcravTes ypdcpovo'iv vnd Aids.

KXrjprjs'

r) liTTopia Kal napd 'ETri\dppco ev Kcopaarais r) 'HcpaioTffl. The story is

told by Libanius, iii. 7, and Pausan. I. xx, § 3.
4
e.g. in the temple of Athena XoXkioikos at Sparta (Paus. in. xvii,

§ 3), on the throne of Apollo made by Bathycles at Amyclae (ib. in.

xviii, § 8), and in the oldest temple of Dionysus atAthens (ib. I. xx, § 3).
6
Gdtt. Nachr. 1895, pp. 217 ff.

6
Prof. J. D. Beazley tells me that the representation of the story on

the Francois vase (Furtw.-Reichold, Gr. Malerei, pi. 11, 12) also suggests

dependence upon some epic treatment, and that the treatment of it on

this vase reappears, in its general lines, on most later vases. The earliest

extant representation of the story happens to be on a Corinthian vase,

which is often figured (Aih. Mitt, xix, p. 510, pi. 8; cf. Bieber, Denkm.

zum Theaterwesen, Abb. 122, p. 129), but this does not mean that the

story is specially Dorian : it is found on sixth-century Ionic and Attic

vases (e.g. one in the Ashmolean Museum, of about 550 B.C.). See

above, p. 264.

7 Traces survive in fragm. 9, 9 a, and 133 (Diehl).
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seem to have lost interest in the story after the fifth
century.1

Hera, annoyed at the lameness of Hephaestus, had cast him

out of heaven, and in revenge he sent her a golden chair so

contrived that no one but himself could release her from it.

Ares tried and failed ; and all attempts to induce Hephaestus

to return to heaven were unsuccessful, until Dionysus made

him drunk and transported him back in that condition,

accompanied (on the vases at least) by a Kcopos of satyrs.

(Dionysus'

share in the story is perhaps not an original part

of it ; Wilamowitz conjectures that the two gods may have

been brought into connexion at Naxos, where both were

worshipped. He also suggests that the story of the fettered

goddess may be connected with some cult in which the statue

or the aniconic idol was fettered, as it was in the cult of Hera

at Samos.) Unfortunately the fragments of the play are quite

insignificant.

The problem set by the titles LTvppa Kal LTpopaOevs (Athen.

iii, p. 86 a, and probably Pollux, x. 82), LTvppa (Athen. x,

p. 424 d), LTpopaOevs (Etym. Maga. 725. 25), AevKaXicov

(Antiatt. Bekk. 90. 3), LTvppa fj AevKapicov (Etym. Magn. s. v.

AevKapicov), has not been completely solved. One or more of

these titles may belong to revised editions of plays originally

bearing other titles in the list. Wilamowitz has made the

brilliant conjecture that Epicharmus presented Pyrrha and

Leucarion (a play on Deucalion)—
' Red-hair

'

and
' White-

hair
'
—as husband and wife. This would suit fragment 117,

LTvppav ya pcorai AevKapicov (where pcbrai — £r/rei), and the

remark of the scholiast on a passage of Pindar (Olymp. ix. 68)

referring to Pyrrha and Deucalion, Kal b pev 'Enixappos dnb

tcov Xdcov tcov XiOcov,Xaovs roi)s oxXovs (pr/alv covbpaaOai. Doubt

less the play referred to in some way travestied the creation of

men from stones by Deucalion and Pyrrha after the flood, and

1 Welcker conjectured that the satyric play Hephaestus of Achaeus

treated the subject, but Wilamowitz (I.e.) shows that this is very doubtful ;

and the scene on a phlyakes-vase (Heydemann, Jahrb. Arch. Inst. i. 290),

in which Daedalus and Enyalios are fighting in the presence of the

seated Hera, can only be brought into connexion with the stoi-y if a

number of doubtful hypotheses are granted.
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there may possibly
have been two plays, or two versions of

the same play, entitled (e.g.) LTvppa Kal LTpopaOevs and LTvppa

fj (or Kai) AevKapicov. Whether there was a serious legend of

Leukarion, as well as of Deucalion, may be doubted. Some

writers
x think they have found such a legend connected with

Opuntian Locris,but the evidence rests upon very unconvincing

hypotheses, and it is much more likely that if the word

Leukarion is correct at all, it was due to a pun of Epicharmus.

The few fragments of the play give no information as to the

treatment of the subject.

The XKipcov must have dealt with the story of the highway
man who gave his name to the Scironian rocks, where, until

Theseus overcame him, he threw the passers-by over the

rocks, to feed a gigantic tortoise: but the only connected

fragment is a passage (fr. 125) quoted by the scholiast on

Aristophanes, Peace 185 ff., where a somewhat similar verbal

repetition is employed :
2

A. ris kan pdrr/p; B. SaKis- A. dXXa ns narf/p;

B. XaKis. A. ns dSeXcpebs Se; B. SaKis.

(The first speaker, according to the scholiast, was a basket

(cboppbs) and aaKis means a maidservant, but may also be a

proper name.)

Of the Z<piy£ nothing is known except the title and a couple

of lines, in one of which (fr. 127) the speaker calls for a tune

proper to Artemis Xircovea (Kal rrjs Xircoveas avXr/adrco ris

poi peXos) ; the text of the other, which mentioned a species of

figs, is uncertain. A comic treatment of the story of Oedipus

and the Sphinx appears also on a vase painting from South

1 See Reitzenstein, Philologus, lv (1896), pp. 193 ff., and Tiimpel in

Pauly-W. Real-Enc. v, col. 265.

2 The restoration of the fragment is not perfectly certain (see p. 361).

It is still less certain whether Aristophanes really
'
imitated

'

it. The

lines from the Peace are as follows :—

EP. n coi 7tot eor ovop ; ovk epeis ', TP. piaparraros.

EP. 7ro8affds to yevos
8'

el ; (ppd£e poi. TP. p.iapd>raTos.

EP. ndrnp 8e aoi t'is
ear'

', TP. epoi ; piapcoraTos.

A comparison with Aristotle, Aih. Pol. lv. 3, shows that Hermes is

parodying the interrogation which took place at a 8oKipao-ia.
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Italy which was probably influenced by the performances of

the (pXvaKes.1

There are references in ancient authorities to three plays

bearing the plural titles 'AraXdvrai, BaKxai, and Aiovvaoi. No

significant fragment of any of these survives, nor any hint of

the plot: but the first is probably ascribed to Epicharmus in

error,2

as the play seems to have referred to some of the

victims of the Attic comedy of the last half of the fifth

century.

§ 4. A few plays bear titles which may (but do not

necessarily) imply the portraiture of a character-type. Of the

'Aypcoanvos or
' Rustic'

the only significant words (fr. 1) refer

to an athletic trainer named
'

Fisticuffs
'

:
3

coy raxvs

KbXacpos neptnarei Seivbs.

Of the 'Apnayai there are two fragments, of which one

(fr. 9) speaks of fraudulent soothsaying-women, and both

mention a number of Sicilian coins. The first runs as

follows :

coanepal novr/pal pdvnes,

iinovepovrai yvvaiKas pcopds dp nevrbyKiov

dpyvpiov, dXXai Se Xirpav, rai
S' dv'

fjpiXirpiov

Stxoptvai, Kal ndvra yivcoaKovri tco . . . Xbycp.

The attempt of Crusius 4 to connect the title of the play

with a Sicilian feast of Cotytto, at which a half-ritual, half-

sportive dpnayrj of cakes and acorns took place, is very

unconvincingly argued.

Of the 'EmvlKios (the Victorious Athlete) and the Xopevovres

we know nothing beyond the statement of Hephaestion
6
that

1
Hartwig, Philologus, lvi, pi. 1.

2 Athen. xiv, pp. 618 d, 652 a; Etym. Magn. 630. 48. Others, e.g.

Hesychius and Schol. Ven. Ar. Birds 1294, only speak of the writer as

d tos 'AraXdvras crvvdeis Or ypd\j/as.

' Hesych. 8. V.
KoXacpos'

kovBvXos. napd
8'

'Emxdppto ev
'

Aypcocrrivco Kal

7r«iSoTpi|3ou ovopa. The quotation is given in Etym. Magn. 525. 8.

4

Philologus, Suppl.-Bd. vi. 285.
5
De Metris, ch. viii, p. 25 (Consbr.)
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both were written in anapaestic tetrameters throughout;
which shows at least that they were

'

plays
'

of a very different

kind from those of Attic comedy.

The ©eapoior
' Temple-visitors

'

takes its place in a series of

Greek poems representing or describingvisitors who are study

ing the beauties of a temple
—in this case the temple of Apollo

at
Delphi.1 The fragment is like parts of

Herodas'

fourth mime,

in which two women are portrayed while visiting the temple

of Asklepios ; and Sophron is known to have written a mime

which was said to have been the original of the 'A8covid{ovaai

of Theocritus, itself a poem of kindred subject to those

mentioned.2 It is quite likely that such subjects may have

been a favourite theme from very early times in Dorian towns.

The extant fragment (fr. 94) of the Qeapoi is as follows :

KiOdpai, rpinoSes, dppara, rpdne£ai \d\Kiai,

XeipoviBa; XoiBdaia, XeBr/res x&^kioi,

Kparfjpes,
oSeXoi'

rois ya pdv vncoSeXois

f KaiXcore'f BaXXi(ovres f aioaaov
XPVf1'

e"7?-t3

It is to be noted that the objects enumerated belong partly
to the interior of the temple, and probably therefore the

speaker had come actually to consult the oracle, after offering

the necessary sacrifice, to which the few other words of the

play which have been preserved may refer
—

oaabvos re nepi

Kt)ninXbov.

The Meyapis (the
'

Megarean Woman ') is represented only

by an uncomplimentary and partly unintelligible description,

perhaps of a certain Theagenes (fr. 90) :

rds nXevpas olbvnep jSaris,

rdv
8'

omaOiav ex^is, Qedyeves, olbvnep Bdros,

1
Athen. viii, p. 362 b, cf. ix, p. 408 d.

2 The title of
Aeschylus'

Seapoi r) 'lo-dpiao-rai suggests a similar subject.

The title of Sophron's mime is conjecturally given by Kaibel as ral

eduerai rd "ladpia. Compare the first chorus of Eurip. Ion and Eunp.

Hypsipyle, fr. 764.
3 dSeXoi = djSeXoi (spits) and ina>8eXoi are probably

'
stands for spits

'

;

vid. Friedlander, Joh. von Gaza, pp. 26 ff.
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rdv 8e KeQaXdv barecov oicovnep eXacpos ov Baris,

rdv Se Xandpav aKopnios f irais f kniOaXdrnos
reov,1

and a pleasanter account of some one whose name does not

appear :

etivpvos Kal povaiKav exovaa naaav,
cpiXbXvpos.2

The title in itself tells no more than the many similar titles

of plays of the Middle and New Comedy.3

The title of the ITepiaXXos is given only by Athenaeus, who

mentions it twice ;
4 it has been suspected, but it may be a

word coined by Epicharmus, and may possibly, as Lorenz

suggests, mean 'the Superior
Person'

(6 nepl tcov dXXcov).

The only fragment (fr. 109) which certainly comes from the

play is as follows :

SepeXa Se x°Pil^iL'

Kal iinavXei atpiv fcroc/ioyf KiOdpa.
napiapBiSas'd Se

yeydOei

nvKivmv Kpeypcov
aKpoa£opeva.6

This tells us nothing of the meaning of the word. But the

possibility that it may have had an indecent signification

cannot be entirely excluded. Arcadius °
gives the meaning of

nepiaXXos as to tax^ov, and Meineke, writing on Alciphron,

Ep. i. 39, § 6, makes a strong case for the restoration of the

word in the text of Alciphron, and for connecting it (in an

obscene sense) with other words of almost similar formation.

Whether LTiOcov, as the title of a play by Epicharmus,

meant a
'

cellar
'

(as in some fragments 7
of the Old Comedy)

1 The text is very uncertain. In 1. 2 exeli> Qedyeves, is Kaibel's emenda

tion for drives : in 1. 3 oiaivnep is a suggested emendation for

uiiii'irep. The quotation is given by Athen. vii, p. 286 c.

2 Quoted by HephaeBtion, p. 6, 1. 7 (Consbr.), on account of the short

v before -pv in evvpvos.

8
Avail's, Boicuris, 'EXXr/vis, AcoScovis, MeyapiKn, 'Av&pia, HfpivBia, 2apia,

ktX. See below, p. 411, n. 6.
4
iv, p. 139 b, 183 c.

"
aocpds gives a syllable too few ; perhaps a proper name originally

stood here. naptapPiSes were a species of Ki#apo)8iKoi vdpot ofs npoo-r/iXovv

(Phot., &c).
0 Arcadius n-epi tovwv, p. 54. 10, ed. Barker.
' Pherecr. fr. 138 (K), Eupolis fr. Ill (K),
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or a
'

monkey
'

(as once in Pindar ]), no one can tell. The few

words preserved do not help.

Two plays need only (and in fact can only) be mentioned

by name—the Mfjves (the title of which recalls the Mfjves of

Pherecrates), and the TpiaKaSes. Nothing is known of these.

Offerings to Hecate were made on the 30th day of the month;
but the rpiaKas was also a political division of the state at

Sparta, and may have been so in Syracuse. In either sense

the title TpiaKaSes could be paralleled from Old Comedy plays

such as the Novpr/viai of Eupolis, and the AcoSeKarr/ of

Philyllius, or the Afjpoi of Eupolis.

The word 'Opva or 'Opova means
'

a sausage ';
2
an obscure

gloss of Hesychius 3
suggests that the play may have contained

some political allusions. The LTepaai has only its title to

speak for it; but this, and the certainty4 that the Ndaoi

referred to a political event of 477/6 B.C., imply that political

subjects were not altogether barred to Sicilian comedy. The

event was the attempt to destroy Locri, made by Anaxilas of

Rhegium and prevented by Hiero. Otherwise all that is

known of the play is that it contained amention of the proverb

o KapndOios rbv
Xdycov.5 The Xvrpai is conjectured by

Crusius 6 to have presented a poor potter building castles in

the air ; but the evidence for this will not bear inspection.

§ 5. There are three plays which are generally supposed to

have consisted mainly of a conflict or debate between two

characters. These are Ta Kal QdXaaaa, Abyos Kal Aoyiva,

and 'EXnls fj LTXovros.

1 Pyth. ii. 73. 2 Athen. iii, p. 94 f.
8 'Opova'

yopSi}, Kai crvvrpippa noXiriKov, els o 'Emxdppov Spapa. o~w-

rpippa might be used of
'
sausage-meat

'

pounded up together, and meta

phorically of a political
'
hash

'

; cf. Aristoph. Knights 214 rdparre m\

dpov rd npdypara. Dieterich (Pulcinella, p. 79) thinks that the

title may be equivalent to satura or /ami; but this seems less likely.
4 Schol. Pind. Pyth. i. 98.
0 The Carpathians introduced hares into the island, and theymultiplied

so rapidly (like the rabbits introduced into Australia) that they devoured

all the produce of the island (Prov. Bodl. 731, Gaisf.). The title of the play

is given in Athen. iv, p. 160 d as 'Eoprd ko.1 Ndo-oi, but Kaibel has shown

that this is probably a misreading.
0
Philologus, Suppl.-Bd. vi, p. 293.
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The first of these may have presented the rival claims of

Land and Sea to have benefited mankind most, particularly

by their edible produce. The very slight fragments contain

several names of fish, and Aelian
x
states that many fish were

named in the play. (This theory of the play, though only a

conjecture, seemsmore probable than the suggestion of Welcker

that Pa Kal QdXaaaa were two courtesans, even though such

names of courtesans are known in Attic comedy.) It is

interesting to compare the apparent subject of the play with

that of a late poem 2

presenting a contest of the Nile and the

Sea :

vavrai BaOvKvparoSpbpoi,

dXicov Tpircoves vSdrcov,

Kal NeiXcorai yXvKvSpbpoi

rd yeXcbvra nXiovres vSdrr/,

rr)v avyKpiaiv einare, (piXoi,

neXdyovs Kal NeiXov yovipov.

The dispute of the fisherman with the rustic, which must

have been the subject of Sophron's mime 'HXievs rbv dypoicorav

may have been of the same type. (Wilamowitz conjectures

that the fifth poem of Moschus was based on this.) The words

of fragm. 24 dpapd£vas 3
(pepei may be part of the

depreciation of Sea by Land ; otherwise the fragments contain

nothing more interesting than the oath, val pa rdv KpdpBav,

'

By the Cabbage ', which Athenaeus 4
states to have been

invented by Ananios, a writer of iambi who was quoted in the

"HBas
rdpos.6

The Abyos Kal
AoyivaB is conjectured to have contained

a contest between the Masculine and the Feminine Reason,
and so to have been parallel to the argument of the Just

and Unjust Reason in
Aristophanes'

Clouds. But we know

' Nat. Hist. An. 13. 4.

2 Oxyrh. Pap. iii. 425 (p. 72).
3 ' Climbing-vines.'

1

ix, p. 370 b.
6 See above, p. 385.

' The fragments are all quoted as iv Adyco Kal Aoyiva. That the

nominative is the feminine AoyiVa, and not (as Welcker supposed)

Aoyivas is shown by Anecd. Oxon. ii. 114; and there seems to be no

justification for the form Adyivva which some scholars have adopted.
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nothing significant of the play, except that it contained in

fr. 88 a mention of an earlier poet, Aristoxenus of Selinus :

ol tovs IdpBovs Kal rbv f dpiarov f rpbnov

bv npdros
elar/yf/aaO'

oopiarb^evos,

and, in fr. 87, a pun of the kind which is common in the Old

Attic comedy, and which occurred in a dialogue :

A. b Zevs
p'

eKaXeae, LTeXoni
y'

epavov laricov.

B. r) napnbvr/pov otyov, d> rdv, 6 yepavos.

A.
dXX'

ov\l yepavov,
dXX'

epavov (yd) toi Xeyco.

The interest of this fragment lies in the fact that it shows

that the characters were mythological ; and it is not quite

clear how the Masculine and Feminine Reason fitted in with

these.

From the 'EXnls fj TIXovtos, if that was the title, we have

one of the few long and important fragments of Epicharmus

that have survived. It is in two parts (fr. 34, 35), in the first

of which a speaker notices a parasite following on the heels of

another character (again showing that there must have been at

least three persons on the stage), while in the second the

parasite describes his life in answer to inquiries. (It is not

certain whether the name napdairos was used in the play ; the

evidence as to the date when the word came into use is

contradictory;
* but there is no mistaking the character):

(a)
dXX'

aXXos eareix %>8e rovSe Kara nbSas,

tov paSicos Xayfrfj rv Kal to vvv yd Or)v

eijcovov deiairov
dXX'

epnas SSe,

dpvanv coanep KvXiKa nivei tov Biov.

(b) avvSemveco tco Xcovti, KaXeaai Set povov 2

Kal no ya pi) Xecovn, KovSev Set KaXeiv.

Tr/vel 8e xapieis t elpl Kal noieco noXiiv

yeXcora Kal rbv
lancovr'knaiveco'

5 Kai Ka ns dvriov (n) Xfj Tt/vcp Xeyeiv,
tt/vco Kv8d£opai re Kan cov f/xObpav.

Kr/nena 7roAAci Karacpaycov, kpmcov,
1 Athen. vi, pp. 235 e, f, 236 b, e, 237 a ; Pollux, vi. 35 ; Schol. on R

xvii. 577 ; cf. Mein. Hist. Crit., pp. 377 ff.
2
o-vv8etnveco is Casaubon's emendation for avvbemveav.
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dneipi'
Xi>xvov

$'

oi>x b nais poi avpcpepei,

epnco
8'

bXiaOpd(cov re Kal Kara aKoros

10
epr/pos'

a'i Ka
A"

evrvx® T0^y nepinbXois,

diov dyaObv eniXeyco rois Oeois, Sri

oi Xwvri nXeiov dXXd paanyovvri pe.

knel Se f^Ka> otKaSis KaracpOepeis,

darpcoros
evSco'

Kal rd pev npar oil /coco,

5? Kd p (ex)(ov &Kparos dpcpenr/ cppevas.

We have here the first of many such descriptions in Greek

comedy ; and fr. 37 contains a scrap of a remark addressed to

a parasite :

eKaXeae ydp rv tis

en oIkXov deKcov rii Se kKcov co^eo rpex^v.

(oIkXov = SeinvOV.)

But the place of the parasite in the play is quite uncertain.

It is tempting to suppose that Hope was represented by the

parasite, always on the look-out for an invitation, and LTXovros

by one of his patrons (or victims) very unwilling to invite

him ; and this really seems more natural than the more

elaborate theory of
Birt,1

who thinks that there was an dycov

(like that of TTXovtos and Hevia in Aristophanes) between

Hope and Riches, and that Hope was personified in a Fisher

man. There is really no proof of the latter suggestion, except

that in Greek and Roman comedy and other literature the

hope which buoys up the poor is often found in the fisher-

class, that this was so in Theocritus, and that an epigram of

Theocritus shows that he was familiar with the works of

Epicharmus ; and this is no proof at all. It is perhaps more

likely that the plot consisted of a series of farcical encounters

between the parasite and the rich men who tried to shake

him off.

It is hardlyworth while to lay stress, as some would
do,2

on

the contrast between the Kai in the titles of Pa Kal QdXaaaa,

Abyos Kal Aoyiva, and the f) in 'EXnls fj LTXovros. Either

1
Birt, Elpides, pp. 28 ff.

2
ibid., p. 106, n. 92. Birt compares the title of a discussion of

Antisthenes, Trepi eppovrjo-eais r) lo-yvos, &c.
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would be intelligible in a title denoting a conflict of interests ;

but the possibility cannot be excluded that the original title

was simply 'EXnis (words are several times quoted from the

play as kv 'EXniSi 'Emxdppov), and that LTXovros was the

name given to a second edition (such as there was of some

other plays of Epicharmus). Much therefore remains un

certain.

§ 6. Of the fragments which are not taken from any named

play, few, except those quoted from Alcimus,1
are of much

interest. In one (fr. 148) there is an example of the rhetorical

figure knoiKoSbpr/ais, and quoted as such by
Aristotle,2

though

he only paraphrases it. What seems to be nearer the original

text is given by Athenaeus :
3

A. eK pev Ovaias Ooiva,
eK 8e Ooivas nbais kyevero.

B. xaP^v> ®s y tpiv (SoKei).

A. eK Se noaios pcoKos? eK pcoKov
8' kyeveO'

vavia,

eK
8'

vavias (SlKa . . . eK SiKas Se Kara)8iKa,

eK Se KaraSiKas neSai re Kal acpaXbs
s
Kal £apta.

Another fragment (fr. 149) presented a riddle which needed

Oedipus to solve it. (The last line is corrupt.)

A. ri Se ean ;

B. Sr/XaSfj Tpinovs.

A. ri pdv exel ir68as

reropas ; oijK kanv Tpinovs,
dXX'

(earlv) dipai rerpdnovs-

B. eanv ovop avrcp Tpinovs, reropds ya pdv «xet 'foSas.

A. OlSinovs roivvv J nor r/v atviypa toi voeis
f.6

1 See above, pp. 371 ff.

2 De Gen. An., i, p. 724. 28 ; Rhet. i, p. 1365 a 10.
8
ii, p. 36 c, d.

4
p5>Kos . . . paKov Mein. for Kcopos, Kcopov codd. Athen. pS>Kos is con

firmed by Aristotle's paraphrase (XoiSopi'a or Sia^dXr)).
5
arpaXds Bochart, which the lexicographers explain as £iXov nobav

8ecrpcoTiKdv. (The crcpaKeXXos of the codd. will not scan.)
6 Perhaps we should read OiSiVou roivvv to rrjv aiviypa toi voeii/.

A similar tame joke appears in Aristoph. fr. 530 A. Tpa7refaj> r)piv

eicrcpepe | rpeis 7rd8as exovcrav, Terrapas Se pr)
'xerco'

\ B. Kai 7rdt3ei; e'yco rpinovv

rpdnefcav Xtjyjropai ;
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One or two lines are apparently of a gnomic or proverbial

type; e.g.

fr. 165 dXXd Kal aiyfjv dyaObv, oKKa napecovri
Kappoves.1

fr. 168 o'ianep a Seanoiva, roia xa
kvcov.2

fr. 216
okk'

dpyvpiov fj, ndvra Oei Kt/Xavverai.3

fr. 221 evOa Seos, kvravOa
KalScos.*

fr. 229 kv nevre Kpircov yovvaai
Keirai.5

The following yvcopai, among others, are definitely ascribed

to Epicharmus by the writers who quote them ; but we cannot

tell which of them may be forgeries by Axiopistus, nor

whether Cronert is right in grouping them all with others as

parts of one gnomic
poem.6

fr. 265 evaeBf/s vbco necpvKcos ov ndOois k oiiSev KaKov

KarOavcov dvco rb nvevpa Siapevei oiipavbv.

fr. 266 ovSev eKCpevyei rb Oeiov tovto yivcoaKetv rv Sei

aiirbs
eaO'

dpcov knbnras, dSvvarei 8 oiiSev Oeos.

fr. 267 coy noXiiv (rjacov xpt>vov X0*? bXiyov, ovtcos Siavoov.

fr. 268 kyyvas dra ("an) Ovydrr/p, kyyva Se (apias.

fr. 269 KaOapbv dv rbv vovv exeis, dnav rb acopa Kadapbs ei.

fr. 270 at ri Ka £arfjs ao<pbv, rds vvktos kvOvpr/rkov.

fr. 271 ndvra rd anovSaia vvktos paXXov kfcevpiaKerai.

fr. 272 oi Xeyeiv rvy kaal Seivbs, dXXd aiyfjv dSvvaros.

fr. 273 d St xe'P T®-v Xe^Pa
vl'C€l'

80s ri Kal
\dB'

at n

fr. 274 oil (piXdvOpconos rvy
eaa''

«X€ly vbaov, xalpiis

SiSovs.

1
Kcippoves is a Doric form = Kpdao-oves (vid. Bechtel, Gr. Dial, ii,

p. 235).

2 It is not certain that this is a line of Epicharmus, but Kaibel's con

jectural ascription of it to him is very probable. It is quoted by Clem.

Alex. Paed. in. xi, p. 296, and there are other references to it.

8 The ascription to Epicharmus is a conjecture of Kaibel. The quota

tion is in Schol. Aristoph. Eccl. 109.

4 Schol. Soph. Aj. 1074.

" This is ascribed to Epicharmus by Zenob. iii. 64 eipr/rai
8'

r) napoipia

napiiaov nevre Kpiral tovs KiopiKOi'S eKpivov, cos (prjatv 'Enixappos. But see

below, p. 410.
6 See above, p. 369.

3183 D d
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fr. 277 npbs (8e) roiis neXas nopevov Xapnpbv Ipdnov excov>

Kal (ppoveiv noXXoTai Sbgeis, rvxov lacos (ovSev (ppovwv).

fr. 280 oil peravoeiv dXXd npovoeiv \pr) tov dvSpa tov

aocpbv.

fr. 281 pi) Vi piKpois aiirbs airov 6£v0vpov SeiKvve.

fr. 282 knmoXd(eiv ov n XPV T0V Ovpbv dXXd rbv v'oov.

fr. 283 oiiSe eh oiiSev bpyas Kara Tponov BovXeverai.

fr. 284 d 8e peXera (pvaios dyaOas nXeova Scopeirai (piXois.

fr. 285 ris Se Ka Xcor/ yeveaOai pi) (pOovovpevos (piXois ;

SfjXov cos dvr/p
nap'

ovSev
kaO'

b pi)
(pOovovpevos'

rvcbXbv IScov ns, kqbObvr/ae
8'

oiiSe eis.

fr. 286 acbyppovos yvvaiKos dpera rbv avvbvra pi) dSiKeiv.

fr. 287 tcov nbvcov ncoXovaiv dpiv ndvra
rdyaO'

ol Oeoi.

fr. 288 co novr/pe, pi) rd paXaKa pcoao, pi) rd
aKXrjp'

A few of these seem to bear the true Epicharmean stamp ;

such are Nos. 268, 270, 272, 273, 274, 288 : but most of them

have nothing witty or characteristic about them. Some, if

genuine, have become Atticized in the course of repitition. It

is certain, however, that works of the kind towhich mimes and

primitive comic performances generally belong constantly

contain such moral and sententious maxims, and it is such

maxims which form a considerable part of the fragments of the

Roman mime-writer, Publilius Syrus. Sometimes, perhaps,

they pointed a moral, and sometimes travestied the moralizing
temperament.

The Character of
Epicharmus'

Comedy.

§ 1. The Anonymus Estensis (quoted at the beginning of

this chapter) says of Epicharmus, ovtos npcoros Sieppippevr/v

ri/v KcopcoSiav dveKTr/aaro, 7roAAa npoaobiXoTexvfiaas, and that

he was rfj noirjaei yvpviKos Kal eiperiKos Kal (piXorexvos- The

writer is no doubt condensing or repeating statements which

had become traditional, and had no knowledge of the works

of Epicharmus at first hand, but his words sum up conveniently

the general impression which a study of the fragments makes,
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though the suggestion in the word dveKrrjaaro, that comedy

had already existed in some organized form but had been

broken up and was put together again by Epicharmus, is

probably misleading. There is no trace, at least, of any

organized comedy before him; but he did unite various

elements into a structure which was sufficiently coherent to

be regarded as the beginning of an artistic comedy. What

these elements were will be presently considered : but first it

will be well to deal briefly with a point of which some writers

perhaps make too much
r
—the fact that the plays of Epi

charmus are never in antiquity actually called KcopcoSiai.

This seems to be true, but it is probably an accident ;

Aristotle, Poet, v, evidently thinks of his writing as properly

called KcopcoSia : Plato speaks of ol dKpoi rrjs noifjaeoos kKarepas,

KcopcpSias pev 'Enixappos, rpaycpSias Se "Opr/pos: late writers

call him KcopiKos, KcopcpSioypdcpos, KcopcoSionotbs : and it seems

hard to believe that if all these and other writers could use

the word KcopcpSla to describe the species of poetry which he

composed, theywould not, if they had wished, have spoken of

the single plays as KcopcoSiai. (In fact the plays are seldom

referred to distributively. They are spoken of as Spdpara by
Athen. iii, p. 94 f., Hesych. s. v. bpova, and Hephaest., p. 25.

15 Consbr. The word Spapa appears not to be used in Attic

of the classical period in application to Attic Comedy, but in

a fragment of Ecphantides there is a mention of a Spapa

MeyapiKbv, which was evidently a comic performance, and it

is possible that the word was also used of comedy and similar

performances in Sicily. This would agree with Aristotle's

statement in Poet, iii that some people regarded Spapa as a

Dorian word.2) What is highly probable, is that the per

formances of Epicharmus were not especially associated with

a Dionysiac Kcopos, and that there would accordingly have

been no ground for calling them KcopcoSiai in Sicily itself ; but

that the ancients recognized them as belonging to the same

general type as KcopcoSiai can hardly be disputed.

1 Wilam. Einl. in die Gr. Ting., pp. 54-5 ; Kaibel, in Pauly-W. Real-Enc.

vi, col. 36 ; Radermacher, Aristoph. Frdsche, p. 15.
2 See above, pp. 144-5.

Dd 2
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§ 2. It is clear that in the opinion of
Aristotle,1

who

evidently knew of no 'Written comedy in Sicily before

Epicharmus, the essence of the work of Epicharmus was

the composition of plots of general, as distinct from personal,

interest ; and Aristotle would hardly have given the title of

pvOoi to any but more or less connected and coherent struc

tures. But he does not say that all the works of Epicharmus

were alike or possessed these merits in equal degrees, and it

seems very probable that it was not so, but that there were

'
plays

'

of several different types included among his works.

We have found traces of dialogues in which at least three

speakers took part, in the"ApvKos and the 'EXnls r) LTXovros:

of narrative speeches, something like those of the messenger

in Attic tragedy and comedy, in the Bovaipis and the "Hfias

Tdpos: of monologue in the 'OSvaaeiis AvrbpoXos. In the

"ipvKos there was probably a quarrel, a boxing-match, and a

scene in which the giant was tied up : in the Qeapoi there

may have been a scene (and this may have been the whole

play) like that of
Theocritus'

'A8covid£ovaai and of certain

mimes: the 'EniviKios and the Xopevovres were composed

entirely in anapaestic tetrameters: some plays perhaps con

sisted mainly (or at least in part) of an agon or set
debate,2

though apparently without a chorus standing by, or any

1
Poet. v.

2 The attempt of Sieckmann (de Comoediae Atticae primordiis, 1906)
to prove that something like an agon occurred in nearly all the plays

of Epicharmus comes to very little. He shows that most plays included

more than one speaker; that the anapaestic tetrameter, one of the

regular metres of the Attic agon,, was common in Epicharmus, and that

in the extant fragments (as in the epirrhematic portions of Attic

comedy) there are virtually no traces of characters entering or leaving
the scene. But this is a very different thing from proving that most

plays consisted of an agon, with (in some) a prologue or epilogue in

iambics. That the comedies of Epicharmus were (as he believes) of

about the same length as an agon of Aristophanes also proves nothing,

and a general review of the fragments is sufficient to dispose of his

theory. (I find that a reply to Sieckmann, on the same lines, was given

by Suss in the Bed. Phil. Woch. 1907, pp. 1397 ff.) The further suggestion

of Sieckmann, that the agon ofAttic comedy was of Dorian rather than

of native origin, seems to be equally groundless. (See above, pp. 240ff.)
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other judge, so far as our evidence goes : in some plays an

dXa£d>v (and possibly more than one) was made a fool of or

else outwitted his neighbours. Some of the plays on mytho

logical subjects may have had plots of several scenes; e.g. the

Kcopaaral fj "Hcpaiaros, and some of the Heracles-plays, though

it is uncertain how much was acted and how much narrated.

Now and then the action may have been interrupted by a

dance or assisted by an instrumental performance : a flute

solo in the "HBas Pdpos, accompanying a dance by two

performers, and a peXos associated with Artemis Xircovea l in

the 1,<piy£, are well attested (unless indeed the first-named

play was entirely narrative) ; and there is some reason for the

conjecture that a nvKriKov peXos accompanied the boxing-

match in the "ApvKos.2

There was probably no uniform or prescribed structure in

the plays of Epicharmus and his contemporaries. That such

a set form was so closely adhered to in Attic comedy was

largely the result of the presence of the chorus ; and of a

chorus, at least as a regular element in the play, there is, in

the fragments of Epicharmus, no distinct trace. There may

have been some kind of Kcopos in the Kcopaaral fj "Hcpaiaros :

and the Seven Muses may have sung together in the "HBas

Pdpos, though they may only have figured in the narrative of

the feast. It cannot be inferred from the title Seiprjves (or

even from the expression aKovere Zeipr/vdcov in fr. 123) that

there was a chorus of Sirens, or that more than one was

actually a character in the play. Nor do the plural titles of

the 'AraXavrai (if genuine), BaKxai, and Aibvvaoi necessarily

imply a
chorus.3 It is sometimes argued that Epicharmus

1 A specially Syraousan dance and tune of this kind are mentioned

by Athen. xiv, p. 629 e. See above, p. 392.

2 See Pollux, iv. 56, where nvKriKov ti peXos seems to be a certain

correction of rronTiKdv, and Kaibel on fr. 210. But it cannot be inferred

(as Lorenz, p. 90, seems to infer) from the mere use of the word o-kmXo-

(jaTi£eiv in the Ilepo-ni (fr. 112) that there was a dance in which the

performer Btood on one leg; nor from the corrupt fr. 79 that there was

a scene of ^aXXio-pds in the Qeapoi.

8 Cratinus'

'OSi'o-treis, 'Apxi'XoYoi, and KXeo/SovXirai and
Teleclides'

'Ho-i'oSoi need not have been so named owing to the presence of the
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employed a chorus, on the strength of a note in Pollux 1
that

he called the dramatic training-school x°Priy^0V- But the use

of x°PVYe^0P ^or SiSaaKaXeiov may well have been derived

from the training of the tragic chorus there, or some chorus

other than the comic, and so Epicharmus might naturally

use the word, even if he had no chorus
himself.2

The poems we're probably short, like the mimes and their

earlier predecessors in Dorian lands. (The want of a chorus

and the variability of the form would be further points of

resemblance.) We are told that Apollodorus divided the

plays of Epicharmus into ten volumes :
3 Birt (followed by

several scholars since)
argues4 that as apparently each

Aristophanic comedy constituted a rbpos, such a rbpos would

contain about 1,500 lines, and the plays of Epicharmus (which

he counts as 35) would therefore average between 300 and

400 lines each. The argument itself is not quite satisfactory.

It postulates an unnatural uniformity (disproved in fact by
Birt himself) in the size of volumes ; and we do not know

how much (if any) of the spurious works Apollodorus may

have included in the ten volumes: the fact that he distin

guished the genuine from the spurious does not prove that

he excluded the latter from his edition. Nor is a statement

in the Liber glossarum quoted by Kaibel (p. 72), to the effect

that the early comedies did not exceed 300 lines,6
of great

weight, since we do not know its authority, and it appears to

chorus. The titles may mean either
'
persons like Odysseus

&c.'
or

'
Odysseus &c. and their companions '.
1 ix. 41, 42 eKaXovv Se to SiSaaKaXeiov Kal x°P°v OcPVy^'0") Kaibel),

d»rdre Kai tov SiSdcncaXov ^opijydi', Kal to 8i8daKciv x°Prfr*~a'> Ka' paXiara oi

Acoptets, cos Enixappos ev '08vcrcrei AvTopdXcp' iv 8e 'Apnayais x0PVye'tov ™

8iSao-KaXeiov covdparrev. Comp. Hesych.
xopay(e)icov'

SiSaaicaXeimv.

2 On the probable absence of a chorus from Dorian comedy, see also

Reich, Mimus, i, pp. 503-4.
3
Porphyr. Vit. Plotin. 24 piprjcrdpevos

8' '

AnoXXdScopov tov 'ABr/vaiov Kal

'

Av&pdvtKov tov TiepmaTrrriKov $>v d pev 'Enixappov tov Ka>pco8ioypd(pov els Se'fco

rdpovs cpepcov crvvrjynyev kt\.

4 Antike Buchivesen, pp. 446, 496.
6 'Sed prior ac vetus comoedia ridicularis extitit . . . Auctor eius

Susarion traditur. Sed in fabulas primi earn contulerunt non magnas,

ita ut non excederent in singulis versus
trecenos.'
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refer to Attic comedy as composed by Susarion and
others.1

But that the plays were actually short is rendered likely from

the slight nature of their subject-matter, so far as we can

trace it, and by their apparent resemblance to the mime ; and

although the statement about
Apollodorus'

edition cannot be

made the basis of a numerical calculation, it does suggest

comedies much shorter than those of Aristophanes.

Apart from the kind of farce and horseplay that is always
an element of popular comedy of a not very advanced type,

the great interest of
Epicharmus'

work seems to have lain in

its presentation of character. We are already familiar with

the Parasite as depicted by him; Korte's conjecture2 that

with the Parasite there appeared also his companion in so

many Athenian plays, the Boastful Soldier, while not sub

stantiated by evidence, is probable in itself, and no doubt the

mercenary captains employed by Sicilian tyrants could have

provided specimens of the type. We have seen also the

ingenious philosopher—the dXa£iiov ao<pos, in a guise very

like that in which he appears in Attic Comedy, and traces of

various other types flit across the scene in the fragments—the

Trainer, the Sight-seer, the Victorious Athlete, and many

others. Athenaeus asserts 3 that Epicharmus was the first to

bring a drunkard on the stage (and was followed by Crates

in the Peiroves), and probably many of his personages were

in one way or another connected with the pleasures of the

table. It must also be admitted that the fragments are not

free from traces of those indecencies which the hearers of the

earlier Greek comedies everywhere
enjoyed,4 though Crusius 5

goes beyond the evidence in supposing that these traces show

that the actors of Epicharmus wore the gross phallic costume

which was adopted by Attic actors, and which is seen also on

1 Cf. Usener, Elteiii. Mus. xxviii. 418; Kaibel, DieProleg. nepl KapaSias,

p. 46, who rightly rejects the authority of this late passage for facts

upon which Aristotle was unable (Poet, iv) to obtain information.

2 Die griechkche KomSdie, p. 13, and in Pauly-W. Real-Enc. xi,

col. 1225.

■'

x, p. -129 a.
4
fr. 191, 235.

'
Philologtts, Suppl.-Bd. vi, p. 284.
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the vases which depict the performances of the (pXvaKes. It

may have been so, but it is not proved. Traces of con

temporary allusions are very rare; but we have seen that

there was certainly an instance in the Naaoi, and the

reference to the Eleusinian Mysteries in the 'Odvaaevs Avr'o-

poXos exhibits the same kind of incongruity as was common

in both the Old and the Middle Comedy of Athens.

Besides the comic character of the plot and the drawing of

the personages, much of the amusement of the audiences of

Epicharmus must have been derived from the language. In

this the stock devices of Greek comedy are already apparent

i—
parody,1 word-play,2 the coinage of long-words,3 diminutives,4

and significant proper
names,5

and the rattling off of lists of

the good things of the feast. The rapidity of his
'

patter ', or

perhaps of the interchange of question and answer, may be

referred to by Horace 6

Plautus ad exemplar Siculiproperare Epicharmi (sc. dicitur).

§ 3. It is not easy for us to judge broadly of the effect of

the Dorian dialect when used on a large scale; the first

impression of awkwardness and inelegance is no doubt super

ficial and due to the comparative strangeness of the Doric

forms to our eyes ; there is certainly no reason for supposing

that the sounds were harsh or unmusical. The dialect em

ployed by Epicharmus is in the main that of Corinth and its

colonies, of which Syracuse was one, and which in general

form a homogeneous group ; but Bechtel has shown that in

Epicharmus this is modified in two ways. There are elements

in his language which seem to be Rhodian,7
and these he

1 fr. 123, 130; cf. Athen. XV, p. 698 C elpeTr)v pev ovv tov yevovs (sc. tijs

napcobias) 'hrncovaKTa cpareov tov iapjlonoiov . . . Kexpr/rai 8e Kal d 'Enixappos

d SopaKOo-ios ev Tivt T&v 8paparcov
in'

dXlyov.

fr. 87. 3
6. g. paKpoKapnvXavxeves in fr. 46.

4
XipiapiKv8piov in fr. 142. 6

KdXacpos in the
'

Aypamivos.

6
Epp. n. i. 58.

7

Especially (1) the accus. plur. in -os and -2s, e. g. Kai tos
dve5pa?roiis

(fr. 170), papas (fr. 9), ras dvSpocpvKriSas (fr. 49), nXevpas (fr. 90), d(pvas

(fr. 124) ; cf. KuXds S>pas &yovo-a in the Rhodian swallow-song ; and (2) the

infin. in -peiv, e. g. etpeiv (fr. 99 and 182), npo8i8dpeiv (fr. 100), norBepeiv

(fr. 170).
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ascribes, as Ahrens did, to the influence of the citizens of

Gela (a colony of Rhodes), whom Gelo settled in Syracuse,1

and who would naturally be found about the court of Gelo

and Hiero: and there are also
words2 taken entirely or in

part from Latin, as is natural enough. But, as Kaibel has

well pointed out, the language is not merely that of the street,

but is full of allusions and turns of wit and argument, which,

despite occasional slang and vulgarity, presuppose an alert

and educated audience.

In handling his metres Epicharmus secures a vigorous

movement and a certain liveliness by allowing free resolution

of long syllables, as well as changes of speakers in the middle
of the line—a licence not allowed in early tragedy, but found

in the satyric 'Ixvevrai of Sophocles. There is no trace of

lyric metres in the fragments; only fr. 101 comes from an

anapaestic dimeter-system. In a few fragments only3

we

find anapaestic tetrameters, but we are told (as has already

been noticed) that the 'EniviKios and the Xopevovres were

composed entirely in this
metre.4 There is one line of parody

in hexameters.5 The metres chiefly represented in the frag
ments are the trochaic tetrameter (which Marius Victor calls

the metrum
Epicharmciim)a

and the iambic trimeter; the

former was probably already in use in popular songs as well

as in earlier literature ; the latter had a long history before

Epicharmus.

1 Herod, vii. 156.
2
e. g. KvPiri£eiv, Kvpiros (fr. 213), 7rei'TdyKiov (fr. 9), oyKia (fr. 203),

rjpldyKlov (fr. 8).

3 fr. 109, 111, 114, 152.
4
It is probable that the metro was of Dorian origin. It was certainly

associated with the Spartan ipfiarnpia, or marching-songs, and a special

variety of it was termed AaKavixdv (Hephaestion, de Metris, viii, p. 25. 22

Conbr,). Hephaestion quotes a line in the metre from Aristoxenus of

Selinus (who was earlier than Epicharmus) ; but Kaibel and others doubt

its genuineness (see Bergk, Poet. Lyr.*, ii, p. 21 ; Cic. Tusc. Disp. II. xvi,

§ 37. &c). There is no instance of its use in dialogue before Epicharmus,

and it was no doubt originally a marching-rhythm.

6 fr. 123.

8 For the theories of Hoffmann and Kauz on
Epicharmus'

use of this

metre, see above, p. 370, n. 4.
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§ 4. It has already been stated that we have no reason for

associating the plays of Epicharmus, any more than the

mimes which they so closely resemble, or
their Peloponnesian

ancestors, with a Dionysiac Kcopos ; and in fact we know

nothing of the external conditions of their performance, nor

whether they formed part of a contest, as at Athens. If

Aelian J is right in speaking of Deinolochus as dvTaycoviarr)s

'Emxdppov, some kind of contest is probably implied. The

proverb kv nevre Kpircov yovvaai Keirai is quoted by
Zenobius,2

and both he and Hesychius 3
state or imply that five judges

decided between the comic poets in Sicily; but this may

possibly be a mere inference from the occurrence of the

proverb in Epicharmus, if indeed it is quoted from the real

Epicharmus at all. Tragedy was very probably performed in

competition before five judges, this custom, like tragedy itself,

being imported from Athens ; but the custom may or may not

have been adopted for comedy, and the proverb itself may

have been imported with the custom.

§ 5. The precise degree to which Epicharmus influenced

Attic comedy cannot be determined ; it is difficult to agree

either with
Zielinski,4

who does not think that the plays of

Epicharmus were known to the early Attic comic poets, or

with those who, like von
Salis,5 find the influence of Epichar

mus everywhere. It is clear that many features are common

to Epicharmus and the Old Comedy—the characters of the

philosopher, the parasite, the drunkard, the rustic, the voracious

and turbulent Heracles, the crafty Odysseus, the burlesqued

gods ; but Athens may well have derived most of these (in so

far as they were borrowed at all) from Dorians nearer home.

The agon was also probably home-grown in Attica. Nor

1 Nat. Hist. vi. 51.
2 iii. 64 eipr)rai

8'

rj napolpia napdaov 7revre Kpiral tovs KapiKoiis eKpivov,

as (pijcav 'Enixappos, iv nevre Kpirav yovvaai Keirai.
3 'Ev jrevre

Kpircov'

iv dXXorpia i^ovcria e'oriV. nevre Se Kpirai tois Koipiitois

eKpivov : and also nevre
Kpirai'

toctovtoi tois KcoptKois eKpivov, oi povov

'

ABr/vrjcrtv, dXXd Kal iv SiKeXi'n.

4 Glied. der altatt. Kom
, p. 243 ; cf. Bethe, Prolog., p. 61.

13
op. cit.
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would Athenian poets need to go to Sicily for the use of

parody, of word-play in countless forms, and of
'

patter
'

con

taining long lists of the good things of the feast. We have

seen reason to doubt whether the scholiast was right, who

found an imitation of Epicharmus in Aristophanes, Peace

18") ff.1 It is also very unsafe to infer direct imitation in lines

of Aristophanes in which common and colourless words occupy
the same place as in lines of Epicharmus.2 The puzzle about

a rpinovs rpdne£a in Aristophanes, fr. 530 3

may or may

not have been suggested by Epicharmus, fr. 149 ; the same

is the case with the conceit employed in the Peace, when

Trygaeus rides on an Alrvaios KavOapos. (The creature was

proverbial, but its use as a steed is not found before Epichar

mus.4) The use of the anapaestic tetrameter in comedy by
Cratinus and his successors may have been suggested by
Epicharmus, but this would hardly account for its regular and

predominant use in what appear to have been native elements

in Attic comedy, the agon and parabasis; and in any case

the Athenians could have borrowed the metre from the

Peloponnesian Dorians.

The enumeration of parallel lists of titles of plays from

Epicharmus and from Attic comedy undoubtedly suggests

that the two had many subjects in common ;
5 but against this

must be set the extraordinary difference of treatment in choral

and non-choral comedy respectively. The close resemblance

1 See above, p. 392, n. 2.
2 Von Salis compares Epich. fr. 171

dp'

e'o-Tiv avXqcris ti Trpnypa; now

piv 2>v with Aristoph. Pint. 97, 1195, in which 7rdvu pev ovv similarly ends

the line; and fr. 171, 1. 2, and fr. 128, with Aristoph. Fivgs 56, Lysistr.

916, and Pherecr. fr. 69, 1. 4, in which oiSapHs or pijSapws is similarly

placed. Other instances which he gives (p. 41) are even less convincing.

3 See above, p. 400.
4 See above, p. 388.

11 Von Salis compares the Meynpis with plays entitled 'Aran's, 'eXXtjvis,

Honoris, Am8uvi's, llepo-i's, MeyapiKr), &c. ; and points to Attic comedies

called KukXioi^, Bouo-ipis, 2icipwv, *i\oKTnTi)S, Nijo-oi, Mijves, Ba^ai, MoCoai,

2eipnv«s, Ka>p.ncrrni, &C The 'HpaKXijs yapav of Archippus may have had

the same subject as the "H(3as rdpos, and the ApdpaTa i) Kevravpos of

Aristophanes may have resembled the 'HpnKXijs d n-dp *dX&) (cf. Kaibel,

Hermes, xxiv, pp. 51 ff. ; Prescott, Class. Phil, xii, pp. 410 ff.).
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between the parasite in
Eupolis' KbXaKes1

and the same

character in Epicharmus may well have been due to the fact

that both drew from the same type in real life ; and although

there is some parallelism of subjects between Epicharmus and

the Middle Comedy, the explanation is probably to be found

in a common mythology and a similar social life.

It is dangerous, therefore, to exaggerate resemblance into

imitation ; and the tricks of comic poets and performers are

much the same all the world over; but to suppose that the

Attic poets were unacquainted with Epicharmus, and derived

no suggestion or inspiration from him seems to be at least

equally extravagant ; and if Plato knew and admired him, it

is unlikely that he was quite unknown to the generation

before Plato.

In the same way it is impossible to trace in detail the

influence which Epicharmus may have had on the comic

performances of later times in Magna Graecia, though that

influence is not likely to be disputed. The subjects of his plays

and those of the paintings on the cpXvaKes-vases are noticeably

alike, though the performances of the (pXvaKes are never

classed as comedies. Among the mimes of Sophron (also

never called comedies 2) are some, the titles of which resemble

those of plays of Epicharmus, such as 'Aypoicorr/s, ral Qdpevai

Ta"IaOpia (if that was the title), LTpopaOevs, and in his

travesty of heroic stories he may have affected the
iXaporpa-

ycoSia of Rhinthon.

But whatever may be conjectured where so much is un

certain, it remains the outstanding merit of Epicharmus, as

Aristotle saw, that he created a type of comedy which turned

largely upon topics of general interest; and so he was the

forerunner not only of the later comedies which travestied

1 159 (K.).
2
At least not before Suidas (s. v. Sdxppmv KcopiKos). I think Reich,

Mimus, i, p. 269, overstates the extension of the word Kapco8ia to mimes,

&c. It is doubtful whether Athen. ix, p. 402 b, in speaking of 'iraXiKr)

KaXovpevtj Ko>po>8ia written by Sciras of Tarentum refers to the cpXvaKes.

In any case both Athenaeus and Suidas are very late, and
Athenaeus'

expression shows that the name was not used in its strict sense.
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heroic legend, but of the comedy of social life and manners

which has never entirely disappeared, and has sometimes taken

shape in literature of the first order.

VI

Phormus and Deinolochus.

It is convenient to append here a note on the little that

is known about
Epicharmus'

fellow-poets, Phormus and

Deinolochus.

Phormus is known to us only from a few scattered notices

of Athenaeus and Suidas, as a contemporary of Epicharmus,
and with him the

'inventor'

of comedy, and as the friend

of Gelo and tutor of his children.1 With regard to the

titles of his comedies, which are more in number than six (the

number given by Suidas) there is a difficulty which cannot

be solved, even if it were worth
solving;2 but it is evident

that most or all of the plays were mythological burlesque,

probably of the same type as those of Epicharmus.

Suidas states also that he introduced a robe, reaching to

1
Suidas, 6. V. 'Enixappos ... OS evpe rnv KcopcoSiav iv SvpaKovcrais dpa

fvdppa) : and S.V.
Poppas'

SvpaKovcrios, KcopiKds, aiyxpovus 'Enixdppco, oiKeios

Se I'eXiovi tco rvpdvvco liKeXias Kal rpocpevs tcov nai8cov avrov. eypayjre 8pdpara

(', d icrri
ravra'

''ASprjTOS, AXkLvogs, 'AXKuoves, 'IXi'ou ndpBrjots, "Innos, Kr/cpeis

i) KecpdXaia, Uepcrei'S. ixprjcraTo Se npairos iv8vpart no8rjpei Kal crKVvij Seppdraiv

cjioiviKcov. pepvip-ai 8e Kal erepov Spdparos 'ABrjvaios iv tois Aeinvoaocpiarais
,

'AraXdvTr]S (cf. Athen. xiv, p. 652 a cpoiviKa Se tov Knpndv Kal 'EXXqvikos

KeKXr/Kev . . . Kal 'Pdppos d KcopiKos iv 'AraXdvrais). Aristotle, Poet, v, gives

the poet's name as <I>dppis, but the reading of the passage is in any case

very uncertain.

2 'iXioo n-dptfyo-is and "l7nrns may have been the same play in different

versions or with an alternative title ; so may Kijcpei's and JJepo-eis and

KecpdXmn (one MS. has r) before nepo-ei's). KecpdXaia may have some

reference to the Gorgon's head which figured in the story of Perseus.

Lorenz suggests that 'AXKuo»es is a dittography from 'AWvoos, though

the name is in itself unsuspicious. It is very doubtful whether either

Epicharmus or Phormus wrote an 'AraXdvrai (vid. Kaibel Fragm.,

p. 93).
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the feet, for his actors, and decorated his stage with purple

hangings.1 Pausanias2
mentions a Phormis who came from

Arcadia to Syracuse and did good service both to Gelo and to

Hiero by his brilliant generalship, and whose statue was

erected at Olympia both by himself and by his friend Lycortas

of Syracuse. Some writers have assumed without question

that the comic poet and the general were identical ; but, apart

from the difficulty in regard to the termination of the name,

there is no evidence which clearly connects the two. No

fragment of Phormus survives.

Deinolochus is described by Suidas 3
as of Syracuse or

Acragas, and the son or pupil (Aelian says the rival4) of

Epicharmus. The titles of his plays which have been pre

served are Althaea, The Amazons,Medea, Telephus, and Kwpm-

SorpaycoSia. The last is only known as the title of plays by
much later writers, such as Alcaeus and Anaxandrides ; but

there is no reason why Deinolochus, who must have seen

tragedies acted at Syracuse, should not have travestied them

under such a title. The fragments are very meagre
5
and tell

us nothing of his work, except that he made use of proverbs

and of local (as opposed to literary) words. Aelian 6
says that

Deinolochus, like some other poets, treated a quaint story to

the effect that when Prometheus had stolen fire, Zeus offered

to give any one who detected the theft a drug which would

keep off old age. Those who earned this reward took it away

tied on to a donkey's back. The donkey grew thirsty, and

1

Bernhardy emends aKrjvv to o-Kevij; but Ar. Eth. N. IV. ii illustrates

extravagant peyaXonpeneia by instancing a man ipavio-rds yapiKcos eoriSv,

Kal KcoptoSots x0PrTr<°v iv rjj nap68a> nopcpvpav eiVcpepav, Sucrnep 01 Meydpeis :

on which Aspasius comments crvvr/Bes iv KcopaSia napanerdrrpaTa Seppeis

noieiv, ov nopcpvpi8as. Possibly Phormus, like theMegareans, hung purple

fabrics (which might loosely be called aKrjvij) at the stage-entrances for

the sake of display.
2 V. xxvii, § 7.
AeivoXo^os'

SvpaKovcrios rj
'
AKpayavrivos'

KcopiKos rjv inl rrjs dy (73rd)

'OXvpwidSos, olds 'Emxdppov, i>s be Tives paBryrrjS. i8L8a£e Sadpara Ao>pi8i

SiaXeKTco.

N. H. vi. 51 AeivoXd^os d dvTayajvior^s 'Emxdppov.
6

They are collected by Kaibel, pp. 149-51.
6 I.e.
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went to a spring to drink ; but the snake which guarded the

spring would only let the donkey drink, if he gave him the

drug in exchange. So the snake got free of old age, but

received in addition the thirst of the donkey.

The only interest of these two writers lies in the evidence

they afford of the existence of a small school of comic poets at

Hiero's court.



 



ADDENDA

I (p. 124)

To the passages illustrating the meaning of e'fdp^eiv may be added the

following, which show its use in prose at a date nearer to that of

Aristotle :

Xenoph. Cyrop.lll. iii. 58. e'ffjpxev avrois d KCpos iraidva tov vopt£dpevov,

ol Se Beocrefieis names crvvenrjxricrav peydXr/ rfj cpavrj.

Id. Anal). V. iv. 14. i$rjpxf p*v avrcov eis, Ol
8'

aXXot dnatrres inopevovro

aSovres e'v pvBpv.

II (p. 148)

Since the sections of this work which deal with the dialect of Tragedy
were printed, a fresh attempt has been made by G. H. Mahlow (Xeue

Wege durch die Griechische Sprache und Dichtung) to rehabilitate the view

that Tragedy contains nothing that is not Attic, old or new, and that

the many words and forms which seem to be Epic (Ionic) or Doric are

not really such, but are forms which were current in Athens (the popula

tion of which was of mixed origin) alongside of thosewhich grammarians

regard as Attic ; these were gradually falling out of use in the sixth and
fifth centuries, but were still employed by poets to give a certain dis

tinction to their style ; in the fourth century they had practically

disappeared, and early scholars and grammarians based their conception

of Attic on the prose of the fourth century, when a kind of stabilized

Attic was produced as the result of school education. Solon employed

more of these forms and words than the Tragic poets, but none strayed

beyond the limits of genuine Attic. Two kinds of argument are used

to support this view, and to discredit the theory adopted in this book,
that the explanation of these forms (whether Epic or Doric) is mainly to

be found in the persistence of literary conventions based, first, on Homer,
and then on the practice of the lyric poets.

In the first place, Mahlow denounces with some scorn the notion that

poets addressing Athenian audiences would suddenly introduce a word

or form from Ionic here, from Doric there. But the supposed absurdity

is reduced to the vanishing point, if we reflect that the conditions were

entirely different from those under which modern poets work. (In fact

even modern poets do things very like this at times.) The earliest

Athenian poets had very little behind them except Homer, and the writers

of the choruses of tragedy had practically nothing behind them except

lyric poems written in non-Attic dialects. The sense of the remoteness

of the poet from everyday life seems also to have been distinctly greater

then than now, and a certain remoteness in his language would probably

sun e e
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have seemed far from absurd. (The support for his view which Mahlow

draws from the fact that Solon wrote many years before the institution

of public Homeric recitations at the Panathenaea is surely very frail.

Very many Athenians must have known their Homer long before the

recitations were publicly ordained.) The Ionic forms in Thucydides and

Antiphon are at least as likely to be survivals in prose of the conventions

of poetry, which was once the only form of literature, as to have been

spoken forms, coexisting with those which we have learned to think

normal. It should be added that the argument ab dbsurdo is also applied

by Mahlow to non-Attic poets. Theognis was an Ionian, not a Dorian ;

so was Tyrtaeus, though politically a Spartan ; Pindar wrote as he spoke

at home ; Hesiod was not a Boeotian but an Ionian from Kyme, and

wrote, not in
'

Epic ', but in his own home-dialect ; Empedocles too was

an Ionian, not a Dorian. It may be doubted whether these paradoxes

(and even more whether his treatment on similar lines of Homer) help
his theoiy.

But, in the second place, in addition to his a priori argument,Mahlow

examines very elaborately a large number of the main characteristics

which differentiate the language of Attic poetry from 'normal Attic',
with a view to showing that e. g. the use of a for ij was really current in

spoken Attic, alongside of the use of n, and that there was no fixed rule

in regard to the
poets'

use of these parallel forms. He does of course

show that the poets are not at all consistent, and that the use of these

vowels in words used in prose as well as in poetry cannot be reduced to

uniform rules. (In fact, no onewould expect a living language to conform

to such rules.) But it remains possible that the far greater use of the

o-forms in poetry as compared with prose may have been due to the

influence on the poets of earlier lyric poetry ; and the fact that their

usage is inconsistent and even capricious is at least as natural if they
were forms borrowed (perhaps half unconsciously), as the poet's mood or

metre suggested, from the poetic tradition, as it would be if they were

due to the mixture of the a and 17 forms in current speech. (Mutatis

mutandis the same argument will apply to the use of Ionic forms like

£e!vos, povvos, &c, and to the other poetic usages which are discussed).

It is impossible in a note, written just before the final proofs of the

present book were going to press, to discuss all Mahlow's instances at

length ; he contributes something to the history of certain usages ; but

when he uses this history to prove the
'

Old-Attic
'

theory, it is practically
always possible to find an explanation consistent with the rival view.

Ill (p. 199)

Since the foregoing pages were in proof, I have seen a well-preserved

Corinthian vase in the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge, on which are

very typical specimens of padded figures of the kind referred to on

p. 199. This is reproduced (thanks to the kindness of Dr. A. B. Cook) in

the Frontispiece.
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IV (p. 16)

I have just heard (May 26, 1927) from Professor Calder that he has

found a Phrygian inscription of about A. D. 250 on which AioiWis (i. e.

Dionysus) is mentioned in a way which implies his guardianship of the

tomb. Combining this with the fact that 8idpepa = tomb (which, he now

tells me, is certain), he interprets 8i9vpap{los as = 8i0pepdvflas,
'

lord of the

tomb ', the suffix -/3as being construed
' lord

'

(in this and other Anatolian

words) with v inserted (as frequently in Anatolian before |3 and S). From

this he concludes that the dithyramb was originally both Dionysiac and

funereal. He makes out a strong case ; but I still feel the difficulty of

inferring, from the existence of a 8idpepa under the care of Dionysus

(the two are not expressly connected in any one inscription, but the

inference is perhaps permissible) in the third century a.d., the funereal

character of Dithyramb, perhaps a thousand years earlier, in face of the

fact that there is not a trace of funereal character about anything that is

called dithyramb inGreece. We know so little of the reciprocal relations

of Greek and Phrygian religion and ritual during that thousand years,

and even less of the history of Phrygian beliefs. So I can still only sus

pend judgement. I am not competent to discuss the questions in com

parative philology which he raises, but I am not sure whether his theory
of -apfios accounts sufficiently for all the Greek words of that and allied

terminations. (There is also a difficulty still about the i of 8i6ipapfjos,

and of 8l8pepa, if the syllable Si- means
'
double ', as he supposes.)
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Actors and Acting: 100, 109 ff.,
122 ff., 162, 166.

Actor's costume (comic): 237, 261 ff.,
337.

Actor's costume (tragic): 110 ff.,
149 ff.

Adrastus: 136 ff.

Aegae: 181, 182.
Aeschylus : chorus in, 88 ; use of

trochaic tetrameter, 112, 129;
aetiology in, 197.

Plays : Aegyptii, 87 ff. ; Bassarai,
183, 187; Choephoroe. 178, 179,
194, 200 ; Danaides, 87 ff., 191,
199 ; Eumenides, 178, 189-91 :

Oresteia, 193, 200 ; Persae, 89,
129, 178, 193,200; Prometheus

VIvpKaevt, 154 ; Prometheus

trilogy, 190, 191, 193, 200;

Septem, 179, 194, 197, 200;
Supplices, 87 ff., 126, 177, 193-

5 ; Sphinx, 190 ; Seiopol */
'laBpiao-rai, 394.

Aetiology in Tragedy : 195 ff.

dycoyn : 23, 24, 49.
Agon in Tragedy : 161, 162, 192 ff. ;

in Comedy : see Comedy.

dyfives xvrpw01 '• 171, 216.
Agonothetes: 76, 79.
Agyieus-stones : 175, 176.

Alrvaios KavBapos : 386 ff., 411.
nXafciv: 270 ff.

Alcaeus (comicus) : 230.

Alcimus: 371 ff.

Alexander the Great : 71, 73, 181.
"Apj3as: 15.

Amyntas : 371.

dvajioXai : 55, 60, 74.
Anagnorisis (in Tragedy) : 187, 194.
Anaxandrides : 71, 291.
Antheas: 227.

Anthesteria: 141, 170-2, 213 ff.

Antigenidas : 64, 73.

Apollo Agyieus : 140.

Apollo, dithyrambs to : 9, 10 (see

also Thargelia).

Apollonia (at Delos) : 9, 77.
Archestratus : 72.

E e

Archilochus : 5, 18, 19, 21.
Archippus : 247.

Arion: 7, 19-22, 50, 126, 131 ff.,
143, 145.

Aristarchus : 72.

Aristias : 31.

Aristophanes : on new music, &c,
54, 59, 60 ; abjured stock de

vices, 259, 277 ; characters ,
see

Comedy; use ofPrologue, 311 ;

animal choruses, 247 ; form

and structure of plays, 292 ff.,
and see Comedy ; analysis of

plays, 312 ff.

Plays : (see also Index II)
Acharnians, 238 ff., 277, 295-

310, 312, 313, 329, 331, 336,

342, 343, 347; Babylonians,
251 ; Birds, 295-310, 321-3,
338, 342,

344,"

347; Ecclesia-

zusae, 295, 304, 309, 310, 327,
328, 333, 339, 347 ; Frogs, 295-

310, 326, 327, 332, 339, 342,
345-7; Gerytades,346; Knights,
277, 289, 295-310, 314, 315,
331, 336, 340, 342, 343, 346;
Lysistrata, 242, 261, 295-310,
323-5, 332, 339, 342, 344 ;

Peace, 277, 295-310, 320, 321,
331, 332, 338, 347; Plutus,
277, 295, 297, 309, 310, 328,
333, 340, 342, 347 ; Thesmo

phoriazusae, 295-310, 325, 326,
333, 342, 345, 347 ; Wasps, 277,
295-310, 317-19, 331, 338, 342,
343.

Aristotle : on beginnings of Trage

dy, 109, 110, 112, 121 ff.

on beginnings ofComedy, 225 ff.,
240.

on dithyramb, 22, 55.
Aristoxenus: 31, 71, 81, 96, 116,

118.

Artemis Kop8d*a : 260 ; Auaia, 248 ;

Orthia, 254 ff. ; Orthosia, 275 ;

Xirave'o, 258, 363, 392, 405.
Asclepius : 10, 12, 79, 173.
daKcoXiaapds : 102 ff., 213.

3
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Athenaeus : on Ananios, 385, 396 ;

Antheas, 227 ; airoKafiSaXoi,

231 ff. ; Artemis XiTwve'a, dance

to, 257, 363, 405 ; Bacchiadas,
25; Chionides, 288; Chryso

gonus, 364 ; SeiKrjXiarai, 228 ff. ;
dithyramb at Alexandria, 78 ;

Ecphantides, 290 ; Epichar

mus, 384, 385, 391-7, 403, 407,
408 ; lappiarai of Syracuse,
233; Italian Comedy, 412;

IBvcPaXXoi, 231 ff. ; kvkXioi x°P°h

48 ; Lamprocles, 40 ; Lasos, 24 ;

Licymnius, 71 ; Magnes, 289 ;

paiacov, 278 ; mime-actors, 229,
381 ; Neanthes, 360, 361 ;

<paXXoc/>d/)oi,231ff.;
Pherecrates'

Xeipcov, 54 ; Phormus, 413 ;

Phrygian music, 17 ; Phryni

chus, 100 ; Pratinas, 30, 96,
100; Pygmies, 388; Satyric

drama, 101, 118 ; Theodoridas,
77 ; Thespis, 100 ; Timotheus,
68 ; Tragedy (early), 100, 101,
118. See also Index II.

Authorities: for history ofComedy,
224-32, 234, 248, 254 ff., 275 ff.,
280-2, 286 ff., 354 ff., 363.

of dithyramb, 5, 20, 22-4, 30, 31,
41, 54, 55, 77-9, 81.

of Tragedy, 97-101, 103, 105-7,
109, 118-22, 134, 136, 154,
166 ff.

See also Inscriptions, Vase-paint
ings, and Preface.

avroKd[j8aXoi : 231 ff.

Axiopistus : 364, 369, 404.

Bacchiadas : 25.

Bacchylides : 40 ff., 50.

BaKyeios, meaning of: 184, 185.
Bessi: 184.

Bethe, E. : on ship-wagons, 115.
fior/Xdrris : 7, 8.
@ovKoXtao-Tai : 247 ff.

PcopoXdxos: 270 ff.

Bcopdc: 175 ff.

fipvXXixio-rai : 256 ff.

Bywater, I.: on vnoKpirrjs, 110; on

it-dpxcov, 123 ; on Aristotle's
view of origin of Tragedy, 125,
126.

Calder, Prof. W. M. : derivation of

SiBvpapBos, 16ff.

Capps, Prof. E. : on Pratinas, 93 ;

on didascalic inscription, 94,
95 ; on dates of Chionides and

Epicharmus, 355.
Centaurs : 169.

Chaeremon : 71.

Chaeroneia : 79.

Chamaeleon : 71, 103.
Chares: 72.

Charilaus : 72.

Chionides: 227, 286 ff.
Choerilus: 97,117,291.

Choregia: 51 ff.

Choricius: 230.

Chrysogonus : 73, 364.
Clearchus : 24.

Cleisthenes: 135ff.

Comedy : Origins, Aristotle's ac

count, 225 ff., 240 ; origin from

phallic processions not proved,

234 ff. ; kind ofKcopos required,
241 ff. ; originpartlyin

animal-

masquerade, 244 ff. ; begging
processions, 249, 250 ; associa

tion with villages, 225, 250,
281 ff. ; suggested common ori

ginwith Tragedy, 283, 284 (and
see Tragedy).

Dorian elements, 253 ff.; SeiKij-

Xio-toi, 230 ff., 253 ; evidence

of masks, 254 ff. ; of dances,
256 ff. ; of costume, ££l_ff. ; of

stock characters, 270 ff. ; Me

garean Comedy, 225, 274 ff.
Cornford's theory, 329 ff.
Form and Structure, 292 ff.;
epirrhematic elements, 240 ff.,
292 ff.; Parodos, 240, 304 ff.;
'
Proagon ', 240, 302 ff. ; Agon,

241, 242, 249-52, 298 ff., 329 ff.,
336 ff., 341 ff., 396 ff., 404,
405; Parabasis, 235ff.,241,242,
295ff.; Prologue, 252, 311 ff.;
Iambic Scenes, 306 ff. ; Lyrics
between Iambic Scenes, 307 ;

Exodos, 251, 309, 310.
Character-types, 230, 254 ff., 269,
270 ff., 329 ff.

metres of, 293-5, 241, 244,

300, 312 ff., 370, 371, 404,
409.

of Susarion, 280 ff.; of Euetes,

Euxenides, andMyllus, 284 ff. ;
of Chionides, 286 ff. ; of Mag
nes, 288 ff. ; of Epicharmus
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Comedy (cont.)
(see s. v.) ; of Ecphantides,
289 ff.

See also Analysis of Chapters III,
IV.

Comparetti,D.,on Bacchylides : 43,
44.

Cook, Dr. A. B. : emendations by,
13, 217 ; derivation of HiBvpap-

fios, 15, 214 ; on primitive

Btage, 120 ; on satyrs,&c, 150,
156 ; on origins of Tragedy
and Comedy, 208 ff. ; on Plutus,
333.

Corinthian vases : 263 ff., 418.
Cornford, F. M. : 235, 239, 277, 307,

329 ff

Crates : 227, 230, 247.
Cratinus : 15, 19, 283, 405.
Xirpoi : 171.

Damasias : 75.

8eiKt)Xio-rai : 228 ff., 253, 271.
Diagoras : 58.

Dicaeogenes : 71.

Dieterich, A. : on 8it?dpau0os in

Aristotle, 127 ; on Satyrs and

Anthesteria, 170 ff. ; on Bprjvm

in Tragedy, 180; on comic

types, 273, 27,8.
Dionysia : at Delos, 9, 77.
at Athens, 51-3, 79, 80, 93 ff.,
98, 107, 114 ff, 141, 142, 177,

178, 209, 213 ff.

Rural, 213 ff., 237 ff.

Dionysius of Halicarnassus : on

Pindar's dithyrambs, 32-4 ; on

later dithyramb, 59, 67.
of Syracuse, 61.
of Thebes, 95.

Dionysus : double birth, 7, 14 ; not

a hero, 12 ff, 139, 178, 182 ff. ;

worship on Mt. Pangaeum, 13 ;

in Bhip-wagon, 114 ff. ; MeXa

vaiyis, 160 ff. ; Eleuthereus, 161 ;

as a goat, 173 ; spread of his

worship, 174 ; ritual of, 185 ff.,
199, 208 ff. ; death and suffer

ings of, 206 ff. ; relation to

Osiris, 207, 208.
Dithyramb : primarily Dionysiac,

5 ff. ; Ridgeway's theory of, 5,

6, 12-14 ; /3oi;Xdrns, 7, 8 ; deri

vation of name, 7, 14 ff., 214;
il it hy ranibs inhonourofApollo,

Dithyramb (cont.)
9, 41, 45; ofAsclepius (?), 10,
79 ; AiBvpapfios and&piapf3us as

proper names, 10, 11 ; d. and

heroic subjects, 12, 19, 41, 126,
127; not funereal inGreece, 12,
81 ; ritual connected with, 16,
81; derivation fromPhrygia, 17,
18, 47, 419; language of, 33, 34,
38, 45, 64, 66-8, 74; structure

of, 24, 37, 38, 43-5, 55, 61, 68,
74 ; music of, 17, 19, 20, 23,
24, 28 ff, 47, 48, 51, 55, 56,
58, 59, 61-3, 68, 69, 71, 74, 77,
82; Pratinas on, 28 ff.; dialect

of, 47; meaningof kOkXios \opds,
48 ; dances associated with, 49,
50 ; absence of masks, 50 ;

choregia for, 10, 51 ff., 78 ;
ago-

nothetea for, 76 ; prizes for, 7,
52, 53 ; cost of performance,

53 ; the later dithyramb, 53 ff. ;
dvayvcooriKoi SiBvpapfioi, 71 : d.

after fourth cent. B.C., 75 ff.;
general spirit of d., 81, 82 ;

relation to Tragedy, 124 ff.,
198 ; meaning of the word in

Aristotle, 126 ff., 132 ff.; as

used by Miss Harrison, 198.
composers of: Archilochus, 5, 6,

18, 19; Arion, 19 ff., 133;
Bacchiadas, '25 ; Bacchylides,
40 ff.; Cratinus, 15; Diagoras,
58 ; Hieronymus, 58 ;

Hypodi-

cus, 25 ; Ion, 46 ; Kedeides,
Kekeides, Kydias, Kydides, 45,
46 ; Krexos, 69 ; Lamprocles,
39 ; Lasos, 22 ff. ; Melanippides,
55 ff. ; Nicostratus, 47 ; Pan

tacles, 46 ; Philoxenus, 61 ff. ;

Phrynis, 59 ; Pindar, 32 ff. ;

Polyidus, 69, 70 ; Praxilla, 39 ;

Simonides, 25 ff. ; Telestes, 70,
71 ; Timotheus, 64 ff. ; minor

poets of fourth cent. b. c, 71,
72.

at Athens, 7, 9, 10, 23, 25, 33-5,
38, 44, 45, 47 ff., 69, 72,76,79,
80, 94; at Thargelia, 9, 10,
51-3, 72, 76 ; at Panathenaea,
Prometheia, Hephaesteia, 10,
52, 53 ; at Lenaea, 76.

in Arcadia, 78 ; at Argos, 38 ;

Ceos, 75 ; Chaeroneia, 79 ;

Chios, 75; Corinth, 19 ff., 38;
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Dithyramb (cont.)
Delos, 9, 27, 28, 41, 43, 77 ;

Delphi, 9, 10,42,43,75-7,81;

Eleusis, 75 ; Halicarnassus, 75 ;

Hermione, 22 ; lasos, 75 ; Mi

letus, 77; Naxos, 22, 47;

Orchomenos, 78, 79 ; Paros, 5,
18, 47 ; Peiraeus, 10, 75 ;

Sa-

lamis, 75 ; Samos, 77 ; Teos,
77 ; Thebes, 22, 35, 47, 75.

See also Analysis of Chapter I.

Dium : 181, 182.
Dorion : 73.

Dracon of Lampsacus : 134.

Spapa, Spdv, Spapeva : 134, 135,
142 ff., 403.

Ecphantides: 144, 289 ff.^
Eisler, R. : on do-Kc»Xiao-p.ds, 103-4;

on Adrastus and Sicyonian

Tragedy, 136.

iXeds: 118 ff., 175.
Eleusinian mysteries : 145, 180,

189, 198.
Eleutherae: 161.

Elis, invocation ofwomen of: 13.

Empedocles: 143.

Eniautos-Daimon : 185 ff., 329 ff.

Ennius, relation to Epicharmus :

365, 366, 379.
Epameinondas : 75.

Epicharmus : date, 225, 284, 287,
353 ff. ; parentage and birth

place, 359 ff. ; a Pythagorean?,
355 ff. ; relations with Hiero,
361, 362.

Spurious writings, 363 ff. ;
rioXi-

rern, 364, 367, 369; Chiron,
364, 365; Canon, 365, 369;
'Oyfronoiia, 364, 365 ; Tvwpai,
364, 369, 370 ; question of a

poem Ilepi cpvo-ecos, 365 ff.

General character ofhis Comedy,
227, 402 ff.; were his plays

KwpcpSiai ?,402 ;
'
philosophical

'

fragments, 371 ff. ; mythologi
cal burlesque, 277, 380 ff., 404,
405 ; characters, 230, 271, 273,
393 ff., 398, 407, 410; con

temporary and political allu

sions, 396, 408 ; number of

speakers in dialogue, 390, 404 ;

metres, 370, 371, 409 ; langu

age, 406, 407 ; had his plays a

chorus ?, 405, 406; their

Epicharmus (cont.)
length,406,407; circumstances
of their performance, 410 ; in

fluence onAtticComedy,410ff.;
and on cpXvaKes, 412.

Plays: 'Ayptoo-Tivos, 393; 'AXkuo-

veus, 383 ; "ApvKos, 389, 390 ;

'Apnayai, 393 ; 'ATaXdvrai, 393 ;

BaK^ai, 393 ; Bovmpis, 383 ; Ta

Kal BdXacrcra, 396, 397 ; Aidvu-

aos, 393 ; 'EX7TIS fj nXoCros,
398 ff.; 'Ettivi'kios, 393, 394;
"H|3as Tdpos, 384 ff. ; 'HpnuXijs
d em tov faOTrijpa, 386 ff. ; 'Hpa-

k\tjs d nap §>6Xcp, 389 ; Qeapoi,
394 ; KukXq>\^, 383 ; Kcopaaral

r) "HaWo-ros, 390, 391 ; Adyos

Kal Aoyi'vn, 396, 397 ; Meyapis,
394, 395 ; Mijves, 396 ;

'OSuo--

o-eus AirdpdXos, 380, 381 ; '08.

vavayds, 381 ; 'Opova or 'Opia,
396 ; ITepiaXXoy, 395 ; Ke'pcai,

396; lliBcov, 395; Hippa ml

TIpopaBevs, 391, 392 ; Setpijves,

382 ; 2Ki'po>v, 392 ; 2<pi'yf, 392 ;

TpiaKaSes, 396 ; Tp5es, 383 ;

$tXoKTTrras, 382 ; Xopeuovres, 393,
394 ; Xdrpai, 396 ; fragments

of unknown plays, 400 ff.

Epicurus: 72.

Epigenes: 96, 108, 138 167, 168.
Eraton : 72, 76.
eo~xdpa '. 177.

iBeXovrai: 231.

Eucles: 72.

Euegorus, Law of: 94, 217.
Euetes: 284.

Euius: 73.

Eupolis: Aryes, 157, 247; Aijpoi,

346.

Euripides : 65, 74, 190-2, 194, 196,
202 ff., 366 ff.

Alcestis, 90, 130, 179, 188 ; An

dromache, 179, 187, 203; Ar

chelaus, 181, 182 ; Bacchae, 8,

181, 187, 191, 192; Cyclops,
155 ; Electra, 194, 205, 206 ;

Hecuba, 178, 204 ; Helena, 179,
205 ; Heracles, 194, 204, 205 ;

Heracleidae, 203 ; Hippolytus,

179, 187, 191, 194, 203; Ion,

192, 204 ; Iphigeneia inAulis,
206 ; Iph. in Tauris, 179, 205 ;

Medea, 196, 202 ; Orestes, 194,

206; Phoenissae, 179, 205;
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Euripides (cont.)
Rhesus, 182 ff, 206 ; Supplices,
179, 204 ; Troades, 179, 205.

Euxenides : 285.

ifripxcov. 19,44,109, 118 ff., 123 ff.,
166, 236, 238, 417.

Farnell, Dr. L. R. ; on early tragic

costume, 111; on Ridgeway,
111, 140, 100; on Ioannes

Diaconus, 134, 135 ; on Diony
sus MeXavaiyis, 160 ff. ; on

Dionysus as goat, 173 ; on

Lenaea, 213, 335.

Flickinger, R. : on Pratinas, 95, 96,
158, 159 ; on Eusebius, 98 ; on

npdacona in Aristotle, 122 ; on

Ridgeway, 131 ; on Ioannes

Diaconus, 134; on rpayiKos, 137,
138 ; on Sicyon ian Tragedy,
138 ; on satyr-costume, 158,
159.

Flute and flute-players : 20, 24, 30,
47,48,51, 64,68,70,72-4,76,
78.

Frickenhaus : on ship-wagons, 115,
116 ; on

'
Lenaean

'

vases, 210.

Garrod, Prof. H. W. : 23, 28 ff., 96.
Ghandarvas: 169, 173.
Glaucus of Rhegium : 20, 81.
Goat-prize : 98, 107, 173.
Goat-sacrifice: 102ff., 165, 173.
Goat (see also Satyrs).

Gow, A. : on BvpiXr,, &c, 177, 178.

Harrison,Miss J. E. : interpretation

of SiBvpapBos, 15, 185, 186, 188,
198; on choruses of Bacchae,

38, 198 ; on the KoupBres, 172.

Hellanicus (poet) : 72, 76.
Heracleides Ponticus : 116-18.

Heracleitus : 369, 372 ff.

Herodotus (historian) : on Arion,

20 ff., 131 ff.; on Lasos, 23; on
Sicyonian Tragedy, 135 ft'. ; on

Satrae and BeBsi, 184 ; on Osi

ris and Dionysus, 206-8.

Herodotus (musician) : 74.

Heroes, ritual of: 136, 137, 140,

176,179, 180, 186 ff.

Herois : 14.

Hiero of Syracuse : 353, 361, 362,
387, 414.

Hiller, E. : on Eratosthenes, 102 ff. ;

on Pollux, 119.
Hypodicus : 25, 47.

Iambic trimeter in Tragedy: 110,
129.

lapfjio-rai : 233.

Iamblichus (on Epicharmus) : 357,
358.

lapftos : 15.

?au/3oi: 231,233,409.

Icaria: 102 ff., 161, 162, 165.
Ioannes Diaconus : 132 ff., 281.
Ismenias : 73.

Ithyphalli: 231 ff.

Jebb, Sir R. : (on Bacchylides), 42 ff.

KctXXaftiSes, KaXXn(3i8ia : 257.

KaXXiKavr^npot : 169.

Kaphisias : 73.

Kan-viar : 290.

Karkidamos : 72.

Kedeides, Kekeides : 45.

Kinesias : 59 ff.

Koppds : 179, 180.

Ko>pai, Kwpos : at the Dionysia, 9-1 ;

antecedent to Comedy, 164,
225 ff., 240 ff., 282, 293, 403;
at Anthesteria, 216.

Kordax : 256, 259, 260, 336.

Kranz, on Aristotle's sources : 122.

Krexos : 69.

kwcXios x°P°s : sec Dithyramb.

Kupirroi : 257.

Kydias, Kydides : 46.

Lamentations at tombs, &c: see

Bprjvri.

Lamprocles : 39, 40, 46.
Lasos : 22 ff., 30, 31, 37, 47.

Leibethra, Leibethrii : 183.
Lenaea : 76, 209 ff, 237, 238, 247.
Xr/vaifciv : 211,

Licymnius: 71.

Lysiades : 72.

Lysicrates, monument of: 52, 72.
Lysippus : 76.

Machon (on Philoxenus) : 64.

Maeson, paio-a>v : 278 ff.

Magnes : 226, 247, 288 ff.

Margites: 226.

Masks : 50, 92, 111, 112, 228, 229,
252 ff., 273, 278 ff., 348.
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Mazon, P. : onstructure ofComedy :

293, 300.
Megarean Comedy : see Comedy.

Melanippides : 30, 31, 55 ff.
Meletus : 89.

Menecles : 74.

Meyer, G. : on language ol dithy
ramb, 67, 68.

Miletus, dithyrambs at, 77.
Mimes : 253, 278, 394, 402.
pdBwv : 261.

Murray, Prof. G. : on Pratinas, 95 ;

on origin of Tragedy, 186 ff.,
244.

Myllus : 285, 286.

Navarre : on dithyramb, 25, 49 ; on

origins of Comedy, 243 ; on

masks, 279.

Nicomachus (poet) : 72.

(pvBpiKos) : 54.

Nicophon (Pandora of) : 157.

Nicostratus : 47.

Nilsson, Dr. M. : on Thespis and

Solon, 107 ; on ship-wagons,

115; on Aristotle's account of

Tragedy, 128 ; on rpaycoSia, 159,
160 ; on Rosalia, 161 ; on An

thesteria, 172 ; on mourning
in Tragedy, 180 ; on certain

dances, 257.

Nomos, the : 66, 78.

Oeniades : 73.

copoCpayia : 188, 209.
Onomacritus : 23, 199.
Orchomenos : 78.

Orestes, story of, in Tragedy : 193,
200, 201, 206.

Osiris : 13, 207, 208.

Paean, the : 10, 12, 18, 75.
Paideas : 72, 75.
Pamphilus : 72.

Pan, and Panes : 156.

Pandia: 214.

Pandora-vase : 156, 157.
Pangaean Mountain : 183 ff.
Pantacles : 46, 47.
Pantaleon : 68.

Peisistratus : 10, 136, 196, 199.
Pelops: 17.

Periander : 136.

Pericles in Comedy : 339.

nepinereia : 187, 189, 191.

Phallic processions, &c. : 207, 208,
217, 227 ff., 250, 257, 329.

cpaXXocpdpof. 231, 234 ff.
Pharmakos : 330, 337, 341.
Pherecrates : fragment of Cheiron

(on lyric poets), 54, 55, 59, 60,
62, 65, 66 ; Persae, 252.

Philocles : 89.

Philodamus, Paean of : 75.
Philopappus : 79, 80.
Philophron : 72.

Philoxenus : 54, 61 ff., 71, 78.
Phlyakes: 230, 231, 267 ff., 271,

279, 391, 392, 412.
Phormus (or Phormis) : 227, 413,

414.

Phrygian music : 17, 19, 20, 32.
Phrynichus (tragicus) : 90 ff., 116,

117, 129.
Phrynis : 59, 65.
Pigres: 226.

Pindar: 6, 7, 21, 32 ff., 81.
Plato (comicus): 247, 372.
Plato (philosopher) : on the later

dithyramb and music, 58, 59 ;

on Kinesias, 60; on Epichar

mus, 359.

Plutarch : on dithyramb, 9, 10, 19,
20, 23, 30, 41, 55, 81, 127 ; on

Osiris and Dionysus, 13 ; on

earliest Tragedy, 98, 105, 106,
166 ; on Thespis, 99, 107, 108,
110 ; on satyrs, 154; on Spar

tan customs, 229 ; on Epichar

mus, 356, 361, 375. (See also

Index H.)
Pollux: on earliest Tragedy and

stage-properties, 101, 118 ff.,
175 ff. ; on satyr-dress, 153 ;

on comic masks, 254 ff. ; on

comic dances, 150, 151, 257,258.
Polyidus : 69, 70, 74.
Polyphradmon : 89.

Poppelreuter, onorigin of Comedy :

245, 246.
Pratinas: 28 ff., 92 ff., 126, 129,

158, 168.
Praxilla: 39.

Priapus : 11.

Proclus : 106, 281.
Pronomus : 72.

the younger : 76.

i^oXoeis : 236.

Ptolemy Philadelphus : 78.

Pursuits, ritual : 140.
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Radermacher, L. : 247, 249.
Reisch, E. : on Choerilus, 97 ; on

Arion, 133 ; on rpaycoSoi, &c,
150, 151, 159.

Ridgeway, SirW. : theory of dithy
ramb, 5 ff. ; on Arion, 21, 145 ;

on Thespis, 107, 108, 111 ; on

AriBtotle's Poetics, 128-30 ; on

Phrynichus, 129 ; on Sicyonian

Tragedy, 138 ff. ; on Anthe

steria, 141 ; on dialect of

Tragedy, 146, 147; on goat-

costume, 160; on satyrs, 170;
on Dionysus as goat, 173 ; on

BvpiXn and 0<up,ds, 175 ff.; on

tomb-ritual, 170 ff. ; on drama
tic ceremonies from many

lands, 180, 181 ; on plays of

Euripides inMacedonia, 181 ff. ;
on the Rhesus, 182 ff. ; on Mag
nes, 289.

Rogers, J. D. : on tragic dialect,
148.

Rostagni, A : on Epicharmus, 372,
373.

Rostrup, E. : on early Tragedy, 112,
181 ; on rpaycoSoi, 159.

Sacadas : 73.

Salamis, dithyrambs at : 75.

Samos, dithyrambs at: 77.

Satyric drama : general character,

90 ; relation to Tragedy, 124 ff.,
131 ff, 149 ff, 167, 168; not

ascribed to Thespis, 112 ; cos

tume of satyrs, 153 ff, 164; at
Lenaea?, 218; of Pratinus,
92 ff., 158, 159; of Choerilus ?,
97.

Satyrs : derivation of SaTupds, 50,
90, 152 ; satyrs ofArion, 132 ff.,
152 ; in literature and art,

149 ff. ; in the theatre, 153 ff. ;
in folk-lore, 169 ; not Satrae,
170 ; not spirits of the dead,
170 if. ; Strabo on satyrs, 172 ;

relation to Dionysus, 151,
174.

Satyrus (flute-player) : 78.

Schmid,W. : on Sicyonian Tragedy,
176.

Sehnabel, H. : on Kordax, 260, 264.
Seleucus : 103.

Semus : 231 ff.

Ship-wagons : 114 ff.

Sicilian danceB : 257, 258, 363, 392,
405.

Sicyon, Tragedy at : 108, 127, 135 ff.

Sileni, Silenus : 11,50, 150 ff.
Simonides : 8, 9, 23 ff., 50, 52.
o-KeiKwroids : 228, 229.
o-Koyppara e'K rwv dpa^Onv : 114, 238.
crocpicrTai : 231 ff.

Sophocles : treatise on chorus, 116,
117 ; aetiology in, 197.

Ajax, 200, 201 ; Antigone, 201,
202; Electra, 201; Inachus,
130; Oedipus Tyrannus, 201 ;

Oedipus Coloneus, 178, 201 ;

Philoctetes, 190, 191,212; Poly
xena, 178 ; Trachiniae, 202.

Sophron : 394, 412.
Sosibius: 228.

Soteria : 76, 77.
o-n-apaypds: 188, 193, 203, 212,216.
Spartan actors, &c. : 228 ff., 254 ff.
Stesichorus : 20.

Strabo : on
Simonides'

dithyrambs,
9, 27 ; on satyrs, 172.

Stiuttis: 61.

Susarion : 275, 280 ff.

Synchoregi for dithyramb : 78.

Telephanes : 73, 75.
TeleBias : 71, 96.
Telestes: 56, 70, 71.

Teos, music, &c, at : 74, 77.

Tetralogies, Trilogies: 87-90, 93 ff.,
189, 190, 193, 194.

reVT,£ : 278, 279.
Thargelia : 9, 45, 46, 51-3, 72, 76.
Theodoridas : 72, 76, 77.
Theocritus : 'AoWidfovo-ai, 394 ;

scholia on, 247, 248.
Becopis or Bvcopis : 176.

Thespis: 97 ff. ; the name, 102;
connexion with Icaria, 102 ff.,
161, 162; date, 107-9; use of

wagons, 106, 112 ff. ; disguises,
106, 110 ff., 212 ; actor and set

speech, 109 ff. ; Th. and Solon,
107, 108; Ridgeway on, 107,
108, 111 ; plays of, 116 ff, 212,
213; Btyie of, 117; summary,
120, 121. See also 134, 135,
162, 165-8, 173, 174, 199, 219.

Thiele: on 8e«,,Xiirrai, 228, 233;
on comic costume, 237.

Thrasyllus, monument of: 52.
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Bpnvrn: 19, 123, 124, 139, 140, 171,
179 193

118,'UO, 141, 175 ff.

Bvcupls : see Becopis.

Timotheus of Miletus: 64 ff., 74,
78.

Timotheus of Thebes : 73, 74.
Tolynus: 280.

Tombs and grave-ritual in Tragedy :

178 ff., 196 ff.

Tragedy : the earliest extant, 87 ff. ;
number of chorus, 87, 88 ; tri

logies and tetralogies, 87-90,
93ff. ; dialect of,89, 146ff.,

417-

8 ; iambic metre in, 110, 129 ;

number of actors, 100 ; cos

tume of actors, 149 ff. ; chore

gia in, 93 ff. ; contests in, 93 ff.

of Phrynichus, 90 ; of Pratinas,
92 ff.; of Choerilus, 97; of

Thespis, 97 ff., 162, 165-8 ; be

fore Thespis, 101, 118 ff., 166;
of Arion, 133 ff. ; at Sicyon,
135 ff. ; suggested common ori

gin of Tragedy and Comedy,
104 ff, 114, 134, 283, 284; re
lation to dithyramb, 124 ff.,
132 ff., 213 ff., 220; relation to

satyric drama, 124 ff, 132 ff.,
149 ff. (esp. 164, 165), 220;
Aristotle's theory of origin,

121 ff. ; Dorian claim to origin,
142 ff., 174 ; not derived from

hero-worship, 108, 138 ff., 146,
160, 174ff, 182-4; explanation
of ghosts, tombs, and grave-

ritual in, 111, 178 ff, 196 ff. ; not
derived from a Tear-God's

ritual, 185ff., 220; theophanies

in, 187 ff. ; happy and unhappy
endings, 192 ; aetiology in,
195ff. ; probable origin, 163,
165, 166, 218 ff.

Derivation andmeaning of name

TpaytfSla, 105, 149 ff. ; exten

sion of name, 130, 131 ; mean

ing of rpayiKos, 133, 137, 138,
140, 143.

See also Analysis ofChapter II.
rpayrjCpdpoi : 159.

rpayiKos rpdnos: 21, 133, 135, 137,
143.

Trilogies : see Tetralogies.

Trochaic tetrameter: 91, 92, 111,
112, 370, 371.

Tripods, dithyrambic : 52, 53,
79.

rpvycoSia : 103 ff., 134, 282 ff.
Tup/3ds: 50.

rvpj3a<rLa : 49, 50.

vnoKpiTr/s : 109 ff.

vndpxrjpa : 28.

Vase-paintings: 114 ff., 120, 150,
152, 153, 155 ff., 170, 171, 210,
218, 245 ff., 262 ff., 346, 390-2,
418.

Verrall, A. W. : on
Phrynichus'

Phoenissae, 91 ; on Euripides,
206.

Viza, performances at: 163, 164,
188, 236, 249.

Walker, R. J. : on tetralogies, 89 ; on

Pratinas, 95 ; onAlcaeus, 108 ;

on Sophocles, 117; on Thespis,
117, 118.

Wilamowitz (U. von Wilamowitz-

Mollendorf) : on dithyramb,
19 ; on Lasos, 24 ; on Simoni
des'

dithyrambs, 26, 27 ; on

Praxilla, 39 ; on kvkXws x°P°si

48, 49 ; on Timotheus, 66 ; on
Aeschylus'

Supplices, 88, 200 ;

on Phrynichus, 91 ; on didas

calic inscriptions, 95 ; on plays

of Thespis, 118 , on origin of

Tragedy, 126 ; on SiBvpapBos in

Aristotle, 127 ; on Dracon of

Lampsacus, 134; on Orpheus,
184 ; on Megarean Comedy,
274, 275 ; on early Athenian

comic poets, 285 ; on date of

Epicharmus, 355 ; on philoso

phical fragments of Epichar

mus, 371.

Wilhelm, A. : on didascalic in

scription, 94, 95.

Wtist, E. : on choral odes in Come

dy, 307.

AtivSiKa, rd : 161.

Xenocritus (orXenocrates) : 19,20.

Zagreus: 82, 188, 199, 208 ff.
Zenobius : see Index II.

Zielinski, Th. : on origins of Come

dy, 241, 243, 246 : on structure

of Comedy, 293 ff.
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PASSAGES QUOTED AND REFEKRED TO

Acron (Pseudo-), Schol. on Horace,
Ars P. 216 : 95, 97.

Aelian, N. H. vi. 51 : 410,414.

xiii. 4 : 397.

Aeschines, in Tim. § 10 (Schol.):

51.

§ 11: 52.

Aeschylus, Choeph. 198 : 177.

Eum. 402 : 362.

Septem c. Theb. Argt.: 89.

fr. 207: 154.

fr. 355 : 7.

Alexander of Aphrodisias, 670. 1 :

368.

Amphis, fr. 14 : 73.

Anaxandrides, fr. 41 : 29.

Anthol. Palat. vii. 158 : 364.

159: 73.

410,411: 98.

414 : 268.

707: 93.

719: 280.

xvi. 28 : 72.

Antiatticista Bekkeri, 90. 3 : 391.

Antiphanes, fr. 207 : 64.

fr. 209 : 62.

Antiphon, de Choreut. § 11 : 46, 51.

Anon, de Comoed. : 283, 354, 402.

Apollodorus, I. iii, S 2 : 183.

II. v, §'11 : 383.

Apollonius Rhodius, i. 746 (Schol.)
229

ii. 98 (Schol.)
389.

ii. 777 (Schol.)
388.

Arcadius, riepi tuiw, p. 53 : 285.

p. 54 : 395.

ArchilochuB, fr. 77 : 5, 6, 18, 19.

AristidesQuintilianus ,p.29:21,133

p. 42 : 24.

Aristides, Rom. Enc. i, p. 369 : 74

Aristophanes,
Acharnians, 158: 237.

237 ff. : 216.

592: 237.

627: 235.

Aristophanes (cont.)
Acharnians, 738: 277.

Birds, 281 (Schol.): 89.

748 ff.: 90.

786: 217.

1373 ff.: 60.

1379 (Schol.): 60.

1393 (Schol.): 67.

1403 (Schol.) : 23.

Clouds, 331 ff. : 271.

333 ff. : 60.

335 (Schol.) : 64.

349: 58.

537 ff. : 237

540 ff. "(and Schol.): 259.

542 (Schol.) : 237.

553 ff. : 256, 260.
889 (Schol.) : 252.

967 (Schol.): 46.

970-1 : 59.

98:5-4: 45.

1003 (Schol.) : 252.

1287-8: 262.

1352 (Schol.): 301.

Eccles., 1069 : 156.

Frogs, 153 : 61.

220 (Schol.) : 262.

354 ff.: 198.

479 (Schol.) : 209.
663-4: 262.

910 ff.. 91.

Knights, 152 : 119.

521 : 287.

529-30: 97.

595 ff. : 246, 247.
1254: 336.

1330 ff.: 336.

Lysistrata, 5 : 226.

82: 261.

614,634,662,686:235.

991, 1077: 237.

Peace, 136-7 : 137.

185 (and Schol.): 361,
392, 411.

729: 235.

741-2 : 277.

834-7 (Schol.) : 46.
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Aristophanes (cont.)
Plutus, 290 (Schol.) : 143.

796 ff.: 277.

962 : 277.

1150 ff.: 256.

Thesmoph., 655 : 235.

Wasps, 54 ff. (and Scliol.) : 275.

151 (Schol.) : 290.
408: 235.

1137: 234.

1187 (Schol.) : 290.
1326 (and Schol.) : 332.

1409 ff. : 23, 142.
1478-9: 100, 116.
1487 ff.: 259.

Fragm. 149 : 137.

253 : 249.

530: 400,411.

Aristotle, Ath. Pol. lvi, § 3 : 52.

Ausc. Mir., p. 842 f: 184.

Eth. Nic. n. vii, p. 1108 a 21:

270.

iv. ii, p. 1123 a 24 (and

Schol.) : 276, 414.

vii, p. 1127a 21: 270.

Gen. An. i, p. 724 a 29 : 376, 400.

Poet, iii, p. 1448 a 29 ff. : 121 ff.,
143 ff., 225 ff., 286.

iv, p. 1449 a 9ff.: 121 ff.,
226 ff.

p. 1449 a 22: 92,110.

v, p. 1449 a 37 ff.: 122 ff.,
227 ff, 353.

xv, p. 1454 a 30: 68.

xvi, p. 1455 a 6 : 70.

xxi, p. 1457 a 22 : 66.

xxii, p. 1459 a 8 : 66.

xxvi, p. 1461 a 31 : 68.

Pol. in. iii, p. 1276 b : 77.

viii. vi, p. 1341 a 36 : 290.

vii, p. 1342 a, b : 48.

p. 1342b 9: 63.

Probl. xix. xv. : 55.

Rhet. i. i, p. 1365 a 10 : 376, 400.
in. vii, p. 1408 a 12: 232.

viii, p. 1408 b 36: 112.

ix, p. 1409 b 25 ff. : 56.

xii, p. 1413 b 12: 71.

xiv, p. 1415 a 10: 74.

xviii, p. 1419b 8: 270.

Arrian, Anab., I. xi : 182.

Athenaeus, i, p. 6e: 61.

p. 20 a: 381.

p. 22 a: 100.

p. 30b: 11.

Athenaeus (cont.)
iii, p. 86a: 391.

p. 94 f.: 396,403.
p. 96 b, c: 290.
p. 110 b: 384.

iv, p. 137 e : 288.
p. 139b: 395.
p. 183 c: 395.
p. 184 f: 385.

v, p. 181c: 48,233.
p. 198 c: 78.

viii, p. 338a: 68.

p. 352b: 68.

p. 362 b: 394.

p. 364 a: 54.

ix, p. 367 f: 289.

p. 370b: 385, 397.
p. 374a: 71.

p. 390 b : 388.

p. 392 f: 96.

p. 402 b : 412.

p. 408 d : 394.

x, p. 424 d: 391.

p. 429a: 407.

p. 445 a, b: 227.

p. 452 f: 229.

p. 455 c: 24.

xi, p. 491 c : 40.

xii, p. 535 d: 364.

p.551d,ff.:60,61.

xiii, p. 588b: 360.

p. 602 f: 361.

p. 603d: 71.

xiv, p. 617 b : 30.

p. 618 d: 393.

p. 619 a, b: 381,
383.

p.621d,e,662a,d:

228 ff., 231 ff.
p. 624 e: 24.

p. 626 a: 17.

p. 628 a : 19.

p. 629 a: 25.

p.629e:257,363,

405.

p. 630 c: 101,118.

p. 631 a : 61.

p. 636 d : 74.

p. 638 d: 288.

p. 646 c: 289.

p. 648 d: 363.

p. 652a: 393,413.

xv, p. 698 c : 408.

p. 699 f: 77.

Autocrates, fr. 1 : 260.
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Callimachu8,Hymn toDelos, 300 ff. :
9.

Chamaeleon, ap. Athen. ix. 374a:

71.

Cicero, 11. in Verr. iv, § 95 : 362.

Clem. Alex.,
Protrept. i. 1 : 279.

2 (and Schol.) : 210,
211.

ii. 12 : 145.

Strom, i, § 64 : 354.

§ 79 : 99, 281.

v, § 100 : 356.

Columella, i. i, § 8 and viii. iii,

§ 6 : 364.

Crates, fr. 41 : 230.

Cratinus, fr. 2 : 232.

fr. 36: 15, 19.
fr. 335 : 97.

Demetrius, de Interpr., § 91 : 67.

§'169: 130.

Demosthenes, in Aristocr., § 4 : 145.

in Conon., § 14: 233.
in Meid., § 5 : 52.

§ 10 : 76, 94,
217.

§§13,14:51.

inNeaer.,§ 7 : 145.

§§73,78,79:

'215,216.
Didymus on Demosth. : 73.

Diodorus, xvii. xvi, § 3 : 182.

Diog. Laert. i. 42 : 356.

59 : 99.

iii. 12 : 357, 369, 372,
377, 378.
56: 99, 109ff.

vii. 7 : 356.

viii. 78 : 356.

Diomedes,
de poem, ix, § 2 : 250.

§ 4 : 282, 283.
Dion. Hal.

de Comp. Vb. xix : 59.

xxii : 32-4.

de adm. vi die. Dem. vii, xxix : 67.

Ep. ad Pomp, ii, p. 762: 67.

Dionysius Thrax (Schol. on): 281.

Dioscorides, Ep. on Sositheus : 93.

on Thespis : 98,
105,114.

Donatus, de Com. v : 99.

Ecphantides, fr. : 19, 144, 403.

Elis, Invocation of Women of:

13.

Ennius, fr. : 366, 367, 379.

Epicharmus, fr. 1 (Kaibel) : 393.

6: 389.

7: 389.

9 : 393.

21 : 384.

24, 25 : 397.

34, 35 : 398.

37: 399.

42, 43 : 385.

53 : 385.

54: 384.

57, 58 : 385.

71 : 384.

76: 386.

79: 394.

81-3 : 383.

87, 88 : 398.

90: 394.

91 : 395.

99: 380.

100, 101 : 381.

109: 395.

123, 124 : 382.

125 : 361, 392.
127: 392.

130, 131 : 383.

132 : 19, 382.

148, 149 : 400.

165, 168: 401.
170: 373.

171 : 377.

172 : 368, 378.
173 : 369, 370.
216: 401.

221 : 401.

229: 401,410.

239 : 230.

245 : 367.

249, 250, 252 : 368.

254: 370.

265-72 : 401.

277: 402.

280-8 : 402.

Eratosthenes.fr. : 99, 102 ff.
Etymologicum Magnum, s. v.

auroKa'jSSaXov : 232.

StBvpapfios : 14.

BvpeXr,: 101, 118 ff., 175 ff.

AevKapicov : 391.

ToXwiov: 280.

TpaycoSia : 105, 154.
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Euanthius, de Com. i : 99.
ii: 101.

Eupolis, fr. Ill : 395.

159 : 412.

244 : 276.

Euripides, Bacchae, 276 : 366.

523 ff.: 8, 10,
14.

Cyclops, 78 ff. : 155.

Helena, 1469 : 94.

Rhesus, 36 (Schol.): 156.
943 ff.: 183 ff.

Supplices, 531 : 367.

fr. 941 : 366.

Eusebius, Can. 01. 47. 2 : 98, 165.
61. 3 : 98.

Eustathius, on Od. xx. 106 : 285.

Harpocration, s.v. MeraXXeis : 54.

Hephaestion,
de Metris, ii, p. 9 (Consbr.) : 39.

viii, p. 25 (Consbr.) :

384, 393, 409.
Introd. Metr., p. 60 (Consbr.):

226.

Hermippus, fr. 46 : 97.

Herodotus, i. 23 : 20, 131 ff.

61,132,144,170:107.

72 : 146.

171 : 229.

iii. 131 : 22.

iv. 79 : 184.

v. 4 : 18.

82: 240.

vii. 6 : 23.

Ill : 184.

164: 359.

227 : 11.

Hesiod,fr. 149: 151.

Hesychius, s. v.

/3puXXixio-Tni, &c. . 257.

8eiKrp\a : 229.

Avapaivai : 96.

e'KKeYOipiXwpe'vi; : 291.

e'v jrevre Kpircov : 410.

'Hpdxia : 14.

8eoSaiVios : 14.
Kanvias : 290.

KdXacpos: 393.

KopSaKicrpoi : 259.

Kvpirroi : 257.

XdpPai: 257.

AvSi'cW: 289.

Hesychius (cont.)
MvXXos: 285.

'Opova : 396, 403.

nvp napeyxei,: 19.

Tpayrj(pdpoi : 159.

Tpdyovs : 154.

XoipiXov 'EKCpavriSovs : 291.

Himerius, Or. xiii. 4 : 183.

Homer,
Iliad, ix. 215 : 119.

xviii. 49 ff., 316, 603 ff.:
123-4.

xxiv. 720 ff. : 19, 123-4.
Odyssey, xiv. 432 : 119.

Homeric Hymn, vii (to Dionysus)
116.

xix (to Pan). 46

184.

Horace, Ars Poet. 275-7 : 98, 112,
114-15.

Epp. ii. i. 58 : 408.

161-3: 116.

Odes rv. ii. 10 ff. : 38.

Hyginus, Astron. n. iv : 102 ff.

Iamblichus, Vit. Pythag. 166 : 226,
241, 357.

Inscriptions :

C.I.A. ii. 470, 471 : 177.

556 • 52

971,'iv.971: 52,94,217,
226, 288, 290.

972: 218.

977 : 284, 287-8.
1246 : 68.

1248: 75.

1367 : 76.

iii. 34 a: 80.

68 b: 10,79.

78: 79.

80,81,82a: 80.

iv. 2, 574 b: 75.

C.I.G. 2671 : 75.

3044: 172.

3053: 74.

3655: 172.

from Assos : 78.

Delos : 9, 76, 77.

Miletus, Samos, Teos : 77.

Parian Marble : 25, 64, 70, 97,

107, 280, 283-4, 353.
on choregia : 53.

containing names of dithyrambic

victors : 72.
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Ioannes Diaconus, Conun. in Her-

mog. : 105, 132, 134, 281.

Ion, fr. of dithyrambs : 46.

Iophon, fr. 1 : 232-3.

Isaeus, v, § 36 : 51.

Isidore, Origg. xviii.47: 101,118-19.

Lamprocles, fr. : 40.

Longus, Soph. iv. 17: 137.

Lucian, 'AXeKrpvcov, § 10 : 137.

'AppoviSrjs, § 1 : 68.

MaKpd(3ioi, § 25 : 357.

ITepi dpxicr., § 22 : 261.

ripoXaXid d Aidv., § 1 : 261.

„
§5:125.

Lysias, Or. iv, § 3 : 52.

Or. xxi, §§ 1,2: 52,53,288.
fr. ap. Athen. xii. 551 e : 60.

Machon, fr. : 64.

Melanippides, frs. : 56 ff.

Menander, fr. 165 : 73.

fr. 537 : 357.

Mnesimachus, fr. 4 : 260.

Nicander, Theriac. 484 (Schol.) : 15.

Papyri, Hibeh, i. 1 : 369.

Oxyrh. iii. 425 : 397.

xiii. 1604 : 36.

Parian Marble : see Inscriptions.

Pausanias, I. xii, § 1 : 204.

II. xiii, § 5 : 93.

xxxii, §§ 1-4 : 203.

IV. iv, §1:9.
V. xviii, § 14 : 124.

xxvii, § 7 : 414.

VI. xxii. § 1 : 260.

viii. xv, § 1 : 145.

liii, §§2ff.: 140.

ix. ix, § 2 : 204.

xviii, § 3 : 202.

xxv, § 2 : 202.

Pherecrates, fr. 132 : 290.

fr. 138 : 395.

Pherecrates (?), Xei'puv, fr. 145 : 54-

5, 59, 60, 62, 65-6.

Philochorus, fr. (Muller, i. 387) :

208.

Philodenius, de Mus., p. 74 : 69.

Philostratus,
Imag. i. ii, p. 298 : 257.

n. xxii : 388.

Vit. Apoll.i. xvii: 67.

rv. xxi: 216.

Vit. Soph. I. xxv : 116.

Philoxenus, frs. : 63 ff.

Photius, Biblioth., p. 147a : 361.

8. V. "Hpas Seo-povs : 390.

Av8i'c>v : 289.

MiJXXos : 285.

Phrynichus (tragicus), frs. : 92.

Pindar,
dithyrambic frs. : 33 ff.

Olymp. ix. 68 (Schol.) : 391.

xiii. 18, 19 (and Schol.) :

fi 7 91

Pyth. i. 98'(Schoi.) : 354, 396.
ii. 73 : 396.

Plato, Alcibiad. ii, p. 147 c : 226.

Oratylus, p. 408 c : 137.

Gorgias, p. 493 a : 362.

p. 501 e : 60.

Laws, iii, p. 700 b : 7, 8, 214.
p. 700 dff. : 58-9.

vii, p. 815 c : 156.

x,p.893a(Schol.):89

xii, p. 947 c : 180

Minos, p. 321 a : 101,117-18.

Republ. iii, p. 394 c (and

Schol.) : 41, 70.

v, p. 451 c : 144
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